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In Moscheles Stammbuch 

Tonkunst, dich preis ich vor allen, 
Hochstes Los ist dir gefallen, 
Aus der Schwesterktinste drei 

Du die freiste, einzig frei ! 

Denn das Wort, es laBt sich fangen, 
Deuten laBt sich die Gestalt; 

Unter Ketten, Riegeln, Stangen 
Halt sie menschliche Gewalt, 

Aber du sprichst hOh 're Sprachen, 
Die kein Hascherchor versteht; 
Ungreifbar <lurch ihre Wachen 
Gehst du wie ein Cherub geht. 

Darum preis' ich dich vor allen 
In so angstlich schwerer Zeit, 
Schonstes Los ist dir gefallen 
Dir und wer sich dir geweiht. 

(Franz Grillparzer, 1826) 



Chapter One 

Introduction: Making the Road 

[La musique Chinoise]: ces folles inven
tions de quelques theoreticiens savants sur 
une pretendue musique par quarts de tons. 
(Hector Berlioz)! 

Die tiber China und die Chinesen uns 
gelaufig gewordenen V orstellungen !assen 
unter dem Rubrum " chinesische Musik" 
etwas tiberaus Seltsames, ja Lacherliches 
erwarten, <las hochstens ein Gegenstand 
unserer Neugier, oder einer der mtil3igen 
und <loch unerlal3lichen Artikel in der 
Musikgeschichte sein konnte. (Gustav 
Schilling)2 

Chinese music has long been a cinderella of Western scholarship because of its 
bad reputation: Jesuit and other reports up until the nineteenth century bear 
witness to the little favourable repute in which Chinese music stood.3 Few then, 

Berlioz at the 1851 World Industrial Fair in London, cf. BERLIOZ Correspondance gene
rate, p. 72/73. Cf. also his "Musikalische Sitten der Chinesen" in which he further elabo
rates on "wild cat-howls, turkey cluckings and death rattles." 

2 SCHILLING (ed) Enzyklopadie, p. 204. 
3 STAHL "Entwicklung des Exotismus," p. 40/41, shows that the generally positive attitude 

of the Jesuits towards China and her culture did not apply to their evaluation of Chinese 
music. Most nineteenth (and even twentieth century) musical handbooks and encyclopedias, 
especially Schilling and Ambros, simply quote freely-adding negativa-from AMIOT's 
Memoires sur la musique des Chinois (cf. LIANG Bibliography). One example of their 
evaluations, taken from AMBROS Geschichte der Musik, vol.1, p. 511, shall be quoted at 
length: "Soweit fleissige Beobachtung ihrer physikalischen Grundlagen reichen kann [ist 
sie] zu einer neben einzelnen phantastischen Ztigen wissenschaftlich wohl durchdachten, 
geordneten Musiklehre ausgearbeitet [ ... ], welche in sehr vielem das Richtige und Wahre 
trifft. [ ... ] Wo aber <las eigentlich Ktinstlerische der Sache beginnt, ist die chinesische 
Musik roh, barbarisch und wlist. [ ... ] Wahrend ihre Musikwissenschaft seit mehr als zwei 
Jahrtausenden die Feinheiten des Quintencirkels, die zwolf HalbtOne der Octave, die zwei 
Halbtone der Scala, u.s.w. kennt, tobt ihre austibende Musik mit Larmbecken, Trommeln 
und anderen strepitosen Hall- und Schallwerkzeugen gleich der Musik irgend eines wilden 
Volksstammes." For more such imaginative descripitions of" hideous" Chinese music cf. 
ibid. p. 520. Similar, twentieth century views, are presented in PICARD Musique chinoise, 
p. 43.92.185, and in RIDDLE Chinatown's Music p. 34.35.59 and p. 168: "The evidence 
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would have accepted the more tolerant and relativist view by Louis Laloy who in 

his book La musique Chinoise of 1910 argued:4 

Si de ce tumulte, une oreille europeenne est plus surprise que charmee, il 
faut se rappeler le mot de ce Chinois qui sortant d'un de nos theatres musi
caux me disait: "Quand on ne comprend pas, on trouve qu'il y a trop de 
bruit." 

Nowadays, with the rise of anthropology and ethnomusicology, the eurocentric 

attitude toward the musical art of China has dwindled; Western scholars have 

written extensively (and positively) on Chinese music in the last few decades.5 

The face of China and its music, however, has not remained unchanged, not to say 

shattered, by the encroachment of the West. No longer is the term Chinese music 

reserved for indigenous Chinese traditions. It now also describes a different type 

of music which emerged under Western influence. This is New Chinese Music. 

New Chinese Music rises at the same time as New Music in the West. 

Stylistically, however, it often comes in very different guise. New Chinese Music 

may include works written by Chinese composers in many different Western 

idioms and styles, conventionally classicist, romanticist or modernist. 6 I will call 

it New Chinese Music not necessarily because it employs techniques known in 

New Music in the West but because it uses Western instrumental and 

compositional techniques which are new to China. 7 

suggests that whatever virtues the Chinese might have had, in American eyes, their music 

was not one of them." 
4 LALOY Musique Chinoise, p. 115/116. 
5 For a comprehensive survey of musical writings on China cf. LIEBERMAN Chinese Music 

and LIANG On Chinese Music. Since these bibliographies have been written, more impor

tant ethnomusicological scholarly work on China has been done by Rulan CHAO PIAN, 

Bell YUNG, Bruno NETTL, Fritz KUTTNER, HAN Kuo-Huang, Piet van der LOON, Lau

rence PICKEN, and Elizabeth WICHMANN to mention but a few. 
6 In this last point I vary with LIU "Ouzhou yinyue," p. 1/2, who uses a slightly self-contra

dictory definition for "New Chinese Music" describing it as a music deprived of any rela

tion with Chinese tradition, based on eighteenth and nineteenth century techniques, a music 

which is Chinese only in melody and rhythm, which until the fifties is mostly vocal, which 

is restricted to an audience of intellectuals and students, and which attempts the transfor

mation of Chinese instruments along Western lines. Although applicable to a certain type of 

New Chinese Music which, in chapter four, I shall term "stylized" or "freely transformed," 

his definition is too restricted to include developments along modernist lines which have 

occured in Chinese music in the thirties and fourties already and which have reappeared 

since the sixties and seventies. Liu also disregards the emphasis on and the synthesis with 

elements from China's own tradition which becomes particularly strong in musical 

developments in different parts of China since at least the seventies. My discussions in the 

following chapters will illuminate the inadequacies of his definition for my purposes and the 

need to elaborate what, in many ways, he has already well-described. 

7 The confrontation with Western music and its incorporation into Chinese music which, 

taking place at the end of the nineteenth century, is fundamentally different from the type of 
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Defining thy;l' newness" of New Chinese Music already creates a dilemma. Even more difficult 

to settle is the question of who would qualify as a "Chinese composer." The expression 

"composer from China," or Zhongguo zuoqujia, leaves open who "China" is: Taiwan and the 

PRC both insist on being legitimate applicants. Furthermore, it is to be asked whether composers 

of Western descent who are resident or perhaps even born in China should be included in the set. 

On the other hand, if one were to call " Chinese" every composer of Chinese descent, every 

Huaren zuoqujia, a comprehensive history would have to include not only those composers resi

dent in the PRC and in Taiwan but also those in Greater Asia or abroad. One would thus have to 

consider a group of people who have grown up under completely divergent social and cultural 

conditions. It is true, as specialized studies on Chinese immigrants have shown, that "young 

American-born-Chinese, in addition to being affected by the cultural currents that create trends for 

American youth in general, typically grow up away from Chinatown's ghetto milieu and thus the 

constant exposure to Chinese language, attitudes, and outlooks." 8 Yet, does that mean that 

"American-born-Chinese" such as Chen Danpin (Wendy), born in Brooklyn (*1970) do not feel 

Chinese or write Chinese music? On the other hand, even if a composers' contact with Chinatown 

is strong, this is no guarantee for a real immersion in Chinese' culture either. Chinatown only 

provides an (often strange) selection of the breadth of China's cultural heritage.9 As for music, 

"no significant professional class of musicians has ever emerged from Chinatown's milieu" and 

"the community might seem scarcely to have a musical culture at all, as overt musical activity is 

only sporadically in evidence." 10 These findings already indicate the difficulties with a third 

possibility of defining the Chinese composer by attempting to measure the indebtedness of a 

composer to China's own tradition, by asking for a Zhongguo wenhua zuoqujia, a "composer of 

Chinese Culture." This method might discriminate against those composers who use the Western 

idiom almost exclusively. and are hence not recognized as Chinese even though they might feel 

very Chinese. A composer's immersion in Chinese culture is very difficult to measure and may 

even stand in a reverse relationship to his or her musical style. 

All of these attempts at a definition have their drawbacks, all of them are somewhat arbitrary. 

By considering composers from three parts of China, Nationalist Taiwan (ROC), the Communist 

People's Republic of China (PRC), and Colonial Hong Kong and Macau for the purpose of this 

study, I combine the geographic-territorial defmition of Zhongguo zuoqujia with the cultural 

defmition of a Zhongguo wenhua zuoqujia since" despite their political bifurcation, these [ ... ] ter

ritorial entities share the same musical and cultural heritage." 11 The question of descent, of the 

Huaren zuoqujia has been limited to these three territories so as to be able to draw conclusive re

sults from a manageable and, what is more important, comparable set of cohorts and groups. All 

those composers who are of Chinese descent and have lived a substantial amount of time, espe

cially during their formative years, in one of the three areas will be taken into consideration, no 

matter where they live or are resident today. I will include the Huaren zuoqujia Lam Bunching 

and Zhou W enzhong in this study although they have already spent decades away from China. 

Composers such as Boris Blacher, on the other hand, who was born in China, a Zhongguo zuoqujia 

osmosis that has been typical for the development of traditional Chinese music (cf. chapter 

four). China's "indigenous" musical tradition is a tradition of many sources. Most Chinese 

instruments and many of the musical styles taken to be indigenously Chinese have in fact 

originated in the middle East and from there spread to China to be adapted into her musical 

frameworks. 
8 RIDDLE Chinatown's Music, p. 296. 
9 Cf. KINKEAD" A reporter at large. Chinatown." 

10 RIDDLE Chinatown's Music, p. 11.13. 
11 HAN/MARK "Evolution and Revolution," p. 11. 
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but not of Chinese descent, or Tona Scherchen-Hsiao, whose mother was Chinese, but who 
received only the first few touches of her musical education in China, and who is hence not a 
Zhongguo wenhua zuoqujia will not be dealt with in this study.12 

Despite the fact that the new type of Chinese music written by these composers 
should in theory at least be quite accessible to Westerners since it uses their instru
ments and compositional techniques, the study of New Chinese Music remains vir
gin soil in Western musicology.13 Even the most recent dictionary of twentieth 
century composers only lists some eight composers from Taiwan and the 
Mainland, none from Hong Kong or Macau.14 Standard histories of New Music 
do not usually include a chapter on Chinese music even though they might 
mention Asian composers from Japan and Korea.15 Although China's New Music 
can already look back on the history of a century there is still only a handful of 
books or articles in Western languages dealing with it from a musicological point 
ofview.16 

Western sinologists, too, have neglected to pursue the rise and development of 
this new type of Chinese music. Even though sinological libraries abound with 

12 I elaborate on this distinction in part two of chapter three. 
13 As HAN Kuo-huang, a Taiwanese musicologist, in his Zi Xi zu Dong vol. 2, p. 107, puts it: 

"Western sinologists or musicologists show almost no interest in Western-influenced New 
Chinese Music." 

14 Cf. MORTON/COLLINS (ed) Contemporary Composers. 
15 Cf. DIBELIUS Moderne Musik I and Moderne Musik II. It ought to be mentioned, however, 

that the above author has recently done some detailed analysis of the work of Ligeti's 
student Chen Xiaoyong for the Bayrischer Rundfunk. 

16 These are FELICIANO's Four Asian Contemporary Composers, with a chapter on Zhou 
Wenzhong and RYKER's collection Music in the Orient, which provides cursory surveys of 
music by composers from Taiwan, Hong Kong and Mainland China. The Communist 
studies such as PISCHNER Musik in China and SCHNEERSON Musikkultur Chinas give 
glowing but prejudiced accounts of musical developments in the PRC in the fifties. On 
mainland Chinese music KOUWENHOVEN has written a couple of well-researched and 
interesting articles in CHIME and China Information; LIU Jingshu, on the other hand, in 
"Drang zur Erneuerung: Junge Komponisten in China" provides only a superficial glimpse 
of the situation and ZHANG Que Akkulturationsphiinomene only mentions a handful of 
mainland composers while providing a few useful analyses. Interesting from the point of 
view of a synthesis of Chinese and Western musical heritage are the early study by MA Mu
sique chinoise de style europeen and, more recently, CHANG Western Influence on Con
temporary Chinese Music and LIANG Western influence on Chinese music in the early 
twentieth Century. A few short articles and reviews of Hong Kong music are 
GRONEMEYER "Bin Schock aus der primitiven Stille" and SCHNEIDER "Feier des Le
bens" which also appeared in English as "A Celebration of Life." BLUMENTHALER 
"Schmetterlingstraum und Vogelschrei," is one of the few examples for an interest in Tai
wanese music. A few PhD dissertations, too, mentioned in the course of this study, have 
dealt with some of China's composers such as Jiang Wenye, Ma Shuilong, Huang Yautai, 
Chen Yi, Zhou Long and Zhou Wenzhong. For a list of the most recent dissertations cf. 
KWOK "Chinese music theses and dissertations. " 
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studies on other artistic forms such as new Chinese literature, art and even film, 
only a few authors mention the rise of New Music. Richard C. Kraus's study Pia
nos and Politics in China is the most recent and most thorough attempt to deal 
with music in China. And yet his book, tracing the biographies of a handful of 
Chinese pianists and composers, deals with the fate of Western music in China 
~ather than talking about music in a Western idiom written by Chinese composers. 
Two earlier studies, Colin Mackerras's The Performing Arts in Contemporary 
China (1981), and A.C. Scott's Literature and the Arts in Twentieth Century 
China (1968) mention music in the context of other performing arts but are bound 
to treat the topic superficially due to the amount of other material they present.17 
Furthermore, China has gone through a lot of changes in the last two decades. The 
latter two studies simply cannot and Kraus' study does not intend to anticipate and 
describe the continuing shifts since the Cultural Revolution in the People's Repub
lic of China (PRC), the impact of the foundation of the Council for Cultural Plan
ning and Development (CCPD) in Taiwan, or the effects of the MacLehose cul
tural era in Hong Kong. 

What's more, New Chinese Music, too, has become a cinderella of Western 
scholarship because of its bad reputation. The type of music presented at official 
concerts or acquired on tape by the sinologist or visitor of China, these sounds of 
Tchaikovsky at his most sentimental-just turned pentatonic-are indeed the basis 
for a well-founded prejudice commonplace among musicologists and sinologists 
that New Chinese Music is artistically worthless, a mere tool of Party propaganda. 
Mackerras judges: 

The Chinese are not interested in adapting to contemporary European or 
American style, nor have they so far developed their own stamp. They still 
appear content to copy from the masters of the past.18 

And Scott concludes: 

17 MACKERRAS, in his chapter on music, mostly describes his concert-experiences during a 
stay in China and at times makes painfully simplistic (and often mistaken) statements about 
Chinese traditional music. The one distinctly new composition which he mentions is not 
ascribed a composer (cf. ibid. p. 157.160). 

18 MACKERRAS The performing Arts, p. 70. ZHANG Akkulturationsphiinomene, p. 5 also 
mentions this prejudice. This type of critical attitude is not restricted to Western scholars, 

- Xu's Zhongguo yinyue wang nali qu, p. 8-9 makes a similar point. The author describes 
New Chinese Music as backward because of the single-minded use of eighteenth and nine
teenth century harmony in combination with pentatonicism. HAN Zi Xi zu Dong, vol. 1, p. 
138-145, on the other hand, complains that all those very avid critics of New Chinese Music 
who talk of" Zhongguo laji" (Chinese garbage) New Chinese Music, have in fact heard 
nothing but the Butterfly Violin Concerto by Chen Gang and He Zhanhao (*1933) or per
haps Xian Xinghai's Yellow River Concerto. He questions whether these works are really 
representative of New Chinese Music (cf. his analysis of the Butterfly Violin Concerto in Zi 
Xi zu Dong vol. 2, p. 97ff). 
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That China has nothing distinguished to show in the way of new creative 
music is due to both a lack of seasoned composers and the hindering hand of 
the Party.19 

Some of the standard histories on New Chinese Music, especially those written 
in the PRC, do not do much to defy this prejudice: they usually read like a two
men-story. Nie Er (1912-35)20 and Xian Xinghai (1905-45),21 the renmin yinyue
jia, the "Peoples' Musicians" 22 were the only subjects of interest for a long time. 
And they remain the best-researched composers in China's music history today.23 

In the textbook versions of China's New Music, their compositions, brassy, revo
lutionary symphonies, in late romanticist idiom, and mass songs, are seen as the 
artistic climax of all former and the starting point for all later musical develop
ments. And, if many composers have been forgotten, not for aesthetic but, as was 
all too common, for political reasons, others have likewise been made into 
"classics" more or less unrightfully. Even the alternative histories written and 

19 SCOTT Literature and the Arts, p. 151. A similar sweeping view as to the detrimental 
influence of politics on music is given in ZHANG Akkulturationsphanomene, esp. p. 18.50. 

20 Nie, composer of the Chinese National Anthem, had studied Chinese instruments, erhu, 
sanxian and yueqin, and emphasized national style in his compositions. He started writing 
songs in 1933 soon working for certain progressive film studios in Shanghai. 1934 was his 
most fruitful year (cf. WANG Jinxiandai yinyueshi, p. 124-134). His simple patriotic songs 
are described as follows in PISCHNER Musik in China, p. 101: "Die Lieder dieses Kompo
nisten haben die Grundlage des Realismus in der chinesischen Musik gelegt und drticken 
den emsten Kampfeswillen und den revolutionaren Optimismus des chinesischen Volkes 
aus." On Nie Er cf. for instance QIAO Zhongguo xiandai yinyuejia, p. 126-128 and LIU 
"Dianji shiqi," p. 64-70. His works are collected in Nie Er quanji. 

21 Xian began his studies at the Shanghai Conservatory in 1928 but was allegedly expelled. He 
then went to Paris to study (1930-35) with Paul Dukas and Vincent d'Indy. After his return 
from Paris he taught at the Lu Xun Academy of Arts (Lu Xun yishu xueyuan) at the 
Communist base in Yan' an (1938-40), and began to write a number of brassy revolutionary 
symphonies. In 1941, he was sent to Russia to continue his studies and died there in 1945 
(cf. LI "Xian Xinghai zai Sulian"). More information on Xian Xinghai is found in QIAO 
Zhongguo Xiandai Yinyuejia, p. 129-131, WANG Jinxiandai yinyueshi, p. 153-169, XU 
Zhongguo xin yinyue shihua, p. 147-158, LIU "Kangri zhanzheng shiqi," p. 120-134, in 
English, KRAUS Pianos and Politics, p. 40-69, MAO "Music under Mao," p. 105-106 and 
Music from China National Radio 1995.2, and in German, SCHNEERSON Musikkultur, p. 
142-155. The first volumes of his collected works, Xian Xinghai quanji, have been 

published. 
22 One prime example is WANG Jinxiandai yinyueshi. His Xiandai yinyue shigang still suffers 

from the same viewpoint but at least mentions some of the composers and works that might 
not always have been deemed orthodox. For a lengthy collection of publications on music 
in the PRC cf. JIN "Musikforschung." 

23 Cf. JIN "Musikforschung," p. 296. 
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edited in Taiwan and Hong Kong24 only partly remedy this situation, and 
sometimes eyen echo certain PRC conceptions about New Chinese Music.25 
These standard histories are limited to reiterating the same stories, leaving much 
unwritten.26 That does not mean, however, that there is no different story to tell. 

One reason for (and consequence of) this historical streamlining is certainly the 
difficulty in obtaining useful source material: few pieces have been commercially 
published, or are accessible in libraries, even in China.27 And research has been 
politically restricted to certain topics and to certain methods.28 One restriction has 
concerned musical analysis: only in recent years has it become more common 
practice to consider the music itself and to analyse the notes rather than a given 
text, programme or the life and thought of the composer.29 Another restriction 
was geographical: the subject of a comprehensive history of New Chinese Music 
ought to be composers at least from the PRC, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macau if 
not from Greater Asia and abroad. Obviously, no Chinese musicologist in either 

24 Cf. XU Zhongguo xin yinyue ,shihua and XU Taiwan yinyueshi chugao for a Taiwanese 
view, and the articles by musicologists from Taiwan and Hong Kong in the four volumes 
edited by LIU Zhongguo xin yinyueshi lunji. 

25 The official post-Mao PRC contention, for instance, that Jiang Qing destroyed China's folk 
tradition and that the" eight" yangbanxi (model-works) she" created" were the abominable 
peaks of those "ten years of stagnation" is perpetuated in an article by Hong Kong musi
cologist LIU" Wenge shiqi." For this problem see the discussion in chapter four, part one. 

26 For a similar view cf. PICARD Musique chinoise, p. 186. 
27 Only the efforts of a few private and open-minded collectors have provided the basis for 

detailed research: the Collection of New Chinese Music from Hong Kong, Taiwan and the 
PRC by Dr. C. C. LIU at the Centre of Asian Studies, University of Hong Kong, has been 
duplicated for the Institute of Chinese Studies at the University of Heidelberg. Another im
portant collection of PRC compositions, primarily those dating from after the Cultural 
Revolution is to be found at the CHIME Foundation in Leiden. 

28 JIN "Musikforschung," p. 317ff, remarks on the lack of publishers and researchers neces
sary to provide even the most basic research helps such as dictionaries. Similar complaints 
are voiced in HAN Zi Xi zu Dong vol. 2, p. 144, CHANG Alexander Tcherepnin, p. 7, and in 
the discussion of LIU "Huigu yu fansi," p. 43. In YYYYX1986.155:131 "Yanjiu Zhongguo 
yinyueshi," CHOW Fanfu explains the lack of accessible material with constant reversals in 
political policies (this applies both in Taiwan and the PRC: in Taiwan, for example, certain 
mainland music journals can only be obtained by professors with special permission [from 
an interview with Ma Shuilong]). 

29 Cf. nN "Musikforschung," p. 299. The anecdotal nature of Chinese musicology will be 
discussed in chapter two, part one. The changing trends toward a more musical Chinese 
musicology are manifested in the writings of ZHENG Yinlie and WEI Tingge amongst 
others in musical journals such as Yinyue yishu and Zhongguo yinyuexue and monographs 
such as ZHU Zhongguo yinyue zhong fudiao siwei and WANG Xiandai hesheng. A few 
Master's and PhD dissertations written by Chinese from Hong Kong and Taiwan also in
clude analytical work. Cf. YOU Taiwan xiandai yinyue fazhan, NG Piano Compositions of 
Huang Yau-Tai, HO Solo piano music of Ma Shuilong, LEI Chinese Composers, LEE Chen 
Yi, CHEW Chou Wen-chung, and KUO Chiang Wen-yeh. 
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Taiwan or the PRC was (and probably still is) able to write such a history. 
Political tensions between the different parts of China still hamper the flow of 
information and make it often dangerous, sometimes impossible, for scholars from 
either side of the Taiwan Straits to write about the "other" China. Xu Changhui' s 
house-arrest by the Taiwanese government for giving a talk on New Music in 
Taiwan and the PRC is just one prominent example for this situation.30 While 
some young Taiwanese composers had not even heard of Xian Xinghai until the 
late eighties, much less his Yellow River Concerto, the older composers remember 
first having access to his music while studying abroad. Even in the eighties, radio 
broadcasts with music from the mainland were deliberately aired at inconvenient 
times, such as 3 a.m., to avoid government censorship.31 It is perhaps for this 
reason that only the smallest number of studies on New Chinese Music attempt a 
comparison of the cultural products of these different parts of China.32 And it is 
certainly for this reason that it took a group of composers and musicologists from 
Hong Kong, together with a composer from the mainland, Zhou Wenzhong, now 
resident in New York, to bring composers from Taiwan and the PRC together for 
the first time.33 

30 This situation is slowly changing as conferences on New Music now held yearly in Taiwan 
show: both composers from the PRC and from Taiwan take part, an innovation of the nine
ties. Nevertheless, many a PRC musicologist still thinks that it is impossible to write a 
unified history or even to begin to do research on the respective heretical part of China 
(from interviews with Chinese musicologjsts). 

31 From interviews with Chen Shihui, Qian Nanzhang and Zeng Xingkui. 
32 Hong Kong studies such as WUT "Xin yinyue chuangzuo," LIU "Huigu yu fansi," his 

"Taiwan, Xianggang he Aomen dangdai yinyue" (ZGYYX 1991.1 :36-51) and the Taiwanese 
study by QIAO Zhongguo xiandai yinyuejia, indiscriminately present composers from dif
ferent parts of China but do not draw comparative conclusions. The restriction to one part 
of China and the lack of comparison is also prevalent in Western studies of Chinese music if 
for different reasons. The mere juxtaposition of essays or chapters on different parts of 
China for others to draw their conclusions from is practised in SCOTT Literature and the 
Arts (chapter " The Chinese outside China") and RYKER ( ed) Music in the Orient. 

33 The meetings alluded to here are the First Composers Conference and Festival in Hong 
Kong of 1986 and the Meeting of composers from both sides of the Taiwan Straits held in 
New York in 1988. 
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1 
Actually the earth had no roads to begin 
with, but when many men pass one way, a 

~ road is made. (Lu Xun)34 

A comprehensive history of New Chinese Music has hence not been written in any 
Western or the Chinese language. Neither will this study be the one and only one. 
In covering compositions from some fifty years of Chinese music history, from 
1949, when the victory of the Communist Party split China into three (a Commu
nist, a Nationalist, and a Colonial China), to the present, I will not be making out 
white elephants of New Chinese Music.35 Rather, I will endeavour to portray an 
alternative history of New Chinese Music at least to be able to question some well
established contentions. I will argue that New Chinese Music in no way climaxed 
in the works of two renminyinyuejia (People's Composers) but more likely in the 
works of many other composers before and after them. I will argue further that 
Party policies, although at times hindering the organic development of New Chi
nese Music, have in fact often-unwillingly-instigated the most important 
changes in Chinese New Music. I will also argue that China's New Music is no 
.11ore copying the Western past than the West is copying China's past in New 
Music and I will argue that in the Chinese population of more than a billion, there 
is hardly a lack of" seasoned composers." 

The streamlining in the writing of Chinese music history was a challenge, 
almost an invitation to oppose. But it also left me basically on my own-without 
the useful giants' shoulders to stand on-to discover what made sense and what 
did not. I decided to focus on three glaring issues, topics at the heart of many a 
discussion about New Chinese Music in music journals, at conferences and 
amongst composers. Firstly, the relationship between music and politics; 
secondly, the future of China's own musical tradition within her New Music; and 
thirdly, the assessment of this music's "newness." Theoretically, these three 
issues might appear somewhat paradoxical: if music is an asemantic art, what 
would it have to do with politics; if New Music is defined by its radical departure 
from or total negation of tradition, what would it have to do with tradition; and, 
how could New Music be anything else but new? Notwithstanding, an enormous 
amount of Chinese ink has been spilled over each one of these issues. 

In how far are music and politics interrelated in China? Sinologists must fre
quently consider the relationship between the China's arts and politics; in fact, 
Chinese political struggles have often been waged on the cultural battle ground. 

34 LU Call to Arms, "My Old Home,'' p. 65, for the phrase cf. also Zhuangzi's chapter 
Qiwulun. 

35 Cf. JAUSS Literaturgeschichte als Provokation, p. 146. 
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Rudolf Wagner once observed that" (a)ny book dealing with China's recent poli
tical history [ ... ] evinces the curious feature of constantly referring to this film, 
that short story, this opera or that review as key evidence for top-level political 
contention." 36 The Chinese arts, so it is acknowledged, react like a seismograph 
to politics.37 

A recent conference on the politics of music shows why musicologists, on the 
other hand, have not yet tackled many of the aspects of this relationship. One side 
categorically denies that politics should be a relevant dimension of music, and ar
gues that the two are only peripherally connected. The other side contends that all 
essential characteristics and the very shape of music is dependent on politics and is 
a reflection of the structure of society.38 There is an apparent need, in musicol
ogy, for the development of a theoretical framework of how to deal with the poli
tics of music. It has been suggested to focus on the problem in several restricted 
historical or geographical case studies and draw theoretical conclusions from 
there.39 This book is one such case study: I will trace political developments and 
show their effects on music in three different political environments, Communist 
China, Nationalist Taiwan and Colonial Hong Kong and Macau. 

In doing so, I will concentrate on instrumental, absolute music. Firstly, vocal 
music-at least apparently-seems to give away its political content all too 
readily. And secondly, as Hanslick puts it, "nur was von der Instrumentalmusik 
behauptet werden kann, gilt von der Tonkunst als solcher [ ... ], was die 
Instrumentalmusik nicht kann, von dem darf nie gesagt werden, die Musik konne 
es, denn nur sie ist reine, absolute Tonkunst."40 It will become evident that it is in 
fact instrumental, absolute music which is most threatening to political regimes. 
This is so despite the fact that, as one scholar puts it, "nothing inherent in rates of 
vibration causes the major third to be felt or not felt as a consonance, parallel fifths 
as diabolical, dissonances as grating or attractive. They are made so by human 
fiat, not necessity."41 Nevertheless, these regimes are able to put the racial42 or 

36 WAGNER "The Chinese Writer in his own Mirror," p. 183. 
37 For this close relation cf. in the fine arts CROIZIER" Qu Yuan and the Artists," in literature 

WAGNER (ed) Literatur und Politik in der Volksrepublik China, in the performing arts 
HOLM Art and Ideology in Revolutionary China, in music KRAUS Pianos and Politics, 
HAN/MARK "Evolution and Revolution," the articles by R.I.P. HAYMAN in Ear 
Magazine and his forthcoming book Music and Politics in Mainland China, as well as the 
chapter on mainland Chinese music in PERRlS Music as Propaganda: "More Totalitarian 
Music: Confucius, Marx and Mao Zedong." The relation is also described as pivotal in 
LEYS The burning Forest and LINK Evening Chats. 

38 Cf. SCHNEIDER" Welt, was frag' ich nach dir?" p. 34. 
39 Cf. SCHNEIDER" Welt, was frag' ich nach dir?" p. 35. 
40 HANSLICK Vom Musikalisch-Sch6nen, p. 20. 
41 BARZUN "The Meaning of the Meaning in Music," p. 5. 
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the class-character43 of music into definite words. The language of those so 
prescribing the content of music is their "call to arms" against the untangible and 
potential!y:J dangerous "message" 44 of absolute music. 45 I will show that the 
language in which China's governments talk about the silent propaganda in music, 
is a symbolic language of power, itself waiting to be reinterpreted again. 

What, secondly, has.New Music to do with tradition? Everything in China: the 
impact of the West on music of other countries of the non-Western world, has, so 
musicologists contend, "hardly received scholarly attention commensurate with its 
magnitude." 46 In China, the confrontation with Western culture led to a profound 
sense of disorientation: the increasing insecurity in view of the overwhelming 
power and advancement of the West is epitomized in some of the examination 
questions for entrance at National Wuhan University at the beginning of this cen
tury, questions almost exclusively concerned with the Western impact: "When 
was Western science first introduced to China? By whom and how? What has been 
the impact of Western science on the Chinese intellectual world? What was the 
impact of the Opium War on the pattern of trade between China and the West?" 
etc.47 China's musical "response to the West" was similar to her technical and 
educational response: China was to apply Qing-government official Zhang 
Zhidong's (1837-1909) formula Zhongxue wei ti, Xixue wei yang (Chinese 
learning as substance, Western learning for application).48 In musical terms, this 
would mean that China's music would be taken as substance to be "reformed" and 
"upgraded" along Western lines for further application.49 

42 Cf. WULF Musik im dritten Reich. 
43 Cf. articles in Lun yinyue de jiejixing. 
44 Cf. CR 1970.19/11:43: "A Concerto Praising People's War," which warns: "The mystery 

they spread about music is actually meant to deceive the working people so that the bour
geoisie will forever dominate over the world." 

45 Cf. MANN Der Zauberberg: "Musik ist fiir die Begriffe undurchdringlich. Durch ihren 
nichtbegrifflichen Charakter wird sie zu einer stetigen Gefahrenquelle fiir die politische 
Macht." 

46 BURCKHARDT-QURESHI "Review," p. 574. A similar view is found in the preface to 
NETTL Western Impact. His book is an attempt to remedy the situation. 

47 Cf. YEH Alienated Academy, p. 95. 
48 For interpretation of this quotation from Zhangs Exhortation to Study (Quanxuepian) cf. 

FAIRBANK/TENG China's Response to the West, p. 164, DE BARY/CHAN/TAN Sources 
of Chinese Tradition, p. 81-87, HUANG Liang Ch'i-ch'ao, p. 5, and LIN "Xin yinye de 
fengge he biaoda fangshi," p. 115. 

49 Interestingly, as RlDDLE has observed in Chinatown's Music, p. 275, Chinatown's music 
clubs" are generally almost self-consciously avoiding direct Western influences-an attitude 
which may paradoxically indicate a 'Western' desire to preserve an ostensibly pure musical 
style." 
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This approach led to many a hybrid form of musical synthesis. One might ques

tion why Chinese intellectuals so embraced Western music and thus transformed 
their own tradition at times beyond recognition. But to the present day Chinese 
governments, this synthetic musical product was and is in fact repesentative of 
their tradition, it is Chinese music.50 Chen Qigang observed that the strongest 
pressure in China even today is to write music in Chinese style, conveying minzu
xing (national style): "And the standard for national style is what the officials ~ay 
it is." Accordingly, the question of minzuxing is one of the most important points 
in the political tug-of-war between Chinese composers and governments and in 
contrast to New Music in the West, New Chinese Music has a lot to do with her 

own traditions. 
When W estem composers had turned away from their own heritage with 

conviction, their interest was often redirected elsewhere. The East has evidently 
been an attractive target. Debussy's game/an sounds,51 Mahler's Lied van der 
Erde (1907/08), Cage's philosophy of silence and his Music of Changes (1951), 
Messiaen's semantic use of Indian rhythms in his development of the rhythme 
avec valeurs ajoutees,52 and Boulez's sense of timing,53 Britten's Curlew River 
(1964), Stockhausen's Telemusik (1966), or Lou Harrison's use of Asian 
instruments';:· they all are manifestation of this fascination. 54 Some Western 
composers such as Tcherepnin and Avshalomov have turned specifically to 
writing Chinese-style music. 55 Having to find ever new techniques and methods, 
the Western composer of New Music had to travel far. There are Chinese 
composers who think that some of these Western attempts to incorporate Asian 
traditions in New Music are even more successful than their own. Zhao 

50 Cf. STAHL "China und die Entwicklung des Exotismus in der europaischen Musik," p. 53. 
51 Cf. CHOU "Asian Concepts and Twentieth-Century Western Composers," p. 211: 

"Debussy's awareness of the values in Asian music was phenomenal, particularly in view of 
the fact that Asian instruments were still being caricatured as 'instruments of torture'." 

52 On Messiaen cf. OESCH "Die Idee einer Weltmusik," p. 120.122.123 and CHOU "Asian 
Concepts and Twentieth-Century Western Composers," p. 228; a recent general study of 
Chinese influences in Western music is STAHL "Untersuchungen zum Chinabild." 

53 Cf. OESCH "Die Idee einer Weltmusik," p. 119. 
54 Cf. CHOU" Asian Concepts and Twentieth-Century Western Composers," p. 220. For a 

general historical study of this phenomenon cf. GRADENWITZ Musik zwischen Orient und 
Okzident. The trend to tum to and learn from Asia is not limited to serious music, it might 
in fact have originated in the pop and rock scene. A few studies which develop this topic 
and its repercussions on China be mentioned: the long and informative essay RECK 
"Beatles Orientalis," REA "China's Rock and Pop Scene," and JONES Like a knife (this 
former B. A. thesis has now been published in Ithaca: Cornell East Asia Series, 1992; all 
references in this book are to the B. A. thesis, however). 

55 Cf. CR 1984.33/1 :38-40 "Avshalomov and Chinese music" and the detailed discussion of 
Tcherepnin's Chinese Mikrokosmus in LUO Influence of Chinese Folk Music. 
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Xiaosheng contended that pieces such as Tcherepnin's Chinese Mikrokosmus are 
more aC£()tnPlished than some of China's own New Music. Xu Changhui gives 
examples for the successful application of pentatonics in the Western musical 
repertoire. 56 Others, however, composers57 and musicologists alike, condemn 
Westerners like John Cage for completely misunderstanding China's tradition and 
argue that the reception of Asian music by European composers even during this 
century is exoticist, simply perpetuating European fantasies, a fruitful 
misunderstanding at its best, a plump act of cleptomania at its worst. 58 

Whatever the Chineseness or Asianness of these attempts and those undertaken 
by Asian composers in retrograde, it is certainly fair to argue that in New Music, 
the West copies just as much from China's (or, more generally, Asia's) past as 
China does from the West in her New Chinese Music. The Western composer is 
not just the missonary but also the convert: it is true to say, as Zhou Wenzhong, 
himself a Chinese composer, once did that "fundamental Asian concepts and prac
tices in music are gradually and unobtrusively being integrated into the 
mainstream of Western contemporary music." 59 

This merge cannot be explained alone by the strong Western interest in Asian 
culture. Rather, there are fundamental similarities, certain affinities between East
ern old and Western new techniques. 60 The breakdown of Western harmony was 
the first step in creating New Music in the West. Conventional vertical structure 
made way to a more linear, horizontal structure in music, the latter being typical of 
Chinese traditional music. The concept of sound compositions, of layered chordic 

56 Cf. XU Zhongguo yinyue wang nali qu, p. 30: he mentions Debussy's combination of penta
tonic and whole-tone-scale, Bart6k's combination of pentatonics and chromatic scale, and 
Ravel who used pentatonicism and three-tone or eight-tone scales. 

57 From an interview with Zhou Wenzhong. 
58 Cf. OESCH "Die Idee einer Weltmusik," p. 117 and STAHL "Untersuchungen zum 

Chinabild." 
59 CHOU" Towards a New Mainstream," p. 46. 
60 Cf. CHOU "Asian Concepts and Twentieth Century Western Composers," esp. p. 222 and 

similarly ZHANG Akkulturationsphanomene, p. 125. OESCH "Die Idee einer Weltmusik," 
p. 118, somewhat provocatively suggests that perhaps the use of exotic flavour in many a 
work of the nineteenth century might have instigated the development of atonality. For the 
moment, however, it is safe to assume that it was an independent, indigenous Western de
velopment: "Inmitten eines kunstvollen Satzes wurde exotisches Milieu als akustische 
Reizzutat erzielt <lurch kompositionstechnische Kniffe wie starre Bordune, leere Quinten, 
lapidare stilwidrige Dreiklangsharmonien, eintOnige pentatonische oder modale Deklama
tionen, von der Norm abweichende Instrumentation, <lurch Bitonalitat, scheinbar stehende 
Klangfelder mit unaufgelosten harmoniefremden Tonen und so fort. In welchem MaBe sol
che integrierte Regelwidrigkeiten nicht nur exotisches Kolorit egal welcher Provenienz 
waren, sondem ihrerseits auch die Entwicklung der funktionalen zur atonikalen Harmonik 
und den Abbau der funktionalen Metrik bewirkten, ist noch nicht hinlanglich untersucht." 
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structures rather than melodic developments, of micro-movements within static 
clusters, a technique prevalent in New Music,61 exemplified in compositions by 
Ligeti, Lutoslawski and Scelsi amongst others, is a common feature of traditional 
Chinese music. Complicated and polyrhythmic structures, another of the 
"discoveries" of New Music, are customary in China's tradition, and even the use 
of speech-voice is similar to the vocal effects in Chinese opera or Japanese Noh

singing.62 
Thirdly, it ought to be asked whether China's New Music is indeed new. If 

China's composers are required to write Chinese-style music, and Chinese 
tradition incorporates all those idiosyncracies also prevalent in Western New 
Music, the resulting musical product should accordingly be nothing but new. Why 
is this music accused of copying the Western past, however? Because the question 
of modernity is another one of the important areas of contention between artists 
and governments. Each group has a different definition not only of what 
constitutes the "Chineseness" but also of what constitutes the New in New 
Chinese Music. And what Cohen once said about foreign art can be said about 
foreign music, too, it "is viewed out of context, as though dropped from Mars, so 
it takes on a new, sometimes distorted meaning." 63 Therefore, not unlike the fate 
of Asian music in the West, the reception of Western music in China, too, can be 
described as a more or less "fruitful misunderstanding." Those are the reasons 
why Wong Yokyee's and Luo Zhongrong's twelve-tone-technique sounds tonal 
and pentatonic; why microtonality in Xu Shuya's compositions, based on the 
experience of folkmusic, is condemned as un-Chinese, a sign of spiritual pollution 
from the capitalist West; those are the reasons why the Tchaikovskian sweetness 
of Du Mingxin' s symphonic work is acknowledged to express the deepest feelings 
of a modem Chinese; and why Doming Lam's very different polyrhythmic 
Chinese orchestral works are written by a composer who is also ardently fighting 
for the improvement of New Chinese Music. It is the co-existence of Old and 
New, the manifold response to the Western and to the Chinese musical heritage, an 
almost post-modernist embracement of diverse types of musical trends and styles, 

61 Cf. DIBELIUS Moderne Musikll, p. 33-57 and VOGT Neue Musik, p. 123-126. 
62 Other similarities such as microtonality which is not reserved to Haba and Busoni but comes 

into being in every performance of Chinese music due to the nature of the instruments; or 
minimalist concepts which are akin to the strongly repetitive nature of some of the rhythmic 
as well as melodic structures in Chinese dramatic music, and even certain forms of 
improvisation in New Music are not so clearly independent "inventions" of New Music but 
often inspired by Asian or other folk practices, too. Microtonality, for example, as used in 
Western New Music, is originally derived from inflections in Eastern European folkmusic 
but" stylized" by being translated into absolute pitches which differentiates them from the 

original free-floating model. 
63 COHEN New Chinese Painting, p. 151. 
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the citation of the most diverse conventions,64 sometimes in one and the same 
composition which makes New Chinese Music become New Music in the Western 
sense of the word. 

2 
rr~n , l!X~l1m 
~~*'.§!:~tiijimJ 
T-~l1B·*~~ 
T-lli: t'3 f.j~~ll4 
Beating Western Drums, and blowing 
Western Trumpets, 
Highschool kids go wild with Western 
things! 
Not studying the Classics but learning 
Western doctrine, 
Not drawing bow and arrow but roaring 
on the sportsground. (Shandong Ditty)65 

A story cannot simply begin mitlway: the reader would be puzzled. Thus before 
attempting to unfold the complexities and entanglements of China's New Music 
after 1949, I will briefly unravel the "sprouts of Western music" in China.66 First 
contact can be traced back to Tang times (618-906): Nestorian hymns were found 
among the Dunhuang manuscripts.67 Almost a millenium later, Matteo Ricci 
(1552-1610) is said to have taken a clavichord on his travels to the East, which 
instrument he presented to the Chinese Emperor. By the seventeenth century most 
Western instruments were known in China.68 A Portuguese Jesuit, Tome Pereyra 
(1645-1708), is said to have accompanied Chinese folksongs on the harpsichord 

64 I here follow a very broad definition of postmodernist music given in DIBELIUS 
"Postmoderne in der Musik." 

65 This ditty was\ a reaction by Chinese country folk to the noisy Western brass which became 
commonfare in schools and for festivities such as funerals and wedding celebrations around 
the tum of the century. The ditty is taken from GU "Shandong jinshi geyao," p. 10. It is 
quoted in HAN Zi Xi zu Dong, vol. 1, p. 34, and LIU "Xin yinyue mengya shiqi," p. 25. 

66 A detailed account on this early period is LIU "Ouzhou yinyue" and XU Zhongguo xin yin
yue shihua. A short English version is given in the introduction to CHANG Alexander 
Tcherepnin. 

67 Many of the Nestorians had apparently been merchants and missionaries who had fled 
Europe in the fifth century due to the church ban and had settled in what is today Iran. From 
there, they came to China on the silk road. The first Nestorian church in China, in 
Chang' an, was consecrated in 638. Dunhuang, at the Western-most tip of Gansu Province, 
was one of the major markets on the silk road. A collection of manuscripts now mostly kept 
in libraries in England and France, collected by Stein and Pelliot, was, around 1900, found 
intact there, walled into stone. It contains manuscripts dating back to as early as the fifth 
century including some Nestorian hymns (cf. FUJIEDA "The Tun-huang Manuscripts"). 

68 Cf. XU Zhongguo xin yinyue shihua, p. 3 and HAN/MARK Evolution and Revolution, p. 16. 
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and to have taught the Kangxi Emperor (1662-1723) how to play them.69 On is
land Taiwan too the Dutch conquerors and their missionaries not only spread the 

' ' gospel but also the lore of Western music.7° Missionary activity picked up in Tai-
wan and on the mainland?! in the middle of the nineteenth century72 so that even 
the Taiping Rebels used protestant hymns to announce their heavenly kingdom to 
the sound of Western instruments.73 

Since their victory in 1895, the Japanese occupants created a strong infrastruc
ture for musical education74 in Taiwan. On the mainland, on the other hand, the 

69 For the early interest of Chinese emperors (especially the Kangxi Emperor) in Western 
music cf. AMBROS Geschichte der Musik, vol. I, p. 517.523 and LIU "Ouzhou yinyue," p. 
9. Tue Kangxi Emperor initiated the compilation of an encyclopedia of music (1713) the 
serial of which included a chapter on Western music. He was so impressed with Western 
music, especially the notation and the instruments, that he wanted to make it the new stan
dard for China, but his music reforms appear to have instigated quite a lot of obstinacy and 
he eventually had to give up. 

70 Taiwan was a Dutch colony between 1624-1661, the northern part was occupied by the 
Spanish for a while during this period (1626-42) (cf. XU "Taiwan yinyueshi," p. 209). The 
early history of music on Taiwan is discussed in YANG Xiyang yinyue zai Taiwan, and XU 
Zhongguo xin yinyue shihua, p. 39-44. For the work and influence of early missionaries cf. 
XU Taiwan yinyueshi chugao, p. 26lff and LI" Taiwan tianzhujiao yinyue." 

71 In this short historical survey Hong Kong will be treated as part of mainland China: the lives 
of several composers resident in Hong Kong since 1949 show that there was a very vivid 
exchange between the mainland and Hong Kong up to that date. It was natural for a 
composer born in Hong Kong (e.g. Chen Peixun, Ye Chunzhi) to study at a conservatory in 
mainland China, or equally for composers born in Guangzhou to study at some of the music 
institutes established in Hong Kong (e.g. Wong Yokyee). 

72 Cf. YOU Taiwan xiandai yinyuefazhan, p. 9-14 and XU "Taiwan yinyueshi," p. 210.213-
216: on Taiwan, music was taught primarily in missionary schools. On the mainland, mis
sionary activity had been prohibited since 1736 but was gradually accepted again during the 
nineteenth century (cf. CHANG Alexander Tcherepnin, p. 15). 

73 For the workings of the Taiping gospel and rebellion which took place in the 1850s and 
1860s and is often seen as a major turning point in Chinese history cf. WAGNER Heavenly 
Vision. Tue Taiping use of Protestant hymns is discussed in WONG "Geming gequ," p. 
113/114 and KRAUS Pianos and Politics, p. 4. 

74 In Japan, the teaching of Western music had been institutionalized since 1884. The Japa
nese were hence able to teach the Chinese on Taiwan. The first official schools on Taiwan 
offering courses in music were the Teachers' Training Schools, Shifan xuexiao (in Taibei, 
Taizhong and Tainan). The Japanese also provided the opportunity for Taiwanese musi
cians to study in Japan at one of their higher level music schools. Some prominent examples 
of composers who went to Japan to study are Guo Zhiyuan and Jiang Wenye (YOU Taiwan 
xiandai yinyue fazhan, p. 13). Xu Changhui mentions that all important musicians and 
music educators in Taiwan such as Xiao Erhua, Chen Sazhi and later Xu Changhui himself, 
had at some point or other studied in Japan (XU "Taiwan yinyueshi," p. 216). In primary 
schools music was taught, too, but the songs were by Japanese "composers" mostly (cf. XU 
"Taiwan yinyueshi,", p. 211.216). The Japanese forbade the practice of traditional Chinese 
music rigidly (XU" Taiwan yinyueshi," p. 233). 
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Japanese superiority lead to modernization moves in the Chinese military. Along 
:with German military strategies, the Chinese adapted the Western military band, 
(the first established in the late 1890s. 1s As time passed, brass bands became an 
'increasingly common phenomenon in China substituting for their own chuida 
(wind and drum) ensembles used at marriage celebrations and funerals.76 
Accordingly, it was no longer just the Emperor who knew of the existence of 
instruments other than those common in the Chinese tradition. 77 A long period of 
cultural contact had made way to one of general cultural acceptance around the 
tum of the century. It was at the same time when Berlioz (1851) and later 
Debussy (1889) were listening to hideous and strange sounds of the Asian 
countries, that the Chinese were slowly being overwhelmed by the sounds of the 
Western missionary and the Western military.78 

When the imperial civil-service examinations were discontinued in 1905, a new 
schooling-system along Western lines was established. Music was introduced to 
the curriculum79 and a new type of song developed, the so-called xuetangge, the 
schoolsong.80 Western melodies were matched with Chinese texts.BI 

75 Cf. NE TTL Western Impact, p. 11: "We can imagine Europeans and Americans introducing 
their military styles, hear them saying 'you cannot have an effective military machine with
out our kind of band'." The first official military band ringing in the modernization of the 
Chinese army according to German directives was Yuan Shikai's band founded in 1898. 
Earlier, a private brass band existed in Tianjin, founded by Sir Robert Hart (1835-1911). Cf. 
LIU "Xin yinyue mengyaqi," p. 22, HAN Zi Xi zu Dong vol. 1, p. 17, the recent study by 
SMITH/FAIRBANK/BRUNER Robert Hart, and HAN "J.A. van Aalst and his Chinese 
Music." 

76 For the theory and practice of chuida cf. PENG "Chuida Music." Even schools started es
tablishing brass bands. Western military and church music apparently had similar effects in 
Chinatowns where funerals were also soon accompanied by Western brass, as related in 
RIDDLE Chinatown's Music, p. 162. 

77 Most of the so-called Chinese instruments have been introduced to China from the middle 
East or other "barbarian states" during the course of her historical development. The Chi
nese fiddle, named erhu or huqin still reminds the observer of this fact, it can be translated 
as "barbarian fiddle." The origins of some other Chinese instruments will be mentioned in 
chapter four. For reference cf. also LIANG Music of the Billion, XU Zhongguo yinye wang 
nali qu? and LAVMOK Jade Flute. 

78 The dynamics of colonialism may explain these two particular avenues of musical contact 
between China (and many other colonized states) and the West. Cf. BURCKHARDT
QURESID "Review," p. 575. 

79 Missionary schools had started the teaching of music much earlier. For an interesting syn
opsis of music education in this early period cf. ZHANG "Jindai yinyue jiaoyu." On the 
fusions of Western and Chinese techniques in the early twentieth century cf. LIANG West
ern influence on Chinese music in the Early twentieth Century. 

80 There is some contention as to whether really some of these schoolsongs were imported 
from Japan as second-hand-goods by Chinese students who studied in Japan. The fact that 
Japan's music educational system was much more developed and the similarities with the 
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"Composers" put words to melodies, and only very seldom wrote a tune them
selves. 82 Little instrumental music was composed in the first decades of the twen
tieth century.83 Only with the influx of returning Chinese students from Japan, the 
United States and Europe did the study and practice of Westem-styJe music in 
mainland China begin to flourish. The teens and twenties saw the foundation of 
music societies often affiliated with the universities in Tokyo, Beijing ot Shanghai 
and the publication of the first music magazines, books and scores. 

The earliest conference on Chinese music took place in Tokyo in 1902, organized by Shen 
Xingong (1869/70-1947).84 A first Chinese music group, the Yaya Yinyuehui was founded by 
Zeng Zhimin (1879-1929) probably during his stay in JapanJp 1904.85 The first Chinese music 
magazine was published in 1906 in Tokyo by Li Shutong (1}179-1942), entitled the Small Music 
Magazine, Yinyue xiao zazhi. 86 By that date, there were also already more than ten song collec
tions published in China.87 The Beijing Yinyuetuan [Beijing Music Group], founded in 1916 at 
Beijing University, emphasized both Western and traditional Chinese music. After its renaming as 
Beijing Yinyue Yanjiuhui [Beijing Music Study Society] in 1919 it had a course programme 
offering a Sizhu (Silk and Bamboo) ensemble, lessons in qin, piano, string-instruments, choir, 

Japanese methods (cf. HUGHES "Japanese 'New Folksongs"') would support this 
argument (cf. KRAUS Pianos and Politics, p. 7 and 53, HAN Zi Xi zu Dong vol. 2, p. 20. 
HAN even believes that the number notation was not imported to China by French 
missionaries but was introduced to Japan first by an American, Luther Whiting Mason 
(1826-1896), and came from there to China). But their argument has lately been questioned 
as LUO "Double cultural contact: diffusion and reformation of Japanese school songs in 
China," shows. 

81 Especially during the May Fourth period and later the anti-Japanese war these, by then well
known, schoolsongs acquired a more political nature (cf. LIU "Xin yinyue mengya shiqi," 
p. 52. Some of these anti-Japanese songs used Japanese folksongs as their melodic base, to 
hit the Japanese even harder, cf. WANG Jinxiandai yinyueshi, p. 93). But even earlier Qiu 
Jin1 protagonist and early martyr of the Chinese women's liberation moveme~t, wrote quite 
a few songs which became the moral support for many women who outhved her. Cf. 
PISCHNERMusik in China, p. 98/99, and FU "Music chronicle," p. 256-257. 

82 Only few of the early songwriters were professionally trained composers as their education 
traced in LIU "Xin yinyue mengya shiqi" shows. 

83 An exception to this generalization is the earliest Chinese piano piece composed in 1914 by 
Zhao Yuanren (1892-1938) Hepingjinxing "To advance peace." The piece was published 
in the January edition of Kexue yuekan (Science monthly) in 1915. On Zhao Yuanren's life 
cf. LIU "Dianji shiqi," p. 56-63, YYYYX 1982.106:44-47 "Zhao Yuanren shishi Meiguo" 
and YYYS 1980.3:18-21 "Wo fuqin." 

84 Cf. LIU "Mengya shiqi," p. 27. 
85 Cf. HAN Zi Xi zu Dong, vol. 2, p. 34. Zeng wrote several books on musical education such 

as Gechangjijiaoshoufa (Singing and methods of teaching) of 1903, Yinyue Jiaoyulun (On 
the teaching of music) of 1904, and Heshengxue (The study of harmony) of 1905 (cf. LIU 
"Mengya shiqi," p. 28). He is also the founder of one of the earliest music schools and or
chestras in China (1908) as HAN ZiXi zu Dong,. vol. 2, p. 36, relates. 

86 HAN Zi Xi zu Dong, vol. 2, p. 19. 
87 HAN Zi Xi zu Dong, vol. 2, p. 15. 
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music appreciation and improvement of traditional instruments. 88 In Shanghai, the Zhonghua 
meiyuhui (Society for Education in the Arts in China)'was founded by Feng Ziqia (1898-1975) in 
1919. The society organised conferences and edited the journal Meiyu (1919-1922).89 In 1920 
Liu 1',anhua founded the Guoyue gaijinhui [Society for the improvement of Chinese instruments], 
whiclY was concerned with making Chinese instruments sound like their idealized Western 
equivalents. 90 

The support for these music societies by prestigious figures such as Cai Yuanpei 
(1868-1940)91 and Xiao Youmei (1884-1940)92 eventually led to the establish
ment, in 1927, of the Shanghai Conservatory ofMusic.93 Xiao Youmei and Zhao 
Yuanren were eager to create a New Chinese Music that would replace, just like 
the New Literature of the May Fourth Movement, "feudalism" with 
"modemity."94 Their attitude was thus iconoclastic, and very much in favour of 

88 HAN ZiXizuDong, vol. 1, p. 40/41. 
89 WANG Jinxiandai yinyueshi, p. 50. 
90 HAN Zi Xi zu Dong, vol. 1, p. 42. This entire period of musical activities is well described 

and documented with programmes and statutes in HAN "Yinyue yanjiuhui." For more in
formation on the societies and early schools cf. WANG Jinxiandai yinyueshi, p. 51/52. For 
important publications of musical teaching material in Taiwan at this time cf. XU "Taiwan 
yinyueshi," p. 212-213. 

91 Cai had studied in Leipzig and Berlin and was an important director and reformer of Beijing 
University. He served as formal director of the Shanghai Conservatory for a year after its 
foundation while at the same time serving for the Guomindang (GMD) Nationalist gov
ernment as minister of education. For his importance for the foundation of the Shanghai 
Conservatory cf. SCHIMMELPENNINCK/ KOUWENHOVEN "Shanghai Conservatory," 
p. 59ff. 

92 Xiao studied pedagogy and piano in Japan from 1901 to 1909, went to Leipzig to do a PhD 
in musicology in 1912 and returned to China in 1920. He served as the head of the Shang
hai Conservatory after Cai had left in 1929. Cf. WANG Jinxiandai yinyueshi, p. 58, and CR 
1981.30/6:24-27 "Xiao Youmei, Pioneer in China's Music." 

93 For a short history of the conservatory cf. DING" Shanghai yinyue xueyuan." The Conser
vatory was named the Guoli yinyue zhuanke xuexiao from 1929 and only in 1956, the name 
Guoli yinyue xueyuan was firmly established. Since 1949, the school had changed names 
four times. Some other conservatories followed: the National Conservatory in Beijing 
(*1950), the conservatories of Tianjin (*1958), Shenyang (*1958), Sichuan (*1959), Xi'an 
(1960), the Chinese Conservatory in Beijing (*1964), stopped during the Cultural Revolu
tion and reopened in 1980 (from an interview with Li Xi'an) and the conservatories in Wu
han (*1985) and Guangdong (called Xinghai) (*1985). For a detailed discussion of the 
Shanghai Conservatory and some of these dates cf. SCHIMMELPENNINCK/KOUWEN
HOVEN "Shanghai Conservatory," WANG Jinxiandai yinyueshi, p. 52, JIN 
"Musikforschung," p. 319 and MAO "Music under Mao," p. 101. Taiwan still has no con
servatory of music. For the development of music education in Taiwan cf. XU "Taiwan 
yinyueshi." 

94 KRAUS, Pianos and Politics, p. 43. Cf. also WONG "Geming Gequ," p. 115-116: "Cai 
Yuanpei came to regard Chinese musical theatricals [ ... ] as vulgar and simple-minded [ ... ] 
not appropriate for classroom use." Much has been written on the significance and history 
of the iconoclastic May Fourth Movement which was triggered off by a nationalist political 
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Western music rather than Chinese music.95 Western music became the substitute 

for the traditional yayue (refined, court music),96 China's own musical tradition 

was slighted. This was done for just, or-to speak in May Fourth jargon

" scientific," reasons, since, as a report of 1919 complains: 

Chinese music lacks standard in every respect. It has no standard scale, no 

standard pitch, no standard instrument, no standard composi!ion. The prob

lem cannot be solved by borrowing all these things from foreign sources.97 

movement against the unfair treatment of China in the peace treaties of Versailles. CHOW 

Research Guide provides a first (if out-of-date) survey ofliterature on this topic. 

95 The contempt of China's musical tradition is remarked on in HOLM "Folk Art as Propa

ganda," p. 10, HAN Zi Xi zu Dong vol. 2, p. 23, PISCHNER Musik in China, p. 99 and HO 

"Limits of Hatred," p. 97/98. This attitude was prevalent in Taiwan, too, even in the early 

sixties. XU complains in Zhongguo yinyue wang nali qu?, p. 49-53 that no folksongs would 

be heard on the streets and that Taiwanese performers of Western instruments did not know 

their own tradition at all (ibid. p. 77-90). Nevertheless, as some of the other conservatories 

founded later, the Shanghai Conservatory did offer some classes in traditional Chinese 

instruments, but there was little interest, as remarked by HAN in "The modem Chinese 

Orchestra." Also, as THRASHER Foundations of Chinese Music, p. 169, mentions, 

grad:Uates who took the courses in Chinese mu~ic often had little chance of getting jobs. 

Since 1956, an official folkmusic department was set up. (SCHIMMELPENNINCK/ 

KOuwENHOVEN "Shanghai Conservatory," p. 74). Notwithstanding, the teaching of 

Chinese instruments within the conservatories does not lead to the same kind of qualification 

a former traditional artist had: it is a Westernized "Conservatory Style" of playing with 

strong emphasis on technical accomplishment, much different from the ad hoc playing 

typical of China's folk-, and amateur-artist-tradition. 

96 It is important, as will be seen in chapter four, to make a distinction between China's tra~i

tional music, music of the wenren, the scholarly tradition including qin-playing and all its 

aesthetic implications, the yayue and the folkmusic, the suyue and ritual and religious tra

ditions which accompanied the daily lives of the people. 

97 LIEN "Chinese Music." Cf. also HAN "Minzu yueqi," p. 385.86 and p. 391, footnote 3. 

For the perpetuation of this trend see my discussion in chapter four, and the remarks in 

CHAO Guide to Chinese Music, p. 128. XU Bali yuezhi, p. 76 and XU Taiwan yinyueshi 

chugao, p. 257 describes a similar situation for Taiwan. One prominent example for this 

attitude is Jiang Wenye's statement in his introduction to Melodiae Psalmorum. He does 

come to quite an extraordinary conclusion, though: "I know Chinese music has a lot of 

shortcomings, because of these shortcomings, I love Chinese music even more~ I would 

rather deny the precise Western music theory that I have pursued for half of my life to pre

serve these precious shortcomings, to recreate these precious shortcomings." This deroga

tory attitude toward China's own tradition which was coupled with the idealization of 

Western music was extremely common and stands in contrast to the negative attitude to

wards Western music observed for an earlier period by ZHANG "Chinesische Kritik." Her 

conclusion that this negative attitude prevails even today (p. 151) cannot hold true. The 

type of critlcism she is referring to is criticism of very particular types of Western music 

which according to the particular political climate in the PRC might be deemed unorthodox. 

Conte~porary music, rock, pop and jazz could be mentioned here. A detailed discussion 

follows in chapter two. 
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Traditional music and instruments were considered old-fashioned and 

primitive98 and before long studying Western music had become a fashion among 

!oun~ intel~ectuals. 99 It is t~llrn~ that the first Chrnese Conservatory was founded 

m SMnghai of all pl_aces, which 1s often described as the "emporium of the trendy, 

the gaudy, the decorative, the conspicuous, and the city of the newly-established 

bourgeoisie." 100 

The number of concert-performances grew enormously in some of the greater 

cities both iii mainland China101 due to a number of immigrants from White 

Russia and Nazi-Germany, and in Taiwan due to the first generation of returned 

students from Japan.102 Sergeij Rachmaninoff, Jacques Thibaut, Jascha Heifetz 

and Fritz Kreisler all performed in Shanghai.103 The impact of the record rndustry 

made itself increasiiigly felt in both parts of Chrna.104 Russian and Jewish 

98 Cf. YEH Alienated Academy, p. XII and ZHANG Akkulturationsphanomene, p. 18.187. 

99 Cf. HAN/MARK "Evolution and~evolution," p. 22. 

100 YEH Alienated Academy, p. 56. 

101 Cf. WANG Jinxiandai yinyueshi, p. 95. Since 1881, Shanghai had a professional orchestra, 

the Shanghai gongbuju guanxiang yuedui [Orchestra of the Shanghai Ministry of Industry]. 

Since 1923 (1919, the date provided in CHANG Alexander Tcherepnin, p. 44, is in fact the 

date of Paci's arrival in Shanghai) the orchestra worked under the Italian conductor Mario 

Paci (187?-1946) featuring regular Sunday concerts (cf. YEH Alienated Academy, p. 72). 

All musicians were Western and only in the 1930s some Chinese musicians managed to 

enter. Even for a Chinese it did not seem at all natural that an orchestra should be made up 

of Asians as Nie Er's astonished reaction to a concert of Rubinstein in Tokyo shows: he 

wrote in his diary "admirable, admirable," so impressed was he that the orchestra had only 

one European member-the soloist (cf. KRAUS Pianos and Politics, p. 7). Not only were 

the orchestras reluctant to let the Chinese musicians in, even more difficult was the 

performance of works by Chinese composers. Kraus reports the eventual refusal, in 1935, 

by the Shanghai Orchestra to play the Eighth Symphony by Beethoven and some of his own 

compositions under the baton of Xian Xinghai. Paci cancelled the concert, leaving Xian 

embittered by the contrast between the orchestra's "noblest" music and the racism of 

Shanghai's Europeans, "who were not willing to allow a weak people to have its day," (cf. 

KRAUS Pianos and Politics, p. 48. This story is also related in CR 1973.22/5:10-14 

"Symphonies for the workers, peasants and soldiers," and CR 1976.25/2:31-33 MA Ko 

"The Hsien Hsing-hai I knew"). The first orchestra of Chinese musicians was formed dur

ing the second world war (1940) in Chongqing, the Zhonghua jiaoxiang yuetuan (China 

Symphonic Orchestra) under Ma Sicong (cf. KRAUS Pianos and Politics, p. 7). 

102 Cf. XU "Taiwan yinyueshi," p. 218, and YOU Taiwan xiandai yinyuefazhan, p. 14: she 

argues that the musical understanding of the Taiwanese population had increased remark

edly due to these concerts, a fact which appears exaggerated. 

103 Cf. WANG Jinxiandai yinyueshi, p. 52, and YEH Alienated Academy, p. 71. 

104 Cf. KUO Chiang Wen-yeh, p. 37, who also mentions the importance of the record industry, 

since 1907, for the development of music in Japan and later China. Xu Changhui points out 

the establishment of a Japanese record company in Taiwan in the early 30s (XU "Taiwan 

yinyueshi," p, 219-220). In an interview with Zhou Wenzhong he also mentioned the 
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musicians taught at the Shanghai Conservatory: Aaron Avshalomo~, Alexander 
Tcherepnin and Boris Zakharoff, Julius Schloss and Wolfgang Frankel among 
them 105 d H M~re and more instrumental works in a Western medium were create : uang 

b · h ld) f 1929 an orchestral over-z·' (1904_1938)106 Huaijiu (Remem enng t e o o : . . h 1 s 1 m honic work in China 107 Xian Xmgha1 broug t ture, is the first large-sea e syp P_ . 1935 10s and He. Lutingl09 wrote an orches-back his first symphony from aris m ' · · 
l v (Nocturne) in 1935 as well as several other programmatic pieces tra overture 1 equ 

for orchestra.110 

. b 1 St and Nathan Milstein) and ing variety of records (he had early recordmgs y saac em amaz h' . 
the lively concert life in Shanghai in ~et _mies: f SCHIMMELPENNINCKIKOUWEN-

105 For these and other _Westerners tea:~mg ~ ~~/~; ~d CR 1984.33/1:38-40. ,, Avshalomov HOVEN "Shanghai Conservatory, P· · 

106 

107 

108 
109 

110 

and Chinese music." . s cholo and music in 1924. In 1926 he Huang Zi went to Oberlm College to study P Y gy . · d · · 1926/28-29 at . h 1 d continued to study compos1tlon an piano m graduated m psyc o ogy, an th fi t Chinese cantata (1932-34) based on Bo Juyi's Yale. He wrote more than 60 so~gs, e rrs . im ortant figure for Chinese music 
(772-846) Changh~nge (E'.'erlast1?"~t~orro;;'). ~e :sp:fess~r at the Shanghai Conservatory 
especially due to his teachmg act1v1 iebs. fethw G mm· dang Propaganda Committee which . · th H z· was a mem er o e uo until his ~ea . u'1?"g d . th Cultural Revolution (cf. KRAUS Pianos and Politics, p. lead to his denuncation urmg_ e 'tin son his life and works are WANG I22andHeLutingpipanhu1bran,p.7). Generalwn_ g. h'h 129-145 MAO . . . h' 100-110 XU Zhongguo xm ymyue s I ua, p. ' . Jinxrandm ymyues i, p. ' . 1 . YYYYX 1988 179·109-120 "Huang Z1 de "M . d Mao,, p 101-103, and art1c es m · · . .. ,, RMYY us1c un .e~ , . ,, YYYYX1988179:121 "HuangZishishiem1anJ1, shenghuo, s1x1ang he chuangzuo,_ . . . . ·ang de zai renshi." Huang Zi, Tan 6 12 15 "D ·yu Huang z1 ymyue meixue s1x1 d 1988. : - m . th fth "fathers of Chinese music," all neglected an x· r X o Youme1 and a few o er o e . d . iao m, ia . " rt ism" during the Cultural Revoluton, were revive m comdemn~d fo~ their c~s~opo l ~ YYYS in 1979 and 1980. An interesting study of Huang 
several ~1cles m thee~ y issue~l o th further developments of New Chinese Music is WU Zi and his contemporaries as we a~ ~ h' . ,, 42143 for instrumental compositions by "Dalu de yinyuejia." Cf. LIU "DianJl s .1q1, p. , 
H Z' 25 for those by Xiao Y oumei. . k · u~~D.1, ~: h.' . ,, 43 As KRAUS Pianos and Politics, p. 228, relates, this wor was m LIU ianJl s iq1, p. · . 
fact performed by the Shanghai symphony orchestra m 1930. 

Cf. XU Zhongguo xin yiny~e ~hihua, 1i \596J 1 with Huang Zi and Zakharov. Since 1943 he 
He studied at the Shanghai ymzh~an , 1j, .) B ginning in 1946 he was conductor of worked at the Lu Xun Academy m Yan an I· uy1 . e 'k . Ch. p 103) LIU "Kangri · y ' ( f PISCHNER Musi m ma, · · the Central s~P,~ony m ~~ a~es~ribes his early activities until the founding of the P~C zhanzheng sh1q1, p. 159-1 , k 161 He's later activities and musical style are d1sand gives a list of He's early wor son P· · 
cussed in chapter three, P~ one. . ociations often exclusively interested 
The 1930s saw the format10n ~f som~ mort~:~~~~:s wenyish~ [Music and Arts Society], in the study of Western music sue as ft Win Writers a League of founded in 1934. Parallel to the foundation of the Lea~e of Le - g-t blished within the . . . . t b ing· in 1934 a music group was es a . Left-Wmg-Mus1c1'1?"s came m_ot e. i936 the foundation of a League of Revolut10nary League of Left-Wmg-Dramatls s, m 
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The 1930s also brought the first world recognition of this New Chinese Music. 
A number of instrumental works won prizes in international competitions: in 1934 
Ale~ander Tcherepnin (1899-1977)111 inaugurated a competition for piano pieces 
in dhinese style. The first and second prize went to two of He Luting's little 
pentatonic character pieces.112 Taiwanese-born composer Jiang Wenye (1910-
1983)113 won the composition prize at the Berlin Olympics in 1936 for his 

Song"Writers took place: Lu Ji, Sha Mei, Jiang Dingxian, Liu Xue'an, and Xian Xinghai 
were involved (cf. WANG Jinxiandai yinyueshi, p. 28, and p. 119-124, and SCHNEERSON 
Musikkultur, p. 135, who gives a differing date, November 1937, for its foundation). 
Finally, in 1937 a Composers' League Zhongguo zuoquzhe xiehui was established (cf. HAN 
Zi Xi zu Dong vol.I, p. 44-46) with founding members Ying Shangneng, Jiang Dingxian, 
Chen Tianhe and Tan Xiaolin (cf. LIU" Kangri zhanzheng shiqi," p. 173). 

111 The Russian pianist and composer lived in Shanghai between 1934-37 in his function as 
advisor to tllt)_!!J.J!!tstrY_ofe4vc:_i:ltiQIL(KRAUS Pianos and Politics, p. 5). He is discussed in 
CHANG's "Qi Erpin yu Zhongguo," and his dissertation Alexander Tcherepnin. Tcherep
nin has failed to become a real key figure for the direction of Chinese music (Chang gen
erally overestimates his influence in his dissertation), because his ideas and his music were 
not understood by many of the music lovers in China as the angry critiques (and Tcherep
nin' s responses) of one of his concerts presenting "painful dischords" in North China Daily 
News May 16-19, 1934 show. Tcherepnin, in his "Music in Modem China," p. 398, advo
cated that "A Chinese music student of today is able to take our modem music for granted 
without regard to its past development. Modem music seems to him as natural as any music 
could be, and is nearer to his psychology than the classical music, for he is acquainted with 
the culture that produced today's music, but is almost ignorant of our cultural past. His way 
would be made easier if his practical training instead of insisting on his learning to know 
classical works, could be started with the music of the twentieth century." This, his 

' teaching, made a deep impression on Jiang Wenye whose works bear wimess to his study of 
Bart6k, Ravel and Debussy,clll~fig~t'ed by Tcherepnin, rather than the study of Mozart and 
Beethoven and Tchaikovsky. Nevertheless, many other Chinese musicians would probably 
have agreed with Zhao Yuanren who admitted to his extreme dislike for Debussy, Ravel and 
Strawinsky (cf. LIU "Dianji shiqi," p. 58 and YYYS 1980.3:19 "Wo fuqin." The point was 
also mentioned in my interview with Zhao's daughter, Rulan Chao Pian). Chao Mei-pa is 
reported to have faught with Tcherepnin on this issue (cf. his article "The Trend of Chinese 
Music"). The issue is discussed at length in CHANG Alexander Tcherepnin, p. 71-80. 

112 For a detailed discussion of this competition cf. CHANG Alexander Tcherepnin, p. 57-70. 
113 Jiang was educated, as many in his generation, in Japan (1922/23-1928/29). Upon gradua

tion, he continued vocal training in Japan, and between 1934-37 he constantly won prizes in 
composition competitions, 1938 he went to Beijing. KUO, in his dissertation Chiang Wen
yeh, reasons that it was due to his education in Japan, that Jiang was able to write ac
complished orchestral and instrumental pieces so early. For Jiang cf. XU Taiwan yinyueshi 
chugao, p. 266-267, XU "Taiwan yinyueshi," p. 216-217 and p. 229-233, LIU "Kangri 
zhanzheng," p. 142-153, YYGT 1985.36:14-17 "Jiang Wenye he Zhou Wenzhong," YYYYX 
1984.128:98-102 "Jiang Wenye gaiguan lunding." A short introduction to some of Jiang's 
works is given in CHANG Alexander Tcherepnin, p. 131-134 and Music from China 
National Radio 1995.2, his piano works are discussed in WANG "Jiang Wenye." WU 
Jiang Wenye should be mentioned as a particularly informative study of Jiang. He is dis
cussed in more detail in chapter three. 
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orchestral piece Taiwan Wuqu (Taiwan Dance)114 and in 1938 a prize at the 
Fourth International Contemporary Music Festival in Venice with his Wushou 
sumiao (Five Sketches for pianoforte) composed in 1935. 

Japanese preparations for the war stifled musical developments in Taiwan and 
also lead to a politicization of musical activities on the mainland: in the 
Communist base areas, composers like Nie Er and Xian Xinghai wrote mass songs 
and a few large-scale compositions eulogizing the power and ideology of the 
revolutionaries. Their pieces carried self-explanatory titles such as the Production 
Cantata, Shengchan dahechang (1938-40), or an opera The soldiers advance, 
Junminjinxing (1938-40). Xian's Yellow River Cantata, the Huanghe dahechang 
(1939), a romantic panegyric on the Chinese people and their glorious revolution 
is hailed as " one of the most important works of Chinese realism in its 
beginnings" even by foreign Communists.115 This music was foreshadowing the 
kind of music which Mao Zedong's influential 1942 Yan 'an Talks116 would soon 
prescribe: music as a tool for politics. In Mao's words "literature and art are 
subordinate to politics, and yet in turn exert enormous influence on it," the artists 
were encouraged to go to the people and learn from them, since "the only way to 

educate the masses is by being their student." 117 

Mao wished to upgrade the masses and their abilities and thus implied the need 
for a new attitude toward the folkarts, including folkmusic. 118 Accordingly, the 
talk was followed by criticism of the lack of Chinese music teaching at the Lu Xun 
Academy.119 Folksongs were adapted and set to revolutionary texts. 120 The 

114 
115 
116 

117 
118 

119 

120 

For a short discussion cf. YYYYX 1985.147 "Jiang Wenye de Taiwan zuqu." 
PISCHNERMusik in China, p. 102. 
Since their publication in Jiefang ribao (Liberation daily) on 19.10.1943, these talks have 
been and remain to date the most authorative directives on cultural policies in China. The 
importance of different versions of these talks "recooked" every year for remember~ce is 
pointed out in MCDOUGALL Mao Zedong's Talks and HOLM Art a~d Ideolol(Y i_n the 
Yenan Period, p. 27lff. More detail on the influence of the talks on musical creation m the 

PRC is given in chapters two and four. 
MCDOUGALL Mao Zedong's Talks, p. 75.73. 
Cf. WANG Jinxiandai yinyueshi, p. 29, and p. 189, where he mentions that Xian Xinghai 
wrote a Minge yanjiu (Study of Folksongs), and Lu Ji wrote Zhongguo minjian yinyue yan
jiu tigang (Outline of Chinese Folkmusic Research). PISCHNER Musik in China, p. 102, 
describes fieldwork activities by Communist musicians. For the reform of opera and espe
cially Yangge according to Mao's directives cf. HOLM Art and Ideology in Revolutionary 

China. 
HOLM Art and Ideology in Revolutionary China, p. 101. In fact, already since 1939, there 
was a Minjian yinyue yanjiuhui [Folkmusic research society] founded by Lu Ji at Luyi. . 
The well-known revolutionary song "The East is Red," for instance, was apparently wntten 
by an ardent farmer, Li Youyuan (1903-1955) to a folksong from northern ~h.anxi, not b~ 
He Luting as some contend. (For this mistaken view cf. FOKKEMA "Crea~ivity and Poli
tics," p. 601. It is rectified in KRAUS Pianos and Politics, p. 119). SometlilleS new revo-
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music workers made a virtue of necessity, writing their music for combinations of 
Chi~e~e and 'V'! estern instruments and thus making up for the lack of professional 
mu~1c1ans tramed on Western instruments:121 folkmelodies were arranged in 
concerto grosso manner, with varying soloists.122 

Those ~omposers who had remained in Guomindang areas123 such as Huang Zi 
and Ma Sicong,124 Tan Xiaolin125 and Sang Tongl26 also started to show an inter-

121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

~~t~onary texts were fitted to well-known schoolsongs, cf. WANG Jinxiandai yinyueshi, p. 

Cf. _the description in PISCHNER Musik in China, p. 127/128: "Mit Recht meinen die chi
nes1schen Musiker, daf3 sich die heutige Form des europaischen Orchesters durch Hinzu
n~hme bisher noch nicht verwendeter Instrumente erweitern konnte. Und warum sollten 
mcht auc~ eine Reihe asiatischer Instrumente darunter sein? [ ... ] Vom eigenen Horerlebnis 
a~s kann ich bestatigen, daf3 sich europaische und chinesische Streichinstrumente sehr gut 
mische~ !assen." This practice is prevalent in the works of composers of the xinchao 
g_en~rat10n, who were tra~ed during the Cultural Revolution under circumstances perhaps 
s1m1lar to those prevalent m Yan'an. See my discussion in chapter three part one and in 
chapter four. 
Cf._ PISCHNE~ Musik in China, p. 123. His enthusiasm for everything Communist and 
Chmese sometlilles results in very unlikely conclusions. On p. 126, he advocates the further 
develo?ment of this type of music combining Chinese and Western instruments for the 
follow1;11g re_asons: "Dazu wird die ausgezeichnete Tonkultur, die saubere Intonation und der 
seh_r feme Sinn ~r Tempo und Dynamik sicher sehr vie! beitragen." One intrinsic feature of 
Chmese folkm~s1c, however, are almost inbuilt slight microtonal shifts, resulting from the 
nat~re of_ the m~truments and certain playing techniques. These idiosyncracies make it 
basically lillposs1ble and also unwanted to play absolutely in tune in the Western sense of 
.~he word. A detailed discussion of these and other aspects of China's folk tradition follows 
m chapter four. 
Th~ split into Guomindang and Communist areas and the separate activities by composers 
resident there are_ very ~bly studied in LIANG "Xin Yinyue chuangzuo," esp. p. 250-258. 
~mong _thos_e res1den~ m GMD areas were also Du Mingxin, Chen Tianhe, Jiang Wenye, 
Jmng Dmgx1an and L1 B~ochen. Zhao Feng and Li Ling tried to publish their magazine Xin 
ymy~e but were stopped m 1943 by the GMD since they allegedly advocated "revolutionary 
music," cf. WANG Jinxiandai yinyueshi, p. 173/174. For a negative view of the 
"prospering" of music in GMD areas due to such exclusions of progressive composers cf. 
SCHNEERSON Musikkultur, p. 116-135. 
Ma was a ta~e.nted violinist and composer who spent 1925-1931 in Paris studying the violin 
~nd compos1t10n (cf. PISCHNER Musik in China, p. 103, for his extraordinary violin play
mg cf. YU" Wo guo xiaotiqin yuandi" ). For more information on Ma's early years cf. LUI 
"Kangri zhanzheng shiqi," p. 110, and p. 153-159. For a Communist evaluation of his 
music which was only deemed good if it kept to national flavour, for otherwise it was ap
parently too closely related to the "manierisms of the formalist West-European school" cf. 
S~HEERSON Musikkultur, p. 181-185. Further details of Ma's vita are given in KRAUS 
Pianos and Politics, p. 123-125, and will be mentioned in chapter three, part one. 
Tan (1911-1948) studiedpipa and composition at Shanghai Conservatory between 1932-
1938. In 1939 he went to Oberlin College. In 1941-46 he studied at Yale since 1942 with 
Hindemith. In 1946 he came back to China and taught at the Shanghai C~nservatory. For 
more detail cf. LIU "Kangri zhanzheng shiqi," p. 134-142, a lengthy description of his life 
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est in their native folktradition, perhaps instigated by Chiang Kaishek' s New Life 
h. d' . 1 1 127 M ' Movement which called for a recovery of C mese tra 1t10na va ues: a s 

Neimeng zuqu (Mongolian Suite) for piano and violin (1937), is a paradigmatic 
example of the use of a Chinese folkmelody a la Bart6k. His Violin concerto inf 
(1943), on the other hand, is more typical of his later style, quite Tchaikovskian in 
idiom, using a Cantonese folksong as melodic material. Tan Xiaolin who had a 
strong background in the Chinese musical tradition-he had first been a pipa
maj or at the Shanghai yinzhuan-said that he was determined never to simply 
imitate his teacher Hindemith. "I ought to have my own national style," he 
contended.128 His works, and those by his student Sang Tong, are quite · 
extraordinary for their times because they experimented with atonality. It was 
only Sang Tong's disappointment with the lack of public understanding for his 
atonal interpretation of a folksong in the piano piece Zai na yaoyuan de difang (In 
the land, far, far away), composed in 1947, which led him onto more moderate 
paths, and, ultimately, into the arms of socialist realism. 129 With the advent of 
Communist power in mainland China and the geographical split into Nationalist 
and Communist areas on Taiwan and the mainland this study is to begin. 

3 

A few technical and structural points ought to be mentioned here. This study of 
words is composed in Sonata-form-indebted to all those who, both in China and 
in the West, were and are able to compose, so much more satisfactorily, in musical 
notes.130 In my wordy Sonata, this slow introduction will be followed by the ex-

126 

127 

128 
129 

130 

and work is CHOW "Tan Xiaolin," an analytical article on Tan's songs is to be found in 

RMYY 1988.6:18-20 "Tan Xiaolin gequ qianxi." 
Sang Tong is discussed in detail in chapter three, part one. Despite the fact that he lived in 
GMD areas, he had early on already been a member of the Fourth Army and had worked in 

the Communist underground. 
Cf. WANG Jinxiandai yinyueshi, p. 172, who mentions a couple of publications of the early 
forties on traditional subjects. For the New Life Movement cf. EASTMAN Abortive Revo-

lution. 
Cf. LIU" Kangri zhanzheng," p. 136. . . 
The term" socialist realism" first appeared as the title of an essay m 1933 by Maxim Gorky 
and was since 1934 used by Andrei Zhdanov. "Socalist realism" demanded of the artist the 
true and concrete expression of reality in its revolutionary development. For a discussion 
and some of the important documents of the maxime codified at the Soviet Writers' Con
gress in 1934 cf. SCHMITT/SCHRAMM Sozialistische Realismuskonzeptionen and 

ERMOLAEV Soviet Literary Theories. 
Others before me have made use of musical structures to organize their writings: 
SCHNEIDER Momentaufnahmen uses Sonata-form as well, WU Chuangtzu uses a type of 
Suite-structure, and HOFSTAETTER Goede!, Escher, Bach uses different contrapuntal 

forms for each chapter. 
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position in which two contrasting themes are featured, politics and music. Tradi
tional Chinese concepts on the function of music will be examined as well as their 
moqem manifestation in Communist, Nationalist and Colonialist China. I will ad
dress the question of how political China's New Music really is. This will provide 
a theoretical background to the politics of music in the PRC, Taiwan and Hong 
Kong dealt with in the development, chapter three. Here, the two themes will be 
transformed and modulated by being applied to case-studies of select composers 
and their compositions in three geographical parts of China. An attempt will be 
made to respond to the question: "How new is China's New Music?" In chapter 
four, the recapitulation, the politics of music will recur in variation: I will show 
how Chinese China's New Music is, and what political role Chineseness plays in 
musical production. A coda, chapter five, will sum up the results and thus lead to 
the final cadence. 

_I make use of pinyin-romanization throughout except for verbatim quotes, cer
tam well-known exceptions such as Chiang Kaishek, and the names of Hong Kong 
composers which usually adhere to the Cantonese dialect in their spelling and 
would no longer be recognizable in pinyin. The names of composers from Taiwan 
are presented in pinyin throughout, only for convenience's and for consistency's 
sake. I am aware of, but do not mean to support, the political implications of the 
use of this PRC-sponsored-system. Notwithstanding, Taiwanese composers do 
not keep to a consistent method of romanisation and it might have been difficult to 
recognize their names had I adopted them in their multiple and sometimes 
confusing forms. In order to enable the user of this study to identify a composer in 
his/her differently romanized names as the same person, I have included ali 
different versions of names known to me in the glossary. 

I have coined the expression pentatonic romanticism to describe a kind of music 
employing a harmonic framework reminiscent of the musical language of the late 
nineteenth century to accompany Chinese pentatonic melodies. This term will be 
elaborated on in chapter four but occurs so frequently throughout this study that it 
should be mentioned in advance. Similarly, the names of Chinese musical instru
ments and musical forms occur mostly in chapter four and have there been pro
vided with explanatory footnotes. If such a term occurs in an earlier chapter, the 
reader can be certain to find a reference in chapter four in due course. 

If a composer is quoted, and no reference is given, the quotation is taken from 
my interview with the composer. All data concerning the interviews and the inter
viewees are provided in Appendix One. It was due to the scarcity of biographical 
and sociological sources on composers of New Chinese music, BI that I conducted 

131 Apart from the histories of music in China mentioned above, I have used writings in the 
various music journals mainly from Taiwan and the PRC, and collected neibu (internally 
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these interviews with some ten cultural officials or scholars and with some sixty 

composers from Hong Kong, the PRC and Taiwan. The composers I interviewed 

were selected so as to represent a broad cross-section of all generations in each of 

the three Chinas.m Interviews with them were semi-structured, incorporating a 

formal part based on a questionnaire for all composers, 133 and a more individual

ized part different for each composer. The official interviews were base~ on a 

"manipulated" questionnaire and hence related to similar if more general issues. 

Interviews varied in length and ranged between two to five hours. The general 

part dealt with questions such as the career, the teachers, the experiences of tradi

tional and Western music, of politics and political involvement, and the 

knowledge of music from other parts of China and from the West. The 

individualized part of each interview was based on my knowledge and analyses of 

the composer's music prior to the interview, and was concerned more directly with 

a composer's personal musical style. In evaluating the findings I used both the 

qualitative and the quantitative method.134 The prominence that tradition took in 

those interviews, for instance, is evaluated in quantitative terms to allow for a 

comparison between the three parts of China in chapter four. Quantitative findings 

in certain categories such as education, sources for musical inspiration, perception 

of the audience, importance of one's nationality, and experience of New Music 

have been the basis for the shaping of a "paradigmatic composer" for each area, 

introduced in chapter three.135 I am aware of not having been able to interview a 

large enough set of composers to allow for definite statistical generalisations. My 

intention is only to indicate the broadest of trends, not to present absolute 

statements. Qualitative findings, too, the opinions and intentions of composers, 

will be cautiously interpreted, holding them against the findings in secondary 

literature and their musical compositions. The problems in interviewing were 

manifold: almost all interviews were conducted in Chinese, and it was necessary to 

continually revise my wording due to different political fears and taboos. Once, a 

composer even switched from Chinese to a foreign language since only then did he 

feel that he could talk freely. One of the most astonishing findings-at least in my 

circulated) material from the PRC. Interviews were used to check on the im~gina~re of the 

written material, written material was used to check on the imaginaire of mterv1ews, the 

compositions were fmally drawn upon to check on both of these imagin~ires. My conclu

sions have come about when findings from different types of source-matenal concurred. 

132 Cf. the list of all interviewed composers and officials in Appendix One. 

133 The questionnaire is added in Appendix One. 

134 For methods of analysis I followed MERTEN Inhaltsanalyse. 

135 The data for these evaluations is given in Appendix One. 
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eyes-was the fact that even today, Chinese on either side of the Taiwan Straits do 

not like to talk politics.136 

A, note on the titles of compositions: in the tradition of Chinese programme-mu

sic, in.any Chinese compositions have lyrical titles. I have not been able to explain 

the implications of every one of these in detail, although I have often done so, 

when the title is particularly important in illuminating the piece. Even so, within 

their cultural context, these titles are only suggestions, not binding interpretations 

or keys to the understanding of a composition.137 Usually, titles are given in 

Chinese and a foreign language. If available, I follow the translations provided by 

the composers themselves. Sometimes only a foreign-language title can be given 

if no Chinese title exists or has come to my knowledge. Especially in the case of 

works by composers I did not interview, the titles as well as their biographical 

data, can at times only be tentative; I am still a somewhat solitary fighter in this 

field and have found many discrepancies or simple omissions in primary and 

secondary sources, especially concerning dates of compositions. Source material 

has often been inconsistent, and.,capricious in the choice and provision of dates. I 

have indicated differences in dating by a "/" where I have not been able to find 

reliable proof for either date. Unless otherwise noted all translations from Chinese 

and German are my own. And, as the Chinese say, I am now ready for criticism, 

inevitable criticism perhaps, of a study presented on fragile ground. 

136 For the PRC this experience is commonplace, as a PRC opinion researcher, herself inter

viewed in LIU/XIONG 100 unter 1 Milliarde, p. 229, remarks: "Uberhaupt ist die Angst der 

Leute, die Wahrheit zu sagen, bei alien[ ... ] Meinungsumfragen, die ich durchgefiihrt habe, 

das groBte Hemmnis gewesen." 

13 7 Cf. HAN " Chinese Concept of Program Music," and my discussion on titles below in chap

ter two, part one. 



Chapter Two 

Exposition: China's music, political music? 

Was sich tiberhaupt sagen laBt, laBt sich 
klar sagen; und wovon man nicht r~den 
kann, dartiber muB man schweigen. 
(Ludwig Wittgenstein)1 

Musik: du Wasser unseres Brunnenbek

kens 
Du Strahl der fiillt, du Ton der spiegelt, 

[ ... ] 
Du mehr als wir [ ... ], von jeglichem 

Wozu 
befreit. .. (Rainer M. Rilke )2 

Many a handbook on musical form tells us that in a sonata, the exposi:ion ought to 
introduce two sharply contrasting themes, distinct fr~~ each o~her m ~hape an~ 
mood in order to provide room for exciting juxtapos1t10ns and mtere~tmg trans~
tions.' The polarity of music and of politics might hence be apt matenal.3 In th~s 
exposition, the extent to which in China music is depende?t. on go:~rnment pol~
cies is to be examined, it is to be studied whether and why 1t 1s a poht1cal tool as 1s 
literature and the visual arts, and also how far it departs fr?m these l~tter, well-re
searched artistic forms. Traditional Chinese4 and non-C~nese theories on th~ re
lationship between music and politics will be tried agamst the words and-m a 

second part-the works of Chinese composers. 

2 
3 

4 

WITTGENSTEIN Tractatus logico-philosophicus, p. 7. 
RILKE Gedichte Zweiter Tei!, "Musik," P· 267. . b 
SCHNEIDER Welt was frag' ich nach Dir?, p. 399, elaborates on the diff~renc~s ewee~ 
music and politics.' Music is conceived as "Reich subjektiv e~fiillter Innerhchkei~ un~ pn-

B d .. fn" se des Gefiihls das Pendant zu den 'offenthchen Angelegenheiten, zur 
vater e ur is , ' . · 1 [ ] M ik und Politik 
Sphare der btirgerlichen Politik, Moral und Lebensweise nn A~ ~ag. . . . us . M hl"-
streben auseinander; Musik erscheint als das Reich des A-Pohtischen, des Rem- ensc i 

chen schlechthin." ft b ·lt d Confu
For the urpose of this chapter, tradition is defm.ed as the statecra . m aroun _ 
cianism.p The "traditional" writings that will be cited here are all derived .~om the. Confu 
cian canon. An alternative tradition, that of Daoism, was ~emove~ from politics and is hen~e 
less important for the political workings of music. It will be discussed later, however, m 

chapter four. 
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Part One 
Conception and intention: talking politics and music 

Sonie Chinese composers might say "I don't want to be political in my music," 5 

but their governments might tell us that "all music is political." Poets, philoso
phers and musicologists might contend that "music has no distinct (political or 
any other) meaning," 6 is ''von jedem Wozu befreit," but there will always be 
other such poets, philosophers and musicologists who will argue that "all culture 
serves someone's interest."7 And who is right? 

Since politics have indeed played a role in the musical development of China it 
may be apt to ask whether it was necessarily wrong if politics have influenced 
musical creation? Is there a proportional relationship between the political 
conformity of a composition and its artistic quality? Some of the most exquisite 
pieces of music were in fact written under repressive regimes. Gesualdo, for 
instance, not only scandalized Naples by murdering his wife but also by writing 
what was considered highly chromaticized, "modernist" and thus unorthodox 
music. 8 Schubert continued writing his opera Der Graf van Gleichen despite the 
censors' judgement;9 and Mozart, too, with Figaros Hochzeit, defied the censors, 
while Shostakovitch's Fifth Symphony deceived them.lo Some music is even 
written with the very willingness or wish to be political: for Nono and Henze, 
living in a "politically free" (if Gramscian) Italy, music is meant to express 
politics. 11 Some Chinese composers, too, have insisted that "we have a 
responsibility as contemporary composers." 12 

5 From interviews with Chen Yi, He Xuntian, Tan Dun, Qian Nanzhang, Shen Jintang, Lu 
Yan, Lu Wenci, Lam Bunching, Clarence Mak. 

6 MEHNER "Pladoyer fiir cine Autonomieasthetik der Musik," p. 210. 
7 TAX "Introductory," p. 15. 
8 Don Carlo Gesualdo (1560-1613) is considered the most daring among the group of 

"chromaticists" in Italy who sought to reinvigorate ancient chromaticism for expressing af
fections. For his style cf. FINSCHER "Gesualdos 'Atonalitat"' and REESE Music in the 
Renaissance, p. 430-433. 

9 SCHNEIDER Welt, was frag'ich nach dir?, p. 9, remarks on the alleged glorification of 
bigamy in the libretto. 

10 Cf. FINSCHER' s interesting interpretation of the "subversive" tum of an otherwise 
"apotheotic" ending in his" Werk und Gattung in der Musik," esp. p. 293-296. 

11 For a collection of Henze's convictions cf. his Musik und Politik. SCHNEIDER Welt, was 
frag'ich nach dir?, p. 411, translates Nono: "Es gibt Komponisten, die meinen, daB Musik 
nichts verandem kann. Aber die Wahrheit ist anders. Musik kann cine Intervention in einer 
geschichtlichen Situation sein. Sie kann technisch, ideologisch, psychologisch und sozial 
Stellung nehmen. Musik und Politik sind fiir mich cine Einheit." 

12 Interview with Jin Xiang. 
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1 

j Studies on the political significance of music in China agree that "(i)n ancient 
1 China, music was from the beginning unmistakably linked to politics. [ ... ] Ancient 

treatises on music and acoustics were always found as parts of political docu
ments, court chronicles, and state protocols." 13 The tuning system had to be ad
justed constantly14 for it paralleled complicated cosmic relationships. Even the 
shapes and forms of instruments were understood to depict the shape of the un~
verse.15 The music system was considered a microcosm of the cultural whole, it 
reflected" the heaven and earth." 16 As a model for the macrocosm" changes in it 
and the explanations for these changes serve[ d] also as interpretations and expla
nations for changes in the cultural system considered as a whole." 17 

Hence, if the Yellow Bell were no longer in tune, the state would eventually fall 
into demise, for no longer would harmonic music depict and reflect harmonic 
government. The Yueji18 (Record of Music), one of the earliest Chinese writings 
exclusively dealing with music, explains this cosmological relationship: 

13 
14 

15 

16 
17 

18 

19 

The note kung [ ... ] represents the sovereign, shang [ ... ] represents t?e min-
ister, chiao [ ... ] the people, chih [ ... ] the affairs and yli [ ... ] the thmgs. If 
these five are not in disorder, harmony prevails in the land[ ... ]. If all notes 
are unclear and clash disagreeably with one another, there will be general 
confusion and in the near future, state and people will face disaster and an-

nihilation.19 

HAN/MARK" Evolution and Revolution in Chinese music," p. 11. 
For the paradoxical similarities to a remark from the Nazi Reichsmusikkammer cf. GARN 

"Berliner Operette," p. 150. 
For the philosophy of the qin as an example for such analogies cf. van GULIK The Lore of 

the Chinese Lute, esp. p. 98-102, and DAHMER Qin, p. 2lff. 
KAUFMANN Musical References, p. 41 from the Yueji. 
A general interpretation of similar Asian concepts is foun~ in NEUMANN 
"Ethnomusicology of culture change." I quote from p. 1. For an erudite and elaborate ex
planation of these concepts in China cf. DIENY Poesie classique. On p. 36 he_ explains: "La 
musique dite 'ancienne' exprime une vision globale du monde. Elle est ngoureusement 
regie par des principes qui lui sont exterieurs et qui oeuvrent aussi dans d' autres domaines 
que le sien. Plutot qu'une musique, c'est une theorie de la musique." . ... . 
Tue Yueji is transmitted as the 27th chapter of the Liji (Record of Rites). The Ly1, which 
consists of a number of discontinuous parts, written at differing times, the first around the 
fourth century BC, was destroyed in the bookbuming of emperor Qin Shihua_n~ in 213 BC. 
Tue Yueji was probably (re-)written by Ma Rong (79-166), a scholar and mus1c1an under the 
Later Han. The Yueji has been a canonic script on music since the Han Dynasty (206 BC-
220 AD). Cf. KAUFMANN Musical References, p. 31, YUAN Liuchao meixue, p. 105 and 

for Ma DIENY Poesie classique, p. 53/54. 
KAUFMANN Musical References, p. 33. For further references on the cosmological func-
tion cf. ibid., p. 35 (19), p. 36 (26), p. 37 (31), p. 39 (10), p. 40 (17), p. 41 (2). A somewhat 
allusive discussion of this relation is LIU "From K'unch'u to Revolutionary Opera," p. 18. 
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\ 
Due to this analogous perception of the relationship between cosmos and mu-

sic, 20 and of the importance in ensuring harmony in Chinese statecraft, it was vital 
to every government to keep its music in order since, as the Yueji continues, "there 
exists a relationship between the music and the type of government people 
h " 21 Th . . d d ave. e way its music soun e , then, was a check on the effectiveness and 
virtue of a country's govemment.22 A ruler would ask to "hear the six pitch-pipes 
and the five musical tones" for "an examination of the merits and faults of my 
government." 23 

Traditionally, a ruler had therefore to ensure that the correct (zheng) type of 
music was sounded throughout his country since music could both create and un
dermine the order of a country. The proliferation of an evil type of music among 
the people would at first serve the function of a cautionary tale, but could even
tually cause a country's downfall. The delicate job of eliminating the potentially 
destructive power of music and of filtering out its stabilizing effects was for many 
centuries given to a special government body, the yuefu.24 There, the collected 
folkmusic was corrected, and tbe uplifted, standardized version was then (re-) 
taught to the people to "improve their minds." 25 

20 This conception is, of course, not restricted to the Chinese. The Pythagoreans believed that 
the musical harmony depicts the harmony of the spheres. Boethius (480-524) bases his mu
sica mundana, humana and instrumentalis on these Greek concepts. Centuries later scien
tists, especially in acoustics (Galilei) and astronomy (Kepler) attempted to prove what had 
been an established axiom during the middle ages (cf. SPITZER Classical and Christian 
Ideas of World Harmony). For the Chinese reception of these Western concepts cf. Guanyu 
yuzhou tianti yinyue. A modem interpretation of the analogy between music the state and 
the world gives ATTAL! Bruits. ' 

21 KAUFMANN Musical References, p. 32.37. 
22 In the "Great Preface" to the Shijing (Book of Songs), the oldest collection of Chinese 

poetry with som~ of the texts assumed to be dating back to the Western Zhou dynasty (1027-
~71), three mus1co-governmental categories are established: the zhishi zhi yin (tunes of a 
t~e of good gove~ent), the luanshi zhi yin (tunes of a time of chaos) and the wangguo zhi 
ym (tunes of a penshed country). Interestingly, ATTAL! Bruits, p. 22, also considers a 
similar function of music as cautionary tale, reflecting and predicting the rise and fall of the 
government. 

23 KAUFMANN Musical References, p. 23. This passage is taken from the Shujing (Classic of 
Documents), another canonical book of Confucianism. The textual criticism of this work is 
highly controversial. Some contend that some of the oldest parts might even date back to the 
first millenium BC (ibid. p. 22). 

24 The function and history of the yuefu is well explained in DIENY Poesie classique and in 
KUTTNER Archaeology, p. 211-221. 

25 KAUFMANN Musical References, p. 38, quotes a passage from the Yueji to this effect. Wu 
Dinglian, a Taiwanese composer, reflects on this musical function in his words "the com
poser .als? is a teacher." I need not mention the obvious parallels on the conveyance of ethi
cal prmc1ples through music in the teachings of Plato (Republic 398b-40la). 
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The creative process set into motion when a work of art is presented to an audi
ence the interactive triangle of author-work-audience26 thus has a fourth and de
terminant angle in China which is kept undercover. The audience is once removed 
from the work itself by the interpolation of an official audience (the yuefu). Ide
ally, there is no free and direct flow between the author's wo~k and ~he real au~i
ence. Each work is first presented to and refined by the official audience. While 
keeping up the appearance of tapping from and returning to the people their own 
musical creation, this official audience uncovers and undoes the dangerous tunes 
of a potentially "terrorist composer" to perpetuate correct music to a potentially 

"terrorist audience." 
What does the correct, ancient music sound like? No records of this orally 

transmitted tradition remain. We do know, however, how some sovereigns reacted 
to the slow, stately movement of this music which, according to the Yueji, did not 
aim at "fully satisfying the appetite[s]27, but [ ... ] at teaching the people to be 

. h f i·..-. " 28 A moderate in their desires [ ... ] and to gm de them to t e correct course o he. 
certain Prince Wen once complained to a disciple of Confucius, Zi Xia: 
"Whenever I am clad in festive robes and cap and listen to the ancient music, I 
have to be careful not to fall asleep." 29 In his view, correct music was unimagi
native. Zi Xia replied that other music such as "[t]he tunes of Cheng (Zheng) are 
cleverly made and corrupt the mind. [ ... ]The tunes of Wei are fast and excited and 
confuse the mind. [ ... ] All these tunes lead the mind toward lechery and are 
harmful, therefore they cannot be used in the sacrificial rites." 30 Prince Wen ad
mitted, however: "When I listen to the music of Cheng [Zheng] and Wei, no tired
ness befalls me. [ ... ] why does the old music tire me and the new music please 
me?"31 He is instructed by his Confucian teacher that the most dangerous (yet 
apparently attractive) feature of this unorthodox music a nova32 is its lack of r~
straint. Yin (licentious) becomes synonymous with the music of Zheng and Wei, 
the "music of a perished country" (wangguo zhi yin). The ancient music, on the 

26 
27 

28 
29 
30 

31 
32 

Cf. JAUSS "Literaturgeschichte als Provokation," p. 169. 
We will see below in chapter three how important the point of the alleged licentious appe-
tites conveyed through New Music is for its condemnation. 
KAUFMANN Musical References, p. 33. The quotations are taken from the Yueji. 
KAUFMANN Musical References, p. 42 quotes from the Yueji. 
KAUFMANN Musical References, p. 42/43. Zheng was a former feudal state occupying the 
area of present Kaifeng in Henan (774-500 BC). Wei (1022-241 BC) was a feudal state 
occupying parts of Eastern Henan and Southern Hebei. 
KAUFMANN Musical References, p. 42. 
DIENY Poesie classique p. 29 quotes the Shuowen as saying that Zheng and Wei are the 
countries from where New Music originates. The perpetuation of the heterodoxy of any type 
of New Music in modem China is further explored in chapter three. 
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other hand, musica antiqua, is zheng (correct), because it is zhong (moderate), and 
jie (restrained).33 

Today, the youth of China are much more interested in Cui Jian's unorthodox 
rock-music than they are in adaptations of Beijing Opera advocated by the PRC 
government. In an internal document of 1982, the author makes direct reference to 
the Yueji, and argues that vulgar music, the music of Zheng, once appreciated by 
endangered governments such as that of Prince Wen, is again, in the form of popu
lar music, appreciated more by the Chinese than any other correct music.34 Even 
today, then, in the minds of some in the audience at least, the choice between the 
two musics remains one of "plaisir" and "ennui" and one between harmony and 
disorder. Even today "les beaux airs ne naissent qu' a Tcheng (Zheng) et Wei,"35 
as Dieny put it, if renamed the U.S. and Europe, and the "terrorist" audience, the 
contemporary Princes Wen, are uncovered. 

2 

Not only traditionally, then, music and government politics in China run on paral
lel planes. And yet, while on the one hand music was (and is) used to teach and 
manipulate the people, on the other hand music was (and is) perceived as vessel 
for public opinion.36 Music fulfills a double function as straightjacket and as 
tension-regulator. 

Since the Han, 'so-called tongyao, doggerels, would be sung by young boys 
(tong), supposedly unaware of their political implications and meaning. 37 In 
1938, Huang Zi utilized this tradition, publishing two tongyao under the pseudo
nym of Buping (Unjust). In these, he criticized the suppression of the rural work-

33 Cf. DIENY Poesie classique, who quotes from the Liji and the Shiji as sources for his 
statements, p. 22.34. On p. 38 he explains that the restraint demanded in ancient music 
explains its lack of appreciation. For an illuminating discussion of the relationship between 
certain instruments such as qin and pipa with the ideologies of zheng music cf. HU-STERK 
"Semantique musicale." 

34 WU "Yinyue de jiejixing yu 'gongtong xinshang'," p. 1-9, and especially p. 2. 
35 DIENY Poesie classique, p. 37. For the wide-spread preference of this type of music cf. also 

VAN GULIK Lore of the Chinese Lute, p. 36-37. 
36 Cf. KAUFMANN Musical References, p. 25 who quotes from Mencius (Bk. IV B21) "Royal 

Progress (the inspection tours) ceased when the royal government fell into decay and the 
odes were no longer collected." For a critical appraisal of the practice of folksong collection 
cf. DIENY Poesie classique. 

37 Cf. LIN A History of the Press, ch. 3, WAGNER "Implied Censor," esp. p. 26-32 and 
DIENY Poesie classique, esp. p. 14ff. The tongyao were understood to be heavenly direc
tions and can hence be found in the section for portents and natural disasters ( wuxingzhi) in 
the dynastic histories. 
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ing class.38 Even today, then, such songs could be intended (and be understood) 

as a means of public protest. 
The Chinese tradition of protest perpetuates the image of the remonstrating in

tellectual39 never tired of getting involved in politics for the bettering of his state. 
The tradition of the scholar-official who dies an unappreciated death dates back to 
cultural "heroes" such as Confucius, who never attained office, and is epitomized 
in the life of Qu Yuan (343-277 BC).40 Traditionally, then, a composer, as an in
tellectual, is bound to act upon politics and he often does. He Luting's41 defense 
of Debussy is a case in point. He opposed Yao Wenyuan's critique of Debussy in 
1963, in an article signed with the pen-name Shan Gu.42 Incidentally, this name 

3 8 WANG Jinxiandai yinyueshi, p. 103. 
39 For a thorough discussion of this tradition and its modern perpetuation, cf. WANG The 

Chinese Intellectual, and his summary article of the same title. Its modern modification in 
the PRC is elaborated on in CHEEK "From Priests to Professionals," who develops a thesis 
of a "close relationship between members of the educated elite and the state" (p. 124) and 
remarks on the importance of remaining within the system in order to remonstrate, a feature 
which can be observed fairly often among Chinese intellectuals, who keep up Party mem
bership despite maltreatment or disagreement. Similarities in the situation in Taiwan can be 
seen in HUANG Intellectual Ferment, p. 3, who attests: "Chinese intellectuals had always 
deemed themselves, as they still do, the conscience of society and the spokesmen of the 
people, and they were accepted as such." Remonstration is an equally important traditional 
alternative to the evasion of politics by intellectuals following Daoist inclinations. Since 
composers are evidently taking up on this tradition, I here disagree with ZHANG Ak
kulturationsphi:inomene who only sees one of the alternatives (p. 75). 

40 Especially in the post"Mao period, the references by intellectuals to Qu Yuan are abundant. 
Cf. CROIZIER "Qu Yuan and the Artists," and UNGER" Introduction," esp. p. 6. Earlier 
references in China's history are to other pure officials such as Hai Rui, cf. WAGNER His

torical Drama. 
41 For He Luting cf. LIU "Kangri zhanzheng," p. 159-166, for the discussion on Debussy cf. 

LIU "Wenge shiqi," p. 185-87, and KRAUS Pianos and Politics, p. 121-123. For a sum
mary of the tens of critical articles published during this discussion especially in the Shang
hai newspaper Wenhuibao, cf. RMYY 1963.12:37 "Guanyu Debiaoxi." 

42 His article, entitled "Dui pipingjia tichu de yaoqiu" (Demands to the critics), appeared in 
Wenhuibao 25.6.1963. This critique was the reason why He Luting was disgraced during the 
Cultural Revolution. For the attacks he fell under cf. He Luting pipan wenti huibian. Kraus 
Pianos and Politics, p. 121-123 gives a brief description of his fate. Beware, however: 
Kraus's interpretation relies too much on the evidence against He collected in the Pipan 
wenti huibian. In fact, He's alleged "condescelision" toward traditional music and his 
embracement of Debussy are exaggerated and, more importantly, not a sign of extraordinary 
"cosmopolitanism" at all. During my interview with He, he constantly emphasized the 
beauties and the superiority of Chinese melody. The stylization of traditional sounds in He's 
own music, an attempt to uplift and improve Chinese music, and his negative view of the 
" cruder sounds" of Chinese music which appears in music of the xinchao generation in no 
way distinguishes him from those who once wielded the attack against him. His attitude 
toward Chinese music, as that of China's governments, is in fact preservative and concerned 
with a restricted selection and approbation of certain highlights of their own tradition. This 
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was the hao, the poetic name, of a poet-cum-official from the Northern Song Dy
nasty, Huang Tingjian (1045-1105), who had himself been a remonstrating intel
lectual. He Luting, by choosing this name, deliberately stepped into this tradi
tional role.43 In their music, too, Chinese composers have turned openly or se
cretely against their governments, not out of inevitability,44 but apparently in a 
self-conscious act which is better understood within the traditional heritage of 
intellectual remonstration: why otherwise would they tum to such titles as Li Sao 
or Dou E Yuan, why else would they choose the poetry attributed to a 
"paradigmatic remonstrator" such as Qu Yuan as the basis of their music?45 By, 
making use of these symbols, composers enter into the realm of political theatre. 
And hence a number of Chinese composers from Taiwan, from Hong Kong and 
from the PRC contend that a " composer has to have a concept of what he wants 
to do in his music," 46 that he should not just "express his feelings without con
tributing anything to society,'' 47 and that she has to be "careful controlling all 
those pitches." 48 

approach, however cosmopolitan its musical result might sound, was and is orthodox and pa
triotic at heart. A detailed discussion of this question follows in chapter four. 

43 For similar role-playing in a political theatre and an interesting discussion of its meaning for 
the PRC cf. ESHERICK/WASSERSTROM "Political Theater," especially p. 52. 

44 I disagree with PERRIS Music as Propaganda, p. 113, who argues: "In an authoritarian 
setting, even one with a long history of autocratic rule, the artist at some point inevitably 
becomes the adversary of the state. We may expect that Chinese musicians will continue to 
use music as propaganda of their own ends, as ideology, as art, or both." It is not a natural 
law, as Perris seems to contend in his argument, that the Chinese intellectual turns against his 
government. Rather, it is a conscious act, the conscious playing of a role prescribed by 
tradition. 

45 

46 
47 
48 

For a discussion of works incorporating these titles or poetry and details on their origins see. 
below, part two and chapter four. 
Interviews with Wu Dinglian and Zhang Huili amongst others. 
Interview with Chan Kambiu. 
Interview with Chen Shihui. 
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3 
One of the ironies of modem Chinese 
politics is that the Confucian marriage of 
music to statecraft has endured, with the 
revolutionary Communist Party as its ve
hicle. (Richard Kraus )49 

Chinese cultural tradition is built in Con
fucianism. All Chinese inherit this great 
tradition and are proud of it. (Chiang 
Kaishek)50 

It is appealing to the student of China to observe certain continuities between her 
past and present. This attraction may blind us to other possible ways of interpreta
tion. Therefore, having established the traditional concepts above, it might be apt 
to pause and ask the question of whether they can be validly applied to the modem 
situation in China. One might argue that Chinese politicians and intellectuals in
deed live without the multitude of ghosts conjured up by tradition, due to a com
mon experience of the iconoclastic May Fourth Movement.51 It is true, too, that 
few of the composers or officials interviewed, openly acknowledged that their ac
tions were induced by traditional patterns. In some cases, my use of the term 
zheng (correct), for instance, despite the numerous occurences of discussions of 
the Yueji in musical journals both in the PRC and Taiwan in recent years, was met 
with bewilderment.52 In other cases, however, as that of He Luting above, tradi
tional elements became pivotal and it appears that-if unconsciously-both sides, 
the intellectuals and the government, are bound to believe in and act upon a close 
relationship between music and politics, and that even today, they seem to be 
taking on traditional roles.53 As Xu Yi puts it: "Since Confucius' time they have 
tried to regulate music and the arts. As for the present government, [ ... ] their 
methods are similar, and even if they say they are against Confucius, in reality 

their method is Confucian." 54 

49 KRAUS Pianos and Politics, p. 29. 
50 Aphorisms of President Chiang, p. 17. 
51 That the May Fourth break with tradition was not as clear-cut as the polemics around the 

movement suggest is evident in BIRCH" Change and Continuity," esp. p. 404. He describes 
some of the literary continuities with tradition. 

52 A few examples be mentioned: RMYY 1984.1:34-39 "Lun 'Yueji' de meixue sixiang," and 
YYYJ 1986.2:83-91 "'Yueji' yinyue meixue." For the growing interest in the Yueji cf. also 
GILD Klassische Musikiisthetik, p. 26. 

53 In a document for the Second Conference on Aesthetics in 1982, these traditional parallels 
are acknowledged "there is a historical relation between politics and music," cf. Quanguo 
dierci yinyue meixue zuotanhui, p. 6. 

54 For a similar point cf. ZHANG Akkulturationsphanomene, p. 36/37. 
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, While China's tradition is often luring in the background, there are other valid 
structures according to which it is possible to explain some of the actions intellec
tuals and politicians have taken in China in the last forty-five years.55 Leninist 
Party structure, for instance, a more recent "Chinese tradition," relevant for the 
governments both of Nationalist Taiwan and of the PRC, prescribes governmental 
control of the superstructure implying the complete subjugation of all cultural pro
duction under the direction of the propaganda departments. The apparent neces
sity of state control over the arts, which has been explained on traditional grounds 
above, now acquires a different, a modem dimension. The comparison with cul
tU:al policies in other countries characterised by similar Party-dominated-systems 
will show the relevance of China's modem polity for her own musical policies. It 
will become clear that on the musical stage, both Chinese traditions, the new and 
the old, have their relevance side-by-side, that both determine the actions of Chi
nese politicians and intellectuals. 

Nevertheless, there is a certain bias towards traditional concepts in this study for 
several reasons. Firstly, we haye already observed that between the old and the 
new "Chinese traditions" there are certain parallels if not continuities. Some of 
the striking similarities in vocabulary and behaviour in traditional and modem 
manifestations thus make a parallel treatment attractive. This will become par
ticularly evident in chapter three: New Music is clearly conceived in terms which 
are traditionally applied to the music of Zheng and Wei. Secondly, in view of the 
wish to include Hong Kong and Macau in my discussion, the Party-State-Model 
seems less appropriate as there is little common ground between the laissez-faire
colonialism in Hong Kong and authoritarian structures based on elitist Party sys
tems in Taiwan and the PRC. China's (old) tradition, however, is relevant to all of 
China's areas: they are Chinese and insist on being so. 

If it has become a sinological habit to remark on the perpetuation of Confucian 
conceptions in Chinese Communist disguise, 56 scholars of Chinese history remark 
much less frequently on the continuation of Confucian values in modem attire in 
Taiwan.57 Chiang Kaishek's thoughts and writings, hailed and taught in a similar 

55 PERRY "Introduction," p. 5 remarks that due to the many different forms of" tradition" 
that are prevalent in modem China, be they Western capitalist, Russian Communist, Leninist 
or Chinese, the scholar has "to discover which of a multitude of available cultural repertoires 
is being drawn upon." 

56 A survey of such work is given in PERRY" Introduction," p. 1-3. 
57 Cf. BAUS "Literatur und Literaturpolitik in Taiwan," p. 18. A very obvious parallel in the 

politics of art in Taiwan and the PRC is the compulsory course for all music students in 
Sanmin zhuyi (Sun Yatsen's The Three People's Principles) and in Communist politics 
respectively which is held even today on both sides of the Taiwan straits. Remarked in an 
interview with Pan Huanglong, and in SCHIMMELPENNINCK/KOUWENHOVEN 
"Shanghai Conservatory," p. 82. 

----~----~-~-------------------_J 
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vein as the thoughts of Mao Zedong, contain enough evidence al~ne of a N a~ional

ist "marriage to the Confucian conception" of the arts and especially of music: 

Good music can mould one's character, life one's spirit, solace a tired and 

distressed heart, and tranquillize the mind. Its power to regulate the tempo 

of life and add zest is an invisible force in the shaping o~ a lofty p~rso!lahty 

and simple social customs. Music is importan~ not on~y m the cultivation of 

individual character, but can also play a part m the nse and fall of a coun

try. SS Since such is the importance of music to the physical and ment~l de

velopment of the individual, the ~t~te cannot, for t~e sak~ of our national 

culture and the education of our citizens, afford to ignore 1t by an~ means. 

Music is, furthermore, a valuable instrument for the tra~n~g of ~en m gr~up 

life [ ... ]. The sort of rhythmic and regulated .group actlVlty that is embodied 

in music is certainly one of the most efficacious methods that may be used 

in civic education. 59 

Evidently, this passage by Chiang echoes quite a few of the traditi~nal ~rinci

ples examined earlier: music, if used in the right way, is seen to be chdact1c and 

able to create harmony both within the self and the state and hence affects the 

prosperity or decline of a nation. 60 

As the Confucians, revolutionary Communists and Nationalists all believe that 

art can induce political change and create political harmony,61 ministries of edu

cation or of propaganda as well as the cultural departments of municipal govem-
k . d '62 

ments or, in Communist China, on an even lower level the wor umts, or anwe1 

are responsible for the surveillance of the spread of correct music in or~er to pre

vent both the terrorist composer and the terrorist audience from becommg all too 

powerful since the "geschichtsbildende Energie" 63 of their unhampered interac

tion would create ever more and ever new dangerous tunes. A recent psychological 

study from Tianjin echoes concepts which have grown within tradition and trans

lates them into scientific terms: 

58 
59 

60 

61 
62 

63 

Listening to music is a type of social behavio_ur. Th~ recen~ sprea.d of 

popular music is the result of influence of a quit~ specific social ~nv1ro.n

ment and psychological demand. [ ... ] Under the mfluence of specific his-

Aphorisms of President Chiang Kaishek, p. 79. 

PRICE San Min Chu I: The Three Principles of the People with two supplementary c~apte:s 

by Chiang Kai-shek, p. 304/305. For thes.~ general attitudes inv~ked by many a Nat10nahst 

critic cf. also the evidence collected in FRUHAUF Exotic Urbanism, esp. p. 199. 

In Mao's terms these same concepts acquire a militaristic urgency: "We still need a cultural 

army since this kind of army is indespensable in achieving unity among ourselves and 

winning victory over the enemy." (Cf. MCDOUGALL Mao Zedong's Talks, p. 57). 

Cf. KRAUS Pianos and Politics, p. 29. . . . 

Danwei is the name for one's place of work in the PRC, an orgamzat10n that funct10ns as 

employer and provides diverse services such as housing and social services. It is placed un

der Party direction. 
JAUSS" Literaturgeschichte als Provokation," p. 169. 
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torical backgrounds and social conditions, various psychological demands 

will manifest differences in human behaviour. By studying and predicting 

these behavioral tendencies, we will be able to control artificially the impact 

of the dissemination of music and make it possible to accurately intensify or 

suppress such impact. 64 

4 

47 

As Shaw said-Music is the brandy 

Of the damned. It was from the good old 
grand 
Composers the progressive kind of 

Tyrant learned how to melt the legal mind 

With a visceral A-ha; fill a 

Dwarfs ears with sforzandos and the 
dwarf will 
Believe he's a giant. (W.H.Auden)65 

Even today, music is used as a manipulative art, as it has been throughout Chinese 

history, conforming to strict rules so the audience might not be corroded by wrong 

politicial sentiments. What forms does this modern "correct" music take? 

Manipulative music is supposed to uplift, "to fill a dwarfs ears with sforzan

dos," to create feelings of strength and confidence: music becomes a weapon in an 

everpresent battle. The language with which the use of music and the arts as po

litical tools is advocated is surprisingly similar both in Taiwan and the PRC. In 

the fifties we can read on the one side of the Taiwan Strait: "One does not write 

for mere pleasure or entertainment. If there is any truth at all in the saying that the 

pen is mightier than the sword, this weapon of the artists and writers should cer

tainly be wielded against the Communists for all its worth." 66 In the sixties from 

the other side we read: "We are music students, our weapon would be music." 67 

Chinese on the island declare: "The significance of the anti-Communist and 

anti-Russian struggle and of national reconstruction were brought home to the 

people through literary works, moving pictures, broadcasting, stage plays, art, 

music, and all other regular activities of social education so as to attain the end of 

spiritual mobilization of the country," 68 whereas mainland Chinese talk of three 

"weapons" to arouse the people: the gun, to fight the enemy, the musical instru-

64 HAMM "Music and Radio in the PRC," p. 29/30. He quotes an M.A. thesis by YANG 

Xiaoxun The theory and practice of predicting the propagation of Chinese popular music, 

Tianjin, Conservatory of Music, 1989. 

65 AUDEN Collected Shorter Poems, "Music is International," p. 227. 

66 China Handbook 1952153, p. 243. 

67 Cf. CR 1968.17/3:37 "How the 'Red Guards Battle Song' was born." This song is used in 

Zhu Jian'er's First Symphony, discussed below in part two. 

68 China Handbook 1953154, p. 239. 
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ment, to invigorate the spirits, and the bucket of paint, to write political slogans 
onto the walls.69 

The titles of prize-winning works in national competitions in Taiwan, such as 
"Secure Taiwan" or "Eulogy on the Republic of China" are typical examples of 
the use of music to support the government.70 Demands that correct music be all
pervasive and understandable to everyone appear on both sides of the Straits: to 
the C01(11llunists, elitism was a major fault, and Chiang Kaishek, too, stated: 

As the ancients have well said "if you lost your code of good manners, look 
for them among the country folks." 71 

In Maoist China, "correct" music, named "music for the masses," did not de
mand that "ignorant masses" would undergo a learning process. The idea was not 
to heave up the audience to the high standard of elite arts but to "massify" 72 the 
arts and artists, and to make them appreciate the artistic value of the masses' lives. 
This process is described in a propaganda organ as follows: 

[Artists] had originally thought that they were serving the labouring masses 
if they performed ballets such as Swan Lake for them and that it was up to 
the latter to learn to enjoy them. Now enlightened [after the 1964 Festival of 
Performing Arts] they realize that if they perform works which propagandize 
the individualism and humanism of the bourgeoisie they are, in fact, not 
really serving the masses but actually undermining the ideological 
foundations of the socialist revolution and construction.73 

The artists themselves, as Mao put it in his Yan'an Talks, "must go to the sole, 
the broadest, and the richest source, to observe, experience, study and analyze all 
the different kinds of people, all the classes and all the masses, all the vivid pat
terns of life and struggle, and all literature and art in their natural form, before they 
are ready for the stage of processing and creating, where you integrate raw mate
rials with production, the stage of study with the stage of creation." 74 Artists 
would thus undergo thought reform as a result of which they would understand the 
true (i.e. vicious) nature of Western bourgeois music and the real value of 
traditional Chinese folkmusic.75 Dazhonghua (massification), as it was called, 
was most feverishly practiced in the sixties and especially during the years of the 

69 Cf. PISCHNER Musik in China, p. 98. For the responsibilities of a musician cf. the article in 
CR 1980.29/6:65-69 "A Young Composer's Ups and Downs." 

70 YYYS 1986.4:34 "Taiwansheng jinxiandai yinyue." For very similar titles from the PRC cf. 
the works mentioned by LI Huanzhi in his "People's Republic," p. 192-198. 

71 PRICE San Min Chu I: The Three Principles of the People with two supplementary chapters 
by Chiang Kai-shek, p. 316/317. For a more detailed discussion of the use of folk art see 
chapter four. 

72 HOLM Art and Ideology in Revolutionary China, p. 93. 
73 Cf. PR 1966.21:26 "Product of the Cultural Revolution." 
74 MCDOUGALL Mao Zedong's Talks, p. 70. 
75 Cf. especially CR 1973.22/5:10-14 "Symphonies for the workers, peasants and soldiers." 
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Cultural Revolution, when numerous articles in musical journals show pictures of 
happy and vigorous musicians, toiling with or learning from the masses.76 Today, 
the slogan wei renminfuwu (serving the people) is still well-known to every Chi
nese composer, even the youngest. It is a common wish among composers from 
all generations such as Du Mingxin, Sang Tong, Guo Wenjing, Hao Weiya and 
Cao Jian to communicate with their audience. While they agree that no one likes 
the slogan wei renminfuwu, "the real meaning is to let everyone understand your 
music and that is important." 77 Sang Tong even gave up his modernist idiosyn
cratic style in the late forties to adjust to popular taste: "After liberation we had to 
be thinking of the masses, and could no longer just write what we wanted. Also, I 
got frustrated with people not being able to understand or appreciate my music." 78 

Wu Zuqiang explains: "The reason why modem music is dangerous and still 
deemed 'incorrect' is its intricacy. Modem music has a very small audience, 
everywhere. Other countries don't need to care about this but a socialist country 
has to care; music has to be for the masses, and the masses will not choose modem 
music." Similar arguments are :;uccessful in Taiwan where, as Hou Junqing says, 
"one call from a listener saying he does not understand this 'modem stuff is 
enough to stop the radio program." Surely, some of the composers now making 
use of traditional elements wit~in their modernist compositions, have had different 
experiences. Zhu Jian'er reports, that his Qianchen sumiao (Sketch of the Gui
zhou mountains) scandalized some of his Western-trained colleagues at the 

76 One particularly striking picture in RMYY 1965.1:2-7, in an article signed RE Xi ("Warm 
happiness," literally), "Women shi zenyang wei qunzhong fuwu de," shows a group of mu
sicians with their heavy luggage on a mule-cart in inner Mongolia with no road or village to 
be seen and later performing on the plain in front of a row of kneeling peasants. The ac
companying article introduces the troupe of musicians and their fight for a dissemination of 
socialist virtues through their art. For articles emphasizing "learning from the masses" cf. 
CR 1968.17/4:34: "Only by speaking for the masses can he educate them, and only by being 
their pupil can he be their teacher." Similarly again in PR 1984.40:33 "Um in Musik und 
Tanz Leben und Charaktere der Zeit auszudriicken, sprachen die Ktinstler einige Monate 
Jang mit den Menschen, die die Ereignisse erlebt hatten, um deren Gefiihle verstehen und 
nachvollziehen zu konnen." More examples of this kind are found in CR 1961.10/2:19, 
1964.13/8:4, 1964.13/9:10, 1964.13/11:35, 1966.15/2:29, 1970.19/11:43, 1972.21/7:20, 
1974.23/11:14 and BR 1964.2:26, 1966.21:25-27. On the "mass line" cf. also STAR Ide
ology and Culture, p. 28. 

77 Interview with Guo Wenjing. 
78 Interview with Sang Tong. His early atonal pieces were unsuccessfully performed once in 

1947 and then again in 1980 (cf. KOUWENHOVEN "Out of the Desert," p. 85), to be 
published in 1989 only. 
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Shanghai Conservatory, but was well-received by the Guizhou locals who appar
ently recognized features of their own music in it. 79 · 

And yet, in the PRC as elsewhere, the decision of whether or not something is 
suitable for the masses lies with the Party cadres rather than the masses them
selves. Du Mingxin explained that "Jiang Qing knows very little about music but 
a lot about Chinese opera. Therefore she wanted me to use the xiaoluo in Hongse 
niangzijun. I did not think the xiaoluo really fitted the modem characters, but I 
had to go by her orders." Hou Junqing related a similar story about Chiang 
Kaishek's wife: "Madame Chiang was given complementary records a lot. Some 
of them she would then present to the music departments. In sorting through the 
records given to Shida I found a little piece of paper inserted with a record of 
Schi:inberg. It was her writing and said: 'I hope you will not listen to this music 
again'." 

Eberle describes this situation as typical for authoritarian regimes, be they len-
inist, stalinist or fascist: 

Fatal [ ... ] hliben und druben daJ3 jene so ":olksnah" ,~ich geriere~d~n 
Parteifunktionare per bloBer Behauptung dekretieren, was volksfremd ist 
und was nicht. 80 

Insisting on the masses as the prescribed audience is the modem way of camou
flaging the quadrangle of artistic interaction as a triangle. Chinese composers of 
all generations, have to be concerned with who supposedly listens to their music, 
they have to cater for the imaginary masses. 81 What the masses choose _and ~p
preciate is not freely determined, it is prescribed: there is no natural and direct m
teraction of audience and artistic work. The Party has taken over the sieving func
tions of the former yuefu. Chinese culture is produced and priced within the 
:framework of a planned economy, not the free market system. In the PRC, it is 
artistic anti-capitalism82 that sells. In Taiwan, on the other hand, according to a 
government publication, "the main theme of all forms of art and literature [ ... ] is 
anti-Communism." 83 

The Taiwanese intelligentsia has probably suffered as many trials84 as their 
counterparts on the mainland, and the music they are asked to produce, the result 

79 

80 
81 

82 
83 
84 

From my interview with Zhu and ZGYYX 1991.4:5/6 "Shenghuo qishilu.': I wil~ talk ~ 
more detail about some of the similarities between traditional and modernist techmques m 
chapter four. This closeness may also be the reason for the appreciati_on some locals have 
also shown for compositions by other composers of the xinchao-generat10n. 
EBERLE "Neuropathien und Verwesungssyndrome," ~- 11. . . , . 
Interviews with Zeng Xingkui, Wu Dinglian, Lu Wencl. Cf. also Wu Dmghan s remarks m 
YYGT 1985.40:22-25 "Kan Wu Dinglian zishuo zihua." 
Cf. PR 1974.23:22 CHU "Deepen the criticism of the Bourgeois theory of human nature." 
China Handbook 1952/53, p. 243. 
Cf. COHEN Taiwan at Crossroads, p. 172. 
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of this politically one-sided, state-sponsored art, ~s therefore sometimes called 
"anti-communist bagu." 85 Xu Changhui was reprimanded for using a "pacifist" 
poem by Du Fu for a vocal composition in the late fifties. 86 The country was bat
tling communism and in such an atmosphere the masses were not expected to sa
vour such sounds of tranquillity. In the seventies, he was not allowed to leave the 
island for two years. His offence: he had dared to give a talk on Chinese music at 
Cornell University and had been preposterous enough to include works by PRC 
composers in it and, even worse, to repeat the talk in Taiwan. 87 Communist music 
was poison in the ears of Taiwanese audiences, every composer knew that. And 
therefore, although radio broadcasts of PRC music could easily be received, no 
one dared to listen to them.88 Restrictions on communist works of art were all
encompassing ranging from Shostakovitch to Xian Xinghai. 89 Li Taixiang re
members difficulties with the Taiwanese government for using unaffirmative lan
guage such as in his popsong of 1976, "The olive tree." It begins with a self-en
quiring question "Where do I come from?" and further describes the meandering 
of an insecure youth in vivid language. A Taiwanese was not supposed to "wildly 
wander." An audience indulging in such wanderings and questionings might lose 
their way and thus come dangerously close to the mainland.90 

The politics of correct music on Taiwan gave birth to a contradictory situation 
during the Cultural Renaissance Movement,91 when musicians were instructed to 
create from their folksong heritage without citing or using any of the folksongs 
employed in "bandit communist" mainland.92 Xu Changhui, Hou Junqing, and 
Chen Shihui all remember their own or others' difficulties with the Taiwan gov
ernment for using traditional songs or melodies that originated from the Chinese 

85 YYYS 1986.4:35 "Taiwansheng jinxiandai yinyue." Bagu were the eight-legged essays for 
the civil examinations in imperial China, infamous for their rigidity and restrictions on 
imaginative thought. Some examples of this so-called bagu art, political songs, are 
discussed below. 

86 The poem is called Bingchexing (Ballad of the Army Carts) and translated in HAWKES A 
Little Primer a/Tu Fu, p. 5-17. 

87 He had collected the material for this talk during a stay in the U.S since it was impossible at 
that point in time to fmd material on PRC music in Taiwan. 

88 Interview with Xu Changhui. 
89 Interview with Hou Junqing. 
90 Interview with Li Taixiang. For more of Li's problems due to his pop songs see chapter 

three. 
91 For more details on this movement and its contradictory nature see chapters three and four. 
92 Interview with Pan Shiji. A musical example for this will be examined below in Zeng 

Xingkui's Woodwind Quartet. As will be seen in chapter four, the Communist composer, 
too, had to be selective in his use of the Chinese folk tradition. One reason the government 
would offer was the apparent superstitious nature of some folkmusic, cf. the chapter on 
ghost-operas in MICHEL Peking-Oper. 
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mainland. The material they had collected on these songs while studying abroad, 

for instance, would strangely disappear at Taiwan customs.93 

On the mainland, not communism, but capitalism was to be defeated. Anti

capitalist music, too, had to be uplifting and vigorous, making a "dwarf believe 

he's a giant," conforming to the thriving and battling state which it originated 

from. As in Taiwan, heavy punishments were levied on those who did not write 

correct music: there are quite a few intellectuals who tried to arrange themselves 

or who believed in the use of art as political weapon in the PRC as well as in 

Taiwan. Their eventual success or failure was not due so much to their artistic 

gifts but to their ability to deal with the complexities behind and on the scenes of 

China's political theatre. More often than not, these cooperative intellectuals 

rather than the outspoken opponents of the government got into conflict with state 

and Party power.94 The painter Chen Yifei (*1946), for instance, produced a can

vas "The Yellow River" inspired by Yin Chengzong's correct piano concerto95 of 

the same name in 1972. But the painting was rejected for exhibition because the 

Yellow River's colour was considered too grey-thus not sufficiently idealized.96 

On the platform of political art, it is all too easy to run counter some of the (ever 

newly-established) taboos. Luo Zhongrong's, Wu Zuqiang's, Du Mingxin's, Xi 

Qiming's and Yang Liqing's experiences in composing or adapting the yangbanxi 

(model-works)97 are representative for the type of scenario which often occured 

when musicians tried to negotiate Party policies during the Cultural Revolution. 

But even before and after the Cultural Revolution, entering the political domain 

always meant danger for the artist, while not entering it often meant self~imposed 

silence. 
Zhu Jian'er tasted the intricacies of communist politics with a symphonic can

tata he wrote during his years of study in Russia based on poetry by Mao Zedong. 

It was first accepted (after a tedious check with the Chinese government as to the 

aptness of the use of these particular poems by Mao) but later never broadcast on 

93 Interviews with Hou Junqing and Xu Changhui. 

94 In the musical realm, the case of Liu Shikun, narrated in KRAUS Pianos and Politics, is 

particularly telling. Cf. also HOLM" The strange case of Liu Zhidan," esp. p. 95, '."h.o de

scribes a similar situation in literature: " [This is] not a dissident novel, [ ... ] not artistically 

innovative, [ ... ] [it] praises a proletarian hero [ ... ] and obeyed all the tenets of Socialist 

Realism and reportage literature." 

95 For Yin and his concerto cf. KRAUS Pianos and Politics. 

96 COHEN The new Chinese painting, p. 99. 

97 Yangbanxi is the Chinese word for the model-works advocated by Jiang Qing during the 

Cultural Revolution. For a detailed discussion of the yangbanxi cf. FEI Mingyi "Bu xing 

'jing' de yangbanxi." For the musical qualities of the yangbanxi cf. the disc~ssion .of Re.d 

Women's Detachment in part two of this chapter. An interesting history of music dunng this 

period is given by LIANG "Lun 'wen'ge' yinyue chuangzuo." 
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Russian radio due to the severing of Sino-Russian relations in the early sixties. It 

was only performed once in China. Even the composer who is willing to cater for 

the prescribed audience can never be sure that he will be able to sell his product. 

Planned economies sometimes suffer from miscalculation, too. 

Worse even, if one chose to escape politics. Planned economies do not allow 

for individualist marketing at the side; one could never be certain to steer clear of 

the intrigues of political play: Wu Zuqiang, the brother of the outspoken Beijing 

Opera artist Wu Zuguang, was not allowed to compose during much of the Cul

tural Revolution because of his brother, a "black element" in government terms.98 

Tan Dun, hailed for winning the first international composition competition for the 

PRC after 1949, in 1983 hardly escaped from the politics of spiritual pollution and 

complained: "You might not have anything to do with the government, but the 

government will find you and give you trouble." 

The situation in Taiwan appears to have been similar. Xu Changhui and his 

generation already remarked that "Even if you don't care about the politicians, 

they will care about you," but their younger colleagues, too, feel like Pan Shiji: 

"Any composer in Taiwan who says he has nothing to do with politics must be 

talking nonsense. Our music would be different if there were no censorship. I 

have not written any politically motivated music as yet: I don't think I could find 

performers for a satirical piece. They would be too afraid. One should never un

derestimate the strength of white terror!" 

Politics, then, is an all-encompassing power, felt both under CCP or GMD rule. 

Rock stars such as Cui Jian in the PRC99 and Lin Jiang in Taiwan both complain 

that their music is being used and interpreted by the government to suit their poli

tics. "It makes me very uncomfortable," Lin says. "IfI wanted to talk about poli

tics, then I'd be a politician. I wouldn't make music." 100 The direct connection 

between an artist, his work and the audience is blocked, the Party decides for the 

audience what it is worthy of hearing. There is thus a strong feeling among 

China's artists that politics will find (or should we say-attack-) them, even if 

they don't want to act as political persons. 

98 Interview with Wu Zuqiang. In 1972, Li Delun, conductor at the Central Symphony orches

tra and somehow able to steer free of trouble during and after the Cultural Revolution, 

invited him to compose for the orchestra and hence lifted the silence imposed on him. 

99 To deal with an ever-increasing interest in Rock and Pop among Chinese youth, the gov

ernment has even begun to embrace some sectors of it to keep an effective check. Cf. 

JONES Like a knife and FRIEDLANDER" China's 'Newer Value' Pop," esp. p. 77, where 

he compares this to former East German practices: "In doing so, the Germans exercised 

control over most forms of production and, perhaps most important, kept their finger on the 

everchanging pulse of a potentially disenchanted youth." 

100 Lin is quoted in EINHORN" Taiwan's bad boy," p. 32. For a similar remark by Cui Jian 

see JONES Like a Knife, p. 144. 
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But so being in the headlines also means that Chinese artists become public fig

ures much more quickly than artists in the West. Due to the political theatricals 

enacted on China's musical stage, some Chinese composers may be better known 

than many an avantgarde composer in the West, where they are usually only famil

iar to insiders.101 This is certainly true of Xu Changhui and Li Taixiang who 

scandalized Taiwan's audiences in the sixties and seventies. 102 Doming Lam, too, 

remembers the feverish debates over his New Music especially by leftist newspa

pers in seventies' Hong Kong,103 and Tan Dun, Ge Ganru or Qu Xiaosong in the 

PRC were debated first internally and eventually publicly in the eighties. 104 Chen 

Xiaoyong remarked: "There are so many people who know a composer's name 

due to such campaigns but have never heard his pieces. Some composers might go 

on despite this negative publicity, others might be influenced and stopped." 

In the worst case, then, the insistence on correct music by Chinese governments, 

the many considerations a composer has to take into account before even starting 

to compose: the choice of a text or of certain instruments, the choice of a certain 

musical form or technique which might or might not find approval among 

politicians and bureaucrats, in short, the ominous fourth angle in the Chinese 

quadrangle of artistic production, might silence a composer. Mao Yurun remem

bers: 
In those precarious years [the Cultural Revolution], whenever I felt inspired 

to compose something, the first thought that came to my mind was not about 

what kind of method, texture, form, orchestration or harmony I was going to 

apply but the following fears, excruciating fears: 

Shall I be able to avoid being trapped into the "Capitalist School"? 

Shall I be immune from being capped a Rightist again? 

Shall I be able to express the common emotions of the workers, peasants, 

soldiers instead of my own bourgeois sentiments? 

Shall I be exempt from being accused of" disparaging the present by extol

ling the past?" 
Shall I be able to avoid infringing on the proletarian line of literature and art 

enacted by Chairman Mao? 
ShallI ... ? 

101 COHEN New Chinese Painting, p. 150: "Occasionally, despite what officialdom wants, 

'problem' artists and their work become famous. Because the artist's position is official and 

inflated compared with that of his counterparts in the West, these dissident artists become 

controversial and have a higher recognition factor than the approved artists and their work." 

102 For the debate around Xu's and Li's music in Taiwan see chapter three. 

103 From my interview with Doming Lam. He was mostly accused for having studied in the 

capitalist West, in the U.S. and Canada. 

104 Some of the critical articles against them are RMYY 1984.7:7-9 "Ting Tan Dun xianyue 

sichongzou Feng-Ya-Song," RMYY 1988.11:16-18, "Qu Xiaosongjiaoxiang zuopin yin

yuehui zuotanhui." The discussion on Ge's style is related in chapter three. 
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These" Shall I's" always served as a wet blanket to dampen any enthusiasm 

that happened to grace me, and I wonder how anyone could write anything 

of any worth on the tenterhooks of so many" Shall I's." 105 

5 

Musik: Atem der Statuen. Vielleicht: 
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Stille der Bilder. Du Sprache, wo Spra
chen 
enden. (Rainer M. Rilke)l06 

Wer an seinem Platz bleibt-und den 

Tanz nicht mitmacht-gesteht leise ein, 

daB er etwas dagegen hat. (Charles 
Gounod)l07 

Historically, the relation between music and politics could be explained in cosmo

logical terms, changes in one or the other followed a system imposed by Heaven. 

In modem China the government has eradicated Heaven but kept its implications. 

Why, in a changed world when ]2oliticians no longer (admit to) believe in wuxing 

cos~ological theories, why is there such a fear of music, which makes it necessary 

to direct or even suppress it? Stefan Heym provides a lengthy but intelligent 

analysis of similar phenomena in the GDR: 

W oher das periodisch immer wieder auftauchende Interesse hoher und hoch

s~er Politiker der Arbeiterparteien an Fragen der kiinstlerischen Form, das 

bis zur Begutachtung und Verdammung einer einzelnen Vase eines einzel

~en Bildes, eines einzelnen Musiksti.icks geht? Woher die g~radezu hyste

nsch anmutende, kampagnenhafte Serie von Stimmen und Meinungen [ ... ]? 

Ist der Sozialis~us, ist die Gedankenwelt von Marx und Engels tatsachlich 

bedroht ~ur~h em paar . Kleckse _auf der Leinwand, ein Sti.ick verbogenes 

M_etall, die smnlose Anemanderre1hung von Worten? Konnte man sich nicht 

le1sten, es . darauf a~lrnmmen zu !assen und ruhig abzusehen, wieviel 

abstrakte Bilder, Ged1chte, Suiten sich absetzen lassen in einer Gesellschaft 

i~ der es_ nur eine beschrankte Anzahl von Snobs geben kann, welche nu; 

eme bestimmte, nicht grofie Summe Geldes zum Ankauf solcher W erke zur 

Verfiigung haben? 

[ ... ] Das Feuer bedroht einmal die Unzahl von durchschnittlich und unter

durchschnittlich begabten Leuten, die jahrelang genau die von oben her 

gewi.inschte und benotigte Gebrauchskunst gemacht und auf diese Weise ein 

bequemes ~nd_ leichtes Leben geflihrt haben. [ ... ] Das ki.instlerische Experi

~ent, ob nchtig oder falsch, ni.itzlich oder nicht, bringt Unruhe unter diese 

Liebhaber der Ruhe und des Gleichgewichts; sie befiirchten, daB ihr Werk 

<lessen Minderwertigkeit ihnen wohl bewuBt ist, in Frage gestellt werde~ 

105 MAO "Music under Mao," p. 123/124. 

106 RIL~ Samtliche Werke: Gedichte Zweiter Tei!," An die Musik," p. 111. 

107 For this verse from Gounod's opera Romeo and Juliette cf. SCHNEIDER Welt, was frag' ich 

nach Dir?, p. 245. 
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konnte, und daB jemand den Betrug, von dem sie so angenehm leben, 
durchschauen mochte. Und da ihr Talent klein, ihre Furcht dagegen groB ist, 
wehren sie sich sofort mit dem einzigen ihnen zur Verfilgung stehenden 
Mittel, der politischen Denunziation. 
[ ... ] Zurn Scheiterhaufen muB das Siindenbekenntnis und der Bannfluch 
kommen. Nicht etwa, weil sie Narren genug waren zu glauben, daB ein 
Stiick mehr oder weniger dekorativ bemalter Leinwand, das von Musikin
strumenten hervorgebrachte Gejammer eines Chors von Katzen, oder die 
Aneinanderreihung von Wortern auf obskure Art die Klassiker Marx und 
Engels widerlegen oder die Fakten des Klassenkampfes aus der Welt schaf
fen konnten. Die abstrakte, formalistische Kunst ist ja gerade stolz darauf, 
daB sie nichts zu sagen hat-also auch nichts gegen Marx und Engels. Und 
dennoch ist da eine Botschaft. Sie liegt nicht in dem, was solche Bilder, 
Wortfolgen, Tonsequenzen aussagen; sie ergibt sich ausschlieBlich aus der 
Tatsache der Existenz solcher Dinge im Herrschaftsbereich dieser Politiker. 
Die Schmiererei auf der Leinwand wird als Demonstration verstanden und 
ist vielleicht sogar eine; das Gekratze auf den Violinen ist die Vertonung 
eines einzigen Wortes, Nein: Das sinnlose Durcheinander von Worten ergibt 
flir die Ohren der Politiker einen furchtbaren Sinn: Wir weigern uns, die von 
euch vorgeschriebenen Formen zu akzeptieren. 108 

Why fear the artist? Heym's first argument is the lack of competence among 
the ruling cultural elite. In the PRC the most outspoken denouncers and fighters 
on the musical battle ground, people such as Lu Ji or Li Jiefu can hardly boast se
rious musical training.109 Among the ranks of cultural officials on the mainland 
there were few professionals. HO Koo Chatpo, a composer who fled the PRC after 

108 HEYM Stalin verlaj3t den Raum, "Fragmente" (1962), p. 101/102. 
109 For both of them cf. Zhongguo Dabaike quanshu: Lu Ji (1909-1996), p. 400-401, and Li 

Jiefu (1913-1976), p. 376, which also gives some detail on their sporadic education in music. 
For the dubious quality of Lu's vocal and choral music cf. two articles in YYYJ 1990.2:34-42 
"Women geng shengle" and 1990.2:19-33 "Gesong renmin" which reprint some of his 
music. Lu Ji has been until his recent death one of the most active political theoreticians in 
music. His role in propagating music as a weapon is elaborated on in LIU "Neizhan shiqi," 
p. 22-26. His untiring advocacy of" music for the people" and "music serving politics" is 
evident in his writings from the thirties until now (with a short period of imposed silence 
during the Cultural Revolution). For numerous manifestations of his writings cf. especially 
the Beijing-based musical journals such as Renmin yinyue, Yinyue yanjiu and Zhongguo 
yinyuexue and the recent collection of his writings Lu Ji wenxuan (1935-1984). Although 
not necessarily taken very seriously by musicians (as the many ridiculing remarks during the 
interviews I conducted amply show), he cannot be overlooked in musical circles. The 
activities in honour of his sixty years of work for the revolution at the Central Conservatory 
in 1989 are singular proof for this (cf. three articles in RMYY 1989.7:6-13, and a summary of 
his "revolutionary work" in YYYJ 1989.3:25-27). For Li Jiefu cf. CR 1964.13/11:34-35 
"The Story of a revolutionary composer." 

11 O Wang Meng and Mao Dun are notable exceptions as creative Ministers of Culture. Cf. 
LINK "Limits of Cultural Reform," p. 115. For the early discussion on the use of profes
sionals or generalists, neihang or waihang officials in the fifties cf. WAGNER Historical 
Drama, p. 4ff. 
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the Cultural Revolution, says: "On the mainland, music can hardly develop: it is 
impossible to please a government that does not know anything about music." Li 
Jinhui, a songwriter from the mainland, is said to have queried: "Whether they 
understand or not, that is still the question." 111 This professional deficiency is 
also pinpointed in Bai Hua' s complaint about cultural workers who "knew nothing 
but still flagrantly interfered." 112 "In the PRC," another composer complains, 
"politicians understand very little of music but still they tell everyone which mu
sic to appreciate." 113 And there are more such voices: "A lot of changes took 
place in the cultural bureaucracy after June Fourth. Those pretending to be spe
cialists are up on high again." When it comes to New Music, politicians are con
sidered even more as interfering ignoramuses: "The politicians don't know any
thing about modem music, they have simply no idea what atonal music is. Really, 
atonality is already a thing of the past, why do they still debate about it?" and: 
"Those guan (officials) just don't understand music. How can they ask me to 
change a recitativo for lack of melody? They should study music first before they 
start criticizing others. This is the tragedy of China's music. Those politicians 
don't understand music. But they still assume they understand." PRC composers, 
it seems, have had more than enough of the cultural patronizing practised by their 
government. Only a few of the composers I interviewed still read the official mu
sic journal Renmin Yinyue (People's Music): "No one cares now what is written in 
Renmin Yinyue," "no one reads it, those theorists don't limit us, they have no 
influence," "there are so many other musicological magazines, why read Renmin 
Yinyue, which I hate?" Their cynicism, which also finds its repercussions in the 
visual arts and literature, is echoed and well-summarized in a poem of 1980 by Ai 
Qing: 114 

Only an idiot 
Argues with an idiot. 

Taiwanese and Hong Kong-Chinese scholars and critics, too, have remarked on 
the poor quality of their cultural personnel.115 Qian Nanzhang reasons that "in 

111 WU" Dalu de yinyuejia," p. 236. 
112 Quoted in XUAN" Peiping's Current Policy," p. 55. Cf. also BAI "No Breakthrough," p. 

100. A less obvious hint at the not-so-professional nature of politicians who just could not 
understand the subversion in Shostakovitch's Fifth Symphony is made in FINSCHER "Werk 
und Gattung," p. 296. 

113 The following quotations are taken from interviews with several PRC composers who shall 
remain unnamed. 

114 Cited in LINK "Limits of Reform," p. 171. 
115 From interviews with Chan Kambiu and Law Wingfai who complained that cultural officials 

in Hong Kong" never ask the experts." The often-heard complaint that the bureaucrats have 
no knowledge of what they censure is slowly remedied in Taiwan: government figures show 
that specialists in cultural and scientific fields in the government increased from 20% in 
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Taiwan, the government cultural officials are not professionals in the field of mu
sic, but in other countries it is just about the same. The most important people 
have nothing to do with music. The lower strata might be more professional, but 
they often can't do anything, because their superior is not a professional." Zhang 
Huili, too, reports the lack of genuine exchange between upper and lower strata of 
the Taiwan bureaucracy: "The bureaucrats are all not professionals, so the top and 
the bottom don't really understand each other, hence there is little support for the 
arts." In Hong Kong, a report from ARIC (Hong Kong Arts Resource and Infor
mation Centre) underlined the need of involving professionals in the cultural field 
in decisions concerning cultural policy and the system of subventions. It con

cludes: 
[ ... ] if Hong Kong is to maintain a system of open and free expression, those 
most affected should have a powerful influence on arts policy and proce
dures.116 

Attested incompetence might give rise to feelings of inadequacy by the bureau
crats themselves. Such feelings, as Heym remarks, in tum lead to the perception 
of an apparent threat to government by the arts. Art does not use simple language; 
it can be highly symbolic or even apparently senseless. Within China's tradition, 
imagery and symbolism have acquired special political significance. Tradition
ally, symbolic language is understood to be the sign of intellectual remonstration. 
In the Great Preface to the Book of Songs we read: 

Superiors, by the Fung, transformed their inferiors, and inferiors, by them, 
satirized their superiors, the principal thing in them was their style, and re
proof was cunningly insinuated. They might be spoken without giving of
fence, and the hearing of them was sufficient to make men careful of their 
conduct-hence they are called Fung.117 

The very use of literary devices indicates that there is a need for remonstration 
and might even signal the closure of the "avenues of straight talk" (yanlu). The 
very presence of such art becomes an indication of the poor quality of the ruler and 
his government. ll8 And the more wen, the more complicated and intricate a piece 
of poetry is, the worse the implied criticism. Rudolf Wagner explains: 

1952 to 42% in 1989. Also, the Council for Cultural Planning and Development (CCPD) in 
Taiwan is now officially inviting professionals to take part in their committees. Ma 
Shuilong, for instance, a composer himself, is now a member of the music committee in the 
CCPD. 

116 Arts Strategy Report, p. 3. 
117 Legge Book of Songs, p. 35. 
118 In an early medieval treatise, the Wenxin Diaolong (translated by SHIH The Literary Mind 

and the Carving of the Dragon), analogy and metaphor are defined as accusation and cri
tique respectively. WAGNER" Implied Censor," p. 7-17, gives ample literary proof for this 
traditional conception. It might also explain the ready acceptance of the evil and dangerous 

. , 
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The very literariness of literature, its imagery, metaphors, and narrative are 
pro~ucts of a deficie~t time, are but tactical disguises of the true intention, 
designed to spare the irate adressee the pain of direct and open criticism and 
to spare the writer the punishment for such temerity.119 
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Perhaps, this traditional role of literature and the arts might explain the particu
lar sensitivity of Chinese govenll:nents to the form and style of artistic creation.120 
Accordingly, this might explain why painful campaigns against "murky, obscur
antist poetry" and "abstract" art have plagued supposedly remonstrating intellec
tuals both on the mainland and in Taiwan.121 

Music, certainly the most abstract of the arts, is by its very nature a particular 
threat to and a (negative) commentary on the political environment. The more 
complicated and intricate a composition is, then, the more suspicious it is of cen
suring in" a roundabout way." 122 And all the more dangerous it is for those who 
have to beware of and fear internal censorship.123 That is why Tan Dun said: 
"The worst thing to do politically is to write music. Because they thinl( all you 
write is a political statement against them," and another composer complains: 
"What the devil is it supposed to mean that a piece opposes their government? 
They are childish to say that. It is their business if they think I oppose them." 

119 

120 

121 

122 
123 

nature of formalism in China, for intricate and elaborate form was the most striking feature 
of formalist art. 
WAGNER "Implied Censor," p. 15. Cf. NASH "The Role of the Composer Part II," p . 
194, where he remarks that in some other countries, music also permits a "message to be 
~onveyed when the use of language alone would be dangerous to one or more of the parties 
1~volved. ~e son~s of. ridicule and satire in Dahomey [ ... ] and songs of Bashi (Congo) 
~Iris expressm.g therr gnevances to a powerful employer are examples which support the 
idea that 'Music has charm' [or wen in Chinese terms]." 
A discussion on the perpetuation of the political and critical function of literature is 
SIU/STERN ( ed) "Introduction." TAY "Obscure Poetry" mentions (p. 142) that some of 
the critics of this poetry say that "the obscurity is the result of hiding a strong political 
content behind startling poetic devices and a special mode of representation." COHEN The 
new Chinese painting, esp. p. 85, makes a similar point for abstract art. 
It ~s perhaps interestin~ to remark here, that the same vocabulary is applied to all the arts, the 
epithet~ of New Music, New Poetry and New Painting range from huangtang (absurd, 
fantastic, preposterous), over huangmiu (absurd, preposterous) to guaidan (strange, weird). 
WAGNER "Implied Censor," p. 16/17. 
This attested "fear" of cultural officials is also remarked for the Cultural Revolution in 
FOKKEMA "Creativity and Politics," p. 594. After the Cultural Revolution, the nature of 
government fear might have changed somewhat as is suggested in PYE Mandarin and 
Cadre, p. 132: "China's leaders today are also haunted by the memory of how the Cultural 
Revolution taught people to distrust authority. The knowledge that a whole generation of 
young Chinese rose up and attacked all institutions of authority, including the presumably 
sacred C~~munist Party, has left the current leaders sensitive to the dangers of allowing too 
much pohtlcal or cultural free thinking." 
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The reason why music is even worse than enigmatic, symbolic language such as 
poetry, is that "music simply is not a language," 124 it is not translatable, baffles 
the audience,125 renders them illiterate. In Perris's words: 

By definition a symphony is an orchestral composition constructed with 
purely musical elements [ ... ], it is abstract. A symphony "means" nothing 
but the syntax of its sounds.126 

A politician, however, cannot accept semantic evasiveness: he must beware of 
subversive thought, 127 of the "language where language ends," the hidden Nein 
described by Heym, in what he cannot understand. Whatever the semantics of the 
"language" he is provided with, he is obliged to pose the question of" qu' est-ce 
qui se disait done clans ce qui etait dit." !28 It is inconceivable to accept something 
to be saying "nothing" for this "nothing" might well contain "everything." 

In 1957 Russian writers protested by organizing a boycott of speech. Party 
officials, wanting to strike back but lacking concrete statements of which to 
disapprove, were nonplussed. One wrote: "It is well known that in music a 
pause sometimes expresses greater feeling and thought than a melody or a 
chord. Hence your silence is dangerous. It disorients readers. What does it 
mean? What does it indicate? A haughty disregard for the opinion of oth
ers? A disdainful conviction of one's own infallibility? An insulting 
"However could you hope to understand me?" The drama of sacrifice? 
Just what does this silence signify?129 

Music and the writer's silence here described by Perry Link are both semanti
cally indeterminate and ambivalent. To some composers this makes for the par
ticular attraction of music. Chen Xiaoyong once said: "The most important thing 

124 Interview with Cao Jian. Composers, hence, acknowledge the need to use titles if they do 
want to express something concrete. Zhang Huili from Taiwan explains: "Because music is 
very abstract, politicians can't do a lot about it, unless your title is very clear. This is the 
good thing about music but also the bad thing about music. Because it is also impossible for 
the composer to express something in his music and surely to be understood." Tang Jian
ping, from the PRC says:" Unless you use a title even if you think you wrote something very 
concrete no-one will be able to !mow." 

125 BESSELERAuftiitze zur Musikasthetik, p. 45. 
126 PERRIS Music as Propaganda, p. 18. 
127 Cf. Lun yinyue de jiejixing, p. 17/18, for the use of Lenin's accusation of opportunist artists, 

who make use of deliberate vagueness. 
128 FOUCAULT Archeologie, p. 40. What Foucault describes as the analysis of thought 

through discourse (p. 39/40) is an apt picture of a Chinese politician's reaction to music 
"[ ... ] on essaie de retrouver par-dela les enonces eux-memes, I' intention du sujet parlant, 
son activite consciente, ce qu'il a voulu dire, ou encore le jeu inconscient qui s'est fait jour 
malgre lui dans ce qu'il a <lit ou dans la presque imperceptible cassure de ses paroles mani
festes; de toute fal;on ii s'agit de reconstituer un autre discours, de retrouver la parole muette 
[ ... ] qui anime de l'interieur la voix qu'on entend, de retablir le texte menu et invisible qui 
parcourt !'interstice des lignes ecrites et parfois les bouscule." 

129 LINK "Limits ofReform," p. 148. 
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about 'music is its ability of abstraction. If it is a language at all, it is one with 
many meanings," and Zhu Jian'er, his elder colleague, thinks: "You can't use 
plain language to explain music. Its meaning is not certain, cannot be fully un
derstood in tangible terms." This potential for ambiguity is partly due to the fact 
that music works on subjective emotions.BO China's traditional lore contains the, 

story of two scholars, Bo Ya and Zhong Ziqi who, only because they knew and 
understood each other so well could "understand the sound" (zhiyin) of each 
other's qin-play. 131 But they are exceptions. It is the subjective aesthetic and 
psychological impact of music that forms its rhetoric. A subjectively experienced 
mood becomes the personalised "meaning" of a piece, ambiguous, different for 
almost everyone and thus hardly predictable.132 Music, then, is a "language" en
igmatic even to the speaker himself, 133 playing with and conjuring up emotional 
images. 

Therefore, it appears reasonable to argue that music itself cannot possibly stand 

for an ideology for it does not speak the simple and straightforward language of 
the ideologues. It cannot by it~~lf speak for or against any kind of regime. Its 
message is ambiguous if not arbitrary.134 Since this makes up its potential subver
sive strength it is manipulated by those who govern by infusing words and texts, 
hence constructing safe and correct meaning. BS In order to tackle the implied 
threat music poses to them, Chinese governments simply supply their own expla
nation: by interpreting and categorizing, by semanticizing the non-semantic in 

130 PERRIS Music as Propaganda, p. 5: "It is an art which reaches the emotions easily, often 
ahead of intellectual awareness." 

131 Cf. van GULIK Lore of the Chinese Lute, p. 98, and DAHMER Qin, p. 11112. The story is 
to be found in the Liezi V .13. 

132 KADEN "Vorwort zu einer Semiotik der Musik," p. 153.166, talks of the" auBerordentliche 
Vieldeutigkeit" of music. He continues "In Musik irgendetwas hineinzudeuten, ist nicht 
schwer. Uber Musik einen kommunikativen Briickenschlag zu anderen Menschen zu 
wagen-einen Briickenschlag zu dem, der den Kunstgegenstand hervorgebracht hat, jedoch 
auch zu denen, die ihn rezipieren-ist weniger bequem." Cf. also BYRNSIDE 
"Introduction," p. 2. 

133 ADORNO Musiksoziologie, p. 138: "eine Sprache, die dem Sprechenden selber geheim 
bleibt." For a theoretical discussion of this issue cf. NETTL "Words and Song." 

134 A different Chinese tradition, the Daoist school, had remarked on the ambiguous quality of 
music and its uselessness for human politics as a voice of nature rather than of man. For a 
summary description of the differences between Confucian and Daoist conceptions of music 
and Xi Kang's (223-262) musical aesthetics in particular cf. YUAN Liuchao meixue, p. 105-
109. Cf. also SCHNEIDER "Welt was frag' ich," p. 34: "[ ... ] wenn man glaubt, Musik 
'ausschlieB!ich' zu verstehen, dann versteht man schlieBlich auch von ihr nicht vie!." 

135 Cf. HENZE in his Musik und Politik, p. 187, who wants to achieve "daB Musik Sprache 
wird." 
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music, by speaking the unspeakable.136 The right explanation at the right time 

was and is vital to politicians (and composers) in China. 137 

As early as the second century, the Chinese would write programme notes and 

add titles to musical compositions. 138 Whether or not a piece of music was ade

quately interpreted by a certain title or programme note apparently did not matter 

too much. Often, the same piece was provided with different, sometimes contra

dictory, titles and notes at a given time.139 In view of this traditional ambiguity of 

titles, 140 it is not adequate to search for their sense and relevance or to try and in

terpret them as signs of protest in their irrelevance even today: Perris observes that 

the titles of some piano compositions which he heard 

[ ... ] appeared to suit custom, and were all but irrelevant to form and content. 
If, indeed, the articulated "message" was irrelevant, then most of these 
pieces were a form of protest, possibly quite unconsciously so: they were art 
for art's sake. 141 

Perris misunderstands the fact that, what he was provided with, was the interpre

tation of a music which was never perceived to be art for art's sake or sound for 

sound's sake exactly due to the traditional concept of programme notes. These 

were not simply meant to be suggestive guides to the audience but rather to pro

vide a straightjacket, the only appropriate interpretation at a given time. In the 

words of Han Kuo-huang: 

136 HEISTER "Ftir <las Neue, Andere, Humane," p. 47: "Voll verwirklicht sich das Politische 
der Musik letztlich erst in der Rezeption." This is Xi Kang's contention, too. To him, the 
music of Zheng is only dangerous if one hears it in the wrong way. A sage would certainly 
not do so. Cf. WANG Zhengshi xuanxue, p. 342 and YUAN Liuchao meixue, p. 109. 

137 Of the changes requested in compositions by officials, few are musical, most are concerned 
with titles and texts. Interviews with composers from Hong Kong, Taiwan and the PRC all 
brought similar results on this point. 

138 HAN" The modem Chinese Orchestra," p. 12. 
139 Cf. HAN "The Chinese Concept of Program Music." One such example (cf. MITTLER 

Neue Musik aus China, p. 9) is the 18th-century Pipa-Solo Chunjiang huayueye (Flowers at 
the river in spring moon) which had once been called Xuyang xiaogu (Drums and flutes in 
the setting sun). A piano version of this melody by Lam Doming is analyzed below in chap
ter four, part two. A similar wealth of interpretative possibilities is given for Guanglinsan in 
Yinyue de xingxiang yu chouxiang. PICARD Musique chinoise, p. 81/82 gives a number of 
amusing examples in which title changes were caused by similar sounding words in different 
dialects. For titles in general cf. also MYERS Way of the Pipa, p. 33/34. 

140 HAN" Titles and Program Notes," p. 70: "The literati class was always fond of associating 
poetic titles or historical names to musical compositions." As concerns the change of titles 
for the same piece: "This is a clear indication of the Chinese fondness of title-for-title's-sake 
without considering the content of the music." HAN then cites different and in part con
tradictory titles for identical pieces. Cf. also PICARD Musique chinoise, p. 25. 

141 PERRIS Music as Propaganda, p. 107. One of the pieces he mentions is a piano adaptation 
by Chen Peixun of the folksong Autumn Moon over a Silent Lake. 
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Titles and their interpretation are regarded as crucial to most people. People 
are more concerned with the "correct" understanding of the musical content 
or message. Sound-for-sound's sake may not serve their purposes.142 
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Having read the title and notes, there is no longer a need to ask "What does this 

music mean?" since everyone knows what the music "means." 143 The official 

presentation is important for the way in which a piece of art is perceived in the 

public, it is the direction prescribed by the fourth angle of interaction fo the audi

ence. What Jones has remarked for the treatment of pop songs by PRC govern

ments can be said for the arts in general: "The way their content is 'read' by lis

teners [ ... ] is to some extent shaped by how it is presented within the public 

sphere, i.e. what is written about popular music in the People's Daily, or how it is 
presented within the format of a televised contest on CCTV." 144 

One of the high points of musical dogmatism was the Cultural Revolution.145 

The explanations to the piano version by Liu Shikun of a composition for zheng 
called Fighting the Typhoon,146 for instance, read like this: 

The fierceness of the typhoon is only a foil to the heroic characters whose 
image is kept in the forefront. The passage presenting the calm after the 
storm makes full use of the pure timbre of piano music to suggest the bright 
clear sky, sunshine and white clouds, and this again serves to bring out the 
joy of the workers after their victory and their deep love for the Party and 
Chairman Mao. 147 

What could be more straightforward? Every worker would understand the piece 

in a safe and proper way and would not be led astray by his own emotions and 

thoughts. The arbitrariness148 of this interpretation is apparent but it is not the 

142 HAN" The Chinese Concept of Program Music," p. 35. 
143 A similar wording is found in PERRIS" Music as Propaganda," p. 15. It is quite astonishing 

that the provision of an interpretation will quickly lead to the acceptance of a certain correct 
reading for music. The influence of works such as Kretzschmar's Fuhrer durch den 
Konzertsaal is a self-evident example. On the gullability of audiences cf. also 
KLUPPELHOLZ "Zur Soziologie der neuen Musik," p. 85. 

144 JONES Like a knife, p. 48. 
145 One should not assume, however, that the face of" correct" music in the PRC has been 

much different since or before the Cultural Revolution. The works by numerous composers 
mentioned in chapter three vividly illustrate this point. Those who work for government 
orchestras or ballet troupes today (Liu Yuan, Xi Qiming, and, from time to time, Tang 
Jianping and Xiang Min) still have to employ a musical language similar to that favoured 
during and before the Cultural Revolution, that of pentatonic romanticism. 

146 The piece was composed after Liu's rehabilitation in 1973, in memory of a tropical storm 
that had devastated Hainan Island during that time (cf. KRAUS Pianos and Politics, p. 169). 

147 LO "New Piano Music," p. 111/112. 
148 MAO "Music under Mao," p. 122, cites another example for the arbitrariness of right and 

wrong in music especially during the Cultural Revolution which was also mentioned in an 
interview with Du Mingxin: the dislike of a single person, Jiang Qing, of certain musical 
instruments such as bassoon, trombone and tuba made their use difficult or reduced it to 
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point. It is also not the point, according to Mao Yurun, to question the validity of 

glorifying the Yellow River Concerto by Yin Chengzong, a composition which 

was eulogised during the Cultural Revolution in spite of its apparent "bourgeois" 

(for late-romanticist) sound: 

The piano concerto was a facsimile plagiarized from Western romantic con
certos written by such composers as Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninoff and 
Chopin. On top of the sonata form, and Western tonal harmony, a few 
melodies taken from Yellow River Cantata composed by Xi Xinhai [Xian 
Xinghai] [ ... ]were included as the main themes. Why was this concerto a 
"proletarian" one? Nobody cared and nobody dared to ask.149 

Whatever the music then, it is the condoned explanation attached to it which de

termines the difference between zheng and bu zheng (correct, not correct). In the

ory, socialist music was defined in the words of Hanns Eisler as follows: 

Die Aufgabe der Arbeiter wird es sein, die Sentimentalitiit, den Schwulst aus 
der Musik zu entfernen, da diese Empfindungen vom Klassenkampf 
ablenken.150 Unsere neue Musik wird sich durch Frische, Intelligenz, Kraft 
und Eleganz auszeichnen, und Schwulst, Sentimentalitiit, Mystik wird man 
vergeblich bei ihr suchen.151 

In practice, however, "sentimentality, pomposity and mysticism" are the very 

words which could be used to describe the "freshness, intelligence, power and ele

gance" of hailed revolutionary works such as one of the model-works, the ballet 

Red Detachment ofWomen.152 The hero is dying a martyr's death, surrounded by 

negative characters (cf. my discussion of Hongse niangzi jun in part two and KRAUS Pianos 

and Politics, p. 151). 
149 MAO "Music under Mao," p. 121. A short characterization of the concerto is given in my 

"Chinese Music in the 1980s." A similar style is prevalent in the violin concerto based on 
the love story between Liang Shanbo and Zhu Yingtai and composed in adaptation of a 
Yueju-opera by Chen Gang and He Zhanhao. (Cf. YYYY.X 1980.87:107-110 "Liangzhu 
xiaotiqin xiezouqu.") It was before (and after) the Cultural Revolution hailed as one of the 
greatest achievements in the history of Chinese composition because it incorporated national 
elements. But, as MAO Yurun observes in "Music under Mao," p. 116: "This work could 
also have been interpreted as a propagation of morbid and perversive passion and toxic 
bourgeois sentiment. Then, the work and its author would undoubtedly have been hurled to 

the bottom of hell." 
150 EISLER Materialien zu einer Dialektik der Musik, "Unsere Kampfmusik" (1932), p. 81. 

The similarities of this text with some of the remarks made by Mao himself who once em
phasized the "fresh and lively Chinese style" of correct music {MAO Selected works vol. 
2:209-210) and musicologists in China such as CHU Lan will become evident later. 

151 EISLER Materialien zu einer Dialektik der Musik, "Einiges Uber den Fortschritt in der 
Musik" (1937), p. 139. For Chinese Communist statements on "bourgeois sentimentality" 

cf. the material in the discussion of "Yellow music" such as Guanyu huangse yinyue and of 
capitalist music such as Guanyu xiandai xifang yinyue. Interestingly, Ma Ke's discussion of 
American film music below also uses " sentimental" as the most important negative epithet. 

152 For a detailed discussion of this work see part two of this chapter. 
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a red ( h~o which reappears at the place of his death, an old tree, shining over his 

once-companions who devotedly intone the Internationale in his memory. The 

pentatonic romanticism of many a "revolutionary symphony" 153 featuring the 

heavy and brassy orchestration typical of late romantic music shows that in China 

(as in most Communist States) this "pompous, sentimental" style had not been 

eradicated in what was (and is) correct music.154 On the contrary, this very style 

is praised as revolutionary romanticisml55 and declared a product of 

"debourgeoisement." Again, we observe that it is not necessary to change the 

music but its epithets: it is evident, according to PRC sources, that piano music 

had served the bourgeoisie since its coming into being.156 Once introduced to 

China it was used by the imperialists to "spread reactionary bourgeois thinking, 

[ ... ]through a group of blind worshippers of everything foreign." 157 On the other 

hand, Chinese workers are reported to have hailed the piano version of Red Lan

tern158 in the following words: "We don't know much about the piano. Of 

course, we have heard it before, but the odd and alien sounds had no meaning for 

us. Bourgeois lords and ladies £!Pd their pampered sons and daughters might listen 

to that kind of music, but we didn't like it. [ ... ]Now we know more clearly than 

ever that piano music, like all other arts, is a tool serving whatever class wants to 

use it." l59 Similarly, Wu Zuqiang's and Du Mingxin's composition The Mermaid 

153 Some examples for this style will be examined below and in chapters three and four. 

154 For the perpetuation of sentimentalities and kitsch in authoritarian China cf. LEYS Chinese 
Shadows, p. 160-161. 

155 SMALL Music Society Education, p. 165/166: "It is ironic that the dictatorship of the prole
tariat should be the one society that has remained most faithful to those most 'bourgeois' 

types of music making, the forms and gestures, of late Romantic music." Cf. also 
ADORNO Musiksoziologie, p. 73/74, who remarks on the "Ahnlichkeit der offiziellen 
kommunistischen, angeblich sozialistisch-realistischen Musik mit dem Abhub der spiitro
mantischen aus den kapitalistischen Liindem vom Ende des neunzehnten Jahrhunderts," 
ibid. p. 83: "Der Stempel, den politische Richtungen musikalischen aufdriicken, hat vielfach 
mit der Musik selbst und ihrem Gehalt nichts zu tun." This becomes all the more apparent 

when one is reminded of the condemnation of identical music in Soviet Russia and Na
tionalist Socialist Germany, ibid p. 84: "Die Nationalsozialisten haben, wie man weill, die
selbe Musik als kulturbolschewistisch denunziert und, mit den billigsten Aquivokationen 
zwischen einem zerkliifteten Notenbild und angeblichen gesellschaftlichen Implikationen, 
zersetzend getauft, die man in der Ostblockideologie biirgerlicher Dekadenz bezichtigt." 

156 For a typology of the piano and its bourgeois image, cf. the introductory chapter in KRAUS 
Pianos and Politics. 

157 CR 1968.17/10:19 "A new form of Proletarian Art." 
158 This is the title of another yangbanxi, Hong Dengji. 
159 Statements by workers after the performance of Red Lantern from CR 1968.17/10:26 "We 

love the new Piano Music with Peking Opera singing." Similar arguments are to be found 
for the " debourgeoisement'' of ballet, symphonic music, piano music, and the piano con

certo. Usually the composers break through the "bourgois kernel" of the art form and 
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(1959) composed for the festivities on the ten-year-anniversary of the founding of 
the PRC, based on the romantic story of a mermaid falling in love with a human 
and deciding to take on the burden of human life is "de-romanticized" in the fol
lowing words: "The moving story of the mermaid eulogizes the values of true love 
and friendship and the knowledge and courage of the working people." 160 

The "battle over titles" peaked during the campaign against absolute music in 
1974.161 The lack of title or deliberate choice of a certain (supposedly deceptive) 
title was condemned and became equivalent to negative class character. In the 
words of the most notorious music critic during the Cultural Revolution, Chu Lan: 

Numerous facts in the history of music show that absolute music, or music 
without titles, is merely a means by which bourgeois composers conceal the 
class content of their works, [ ... ] even worse is the use of titles by decadent 
impressionists to hide their revisionist thought. So no matter whether music 
has titles or not it is necessary to check for its class nature. 162 

Music critics, then, had to provide entire descriptions of the political and ideo
logical scenario of a composition. In this way, artistic movements and their inter
pretation in mainland China became, as Wang Meng put it, merely "footnotes to 
policies." 163 Shifting policies were ensued by shifting emphases in the musical 
field with a discredited Beethoven shortly being resurrected during the Cultural 
Revolution due to the visit of several foreign orchestras in 1973, to fall all the 

manage to "revolutionize" it (cf. for the revolution of the Piano Concerto CR 
1970.19111 :42-45 "A Concerto praising People's War"). The thirties are often cited as the 
period of the most pervasive proliferation of bourgeois art (cf. CR 1966.15/9: 15 "Mao's 
Yan'an Talks"). 

160 Cf. the introduction to a piano version of the ballet in DU/WU Yumeiren. Ahnost all intro
ductions to symphonic works written for this occasion are similarly politicized. 

161 For a standard study cf. CHOU Untitled Music Campaign. The results of this campaign and 
the ensuing discreditation of an obsession with titles is discussed in chapter three. The 
criticism of absolute music is understandable from the Communist utilitarian point of view: 
Habermas remarks that in the eighteenth century or so, music changed from pure 
"Gebrauchsmusik" to become "music for leisure." Before, music had been composed not 
just" for fun" (selfish fun ... ) but either for the court or for the church. Only in the 18th cen
tury with the rise of the burgher and the building of public concert halls, music became dys
functional (cf. HABERMAS Strukturwandel, p. 101). This complete dysfunctionalization of 
music is comfirmed for the close of the nineteenth century in SUPICIC Music in Society, p. 
174: "With the birth of the classical symphony, music became autonomous, forsaking its 
previous social function as accompaniment to particular circumstances." A music without 
social function, however, was inconceivable in traditional Chinese and in Leninist terms. 

162 PR 1974.9: 18/19 CHU "Criticize the Revisionist Viewpoint in Music." The discussion over 
class nature in music is elaborated on in chapter three, it is documentated in Lun yinyue de 
jiejixing which includes Chu Lan's article, and in the internal document of 1960 Guanyu 
xiandai xifang yinyue. 

163 Cited after LINK" Limits of Cultural Reform," p. 116. 
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more deeply in 1974 and yet again to be played as the first Western composer on 
national radio after the end.ofthe Cultural Revolution in 1976.164 

In the PRC, music criticisml65 is an attempt to deal with the enigma of musical 
language, an attempt to explain away what could be dangerous. Music criticism is 
not based on artistic but on political criteria.166 Therefore, "music critics have a 
tough time: they have to serve politics, serve the musicians who might be their 
friends167 and try to earn money at the same time," Zhao Xiaosheng remarked. 
One interpretation of a piece is to be accepted as the only correct interpretation at a 
given time. 168 Such orthodox interpretations are still given by key figures such as 
Lu Ji, although there has been a tendency toward a more open discussion allowing 
for different views manifested in some collective articles, and documentation of 
discussions among composers and musicians in the last few years.169 

In PRC criticism, a composer's family and class background170 becomes more 
important than his music per se171 with titles such as Yinyue shenghuo (Musical 

164 BROOK "Revival," p. 1151116., For the hot-cold-treatment in Chinese cultural politics see 
my discussion of music in the PRC in chapter three. 

165 For an overview of mainland Chinese music journals see YUNG" Chinese Music Journals." 
Many of the critical points and observations made for music criticism by Chinese composers 
or myself are also remarked in JIN "Musikforschung," p. 308 and RMYY 1988.3:16-18 
"Jianguo yilai yinyue pinglunzhong de ruogan wenti." 

166 .Interviews with Zhu Jian'er, Guo Wenjing. 
167 The importance of the concept of "face" leads to an even more intricate situation for the 

Chinese critic who is hardly able to openly tear a piece apart unless for political reasons. 
The lack of critical attitude in Chinese music criticism was remarked by several composers, 
Zhu Jian'er and Zhao Xiaosheng among them. 

168 Liu Yuan complained that few critics take the ambiguities of music into account. This atti
tude is perhaps epitomized in an article on Tan Dun in which the author repeatedly asks for 
the absolute sense of Tan Dun's music for Chinese instruments (ZGYYX 1985.1:134-136 
"Yishi jiaoqi qianceng lang" ). 

169 Some of the numerous examples in recent years shall be mentioned here: RMYY 1989.2:16-
17 "He Xuntian zuopin zuotanhui," RMYY 1988.11:16-18 "Qu Xiaosong jiaoxiang zuopin 
yinyuehui zuotanhui jiyao," RMYY 1986.8:17 "Beijing yinyuejie zuotan Zhu Jian'er 'Diyi 
jiaoxiangqu' ." 

170 Cf. WU" The Maoist Struggle," p. 39: "Since it was not possible to judge the class tendency 
of music from its contents, the Maoists have found it convenient to do so by deliberately 
fmding their own interpretation of the social background of the great classical composers." 
Similarly, ADORNO Musiksoziologie, p. 72: "Je ratselhafter das Verhaltnis von Musik und 
spezifischen Klassen ist, desto bequemer laBt es sich etikettierend erledigen." Perplexing 
remarks of this latter nature on Haydn and Mozart are also made by Chinese music educa
tionalists in Isaac Stern's fihn "From Mozart to Mao." Cf. also ZHANG Akkulturations
phanomene, p. 49.56. 

171 Interview with Qu Xiaosong. For a criticism of this type of interpretation especially for 
absolute music cf. the ardent comments by WANG Zhenya in RMYY 1986.6:21 "Xie zai Qu 
Xiaosong jiaoxiang zuopin yinyuehui zhi hou," LUO Yifeng's article in ZGYYX 1987 .1 :59-
69 "Lun yinyue piping" and JIN "Musikforschung," p. 299. This type of criticism is, how-
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Life) revealing the anecdotal nature of musicological scholarship.172 

was during the Cultural Revolution that this kind of criticism peaked. 
example is the following passage on Schubert's Unfinished Symphony: 

Again, it 
A telling 

The class feelings and social content it expresses are quite clear, although it 
has no descriptive title. This symphony was composed in 1822 when Aus
tria was a reactionary feudal bastion within the German Confederation and 
the reactionary Austrian authorities not only ruthlessly exploited and op
pressed the workers and peasants, but also persecuted and put under surveil
lance intellectuals with only bourgeois democratic ideas. Petty-bourgeois 
intellectuals like Schubert saw no way out of the political and economic im
passe, and lacking the courage to resist they gave way to melancholy, vacil
lation, pessimism and despair, evading reality and dreaming of freedom. 
This work of Schubert's expressed these class feelings and social content. 
The opening phrase is sombre and gloomy.173 The whole symphony con
tinues and expands on this emotion, filling it with petty-bourgeois despair, 
pessimism and solitary distress. At times, the dreaming of freedom does 
come through but this, too, is escapist and negative.174 

Just to illustrate the very arbitrariness of such interpretation, it might be inter
esting to compare this with a very different evalution given by the star critic of the 
late nineteenth century, Eduard Hanslick. The sombre and gloomy atmosphere of 
bourgeois despair alluded to above is clear as crystal and warm, evidence of silent 
happiness for Hanslick. He writes of the first movement: 

[ ... ] ein siil3er Melodienstrom, bei aller Kraft und Genialitat krystallhell. 
Und uberall dieselbe Wanne, derselbe goldene blattertreibende Sonnen
schein! Breiter und grol3er entfaltet sich das Andante. Tone der Klage oder 
des Zornes fallen nur vereinzelt in diesen Gesang voll Innigkeit und ruhigen 

ever, common to many an autocratlC,)regime. In his study on Formalism, ERLICH 
(Formalismus, p. 122) reports Zeitlil:i"s critique of the "grobe monistische Unsinn der 
marxistischen Literaturkritik [ ... ]." He cites a book on Gogol: "In dieser Monographie 
werden alle Charakteristika der Dichtkunst Gogols auf die Tatsache zurtickgefilhrt, daB er 
ein kleiner Landeigentiimer war." 

172 YYYJ 1986.3:8-10 "Yinyue piping ying you yige da fazhan" advocates to establish a new 
basis, a new format and a new place for music criticism in the politicized music circles in the 
PRC. For a similar view of the situation of music criticism in the PRC cf. RMYY 1988.8:18-
20 "Yinyue pinglun gongzuo ye yao zengjia 'toumingdu"' and ZGYYX 1987.1:59-69 "Lun 
yinyue piping." A general view of music criticism is given in YE "Yinyue piping," HOU 
"Cong zhengzhi sixiang dao chuangzuo fangxiang," and JIN "Musikforschung," p. 307-
310. 

173 Interestingly, this phrase is repeated to be denied in its absoluteness in RMYY 1986.10:33 
"Chun yinyue yu biaoti yinyue." 

174 The original is a translation of an article in Beijing ribao (Beijing Daily) of 6.1.1974 which 
later also appeared in Renmin Ribao 14.1.1974. It is to be found in a collection entitled Lun 
Yinyue de jiejixing, p. 29-35, and translated in PR 1974.9:15-17. It is quoted in 
MACKERRAS The Performing Arts, p. 29. 
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Gliickes, mehr effectvolle musikalische Gewitterwolken als gefahrliche der 
Leidenschaft.175 ' 
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Not only in the PRC, in Taiwan and in Hong Kong,176 too, the small number of 
existing music magazinesl77 puts little emphasis on the analysis of single pieces, 
and instead reports on composers and their music in an impressionistic and anec
dotal fashion.178 At least for Hong Kong Clarence Mak says, the "concept of 
musicologists writing music criticism does not seem to exist, the very few gradu-
ates who do music history don't become critics." 179 · 

Unmusical music criticism is one method of control over the interpretation of 
ambiguous music (in China politicians evidently don't believe that "wortiber man 
nicht reden kann, soll man schweigen ... "). Furthermore, Hong Kong, Taiwan and 
mainland China all employ different censuring and control mechanisms over mu
sical radio and television programming. As for the mainland, according to a recent 
study, "the musical content of state radio programming is not designed to reflect 
the musical tastes and preferences of the listening audience, but rather to reinforce 
political ideologies and to shape or mold certain images of the state." 1so It is to 
reassure the fourth, the controlling dimension in artistic interaction. Almost all 
radio and television stations in the PRCI&l and in Taiwan are under government 
control.182 In Taiwan, there are only vague definitions as to what is and what is 

175 HANSLICKAus dem Concert-Saal, p. 393. 
176 One relative exception might be the journal Lianhe Yinyue (United Music). 
l 77 Interviews with Koo Chatpo, Law Wingfai, Clarence Mak. 
178 For Taiwan compare articles in Yinyue yu yinxiang such as YYYYX 1978.59:51-52 "Qian 

Nanzhang xinqu Xide chu tou," YYYYX 1988.179:109-120 "Huang Zide shenghuo, sixiang 
he chuangzuo," YYYYX 1984.128:98-102 "Jiang Wenye gaiguan lunding," and the series of 
composers' portraits "Renshi women de zuoqujia" in various issues of the journal 1986/87. 
Similarly also articles in Yinyue guantou such as YYGT 1985. 33:34-41 "Yu Li Taixiang 
qixiang, gong xiang 'yinyue shengyan'," YYGT 1985.36:14-17 "Jiang Wenye he Zhou 
Wenzhong," YYGT 1986.48: 40-46 and YYGT 1986 49:6-13 "Zuoqujia Zhou Wenzhong de 
'xiuli qiankun'," YYGT 1987.57: 18-23 "Zhongguo yinyue de xin biaoxian." This can be 
said for articles in Yinyue yuekan, too: YYYK 1990.92:52-56 "Yong ganxing, gexing, biaoda 
minzuxing de zuoqujia," and YYYK 1990.95:36-38 "Ma Shuilong de yinyue yuyan shijie." 

179 Interview with Clarence Mak. 
180 HAMM "Music and Radio," p. 1. 
181 Nevertheless, several authors remark on the difficulty of directing public musical taste. The 

predominant interest by today's youth in Rock and Pop, in spite of government opinion, has 
been mentioned above. Cf. REA "The Pop and Rock Scene" and HAMM "Music and 
Radio," p. 14. Resistance against "prescribed" music, however, is much older. MICHEL 
Peking-Oper remarks that operas on traditional subjects were for a long time much more 
popular than those on revolutionary subjects, even if the latter were heavily propagated over 
street-newsspeakers. A similar situation and generational gap of interest has become 
apparent in San Francisco's Chinatown as RIDDLE Chinatown's Music, esp. p. 230, relates. 

182 In Taiwan, responsible agents for censorship are the GMD (KMT) Central, Provincial 
Headquarters Pacification Command, the Ministry of Education, Ministry of Internal Affairs, 
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not a transgession of the law on censorship: they can be interpreted in whatever 
way is suitable to the government. The Radio and TV Law of 1976 is still in force 
in the 1990s, it prohibits radio and TV stations from "misleading the public and 
spreading rumors or heretical ideas." 183 The three Taiwanese TV stations are 
owned by the GMD, the government and the armed forces respectively. There are 
only a few private radio stations and they are still controlled rigidly.184 In Hong 
Kong, the commercial stations still have to comply with goveftjment censorship 
regulations. 185 There, the two commercial TV stations are req{iired to broadcast, 
free of charge, 1.5 hours a day of material supplied by the government. Appar
ently, editorial control of a current affairs program was changed in 1982 because 
excessive exposure was given to certain critics of the government.186 Hence, even 
in colonial Hong Kong, the artistic media cannot do entirely as they like. 

6 

All the others translate: the painter 
sketches 
A visible world to live or reject; 
Rummaging into his living, the poet 
fetches 
The images out that hurt and connect, 

From Life to Art by painstaking adaption, 
Relying on us to cover the rift, 
Only your notes are pure contraption, 
Only your song is an absolute gift 

You alone, alone imaginary song, 
Are unable to say an existence is wrong, 
And pour out your forgiveness like a 
wine. (W.H.Auden)l87 

Chinese governments do not accept the "forgiving," the "indeterminate" quality 
of music. Music is divided into zheng and bu zheng, it is certainly meant to be 
able to say "that an existence is wrong." Its usefulness or not for day-to-day poli
tics becomes the standard of evaluation. 

Provincial Government. During the martial law period it was in the hands of Taiwan 
Garrisson Command, then transferred to the Government Information Office (cf. COHEN 
Taiwan at Crossroads, p. 143). 

183 LIN "The role of the Mass Media," p. 162. 
184 Cf. the remarks in SCHUBERT "Taiwan an der Schwelle" p. 26-39. Press restrictions 

(number of pages) were finally lifted in 1988 (LIN" The role of the Mass Media," p. 163). 
185 Personal communication with a clerk at Radio Television Hong Kong, Davina Chan, 

23.10.1992. Evidently, objects ofcensorship are mainly sex and crime. 
186 MINERS Government and Politics, p. 214/215. 
187 AUDEN Collected Shorter Poems, "The composer," p. 125. 
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Generally, there are at least two contending opinions as to the influence of poli
tics on music. While the one position holds that real genius will overcome all sup-

1 

pression, that despite the political inhibitions imposed on them, composers such as 
Haydn, Bach or Palestrina simply manipulated their craft within the models avail
able to them, the other position will use the same concept of genius (in its nine
teenth-century sense) to argue that such a composer has to be able to exercise an 
uninhibited freedom because a restraint of imagination would diminish the quality 
of his work.188 Some Chinese professionals, too, consider "the abandonment of 
artistic beauty and the uncritical glorification of the 'revolutionary songs' com
posed by the working labourers, the peasants and the military men, not only inimi
cal to the development of Chinese music but also insulting to the artistic taste of 
the Chinese people." 189 Others, who serve as models, have been healed from the 
view that good music cannot possibly serve politics. Ma Ke, a "revolutionary 
composer," describes his experience in the thirties: 

[S]chools began to teach students songs recommended by the KMT [GMD]. 
[ ... ] These songs, though vigorously promoted, were not popular. [ ... ] I, 
too, disliked them, not so much because I was a progressive [ ... ] but rather 
because they did not sound good to the ear. They were poor music. This 
strengthened my conviction that it was impossible to make music serve poli
tics. [ ... ] American cinema songs [on the other hand] [ ... ] with their sense
less sentimentality and brooding melancholy had a deeply corrupting effect 
on the youth. [ ... ] These songs were a narcotic. They were politically reac
tionary. It is true that they contained no open political slogans against the 
communists and the people, but their edge was sharper than that of a 
butcher's knife in harming the people's hearts and minds.190 

Later, Ma relates, he experienced the power of Communist mass songs and due 
to both the emotional and artistic impression they made on him he, too, turned to 
writing revolutionary music. 

On paper, both Chinese governments have recognized the fact that, in Mao's 
words, "works of art that lack artistry however progressive politically, are never
theless ineffectual. We are therefore equally opposed to works of art with harmful 
content [i.e. the wrong political viewpoint] and to the tendency toward the so
called 'sloganstyle,' which is only concerned with content and not with form." 191 
Both Chinese governments are equally afraid of those pieces of art which are very 
strong artistically but politically dangerous in content. Mao explained: "Insofar as 
a work is reactionary, the more artistic it is the more harm it can do to the people 

188 Cf. PERRIS Music as Propaganda, p. 4/5 and BURDE "Uber gesellschaftliche Vermittlung 
von Musik," p. 558. 

189 WU" The Maoist Struggle," p. 32. Cf. also WANG" Contemporary Music in China." 
190 PR 1964.23:25 MA "Revolutionary songs and I." 
191 MCDOUGALL Mao Zedong's Talks, p. 78. 
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and the more it should be rejected." 192 Although in theory, artistic quality plays 
an important part not only in the rejection of politically "incorrect" art but also in 
the creation of politically "correct" art, what is zheng politically is more often 
than not immediately hailed an artistic achievement, without much ado for its 
genuine artistic value (which it might or might not have). Lu Ji once put it this 
way: "To serve politics increases the quality of art, all problems of creation are 
hence solved in following the lead of politics." 193 The complaint, voiced by one 
critic, that "Mao evaluated an author or artist not by his works per se but by his 
attitude toward the revolution and toward Mao himself' 194 becomes clearly evi
dent in the treatment of Xi Qiming. He was marked a "counter-revolutionary" 
during the Cultural Revolution because he had used the· same three notes in an 
operatic passage dealing with a suspicious negative character and ariother passage 
eulogising Mao.195 Even today, the Chinese artist who works for the government 
is obliged to provide the state with a certain number of works per year. It is re
quired that he submit works that are acceptable politically in style and subject: no 
quality control is exercised.196 Politics becomes the only valid standard, and 
"truth" in music as in the other arts can only be the Truth of the Party.197 

The same applies for Taiwan where the regime demands unquestioned confor
mity on certain fundamental issues (Truths?) such as the legitimacy of GMD po
litical power, the illegitimacy of the Taiwanese independence movement and their 
superiority over mainland communism. Art that does not conform with these 
standards, as we have seen above, is deemed" incorrect." 

7 

On both sides of the Taiwan straits, then, art serves a superior aim. But apart from 
the political patron we have mentioned above, another-perhaps less traditional
player joins in the musical game: the market. Most evident in Hong Kong, artists 
in Taiwan and the PRC have had to deal with it, too. 

At first consideration one would agree with Hong Kong composer Doming Lam 
who contends that it is a 

192 MCDOUGALL Mao Zedong's Talks, p. 78. 
193 WANG "Jiaoxiang yinyue chuangzuo," p. 298. Cf. also David HOLM' s comments on the 

utilitarian nature of artistic evaluation in his" Folk Art as Propaganda," p. 5. 
194 MAO "Music under Mao," p. 106. 
195 For Xi's trouble see the bibliographical sketch given in chapter three. 
196 COHEN New Chinese painting, p. 151, discusses this situation for the arts. 
197 For the use of truth in rectification campaigns against writers see GOLDMAN Literary Dis

sent, p. 185. 
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[ ... ] fundamental law of nature that the more economically advanced a 
country is, [ ... ] the more favourable the climate for any form of artistic de
velopment.198 
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The rise of cultural venues in Hong Kong and the PRC since the seventies, and 
the foundation of the Wenjianhui (Council for Cultural Planning and Develop
ment, CCPD) in Taiwan are indicators of what economic affluency can positively 
do for culture. 

But if there is no audience to fill the concert halls, read the books published or 
listen to the CDs produced, precisely for reasons of economic advancement and 
the constant preoccupation with work, competition and further getting ahead, then 
what is the actual use of those venues for the artists? And, having to enter an eco
nomic game, the artist is again bound to suit someone's tastes and demands to suc
ceed or even just to survive.199 Lam Bunching from Macau explains: "Nowadays, 
the political oppressor is the market. [ ... ] there are so many people who change 
style for market reasons: if serialism is out of style, then people immediately 
switch to neo-romanticism." Li,Jaixiang from Taiwan says: "I don't really like to 
write commercial music. But then, the money has to come from somewhere," and 
his experience is shared by a young composer from the PRC, Hao Weiya: "I have 
written pop music for money, but I don't really like doing it." 

Somewhat freed from the restrictions of politics200 a composer's work is now 
tried bythe market instead. The negative effects of this trend had quite early been 
remarked by Chiang Kaishek, who complained: 

Today's literature and art are produced generally for the market and are 
therefore influenced by considerations of marketability. Herein is the source 
of all the literary and artistic maladies of the present day, for if the biggest 
market is found among people with the lowest intellectual interest and if 
literature and art are to cater to their likes and dislikes, then a progressive 
decadence of literary and artistic standards will follow as a matter of course. 
A nation which depends on decadent works of art and literature as subject 

198 LAM Doming" Asian Composers today," p. 25. This optimistic view is shared by many, 
among them Koo Chatpo: "Only if there is an adequate economic development will there be 
cultural development." 

199 STARR Ideology and Culture, p. 39/40, explains that in capitalism, (a state even the PRC 
has silently entered into or returned to), "the artist is not responding primarily to the dictates 
of his artistic sense so much as to the exigencies of the market for art in a capitalist society. 
It is the capitalist patron and not the music to whom the artist is responsible [ ... ]. The 
question of the violation of the freedom of the artist does not enter into this line ofreasoning 
since it is regarded as being an illusory freedom under both systems." 

200 For a discussion of changes in the political sphere both in Taiwan after the lifting of martial 
law in 1987 and in the PRC since the end of the Cultural Revolution, see chapter three. 
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matters for the education of its citizens will have no choice but to 
degenerate.201 

In the PRC, too, similar arguments arise: in a programmatic article entitled "Is 
music art? Or a commercial good?" the exaggerated emphasis and detrimental ef
fect of economics on music is criticized. Symptoms in the eyes of the author are 
that almost every well-known composer now writes pop music and, what's worse, 
that composers do not care about the artistic value of their pieces any more, only 
about their price.202 

In mainland China, economic considerations203 have in fact aggravated some of 
the restrictions once imposed by politics: it is now not only an unwilling official 
who will stop a composer from holding a concert of his works, but the sheer cost 
of doing so.204 Zhao Xiaosheng explained that "to have a concert now costs you 
about 50.000 to 60.000 yuan. You have to invite all the VIPs to a 'meeting' which 
in fact is a banquet in disguise. Each guest has to be given a red envelope with 
some 200-500 yuan not like a couple of years ago when 50 yuan were enough. If 
you don't do that the critics won't write anything about your concert."205 

Economics, as the situation in the PRC shows, might be just as detrimental to 
cultural or musical development as political repression is said to be. Economic ad
vance in the last five years has significantly changed the situation for the arts for 
the worse not for the better. In the early nineties the effect of less government 
support has been acutely felt in all artistic fields.206 The Ministry of Culture, ac
cording to Peter Chang, "has limited its sponsorship only to a few important per
forming organizations such as the Central Philharmonic Society and the Central 

201 PRICE San Min Chu I: The Three People's Principles with two supplementary chapters by 
Chiang Kai-shek, p. 270/271. This passage evidently echoes the Yueji quoted above. 

202 He mentions that a small group of leaders monopolize the field, it is hardly possible to get in 
without connections (guanxi) and the commercialization of compositions has led to cases of 
plagiarism. Cf. RMYY 1982.2:22 "Yinyue shi yishu? Haishi shangpin?" 

203 A similar "economist" direction in artistic and any other production determined the years of 
the Great Leap Forward. Ding Shande is said to have announced a personal production plan 
for the coming year: " Allowing for six days a week of administrative duties, he would 
compose one symphony, one opera or oratorio, one symphonic overture, ten instrumental 
pieces, twenty art songs, fifty songs for the masses and thirty children's pieces." (KRAUS 
Pianos and Politics, p. 107). 

204 The extreme increase in prices to organize concerts were mentioned in my interviews with 
Zhao Xiaosheng, Xiang Min and Zhu Jian'er. 

205 Similar figures were given in interviews with Zhu Jian' er and Du Mingxin who explained 
that "the xinchao generation was very lucky. When they arranged all their concerts it was 
still o.k. to pay just a little money for the musicians. Now, a single concert with the sym
phony might cost some 20.000 yuan, and only the film-music symphony-orchestra might 
perhaps do it for 3.000 yuan ... " 

206 Cf. BRACE" Popular Music in contemporary Beijing," esp. p. 43.55. 
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Opera and Ballet; many formerly government-supported performing groups now 
have to find [alternate] ways to sustain themselves."207 So many of them tum to 
playing rock and pop concerts and conservatories have agreed to make their own 
money by starting factories or other business ventures on campus with their per
sonnel. 208 There is an obvious trend in the PRC from" art for politics' sake" to 
"art for money's sake." In the words of Andrew Jones: 

More and more production units within the culture industry are weaned from 
state subsidies and charged with the responsibility of making profits, [and 
hence] the monolithic dominance of ideological concerns has been chal
lenged [or somehow supplanted] by the imperatives of the market.209 

On the other hand, contact with the outside world and some of its latest trends 
and developments is often a side-product of economic exchange. One would as
sume, then, that information availability, exchange, eclecticism and synthesis were 
the outcome of economic activity in China, too. Here, however, Doming Lam's 
1976 evaluation strikes a less hopeful note than above: 

[ ... ] lack of good music teachers, institutions of higher learning, as well as 
the problem of inadequate ~research materials, result [ ... ] in a stagnant 
situation in which creative works still rely heavily on eighteenth and nine
teenth century traditional methods and techniques.210 

Despite the fact that, already in the mid-seventies, Hong Kong had a long his
tory of economic exchange with the West, despite the fact that most Hong Kong 
composers have gone abroad to study, despite the fact that Hong Kong is regularly 
visited by foreign musicians playing music of any style,211 musical resources 
were, and to an extent still are, restricted. Hong Kong is too small and too 
economically-minded for world-class musicians to remain and make a living. 
Only few places of learning have been founded and those that have, concentrate on 
the teaching of traditional Western music and techniques.212 

Similarly, Nationalist China has a long history of exchange with at least one im
portant Western country, the United States, and it could build upon an infrastruc
ture of music-schools left over as heritage from Japanese colonialism. But only 
very few musicians and potential teachers fled from the mainland to fill the teach-

207 CHANG" Tan Dun's String Quartet," p. 133. 
208 Interview with Su Cong. 
209 JONES Seeking Roots, p. 5. An elaborate and intelligent discussion of the workings of the 

market in music is ATTAL! Bruits. 
210 LAM" Asian Composers Today," p. 29/30. Emphasis is mine. 
211 A random collection of concert programs I made in October 1992 shows programs ranging 

from the Hanns Eisler music group, Dresden, featuring an avantgardist program to Anne
Sophie Mutter with a conventional program including the Ravel Sonata. 

212 The only exception is the Academy of Performing Arts, founded in 1985, which emphasizes 
the teaching of New Music. For a detailed discussion see chapter three. 
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ing posts. Western harmony and an Americanised schooling system became stan
dard. Quite a few composers went abroad to study. But a conservative audience 
still somehow restricts the repertoire performed by foreign and Chinese musi
cians,213 and few-if any-books on modem music, for instance, are available in 
bookstores.214 

On the mainland, a cosmopolitan music of many styles had flourished until the 
late forties, especially in cities such as Shanghai. Zhu Jian' er, during a long child
hood illness profited from listening to French, Russian, German, English, and 
American radio-emissions. Their programmes introduced him to some of the mas
ters of New Music: he remembers pieces by Shostakovitch, Messiaen, Debussy, 
Ravel, Strawinsky. Sang Tong, studying at the Shanghai Conservatory during 
those years, found scores by Debussy, Strawinsky, Vaughan-Williams, Kodaly, 
Bart6k, and Scriabin in the library and learned of SchOnberg and Berg through his 
foreign teachers.215 Only some thirty years later did Ge Ganru dig out these old 
treasures: "Some had not been looked at for decades, SchOnberg, Berg, Webern, it 
was all there." 

During the first years of Communist rule a redirection away from a cosmopoli
tan "leaning to many" towards a restricted "leaning to one side" 216 had taken 
place. The Sino-Russian friendship determined much of the musical information 
spread (or not spread) in the following years. A significant number of composers 
went to Russia to study, a Zhdanovian Russia, tamed of its modernists. Russian 
musicians taught at Chinese conservatories. Russian interpretations of modernist 
music and its trends were translated and became the correct interpretation.211 
Still, even though they were not able to listen to or even obtain such incorrect mu
sic, musicians knew at least the names of some of the composers if only along 
with negative epithets.218 

213 Another random collection of programs in September and October 1992 shows that most 
offerings are of a conventional classical repertoire with only the occasional Schi:inberg. 

214 Xu Changhui, in his Bali yuezhi, p. 13.43, remarks on the lack of information on very old 
and very new music in Taiwan in the fifties and his shock in discovering these musics during 
his years of study in Paris. The books I found in 1992, in the best music bookstore in Taibei, 
were mostly narrative and anecdotal accounts of romantic composers. New Music was only 
represented by translated American textbooks on the developments of Western Music. 
Nevertheless, New Music is taught by composers who have returned from abroad using their 
privately collected material as interviews with Lu Yan and Zeng Xingkui have asserted. 

215 For more detail on Sang Tong and the early history of the Shanghai Conservatory cf. chapter 
three. 

216 The propaganda term for the Sino-Russian friendship in the fifties. 
217 Cf. works such as Guanyu xiandai xifang yinyue. 
218 Even in the mid-eighties, examples from these early Russian translations of musical criticism 

find their way into Chinese critical internal documents which show how limited the factual 
knowledge and experience of such music is. Some of the details in Guanyu yuzhou tianti of 
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The break with Russia and the Cultural Revolution years, however, resulted in 
an internalizing trend. Chinese musicians were cut off from world trends, and sent 
down to the countryside to learn from the masses. If it had not been for a small 
number of committed teachers who secretely taught a few of the modernist tech
niques such as Hindemithian harmony and Schonbergian twelve-tonism to their 
students, the now middle-aged generation, Xi Qiming, Yang Liqing and others 
would never have heard of them. From the mid-sixties onwards, scores of New 
Music were locked up to dust in conservatory libraries and whoever demanded to 
obtain them was named a counter-revolutionary.219 

Even after the Cultural Revolution, and until the mid-eighties, access to what 
was available was by no means insured. Tan Dun remembers that during his years 
at the Central Conservatory in the early eighties, the library catalogue was not al
ways publicly accessible.220 Su Cong, who left China in 1982, says that until then 
they were not allowed to listen to anything in the library holdings at the Central 
Conservatory which went beyond Debussy.221 The situation is now slowly 
changing with more foreign exchange teachers and musicians visiting the conser
vatories and with a generous budget for the acquisition of musical publications at 
least for the Conservatory in Beijing.222 The selection of books published by one 
of the two specialized music publishers in China, the Renmin yinyue chubanshe in 
Beijing, now includes numerous works on modem music and techniques, more 
than on traditional Western music and musicians.223 

219 

220 

221 

222 

223 

1985, especially those dealing with John Cage, could well have been taken from 
denunciatory documents as they are found in a collection of translations from Russian es
says, entitled Guanyu xiandai xifang yinyue from a quarter of a century before (1960). 
Interviews with Xi Qiming, Yang Liqing and Liu Yuan. Chen Mingzhi also talked of 
meetings of secretive listening, reading and performing of classical music. He says, how
ever, that in those circles, the impact ofNew Music was not strong. 
Apparently, some 80% of the library holdings were not accessible {from an interview with 
Su Cong). 
Compare also the story related by Guo Wenjing, who was criticized for borrowing a score of 
Debussy's La Mer from the library soon after entering the Central Conservatory. Similar 
remarks were made during an interview with Tan Dun. 
The much more restrained financial situation in many of the other conservatories is one 
explanation for the lack of knowledge on new developments in world music among those 
who come from conservatories other than Beijing and Shanghai {interviews with Chen 
Xiaoyong and with Tang Jianping, once undergraduate at Shenyang Conservatory). 
A random selection of books which I made during a visit of the publishing firm in October 
1992, includes a translation of Peter Hansen's An Introduction to Twentieth Century Music, 
translated as Ershi shiji yinyue gailun [An approximate view of twentieth century music], 
TONG Zhongliang's Jinxiandai hesheng de gongnenggang [The Function-net in modem 
harmony], WANG Zhenya's Shi'eryin xulie [The twelve-tone method] and ZHONG Zilin 
Xifang xiandai yinyue gaishu [An approximate view of New Music in the West]. For a 
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It appears then, that the musical fate of Taiwan and the PRC have run parallel in 
many instances. The politics of music were enacted in similar, often traditional 
fashions under Communist and Nationalist rules. Many of the similarities in the 
politics of music between Hong Kong and Taiwan, on the other hand, were caused 
by their economic endeavours and insular quality. Perhaps, the recent develop
ments in the PRC suggest that Communist China will join, too, in the marketing of 
music and, as some of the following chapters explain, the three will openly con
verge to what has musically long been one China. 

Part Two 
Manifestation: the musical shape of politics 

Wir Musiker sollten einmal emst mit uns 
reden. Wir tun immer so, als ob wir die 
Welt verandem konnten. Leider ist das 
umgekehrt: Die Welt verandert uns. 
(Hanns Eisler)224 

Kunst ist, wenn schon nicht ein V orurteil, 
so doch immer eine Privatansicht. 
(Melchior Vischer)225 

This convergence of Chinese musical styles be they from Colonial Hong Kong or 
Macau, from Nationalist Taiwan or from the Communist mainland is, as Link once 
put it, not to say "that the only or the main effect of cultural policies is counterpro
ductive; it is to say that the effects are numerous, diffuse, sometimes interestingly 
counterproductive, and in any case beyond anyone's easy 'engineering'."226 
Cultural politics in China have opened different roads for the composer: some 
might serve the political patron, others might attempt to negotiate their personal 
feelings without taking to offense and a third group might openly tum against 
government politics. Whereas the first group had to read the lips of the bureau
crats and hope that their attempts at writing what could be called "correct music" 

thorough discussion on the most recent developments cf. the lists of publications in Zhong
guo Yishu Yanjiuyuan Yinyue yanjiusuo (ed) Zhongguo yinyue nianjian. 

224 EISLER Materialien zu einer Dialektik der Musik, p. 7. 
225 VISCHER" Sekunde durch Hirn," p. 74/75. 
226 LINK "Limits of Cultural Reform," p. 164. One of the most interesting contradictions is 

that out of the Cultural Revolution emerged a generation of composers writing a completely 
new type of Communist Chinese music (which had appeared already in Taiwan in Li 
Taixiang's pen). It is an indigenous, earthy, traditional and yet very new music, not the kind 
of correct music envisaged by the government during ten preceding years of upgrading the 
bourgeois piano (cf. KRAUS Pianos and Politics) and pentatonic romanticism. 
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would be so interpreted, the second and last group were in need of articulating 
their own explanations. If music is meant to speak politics, someone has to lend it 
a voice, be it the politician, the critic or the composer. Certain meaningful, sym
bolic conventions227 may enter music, too. Throughout history, composers have 
manipulated some of their initiated audience by quoting songs or melodies 
pregnant with meaning, by incorporating certain set musical phrases228 or by using 
iconographic or onomatopoeic associations (the roar of the sea, a thunder, the 
waves). But even in these cases, their significance is not totally without 
ambiguity.229 In the following section we will examine to what extent political 
meaning might be so conveyed in music and in how far titles and interpretations 
play the most significant role for those serving, negotiating or opposing Party 
policies. 

1 
Music serving government politics 

The abundance of political musie in the PRC should not deceive us. Quite a few 
composers from Hong Kong or Macau and from Taiwan, too, recall having written 
music explicitly to serve politics: Lam Bunching from Macau, for instance, wrote 
at least one revolutionary song during the Cultural Revolution and played revolu
tionary tunes on the accordion until her fingers were bloody, enough of a demon
stration to make her a revolutionary model.23° Composers from Taiwan remember 
that at least in the first twenty years of nationalist regime in Taiwan, they were 
asked to create anti-Communist songs just as the writers were asked to create anti
communist literature.231 Zeng Xingkui composed a protest song when Taiwan 

227 For the very historicity of such symbols cf. SCHERJNG "Symbol in der Musik," p. 38, and 
HANSLICK Vom Musikalisch-Schdnen, p. 8. 

228 In the Western tradition a falling minor second, for instance, is a so-called" sigh-motif," the 
interval of the augmented fourth, on the other hand, has been effectively used in different 
contexts as "diabolus in musica." KARBUSICKY "Einleitung," p. 20/21, explains the 
"alarming" character of the fourth interval, perhaps the reason for (or due to) its use in 
march music. 

229 On the fixed meaning of certain musical phrases and gestures cf. GREEN Music on deaf 
ears, esp. p. 29. For one of the most recent presentations tracing historical views on the 
meaning of music see KARBUSICKY ( ed) Sinn und Bedeutung in der Musik. A similar in
terpretation of the possibilities for music to speak is YYYS 1983.2:79-81 "Yinyue shi ruhe 
'miaohui'?" 

230 Interview with Lam Bunching. 
231 Interviews with Zeng Xingkui and Xu Changhui. Compare the prize-winning songs in the 

Taiwanese "Patriotic Song Contests" by Sun Siqiao (*1936), Fangongfuchou ge (Song of 
Anti-communism and Revenge) of 1955, and Minzu yingxiong: Jiang zongtong (National 
hero: President Chiang) of 1962. Sun was later engaged by the Ministry of Education as 
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was expelled from the United Nations.232 While on the mainland Sang Tong and 
Chen Mingzhi wrote a choral piece to remember the death of Mao Zedong;233 on 
Taiwan, Chen Maoxuan was asked to create an elegy for Chiang Kaishek. Chen 
chose a contemporary poem as text for this Cantata and was arrested for a day for 
his efforts since these words appeared conspicuous, not sufficiently flattering to 
the late Chiang. Only when a close hand of Chiang's passed the text eventually, 
Chen was released again.234 

Most of the older and middle-aged generation of PRC composers have practical 
experience with writing revolutionary music, often in communal productions.235 
Some composers practiced the theories from Mao's Yan 'an Talks and went to live 
with and work with the masses they were going to write about. Yang Liqing, for 
instance, in 1975, wrote a piano piece entitled At the Sea. He had actually gone to 
the sea and lived there in a village for a month before starting the composition. 
Despite the fact that he had followed Mao's directives in one sense, his piece was 
not deemed "correct." It was said to lack melody. 236 At about the same time, a 
young inexperienced and untrained Tan Dun wrote a piece of absolute music, a 
string quartet, and yet was wise enough to provide it with an appropriate title: I 
dream of Mao Zedong. 237 

Until the late seventies, even the teaching material was based exclusively on 
Chinese revolutionary music. Not Bach chorals but the accompaniment of revolu
tionary songs were analysed in harmony and counterpoint classes. 238 Like many 
others, Zhao Xiaosheng in 1973 published a number of piano etudes based on Chi
nese folksongs. He also transcribed many yangbanxi (model-works) for piano 
since, at that time, so-called yuluge (revolutionary songs based on Mao's words), 
the yangbanxi, or music based on traditional melodies were the only legitimate 
forms of musical creation.239 But even within these limits, composers had to be 

member of the "Primary School Curricula Revision and Song Inspection Committee" for his 
patriotic efforts (cf. Zhonghua minguo zuoqujia I986 nianjian, p. 65). 

232 Interview with Zeng Xingkui. 
233 Interview with Sang Tong. 
234 Interview with Hou Junqing. 
235 Most of them remark that communal writing was not that difficult, because they all had 

similar styles and each would simply write a part. However, the editing was mostly up to 
one composer. Cf. my interviews with Sang Tong, Su Cong, Luo Zhongrong, Koo Chatpo, 
Yang Liqing. 

236 Interview with Yang Liqing. 
237 Interview with Tan Dun. He in fact used it as entrance piece at the Central Conservatory in 

1978. The revised version is for harp, violin and flute. 
238 Interview with Yang Liqing. For some examples of these Chinese teaching materials see 

chapter four, part two. 
239 Interview with Zhao Xiaosheng. Cf. also FAN-LONG Idiomatic Piano Composition during 

the Cultural Revolution. 
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very carefol about what they did. Koo Chatpo, still resident in the PRC during the 
Cultural Revolution, composed a dance based on the revolutionary song Dongfang 
hong (The East is Red) because he could not stand "the oompah-oompah revolu
tionary music." Yet, what he wrote was considered too chromatic, and thus sub
versive, bu zheng; he was asked to change the piece but never did.240 Yang 
Liqing remembers writing a violin concerto based on one of the yangbanxi, Bai
maonu (The White-Haired Girl).241 He was at the Shenyang Conservatory, then, 
under President Li Jiefu. The latter approved of the piece and, hoping to advance 
the Shenyang Conservatory to the level of a model-school, promoted the composi
tion for hearing by high Party officials. There, however, the piece did not meet 
with approval. In the official version, one of the judges, the nephew of Mao, Mao 
Yuanxin, had asked the farmer next to him whether he had understood the music. 
He had not. Therefore, the judges decided that the piece lacked moving melody, 
and that the piano part was too complicated harmonically. They said that the 
capitalist remnants in the piece made it difficult for proletarians to understand. 242 
Yang's entire class, the Yangbanxi xuexiban (model-work-study-class), was criti
cized as being part of the "bladdine" opposing Chairman Mao and the Shenyang 
Conservatory was sent to the countryside for three years.243 

After the Cultural Revolution, music still had to be political, if now under 
reversed auspices. Yang Liqing wrote the incidental music to a theatrical (huaju) 
which satirized the preferential treatment of proletarian children wanting to enter 
university during the Cultural Revolution, symbolized in the person of Zhang 
Tiesheng.244 Zhu Jian'er and many others wrote scar symphonies245 reflecting on 

240 Interview with Koo Chatpo. 
241 Baimaonu is based on folklore from Hebei, the first Yangge version of this piece was per

formed in 1944. In 1945, an opera version was developed. In 1950, a film was made. In 
1958, a Beijing Opera, and in 1966, a revolutionary ballet. For a synopsis see CL 1953.2:38-
109, a commentary on the origin and development of different versions to this revolutionary 
work is to be found in HOLM Art and Ideology in Revolutionary China, p. 239.320-323.339, 
and MICHEL Peking-Oper, p. 37/38. 

242 Later, it became apparent that the real reason for the failure was a grudge by Mao Yuanxin 
against Li Jiefu who had allegedly sympathized with Lin Biao (who since his death and de
bated attempt to overthrow Mao was out of grace). 

243 Interview with Yang Liqing. 
244 Interview with Yang Liqing. The story goes that Zhang Tiesheng applied to the Institute of 

Agriculture in Liaoning in April 1973. During the entrance exams, he handed in a blank 
examination paper and wrote a letter to the Liaoning Education Department instead of an
swering the examination questions. The letter was later published as a model in the official 
newspaper People's Daily, Renmin ribao ( 16.8.1973) as an attack on "expertise," a political 
line Zhou Enlai then allegedly advocated. Entrance had during most of the Cultural Revo
lution been granted by political merit, by being "red" rather than "expert," to "worker
peasant-soldier-students." This policy was debated in 1973 but only completely reversed 
after the Cultural Revolution, when Zhang was denounced, again in Renmin ribao 
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the cruelties and absurdities of the Cultural Revolution. What is it that makes such 
music political? Which are the musical criteria for a" correct" composition? Can 
musical analysis show whether a political song is from mainland China or from 
Taiwan?246 Do they not all equally use a marching 2/4 rhythm, easily memorable 
melody and dotted rhythms? 

Does music convey the specific political climate within which it is created? 
And if so, how, since it cannot speak to us directly? To answer these questions I 
will examine two examples of political music, fruits of very different political 
environments in PRC history: Wu Zuqiang, Du Mingxin and Shi Wanchun's247 

communal composition Hongse niangzijun (The Red Detachment of Women) 
composed in the dawn of the Cultural Revolution and Zhu Jian'er's First sym
phony (1986). 

(30.11.1976), as a follower of the so-called Gang of Four (a derogatory name used by post
Mao governments for the group around Jiang Qing including Wang Hongwen, Zhang 
Chunqiao and Yao Wenyuan, who were exclusively made responsible for the Cultural 
Revolution. The fact that Mao is not one of them already shows the manipulative and 
arbitrary nature of this scapegoating expression which I will therefore avoid to use or-if 
found impossible-at least set off in italics). For some of the dazibao written to hail and to 
denounce Zhang Tiesheng cf. ZAFANOLLI Le President, p. 179-97, for the consequences 
of the educational policies cf. BROADED "The Lost and Found Generation." 

245 For this expression see my discussion of his First Symphony below. 
246 Only few of the several accounts of Taiwanese music history although abundant in musical 

examples, mention or print political songs from Taiwan. They seem to (deliberately?) leave 
out this part of Taiwanese musical production. Cf. XU "Taiwan Yinyueshi," and a similar 
text in the third chapter of XU Taiwan yinyueshi chugao p. 255-304, furthermore HUANG 
Zhongwai gujin yinyue chaoliu. The Taiwanese political songs are just as march-like and 
militaristic with easy functional harmonic accompaniment and set for brass band as political 
songs from the PRC and almost everywhere (the stereotypical musical language of military 
songs is remarked in SCHNEIDER "Welt, was frag' ich," p. 34). This can be seen from a 
few examples to be found in HUANG Xiandai Zhongguo yinyue shigang, p. 
376.377.380/381.382.385.386. The fact that both the Communists and the Nationalists claim 
credit for the numerous anti-Japanese songs, too, allows for some conclusions as to the 
musical content of these songs. Anti-Japanese songs written under United Front direction on 
the mainland during the anti-Japanese war (1937-45) are to be found in WANG Zhongguo 
Jinxiandai Yinyueshi, p. 144-153, or in Jianjun wushi zhounian gequji, p. 176-295. I 
strongly disagree with LIU "Guogong neizhan shiqi," p. 9, who, without citing further 
evidence, attributes a greater artistic value to the anti-Japanese songs in comparison to later 
revolutionary songs only because they "expressed the feelings of a great number of people." 
For a discussion of the acknowledged social (but not musical) success and musical form of 
the anti-Japanese songs cf. HUANG" Kangzhan gequ de fenxi." 

247 During the interview in Beijing, Wu Zuqiang also mentioned Dai Hongwei and Wang 
Y anqiao as contributors to the score. They are not mentioned on the recording published in 
1991 nor in the 1970 score of the piece which I used. 
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The Red Detachment of Women248 appeared first as a film to a book by Liang 
Xin (1961) under the direction of Xie Jin.249 In 1964. at the "Festival of Beijing 
Opera on Contemporary Themes" 250 in Beijing, an opera to the story was pre
sented. In October of the same year a ballet based on the story was performed. It 
had been created under the direction of Jiang Qing.251 This later became one of 
the first yangbanxi (model-works).252 In 1970, filming of the yangbanxi began. 
In October 1970 Zhiqu weihushan (Taking Tiger Mountain by Strategy) was re
leased. It was followed by the model operas Hongdengji (The Red Lantern), Sha
jiabang (The village) and Haigang (At the harbour) and the revolutionary ballets 
Baimaonu (The white-haired girl) and Hongse niangzijun (The Red Detachment of 
Women), the latter first appeared in January 1971.253 

The action in The Red Detachment of Women takes place during the civil war 
(1927-37) in the tropical lushness of Hainan Island on the southern coast of 
Guangdong. 254 It tells the story of an all female Communist detachment in their 
battle against a local landowner, Nan Batian (literally "Tyrant of the South"). The 
heroine, Wu Qinghua (literally \\Tu [Chinese surname] "Clear China." )255 is a de
fiant peasant who escapes from service in the landowner's mansion and makes her 
way tothe Communist base area where she joins the women's corps. There she 
matures into a disciplined fighter who subordinates her urge for personal venge-

248 For a slightly biased but informative description of the ballet see LIU "Geming shiqi," esp. 
p. 162-168. First-hand information on the ballet from the Cultural Revolution is given in 
two chapters of Renmin wenxue (ed) Geming yangbanxi lunwenji p. 200-207, and p. 238-
244. 

249 I have worked out the "necessary" changes and adaptations between film and model-work 
in an as yet unpublished paper" Hongse niangzijun: Vom Spielfilm zum Modellballett." For 
critique of the film cf. also SNOW Theatre sur la Chine, p. 181/182. 

250 For a discussion of this festival cf. MICHEL Peking-Oper and a collection of articles con
cerning the ensuing reforms in Jingju gaige. A general introduction to other model works 
and similar political music is SNOW Theatre sur la Chine, MACKERRAS "Chinese 
Opera," MACKERRAS "Opera and the Anti-Confucius Campaign," and WONG The East 
is Red. 

251 From this ballet version (which is discussed or rather-eulogised-in serveral articles in 
RMYY 1965.1:8-12 "Bitan baleiwuju 'Hongse niangzijun"'), another opera version was 
adapted in 1971. This opera, too, was assigned the status of a yangbanxi. Cf. MICHEL Pe
king-Oper, p. 157, and also CLARK Chinese Cinema, p. 64. 

252 Cf. CL 1969.5:78 WU" A Great Victory in 'Making Foreign Things Serve China'." 
253 For the filming of the ballet see CL 1971.9:99-111 "The Film 'Red Detachment of 

Women'." 
254 For the synopsis cf. CLARK Chinese Cinema, p. 102/103 and SNOW Theatre sur la Chine, 

163/164. A full translation can be found in CL 1971.1 :2-80. 
255 In the film version, her name is still Wu Qionghua. Qionghua, the hydrangea, is a flower 

which in folklore is supposed to bring long life. Most probably this name is on the one hand 
too flowery for an aspiring Communist soldieress and on the other hand associated with 
superstitious thought and thus unsuitable for a positive hero in a model-work. 
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ance against Nan Batian to the wider purposes of the revolution. During an assault 
by Nan's militia, Hong Changqing (literally Vast [Homophone with Hong for 
Red] "Evergreen"), the male hero who had found Wu Qinghua, is hurt and taken 
captive. He refuses to sign a confession and is executed by being burnt at stake. 
Soon after, the Detachment of Women overcomes the evil Nan who is shot at the 
hands of Wu Qinghua. 

Jiang Qing, certainly not the "creator" of the model-works as Cultural Revolu
tion propaganda seems to suggest,256 but the most important decision-maker as to 
the correctness of these works, herself hated existing "bourgeois" ballets such as 
Swan Lake, "full of birds and beast." In her opinion, ballets should be filled with 
human heroism and will.257 Furthermore, it was necessary to beware of the 
formalist dangers of this foreign art form. One theoretical article argues: 

[It] is necessary to consider the counter-effect of form on the content. [ ... ] 
Otherwise it will hamper development. In making the ballet art form suit 
the revolutionary content of China and become something revolutionary in 
the service of the people, the key lies in remoulding it according to the ac
tual struggles of life.258 

Hence, Jiang Qing made her dancers live with army units so they would better 
portray war and struggle in their movements and facial expressions.259 Further
more, Jiang Qing favoured a method which had first made its appearance in 1958, 
the combination of revolutionary realism and revolutionary romanticism. 260 Ro
manticist depiction would emphasize the characters' positive spirit.261 Hence, in 
the ballet the women's uniforms are even cleaner and the sun even brighter than in 
the original 1961 feature film.262 The romantic ending mentioned above, an al
most religious finale, glorifying Hong and Communism is the final apotheosis of 
this aesthetic. 

256 TERRILL Madame Mao, p. 341: "When Nixon asked Jiang the names of the writer, com
poser and director of Red Detachment, she gave him a benevolent look and said the dance
drama was 'created by the masses'." 

257 JIANG "Tan Jingju geming," p. 25, makes this statement for the adaptation of Beijing 
Opera for the revolutionary cause. Cf. CL 1974.9:89/90 CHU "A Decade of Revolution in 
Peking Opera." 

258 CL 1969.5:82 WU" A Great Victory in 'Making Foreign Things Serve China'." 
259 Cf. ITANG "Tan Jingju geming," p. 27. 
260 It is first mentioned in a letter by Mao Zedong to Zhuang Kejia. Drawing away from the 

Soviet model, Mao wishes to achieve a "fusion of revolutionary realism and revolutionary 
romanticism." (Cf. NG Russian Hero, p. 279) 

261 JIANG "Tan Jingju geming," p. 27. 
262 CLARK Chinese Cinema, p. 105. All potential disturbances which might destroy the idyllic 

atmosphere were eradicated. Cf. TERRILL Madame Mao, p. 250, who mentions that Jiang 
had all scenes of childbirth and sex removed from the original version of Red Detachment. 
On the dangers of vulgarities and sex in music cf. my remarks in chapter three and HOLM's 
discussion in Art and Ideology in the Yenan Period, p. 212. 
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Jiang Qing's rigid application of the so-called san tuchu (three prominences)263 

further intensifies the romantic and idealizing atmosphere of the ballet. San tuchu 
demanded that first, positive characters had to be given prominence among the rest 
of the characters,264 second, heroic characters had to be given prominence among 
the positive ones, and third, among those heroic figures one had to give promi
nence to the main hero. Another theoretical article states: 

[ ... ]we select the best dance movements, the highlights and most vivid stage 
arrangements to depict these heroic figures so that they appear on a higher 
plane, more intense, more concentrated, more typical, nearer the ideal and 
therefore more universal than actual everyday life.265 

In the Red Detachment of Women, then, Hong Changqing, the Party representa
tive and male hero, is made a prominent "towering image" by "integrating revo
lutionary realism with revolutionary romanticism" 266 and by practicing san tuchu. 
When wounded, he pulls himself up and, whilst a flash of lightning strikes, he sud
denly opens his eyes, the flash illuminating his face, the violent crash of thunder 
underlining his courage and strength: he pushes aside the two enemy soldiers who 
try to seize him. 

An important element which emphasizes the heroism and importance of Hong is 
the use of colour in the film. In an explanatory article written after the release of 
the film we can read that when Hong visits Nan Batian on his birthday, disguised 
as a noble overseas Chinese, "it is night. Hung Chang-ching [Hong Changqing] is 
brought out in red and bright lights to contrast sharply with the Tyrant of the South 
who is cast in cold grey."267 Similarly, when Hong is wounded, a triumphant red 
glow brightens his face. The same red light crowns him when he stands, head 
high, defiant, on the execution ground. The luxuriant ancient tree, under which he 

263 This technique, although commonly attributed to Jiang Qing as all of the achievements of the 
yangbanxi, in fact predates Jiang Qing's opera reform and is mentioned already in the late 
fifties. Cf. WAGNER" In guise of congratulation," p. 80/81. 

264 The san tuchu ensured that negative characters, potential negative examples and hence 
dangerous were never to stand out or even be presented in a positive light. We will observe 
this tendency in the scarce and static description of Nan Batian and his men below. Cf. CL 
1971.9:102 "The Film 'Red Detachment of Women."' A first cut of the movie is criticized 
because it did not act according to this directive: "In the birthday party scene, for instance, it 
first highlighted the Chinese character for 'longevity' with a close-up [it is given as a present 
to the landlord] and when the Tyrant of the South emerged from the hall to see his guests off, 
he was caught in a medium shot. In this way the negative characters were magnified, 
overshadowing the positive characters." 

265 CL 1969.5:83 WU" A Great Victory in 'Making Foreign Things Serve China'." 
266 CL 1971.9:108 "The Film 'Red Detachment of Women'." 
267 CL 1971.9:111 "The Film 'Red Detachment of Women'." We shall see that this striking 

play with colours is also reflected in the music. 
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meets his death, is also wrapped in red light. The red light, 268 too, serves the pur
pose of the third tuchu. 

The Red Detachment became a showpiece of Chinese achievements during 
Richard Nixon's visit to China in February 1972.269 Nixon is recorded as saying 
that Jiang Qing was "undeniably successful, in her attempt to create a consciously 
propagandistic theater piece that would both entertain and inspire its audience."270 
The success of this Gesamtkunstwerk was based on the perfect interplay between 
all media. In the following discussion it will therefore be examined how the prin
ciples of revolutionary realism and romanticism and of san tuchu mentioned above 
were interrelated with or invigorated by the musical score of Hongse niangzi- .. 
jun.271 

The harmonic language of the piece is based on romantic models, working 
within the bounds of functional harmony, with quite a few chromatic modulations 
but restrained (and deliberate) use of dissonance. The transparency of the homo
phonic orchestral writing ensures the easy accessibility of the piece. In this 
Western musical :framework important Chinese elements are incorporated: not 
only do the actors make use of Beijing opera gestures and poses,272 but Chinese 
instruments are also added for colouring to the Western orchestra.273 In most 
cases, they accompany traditional dances. On p. 136, for instance, the suona 
blows in the sword dance of the Detachment's men. On p. 199, sheng and pipa 
accompany the dance of Nan's maids. Suona and sheng are used in a dance of the 
peasants and soldiers (p. 265ff). 

268 The red light is used in many more places: when Hong Changqing points out the way to the 
Red base to Wu Qinghua, for instance, a glorious red glow appears in that direction. 

269 It is no accident that the ballet is an important feature in John Adam's operatic retake of 
Nixon's visit in China. Cf. the program of the performance of Nixon in China in the Frank
furt Opera, July 1992. 

270 Cf. TERRILL Madame Mao, p. 341. 
271 Due to the many corrections, rewritings and changes that have taken place before, I base my 

study and analysis of the piece on the 1970 score and film (released 1971). As this score has 
been published (Hongse niangzijun, Beijing: Renmin yinyue, 1970) and can be found in the 
C.C. Liu Collection in Heidelberg, I have restricted the number of musical examples to the 
most essential few. 

272 This is attested first in CL 1969.5:83/84 WU" A Great Victory in 'Making Foreign Things 
Serve China'" and in "The Film 'Red Detachment of Women"' CL 1971.9:104/105. A de
tailed study of Beijing Opera techniques in one model-work is my study "Zhiqu weihushan: 
Chinese operatic heritage in the yangbanxi." For a general study cf. also LIU Music of 
Modern Revolutionary Opera. 

273 For the need to incorporate Chinese elements in the model works cf. CR 1974.23/12:9 
HSIAO "The Revolution in Peking Opera." For the use of traditional elements in New 
Chinese music see chapter four. 

.. i 
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Most effective use of Chinese instruments is made by employing Beijing Opera 
percussion in the conventional way to visualize Hong's deathblows (p. 
424.426.428.429.430)274 and even more so in the depiction of Nan Batian (p. 458 
and p. 462) with the sanxian, an instrument habitually used for the negative char
acters in the yangbanxi.275 The feudal surroundings of Nan Batian are also time 
and again emphasized by the use of Chinese instruments as, for instance, during 
the presentation of the birthday present to Nan Batian by Hong (p. 216-218 and 
again from p. 225-227). 

The primitive orchestral writing mentioned above, sustained passages in one or 
two voices, are reminiscent of the linear structuring of Chinese music. This gen
eral feature is of course particularly evident in passages where country dances are 
quoted or imitated as musical material; one example being a dance of the Li mi
nority (p. 199). The song of the peasants presenting their gifts to the Communists 
(IV /6), too, is similarly based on elements of Chinese folkmusic. It is pentatonic 
and makes use of such idiosyncratic features as the constant repetition of a me
lodic kernel, the use of gracenot~s (p. 328) and unison writing with slight hetero
phonic elements. The yangqin accompaniment, too, emphasizes the folkloric at
mosphere.276 

In order to convey realism, the composers make use of yet another tradition. 
They employ quite a few revolutionary and military songs (the Chinese national 
anthem is quoted in the beginning, the Internationale twice at the end). The choral 
parts are written in typical mass song style, in unison, with very limited part writ
ing. Three times, the battle song of the Red Detachment (H/1 and 2, VI/8), making 
use of a phrase from the National Anthem, qianjin ("Move forward"), a topos 
used in many revolutionary songs, is intoned. The beginning of the overture, too, 
as well as the leitmotif of the Red Detachment are reminiscent of the rhythmic and 
intervallic structure of this National anthem, The March of the Volunteers by Nie 
Er. The fourth jump, the triplets and the typical marchlike punctuated rhythm 
continues to dominate the entire piece (Fig. 1 ). 

Leitmotif-technique is used throughout the piece to guarantee the easy recogni
tion of certain characters and their idiosyncracies. The leitmotif of the Detach-

274 I differ with LIU "Wenge shiqi" who criticizes the use of percussion for being "ear
piercing." Especially in the instances mentioned above, the use of percussion to my ears is 
rather realistically ear-piercing. 

275 In Baimaonu, the evil landlord, Huang Shiren, is also ominously depicted by the sanxian. 
276 For all these reasons, it seems to me that these songs are at least modeled on revolutionary 

songs and folksongs. LIU "Wenge shiqi," p. 166 does not give any reasons for his conten
tion that these songs do not sound either like folksongs or like revolutionary songs. Their 
musical structure, however, proves their similarity to both of these. For his vague general 
judgement see also ibid. p. 168 . 
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ment of Women is introduced first (p. 2ft). It is very simple in construction (6-4-4-
6, a-b-c-a), marchlike in rhythm, and with an ambitus of exactly an octave, typical 
of military music which has to be easily sung and played while striding. The 
higher strings introduce the melody accompanied by the other instrilments, a mili
tary drum among them, on the accented beats. 
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Fig. 1 National Anthem 

A much more complex (for obvious san tuchu reasons) leitmotif is that com
posed for Qinghua (p. 8/9): as she is first seen in a situation of extreme agony, 
hanging in the chains of her brutal employer, her theme starts off with a desperate 
but strong-willed, accented fourth jump, ascending, breaking off and again dis
charging its energy in the 32nd triplets, repeated with an even higher octave jump. 
Both high strings and winds introduce her motif with the low strings trembling 
(for her) in a tremolo. .S:J:-i»iA:l..tE.. 

The servants of Nan arrive, introduced by an easy conventional quirk as nega-
tive characters: the ambitus of their leitmotif is a tritone, the so-called diabolus in 
musica (p. 13/14 b. 30), introduced in the low strings and brass.277 The tritone 
becomes even more prominent at the appearance of Nan himself. On p. 52, his 

277 Similar use of the Tritone is made in Zhiqu weihushan. 
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motif is introduced by muted brass, slow and harsh, with the second trumpet ac
companying with the dissonant and evil interval (this comes up again p. 190 b. 
105, p. 246 b. 138). 

c 

Fig. 2 Hongse niangzijun (p. 1) Overture: similarities to the National Anthem 
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Fig. 3 Hongse niangzijun (p. 2/3, String-section only): leitmotif of the Red Detachment of Women 
with striking similarities to the National Anthem 
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Fig.4 Hongse niangzijun (p. 13.52): leitmotif with tritonus 
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Fig. 5 Hongse niangzijun (p. 77-79, String-section only): Hong Changqing's leitmotif 

One of the next scenes introduces Hong Changqing with another "heroic" 
theme (p. 77ff). In contrast to the lower instruments used for the evil characters, 
his leitmotif is played by the brilliant high strings, flute and clarinet. The accented 
syncope278 emphasizes his vigour, which is further supported by the fragmentation 
of the motivic parts into smaller and smaller, and higher and higher elements 
(corresponding bars 4-4-2-2-2-1-1), a method which creates a sense of energetic 
urgency. To reflect the dramatic situation, these leitmotifs are modified and varied 

2 78 Nan Batian' s motif also makes use of this vigorous syncope, but his strength is brutal rather 
than energetic. 
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and sometimes combined in interesting ways. Some of these methods will be 
shown in the following discussion. 

Wu Qinghua 

In the choice and variation of the leitmotifs, san tuchu is practiced: positive char
acters, as we have seen, are depicted with "positive" instruments, in clear and 
high ranges and their leitmotifs are modified in many interesting fashions: when 
Qinghua is being beaten by a servant, for instance, (p. 19 b. 64) the opening trip
lets of her motif (the intervallic structure is varied) are split up into staccato 8th 
notes and breaks, each staccato indicating the slaps, each break, the rehauling of 
the whip. San tuchu is also practiced by stressing the prominence of positive char
acters in the music: even while Qinghua is fighting with Nan's servant (p. 41-49) 
her leitmotif dominates the orchestral playing (p. 42-44, p. 46-49) with only occa
sional glimpses of the tritones and minor seconds marking the presence of the evil 
servant (when they first bump into each other p. 41, then again p. 45 in trombones 
and later in cello and double bass): To emphasize the strength and willpower with 
which she fights with the servant after her escape, her leitmotif is augmented, and 
accentuated (p. 42/43.54/55). After Nan Batian has severely beaten her she is 
hardly able to get up any more: now her leitmotif has slipped down iconographi
cally, it is repeated in ff and accentuated in the horns, violas and cellos (p. 67 b. 
112ff). It further slips down to the double basses in the following bars after re
peated brutal slaps drawn by heavy accented chords (p. 68). 

Much later, after her successful escape, she kneels before one of the girls from 
the Red Detachment who has offered her water (p. 166). Again, her kneeling is 
mirrored in the music by the use of a lower stringed instrument to play her motif, 
the viola. Then again, at the sight of the Communist flag she is moved to tears and 
her motif is once more transformed. It appears in a surprising calm, as if she has 
found home: the radical rhythmic differences which make up the dramatic dynam
ics of her motif are levelled down (p. 162/163).279 This calm contrasts vividly 
with her excitement when she is narrating her painful experiences under Nan 
Batian to the Communists a little later (p. 168fi). Her sufferings and pent-up 
emotions are reflected in constant bar changes and accents, elaborate ornamenta
tion depicts her tom state of mind. Later, when Qinghua and her Communist 
friends observe the beating of one of the maids of Nan Batian, those cruel memo
ries return and Qinghua's excitement is again evident in the way her leitmotif is 
manipulated: elements are split off, embellishments are added (p. 235-237). 

279 A similar calm is again apparent in a presentation of her motif first in the woodwinds and 
then in a cello-cantilene on p. 284/285, when she is shown living in the idyllic Communist 
camp. 
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Qinghua realizes that by trying to shoot Nan Batian she has endangered the Com
munist strategy and made a mistake. Accordingly, on p. 273 her leitmotif incorpo
rates a sigh motif and is turned to the minor mode (b. 7ff). 

We next meet her during a battle. Here, her leitmotif has gone through a mili
tary metmorphosis, in accord with the fierce atmosphere of the battle (p. 369).2&0 
Further on during a man-to-man-fight, her motif is split up, broken off and inter
spersed with breaks, almost like the gasps of fighting warriors (p. 395/396 b. 147-
157). In her last fight with the Tyrant of the South, her theme appears in punctu
ated rhythm and soars higher and higher, closer and closer to victory, until finally, 
she shoots hlm (p. 509-511). During the fight, Qinghua meets again with Hong. 
Their meeting is easily understood, for their respective leitmotifs appear in alter
nate order (p. 416-419: Hong in strings and woodwinds b. 1-8, Qinghua in strings 
and woodwind b. 9-12, Hong in trumpets b. 13-20). 

Fig. 6 Hongse niangzijun (p. 416-419, String Section only): Hong Changqing and Wu Qinghua 
meet during the battle 

Hong Changqing 

Qinghua's constant appearance should not deceive us. Although in quantity, her 
music may be predominant, the qualitative emphasis is placed on Party Secretary 
Hong.2s1 His motif emphasizes his superiority both in status and in political per
suasion. When he thanks the peasants for their gifts, for instance, the use of 
stately unison underlines his status (p. 333). Also, he plays a key role in attempt-

280 On the next page, her motif is so transformed that it almost invokes the canon in Bizet's 
orchestral suite L 'Artesienne (1872). 

281 The importance of qualitative not quantitative emphasis through san tuchu is explained in 
FANG Geming Yangbanxi, p. 30. 
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ing to trick Nan Batian: his arrival at Nan's mansion inspires awe and reverence. 
Even before he has arrived, he is alluded to musically: his motif appears shortly 
and quietly in the oboe when the news of his arrival is spread (p. 212). It reap
pears in full size while he enters the mansion (p. 215). During the battle, elements 
from his leitmotif form the most dominant motivic material (p. 420-429), emerg
ing constantly in different instruments. 
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Fig.7 Hongse niangzijun (p. 523-525): Hong Changqing's leitmotifleads into the Internationale 
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These examples may have shown already that it is his leitmotif which appears at 
the most crucial moments in the plot. His importance is underlined by connecting 
his motif with other positive motifs. When he convinces Qinghua to go to the Red 
Detachment, for instance, his leitmotif soars higher and higher, and finally culmi
nates in an intonation of the leitmotif of the Red Detachment itself (p. 92-95 b. 
144). The most important instant of this kind of apotheosis appears even twice. 
His death is dramatized by fusing a short hint at his leitmotif (p. 481-489) with the 
appearance of the Internationale to the accompaniment of which he steps up with 
pride to be burnt at stake (p. 486-489). Later, while everyone is contemplating his 
death at the stately banyan tree, his leitmotif is heard (p. 518-525), soaring up, in
spiring everybody to raise their fists (p. 522 b. 101), quieting down again and fi
nally leading into the Internationale, a song which now becomes his funeral an
them. 

The depth and nobility of his feelings and suffering sets him apart from the na
ive and at times irrascible fervour of Qinghua. When he appears as a captive of 
Nan earlier, on p. 468, his slow movements and pains from his wounds are most 
emphatically set, the violins are instructed to play on the G-string, and the Eng
lishhom is used for its warm and sad tone-colour. From afar, he hears the echo of 
the Red Detachment's motif (p. 471) and his face starts to glow again: his powers 
return, wild elements from his leitmotif wander through the orchestra (p. 472ff). 
His motif then reappears in a most vigorous and restricted form in punctuated 
rhythms, (p. 474 b. 108) he fights a last time with Nan and, in sforzando bursts, 
tears the concession apart (p. 480). 

Nan Batian and his men 

A short survey of the negative characters will illuminate some of the methods em
ployed to convey their ugly image in music. Apart from the ever-present tri
tone282 mentioned above, other augmented and dissonant intervals are prevalent 
when Nan and his men appear. After Nan has beaten Qinghua down, dissonant 
chords occur (p. 69 b. 126.129). The arrival of a troupe of Nan's servants (p. 23 b. 
5) is announced by the use of the drum crescendo and chromatic runs in the man
ner of a passus duriusculus283 in the very low strings creating an eerie atmosphere 
(again on p. 26 b. 25, p. 27 b. 29). 

282 On p. 38, for instance, when the servants appear searching for Qinghua, the ambitus is again 
a tritone. Further on, when one of the small maids is beaten, the tritone plays an important 
role, too (p. 232). The tritone appears in the trumpet, in sharp contrast to the marchlike 
fourth jumps so characteristic of the Red Detachment (p. 450) and reappears in a most 
effective instrumentation: sanxian, bassoon and viola (p. 458). 

283 Passus duriusculus is a pictorial name for chromatic runs within an ambitus of a fourth. 

I 
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The prevalent use of (low-range) wind-instruments rather than strings for the 
negative characters (e.g. p. 38.184) can be explained by the si tuchu directive for 
music, which calls for the promotion of strings over other instruments.284 Another 
easily recognizable feature of the negative is the very monotonous and repetitive 
use of rhythmic and melodic motives (p. 23-26, also on p. 450). Again, the ambi
tus of this accompaniment is often a tritone (p. 38.219.433.458.502).285 

It has already been mentioned that the emphasis and promotion of heroic figures 
in contrast to the negative figures is expressed by neglecting negative motivic ma
terial in situations where in reality, both negative and positive figures are equally 
present such as during battles between Nan's men and members of the Red De
tachment. When Qinghua delivers her fatal fight with Nan, negative motives, such 
as running 8th notes (p. 509ff), still appear. Yet in the case of Changqing's last 
fight, they are completely absent (p. 474ff).286 

And whereas the leitmotif 
of both Qinghua and 

~ • Changqing were adaptable 

~"·-=t lw--4 ""£f~=I•• :'dcv;:;::;,::;:cord:;:: 
Fig. 8 Hongse niangzijun (p. 508): Nan Batian pleads with negative leitmotif does not 

Wu Qinghua develop, as the characters 
do not develop, either. 
Only once, the landlord, in 

his desperation shows some (if hypocritical) change (cf. p. 508). When he asks 
Qinghua for forgiveness and pleeds for grace, his former harsh and accentuated 

284 The si tuchu (four prominences) for orchestral music are only marginally applied in this 
piece. They are 1. among choralists and instrumentalists, emphasize the choralists; 2. among 
Chinese instruments emphasize jinghu, erhu and pipa, 3. among these three instruments 
emphasize the jinghu, 4. among Western instruments emphasize the stringed instruments. 
The use of strings to portray positive characters (and wind instruments for negative 
characters) and the unison writing during choral interludes might suggest their consideration. 
For the definition of si tuchu cf. WANG "Zhongguo jiaoxiang yinyue," p. 303. One of the 
reasons, why wind instruments were not to be favoured was Jiang Qing's personal dislike 
especially for the bassoon, the tuba and the trombone. 

285 Rhythmic monotony especially through constant 16th runs does also reappear during the 
battle within the melodic framework of the Red Detachment. There, however, it is never 
combined with the ostinato-like melodic monotony prevalent in the negative passages. 

286 This is another important instance which illuminates, musically, that there is a gradation in 
tuchu between Qinghua and Changqing. He is still more dominant and powerful than 
Qinghua. 
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8th runs appear in legato, the tritone changing into a significant element of his 
desperate, almost pathopoic pleas.287 

The entire composition is conceived within several frameworks. And it is 
within these frameworks that some of the political message of the piece is to be 
understood. The first connotative framework is that of late romantic conventions: 
an audience familiar with the sounds of atonality would no longer recognize the 
apparent meaning which is attributed here to certain intervallic structures 
(diabolus in musica, passus duriusculus, sigh motif). The Chinese audience, how
ever, was familiar with little else but the sounds of romanticism and would thus 
potentially be better able to decipher the musical message conveyed within this 
frame. 

A second framework for the composition is formed by the directives for Chinese 
opera reform: the bows in front of Chinese instruments and Chinese folkmusic in
corporated into this composition are not necessarily intelligible to an outsider, 
much less the adherence to concepts such as san tuchu and si tuchu but the promi
nence of explanatory propaganda during the Cultural Revolution would have in
sured the certain decoding of these musical messages. 

Chinese communism forms the third connotative frame in this piece: a Taiwan
ese would perhaps not recognize the allusions to or quotations of Chinese revolu
tionary songs, and of the National Anthem, if perhaps the Internationale-a PRC 
audience certainly would. 

Understanding most of these frameworks still requires a certain expertise. Most 
probably, the Chinese audience did not immediately recognize the use and implied 
meaning of all of these references. It is almost impossible, however, to misunder
stand the lowering in range when Qinghua falls, the sound of the whip when she is 
beaten, the excitement of the battle in 16ths-runs or the soaring toward victory 
when she kills Nan Batian. Musically speaking, the most direct "semantic" 
appeal in Hongse niangzijun is achieved through the extensive use of such musico
iconographic writing, which, supported in the fashion of a Gesamtkunstwerk by 
the ballet-acting, the setting, the lighting, etc. speaks a most powerful political 
language. 

Deng Xiaoping had allegedly felt that however accomplished in their own 
terms, the yangbanxi were but "blossoms of a single flower." 288 Henceforth, after 
the fall of Jiang Qing and her supporters, a new artistic line became prevalent. 
The Party decided to go back to Mao's "let a hundred flowers blossom and a 

287 Pathopoia was used in music of the sixteenth and seventeenth century, it is defined as in
troducing extra-modal chromatic notes. 

288 PR 1976.24:18 "Revolution in Literatur und Kunst." 
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hundred schools of thought contend."289 The resurrection in 1979, of Zhou 
Enlai's 1961 speech at a forum on literary and art work290 which propagated a 
much milder line in cultural politics than that followed by Jiang Qing, was 
accompanied by many articles, pieces of literary writing, songs,291 paintings292 
and speeches condemning the so-called Gang of Four and its "fascist" line293 in 
the arts mirroring former condemnation by members of the Gang against the so
called "dictatorship of the black line in literature and art." 294 

The First Symphony (1977-1986) by Zhu Jian'er is an obvious piece of its 
time.295 Although only completed in 1986 it belongs to a number of compositions 
which could be termed scar music296 since they elaborate on the atrocities of the 

289 The policy was first introduced by Mao on 2 May 1956, as part of his attempt to encourage 
greater liveliness in literature and the arts ("flowers") and in academia ("schools"). Cf. 
MACFARQUHAR/CHEEK/WU (ed) Secret Speeches, p. 162. It is again mentioned in 
Mao's famous speech" On Contradictions among the People." 

290 For an English version of this speech see CL 1979.6:83-95 "Zhou Enlai." A detailed dis
cussion of the speech, its history.and implications is found in chapter three. 

291 Cf. such songs as "Dadao 'sirenbang,' shengchan da shengzhang" (Let's beat down the 
'Gang of Four' to produce a victorious battle), "Ba 'sirenbang' pohuai zaocheng de sunshi 
duohuilai" (Let's bring back the losses in creation broken by the 'Gang of Four') "Fensui 
'sirenbang' renxin dakuai" (Let's smash the 'Gang of Four' and people will feel happy in 
their hearts), "Dadao 'sirenbang' jiangshan wandai hong" (Beat down the 'Gang of Four' 
and everywhere, for generation after generation, it will be Red) all to be found in Shiyue 
zhange. 

292 For the development of anti-Gang of Four-caricature cf. ERLING/v.GRAEVE Tigermaske 
und Knochengespenst. 

293 Cf. the appendix to CHEN Lishi de shenpan, p. 192ff, which lists all articles once published 
by the Gang of Four which were now to be considered" poisonous weeds." 

294 For a translation of the accusations against this policy in the Party's daily newspaper Renmin 
ribao cf. CL 1978.6:97-104 "The 'Gang of Four's' Attack." An interesting document on the 
manipulations (also semantic in nature) in this two-line struggle is the Shanghai wenyijie 
liang tiao luxian douzheng dashiji: 1949-1966, and the Liushi nian wenyi dashiji. The 
constant doing and undoing of Party history is very well characterized in LEYS Burning 
Forest, p. 117-120. 

295 For a discussion of his music in general cf. RMYY 1983.6:8-11 "Xiandaipai minzuhun" and 
RMYY 1985.4:9-13 "Zhu Jian'er yu ta de chuangzuo." For his symphony cf. his own article 
in YYYS 1987.1 :44-54 "Guanyu 'Diyi jiaoxiangqu'," as well as "Lishi beiju" in RMYY 
1986.8:13-16, and two discussions on the symphony in RMYY 1986.8:17 "Beijing 
yinyuejie" and YYYS 1987.2:29-35 "'Diyi jiaoxiangqu."' A very short discussion is found 
in WANG Xiandai yinyue shigang, p. 186-187, WANG Xiandai hesheng, p. 262-299, gives 
a detailed survey of Zhu's developing symphonic style. The latest references are ZGYYX 
1991.4:14-25 "Zhu Jian'er yinyue," which deliberates the use of polyphony in Zhu's 
compositions and ZGYYX 1992.2:29-40 "Zhu Jian'er diyi, di' er jiaoxiangqu" which 
analyzes the use of twelve-tone technique in Zhu's first two symphonies. 

296 This term is used in parallel to so-called scar or wounded literature (shanghen wenxue) 
which appeared after the Cultural Revolution taking its name from Lu Xinhua's 1978 story 
"Scars." For further reference cf. WAGNER "Einleitung." For a short discussion of the 
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Cultural Revolution.297 There are at least three other symphonies to commemo
rate the year 1976 composed shortly after the fall of the Gang of Four.298 Work 
on his symphony started in early 1977, when Zhu felt enthusiastic about the end
ing of the "ten years of stagnation" as they were called.299 Notwithstanding, he 
soon realized that his technique was not quite up to the task of writing a symphony 
since he had not done much in the way of composing during the Cultural Revolu
tion. 300 He started to collect material, and interviewed workers, PLA soldiers, 
intellectuals and cadres on their experiences30l since he wanted to document a va
riety of views of the Cultural Revolution. Meanwhile, he continued to experiment 
with shorter forms such as symphonic poems until finally, in 1986, he finished the 
symphony. 

In many ways, Zhu Jian'er's composition reflects the ambiguities of artistic 
creation after the Cultural Revolution. The artist was expected, on the one hand, to 

story see also CL 1979.3:103-105 CHIH "The Wound Debate." For a short remark on the 
"scars" in this and Zhu's Second Symphony, which is still preoccupied with the tragedy of 
the Cultural Revolution, cf. RMYY 1989.1:6 "Shidai yu xianshi." For the use of musical 
rhetoric cf. KOUWENHOVEN "Madly singing," p. 65, and MITTLER "Chinese Music in 
the 1980s." 

297 Li Huanzhi writes of Zhu Jian'er's symphonic fantasy Jn memory (1979), "the heroic deeds 
of the martyrs deeply shook composers' souls and inspired them to write in a solemn but 
stirring manner" (cf. LI "People's Republic," p. 211). Jn memory describes the story of 
Zhang Zhixin, a young woman, who was murdered because she opposed the Cultural 
Revolution. During her execution, her throat was slit to prevent her from continuously 
abusing the officials around (cf. KRAUS Pianos and Politics, p. 179, and JENNER" 1979," 
p. 289/290). Zhu's composition describes her struggles and the brutality and cruelty of her 
death. While this topic could not be talked about until 1976, in 1977, when he wrote the 
piece, the situation had changed. The piece is an elegy, meant to remember those who suf
fered from the Cultural Revolution. Zhu earned a prize for it in the first national symphonic 
competition in 1981 (details from an interview with Zhu Jian'er). 

298 Cf. LI "People's Republic," p. 199-204. Three symphonies are mentioned: Huo Cunhui's 
J976, Li Xu's The Year 1976, and Liu Xijin's 1976. Zhu also tells me that his symphonic 
poem Qingmingji, composed in the early eighties, has to do with this experience. Chan Pui
fang' s symphony Qingmingji (1980) incorporates the poetry craze which manifested itself on 
Tiananmen after Zhou Enlai's death on the Qingming Festival (5.4.1976 cf. Tiananmen 
shichao). A last and memorable example of scar music is Sheng Zhongliang's Hun 
(Lacerations: In Memoriam 1966-76), a dense and dramatic piece composed in 1988, which 
captures the listener by its percussive and rhythmic impact. It is evident even from this short 
list, that differently from scar literature, scar music is not written preferably by the younger 
(cf. KINKLEY "Introduction," p. 7) but mostly by the older generation of composers. 

299 ZHU Jian'er in YYYS 1987.1:44 "Guanyu 'Diyi jiaoxiangqu'," uses this expression which 
has become the habitual term for the Cultural Revolution in post-Mao China. 

300 The only work he acknowledges as somewhat accomplished during this time is a Fugato he 
wrote for a string quartet based on Baimaonu (1972), a work communally composed with 
Shi Yongkang for the Nixon visit (from an interview with Zhu Jian'er). 

301 Cf. ZGYYX 1991.4:10-12 ZHU" Shenghuo qishilu." 
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undo everything the Gang of Four had introduced, but on the other hand, he or she 
was expected to perpetuate many of the values Mao had introduced in the arts.302 
Zhu' s concept of realism in this piece, for instance, negates the typifying and 
stereotyping realism demanded by Jiang Qing.303 The seclusion of China during 
the Cultural Revolution was now radically undone by the open door policy. 
Consequently, as one musicologist/ writes, Chinese composers were allowed and 
encouraged "to express [ ... ] indiv'iduality more freely in their compositions." 304 
Thus, Zhu no longer applies the socialist theory of reflection but uses a new sub
jective realism, by incorporating the experiences of many different individuals.305 

One of Mao's favorite slogans "serving the masses" wei renmin fuwu, on the 
other hand, was included in Zhou Enlai's resurrected speech,306 and was to be per
petuated despite its use during the Cultural Revolution. Accordingly, Zhu declares 
that he wants to make himself understood despite his use of modem techniques. 307 
While modem music had been condemned during the Cultural Revolution it was 
now safe play. But the maxim of revolutionary romanticism, another favorite of 
Mao, was not to be entirely dismissed. Embracing modernist techniques in some 
points, then, Zhu's composition is still indebted to a few of the conventions of 
revolutionary romanticism.308 A manipulated kind of twelve-tone-technique is 
used since Zhu is afraid that if applied strictly, twelve-tone-technique might inhibit 

302 Cf. JENNER" 1979," p. 276. 
303 YYYS 1987.1:49 "Guanyu 'Diyijiaoxiangqu'." Stereotyping had been an accepted means of 

artistic manipulation in order to avoid or to easily detect deviations from the black-and-white 
norms. Cf. LEE "The Politics of Technique," CL 1980.4:96 "No breakthrough, no 
literature" and the warning against such stereotyping by Zhou Enlai in his 1961 speech re
printed in 1979 (cf. CL 1979.6:85.89 "Zhou Enlai" ). 

304 JIANG" The influence of traditional Chinese music," p. 90. This new policy was advocated 
by Deng Xiaoping in his programmatic speech to art workers in 1979 (DENG Wenxuan, p. 
182) in which he quotes Lenin's advocacy for individualism as a model. For a general dis
cussion of the resurrection of self-expression after the Cultural Revolution cf. POLLARD 
"The Controversy over Modernism," esp. p. 648, and PYE Mandarin and Cadre, p. 130. 
The renewed attack on self-expression during the Spiritual Pollution campaign is discussed 
at length in chapter three. 

305 YYYS 1987.1:48 "Guanyu 'Diyijiaoxiangqu'." 
306 CL 1979.6:91 "Zhou Enlai." 
307 YYYS 1987. l :48 "Guanyu 'Diyi jiaoxiangqu'." For a further discussion of the importance 

of audience for the writers see the results from my interviews above. The assumed unintelli
gibility of New Music is discussed in chapter three. 

308 This style has by no means completely passed out of existence after the end of the Cultural 
Revolution and still dominates a lot of official (and non-official) Chinese music. In order to 
make this perpetuatiGn possible, Cultural Revolution policies were simply denied to have 
used this style, or even denounced to have destroyed it: cf. CL 1978.6:103 "The 'Gang of 
Four"' condemns the Gang of Four for substituting the combination of "revolutionary 
realism with revolutionary romanticism with use of san tuchu." 
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the free flow of his musical thoughts and lead to a certain monotony.309 There
fore, he allows himself to repeat notes or groups of notes within the row, which 
creates the sense of a tonal centre. Most of the time, then, the harmony of the 
piece appears tonal, but there is no clear, rather an ever-changing tonal centre, an 
iconographic device to depict a lack of stability which, to Zhu, was one of the 
keenest sensations during the Cultural Revolution.310 

Fig. 9 First Symphony, IV: free use oftwelve-tone-technique311 

Another important element of his technique is the freedom he takes in quoting 
or not quoting the entire row: sometimes, just a three-note kernel of it might be 
used312 or notes not directly taken from the order of the twelve-tone-row are inter
posed. By so doing, he reveals a certain scepticism in his use and application of 
modem techniques, and still makes use of certain older conventions. In his com
position, too, the prevalent "ear-piercing" dissonances, as he calls them,313 such 
as seconds and ninths, stand for evil. Aleatoric writing, in a similarly conventional 
quirk, is used to depict the chaos and anarchy of China under Jiang Qing. 

Another policy, the demand to use titles, emphasized especially during the latter 
half of the Cultural Revolution, was thrown overboard after its end in theory, al
though in practice, it has been reinforced time and again. Zhu's explanations 
sound like echoes of this ambiguous situation: he says that although a piece of ab
solute music, the symphony is programmatic in nature.314 Each of the movements 
has a short heading: The first"?," the second"?!," the third" .. .," and the fourth 
"!," an attempt to guide interpretation but at the same time to leave it open
ended.315 The first movement of the symphony is in free sonata-form without the 
expected recapitulation. The third movement is a slow espressivo, and the fourth 
movement presents a fugue on the Internationale, another example of the per
petuation of values upheld both by Jiang Qing and her prosecutors. At the end of 

309 YYYS 1987.1:49 "Guanyu 'Diyijiaoxiangqu'." 
310 YYYS 1987.1:50.53 "Guanyu 'Diyijiaoxiangqu'," where he mentions some other techniques 

to describe the anarchy of the Cultural Revolution. 
311 Fig. 9 is taken from YYYS 1987.1:47 "Guanyu 'Diyijiaoxiangqu'." 
312 YYYS 1987.1:50 "Guanyu 'Diyijiaoxiangqu'." 
313 YYYS 1987.1:50 "Guanyu 'Diyijiaoxiangqu'." 
314 YYYS 1987.1:48 "Guanyu 'Diyijiaoxiangqu'." 
315 RMYY 1986.8:13 "Lishi beiju." 
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the last movement the long-expected, missing recapitulation of the first movement 
is added. 

The second movement of the symphony, Scherzo, is probably the most interest
ing. Zhu calls, it a "great ironic caricature."316 He uses collage-technique3I7 
quoting two revolutionary songs318 and a guomen319 from Beijing Opera. The 
guomen in repetitive 8th notes forms the motoric background of the piece, it is 
(almost) always there.320 Zhu compares it to the "Golden Loop" Xuanzang uses 
to keep Sun Wukong in the famous novel Xiyouji (Journey to the West)321 under 
control. Its repetition and rigidity, in Zhu's own words, becomes a simile for the 
"rigid control over the arts by use of the yangbanxi" 322 condemned after the Cul
tural Revolution. 

Zhu also quotes the phrase Quanmian neizhan, dadao yiqie (Let's make com
plete civil war and beat down everything), taken from one of the so-called yuluge 
(Songs on quotations of Mao). This phrase from a song called Zaofan you Ii (It is 
reasonable to rebel), set to music by Li Jiefu, epitomizes what was happening 
during the Cultural Revolution. 
Another song Zhu uses, the 
Hongweibin zhange (Battle song 
of the Red Guards), is to 
emphasize the blind following of 
the Red Guards to chairman 
Mao. The muyu, an instrument 
used in Chinese religious music, 

316 YYYS 1987.1:48 "Guanyu 'Diyijiaoxiangqu'." 

Fig. 10 Zaofan you Ii 

Fig. 11 Hongweibin zhange 

317 The composer himself uses this expression, YYYS 1987.1:53 "Guanyu 'Diyi jiaoxiangqu'." 
Cf. also" Lishi de beiju" in RMYY 1986.8:15. 

318 These songs are apparently easily recognized and convey their message. A speaker at the 
conference on Zhu's symphony remarked that once he heard the two songs, he immediately 
understood what Zhu was saying. Cf. YYYS 1987.2:33 "'Diyi jiaoxiangqu' zuotanhui fayan 
zhaiyao." 

319 For a detailed explanation of guomen, an instrumental transition passage in Beijing Opera, 
cf. WICHMANN Listening to Theatre, p. 79.83. 

320 Tue constant presence of yangbanxi during the Cultural Revolution, alluded to here, even on 
the streets over loudspeakers, is memorably ironized in the writings by Simon LEYS. 

321 The Xiyouji, (published in 1570) is one of the most influential Ming-novels. It relates the 
adventures of the historic monk Xuanzang who went on a pilgrimage to India. He is ac
companied by a mythical figure, the monkey Sun Wukong. For the particular importance of 
Xiyouji iconography during the Cultural Revolution cf. WAGNER Historical Drama. 

322 This last phrase is often used in the post-Mao orthodox discussions on the evils of cultural 
policies during the Cultural Revolution. Zhu, in his discussion continually uses this type of 
orthodox vocabulary, so, for example, when he refers to Jiang Qing in post-1976-terms as 
the" autocratic standard-bearer" (YYYS 1987.1:49 "Guanyu 'Diyijiaoxiangqu'"). 
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becomes the symbol for these youths. Evidently, Zhu Jian'er has taken 
government warnings on the superstitious and "blinding" element of religion very 
seriously. 

Fig. 12 Example for a Beijing Opera Guomen323 

The use of these revolutionary songs, however, is not supportive as in Red De
tachment. 324 Here, piercing irony and satire shine through.325 Musically, the 
ironic use of both the songs and the guomen becomes clear in several ways: in 
their original form, these musical phrases include no accidentals or dissonant in
tervals.326 Also, Zhu constantly changes and varies them since, in his words, this 
may serve to amplify their "inherent ugliness."327 Zhu signals ugliness by a con
ventional symbol, dissonance, a technique observed in Red Detachment. The pre
dominance of dissonance in the composition is a reflection of the ugly topic it sets 
out to describe. Zhu varies his motivic material on the basis of a whole-tone-scale 

' 
derived from the second of his twelve-tone-rows. The six whole tones are to stand 
for the complete egalitarianism practiced during the Cultural Revolution which 
eradicated any sense of individualism. All chords based on these tones will sound 
the same and in the composer's words "will remind some of those times of mo
notony and uniformity." 328 

The movement is based on the classical Rondo, but its conventional form is ex
panded onto several levels: although A is most often repeated (it incorporates the 
"everpresent" guomen) some of the other themes also return in Rondo-fashion. 
The overall structure is A-B-A-B-C-D-A-B-[C-A-D-B]-interlude-A.329 The 
rhythmic structure of the guomen is introduced in the very beginning of the move
ment by the viola. From a single note it slowly works its way up to a five-and six
note-motive Gust before [1]) to the accompaniment of dissonant chords (first 

323 Fig. 12 is taken from WICHMANN Listening to Theatre, p. 83. 
324 For the supportive use of revolutionary songs in Luo Zhongrong's First Symphony of 1959 

see chapter four, part two. In his Second Symphony, he makes use of the Internationale, cf. 
RMYY 1984.1:19-22 "Luo Zhongrong de yinyue chuangzuo." 

325 This element of satire, which is taken up after the Cultural Revolution as a new element in 
Chinese artistic expression, is also evident in post-Mao literature as JENNER "1979," p. 
287, shows. 

326 YYYS 1987.1:53 "Guanyu 'Diyijiaoxiangqu'." 
327 YYYS 1987.1 :49 "Guanyu 'Diyi jiaoxiangqu'." He concludes, that even someone not 

familiar with the songs will recognize their message of ugliness. 
328 YYYS 1987.1:53 "Guanyu 'Diyijiaoxiangqu'." 
329 A full score of the piece is found in Appendix Two. 
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chord: tritone in the horns, minor seconds between horn and viola part). Not only 
does the use of accidentals somehow satirise the structure of the guomen, accents 
in "wrong" and unexpected places further underline the satire (note the hemiola 
structure at the bottom of the first page). At [1], the melodic part of the first theme 
of the movement, A, is introduced: the top lines are based on a fourth chord alter
nating between tritones and perfect fourths with the full line of the guomen as ac
companiment (esp. [2]). [3] then introduces a second theme, B, marked by the in
troductory trills in parallel seconds and a quartolet rhythm, introducing several 
variations of the passus duriusculus in constant chromatic moves with an ambitus 
close to a fourth. The rhythm of the guomen is sustained in the motoric 8th move
ment in the strings also forming a chromatic downward scale in contrasting (and 
contradictory ... ) rhythm. Soon this movement metamorphoses back to its original 
form: the introduction to A returns (6 bars into [4]), the guomen is now cited in the 
violins. The melodic material reappears at [6], the fourth interval now further 
doubled in dissonant seconds. B is repeated at [8], the chromatic base then leads 
over to C where interestingly th~.,8th movement is upheld against the now-changed 
metre (4/4). Harsh staccato chords which culminate at [11] are set against and 
form the background for the quotation of Zaofan you li in the tuba, an instrument 
Zhu may have deliberately chosen, as it was most detested by Jiang Qing; it is 
echoed at [1 O] by the trumpets. Both melody and guomen movement break off at 
[11] only to intensify again into a militaristic march emphasized by the use of the 
drums. The guomen is picked up in the high-range instruments, the wind instru
ments, offset by the revolutionary melody in the brass at [13]. The harsh chords in 
staccato again break off the melodic framework and the guomen [15], climax, and 
totally disintegrate. An apt depiction of Cultural Revolution realities? To the 
accompaniment of croaking strings (they are told to play without vibrato near the 
fingerbord, sul tasto), the next quotation and theme D appears [17]. The Hong
weibin zhange is punctuated by the sounds of the muyu which now substitutes for 
the rhythmic dominance of the guomen in earlier passages. 

At [21] A returns, slightly modified (the guomen is cited in the tutti, the begin
ning 16th notes are missing and played in the percussion instead). At [24], a 
shortened version of B follows (note the use of the castagnetti to mark the con
tradictory rhythms between strings and wind instruments). Zaofan you Ii returns 
[25], now further rhythmically alienated by being introduced in a different metre 
(not 4/4 but 3/4) and in canon: meanwhile the 8th motor has started running again 
to prepare for the addition of A at [27]. There, it breaks off only to be picked up in 
the percussion at [29]. D joins C and A at [28] with the Hongweibin zhange. 
Finally, the hubbub culminates in B (7 bars into [30]) and resolves in the percus
sion solo depicting the composer's view of the "two-line struggle in the arts:" the 
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small military drum and timpani are placed on the right hand side of the stage, the 
tomtom, and the other small military drum are situated on the left hand side of the 
stage. 330 The seemingly arbitrary rhythmic arrangement is in fact. very much de
liberate and works crosswise to the stage arrangement: timpani and tomtom are hit 
alternately aGcording to a numbering system running from 1 to 6, and the two 
military drums use Fibonacci numbers from 3 to 29. Finally the percussion joins 
into the controlled aleatory33I started in the strings. Aleatory, in Zhu's view here, 
is used to symbolize chaos. A returns a last time at [32] and the piece ends in a 
trembling tutti trill. 

Zhu Jian'er's First Symphony, like the Red Detachment, conveys the orthodox 
government-line of its time. Zhu describes his composition in a language em
ploying orthodox, i.e. timely vocabulary and his recognition and acceptance of 
certain orthodox political assumptions such as "superstition and blindness" of re
ligion, or the "rigid control over the arts by use of the yangbanxi" are in turn re
flected in his music. The frames within which the political allegory of his piece is 
understood are partly overlapping with and partly contradicting those employed in 
the Red Detachment. Zhu's use of dissonance and modernist techniques, for in
stance, is not simply an effective departure into a new musical language. The sig
nificance of these effects is still to be grasped within the framework of romantic 
conventions. These dissonances only shock an audience that is adapted to the har
monious, beautiful and orderly (but not monotonous) sounds of the conventional 
repertoire. When it comes to Zhu's use of the guomen one could interpret it as a 
bow to China's operatic tradition and operatic reform. Here, however, his depar
ture from the former framework is quite radical: the constant repetition and the 
alienation of the guomen serve to deconstruct its original meaning and create a 
new, critical significance. As in the Red Detachment, Zh1;1 also employs ico
nographic elements in his music: the depiction of the "two-line-struggle" by two 
groups of (military) instruments positioned on opposite sides of the stage and the 
use of aleatoric techniques to signify chaos are very obvious and easily recognized 
examples. The most telling element in this composition, however, is the use of 
certain revolutionary songs. The way in which these references to Chinese Com
munism are employed in this piece, is very different from their use in the Red De
tachment. Zhu deliberately chose songs that were associated most closely not with 
Chinese Communism in general, but with the bedevilled Gang of Four in particu-

330 YYYS 1987.1:53 "Guanyu 'Diyijiaoxiangqu'." These remarks are also found in the manu
script score. 

331 YYYS 1987.1:53 "Guanyu 'Diyi jiaoxiangqu'." The use of controlled aleatoric technique 
was first formulated by Witold Lutoslawski (cf. STUCKY Lutoslawski and his music). He 
uses this technique in Jew:: venitiens for orchestra (1961 ). 
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lar. The aliehation and disintegration of the chosen tunes, well-known to every 
'Chinese at the time, was and is most readily understood to be ironic and critical of 
the recent past, a reflection of the Party line dominant when Zhu was writing his 
piece. 

It might have become evident that writing music to serve government politics 
does not necessarily mean writing in a definite and always predictable style or type 
of music. Writing music to serve government politics also does not guarantee the 
low (or high) quality of a composition. Zhu Jian' er employs a very different musi
cal language and a very different conceptual approach in composing a piece that is 
just as orthodox in early 1986 as Hongse niangzijun was in ~i!fJyJ979. Writing 
music to serve government policies demands an enormous degree of adaptability, 
it asks for a chameleon-composer, so to speak, since these policies are daily 
changing. Both government politics and the ensuing policies are only to a very 
limited extent based on general and "generalizable," (i.e. constant ideological) 
orientation. Not only is there a narrow margin between orthodox and dangerous 
tunes, moreover what is and what is not correct or zheng in music can change be
twixt the day and its morrow. 

2 
Music reflecting government politics and advancing individual politics 

Vollends die privaten politischen Gesin
nungen der Autoren stehen meist mit dem 
Gehalt der Werke bloB im zufalligsten und 
unmaBgeblichesten Zusammenhang. (The
odor W. Adorno )332 

Whereas situations of political stress might require the (mass) production of (ever
changing) types of politicized music, times of political leisure can produce politi
cal music of a different kind: composers can be reflective of and negotiate present 
or past political situations, deliberating their general political stand, without neces
sarily turning to open revolution and criticism against their respective govern
ments, but also without writing under the direct supervision and direction of a po
litical power. In Zhu Jian'er's First Symphony, personal experiences and personal 
judgements, as well as his political attitude, were reflected in the music in a way 
that (perhaps by default) happened to coincide with present Party policies. In the 
following discussion, on the other hand, the political thoughts of composers advo
cating first and foremost their own, not anyone else's plight, will be examined in 
their musical manifestations. 

332 ADORNO Philosophie, p. 124. 
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One such piece is Lam Bunching's Saudades de Macau (1987-89) for orchestra. 
Being a purely instrumental composition with no programme notes attached, the 
implicit political content is only conveyed through the composer's own interpreta
tion. She says that the low strings in the Prelude stand for approaching Portuguese 
ships ready to take Macau. Later, a Chinese theme is introduced. Gradually, the 
Chinese theme is infiltrated by the Portuguese theme, symbolizing the fusion 
(under stress) of Western and Chinese elements in Macau.333 Lam's composition 
does not cry for revolt, it is no bugle call against Western imperialism, it has no 
direct message, but it originated in a reflection and description of the political 
situation in Macau. 

Another composition in which Lam has dealt with a political theme is the music 
for a ballet created in co-operation with a Japanese-American choreographer 
whose experience in U.S. camps during World War II are depicted. The piece, 
E. 0. 9066 (1989), features a human voice, solo dancer and musician, and a tape of 
life sounds (from insect sounds to train sounds) on a sampler. The only words 
(which are indeed not expected to be understood by an average American audi
ence) are Shikata ga nai. The Japanese sentence means "That cannot be helped." 
It is sung, one syllable at a time, and only at the very end is the entire sentence 
spelled out. 334 The political content of the piece is deliberately hidden behind a 
veil of unintelligibility. 

Lam Doming's When the winds are changing: three movements for four players 
(1990) was inspired by his reflections on the fall of the Berlin Wall, shortly before 
the bloody events at Tiananmen in Beijing. He takes a section from the third 
chapter of Ecclesiastes and uses extracts from it as mottos for each one of the 
movements. 

To every thing there is a season, and a time to every purpose under the 
heaven: 
A time to be born, and a time to die; a time to plant, and a time to pluck up 
that which is planted; 
A time to kill , and a time to heal; a time to break down, and a time to build 
up; 
A time to weep, and a time to laugh; a time to mourn, and a time to dance; 
A time to cast away stones, and a time to gather stones together; a time to 
embrace, and a time to refrain from embracing; 
A time to get, and a time to lose; a time to keep, and a time to cast away; 

333 Interview with Lam Bunching. A similar fusion of different national elements, folksongs of 
Taiwan's different folkgroups, the Kejia, the Shandiren and the Han Chinese, is used in Pan 
Huanglong's set of pieces entitled Taiwanfengjinghua (Landscapes Formosa) for woodwind 
quintet (1987), for flute ensemble (1987-88), and for string orchestra (1987-90). 

334 Interview with Lam Bunching. She says that although the camp situation portrayed in 
SchOnberg's A Survivor from Warsaw affected her a lot and comes to mind, she does not at
test to any influence on this piece. 
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A time to rend, and a. time to sew; a time to keep silence, and a time to 
speak; 
A time to love, and a time to hate; a time of war, and a time of peace. 
What profit hath he that worketh in that wherein he laboureth? 
I have seen the travail, which God hath given to the sons of men to be exer
cised in it. 
He hath made every thing beautiful in his time: also he hath set the world in 
their heart, so that no man can find out the work that God maketh from the 
beginning to the end.335 

His interpretation of the events is evident from the choice and order of the mot
tos: the first movement is entitled A time to kill, the second movement, A time to 
heal, and the third movement A time to sew. 336 The piece is thus, by way of its 
mottos, conciliatory. It is only indirectly critical of the Chinese government which 
indeed used the "time to kill" while others would heal. And yet, Lam is inter
preting the situation in a broad, a world political context. 

Fig. 13 Guomin Gemingge (The People's Revolutionary 
Song) 

A similar general comment on 
world developments is an earlier 
piece by Doming Lam, the 
Aerial Ode (1978) for orchestra 
and tape-recorder, commis
sioned to commemorate the 
Golden Jubilee of Radio Tele
vision Hong Kong (RTHK).337 
The piece is a reckoning with 
the function of the radio, with 
communication in everyday life. 
Communication techniques such 
as the morse code are incorpo
rated into the musical structure. 
At b. 61 the morse code for 
"hello," a word which Lam per-
ceives to be the "beginning of 

an communication," 338 is spelled out in the rhythm of the piccolo. The impor
tance of the rhythmic element is underlined by the fact that the melodic element is 

335 Ecclesiastes 3:1-11. 
336 Interview with Lam Doming. 
337 The Chinese title Tianlai, a Daoist term as will be explained in chapter four, can also be 

translated as "Sounds of nature." The score for this piece has been published by the Asian 
Composers' League, Hong Kong 1979. It is contained in the C.C. Liu Collection. 

338 Cf. the introduction to the score. The analytical notes given in this introduction, especially 
those on the structure of the piece, don't seem to correspond very well with the evidence of 
the musical score. The following interpretation is therefore entirely my own. 
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completely eliminated in the constant repetition of a single note in each of the 
voices. Slowly, staggeringly, other instruments join into the conversation 
(clarinets and second piccolo, oboes, flute, trumpet) until they all talk unirhythmi
cally (b. 81 ). The rhythmic kernel, now combined with a melodic development, 
dominates the following section (b. 89-95). It leads into a short section in which 
the children's song "Are you sleeping?" to the melody of which an early 
revolutionary song was fitted during the warlord years is quoted in fragments 
(from b. 95). 

Fig. 14. Aerial Ode (b. 94-98) 

Later on (b. 142) the rhythm of the oboe and Englishhom motif is again derived 
from a morse code, this time for ZBW, the first call letters of RTHK. It is an
swered by the "hello-motif' in the piccolo, then oboes and Englishhom again cite 
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ZBW (b. 149). On the tape, Lam prepared voices of radio announcers from the 
preceding fifty years juxtaposing news on very ordinary day-to-day-matters with 
not-so-ordinary pews such as Japanese war-destructions (b. 158-170). The world 
perspective of fh~ piece is most apparent in this section. It is again evident when 
the collage-like composition contrasts some of the aspects of urban city life
noise, traffic jams and pollution-depicted in the general hubbub and thick 
polyphonic structure of some of the sections, with an imitation of natural bird 
sounds. The dense polyphonic structure in the brass b. l 8ff is further emphasized 
by the constant crescendos between p, ff and fff and almost paradoxically leads 
directly into and out of the first section using birdsong (b. 24.30) as its frame. The 
delicacy and naturalness of the birds' voices is underlined by the seemingly 
arbitrary pizzicato in the strings and the aleatoric structure for the woodwind 
portraying the birds. A similar contrast is achieved by juxtaposing bird's sounds 
and the tape recording (cf. b. 158ff). Again, the quintessence of the composition 
seems to be conciliatory. Although presenting a partly negative view of urban life, 
the piece ends on a peaceful not~ with trills and embellishments from the natural 
sounds forming the dominant musical material. 

Another view of urban life is presented in Chan Wingwah's Impressions (1987) 
for two pianos, and in his Transit for orchestra (1988). Both compositions, how
ever, deal with urban life in a very specific city, Hong Kong. Impressions depicts 
the composers's inability to adapt to the pace in Hong Kong after his return from 
Toronto where he had studied between 1980 and 1985. "I could not speak fast 
enough, walk fast enough, react fast enough, I just could not keep up with the en-

If 
I 
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Fig. 15 Impressions (p. 12) 

ergy and unrest of life in Hong 
Kong." 339 His music reflects 
this state of mind: incompati
ble rhythms setting two 8ths 
against 8th triplets or four 8ths 
against 8th triplets, or 16th 
quintoles against 8th triplets 
depict the oppressive amount 
of unordered impressions of 
city life and the impossibility 

somehow to catch up with each one of them. The fugato already starts off in 
stretta, the theme is not even sounded once in its entirety when the second voice 

339 From an interview with Chan Wingwah. In this context it might be interesting to know that 
this interview was conducted while driving from Chan's office at the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong (New Territories) to Hong Kong Island, where Chan had a meeting. Evidently 
he has now adapted to the pace of life in Hong Kong. 
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begins, and soon develops into an ever-more urgent full-scale stretta which depicts 

vividly such psychological strains. 
Transit, too, reflects the experience of life in the bustling and moving, transit

like nature of Hong Kong with its portable phones, fax-machines, and the MTR. "I 

tried to visualize all of these sound waves in this piece," the composer says. The 

orchestra is an even more effective body for representing intermingling so.und 

waves and activities than two pianos. Chan makes use of chromatic scales (p. l-

5 .8-12.16-22) offset by harsh staccato chords or sections (p. 1-4.15.22-24.39-

46.48). These scales, although sometimes identical, are started at different times 

depicting numerous somehow parallel and yet somehow independent movements 

at the same time. 
In further manipulating his musical material, in order to actually visualize infini

tesimal sound waves, Chan is using a technique that could be called "zooming:" 

the intervals in the chromatic scale become smaller ~d smaller until they are al

most imperceptible: the chromatic movement, for instance, becomes a glissando 

movement, especially in the strings (p. 38.41-44.52-56). The same happens with 

the wavelike movements introduced in trills (p. 6-7.16.28-29.46-47): they are 

zoomed down to become manipulations of the vibrato in the string instruments (p. 

12-16). Chan also uses "incompatible" rhythmic structures again (p. 22-24.28-

30.34-38.43.47-48.50-51) which he sometimes magnifies so that single, but ever

changing chords are perceived (p. 7.25-27.31-33 developing into incompatible 

rhythm at p. 34). All of these elements are combined in the Finale section: trills, 

chromatic movements, incompatible rhythms, single chords and glissandos all ap

pear (p. 56ff). The piece thus juxtaposes a number of more or less magnified units 

of sound waves perceived in different resolutions through the zoom of a micro

scope. 
The interpretation of the preceding pieces relied heavily on what the composers 

said about their music. Evidence for the meaning of such compositions was found 

in the scores after this verbal elaboration had taken place. Certainly, some of the 

composers' emotions and thoughts were "communicated" through already famil

iar signs, by the use of iconographic phrases such as complicated rhythmic struc

tures for bustle and chaos as in Doming Lam's or Chan Wingwah's pieces, for ex

ample, or by the use of well-known songs such as the politicized "Are you sleep

ing?" Some of these compositions also employed language to convey part of their 

meaning, as in Doming Lam's Aerial Ode which uses a tape with radio-recordings, 

and in Lam Bunching's E.0.9066. But, as is particularly evident in the latter case, 

the Japanese words-even if they were clearly pronounced-will necessarily pose 

a problem of understanding to potential audiences. These pieces hence do not de

pend or even count on the one, the "correct" reading. Their composers write po-
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litical music not necessarily to be involved in daily politics, but as a personal re

flection upon certain socio-political circumstances. The political content of their 

music is not of particular urgency, not a "call to arms" and it is for this reason that 

their music remains partly ambiguous. The musical language of their composi

tions only marginally relates the story of conception. And it only does so when we 
are told. 

The ambiguity of interpretation prevalent in the preceding pieces is deliberately 

incorporated into Lu Wenci's composition USA Today for string quartet, percus

sion and narrator (1990). For the performance of this piece, the narrator is asked 

to listen to the music and choose a text from a newspaper accordingly. The im

possibility of determining an absolute meaning for music here becomes an element 

crucial for the performance. Every narrator reacts differently to music, and then 

makes his personal choice of a text accordingly. Lu's composition has already 

been performed in two very contrasting versions: a narrator who performed the 

piece at Yale University chose a murder story; whereas in Taiwan, a different 

performer chose very "banal" "lllews. 34o Every performance, then, is open to a 

radically different interpretation by free choice of a text. 

This type of subjective interpretation not of music but of a text, in turn put to 

music, is the starting point for Koo Chatpo's composition Loushan gu.an (Loushan 

Pass) for choir and orchestra (1992). Mao wrote the poem Loushan Pass during 

the Long March. The Chinese Communist interpretation explains that the poem 

captures his willpower (''Do not say that the strong pass is guarded with iron") 

and confidence in his final victory(" We shall pass its summit"). 

Loushan Pass 
Cold is the West wind; 
Far in the frosty air the wild geese call in the morning moonlight. 
In the morning moonlight 
The clatter of horses' hooves rings sharp, 
And the bugle's note is muted. 

Do not say that the strong pass is guarded with iron. 
This very day in one step we shall pass its summit, 
We shall pass its summit! 
There the hills are blue like the sea, 
And the dying sun like blood.341 

Koo does not recognize any political content in the words: "There are so many 

people who think that Mao is a politician only, he is a poet, too. His case is simi

lar to that of Du Fu who was involved in politics as well but is only remembered 

340 Interview with Lu Wenci. 
341 MAO Nineteen Poems, p. 16. 
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as a poet. Very few of Mao's poems actually talk about revolutionary history."342 

Koo only uses Mao's words for their lyrical beauty. In his interpretation, the first 
stanza receives greater emphasis. He takes the words at face value, painting the 
movement of the wind iconographically in almost minimalist orchestral move
ments and letting the bugle sound. Furthermore, the entire piece is conceived as a 
steady upward movement: "We shall pass its summit!" 

Koo here practices the lyrical interpretation of a political poem. In retrograde, 
Zhou Wenzhong's interpretation of lyrical poetry in And the Fallen Petals for or
chestra (1954)343 is political. The piece is based on two poems: one by Meng 
Haoran (689-740) and the other by Chen Zi'ang (656-698), both important Tang 
poets. Their poems run: 

Spring Dawn 
Asleep in spring I did not heed the dawn 
Till the birds broke out singing everywhere. 
Last night, in the clamour of wind and rain, 
How many flowers have fallen do you suppose?344 
On Climbing Yu-chou Tower 
Ahead I cannot see the ancient faces; 
Behind I cannot see the coming ages. 
I brood upon the endlessness of Nature, 
Lonely and sick at heart, with falling tears.345 

Zhou says: "The falling petals in the poem stand for all the young people dying 
during the Japanese invasion (1937-45). It is a personal dedication to other people 
who were not as fortunate as I after I decided to stay in the States. It is testimony 
to my political, intellectual, and artistical feeling of homesickness." 346 Knowing 
his intentions, one might interpret the marchlike rhythm in the beginning in a par
ticular military fashion. One might remark on the abrupt percussion gestures, 
smashing hopes and young lives, and on some of the glissandos, perhaps ico
nographic drawings of the spring wind?347 

342 Interview with Koo Chatpo. He is not aware of the political implication this poem might 
have due to its orthodox association with the secret conference at Zunyi, 1935, when Mao 
took over the chairmanship of the Politbureau and silenced Wang Ming's faction. Wang 
Ming was allegedly a member of the so-called "returned Bosheviks" who slowly lost 
control over the Party with the rise of Mao Zedong. For the conference and its resolutions 
cf. CH'EN "Resolutions," CH'EN "The Communist movement," esp. p. 94-101 and, more 
recently, YANG" The Zunyi Conference." 

343 An extremely competent and illuminating musical analysis of this piece is given in CHEW 
Selected Music of Chou, p.113-154. 

344 HERDAN (tr) 300 T'ang Poems: MENG Haoran "Spring Dawn," p. 386. 
345 HERDAN (tr) 300 T'ang Poems: CHEN Zi'ang "On Climbing Yu-chou Tower," p. 70. 
346 Interview with Zhou Wenzhong. 
347 For the use of a death-march in this piece cf. CHEW Selected Music of Chou, p. 132. 
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The three compositions introduced here present three different approaches of 
using a text combined with music to convey a personal interpretation. What is 
common to all three approaches is the acknowledgement of the impossibility of 
absolute interpretation, by either insisting on not giving an interpretation at all or 
by presenting an interpretation contradicting former understanding. Whereas Lu's 
text remains indeterminate, Koo chooses a politicized text for its lyricism and 
Zhou Wenzhong politicizes a lyrical text.348 Hearing the music, one might not be 
able to know of the text, but knowing the text one might be able to interpret some 
of the music. The musical message in all three of these pieces then, advocates 
nothing more or less than "I can be read in many ways."349 

This is also true for some of the compositions inspired or influenced by certain 
political events to be examined now. The creation of Windswept Peaks by Zhou 
W enzhong, a double duo for violin and cello, clarinet and piano, had begun in 
May 1989 and was completed in June 1990. The piece employs Zhou 
Wenzhong's Yijing System350 which he had applied in Echoes from the Gorge,351 
a percussion piece composed a little earlier (1989). Work on Windswept Peaks did 
not proceed well.352 Only a year later, when he had completed the piece and ana
lyzed it, Zhou realized that the happenings at Tiananmen had left their traces in his 
music.353 He explains: 

The Chinese term for Windswept Peaks, shantao, is an aesthetic expression 
that is widely used in literature, visual arts and qin music. Shan means 
"mountain," tao means "powerful waves." The cross currents of these 

348 The political interpretation of poetry is, of course, a well-known and long-practised art in 
China as the Great Preface to the Shijing mentioned above shows. 

349 A similar case illustrating the arbitrariness of possible musical interpretation shall be men
tioned here: Zhou Wenzhong describes that while composing the balletmusic Beijing in the 
Mist, (1986) he listened to the radio all the time, so excited about "the human struggle of the 
Philippino people." The completion of his piece coincided with their victory and he hence 
dedicated the score to them although the music gives no direct reference to their struggle 
(from the introductory notes in the unpublished score). Here, again, it is not music itself that 
speaks but the words that precede it. The piece was originally written for a "China Dig" of 
the National Dance Institute New York in 1986. Zhou later changed the title from Beijing 
Dust to Beijing in the Mist "to suggest a veiled and fractured impression of an ancient city 
with sharply-etched contours." For a very short discussion of the piece cf. YYYYX 
1989.192:135-136 "Zhou Wenzhong fabiao." 

350 For an explanation and other pieces using this system see chapter four, part two. 
351 For a discussion of this piece see chapter four, part two. 
352 Qu Xiaosong, too, had a barren year in 1989. His decisive tum to silence and Buddhism in 

1990 (discussed in chapter four) can perhaps also be explained by the events in 1989. 
353 Interview with Zhou Wenzhong. Koo Chatpo's Second String quartet (1989/90) is com

posed as another painful memorial to those events. Koo, however, in his cynical attitude to 
the Chinese Communist government is very critical of the student leaders, too (interview 
with Koo Chatpo ). 
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waves of sound over mountain peaks can be esthetically captured by the cal-
ligrapher's brush with as little artificiality as a single limpid stroke [ ... ]. 
Windswept Peaks is dedicated to the spirit of the Chinese intellectuals[ ... ]. 
For thousands of years they have been the true leaders of society, giving 
character to the Chinese civilization and serving as the conscience of the 
people [ ... ]. Frequently suppressed and persecuted, they stand ta~l among 
the mightiest peaks in the history of humanity. The image of wmdswept 
peaks suggests the unadorned beauty of inner strength as symbolized by 
gnarled pines and craggy rocks.354 This stark imagery began to permeate 
my musical thinking when the tragic events of June Fourth, 1989, at 
Tiananmen, took place soon after I started composing this piece.355 
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Fig. 16 Windswept Peaks (p. 15): hot-and-cold treatment 

ward striding energy 
slowly dissipates from b. 
112, reconfirmed once 
more at b. 127 only to 
dissipate even more. The 
contrasts of the beginning 
between energetic and 
nostalgic sections become 

354 These are symbols for the scholar, the wenren, often invoked in Chinese painting. 
355 From the composer's introduction to the unpublished score of the piece. 
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all too evident from b. 200, when, ever more in stretta, explosive and pensive 
··sections follow each other, a method which calls to mind the hot-and-cold-treat
ment of artists under Communist regimes. This development climaxes on p. 17, 
then slowly triggering off again. 

The piece appears to roll backwards in mirror form: b. 310 (p. 23) parallels b. 80 
(p. 6), b. 327 (p. 24) is parallel to b. 63 (p. 5), b. 343 (p. 25) is parallel to b. 34 (p. 
3), elements from b. 351 (p. 26) have been seen in b. 14 (p. 2) and b. 359 (p. 27) is 
at the same time a magnified (cello part) and shrunk (piano and clarinet part) ver
sion of the beginning bars (p. l ). This mirror is only shortly broken by the 
sections "Dreamily" and "Trancelike" (p. 26 b. 358). These two sections mock 
the energy which recurs due to the reversal of the movement. They give a cynical 
if not futile view of any intellectual effort. Zhou Wenzhong says of his 
composition that "it is built up and then dissipates just like Chinese intellectual 
history, which has numerous times been built up and then dissipates without effect 
or results." 

Chan Wingwah's Continuity35~"cfor violin, cello and piano (1989) was written 
shortly before the cruel ending of the demonstrations at Tiananmen, and in fact 
performed on June Fourth. This piece, too, considers Chinese intellectual history. 

In the first movement, Chan 
presents the pointillistic ideas of 

L~G "jtl:td:s Ch...,. w ... , w.;. 
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'·~~~~~~~?""~~~~~-~-~~~~§~ continuum since the May Fourth 
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ends on the energetic note 
Fig. 17 Continuity, I (p. I): Pointillistic Ideas 

which, due to the tragic 
denouement of the student demonstrations, could only be the beginning in Zhou's 
piece above. In order to emphasize the spiritual force of the student movement, he 
uses harsh chords, chromatic runs and glissandos, finally ending in a unison mar
cato triplet run, which could be thought of as idealising the-now much-debated
unified hopes and ideals of the student movement. 

The interpretations provided by Zhou and Chan find their reflection in musical 
iconography: energy is depicted in loud and daring leaps, disillusion in quiet 
timelessness. Pointillistic ideas are translated into musical staccato, everchanging 

356 For another discussion of this piece see chapter four, part two. 
357 From an interview with Chan Wingwah. Many of these democratic ideas might even be 

traced to earlier developments in the middle and end of the nineteenth century. 
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government treatment is reflected in an everchanging musical ductus. Neverthe
less, staccato sounds could just as well be interpreted as raindrops rather than 
ideas, and everchanging musical spheres could just as well be describing a dis
turbed mind. The compositions examined above are provided not with The One, 
but with one interpretation reflective only of the composer's personal response to 
his political environment. They are not militantly advocating a personal view, but 
thoughtfully presenting such a view. These pieces are reflecting government 
politics and day-to-day policies and they are advancing individual politics. Not
withstanding, the composers are only advocates never dictators of their own in
terpretation. 

3 
Music opposing government politics 

The massacre and events at Tiananmen in 1989 not only evoked such reflective re
actions among composers. Perceiving and acting upon the role of the 
"remonstrating intellectual," many a composer has dedicated musical reprimands 
to the event. These musical reactions to the massacre at Tiananmeh are no longer 
meant to negotiate the politics of the Chinese government, but rather, unarticulated 
as they may be, they are intended to condemn and negate contemporary govern
ment policies. 

Composers from Hong Kong, from the PRC and from Taiwan have reacted to 
the massacre. Liu Yuan relates that he felt very restless around February and 
March 1989 when he wrote his percussion piece Houting yiqu (A message left in 
the backchamber) and that this piece is written in the spirit of those times: a 
scholar's scolding.358 Chan Wingwah's Morning Sun (1990) for orchestra is 
meant to be a spiteful answer to the events; somehow paradoxically, the sun still 
rises every morning, despite the cruelties of the world. Zhao Xiaosheng admits 
that the experience of 1989 can be found in most of his recent pieces, not as ex
plicitly stated as in Wang Xilin's Third Symphony,359 perhaps, but as a frustrated 
and cynical background.360 Tan Dun's Snow in June for solo cello and four per
cussionists (1991) is another direct allusion to and condemnation of Party policies. 

This composition refers to the story from a Yuan-dynasty play by Guan Han
qing, Dou E's Lament. A corrupt offical wrongly persecutes Dou E who predicts 

358 Interview with Liu Yuan. Incidentally, Liu says that some of the intervallic construction in 
this piece is very close to the melody of Dongfang hong (The East is Red). Nevertheless, 
this quotation is not deliberate or ironic. 

359 Unfortunately, I have not been able to hear this symphony or get hold of the score, but 
everybody in Shanghai talked about its political message in 1992. Most of Wang Xilin's 
oeuvre is in a romanticist idiom, often featuring pentatonic romanticism. 

360 Interview with Zhao Xiaosheng. 
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that grievances will befall the country that committed this unjust deed. Snow 
would be falling in June and three years of drought would follow as a sign of the 
wrong done to her. The coincidence of the killing of students in June made Tan 
choose the title and no Chinese person would fail to understand the allusion. Mu
sically, he makes exquisite use of the cello, an instrument apt on the one hand to 
play beautiful cantilene and, on the other hand, brutal doublestops. 361 The per
cussion, too, is used for its sound variety once drowning the mellow, whining 
sounds of the cello in wooden bursts, once joining and expanding its painful cries 
on wind chimes and glockenspiel. There is a lot of silence in this piece, room for 
thought, but there is also very open provocation: the shrill sounds of a military 
whistle, for instance, might even shock a Western audience. The "barbarian" 
hubbub of the percussion instruments, often literally massacring the "human" 
sounds of the cello, too, conveys Tan's message at least to those who fear it. An 
impressive smorzando in the cello, interspersed with two harsh whipping sounds, 
concludes the piece. 

An Italian critic wrote on Zeng Xingkui 's Tiananmen Wange (Tiananmen El-
egy) composed in 1989 for Chinese orchestra:362 

Quaranta colpi all'inizio e alla fine; quaranta accordi scanditi dall' orchestra, 
ossessivi, incalzanti, dal forte al fortissimo, come il tallone di ferro della 
repressione. I suoni degli antichi instrumenti cinesi utilizzati in questa com
posizione di ampio respiro dramatico disegnano imprevedibilmente una 
breve citazione dell'Intemationale e poi un'altra, piu insistita, dell'inno 
nazionale di Taiwan: concessione ridondante, un po' retorica e opportunis
tica al govemo di Fonnosa.363 

The forty insistent chords are played unbearably slowly. Their constant repeti
tion in the beginning of the piece creates the impression that they might go on for 
ever. These chords provide a frame for the composition and symbolize forty years 
of Communist rule in China (p. 1 ). The following section is a nervous hubbub of 
contrapuntal parts, at times accentuated by use of a military drum. A somewhat 
hopeful, lyrical passage (p. 6/7) full of ascending lines is broken off, when the 
military approaches as marked in the score (p. 9/10): Zeng uses elements from 
Beijing opera, here and there the tense wooden sounds are marking the entrance of 
a new, possibly dangerous character. Next, the army is depicted in a marching 
bass line and what follows sounds crude and brutal, and climaxes in a din of 
chromatic scales, painting the chaos on Tiananmen (p. 16). It breaks off, and after 

361 The allusion to Shostakovitch's First Cello Concerto (1959) is evident in at least one in
stance. 

362 Another version exists for Western orchestra. Unfortunately, my copy of the score is of very 
poor print quality and cannot be reproduced here. 

363 FIORE" L'elegia per Tiananmen." 
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a tense silence strikes again, perhaps marking the beginning of the military blow 
against the student movement. Quietly, the Internationale is heard in the wind, 
offset by a cluster in the rest of the orchestra (p. 21-23). It is a last sign of the stu
dents' will to win. For it was this song, which no Communist government could 
forbid, which had become the students' very personal campaign song during the 
demonstrations.364 

Gradually, greater and greater complexity is reached, many of the voices are 
only notated in aleatoric structure. Zeng creates a dramatic and frightening sense 
of chaos, its meaning invigorated by the use of such percussion instruments as the 
military drum and the whip (p. 32). Just as suddenly as the nightmare began, it 
breaks off, silence returns to Tiananmen. Only the dark melancholy sound of the 
xiao (p. 35) remains. It seems as if someone broods on the events of the night, for 
sudden brutal bursts interrupt the quiet atmosphere like cold shivers (p. 36). After 
a short citation of the Taiwanese national anthem (p. 38-39), the piece ends with 
yet another set of the painful chords. 365 

Not the massacre at Tiananmen, but a general feeling of government oppression 
had lead Qu Xiaosong to write his First Symphony (1986).366 Qu felt that politi
cians just could and would not understand the need for freedom in the arts.367 

Hence, his composition uses extended fields of tension such as he had observed in 
the music of Shostakovitch. In the first movement single notes set the tone. They 
are drawn out until the tension makes them burst into erupting dissonant chords. 
A single motivic line, first introduced in the bassoon and always accompanied by 
static sounds, determines the movement. The painfully slow punctuated rhythm is 
changed in the second movement to a faster pace. Here, his feelings of stress un
der government pressure are pictured like "a volcano before eruption." 368 The 
movement starts off with a number of dissonant chords in fast, breathless succes
sion, and then picks up the punctuation in a constant impatient climax. This is a 
tour de force in movement, creating the sense of extreme and desperate urgency. 
No break, no breathing space is given and the harsh blows on the drums in the end 
appear like death blows to the creative soul. 

364 For the use of this song and other symbols as elements of the imaginaire cf. WAGNER 
"Konfrontation im Imaginaire," esp. p. 341. 

365 Zeng said that "this tragedy is a Chinese matter," and hence explains his incorporation of 
the Taiwanese anthem in a piece dealing with the PRC (from an interview with Zeng Xing
kui). 

366 For a discussion of the symphony and other works by Qu Xiaosong presented at a concert by 
Quon 19.4.1986, cf. ZYYYXYXB 1987.1:94-97 "Jiu 'Mong Dong' zhi Qu Xiaosong," and 
RMYY 1986.6:21-22 "Xie zai Qu Xiaosong jiaoxiang zuopin yinyuehui zhi hou." 

3 67 He says that he did not tell anyone of the political implication of this piece while still in the 
country. 

368 Interview with Qu Xiaosong. 
. 1 
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A different type of tension and implicit criticism of government policies is at the 
heart of Zeng Xingkui's Woodwind Quartet (1977) in which a folksong from Xin
jiang (Spring Dance) and a Pingdong Shanbao song (of the Pingdong mountain 
folk),3 69 usually sung at the mid-autumn festival, are incorporated. In the seven
ties, the Taiwanese government still prohibited the use of mainland Chinese folk
songs and only slowly began to accept the free use of" native" Taiwanese songs. 
So to use either of these songs was in fact a political statement which went not al
ways unheeded. In the first movement, the Pingdong song dominates (p. 7 /8). It 
is first introduced in the flute and then passes canonically through the other parts. 
The Xinjiang song in the third movement is set against chromatic 8th runs in stac
cato (p. 35).370 

Not just the government, but the artists themselves, might hence use their music 
as (silent) propaganda for their cause.371 For all these musicians, art is an integral 
part of life. Their art enables them to critically respond to their environs.372 To 
some extent, their music makes use of well-established frameworks again: Liu 
Yuan and Tan Dun employ allusive and traditional titles to convey their interpreta
tion of the pieces, Qu Xiaosong works with iconographical elements and Zeng 
Xingkui uses recognizable songs, themselves pregnant with meaning. Neverthe
less, critical music is not necessarily recognized as such: Qu Xiaosong's sym
phony never received any negative critique for its political content simply because 
Qu was silent about it. And Zeng's statement in Woodwind Quartet went unno
ticed-perhaps no one was familiar with the melodies he used-and has become 
neutralized in a more open political atmosphere now prevalent on Taiwan. 

The definition of what constitutes music opposing government politics is thus 
difficult to establish. Strong personal politics and opposition can go unnoticed al
though intentionally incorporated in one's music. Music intended to be affirma
tive, on the other hand, can sometimes be termed oppositional and deemed incor
rect, bu zheng. Tan Dun's experience with two of his compositions will serve to 
further illustrate this point. They are very telling examples of how the perception 
of the critical content of music depends on the political climate. This will show 
again, that music can "mean" different things at different times and that a com
poser's interpretation is the key to only one of many possible ways to 
"understand" a piece of music. 

369 Zeng Xingkui is a native of Pingdong, a city east ofGaoxiong in Southern Taiwan. 
370 Lately, the Taiwanese government has obviously become much more open-minded on this 

point since Zeng's composition was published by the Council for Cultural Planning, a gov
ernment body, in 1983 and was performed at a series of concerts with music by Taiwanese 
composers in December 1987. 

371 Compare PERRIS's view in his essay "Music as Propaganda," p. 19. 
372 For a similar view cf. CHANG" Tan Dun's String Quartet," p. 128 . 
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Both Tan's first symphony Li Sao373 (1979/80) and his string quartet Feng-Ya
Song374 (1982/83) are based on ancient poetry. Li Sao (Encountering Sorrow) is 
ascribed to Qu Yuan, a scholar famous for his dedicated (and unrewarded) remon
strations to his emperor who eventually committed suicide. Li Sao is perhaps his 
most accomplished work, certainly the most radical in its critique of the detrimen
tal state of his country's government of bribery and sycophancy. Feng-Ya-Song 
are some of the categories of poetry in the Shijing (Book of Songs). Feng 
(ballads) are folksongs dealing with facets of ordinary people's lives, Ya (hymns) 
are art songs, the refined court version of the folksongs and Song (odes) are ritual 
songs. In both cases, the symphony and the string quartet, Tan alludes to poetry, 
which, as explained above, by its very nature is understood as a means to remon
strate. 

Both compositions were entered for music competitions; the symphony for the 
First National Competition of Orchestral Works in 1981, the string quartet for the 
Carl-Maria-van-Weber Music Contest in Dresden in 1983. Both compositions 
won prizes. The string quartet was even awarded the first compositional prize ever 
received by a mainland Chinese composer since the founding of the PRC.375 The 
symphony of the courageous undergraduate, composed in his first year at the Cen
tral Conservatory, was given an incentive prize.376 

Tan Dun says: "Li Sao is a personal statement about society. I imagined that 
there was going to be a lot of criticism. But it was honest." The symphony met 
with much surprise at the competition. In comparison to many of the other pieces 
entered by much older composers, this piece appeared quite incongruous, not just 
because of its formal deficiencies,m but also because of its innovative use of Chi
nese traditional music and Chinese instruments.378 Many of the judges felt bewil
dered and displeased at the use of polytonality and clustering sounds, modernist 
techniques which they only slowly began to become familiar with.379 Neverthe
less, the piece was interesting enough to recur in their conversations day after day 

373 For a discussion of the symphony cf. RMYY 1983.7:25-27 "Jicheng chuantong." 
374 A discussion of the quartet is to be found in CHANG "Tan Dun's String Quartet." Another 

short analysis is found in WANG Xiandai yinyue shigang, p. 177/178. An entire chapter in 
WANG Xiandai hesheng, is also devoted to the quartet. 

375 For Jiang Wenye's earlier success at the Olympics in 1936 cf. chapter one. 
376 Interview with Tan Dun. Cf. KOUWENHOVEN "Composer Tan Dun," p. 4-5. 
377 These formal deficiencies are discussed in RMYY 1983.7:27 "Jicheng chuantong." 
378 RMYY 1983.7:26 "Jicheng chuantong" remarks on the sensitive use of both Chinese per

cussion and the xiao, which appear to be very well incorporated within the framework pro
vided by the Western orchestra. Cf. the discussion in KOUWENHOVEN "Composer Tan 
Dun," p. 4-5. 

379 CHANG" Tan Dun's String Quartet," p. 132. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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dGring the competition.380 Yao Guanrong, a young conductor, even called it "the 
precursor of a new era in Chinese music."381 Although the judges felt that the 
political message of the piece, due to its title,382 might well be dangerous, they 
still decided on an incentive prize for Tan Dun. The piece was later hailed by 
Wang Zhenya, himself a composing music critic, as "exhibiting true Chinese 
spirit, far deeper and clearer than symphonies in the fifties ever did." 383 

Although already an obvious (if not radical) farewell to romanticism,384 the 
piece is not as bold a departure as the string quartet. Here, the musical language is 
quite modernist even if Tan still employs conventional fonn.385 The quartet re
flects some of the string techniques used prevalently in Bart6k's music such as 
harsh double stopping, repeated staccato notes and playing col legno and sul pon
ticello. Tan also makes use of an interesting twelve-tone row in the second move
ment.386 The row is based on four ascending fifths interspersed with other inter
vals, mostly seconds. The interval of a fifth387 hence becomes the predominant 
motivic material in the movement, already invoked at the very beginning, when 
those fifths, are the only intervalHc material presented. 

Tan also translates the microtonal qualities of Chinese folksong into his music: 
he employs frequent glissandi and makes use of Chinese stretta-technique. 388 

Chinese melodies are indeed cited in the first and second movements, a Yao folk
song (feng) in the first movement,389 and two qin-pieces, Meihua sannong and 
You/an, 390 representing ya in the second movement. In the third movement which 

380 Interview with Tan Dun. 
3 81 Interview with Tan Dun. KOUWENHOVEN "Composer Tan Dun" also mentions this. 
382 According to Tan Dun himself, when Guo Moruo had written his drama Qu Yuan (1942), it 

could be seen as a justified critique of the GMD. Under Communist rule, however, and es
pecially in those years after the Cultural Revolution when China had just been freed from a 
"white-boned dragon," such criticism was not to be expected and approved of. 

383 
384 
385 
386 
387 

388 

389 

390 

ZYYYXYXB 1987.2:3-20 WANG" Wo guo xiandai de yinyue chuangzuo." 
For the romanticism in the piece cf. KOUWENHOVEN "Composer Tan Dun," p. 4/5. 
Cf. CHANG "Tan Dun's String Quartet," p. 141. 
Cf. WANG Xiandai hesheng, p. 244. 
In her interpretation of this movement, ZHANG Akkulturationsphiinomene, p. 158, also 
remarks on the use of the fifth interval. 
For a more detailed discussion of the use of Chinese vocal and stretta techniques in new 
compositions, cf. chapter four, part two. 
This song is mentioned by WANG Xiandai hesheng, p. 241. It is called Kaitian pidi (When 
heaven was separated from the earth, i.e. the creation of the world) and begins with a pas
sage of long notes with gracenotes in an ambitus of an augmented fourth. 
For a score to both of these pieces see chapter four, part two. 
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contains no direct citation, the excitement and elation of sacrifices and feasts is 
depicted (song).39! 
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Fig. 18 Feng-Ya-Song II: a twelve-tone-row made from fifths 

The melodies quoted in this composition are not only harmonized as had been 
common practice in Chinese compositions before.392 Rather, it takes on some of 
their idiosyncracies, their microtonal inflections, their linear construction, their 
embellishments, for example, and reworks them in a modernist frame. 393 This 

391 Compare the discussion in KOUWENHOVEN "Composer Tan Dun," p. 8/9, and CHANG 
"Tan Dun's String Quartet," p. 135-146. 

392 In chapter four, part two, such music is defined and discussed. 
393 Other writers have also remarked on the translation of Chinese instrumental sounds onto 

Western instruments in this piece: the viola in the beginning is asked to play without vibrato, 
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type of synthesis of old and new, of Chinese and Western elements would soon be 
declared a trait of the xinchao (New Wave) group of composers.394 And it was an 
international success, as the string quartet was nominated for the second prize in 
the Weber-Competition. 

Rubato 
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Fig. 19 Bone-structure of the folksong Kaitian pidi and Feng-Ya-Song I: use ofmicrotonalities 

Tan remembers being woken up by the Party Secretary to break the news to 
him. Interviews and newspaper reports with the "pride of our country"395 fol
lowed. A few .months later, however, the Spiritual Pollution Campaign396 was 
inaugurated and Tan's music, including his string quartet, came under attack. 
None of his pieces were allowed to be broadcast on Chinese radio any more. An 
unnamed music history teacher at the Central Conservatory in Beijing cited Tan's 
quartet in class as a "poisoning weed" destroying the historical value of the 
genre.397 Lu Sheng wrote a critical article on Feng-Ya-Song in Renmin Yinyue.398 
Tan Dun was attacked for being an egocentric "running dog of capitalism," writ-

394 
395 
396 

imitating the sound of the xun, the second movement with its use of pizzicato, harmonics and 
glissando is reminiscent of qin-writing. Cf. CHANG "Tan Dun's String Quartet," p. 144, 
and KOUWENHOVEN "Composer Tan Dun," p. 9. 
This term is discussed and explained in chapters three and four. 
These were the Party Secretary's words in Tan's account. Interview with Tan Dun. 
The first article directly related to the Spiritual Pollution Campaign in music is to be found 
in RMYY 1983.12:3-5 "Qingchu jingshen wuran." It mentions the polluting factors in the 
field of music: pop songs from Hong Kong, Taiwan and abroad, many of them considered 
pornographic, and modernist tendencies in classical music which were elitist and no longer 
understood by the masses. This document is followed by discussions on the topic by impor
tant representatives of the music world in RMYY 1983.12:10-14andRMYY1984.1:2-4 "Wei 
jianshe shehui jingshen." The next articles are to be found in RMYY 1984.1:5 "Qingchu 
jingshen wuran fanrong shehui zhuyi yinyue yishu" and RMYY 1984.4:4-9 "Wei jianshe 
shehui zhuyi jingshen wenming zuochu gongxian" which mentions figures of performances 
of pop songs from abroad and from China itself and hence warns of evil preferences for 
foreign music. Interesting is also the use of an article on the Yueji which propagates the 
ideas of the campaign by an analysis of the statements in the Yueji: RMYY 1984.1:34-39 
"Lun 'Yueji' de meixue sixiang." 

397 Interview with Tan Dun. 
398 RMYY 1984.7:7-9 "Ting Tan Dun xianyue sichongzou Feng-Ya-Song." 
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ing music full of unintelligible sounds.399 Some of his teachers4oo and classmates, 

such as musicologist-turned-composer Zhu Shirui came to his help.401 Zhu wrote 

an article emphasizing the piece's relationship to tradition. But all to no avail. 

Li Sao was intended to be an open provocation, as Tan attests, and in fact it is 

one by its title alone But although controversial, it never really met with direct 

and harsh criticism. Feng-Ya-Song, on the other hand, which was never e~visaged 
as a direct political statement, a composition which was honoured with an interna

tional prize, always an important asset in Communist China, was condemned as 

decadent and anti-socialist. It is the temperature of local politics which renders 

one provocation significant and which lets pass another. And yet again, it is not 

the music itself, but its interpretation which counts. Even provided with a 

"correct" zheng title, music can be termed "subversive," bu zheng. Whatever a 

composer says of his music, this is not the only interpretation and might well be a 

delusion, as the politicians also understand.402 And it is the very indeterminacy of 

music as a "language," then, which creates such paradoxical situations. 

Evidently, not only in "ancient China, music was [ ... ]unmistakably linked to 

politics."403 The musical examples discussed in this chapter have shown that the 

Chinese composer has no real and active choice between service and opposition to 

government politics. The assumption that "all culture serves someone's inter

est" 404 and the perceived need to ensure that it propagates the interest of the gov

ernment alone for fear of possible negative repercussions, for fear of the terrorist 

composer who might draw on a potentially terrorist aqdience, all of this creates a 

situation in which, depending on daily changing politics, a piece may be deemed 

zheng one day ahd be condemned as bu zheng the next. Even if Zhu Jian'er never 

intended to write his First Symphony as a straightjacket, his ideas and interpreta

tions of the Cultural Revolution so coincided with present Party policies that his 

399 Lu Sheng complains that different from some of the music by SchOnberg which could well 
be understood by Chinese audiences, Tan's piece lacked uniformity in form (he talks of a 
modernist and Westernized composition) and content (the poems of the Shijing). RMYY 

1984.7:7-9 "Ting Tan Dun xianyue sichongzou Feng-Ya-Song." 
400 At a staff meeting during the Spiritual Pollution Campaign in spring 1984, both the Beijing 

and Shanghai conservatories were considering naming (dianming) negative models: the 
candidates were Tan Dun for Beijing and Xu Shuy~ for Shanghai. In the end, the committee 
decided against this measure due to the youthful age of both Tan and Xu (interview with Xu 
Shuya). 

401 Zhu published an article directly countering Lu Sheng in RMYY 1984.9:29-31, "Xiandaipai 
qingxiangxing de jielun." During these years his publications appeared under the pseudo
nym Si Rei. 

402 This accusation had been made of music of the impressionists during the 197 4 campaign. 
403 HAN/MARK "Evolution and Revolution," p. 11. 
404 TAX "Introductory," p. 15. 
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piece could easily be taken to be "government music." Even if Qu Xiaosong 

really intended to protest, to attack his government in his First Symphony, the 

piece was never uncovered to do so. It is not up to the composer then, to be or not 

to be political, even the analysis of compositions advocating personal politics have 

shown that composers can never quite outdo the ambiguity of music as language, 

no matter how much they employ telling songs, significant musical phrases or ico

nographic writing. It is precisely the very fact that "music has no distinct 

meaning," 405 which explains that in China "all music is political." 

405 MEHNER "Pliidoyer fiir eine Autonomieiisthetik der Musik," p. 210. 



Chapter Three 

Development: How new is China's New Music? 

Die modeme Musil<: hat kein Publil<:um; 
niemand will sie (Hanns Eisler).1 

In the musical polity of China, one question has time and again arisen as a point of 
contention, the question of how new China's New Music should be. In treating 
the respective developments of New Music in different geographical parts of 
China, this chapter will focus on, and thus develop this aspect through an 
examination of the political functions of the new in New Chinese Music.2 

A key element in New Music in the West is its degree of originality: the "true 
artist" is expected to be an innovator. Within China's tradition, however, origi
nality is not a standard virtue.3 Rather, imitation, a definite vice in Western aes
thetics, at least since the age of romanticism, has been considered a positive 
quality.4 In China, imitation may show reverence for a teacher or an ancestor 
whom one copies. The quality of poetry as of music and art, according to Leys, 
"does not reside in a creation of new signs but in a new way of using conventional 
signs [ ... ] in Chinese art, the emphasis is always on interpretation rather than on 

EISLER Dialektik, p. 38/39. Cf. also Guanyu xiandai xifang yinyue, p. 93: "modernist music 
has no audience." 

2 For the purpose of this chapter the techniques of what has been termed "modem" and 
"avantgardist" music are taken as representative traits of New Music (cf. DANUSER "Zur 
Kritil<: der musil<:alischen Postmodeme," esp. p. 4-8). The technical aspects of this newness 
are explained in VOGT Neue Musik. For the question of whether really those techniques are 
so very new or whether they are perhaps modeled on traditional predecessors, see the 
discussion in chapter four and in UNG" What is New?" 

3 It is hence not surprising, that despite the fact that the concept of the composer entered China 
in the late nineteenth century, even today, one comes across numerous tapes and writings 
which elaborate on the names of compositions rather than composers. Similar observations 
are made in FOKKEMA "Creativity and Politics," p. 607, and in my interview with Qian 
Nanzhang: he reported that for political reasons, some Taiwan producers would sell tapes 
with compositions by mainland composers without mention of the composers' names. 

4 The greatest accomplishment for a traditional Chinese painter was to imitate as perfectly as 
possible the works of a famous painter. Even in calligraphy, featuring the most eccentric 
artists in China, the calligrapher is copying the image of a character. In music, too, the 
musician re-interprets well-established tunes by varying on the melodic structure transmitted 
by oral teaching. Innovation only lies in the degree of variation (cf. WITZLEBEN "Jiangnan 
Sizhu," p. 252, and KOUWENHOVEN "The Age of Pluralism," p. 83). 
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invention." 5 Innovation, then, in a Western sense, is an anathema to the Chinese 
artist. One specialist concludes: 

Art is essentially technique: Chinese civilization discovered centuries ago 
the correct way to paint a tree or compose music for the pipa, and this 
method must not be changed. The artist is simply the technician who puts 
the method into practice. [Whereas] to the Westerner anything which is not 
innovative is not art, [ ... ] to the Easterner, anything which is innovative is 
not art.6 

Even in Western-style Chinese music this type of attitude has prevailed.7 
Where the use of conventional signs such as the tritone or the diabolus in musica 
to depict evil characters in Red Detachment might appear hackneyed, if not 
anachronistic, to the Western ear, it is hailed as an artistic achievement in certain 
emic (Chinese traditional and revolutionary) terms. Chen Qigang's observations 
on composition teaching at the Central Conservatory in Beijing point in the same 
direction: " Good imitation is already accepted in China as something positive. 
This is different from the West were it is only a stage in the teaching of a compo
sition-student. In the West, you,have to leave other's standards. In China, if you 
write well in the style of, say, Debussy, the teacher will like it a lot." s 

Not only is it possible then, traditionally, to hail "conservative" art, new, inno
vative art, in tum, may be, traditionally, condemned. The dangerous tunes of 
Zheng, as will be remembered, were not simply songs originating in Zheng coun
try: they were perceived as xin sheng (new sounds, new music), the antonym to 
politically correct musica antiqua. The term xin sheng is indeed used inter
changeably with Zheng zhi sheng (the sounds of Zheng).9 And the Yueji writes: 

In the new music the dancers enter and retire stooped without any order. 
The music is noisy and deafens the ear unceasingly. [ ... ] This music does 

5 LEYS Burning Forest, p. 35. Cf. also MYERS Way of the Pipa, p. 34-36. 
6 ZEPP" Interface," p. 128. Emphasis is mine. 
7 The strong defense of originality in Wu Zuqiang's argumentation in RMYY 1986.4:6/7 "Lishi 

shi bu hui chongfu de" shows ex negativo that many a Chinese composer still has not shed 
the robe of tradition. 

8 Wu Dinglian complains that the idea of originality has not entered China along with Western 
musical technique; he criticizes some Chinese composers for falling too much under the in
fluence of their Western idols: "In the study of composition, one needs to understand these 
techniques but then has to go beyond them. Polish sonorism is akin to Chinese concepts, the 
beautiful atmosphere in Lutoslawski or Ligeti can well be adapted but it is necessary to go 
beyond the original. It might be o.k. to 'write in the style of if at least you say it, don't claim 
to be original." 

9 DIENY Poesie Classique, p. 21-23, and ibid. p. 31: "Par 'sons de Tcheng,' il faut bien en
tendre, etymologiquement du moins, la musique du pays de Tcheng. Mais cette musique a dil 
paraitre assez caracteristique pour que son nom servit tres tot d'antonyme a la musique an
cienne." 
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not deserve to be discussed and cannot be linked with the music of ancient 
times. This is the way of modem music.10 

The suppression of New Music is thus legitimized in tradition. And even today, 
the prejudice against this "noisy" and "deafening" music is evident in Taiwan, 11 

Hong Kong,12 and in the PRC. A 1959 evaluation of the modernist school in the 
Party journal Renmin Yinyue echoes the wording of the Yueji: 

Most of their music uses dissonances or even all noise as sources. There
fore, it is not possible to hear any normal human emotion and personality in 
their music. In essence they are advocating mysticism, insanity and extreme 
individualism. If the modem reactionary music is not thoroughly criticized 
and is let free, it can bring the art of music into total disaster. 13 

New Music, as the music of Zheng, would bring disaster, it stands for wangguo 
zhi yin (the sounds of a perished country) and is condemned for its "deafening 
noise," its "disorder," and its "mysticism," 14 its "insanity," 15 and its "extreme 
individualism." Many of these reproaches are perpetuated until the present day: a 
paper for the second PRC conference on musical aesthetics in 1982 remarked that 
"extreme demands for newness are the cause for obscure and abstract works of art 

10 KAUFMANN Musical References, p. 42/43. 
11 Some of Zeng Xingkui's compositions are condemned for their unintelligibility since they do 

not use conventional techniques (cf. YYYYX 1986.160:95-97 "Qianweide, xiandaide Zeng 
Xingkui" ). On similar controversies in the early sixties cf. YOU Taiwan xiandai yinyue fa
zhan, p. 30-35. 

12 The constant efforts at promotion of New Music in Hong Kong have hardly been very fruit
ful. From my own experience, the annual series of concerts presenting compositions by 
Hong Kong composers organized by the Hong Kong Composers' Guild is apparently only 
visited by the composers themselves, their families and a few friends. 

13 RMYY 1959.2:2 "Xiandai zichanjieji fandong yinyue liupai qianjie." Emphasis is mine. 
14 This reproach is not restricted to China alone. In the fifties and sixties, the discussion of the 

difficulties modem, especially serialist music posed to audiences, ran high among Western 
musicians and intellectuals, as well. Guanyu xiandai xifang yinyue (p. 57ft), can therefore 
quote an American text for its attack on these difficulties with New Music. In Taiwan, this 
problem is prevalent, too, as an interview with Wu Dinglian held as late as 1985 shows. The 
journalist and the composer both doubt the success of modem music in Taiwan due to its se
mantic difficulties (cf. YYGT 1985.40:23 "Kan Wu Dinglian zishuo zihua"). Faced with 
similar difficulties of understanding, Hong Kong composers and educators have finally, in 
1992, decided to introduce a secondary school project devoted to the explanation of the 
enigmas of modem music. For a documentation cf. CHOW Dangdai yinyue. 

15 Cf. Guanyu xiandai xifang yinyue p. 42. Even in the 1980s some of the extreme develop
ments in modem music are taken up for ridicule. An important topic is soundless music 
made explicit in Cage's composition 4'33 composed in 1952 (Cf. Yinyue de mingyun, p. 14, 
and Guanyuyuzhou tiantiyinyue, esp. p. 1-3, andRMYY1984.1:2 "Weijianshe"). Similarly, 
a concert performance in the United States of a silent piece for grand choir (no composer 
given) is mentioned as early as 1960 (Guanyu xiandai xifang yinyue, p. 79) and recurs in a 
document of 1985 (Guanyu yuzhou tianti yinyue, p. 2). 
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departing totally from life and the doctrines of Marxism." 16 A few pages later, 
the paper continues: "Listening to too much of this type of music in its attempt to 
aestheticize ugliness!? might have detrimental influences on the psyche." 18 The 
general character of New Music, be it the music of Zheng as in the Yueji, the 
music of the reactionaries or the music of the capitalists as in PRC documents, 
remains largely the same. It is a degenerate, immoral type of music. 

One sure sign of danger in a Chinese cultural context is the alleged "extreme in
dividualism" to be found in works of New Music. 19 This, another virtue in 
Western aesthetics (again, at least since the age of Romanticism), is condemned in 
Chinese tradition: few other cultures can compare with the Chinese in the art of 
suppressing the ego and "extinguishing the self."20 The moral dominance of 
gong (public=good) over si (private=bad) is embedded in the earliest of Chinese 
philosophical writings.21 These concepts have also made their way into the 

1§ Quanguo dierci yinyue meixue zuotanhui, p. 4. This sentence already appears in an earlier 
document which argues that the-extreme novelty of New Music might astonish some for a 
few moments, but the novelty will wear off for the music is separated from life and the peo
ple. Cf. for comparison Guanyu xiandai xifang yinyue, p. 11. 

17 This had been the accusation of Hindemith in Guanyu xiandai xifang yinyue, p. 26. 
18 Quanguo dierci yinyue meixue zuotanhui, p. 8. Again, many of these points have been raised 

by critics of New Music not just in China but all over the world. SCHNEIDER Welt, was 
frag'ich nach dir?, p. 391, shows that these points were held just as well by a different 
political camp: "Der bfugerliche Konzertsaal und die biirgerliche Oper verbannten neue 
Musik auf ein isoliertes Terrain, entscharften sie zum exzentrischen Reversbild der 'normal' -
neutralen Klassikrezeption." 

19 Individualism not only in modem music but also in Western romantic music had in the PRC 
come under vigorous attack in the 1960s, as articles denouncing "emotionalism" 
(Weiqingzhuyi) in RMYY 1965.3:38-40 "Fandui yinyuezhong de 'weiqinglun"' show. It is 
remarkable, how many of the composers, be they from Taiwan, Hong Kong or the PRC 
during the interviews emphasize their interest in conveying their individuality through their 
music. To me, this is a sign of stress. They need to say it, for it does not come naturally to 
them. Cf. also the remark in a document of 1961 Guanyu dangqian wenxue yishu gongzuo de 
yijian, p. 6: "the question of pluralism, [ ... ) the question of fulfilling the multifarious 
demands of the people, the question of individuality and the question of artistic talent are all 
in all the question of how the arts can better serve politics." There are some articles such as 
LI "Xin yinyue" (ZGYYX 1986.2:20) which advocate individualism, but the theme remains 
ambiguous as other articles such as SHI "Guanyu yinyue xinchao" (YYYJ 1988.2:40/41) 
show. 

20 Cf. JENNER "1979," p. 281, TAY "Obscure Poetry," p. 147.150, PYE Mandarin and 
Cadre, p. 32. Although individualism was recognized out of necessity during the early 
eighties (cf. Deng Xiaoping's speech to literary and art workers in DENG Wenxuan, p. 182) 
as a response to the extreme standardization of the Cultural Revolution and manifested in Liu 
Zaifu' s influential essay "On the subjectivity of literature," it evidently is a difficult virtue to 
defend in a Chinese context (cf. LINK Evening Chats, p. 132). Cf. the derogatory remarks on 
individualism in music of the xinchao in WANG Jinxiandai Yinyueshi, p. 12. 

21 For a short (and somewhat cursory) discussion of si and gong in Chinese culture cf. ROWE 
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twentieth century, again perhaps most evidently in the PRC: there, attacks on self
expression22 can be traced back all the way to the first rectification campaign, 23 
they are prevalent during the anti-Rightist movement;24 climax during the Cultural 
Revolution;25 and are taken up in Spiritual Pollution vituperation.26 

Not only narcissism of which the modernists are accused is a sign of their poten
tial threat. The moral decadence27 allegedly expressed in their dangerous tunes is 
a second sign of political jeopardy.28 Frequently, real or imaginary allusions to 
sexuality are cited as evidence for the intimated decadence of New Music:29 Chu 

"Public Sphere." For individualism as a general vice in the PRC cf. STARR Ideology and 
Culture, p. 151. 

22 SchOnberg is attacked for individualism due to his alleged statement that acoustics in concert 
halls were better without the audience, hence, music should only be recorded, not performed 
to audience. Cf. Guanyu xiandai xifang yinyue, p. 43. 

23 Cf. GOLDMAN Literary Dissent, esp. p. 83. 
24 In an essay in Wenti taolun 1.8.1958, published neibu by the Fujian Arts chamber, a self

critical writer remarks on his songs smelling of selfishness, for he created them, closed-off in 
his little room ("Wei shenme xiebuchu xiangxiang de zuopin," p. 6). 

25 Cf. LU "Revolution in Symphonic music," p. 17: "Symphonic music, which reached its 
highest development during the rise of capitalism, serves bourgeois politics. In addition to 
reflecting the life of the court and the aristocrats and gentlemen of the bourgeois class, it 
teaches selfish individualism and self-expression." The emphasis on communal composition 
during the Cultural Revolution is an attempt to remedy this situation. 

26 Cf. RMYY 1984.1:2-4 and RMYY 1983.12:10-14 "Wei jianshe." Interestingly, during the 
Third Reich, too, "everything modem in musical style was condemned (political dictators, 
right and left, seem to arrive with a built-in reactionary taste in the arts). The new disso
nances, especially atonality, as well as jazz or jazz-influenced works, were censured: they 
smelled of revolution, of independent thinking, they were not Aryan." (PERRIS Music as 
Propaganda, p. 55). For the implications of Nazi-policy towards the arts and an interesting 
documentary survey cf. MEYER The politics of music and WULF Musik im dritten Reich. 
For a Chinese view of the" abuse" of classical music by using elements of Jazz and Rock cf. 
Yinyue de mingyun, p. 2.12, and, referring to Strawinsky' s music, Guanyu xiandai xifang yin
yue, p. 39. 

27 References for decadence can be found in Guanyu xiandai xifang yinyue, p. 43, later (p. 69) a 
whole school of decadence is mentioned, including Debussy and Ravel. Cf. also ZGYYX 
1988.2: 113 "Fazhan dangdai yinyue" a remarkable article which complains that New Music, 
once mentioned in the PRC, was immediately said to be decadent and rotten despite the fact 
that no-one had ever sat down and actually analyzed the music or knew it properly. 

28 A reason for attributing immorality to the music of Zheng is given in DIENY Poesie clas
sique, p. 31: "Les hommes et les femmes du pays de Tcheng [Zheng] se rassemblaient sur les 
bords de la Tchen et de la Wei et s'excitaient mutuellement par des chansons: c'est pour cette 
raison que les sons de Tcheng sont 'licencieux' ." 

29 Again, such accusations are not restricted to the Chinese context alone: Stalin was apparently 
shocked about the copulating scene in Lady Macbeth (1932), and Hitler never forgave Hin
demith who in his opera Neues vom Tage (1928/29) had a lady appear in a bathtub (cf. 
EBERLE "Neuropathien und Verwesungssymptome," p. 9). 

I 
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Lan mentions the "modernist school, fauvism and strip-tease" in one breath. 30 

Continual drives against pornography and so-called Huangse yinyue (yellow mu
sic) and literature in China, have been carried out since Chiang Kaishek's New 
Life Movement,31 one of the first (and rather unsuccessful attempts) of this kind. 
Under the GMD, Li Jinhui's educational Song and Dance Movement was soon 
accused of being lascivious, while at around the same time the Communists called 
for the eradication of sexual elements in the yangge. A few decades later, erotic 
and superstitious elements in Chinese Opera were to be censored both in the PRC 
and in Taiwan.32 And even today, in the PRC, as well as in Taiwan and Hong 
Kong anything to do with love and sexual relations, be it in literature, art or music, 
is habitually banned:33 there is an on-going discussion over the painting of 
nudes,34 Tan Dun remembers that his On Taoism35 was criticized by the Chinese 
Communists for its apparent explicit depiction of perverted sexual dreams,36 and 

30 PR 1974.31:8 "Decade ofRevolµtion." This accusation is, however, in no way restricted to 
modernist music alone: during the Cultural Revolution, even the Butterfly Violin Concerto 
(1959) was considered unsuitable for socialist mass audiences because of its depiction of per
sonal love (cf. BROOK "Revival," p. 114). 

31 Cf. YEH Alienated Academy, p. 191: "The ideologues of the New Life Movement lashed out 
in particular against what they perceived as the decadent and corrosive side of an urban mi
lieu, epitomized by the popularity of Hollywood films." One victim of"yellow" accusations 
in the thirties was Li Jinhui (1891-1967), a songwriter (WU "Dalu de yinyuejia", p. 
235/236). For Li's gewu yundong and the eventual accusation of writing" sexy" songs cf. FU 
"Music Chronicle," p. 256/257. 

32 Yangge-reforms are the subject matter of HOLM Art and Ideology in Revolutionary China. 
Opera-reform is discussed for the PRC in MICHEL Peking-Oper and for Taiwan in 
JOHNSON" Reform." Numerous references for the Communist drive in the fifties are given 
in Guanyu huangse yinyue, and ZGYYX 1988.2: 110 "Fazhan dangdai yinyue." For a similar 
continued emphasis on Taiwan cf. a report in China Handbook 1966/67, p. 416, which men
tions that since the foundation of the Chinese Writers and Artists Association in 1950, this 
organization had taken the initiative in launching a self-disciplinary "culture purification" 
movement to weed out three moral evils: Communist ideological infiltration, defamation and 
obscenity. 

33 A complete ban was imposed during the Cultural Revolution as reported in LINK "Limits," 
p. 138, but even nowadays pornography can be obtained legally (as neibu publications) only 
by high cadres and scholars, for exuberant prizes. The free sale of pornographic literature 
and other products can incur the death penalty (CHIANG "Peking's Campaign against Por
nography"). LOUIE "Love Stories," p. 86, remarks that "despite the breaking of so many 
taboos, [ ... ] sex remains a topic that cannot be elaborated." 

34 Cf. COHEN, New Chinese painting, p. 46, who explains that even after the Cultural Revolu
tion, painters were discouraged to use nudes in their paintings since nude-painting was not 
part of China's tradition. The strongest criticism on this point was dished out to ever-con
troversial Yuan Yunsheng (ibid p. 39/40). 

35 For an analysis of the piece see chapter four, part two. 
36 "Shi Fu said my music sounded like erotic, capitalist sexism." 
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Zhang Huili was asked to change the title of a composition, Qingren (The Lover), 
by Nationalist government orders. 

The traditional belief that the music of a country reflects and influences the state 
of its government hence creates a very real sense of threat. Chiang Kaishek ex
plained: 

In spite of the beneficial influence exerted by the national anthem and 
college and military songs, however, it cannot be gainsaid that the delirious 
effects of commercialized theatrical performances and movies for the 
amusement of the general public are enormous. This poses a grave danger 
to the physical and mental health of the citizens. 37 

His fears are echoed a few decades later by Chu Lan: "The essence of this nu
merous and varied junk [modernism] is to poison and benumb the minds of the 
people."38 The advocates of New Arts are seen as an anarchic force which could 
eventually topple the government, a thought which relies heavily on traditional 
imagery. What Dieny describes for traditional China is evident in contemporary 
China, too: 

[L]e progres des mauvaises musiques est presente comme un aspect de la 
dislocation de l'empire et de l'essor anarchique des cultures locales, rivales 
de la Voie unificatrice des anciens rois.39 

New Music, which is described as "ugly," "insane" and "without any order," 
embodies one of the most abhorred phenomena in Chinese statecraft in the past 
and today: luan (chaos).40 A music that was heard as chaotic was feared not only 
to mirror but even to increase the sense of luan in the country. To quote Adorno: 

Wahrend an der neuen Musik dem von der Produktion abgeschnittenen Pub
likum die Oberflache befremdend klingt, gingen doch ihre exponiertesten 
Phanomene aus eben den gesellschaftlichen und anthropologischen Voraus
setzungen hervor, welche die eigenen der Harer sind. Die Dissonanzen, die 
sie schrecken, reden von ihrem eigenen Zustand: Einzig darum sind sie 
ihnen unertraglich.41 

37 PRICE San Min Chu I: The three Principles of the people with two supplementary chapters 
by Chiang Kai-shek, p. 304. 

38 PR 1974.31:8 "A Decade of Revolution." 
39 DIENY Poesie classique, p. 30. 
40 PYE Mandarin and Cadre, p. 34: "The powerful urge for orderliness is driven by intense 

Chinese fear of luan, disorder and confusion. For all the bold talk to the effect that 'disorder 
is everywhere, the situation is excellent,' the Chinese political leaders manifestly want dis
ciplined behaviour on the part of everyone." 

41 ADORNO Philosophie, p. 18. HENZE Musik und Politik, p. 137, also argues similarly, 
treating music as the image of its time: "[ ... ] zu behaupten, daB man heute Musik schreiben 
kann, die nicht gebrochen ist, die nicht den Zustand von Verheerung widerspiegelt, dem die 
Menschen im Spatkapitalismus [this applies to other political systems just as much] unter
worfen sind, heillt, Musik mit Scheuklappen schreiben." I have argued above, that music is 
an unclear mirror of its time for it is unable to speak the wrongs of the times. Furthermore, as 
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Adorno reasons that the chaos the audience hears is a mirror of the social truth. 
He explains the dislike of an audience to listen to New Music by contending that 
they are frightened to hear what they do not want to hear about themselves. I have 
argued above that it is almost never the music, the notes themselves, which can tell 
of and picture "realities." Rather, it is the verbal interpretation given to or 
invented by some speaker which makes an audience conclude that the music 
signifies a certain reality. It is true, as SchOnberg once said: "Das Kunstwerk 
vermag das zu spiegeln, was man hineinsieht. [ ... ] Aber dieses Spiegelbild zeigt 
nicht den Orientierungsplan des Kunstwerks, sondern den Plan unserer 
Orientierungsmethode."42 The semantics of music is manufactured only in the 
process of its reception. Nevertheless, the psychology of Adorno's argument 
prevails: it is the perceived chaos of such music, perceived as the mirror of social 
truth, which makes it uncomfortable to those who are interested in keeping the 
status quo.43 And it is for this reason that composers in Communist China, just as 
much as in Nationalist Taiwan and in Colonial Hong Kong44 are not supposed to 
"depict" 4s those uncomfortable,.realities and that they are often encouraged to 
write "positive" (i.e. conservative) music. 

FEDERHOFER, (in-) famous for his scorn for New Music, explains in his Neue Musik, p. 
108: "DaB es im 20. Jahrhundert Barbarei gab und immer noch gibt, leugnet niemand. Wer 
aber aus den <lurch sie verursachten gesellschaftlichen Antagonismen eine negative Asthetik 
entwickelt, mill3te zuerst erklaren, weshalb Barbarei, wie Sklaverei, Leibeigenschaft, Folter, 
in frtiheren Jahrhunderten kUnstlerische Hochstleistungen nicht verhindert hat." 

42 SCHONBERG Harmonielehre, p. 32. 
43 EISLER Dialektik, "Unsere Kampfmusik" (1932), p. 104, concludes: "Es ist klar, daB 

modeme Musik, die kapitalistischen Zustande in aller HaBlichkeit und Verworrenheit wider
spiegelt, fiir diese Zwecke des Volksbetruges weniger geeignet ist, denn sie sagt zuviel iiber 
die Faulnis und Zersetzung unserer Zeit aus." He concludes that it is for this reason that the 
capitalists do not use this music. The Communists did not either and similarly labelled the 
same kind of music, music which might be dangerous to them, because they are not quite sure 
what it is saying. As Prokofieff once put it: "Formalist is what you don't understand at first 
hearing." 

44 In Taiwan and Hong Kong, as will be seen soon, it is not so much the government as the 
audiences which "dictate" the turn to conservatism. 

45 In chapter two, I have tried to show that the argument, that a certain type of music actually 
"depicts" a certain social environment, does not hold true. Otherwise, the Internationale 
could not possibly stand both for the Communist government as in Hongse niangzijun and 
the students demonstrating against this very government as in Zeng Xingkui's Elegia de 
Tiananmen. 
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Part One 
New Music in Mainland China: between liberalism and repression 

Das groBte Ungltick der russischen Litera
tur ist, daB sie sich nicht organisch 
entwickeln darf wie der Herzschlag in der 
Menschenbrust, sondern daB man fiber sie 
bestimmt wie fiber die Fahrt von Ztigen. 
(Victor Erlich)46 

"You know, my friend, in China hair is our pride and our bane. How many people 
since ancient times have suffered because of it, all to no purpose," 47 says a pro
tagonist in "The Story of the Hair" by Lu Xun, written in the early twenties. He 
continues: "Hair is insignificant, yet I've no idea how many Chinese suffered or 
died just on account of it." 48 The story describes some of the turns hair fashions 
have taken in China due to political developments, and Lu Xun could not know 
how prophetic his statements would be even for the present: the massacre in 
Y angzhou49 at the end of the Ming rung in the reign of "queued" Manchus. 
Some centuries later, their dynastic rule was in tum rocked by the rebellion of the 
"long-haired" Taipings. After the 1911 revolution everyone had to cut their 
queues not to be mistaken for a monarchist. The girls' student movement was ac
companied by the bobbing of their hair in the twenties and thirties, 50 a sign of fe
male liberation in China as abroad. Perms were fashionable in the fifties and six
ties but dangerous during the Cultural Revolution since they could be interpreted 
as "bourgeois." The long hair of male rock-groups emerging in the eighties was 
(and is) an act of provocation and explains at least one aspect of their political dif
ficulties. "Nobody can beat a hairdresser when it comes to spotting political 
changes," 51 says a Chongqing hairstylist in the nineties echoing Lu's fictional 
figure. 

The politics of hairstyles52 reflect some of the oscillations between liberalism 
and repression which have determined China's cultural (and other) politics.53 Pe-

46 ERLICH Formalismus, p. 165/166. 
47 LU Call to Arms, "Hair," p. 40. 
48 LU Call to Arms, "Hair," p. 41. 
49 Cf. the Yangzhou shiriji. 
50 Even some of Shanghai's high-class prostitutes, the flower girls, appear with new hairstyles 

according to the times. Compare the portraits in Haiqinglou tuji (1892), Huaguo baimei tu 
(1918) and the photograph of Miss Shanghai 1947 in WEI Crucible, illustration 21. 

51 SPENCE Search, p. 721. For a discussion of the political use of the hairdresser in Chinese 
caricature and literature cf. WAGNER Service Trade, p. 495-507, and WAGNER 
"Vorbemerkung zu WANG MENG," esp. p. 253. 

52 For a similar discussion of the politics of fashion cf. YEH Alienated Academy, p. 222-226: 
her chapter "The gown, the suit and the uniform" associates each with a particular lifestyle 
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riods of "letting a hundred flowers bloom" have alternated with periods of sup
pression and destruction of these very same flowers. A first Party-instigated at
tempt to encourage spontaneous criticism in the mid-fifties turned into the Anti
Rightist campaign, 54 a second attempt to allow for mass and especially youth 
movements during the Cultural Revolution was followed by the restrictive xia
xiang policy. Western orchestras were allowed to visit China in 1973 almost in 
preparation of a crackdown on Western capitalist art and music in 1974.55 The 
late seventies introduced new individual rights in industry and agriculture, but 
~uppressed demands for individual rights in politics at the democracy wall56 in 
1978/79. The eighties, although generally opening doors, 57 featured campaigns 
against spiritual pollution and bourgeois liberalization which culminated in the 
crackdown in 1989. Aptly, the campaign against bourgeois liberalization was 
accompanied by a craze for "bourgeois" pianos: Chinese households discovered 
the "Xinghai-Piano" as an object of prestige and a precious gift for their single 
child. 58 Time and again identical demands for freedom of speech, for democracy 
and human rights have dominate<;! all major thaws. But the pendulum continues to 
swing first one way, then the other, and the government, too, perpetuates certain 
demands.59 

Chinese musical history reads like "The Story of the Hair." 60 It is a story of 
change and discontinuity, and a story of uniformity and repetition61 at the same 

and political attitude. 
53 For a discussion of the influence of politics on music cf. GUO "Yinxiang yinyue chuang

zuo." A similar view of the dichotomies in China's political make-up cf. PYE Mandarin and 
Cadre, esp. 38-44. 

54 Cf. GOLDMAN Literary Dissent. 
55 The London Symphony, the Vienna Symphony, the Irish, and the Philadelphia symphony 

came to China to play programmes including Beethoven's Fifth, Sixth and Seventh sym
phonies, Dvorak:'s Eighth and Ninth Symphonies, Brahms' First Symphony and the Violin 
Concerto, Schubert, Strauss, Respighi, Barber and the Yellow River Concerto. Cf. CR 
1973.2217:41-42 "Music for Friendship," CR 1973.22/12:28-29 "The Philadelphia Orchestra 
performs in China." 

56 Wei Jingsheng's demands for a Fifth Modernization are described in LADUGUIE "Human 
Rights" and SPENCE Search, p. 660. 

57 In music, 1986 was an important year opening up acceptance for the ideas of the modernist, 
individualist and pluralist youth. The privately organized Wuhan Conference in December 
1985 manifested all these beliefs and was enormously influential: cf. "Xin yinyue" in 
ZGYYX 1986.2:12-21 and "Wuhan 'Qingnian zuoqujia xinzuo jiaoliuhui"' in ZGYYX 
1986.2:4-11. 

58 CR 1987.36/1:44-45 "Piano Fever." The "Xinghai Piano" is a Chinese production named 
after the" People's Composer" Xian Xinghai. 

59 Cf. HAMM" Music and Radio," p. 6. 
60 Incidentally, KRAUS Pianos and Politics, p. 145, reports that the musicians of the Central 

Philharmonic during the Cultural Revolution began to perform in the uniform of the People's 
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time. Perpetuated are themes such as massification,62 tradition,63 capitalist mod

ernism, 64 and the class character. of music. The latter topic, for instance, is dis

cussed in writings from the sixties65 and climaxes during the Cultural Revolution 

in 1974 during the debate on untitled and absolute music. 66 Tchaikovsky, for in

stance, was criticized since his music embodied "a bourgeois ideological system 

fundamentally antagonistic to the proletariat." His music was allegedly "used by 

the Soviet revisionists to debilitate the moral character of the Soviet working 

class," though cleverly disguised as "music belonging to the national heritage." 67 

The identical argument returns ten years later in a collection of articles of 1982. 

These newer texts fail to genuinely question the theoretical basis for attributing 

class character to music. They fall back on the old axiomatic track of stating 

"undoubtedly music has class character."68 One author starts out by arguing that 

perhaps music, especially absolute music, does not mean, or say anything, and yet 

later he contradicts himself again, repeating old prejudices against popmusic and 

Liberation Army and received military haircuts. 
61 For the nature and danger of repetitions in China's musical history cf. RMYY 1986.4:6-8 

"Lishi shi bu hui chongfu de." On the schizophrenic simultaneous use of change and conti

nuities in Chinese politics cf. COHEN "Post-Mao Reforms," p. 519. 

62 For a recent discussion of this aspect of musical creation cf. RMYY 1989.1:21-22 "Mubiao: 

Duoyuanhua" and the continous outbursts by Lu Ji which generally touch upon the necessity 

to write music for the masses. The remarks by Chinese composers on the importance of 

audience response reported below, also show the perpetuity of this concern. 

63 For the latest reference of a discussion on Yang wei zhong yong cf. a report from the Zhong

guo yinyue shixue yantaohui November 1992 in ZGYY 1993.1:14. A survey of some of the 

relevant writings over the years is given in chapter four, part one. For earlier references cf. 

LIU "Neizhan shiqi," p. 22-25.87. The entire chapter is an informative discussion of the 

politics of traditionalism and music. On the selective use of tradition cf. WANG Jinxiandai 

Yinyueshi, p. 40-46, and MICHEL Peking-Oper. 
64 For important arguments in the debate during the early decades of the PRC see HAN Zi Xi zu 

Dong vol. 2, p. 144-152. He gives a list of the denounced pieces and reasons for their disfa

vour. The classical modernists such as Shostakovitch, SchOnberg, Debussy and Stravinsky 

are mentioned, less so the avantgarde composers, they are simply subsumed under the head

ing "modernism and formalism." Electronic music and musique concrete are denounced as 

products of imperialism. The debate is taken up in the eighties during the campaign against 

Spiritual Pollution. 
65 Cf. for instance Guanyu xiandai xifang yinyue of 1960, or RMYY 1965.1 :33-35 "Li Ling 

tongzhi de cuowu lilun" which starts off with a telling first sentence: "Music has class char

acter." 
66 Cf. the articles in Lun yinyue de jiejixing. BROOK "Revival," p. 118, attributes the stress 

the editorials at the time put on taking this debate seriously to the lack of conviction in the 

campaign by many people. The later ambiguous developments in the 1980s (described be

low) do not support his argument, and pre-Cultural Revolution theories also prepared ground 

for the kind oflogic employed by the writers of the Maoist faction. 

67 BROOK "Revival," p. 119, here translates from the Guangming Daily of 1.8.74. 

68 Cf. WU" Yinyue de jiejixing," p. 8. 

-J,-; 
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arbitrarily determin.es the "natural and evident" meaning of some select 

(absolute!) music from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries as "heroic, and na

tionalistic."69 Similarly, a second article with an air of sophistication and pro

fundity, questions the usefulness of class character in the analysis of music, and 

argues that a piece should not be evaluated according to its class character alone, 70 

but then concludes with well-established arguments: that it is not enough to rely 

on subjective (si) emotions in interpreting a piece of music, that one cannot simply 

look at a piece of music completely disregarding all possible words and thoughts 

by the composer, and that one needs to examine the circumstances of the creation 

and the entire background of the composer to determine the "true meaning and 

nature" of a composition.71 

This discussion is closely related to that on absolute and titled music which had 

already flared up in the sixties, 72 reaching its climax during the Cultural Revolu

tion, especially in 1974.73 During a period of calm in the early eighties, and per

haps as a reaction to Cultural Revolutionary policies, students were discouraged to 

write music with titles. 14 The .. ambiguity of absolute music could now be ac

knowledged openly and the topic approached from a scientific, historicising point 

of view. It was even possible to incorporate some of the traditional (Daoist) 

teaching on the ambiguity of music.75 Soon enough, however, the spiritual pollu-

69 WU" Yinyue de jiejixing," p. 4/5. 
70 WU "Lun Yinyue zuopin de jiejixing," p. 42. 
71 WU "Lun Yinyue zuopin de jiejixing," p. 46.4 7. The question of the unspeakability of mu

sic is very openly examined in Yinyue de xingxiang yu chouxiang, an article which develops 

some of the ideas touched upon in the article above, but which draws logical rather than po

litical conclusions from it, conclusions which might well be instigated by the translation of 

Hanslick's Vom Musikalisch-Sch6nen in the early eighties. 
72 Cf. LIU "Neizhan shiqi," p. 25-26, who in the footnotes gives an extensive list of examples. 

73 WU "Maoist Struggle," p. 38, concludes that this criticism was a direct response to the 

opening of international avenues in 1973 and the invitation of several foreign orchestras: 

" The criticism of untitled music is nothing short of a struggle to consolidate the Maoist po

sition in the realm of music which has been eroded following the recent contact with the out

side world." 
74 Personal Communication with Tan Dun and Qu Xiaosong, Maastricht, 3.5.1992. Cf. also the 

unusually high number of compositions by young composers during this period which have 

absolute titles such as Fantasia (Chen Qigang 1979), Overture (Tan Dun 1981), String quar

tet (Zhao Xiaosheng 1981), Variations (Tan Dun 1983), Piano Quintet (Chen Xiaoyong 

1984), Concerto (Qu Xiaosong 1985), Symphony (Qu Xiaosong 1986). Guo Wenjing re

marked that the topic of absolute and programme music was taboo for a while after the Cul

tural Revolution for no-one wanted to be mistaken for a follower of Jiang Qing. It seems that 

this point has been overlooked in KOUWENHOVEN "Out of the Desert," p. 65 and 

ZHANG Akkulturationsphanomene, p. 53. 
75 This direction can be explained in two ways: on the one hand, Daoist ideas on musical aes

thetics deny the possibility of the absolute interpretation of music advocated by the Confu-
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tion campaign featured a retake of the question" can absolute music express poli
tics?" 76 

One other continuity in Chinese musical history is the reverence for China's two 
"People's Composers," Xian Xinghai and Nie Er. There must have been more ar
ticles published on these two composers in the years since liberation than on all 
other Chinese composers taken as a whole.77 Accordingly, Wang Lisan was 
branded a rightist and sent to the countryside for his article on the symphonic mu
sic of Xian Xinghai published in April 1957.78 His critical musical analysis
however justified-was not an appropriate stand to be taken toward a "People's 
Composer." Similarly, in post-Mao China, the "credits" of the Gang of Four 
were further diminished by collecting "black material" 79 on their attempts at 
thwarting a concert in memory of the thirtieth anniversary of the death of Xian 
Xinghai and the fourtieth anniversary of the death of Nie Er in 1975.80 A "black" 
document describes the "vicious" workings of the Gang of Four. They had al
legedly given orders neither to invite many people, nor to advertise the concert on 
national television. Also, they had apparently deliberately "forgotten" to mention 
that it was a concert in memoriam of the two composers. Their alleged behaviour 

cians (cf. the points made on Daoist musical aesthetics in YUAN Liuchao meixue, esp. p. 
108/109, and WANG Zhengshi xuanxue, p. 337-343), on the other hand, Hanslick's Vom 
Musikalisch-Sch6nen which emphasizes that music does not convey certain semiotic 
meaning, a book discussed at the first of the conferences on musical aesthetics in 1979 (cf. 
JIN" Musikforschung," p. 305), in its translation had a great impact on young composers and 
musicologists alike. Repercussions are such articles as RMYY 1984. l :48-50 "'Yinwei' haishi 
'tiaozhan"' which deals with different meanings of Beethoven's fate motif, furthermore 
ZGYYX 1986.2:131-141 "Yinyue fenxi yujianshang," RMYY 1986.10:32-33 "Chun yinyue 
yu biaoti yinyue," and RMYY 1988.1:24-26 "Juedui yinyue sixiang." All of these articles 
are in accordance with the document Yinyue de xingxiang yu chouxiang, mentioned above. 
For a general discussion of the development of musical aesthetics in China cf. WANG 
"Mengsheng dao shiluo," WANG "Zhongguo dalu yinyue meixue fazhan," and GILD Die 
klassische Musikasthetik. 

76 Interview with Li Xi'an. 
77 Cf. the remarks in JIN "Musikforschung," p. 272. The lists of published books and articles 

in Zhongguo yinyue nianjian 1987-1992 suggest that this trend is now slowly changing, but 
there are still articles such as LI "Zai xin de lishi tiaojianxia, yanzhe Nie Er, Xinghai de 
daolu," advocating the two composers as models. 

78 The critique "Lun dui Xinghai tongzhi yixie jiaoxiangyue zuopin de pinglunjia wenti" 
(Some problems in assessing the artistic value of Comrade Xinghai's orchestral music) was 
published in RMYY in April 1957 and is discussed in LIU" Wenge shiqi," p. 129-132. 

79 So-called hei ziliao (black material) or fanmian ziliao (negative material) is collected com" 
monly for the conviction of political enemies. 

80 Cf. Sirenbang fandang. The fact that the concert is mentioned in the Chronicle of Chinese 
Literature albeit not as a memorial concert, shows that these points are at least partly exag
gerated. Cf. CL 1976.1:112-113 "Peking Concert of Works by Nie Erh and Hsien Hsing
hai." 
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is contrasted with a description of the fervour and support for the concert by 
certain positive figures in post-Mao China such as Zhou Enlai and his wife, and 
Liu Shikun81 and Li Delun.82 Similarly, the singers and musicians taking part in 
the concert are said to have shown their enthusiasm by never being late for re
hearsals. The fact that a composition of one of the People's composers, Xian 
Xinghai, the Yellow River Cantata was, in many ways due to the efforts of the 
same Gang of Four, one of the most well-known and most frequently played 
pieces during the Cultural Revolution, in the form of Yin Chengzong's Yellow 
River Concerto is, of course, not mentioned in this document. 

1 

Warum benutzt man immer und immer wieder dieselben abgestandenen 
Phrasen? Beifall ist immer brausend, Demokraten sind immer aufrecht, 
Adenauer ist immer heuchlerisch und zu seiner Verfilgung steht die Ade
nauerclique usw. usf. Auch dort wo derartige Bezeichnungen dem Tat
bestand genau entsprechen, verlieren sie ihre Wirkung, weil sie 
schablonenhaft geworden sind. [ ... ] Ein Journalist, der, sagen wir, einen 
Versammlungsbericht schreibt und dem Wort Be if all automatisch das Wort 
brausend beifugt-dieser Journalist hat sich den Beifall iiberhaupt nicht 
bewuBt angehi:irt. [ ... ] aus den schematischen Worten entsteht der schema
tische und daher unwahre Bericht. [ ... ] Ganz abgesehen davon, daB der 
Journalist, sollte der Beifall schon einmal brausend sein, gar kein Wort mehr 
zur Verfligung hat, um diese Tatsache auszudriicken. 83 

The meaninglessness of "ortholalia" here described by Stefan Heym is a 
meaninglessness well-known to the Chinese: constant oscillations in policies on 
the one and the perpetuation of certain themes and ways of talking on the other 

81 In 1973, the political climate relaxed and allowed for the rehabilitation of several musicians: 
He Luting and Liu Shikun were both allowed to reappear (cf. WU "Maoist Struggle," p. 37). 
In Sirenbang fandang, p. 5, Liu the pianist is positively compared with Jiang Qing's "court 
pianist" Yin Chengzong who allegedly showed no interest in the concert. For Liu who again 
fell out of political favour in 1986 cf. KRAUS Pianos and Politics, p. 161-190 and for Yin 
ibid., p. 128-160. 

82 Sirenbangfandang, p. 1.3.7. For a short biographic sketch of conductor Li Delun cf. WANG 
Xiandai yinyue shigang, p. 54. 

83 HEYM Stalin verlaj3t den Raum, "Beobachtungen zum Pressewesen in der DDR" (1953), 
p.76/77. The truth of such observations becomes evident in Cultural Revolution publications 
and reports of concerts and performances which are always " enthusiastically received" and 
appreciated by the people in the same linguistic fashion as evident in propaganda publications 
such as China Reconstructs and Peking Review. For a similar observation cf. 
ESHERlCK/WASSERSTROM "Acting out Democracy," p. 39, and PYE Mandarin and 
Cadre, p. 80/81: "in Chinese politics there is often quite a gap between words and reality. 
[ ... ] The Chinese have a propensity to ascribe reality to symbols, words and slogans often 
pass in their minds for established facts or accomplishments. This 'make-belief dimension to 
Chinese politics' makes them accept fictions as reality." 
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hand, have shaken Chinese intellectuals, artists and composers, and have pressured 
them into" ortholalia." 84 One adheres to certain linguistic conventions in order to 
avoid political danger and begins to talk along those lines. Beyond a "fitting" 
thing to say there is often a "set" way to say it, a tifa.85 There are even docu
ments such as the Gezhong cuowu de wenyi guandian huiji, a list of "mistaken 
formulations," to prescribe the language for Chinese musicologists and musi
cians.86 

Even in a Wenti taolun published by the Mass Arts Department in Fujian in the 
late 1950s, which was initiated as a place for discussion and exchange of opin
ions, 87 certain phrases such as "Life is the source of art" ss continually reappear in 
the discussions. Everybody, no matter what their topic, seems to be talking in the 
same tongue, though not necessarily about the same thing. 89 The power of self
censorship is stronger than might be expected. We have seen an example for this 
phenomenon already in the phrasing of Zhu Jian'er's article on his First Sym
phony.90 

84 This expression is analogous to orthopraxy in WATSON "Renegotiation," p. 73ff, which 
will be elaborated on in chapter four. 

85 LINK Evening Chats, p. 9. As in the GDR, certain appositions are conventionally added to 
certain people: during the Cultural Revolution, Chairman Mao was always "great," Premier 
Zhou "beloved" and Jiang Qing the "bannerholder." For the painful adherence to tifa after 
the Tiananmen massacre in official announcements cf. ESHERICK/W ASSERSTROM 
"Political Theatre," p. 36/37. For the perpetuation of such officialized language cf. 
ZAF AN OLLI Le President, p. 11: he describes that in three different and contradictory cam
paigns: "a chaque fois c'etait le meme vocabulaire et les memes slogans appliques a des 
situations et a des hommes politiques differents." 

86 This document probably dates from the Cultural Revolution. An earlier similar Hong Kong 
publication, DI Zhonggong zenyang duidai wenyi gongzuozhe? provides guidelines in dia
logue-form on what one should and should not say about cultural policies in the PRC. 

87 Cf. the editors' remarks for the 1959 edition of Wenti taolun now under the new name 
Chuangzuo tongxun 1959.9:1. 

88 Deng's speech to literary and art workers in 1979, two decades later, also emphasizes that 
they ought to" analyze and study life" as a source for their artistic creation (DENG Wenxuan, 
p. 183). This example shows, that the practice of tifa creates a number of" instrumental 
themes" (cf. CHEEK "From Priests to Professionals," p. 132) best introduced in every de
bate. 

89 Compare the similar wordings in Wenti taolun 1958.8:6 "Wei shenme xiebuchu xiangxiang 
de zuopin" and 1959.9:2 "Chuangzuo 'yongshuxia xiaoxibang' de diandi tihui." 

90 Cf. YYYS 1987.1:44-54 "Guanyu 'Diyijiaoxiangqu'." Ye Chunzhi, too, in an interview said 
that the "biggest influence of political movements is spiritual." For the power of censorship 
cf. also ZAFANOLLI Le President, p. 309: "Si le langage de la surrealite elaboree par le 
Parti peut fonctionner comme le seul moyen de communication sociale entre des centaines de 
millions d'etres humain, c'est bien evidemment qu'il leur est impose, que toute opposition est 
brisee avant meme d'avoir eu le temps de se manifester et qu'il existe des formes de co
ercition sociale obligeant tout le monde a avancer sur la voie etroite, et sinueuse, qui leur est 
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The change of cultural policy after the fall of the Gang of Four suddenly legiti
mized or even prescribed anything that contradicted Cultural Revolution prac
tices. 91 Therefore, New Music, too, was to be revived hastily. This trend toward 
accepting "modern" music was also in line with the Four Modernizations an
nounced in 1978.92 It was to improve China's image, to prove that China could 
very well produce new, up-to-date-music that Ge Ganru's compositions :were cho
sen once and again to be shown to Western visiting musicians. An overwhelming 
number of articles and studies on New Music appeared in Chinese musicological 
journals.93 Of exceptional quality, if a reflection of accepted tifa, are the first is
sues of the scholarly journal Yinyue yishu (Musical Arts) published by the Con
servatory in Shanghai since 1979. The articles almost exclusively deal with either 
the old "fathers of Chinese music" now rehabilitated or-and even more preva
lently-with techniques, composers and aspects of New Music in the West. There 
is an occasional article on "nationalist" composers such as Dibelius or Chopin and 
Schubert is rehabilitated (the detrimental critique of his Unfinished Symphony 
during the Cultural Revolution .will be remembered). Generally, however, the 
journal is keenest to report on all those developments in New Music which China 
had missed out on. 

In practice, there remained some fear and reservation in carrying out this 
reversed trend: the invitation of British composer, Alexander Goehr, for instance, 
to teach techniques of New Music to a select group of students from the Beijing 
and Shanghai Conservatories in 1979, was long deliberated and almost changed at 
the last moment to a series of talks on classical music. Eventually, Su Xia, then 
the head of the composition department in Beijing, had his will and was able to al
low Goehr to teach as planned.94 Eventually, too, Xiandai yinyue zhi chuang 
(Window on New Music) a radio programme in Beijing devoted entirely to mod
ern music and similar programmes in Shanghai started to introduce twentieth 
century techniques to Chinese audiences. Interest in modern music gradually be-

indiquee." 
91 The condemnation of the composer Huang Zi during the Cultural Revolution, for instance (cf. 

He Luting pipan wenti, p. 7), is reverted afterwards by articles in the main organ of Chinese 
musical politics, the journal Renmin yinyue, RMYY 1984.3 :29-32 "Huang Zi aiguo zhuyi de 
yinyue chuangzuo." On a different level, the guitar, an instrument condemned during the 
Cultural Revolution for its "decadence," boomed in the 1980s (CR 1987.36/3:54-56 "The 
guitar World of Chen Zhi" ). 

92 Cf. Deng Wenxuan, p. 179-186. 
93 Cf. the publication lists at the end of Yinyue nianjian 1987-91, showing an abundance of 

studies on New Music. For a discussion of the ambiguous fruits of this trend and some ex
amples of simple labelling ex negativo in such writings cf. the discussion in RMYY 1984.3:7-
10 "Yao geng shenru de yanjiu." 

94 From my interview with Su Xia. 
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came accepted tifa95 and hence the unquestioned standard for a musicologist: 
dealing with it meant safe play. Under a regime in which the "correct" line has 
flipflopped so often and abruptly, such behaviour is not surprising, the surest way 
to avoid "mistakes" is to avoid differing from what is generally accepted.96 

2 

Even if history did not repeat itself China's politicians would traditionally appeal 
to history as precedent. Therefore, the xin shiqi, the "new age," 97 too, was rung 
in, in February 1979, by reprinting a historical speech by Zhou Enlai. Some of the 
points raised in this speech would legitimize the dramatic changes to occur in 
China's artistic and musical world. 

The speech had been held at a conference of scriptwriters in June 1961.98 Zhou 
had raised ten preliminary points for discussion.99 Later, in April 1962, an amen-

95 Interviews with Luo Zhongrong who was responsible for the programme and Chen Mingzhi. 
These and similar activities in New Music are reported in KOUWENHOVEN "Out of the 
Desert," p. 85-89. Despite all these efforts, it has to be said that for a more general audience, 
little changed. The Beijing radio programme, for instance, was broadcast at odd times, com
parable to those reserved for New Music in European countries. Their perception of Chinese 
"New Music" was probably formed more by hearing performances of the stage epic Song of 
the Chinese Revolution performed in 1984 and recalling the atmosphere of such monumental 
productions as The East is Red Cf. CR 1984.33/10:20-25 "'Song of the Chinese Revolution' 
New Stage Epic" and PR 1984.40:33-34 "Das Lied der chinesischen Revolution." Official 
Chinese music still kept the familar sounds of iron and steel romanticism. There was never 
even a complete break with Cultural Revolutionary sound or the yangbanxi officially, only 
with Jiang Qing claiming credit for all of them. In fact, during the Party's 1977 New Years 
Celebration, Shajiabang and Hongdengji were performed (cf. CHU/CHENG "Revolutionary 
Opera," p. 73-103). 

96 Cf. LINK Evening Chats, p. 66. 
97 DENG Wenxuan, p. 180. 
98 Liushi nian wenyi dashiji, p. 196. 
99 The ten points were published for discussion under the name of Zhou Yang, then vice minis

ter of the Central Propaganda Department (a post which he would hold again after the end of 
the Cultural Revolution, yet another perpetuation). They are mentioned in Guanyu dangqian 
wenxue yishu gongzuo de yijian, p. 1. They will here be compared with the batiao (in Liushi 
nian wenyi dashiji, p. 196). Changes between the documents are indicated in brackets: 1. to 
understand the proper relationship between arts and politics (not included in batiao), 2. (1) to 
encourage pluralism of styles and materials, 3. (2) to lift up the quality of creation and dis
seminate the arts (last point not included in batiao), 4. (3) to assess and incorporate Chinese 
tradition and Western culture, 5. (5) to strengthen artistic practice and preserve time for crea
tion (first part is substituted by "to strike a proper balance between work and rest"), 6. (4) to 
strengthen pinglun: artistic criticism (pinglun is substituted by piping: criticism in a more 
politicized sense!), 7. (6) to emphasize the grooming of talent, 8. to support creative work 
spiritually and materially (not included), 9. (7) to strengthen united efforts and arouse all ac
tive elements (last part is substituted by "continue to reform"), 10. (8) to reform leadership 
methods and style. 
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ded version of these, the wenyi batiao, reduced to eight points, had been 
disseminated to all art-units (danwei). Some of the suggestions originally 
mentioned in Zhou's speech were then left out,100 but it is most probable that 
these very points were crucial for the choice of his speech as a seminal text in the 
late seventies.101 The need for a proper relationship between politics and arts, 102 
for example, which is mentioned by Zhou, is left out in the batiao. Such a 
statement of policy was an obvious must in the late seventies, however: restrictive 
practice during the Cultural Revolution had led to the discrediting of the Party and 
its involvement in the arts.103 The relationship between politics and arts was to be 
changed in the next few years and by 1982, the arts were officially proclaimed to 
" serve socialism and the people" rather than politics. I 04 

Three other points mentioned by Zhou but not included in the batiao are the 
"need for appropriate artistic criticism," 10s the "need to strengthen artistic prac
tice and value," 106 and the "need for both spiritual and material support for art
ists." 107 These aspects, too, had been radically neglected during the Cultural 
Revolution: then, all pinglun or.'.,~criticism" was indeed political alone; then it was 
the amateur artist, not the professional, who was hailed, and then only those artists 
who were following the prescribed line would find support.108 China's interest in 

100 I take the 1979 reprint of the speech as the basis of this argument bearing in mind that origi
nality in the sense of a faithful record of the author's words is not to be expected in an official 
publication in China. Every such speech goes through a great many editing and improving 
rounds. 

101 Its release in 1979 encouraged a clamour for the relaxation of controls which in another po
litical climate could easily have caused another wave of purges. Nevertheless, the excessive 
importance and involvement of politics in the arts during the Cultural Revolution had made it 
impossible for the government to repeat this type of pressure and vocabulary without becom
ing a laughing stock of the people. 

102 Cf. Zhou's speech in CL 1979.6:88-91, esp. the section "Whom to serve." 
103 Cf. Deng's remarks on this topic in his speech to literary and art workers, DENG Wenxuan, p. 

179/180. 
104 PR 1982.3:3 "Literatur und Kunst dienen dem Volk und dem Sozialismus." For an ardent 

defense of music serving socialism and its criticism cf. Lu Ji's article ZGYYX 1987.3:48-52 
"Yinyue yishu yao zou shehui zhuyi daolu" and Qiao Jianzhong's response in ZGYYX 
1988.2: 109-117 "Shenme shi fazhan dangdai yinyue de biyou zhi lu?" 

105 CL 1979.6:92/93 "Laws of Development." 
106 Cf. CL 1979.6:91-94 "The Laws of Development for Art and Literature." This point is re

placed in the batiao by the urge "to strike a proper balance between work and rest." 
107 CL 1979.6:86-87 "Material and Intellectual Production." The dissemination of the arts 

which leads to a greater base to pick professionals from (cf. CL 1979.6:90) is also left out in 
the batiao. 

108 Nevertheless, national performances of the yangbanxi were staffed with the most talented and 
hand-picked professional musicians and artists of China as can be heard and seen from film 
recordings of the yangbanxi. This is also mentioned in the discussion on FEI "Bu xing jing," 
p. 368. 
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foreign recognitionl09 after the Cultural Revolution explains some of her efforts 
encouraging professionalism. In order to encourage and tap upcoming talent, a 
series of composition competitions was started in 1980. A first national opera
competition took place in that year, followed in 1981 by the competition for sym
phonic works, in 1983 by a competition for Chinese instruments and in 1985 by 
another one for chamber music. 

Musical activities also picked up momentum. Before the Cultural Revolution 
between 1956-66, the Central Philharmonic Society had given nearly three hun
dred performances, half of which were presented as part of a weekly concert se
ries. These weekly concerts were reinstituted in the summer of 1978. In Shang
hai, the Shanghai Spring, a yearly art-festival inaugurated in 1960 but discontin
ued during the Cultural Revolution, was reinstituted in 1978 .11° Concert halls 
were erected, 111 art festivals founded or revived.1 12 

Zhou Enlai's talk further advocated democratic individualism(" a need to eman
cipate the thinking"), m and pluralism ("varied artistic form"), 114 which again 
would become important aspects for artistic development in post-Mao China. The 
increasing influx of Western knowledge and technique, the frequent visits of for
eign musicians, orchestras,115 scholars and composers,116 changed China's 

109 Between 1980-85, 62 Chinese musicians won prizes in international competitions. Cf. CR 
1986.35/12:14 "New Wave in Chinese Music." 

110 Interview with Zhu Jian'er. 
111 In January 1985, for example, the Beijing Concert Hall was opened. 
112 In 1987 an Arts Festival was instituted at Beijing to take place every other year. 
113 CL 1979.6:83. 
114 CL 1979.6:88. The policy of a "hundred flowers," pluralism, was written into the state con

stitution in 1978 (Cf. KINKLEY "Introduction", p. 6). Musical pluralism is advocated 
among others in ZGYYX 1988.2:109-117 "Shenme shi fazhan dangdai yinyue de biyou zhi 
lu." For the manifestation of musical pluralism which included Rock'n Roll, Spanish Tan
goes, guqin music, and Western classical music cf. KOUWENHOVEN "Out of the Desert," 
p. 75. 

115 Already in 1979, there are reports on the visits of the Boston Symphony Orchestra under Seiji 
Ozawa, of the Japanese NHK Symphony, violinist Isaac Stem, the Berlin Philharmonic and 
once-defected pianist Fou Tsong as mentioned in BROOK "Revival," p. 113-121. CR 
1979.28/7:6-8 "Music and Friendship," remarks on the visit of the Boston Symphony. They 
played Wu's pipa concerto, a piano concerto by Liszt, Beethoven's Fifth, Schubert's Unfin
ished and Tchaikovsky's Sixth Symphony. CR 1979.28/10:33-34 "Isaac Stem charms Chi
nese audiences" reports Stem's playing Beethoven, Bach, Brahms, Debussy [for his penta
tonics], and Franck. CR 1979.28/11:54-55 "Noted Japanese Orchestra in Beijing" mentions 
that the NHK Symphony played Brahms, Tchaikovsky and some modem Japanese composi
tions which created an interested uproar. CR 1980.29/2:42-43 "Berlin Orchestra and von 
Karajan acclaimed" reports that they played Ravel and Mussorgsky. CR 1980. 29/5:48.53 
shortly reports on Fou Tsong's (Fu Cong) visit. 

116 First visitors were the English composer Alexander Goehr and Zhou Wenzhong in 1979/80 
followed by Gyorgy Ligeti, Isang Yun, Torn Takemitsu and George Crumb among others 
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musical outlook after the Cultural Revolution.117 Conservatory students were now 
exposed to a greater range of foreign music than ever before.11s No longer was a 
rigid censorship on the works played in concerts imposed.119 Dwight observes: 

It is probably unique in China's history for a government to abdicate control 
of music, as they did at concerts, on radio and television in the 1980s. It was 
clear that people could have whatever music they likedl20_10.000 seemed 
more apt than 100 flowers-both exotic and indigenous.121 

In the eighties and early nineties, uncensored performances were possible, if one 
found neutral space for the performance of one's art: no-one appeared to really 
care about the rock-performances taking place in foreign restaurants122 and em
bassies. This is true for concerts of serious music, too. 

In 1991, the performance of an experimental composition by Yu Qiang, called 118, a fatalist 
work describing the synthesis of Western and Eastern music in China as a destruction of both 
cultures, for instance, could not be performed in the Shanghai Conservatory allegedly for "reasons 
of fire-security." Instead, it was performed-unfettered-on the premises of a volunteer recycling 
factory. Yu had hung up the scores of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony and Chinese gongchepul23 
on clothing-lines. He had formed very small Chinese instruments, erhus, yueqins etc. from clay, 
spread out all over the floor. To the music of He Xuntian and Haubenstock-Ramati (* 1919) sev
eral performers began to tear the scores to pieces. These small pieces were added to a "melting
pot" in which a soup of different cultures was prepared. The clay-instruments were broken to 
pieces and the seasoned soup was poured onto the pile of instrumental fragments. The resulting 

(Interview with Zhao Xiaosheng). Cf. also KOUWENHOVEN "Out of the Desert," p. 67. 
117 CR 1983.32/10:59 "Renaissance in Music Education," gives a figure of more than 1000 for

eign artists who had visited China between 1978 and 1983. 
118 CR 1983.32/10:59 "Renaissance in Music Education." This estimate is true except perhaps 

for the 1930s and 40s. 
119 BROOK "Revival," p. 115. After 1989, I am told, concerts of New Music can very well take 

place but "do not have to be" (i.e. should not be) advertised. 
120 This was particularly "shocking" to Chinese audiences because of their previous experience 

during the Cultural Revolution which PERRIS in Music as Propaganda, p. 1111112, de
scribes as follows: "Perhaps in no time in the history of music, Eastern or Western, has a so
ciety endured such an extreme censorship of the performing arts: for nearly ten years, eight 
hundred million people were required to hear one of a group of eight compositions, in whole 
or in part, on virtually every musical or theatrical occasion." Although the model-works 
were in fact "translated" into different idioms, such as Canton or Sichuan Opera and there
fore sounded different, this is a valid statement. Local arrangements of the yangbanxi were 
mentioned in the interview with Qu Xiaosong and are well-described in YUNG's "Model 
opera as model." 

121 DWIGHT "The Flowers that Bloom," p. 76. Musical pluralism is also mentioned in REA 
"China's Rock and Pop Scene," p. 36. 

122 For this type of venue for pop concerts cf. the references in JONES Like a Knife, p. 120, and 
REA" China's Pop and Rock Scene," p. 40. 

123 An ideographic Chinese notation dating back to the tenth century, cf. LIANG Music of the 
Billion, p. 188-193. 
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muddy mix was formed into the Chinese character ren for "man," which was then slightly dis
torted to form an 8th note.124 

The apparent loosening of government control was emphasized by many of my 
interviewees who stressed how important this particularly free environment in the 
early eighties was for their ability to reach out toward the contemporary idiom. 
One of the reasons for this loosening grip was the fact that the government simply 
could not avoid it, the availability of new technology meant that the government 
lost its ability of total control. Opening the locks had led to flooding. 125 

3 
The 30s was a laid-back melody 
The 40s a tender turenody 
The 50s had that rigorous feel 
As all the nation smelted steel 
The 60s sang "going down to the coun
try" 
The 70s model operas were revolutionary 
The 80s was a breakdance but that's not 
all 
There was a fever for rock and roll 
Still there's many songs to sing-
What is the 90s gonna bring? (Xie 
Chengqiang)126 

What effects did this loss of control have on Chinese musical composition? If 
talking of New Music was now accepted tifa, did composers immediately turn to 
writing New Music as well? Was an" Age of Pluralism" 127 rung in? The follow
ing pages will compare the experience of composers from different generations 
and some of their compositions to test these questions. In order to choose certain 
composers for detailed analysis in this chapter, I established five categories of 
comparison from which to form the picture of a "paradigmatic" Chinese com
poser. These categories are based on interview questions dealing with their edu-

124 I saw the video of the performance during an interview with Yang Liqing. A detailed de
scription can be found in MITTLER "Ohrenbetaubende Stille." For some photographic evi
dence of the performance cf. KOUWENHOVEN "The Age of Pluralism," p. 77.130/131. 

125 In this context, Brace gives an important reason:" The reproducibility and ease of transport of 
cassette technology has profound effects on the producer-consumer relationship: it in fact re
structures this relationship by frustrating any attempt by the government, at total control of 
distribution and content. (Cf. BRACE "Popular Music," p. 57. On the enormous quantity of 
the cassette craze cf. HAMM "Music and Radio," p. 33.) 

126 These are the lyrics to a song Jiushi niandai zenmeyang (What is the 90s gonna bring?) by 
Xie Chengqiang, translated in Asian Wall Street Journal 12.10.1990 by Linda JAIVIN. 

127 Cf. the article of the same title by Frank KOUWENHOVEN and my "Chinese Music in the 
1980s." 
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cation, with the importance they attribute to being Chinese, with the sources from 
which they derive their musical inspiration or material, with their knowledge of 
New Music through contacts at home or abroad, and with their attitude to their 
potential audience.12s 

The paradigmatic PRC composer pays particular attention to his potential audi
ence.129 He has had some-if limited-experience of New Music while in China 
either very early in the 1940s or lately in the 1980s. Some composers have been 
abroad. He considers his Chineseness a most essential part in composition and 
hence derives much of his sources from China's tradition, and he has had an edu
cation both in W estem and in Chinese music, be it formal or informal. 

The formal teaching of Chinese music at the Central Conservatory in Beijing is described by 
Chen Yi: "The greatest thing at the conservatory was the very rigid systematic and structured 
study of my own tradition. In the first year we were taught Chinese folksongs from different 
provinces and minorities, we had to memorize about four a week, in the proper dialects. During 
the holidays we had to do fieldwork. In the second year we learned the different Chinese vocal 
forms quyi, pingtan, tanci, etc. We even had to write compositions in these different genres. In 
the third year the operatic tradition was taught: bangzi, jingju etc. In the fourth year, Chinese in
strumental music was taught." Whether really this formal education is attractive and useful for the 
young composer remains to be questioned. As Zhang Xiaofu put it: " Just teaching traditional 
music does not help, we need to teach an attitude. A lot of the youngest students now have no 
chance to get into contact with the real thing, hence, they are not really interested in it." In this 
respect, the informal part of a " Chinese education" appears to be extremely important: the lack of 
interest observed especially in the youngest generation is attributed to their very shallow informal 
experience of tradition. They are different from the older generation of composers who like Luo 
Zhongrong as a child "lived in a very rural area of Sichuan, like 200 years ago. I heard all this 
folkmusic, the chuida and luogu. For the longest time I didnot know what a piano is." They also 
do not share the experience of those young composers who were sent to the countryside during the 
Cultural Revolution like Qu Xiaosong: "I went to the Miao minority. The farmers loved to sing: 

128 I have used these categories to establish a "paradigmatic composer" in Hong Kong, in Tai
wan and in the PRC. Big discrepancies are to be found in the following categories: the Hong 
Kong composer usually has no Chinese education whereas both Taiwan and the PRC offer 
both Western and Chinese education. Chineseness plays the most important role in the PRC, 
followed by Hong Kong and Taiwan (for an explanation of this phenomenon see chapter 
four). The audience is considered most important by PRC composers followed by composers 
in Hong Kong. Least importance is attributed to the audience by composers in Taiwan. Fi
nally, in Taiwan, we find the highest percentage of composers going abroad followed by 
Hong Kong and then the PRC. This last point can be explained by the period of complete 
closure between the mid-sixties and the late seventies. It was different in the early period of 
Chinese music up until the late fifties and might change again considering that almost every 
young PRC composer now gets the chance to go abroad at one point during his or her career. 
Explanations of these phenomena will be given in the following discussion. For the exact 
figures see Appendix One, 2. 

129 This last point was also conjectured by Li Xi'an in my interview with him. The actual ke
tingxing (" hearability") of pieces of Chinese New Music will be examined in chapter four, 
part three. 
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when they put the fire on, when they worked, when they built their houses, when they got married, 
when they fell in love, when they died, they would always sing." Many of the youngest genera
tion, like Hao Weiya will rather say: "I listened to a lot more Western than Chinese music." Fur
thermore, as Xiang Min rightly observed: "Doing fieldwork is difficult, the old ones are great, but 
the young ones cannot sing or play any more." The lack of informal contact with tradition is 
therefore seen as a great danger. As Guo Wenjing put it: "The youngest generation should be able 
to find some other Chinese experience and put it in their music. The classes in folkmusic are not 
very useful, and an urban youth will not learn a lot from going to Sichuan for a couple of weeks." 
Zhou Long is even more imperative: "I am worried about the young students coming out too early 
when they are too young. If they have not had a lot of contact with the Chinese musical tradition 
and already in China only received a Western education, their traditional background will be nil. 
Any young Chinese student has a worse Western background than a Western student; if he also 
does not have a mature Chinese background he is in trouble." 

Interestingly, none of the PRC composers interviewed departed from the estab
lished paradigm as markedly as did composers in Taiwan or Hong Kong. They 
were all somehow average, not really eccentric, which supports the statements I 
have made above about (inforced) accommodation and streamlining by necessity. 
While in the case of Taiwan and Hong Kong, I chose those composers who agreed 
particularly well with or departed particularly drastically from the paradigm for 
further discussion, this method could not be employed for composers from the 
PRC. Instead of dealing with single paradigmatic composers (almost all would 
somehow fall into this category) I will therefore examine similarities and differ
ences in intentions and musical styles within certain generational groups of com

posers. 
The dominant role of the state and the hot-and-cold-treatment of composers and 

intellectuals through Chinese politics have caused a number of specific genera
tional experiences and traits. In the words of a sociologist, "members of different 
age cohorts have [ ... ] had to adjust to corresponding constraints on their life 
chances." 130 It will become evident that the generational experience and collec
tive identity,131 which is quite often and rightly considered an important aspect in 
analyses of educational and cultural developments in the PRC, 132 can at least in 
part explain the composers' intentions and styles. By discussing several 
composers from each of the generations, the breadth and differences of their works 
and thoughts, the pluralism within each generational group will become 
apparent. 133 

130 BROADED "The Lost and Found Generation," p. 78. 
131 My use of these terms is based on BENGTSON" Generation Cohorts, and Relations Between 

AgeGroups." 
132 For such an analysis of recent date cf. BROADED "The Lost and Found Generation." He 

explains the importance of generational cohorts in PRC educational contexts. 
133 That indeed the concept of generations can only lead to generalizations which can be refuted 

pointillistically is apparent in my essay "Chinese Music in the 1980s." 
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The oldest generation of composers in the PRC is probably the most stylistically 
unified. They generally write in a pentatonic idiom, only seldom do they make 
use of Bart6kian or impressionist style. Most of them stick to pentatonic roman
ticism.134 Quite a few of these composers have been educated abroad, in Paris, the 
United States or Russia. Most of them reduced or even discontinued their creative 
efforts after a few years, busying themselves with their teaching positions. In 
Shanghai, these were He Luting (*1903), Ding Shande (*1911), Tan Xiaolin 
(1911-48), and Qu Wei (*1917),135 in Beijing Jiang Wenye (1910-1983),136 Jiang 
Dingxian (*1911), 137 Ma Sicong (1912-87), Ma Ke (1918-1976)138 and Li Huan
zhi (*1919).139 

134 The few who do depart into the medium of Bart6k, Hindemith or the impressionists, not an 
unlikely marriage in Chinese terms, are usually those who have at one point during their 
studies been abroad: Jiang Wenye, Tan Xiaolin and Ma Sicong are among them. 

135 Qu was educated in Shanghai and Moscow (1955-59), he had taught at the Lu Xun Academy 
in the forties. After his return from Moscow he has worked at the Shanghai Symphony as 
composer-in-residence together wt1;h Zhu Jian'er. His compositions, be they orchestral or for 
piano, are typical works of virtuoso pentatonic romanticism and often eulogize political 
topics (e.g. his symphony of 1959 "A monument to the People's Heroes" Renmin yingxiong 
jinianpai). For this symphonic poem cf. WANG" Jiaoxiang yinyue chuangzuo," p. 296. For 
a short mention and biography cf. WANG Xiandaiyirryue, p. 183. 

136 Jiang is mentioned in chapter one. His compositions after 1949 include a tone poem Jinian 
Qu Yuan jiaoxiang shi (In rememberance of Qu Yuan) composed in 1953 and, after his rec
tification after the Cultural Revolution, the orchestral composition Alishan de gesheng (Songs 
of Ali Mountain) of 1978. All of his works show his remarkable sensibility for orchestration 
in the spirit of impressionism. Jiang's piano work is analyzed in LIU Xiandai Zhongguo 
gangqinyanjiu, p. 51-66. 

137 Jiang Dingxian (whose date of birth is sometimes also given as 1912) studied at the Shanghai 
Zhuanke xuexiao from 1930-1934, his composition teacher was Huang Zi (cf. the intro
duction). Upon graduation, he worked for the Shanghai Arts Troupe and in 1940 taught at 
the National Conservatory in Chongqing. Since 1949 he has been teaching at the Central 
Conservatory in Beijing. His few piano compositions, often variations on Chinese folksongs, 
employ a simple, diatonic style. For Ding cf. Music Exchange 1992.1. 

138 Ma, well-known for his composition of The White-haired Girl, had studied at the Lu Xun 
Academy in Yan' an from 1939. After 1949 he worked as composer for the Central Song and 
Dance Troupe (Zhongyang gewutuan) as well as teaching at the Central Conservatory. His 
pieces are examples of brassy pentatonic romanticism, often conveying a militarist spirit as in 
his Shanxi zuqu (Shanxi Suite) for orchestra, composed in 1949, juxtaposing groups of Chi
nese and Western instruments. For Ma cf. LIU "Kangri zhanzheng shiqi," p. 182, and LIU 
"Neizhan shiqi," p. 50/51. 

139 Li had entered the Shanghai Zhuanke xuexiao in 1936, studying under Xiao Youmei. In 
1938/39 he went to Yan' an and continued his studies at the Lu Xun Academy where he was 
eventually also teaching until 1945. Since 1949, he has taught at the Central Conservatory of 
Music. He has written some orchestral but mainly choral works in a pentatonic style. His 
Chunjie zuqu (Spring Festival overture) composed in 1954-55, is described in WANG 
"Jiaoxiang yinyue chuangzuo," p. 290/291. For his biographical data cf. WANG Xiandai 
yinyue shigang, p. 160 and Music Exchange 1993 .1. 
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He Luting was educated at the Shanghai National Music School (Guoli Shanghai Yinyue 
zhuanke xuexiao). He was president of the Central Philharmonic orchestra in Yan' an between 
1946-49 and president of the Shanghai Conservatory of Music between 1949-84. His Wanhui 
(Evening party) for orchestra (1935) starts and ends with a bang which frames a rather typical 
work of pentatonic romanticism. Senjidema (A girl's name) for orchestra (1945), too, in its lyricist 
insistence on a single theme drawn from a folksong, does not depart from romanticism. His more 
recent works are mostly choral and many of them, at least by title, politically motivated. His early 
piano pieces, on the other hand, are often small humourist miniatures.140 

Ding Shande first learned how to play Chinese instruments such as pipa and erhu. He studied 
with Boris Zakharoff in Shanghai, 1928-35. Ding then taught piano in Tianjin (1935-37) and in 
Nanjing and Shanghai (1938-47). As some others in his generation he went to the Paris Conser
vatory of Music (1947-49) to study with important figures such as Nadia Boulanger and Arthur 
Honegger. He has been teaching at the Shanghai Conservatory for a long time serving as vice
president since his return in 1949. Most of his compositions are for piano or orchestra, the earliest 
of which, including Chun zhi lu-Spring Trip Suite (1945), Sonata in E Major (1946), Three 
Preludes (1948), Variations on a Chinese Folksong (1948) are an attempt to juxtapose and com
bine elements of pentatonic romanticism with an atonal and Bart6kian idiom. His Children's Suite 
(1953) is more tonal than his earlier works. This style becomes his general direction, probably in 
accordance with the policies following the influential Zhdanov Doctrine in 1948 (which con
demned all modernist music as formalist). There are a few references to Debussy in his Toccata 
for piano (ca. 1957) but his Long March Symphony (1959-62), for example, is a clear example for 
pentatonic romanticism, using a folksong of the Yao minority in the second movement and leading 
to a victorious brassy apotheosis depicting the triumph of the revolutionary army. 141 

Ma Sicong set up the first all-Chinese symphony orchestra in Chongqing and was invited to 
head the Central Conservatory in Beijing by the Communists in 1949 despite the fact that his fa
ther was a GMD official. During the Cultural Revolution he was condemned and left China in 
January 1967. His compositions after 1949 include Yuequ sanshou (Three Cantonese Pieces) for 
piano (1952), his Shange (Mountain song) of 1953 for violin and piano, a Chuntian wuqu (Spring 
Dance) for violin and piano (1953), Shan/in zhi ge (Song of the mountain forest) for orchestra 
(1954) and a Second Symphony (1959) in which he depicts the revolutionary spirit, the fervour and 
courage of the Communist fighters. All of these works are technically accomplished examples of 
pentatonic romanticism, often full of beautiful melodies and virtuoso passages reminiscent of 
Wieniawski but showing little trace of contemporary musical spirit.142 

These composers educated a second generation of musicians who already make 
up a much more unlikely mixture: Zhu Jian'er (*1922) who developed from a ro
manticist to a highly modernist idiom, incorporating all kinds of contemporary 

140 He is also mentioned in chapter one. For an analysis of his prize-winning piano piece 
Mutong duandi (Cowherd's flute) for piano (1934) cf. KOUWENHOVEN "Out of the Des
ert," p. 56-58, and LIU Xiandai Zhongguo gangqin yanjiu, p. 39-50. He is also discussed in 
LIU "Kangri zhanzheng shiqi," p. 163, in YYYS 1984.3:43-50 "Lun He Luting zuopin de 
xuanlu," YYYS 1983.4:1-7 "He Luting tongzhi he ta de zuoye," and in MORTON/COLLINS 
(ed) Contemporary Composers, p. 377/378. 

141 For some ofDing's works and a short biographical outline cf. LIU "Neizhan shiqi," p. 15, 
and p. 69-70, LIANG "Xin yinyue chuangzuo," p. 253-254, RMYY 1982.7:31-34 "Xianming 
de fengge" and an article in Music from China National Radio 1994.1. 

142 For a similar view cf. KOUWENHOVEN "Out of the Desert," p. 84. For a discussion of 
Ma's works cf. WANG Xiandai yinyue shigang, p. 165-169. 
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techniques and still keeping within his traditional heritage, is one of them. Zhou 
Wenzhong (*1923), only one year his junior, had a very different career and pro
duces very different music in an idiom that has developed from impressionist be
ginnings to a distinctive, rather introverted style. The atonal but accommodating 
music by Sang Tong (*1923) is different from Luo Zhongrong's (*1924) and Chen 
Mingzhi' s idiom (* 1925)143 and they again differ greatly from the "romantics" 
Wu Zuqiang (*1927),144 Li Yinghai (*1927)145 and Du Mingxin (*1928). The 
common experience of some of these composers explains some of their stylistic 
similiarities and also their differences, during their youth they were educated in 
times of international exchange on the one hand, combined with political chaos 
during the anti-Japanese and the Civil War, on the other, many of them never 
really graduated. After the Communist takeover, some of them went to Russia to 
study. 146 

Zhu Jian'er started to play the piano as a child. During a long illness he listened to many of the 
foreign stations broadcasting in Shanghai and analyzed much of the music he heard. In the forties, 
he worked in a Wengongtuan (Arts Troupe) even before he had received a formal musical edu
cation. Since 1949 he was a compose[for the Shanghai Film studio, writing mainly orchestral 
music. He was then sent to the Tchaikovsky Conservatory in Moscow (1955-60). His stylistic 
development is remarkable, his early works such as an ouverture, Jieri (Der Festtag) of 1958, a 
symphony cantata on words by Mao in 1959, and a Fugato for string quartet based on Baimaonu 
(The White-haired Girl) composed together with Shi Yongkang in 1972, employ a tonal pentatonic 
idiom. Since 1975 he has worked for the Shanghai Symphony as composer-in-residence. After 
the Cultural Revolution, he went to many classes on New Music held at the Shanghai Conservatory 
by Chen Mingzhi and Yang Liqing, eager to learn new techniques of composition. The results of 
this study and fieldtrips to Guizhou are his symphonies and symphonic poems written in the 1980s. 
His Fourth Symphony (1990) is an interesting piece, making use of twelve-tone-technique, shifan 

143 For Chen Mingzhi cf. KOUWENHOVEN "Madly Singing," p. 63, for Sang Tong cf. 
KOUWENHOVEN "Out of the Desert," p. 84-85. Both composers are discussed in LIANG 
Selected Compositions. 

144 Wu graduated from the Central Conservatory in 1952. He was sent to the Tchaikovsky Con
servatory in Moscow, graduating in 1958. He was vice-president of the Central Conservatory 
in Beijing between 1978-82 where he had been teaching since his return from Moscow. 
Between 1982-88 he served as president. As in his String Quartet (1957), he usually com
bines Western conventional (romanticist) techniques with Chinese folk-melodies: Yumeiren 
(The Mermaid), a dance drama, was composed in cooperation with Du Mingxin (1958/59). 
He also adapted the Chinese melody Erquan yingyue (Moon reflected in the Erquan Pool) for 
string orchestra in 1976. Hongse niangzijun which has been discussed above, is paradigmatic 
for his musical style. For Wu cf. MORTON/COLLINS (ed) Contemporary Composers, p. 
977. 

145 Li Yinghai taught at different music schools in China after graduating from the Nanjing Na
tional Conservatory in 1948. In the eighties he became the vice-president at the Chinese con
servatory of Music in Beijing. He has written many a filmmusic and miniature compositions 
for piano often in a conventional style. For Li cf. Music from China National Radio 1994.3. 

146 The importance of Russian training is remarked on in ZHANG Akkulturationsphiinomene, p. 
33/34. 
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luogu and incorporating Daoist thoughts: cong wu dao you-cong you dao wu (from nothing to 
something-from something to nothing). Accordingly, the piece presents a constant up and down 
of wonderfully conceptualized sounds, single sounds or cluster sound bodies sometimes reminis
cent of Ligeti. His Suona Concerto, too, is a study in unconventional style, not only in the use of 
the suona. 147 

Zhou Wenzhong (Chou Wen-chung) studied civil engineering at Chongqing University, gradu
ating in 1945. He then went to America to study music at the New England Conservatory of Mu
sic in Boston (1946-49) and at Columbia University in New York (M.A. 1954). He also took pri
vate lessons with Edgar Varese and Nicholas Slonimsky. Having taught music at various Colleges 
and Institutions in New York, he was made full professor in 1976, teaching at Columbia 
University. He founded the Center for US-China Arts Exchange in 1978 which has since been an 
important asset for bringing Chinese composers over to the U.S. to study. 148 

Sang Tong (Zhu Jingqing) began his studies of music at the Shanghai zhuanke xuexiao in 1941 
under Schiinberg's Jewish student Wolfgang Frankel, who advised him to listen to as much De
bussy, Strawinsky, Vaughan-Williams, Kodaly, Bart6k and Scriabin as possible since all these 
composers were involved in creating a "national music." Apparently, the library in Shanghai held 
many such pieces. Frankel also analysed a lot of twelve-tone-music with Sang. Many of Sang's 
earliest pieces, deeply influenced by those first impressions of Western music, show ventures into 
atonal terrain. His Yejing (Night piece) for violin and piano (1947)149 echoes romantic sonorities 
at times, but Zai na yaoyuan de difang (1947) is a definite break with these sounds. Getting more 
involved in the revolution, however, Sang Tong decided to return to a more "intelligible" idiom: 
when he started teaching at the Shanghai Conservatory in 1949, he still tried to use Schiinberg's 
harmony, but when the students found it very difficult, he went back to conventional techniques. 
He willingly gave up his newly-established style and turned to a "milder" idiom as in his piano 
compositions Mongolian Folkdances (1954), his Three Preludes (1954) and his Caprice (1959). 
His Duo for cello and piano based on three Japanese folksongs (1963), for instance, still employs 
strings pulled out of tune. While trying to stay relatively aloof from day-to-day-politics, Sang was 
nevertheless sacked in 1955. After the Cultural Revolution, in 1981, Sang served as vice-president 
at the Shanghai Conservatory, from 1984 as acting president, and from 1986-1991 as president. 

147 For some remarks on Zhu cf. KOUWENHOVEN "Madly singing," p. 65, 
KOUWENHOVEN "The Age of Pluralism," p. 126, WANG Xiandai yinyue shigang, p. 186-
187 and Music from China National Radio 1995.1. 

148 Most of Zhou's compositions which incorporate the philosophies and artistic conceptions of 
the Chinese scholar, the wenren, will be discussed in the course of this dissertation. An ex
cellent analysis of three of Zhou' s works is CHEW An analysis of the selected music of Chou. 
Less detailed and much more cursory is CHAN Chou Wen-chung. Cf. also HUANG Early 
Fusion. For further information on Zhou cf. MORTON/COLLINS (ed) Contemporary Com
posers, p. 180-182. 

149 Yejing is analyzed in ZHENG" Sang Tong de 'Yejing"' which is reprinted in a slightly dif
ferent version in YYYS 1983. 2:54-59 "Sang Tong de 'Yejing' ." 
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Luo Zhongrong: between Hindemith and Schonberg 

Luo Zhongrongl5o grew up in a very rural area in Sichuan, "like 200 years ago." 
He only found out about Western music when he first saw a piano at age seventeen 
at the Chengdu Arts School. He took piano and violin lessons and in 1943 went to 
the Shanghai Yinyue zhuanke xuexiao (Shanghai yinzhuan or zhuanke xuexiao) 
which, during the anti-Japanese war, had a branch in Chongqing. In 1946 he went 
to Shanghai. Although he was in the performance class, he took part in some of 
the composition lessons on Hindemith's Unterweisung im Tonsatz151 given by 
Tan Xiaolin. Also, he came under the indirect influence of Julius Schloss152 and 
Wolfgang Frankel, students of Berg and SchOnberg, who were then teaching in 
Shanghai. After his return from the liberated areas (he had to flee since he was on 
GMD blacklists) the Zhdanov Directives of 1948153 became all-prevailing in 
China and with them, any modernist trend was declared devillish. Sometimes, 
Luo would secretely listen to black records but only among close friends. After 
1949 he worked at the Conservatory in Shanghai, teaching harmony. That he used 
Hindemith's book on harmony he would not tell anyone. In 1951, he became a 
composer-in-residence at the Central Symphony in Beijing (where he is still 
working today) and had to write compositions for the reception of foreign guests 
using melodies from their respective countries. He took some counterpoint-les
sons with Ding Shande, his first formal composition instruction. Even then, he 
used some of Hindemith's theories but tried to hide them in emphasizing national 
features in his music.154 Maltreated during the Cultural Revolution he still found 
time to work secretly on a translation of Hindemith's Unterweisung. It was finally 
published after the Cultural Revolution. Since 1985 he has also taught composi
tion at the Central Conservatory. He spent a year in Berlin researching New Mu-

150 

152 

153 

154 

Most of the information contained in the following passages is taken from an interview with 
Luo. Luo departs from the established paradigm in one important point: he has not had a 
formal or informal education in Chinese music. More information on Luo is to be found in 
KOUWENHOVEN "The Age of Pluralism," p. 80-81.83-85 and Music from China National 
Radio 1994.3. 
HINDEMITH Unterweisung im Tonsatz, was first published in 1937. It is Hindemith's at
tempt to establish a theoretical basis for his compositional techniques. 
In 1947 when Frankel went to the United States, he introduced Julius Schloss to teach at the 
Shanghai Conservatory after his departure. 
Another sign of the perpetuation of certain policies in China is the Conference on Zhdanov's 
Directives held in January 1989 (reported in Zhongguo yinyue nianjian 1990, p. 535). On the 
conference cf. also RMYY 1989.2:11 "Dui Ridanuofu wenyi lilun de fanxi." 
Apparently, Wang Yuhe found out about this "deviation" but never published the critical ar
ticle he had already written out. Luo had also written some compositions in modernist styles 
before the Cultural Revolution, but never showed them to anyone for they were "too far from 
politics." 
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sic in 1985. In 1988 he founded the Beijing Xiandai Yinyue Xuehui (Society for 
New Music, Beijing) with the aim of eventually entering the International Society 
of Contemporary Music (ISCM), but the plan failed mostly due to financial diffi
culties. 

In compositional styles, Luo is probably one of the most widely-travelled 
among his generation. While his First symphony (1959)155 is imbued with revo
lutionary romanticism, as is the symphonic version of Shajiabang, 156 he was the 
first to tum to twelve-tone and serial techniques after the Cultural Revolution His 
Wind Quintet (1980)157 and Three pieces for Piano (1986), on the other hand, are 
mixtures of Debussy, Bart6k, Hindemith and pentatonic romanticism. 

A closer look at the twelve-tone-techniques applied in his Shejiang cai furong 
(Picking Lotus Flowers along the River)158 for soprano and piano, composed in 
1979 and at the serialist techniques used in his Second String quartet159 of 1985 
will show, that his manipulation of these techniques leads to unexpected results. 
At first sight, the vocal part of Shejiang cai furong already reveals characteristic 
pentatonic intervals: minor thirds and major seconds. The twelve-tone-row Luo 
constructed is made up of two pentatonic fragments.160 

Fig. 1 Twelve-tone-row in Shejiang cai furong 

Since the soprano simply introduces the row in all its four versions first in the 
original, then in retrograde followed by inversion and retrograde inversion, she is 

155 This piece is discussed in chapter four. 
156 This symphonic version of the yangbanxi was created in the second half of the Cultural 

Revolution, in the early seventies. Luo no longer cares to mention his contribution to this 
work since the yangbanxi are no longer on top of the political hit-list. 

157 The quintet has been subject to analysis in ZGYYX 1991.3:13-21 "Luo Zhongrong de 
guanyue wuchongzou." 

158 The piece has been analyzed by ZHENG Yinlie in "Luo Zhongrong de 'Shejiang cai fu
rong' ." Figure 1 is taken from this article. 

159 For this composition cf. YYYS 1988.4:55-58 "Luo Zhongrong 'dier xianyue sichongzou' 
shifen." 

160 In the above article on his second string quartet, Luo is quoted as saying that this was not a 
conscious manipulation of the twelve-tone-row. The evidence of some of his other twelve
tone compositions which reveal similar features such as his Symphonic Suite Nr. 3 of 1979 
(cf. ZHANG Akkulturationsphtinomene, p. 104-107) show that this may well be an uncon
scious but certainly also a characteristic trait in Luo's work. 
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restricted to the&e pentatonic intervals. The piano accompaniment, however, al
ienates the pentat~cism of the row: it is spread over the entire keyboard. 

The first two bars, for instance, introduce the first six notes of the row with an 
ambitus of five octaves. The ambitus is reduced towards the end of the row. Ret
rograde of the row begins in b. 3. The last note of the original row serves as the 
first note of the retrograde introduced next. The next few bars use the notes from 
the row in free order applying dissonant sounds such as seconds, sevenths and 
augmented fourths as chords or intervallic leaps (b. 6-13). 

Fig. 2 Shejiang cai furong 

In b. 14-16, the piano answers the singer who has just finished her introduction 
of original and retrograde in a condensed version of these two, condensed in the 
central chord made up of parts from the original and the retrograde at the same 
time. The following two bars which prepare for the entrance of the vocal part, 
quote from the row in free order. Again, there is a tendency to use as many disso
nant intervals as possible. In b. 25, this principle is broken to introduce a mixture 
of perfect fourths which is twice repeated and leads to a typical soaring Chinese 
apotheosis.161 

161 This term is explained in chapter four, part two. 
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Luo's use of twelve-tone-technique162 and contemporary "harmony" in this 
composition is ambiguous. On the one hand, he emancipates dissonance almost to 
the detriment of consonance in the piano part. On the other hand, his original row 
is deeply imbued with pentatonic reminiscences. Furthermore, Luo does not really 
write in contrapuntal lines. The piano part in his composition, even if chordic at 
times, is more properly described as linear. In the interplay between voice and pi
ano, too, vertical construction is complementary (sometimes in the form of em
bellishments, b. 14), not contrapuntal. Such linear, horizontal writing is typical of 
Chinese traditional music and hence shows the direction Luo is taking with this 
composition in spite of its Western technical attire. 

A similar, yet different situation can be observed in his Second String quartet. 
Listening to the piece, one is reminded of Bart6k. And yet, this is a serial piece, 
timbre and rhythm are determined according to Chinese drum patterns, the so
called shifan luogu (Ten Drum and Gong Rhythms).163 Timbral and rhythmical 
serialism can be observed in the seventh part of the piece, which uses the drum 
pattern She tuo ke "Snake casts its skin." The metre is gradually reduced from 414 
to 114 and each of the regular rhythmical segments in each bar is assigned a certain 
timbre: A: col legno, B: arco, C: Bart6k pizzicato and D: pizzicato in the cello. 
The piece continues its reduction until all timbres appear within a single bar. The 
original percussive stretta effect of the traditional pattern is alienated by Luo' s use 
of different motives: the chord in the first violin may be used to lead to a stretta, 
but the material introduced in the other instruments is less predictable, especially 
in articulation, and hence conceals the stretta effect. In particular the legato bows 
in b. 243ff, connecting two bars which ought to be clearly disconnected, hinder its 
percussive effect. Rhythmic serialism is applied in the second part of the quartet, 
too, this time according to a different pattern called Shi-ba-liu-si-er "Ten-Eight
Six-Four-Two." And yet Luo introduces the pattern embellished into rather 
complicated rhythms, and not in consecutive bars but in bars separated from each 
other. These factors overshadow the original effect. With the string quartet again, 
Luo accepts and at the very same time rejects both Chinese and Western composi
torial patterns. He creates a new interpretation of both traditional Chinese ele
ments and of contemporary Western techniques. The result is a music of many-a
new-style. 

162 For the use of twelve-tone-techniques and serial techniques within New Music cf. VOGT 
NeueMusik,p.106-119. 

163 For shifan luogu cf. ZHANG" Zhongguo luoguyue de jiezou goucheng" and YANG Shifan 
Luogu. Another aspect of the use of shifan luogu in Luo's Quartet has been examined in 
KOUWENHOVEN "The Age of Pluralism," p. 83-85. 
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Chen Mingzhi: pentatonics between modernism and romanticism 

Already as a child Chen Mingzhi164 was interested in music and took part in local 
Henan Opera performances. In 1942 he entered a Teachers' Training College to 
study music, playing the piano. In 1946 he came to the Shanghai yinzhuan and 
continued his studies with the same teachers as Luo had worked under: Ding 
Shande, Tan Xiaolin and Wolfgang Frankel. He studied twelve-tone-technique 
with Luo Zhongrong in the early eighties. Then, he founded a Xiandai yinyue 
xuehui (Study society for modem music) in Shanghai. 

Like Luo Zhongrong, Chen is an eclectic. More often than not, however, his 
music is determined by folk-elements. While at the end of the fifties he used 
melodies from Chinese opera, in the sixties and seventies he developed his own 
Chinese-sounding motives, which are not necessarily direct quotations from tradi
tional music but often fruits of his own imagination. One of his early Cello Pieces 
is composed in a pentatonic romanticist idiom (1974175) using invented pentatonic 
structures to give it a distinctly Chinese flavour. A later cello piece, on the other 
hand, called Yequ (Night Piece), eomposed in 1983, could well have been written 
by Schumann a century and a half earlier. The harmonic language is romantic and 
there is no hint of pentatonicism to betray its composer's place of origin. Since 
the late seventies, Chen's chameleon-like ability to adapt to any style has 
flourished even more. No longer did he have to write in the idiom of romantic 
pentatonicism alone. He hence tried pure romanticism as in his Yequ, ventured 
into the realms of pentatonic twelve-tone music as in his Eight small pieces, 
(1982) and Three Preludes and Fugues (1984) for piano or applied Hindemithian 
ironies as in his Shengyue taoqu (Vocal divertimento) for soprano and piano 
(1990/91). 

His Eight small pieces are character pieces each depicting a different scene. 
Chen uses Luo Zhongrong's twelve-tone-row from Shejiang cai furong. In the 
last little piece, a dance, which is divided into AA'B and a Coda, he uses material 
from the Retrograde Inversion (RI), the Retrograde (R) and the Original (0). Ex
cept for b. 7 /8, each hand applies the row separately which allows for the canonic 
structure in which the piece is conceived. A introduces the row in RI in the right 
hand echoed in the left hand by the R. B. 7/8 introduces all of the notes from the 
row in abitrary fashion. A' follows, this time in reversed order, the left hand be
gins with the R, echoed by the right hand in RI. The chordic section b. 13-16 
nevertheless keeps to R in right and RI in the left hand. The 0 follows as a solo 
almost triumphantly in the right hand. B, "Comodo" again calls for a separate 
treatment of right and left hand. 

164 Most of the information in this passage is taken from an interview with Chen. Chen fulfills 
every single aspect of the established paradigm. 
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The right hand introduces R, the 
left RI. In the coda, which con
cludes the piece, the 0 in the right 
hand as an accompanying motif, is 
offset by the I in harsh and cres
cendoing staccato. The last two 
bars introduce half of the row 
again. The piece is reminiscent of 
circle dances with their slower 
middle sections allowing for bows 
between boys and girls. The fact 
that Chen does nothing to manipu
late Luo's twelve-tone row, not 
even in arranging dissonant chords 
from it, as Luo himself does, ex
plains, that the pieces although no 
longer featuring romantic penta
tonicism, do convey a strong penta
tonic feeling. This is also true for 
Chen's Three Preludes and 

Fig. 3 Eight small pieces VIII: twelve-tone row from Fugues. Although they do intro-
Shejiang cai furong duce more dissonant intervals than 

Eight small pieces, they convey a 
linear sense of melodic line so typical of Chinese music which is only partly re
deemed in the Fugues. An eclecticist in musical style, Chen is able to completely 
negate his own musical heritage but indeed seldom does so. 

Du Mingxin: between old and new romanticism 

Du Mingxinl65 is another member of this generation, and in some ways quite dif
ferent from the eclectics Luo and Chen. He began his studies of music in 1939 in 
Chongqing at a special school for talented youngsters, the Yucai xuexiao (School 
for grooming talents). His first piano teacher was He Luting. He continued his 
studies privately in Shanghai until he was appointed to the Central Conservatory in 

165 This information is taken from an interview with Du Mingxin. Du is a paradigmatic com
poser in all of the categories established. Some articles on Du are collected in RMYY 
1989.4:2-4 "Zhipu shenqing chunjing" remarks on Du's adherence to beauty rather than new 
style, ibid:5-7 "Shenru kaijue de xuanlu zhi mei" reports on the Violin concerto of 1982 and 
ibid:7-9 "Tan Du Mingxin de changdi shuqin erchongzou" reflects on his Duo {1983) for 
flute and harp. Another article on Du's symphonic work is RMYY 1984.5:24-28 "Du 
Mingxin de jiaoxiang yinyue chuangzuo." 
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Beijing in }949. In 1954 he was selected to study at the Tchaikovsky Conserva
tory in Mdscow. He managed to change the scholarship (intended to further his 
pianistic studies) and started the study of composition in Moscow (1954-58). 
Since his return he has taught at the Central Conservatory in Beijing. 

In Yumeiren (The Mermaid)166 which he composed together with Wu Zuqiang 
in 1959, he tried to incorporate elements from Hebei Bangzi (local opera) and 
from Beijing Opera. Another synthesis of Western and Chinese elements is 
Hongse niangzijun, one of the model works discussed above which he also wrote 
with Wu Zuqiang. Both pieces are held in the style of pentatonic romanticism and 
both pieces are technically very accomplished. Many of his compositions, such as 
Hongse niangzijun have a direct political background or program. In his sym
phonic poem Piaoyang ba, junqi (Flutter, military flag), composed in 1977, he 
gives political explanations to each of the musical manifestations: Mao's victory 
and grandeur, for instance, are depicted in the last movement, by composing a 
great orchestral crescendo.167 Du also makes use of revolutionary songs such as 
Dongfang hong (The East is Red).168 Musically speaking, the piece is typical of 
Du's style, featuring homophonic writing (p. 1) and the use ofChinese instrumen
tal conventions on Western instruments: the harp introduction of the fourth 
movement is a direct replica of zheng-writing. The flute parts in parallel fourths, 
on the other hand, are reminiscent of the mouthorgan sheng (p. 52). 

Despite China's opening up to the West and the influx of Western knowledge 
and New Music since the late 1970s, Du admits: "I consider myself a Romanti
cist." He regards twelve-tone and serialist music as too rational, too logical and 
too academic, 169 and says: "Music has to be heard, not read. New Music is too far 
from the Chinese audience, they cannot understand it. Even in America modem 
music does not have a big audience. I like melodies, I want to be performed, re
corded and listened to." Therefore, his recent compositions, although generally 
free from political allusions, do not show a drastic change in style. 

His Violin Concerto (1982) fits well into the tradition of romantic virtuoso writ
ing reminiscent of Bruch or Wieniawski. In form, it is a textbook concerto in three 
movements, the first in Sonata-form, the second a slow tripartite movement and 
the third a Rondo. The Sonata-form in the first movement further fits the textbook 
explanations. It introduces a first vigorous theme (A, p. 75) introduced by the so-

166 The work is described shortly in LIANG "Xin yinyue chuangzuo," p. 269/70. 
167 The explanations to the score give more such examples. 
168 For a similar use of political songs in symphonic music cf. the discussion of Luo Zhong

rong's First Symphony in chapter four, part two. 
169 The same accusation of rationality led to a tum to tone-colour-composition in the history of 

Western New Music, not to a radical negation of most other of the values of New Music. Cf. 
BURDE" Contemporary Music in Germany Today." 
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loist, then repeated by the orchestra (B, p. 76) and followed after an orchestral 
transition by a more lyrical theme (C, p. 78). A development reworks the themes 
and their motivic parts and ends in a cadenza after which the recapitulation (at H, 
p. 87) repeats the two themes again. Du introduces typical virtuoso playing with 
runs (B) and double stops (E, p. 81). Harmonically, the piece is interesting for its 
use of pentatonic allusions at least in the second theme and for the mixture writing 
employed in the orchestral part (p. 85). Again, the orchestral writing is mostly 
homophonic, even canonic structure being used very rarely. This is true of his Pi
ano Concerto (1992), too, which again keeps within the sonoric bounds of the 
virtuoso writing of Rachmaninoff and the cantilene of Tchaikovsky. The sus
tained dissonant chord at the very beginning of the composition is indeed not the 

stuff the entire composition is made off. 
The life and works of Du, Luo and Chen reflect some of the peculiarities of 

China's musical politics. Whereas Luo most openly reflects the changes in possi
ble tifa between the early years and the most recent developments in the PRC, 
coming from his First Symphony in mellow pentatonic romanticism to the appli
cation of twelve-tone and serial techniques, Du Mingxin is an example for the per
petuation of certain policies and musical styles. He has not needed to change his 
techniques and can write highly accepted music that fits the official musical style 
advocated in the PRC then and now. Chen Mingzhi's compositions most deary 
show the sometimes peaceful coexistence of changing and perpetuated elements in 
Chinese musical policy. He writes twelve-tone music and pieces in a purely 
romantic style at the very same time. 

A particular-if diffuse-attitude toward the use of elements from China's own 
tradition, a dominant feature in the compositions of this generation, indicates the 
extent and limitation of musical policy changes. Whereas in the "rigorous" fif
ties, and until the "revolutionary" seventies the style of iron pentatonic romanti
cism is most important, taken up by almost any composer in their generation, the 
last two decades have offered new ways of dealing with tradition: dissonances 
create a critical distance to the manipulated pentatonic twelve-tone row in Luo's 
String quartet, Chinese rhythmical patterns are rendered invisible, drowned in the 
weightiness of Bart6kian idiom. Chen Mingzhi, on the other hand, while_.!_e_t~Il,ing 
Chig~~t:Jinearstructure and pentatonic elements in his twelve-tone compositions 
not only hides, but completely denies Chinese tradition in his Yequ. And while 
this wholesale-denial of tradition is not propagated, it is accepted tifa. In the same 
way, Du Mingxin's adherence to the "old-fashioned" idiom of pentatonic ro
manticism may be accepted tifa, despite the fact that the Four Modernizations 
advocate the renewal of all segments of Chinese culture and society, music in
cluded. The constant outflow of writings on New Music since the end of the Cul-
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tural Revolution is not equally reflected in the works of Chinese composers of this 
generation/. What is understood to be zheng and official musical style has not 
changed drastically enough, perhaps, it has only opened up new alleys and thus al
lows for some, no longer deemed all-too-dangerous, departures into modernism: 
"The 80s was a breakdance but that's not all." 

This generation featuring a pluralism which only recently developed is suc
ceeded by another checkered generation. They were not as fortunate, for they 
were just maturing when the Cultural Revolution brought schooling and much free 
creative activity to a standstill. Many a composer from this generation was deeply 
involved in political campaigns, was branded a rightist and a counter
revolutionary. This explains, perhaps, that few of them turned to musical radical
ism. Furthermore, only in the 1980s did some of them finally manage to leave 
China for a period of study abroad, not in the USSR, now, but in Germany or 
America. 

Not among them was Wang Lisan (* 193 3) who employs a humorous and steady 
idiom, tracing Bart6kian and Debussian styles. Other composers again keep to the 
conventions of iron romanticism: Tian Feng (*1935),170 Li Zhongyong 
(*1935),171 Chen Gang (*1935),172 Wang Xilin (*1937),173 and Huang Anlun 
(*1949).174 Some, such as Jin Xiang (*1935) and Chu Wanghua (*1941)175 have 

170 Tian graduated in 1962. His idiom in his many orchestral composition also for ballet or films 
is of a lyricist romanticism. 

171 In 1959, Li graduated from Xinan yinzhuan, continued his studies at the Central Conservatory 
in Beijing and is now lecturer at the Conservatory of Music in Sichuan. His Yunling xiesheng 
(A sketch of the mountains in Yunnan) is an example for his technically accomplished 
writing for orchestra, romantic in idiom but not pentatonic. 

172 Chen Gang, a graduate from and later teacher at the Shanghai Conservatory of Music, is said 
to have written some twelve-tone-music in the sixties, but he has become known more for his 
sentimental and romantic orchestral compositions, one of them the violin concerto after 
Yueju opera themes Liang Shanbo yu Zhu Yingtai (Butterfly violin concerto) composed with 
He Zhanhao in 1959. 

173 In his works of pentatonic romanticism he adds an atonal chord here and there. So in his 
Woodwind quartet and Yunnan yinshi (Yunnan tone-poem), both published in 1983. 

174 Huang's father Huang Feili (*1917) (cf. WANG Xiandai yinyue shigang, p. 53) had been a 
student of Hindemith in Yale in the forties. Huang Anlun had at an early age started to play 
the piano. Between 1968-1975, he studied at the Central Conservatory. Upon graduation in 
1976 he became resident-composer at the Central Opera house in Beijing. In 1980, he went 
to further his studies at the University of Toronto, continuing at Yale from 1984. He writes a 
technically accomplished but conservative style, only seldomly invoking the sound world of 
Prokofieff as in his Piano Concerto (1982). Some information on Huang is contained in PR 
1984.47:32 "Eine modeme Symphonie." 

175 Chu studied piano at the Central Conservatory in Beijing (1958-1963). In 1979-1981 he re
turned to study composition with Jiang Dingxian. In 1982 he went to Australia to obtain a 
PhD degree. His early works employ a romantic idiom, whereas his later Australian com-
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explored numerous styles from romanticism to expressionism. 176 Gao Weijie 
(*1938),177 Xi Qiming (*1941), Cao Guangping (*1942),178 and Zhao Xiaosheng 
(*1945) have changed their style from the sound world of romantic pentatonicism 
to modernist ways of expression whereas Yang Liqing (* 1942) has declared him
self a follower of Neue Einfachheit. l 79 

positions such as Fortuity-Necessity (string quartet) of 1983, and especially the tone poem 
The Borderland Moon for soprano, string sextet and percussion (1984) employ pentatonic 
twelve-tone-technique. 

176 Although Tona Scherchen-Hsiao (* 1938), the daughter of Hermann Scherchen and Xiao 
Shuxian (died 1990), born in Switzerland, was resident in China 1950-60 and studied tradi
tional Chinese music and pipa at the Central Conservatory in Beijing, and at the Shanghai 
Conservatory (1958-60), I have not considered her a Chinese composer in the context of this 
study since she continued her studies abroad and did not return to China or influence Chinese 
composers (as Zhou Wenzhong and Lam Bunching do, one through teaching, one through 
her compositions which won several Chinese awards, one at the 1987 Shanghai competition 
[For a discussion cf. RMYY 1988. l: 12-13 "Zhongguo fengge gangqin zuopin bisai" and WEI 
"Zhongguo fengge gangqin bisai"]). She studied in Switzerland under Scherchen (1960-62), 
Henze (1961-63), in Paris under Messiaen (1963-66), and finally under Ligeti (1966-67). 
The remarkable use of silence in her pieces, the assymmetrical phrasing and the cellular de
velopment she employs, however, can all be derived from Chinese tradition and until 1979 
her pieces mostly bear Chinese titles. For Tona Scherchen-Hsiao cf. MORTON/COLLINS 
(ed) Contemporary composers, p. 818-820. 

177 Gao has been an influential teacher and activist in modem music at the Sichuan Conserva
tory. His own works, employing pitch class sets based on Forte, are imbued with a neo-ro
manticist spirit. 

178 Cao graduated from the Shanghai Conservatory in 1965. He has since then been a lecturer at 
the Xinghai Conservatory in Guangzhou where he leads a group of contemporary composers. 
Cao's piano Quintet Fuge yinshi (Fugue tone-poem) uses five-tone impressionism with empty 
arpeggios and broken chords. In his Pipaxing (Pipa Ballad) for pipa and piano he already 
achieves nice flowing transitions between pipa and piano although his use of the pipa is 
conventional. Nuwa (Goddess) for prepared piano and 19 instruments (1987) finally steps 
forward, away from Debussian allusions to Crumb and Messiaen. More on Cao in Music 
from China National Radio 1995.3-4. 

179 Yang studied the piano at the middle school of the Shanghai Conservatory but was sent to the 
countryside to work and there overstrained his hands. Later, during a sickness 1960-65, he 
received private lessons in composition from Wang Jianzhong. Having spent the Cultural 
Revolution at Shenyang Conservatory, in 1978, he entered the graduate class in composition 
of the Shanghai Conservatory. He went to Germany between 1980-83 where he received a 
PhD from the Musikhochschule fiir Theater und Musik in Hannover. His Sishou tangshi 
(Four Tang poems) for soprano, percussion and piano (1981) is a fascinating composition, 
which makes use of many a modernist and Chinese technique such as the plucking of piano 
strings in the fourth piece or the imitation of the monotony of Buddhist sutra singing in the 
second piece. His erhu-composition of 1991, however, returns to the more conventional id
iom one expects of him as the composer of Wujianghen (Grievances at the Wujiang River) of 
1986 (discussed in RMYY 1988.7:5-7 '"Wu Jianghen' Yang Liqing ji qita" ). For some other 
compositions cf. KOUWENHOVEN "The Age of Pluralism," p. 113/114. 
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Wang qsan entered the Sichuan Arts College in 1948 to study music. In 1951 he entered the 
Shanghai Conservatory. When he was branded a rightist in 1957 he was sent to Heilongjiang as 
conductor and composer. Since 1963 he has taught at the School of Arts (Yishu xueyuan) in Har
bin. Since the early eighties he has been the president of this school. His Sonatina (1957) com
bines elements from Debussy and Bart6k. His Dong Shankui yi hua yi of 1979 (Paintings after 
Dong Shankui) for piano, an extremely complex composition, sometimes notated in four staffs, 
sets high demands to the pianist. Meng Tian (Dream Day), another composition for piano (1980), 
is inspired by two poems by Li Bai (701-762) and works with impressionistic silences and Debus
sian arpeggios. 180 

Jin Xiang studied composition at the Central Conservatory under Chen Peixun (Chan Puifang) 
between 1954-59 but was branded a rightist and hence was forced into work reform in Tibet. 
There, he led a local ensemble for some thirteen years. Between 1973-1979 he was sent to Urumqi 
where again he served as conductor. After the Cultural Revolution he was appointed conductor of 
the Beijing Symphony (1979-89) and lecturer at the composition department of the Chinese Con
servatory in Beijing. In 1990 he came to Seattle to further his studies of modem composition and 
since 1992 he has been a Visiting Scholar at the Juilliard School of Music studying with John 
Corigliano (*1937). His opera Yuanye (The Savage Land) of 1987, depicts a dark and brutal at
mosphere, a Chinese verismo that is reminiscent of Russian opera but which preserves some dis
tinctly Chinese elements: the flute is used in the manner of a Chinese dizi and sometimes whole 
passages are presented in typical shuoe,hang rhythm.181 His tone-poem Cao Xiuqing (1989) fea
tures nice tone-colouring but sometimes slides into a mawkish atmosphere, especially, when Jin 
introduces synthesized sounds. In his Circle: Four Seasons Songs of Ziye for soprano and piano 
(1981) his particular sense of colouring prevails. This piece remains quite conventional in both 
harmonic and technical language. The First String quartet (1990) combines harsh dissonant 
chords on the one hand with impressive lyrical passages, never leaving the modernist idiom, but 
never really experimenting with it either. His piano suite An Album of Chinese Painting (1984), on 
the other hand, presents zheng-arpeggios on the piano, reminiscent at times of impressionist 
sounds, but distinctive for their Chineseness. Perhaps one of his most accomplished pieces is his 
Chamber Concerto for fourteen instruments (1983?), a study in the reduction of motivic material. 
The piece starts off in a single note, very long and sustained, only slowly introducing different 
articulations in different instruments. It further employs elements of static playing, introducing 
very sensitive sound effects. His collage-like work Nuwa (Goddess) for voices, orchestra and 
synthesizer (1990) juxtaposes African rhythms, Jewish chanting, laughter, and exuberant shouts 
similar to those in Qu Xiaosong's Mong Dongl82 to create an incredible mixture of sounds. 183 

Xi Qiming had studied the piano at the middle school of the Shanghai Conservatory in the same 
class as the famous "red pianist" Yin Chengzong (1954-60). Xi remained at the Conservatory to 
continue his studies with Li Yinghai and Chen Gang. He graduated in 1966 and was supposed to 
work as composer for the Beijing Broadcasting Symphony. But his father's alleged relation with a 
former GMD member he used to play tennis with thwarted this arrangement. Xi henceforth 

180 For a short description of his Sonatina (1957) also mentioned in chapter four, cf. 
KOUWENHOVEN "Out of the Desert," p. 60/61. Cf. also PU "Shilun Wang Lisan de 
gangqin chuangzuo," RMYY 1986.10:15-16 "Hua shuo Wang Lisan," RMYY 1986.10:17-19 
"'Haibian dushui' ," and RMYY 1986.10:20-22 "Gangqin chuangzuo." He is also mentioned 
in LIU "Neizhan shiqi," p. 32/33. Most of his piano works have been published recently. 

181 For this opera cf. ZGYYX 1988. l :15-24 "Geju 'yuanye'." 
182 For this piece see my discussion below in chapter four. 
183 For Jin Xiang cf. also KOUWENHOVEN "Madly singing," p. 64, and "The Age of Plural

ism," p. 118/119. 
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worked in the composition section of the Shanghai choir and, during the Cultural Revolution, took 
part in adaptations of the model-works, the yangbanxi. Together with a classmate he was soon 
labelled the head of a counter-revolutionary music troupe for his adaptation of Zhiqu weihushan 
(Taking Tiger mountain by strategy): he had used the same three notes (although in a different 
rhythm) in a passage with words eulogizing Mao and another passage describing a "suspicious 
character." He was sent to the countryside and only in 1974 he was allowed to return to Shanghai 
since his parents were in bad health. After the end of the Cultural Revolution, he worked for the 
Shanghai Ballet troupe and wrote a ballet based on Lu Xun's Zhufu (The New-Year-Sacrifice) 
which was later changed into an orchestral suite called Hun (Soul). In this piece, he uses a lot of 
Strawinskian and Bart6kian sounds and polytonality to depict the disturbed psychological state of 
the main character, techniques still daring for their time. Many were worried for Xi who had al
ready been labelled a counter-revolutionary once, but the tides of the times were different then. 
Lately he has made his living mostly by writing pop songs. 

Zhao Xiaosheng had studied the piano at the primary and the middle school of the Shanghai 
Conservatory. Although his father, a violinist, Zhao Zhihua, was tortured to death during the Cul
tural Revolution, Zhao wrote piano compositions and adaptations of the yangbanxi. One example 
is his Jiazhu anyuan (Living at home, the well of peace), an adaptation from Azalea Mountain. In 
1978, he entered the Shanghai Conservatory as a graduate student in composition. He spent 1981-
84 in the U.S. and has since his return written many compositions trying to adapt Chinese sonori
ties to contemporary idioms. He keeps to some of the Chinese habits such as providing titles for 
his compositions which include orchestral, ballet, chamber and solo music. His first dance suite 
Diqu (Tune of the earth) includes Chinese instruments and singing in Beijing opera style (1990-
91). His third dance suite Tianji (Heavenly sacrifice) of 1990-91 features elements from ritual 
music. His ballet music Dahuang de taiyang (Sun over the wasteland), composed in 1992, is a 
collage incorporating pop-bass rhythms, a vocalizing choir and Chinese orchestral playing which 
is sometimes alienated in such a way that pipas sound like banjos in American country music. His 
numerous piano compositions are primarily studies in virtuosity, his combinations of Western and 
Chinese instruments as in Jiangliu (Flowing River), a quartet for Chinese instruments and piano 
(1989) and in an earlier composition for flute and muyu, are full of unheard sound effects. 

All of these composers were directly influenced by the tides of musical politics, 
some declared rightists, others counter-revolutionaries, some loosing their parents, 
others their pianistic abilities during the Cultural Revolution. But although often 
described as a "lost generation" by China sociologists, many of them have taken 
up the thread were they had to leave it when politics undermined their musical 
production. Their musical styles are reflection of the teaching they once received 
and the new impressions and experiences they have made since the end of the 
Cultural Revolution incorporating anything from pentatonic romanticism to ato
nality or even pop. 

The next generation, born during the 1950s, had to wait until after the Cultural 
Revolution to begin their studies. Some of them, then already in their mid-twen
ties, had had numerous and varied practical experiences of music before they even 
began to formally study the subject: they had worked in local Wengongtuan 
(Literary and Art troupes), Gewutuan (Song and Dance Troupes) or Jingjutuan 
(Opera Troupes), performing and arranging music. Most of these youngsters had 
been sent to the countryside and had experienced folkmusic not on a sir;igle field 
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trip arranged by the conservatory but daily for years on end. This first-hand con
tact with China's rural musical tradition has been a determining factor in the sty
listic development of many, but not all, of these composers: tradition in their com
positions appears in a different look.184 A particular chemical mixture of rural ex
perience and training in New Music after the Cultural Revolution was soon to pro
duce a xinchao, 185 a "New Wave" in China's world of music. 

Undergraduate entrance to the Shanghai Conservatory was up to competition 
again in 1979, the Central Conservatory had opened in 1978 already.186 Those 
who managed to get in (thousands applied for some tens of positions),187 were a 
most interesting and talented batch of people: 188 the 1978 class in Beijing in-

184 This point will be further elaborated on in chapter four. 
185 This term was coined by WANG Anguo in his article "Wo guo yinyue chuangzuo" ZGYYX 

1986.1:4-16. WANG defines the xinchao composers as those who incorporate elements of 
their indigenous tradition in a modernist framework. He later elaborated on the influence and 
origins of the movement in his Xiandai hesheng, esp. p. 205-226. For a detailed list of arti
cles on this movement cf. LIU,::Huigu yu fansi," p. 28/29, a study of the movement is 
ZHOU New Wave Music in China, for the political implications cf. WUNSCHE Der musik
kritische Diskurs. 

186 During the Cultural Revolution a system allowing for the preference and acceptance of work
ers, peasants and soldiers was in practice, the entrance examinations having been abolished. 
Under this policy, Ge Ganru (* 1954), to be discussed below, entered the Shanghai Conserva
tory and Yu Jingjun (Julian) (* 1957) the Central Conservatory (1973-77). Yu taught there 
upon graduation and between 1980-82 studied in Tokyo. He continued his studies in Aus
tralia at the Queensland Conservatorium of Music and at La Trobe University, Melbourne. In 
Scintillation II for piano, two vibraphones and glockenspiel (1987) Yu employs an improvi
sational, nicely instrumentated style. Lately, his approach to composition has been "based on 
traditional teaching practices combined with Western techniques: in the teaching offolkmusic 
in China a beginner learns a simple piece which is practised until the learner is capable, 
through improvisation, of embellishing the piece in an individual way. The embellished ver
sion then serves as the basis for further improvisation and the process continues until the 
piece, [ ... ]becomes the learner's own composition-thus the beginnings of a personal style 
are forged." (MORTON/COLLINS (ed) Contemporary Composers, p. 988.) In Reclaimed 
Prefu (1989) for two pianos, Yu applies this "additive" technique to Bach's Prelude and 
Fugue no. I from the Wohltemperiertes Klavier. Generally, his compositions are examples 
for a curious but effective way of blending characteristic Chinese idiom with European ato
nality, and a fine sense of instrumental colour as in his Puppet Opera The White Snake (1990) 
which was commissioned by Hans Werner Henze. For an analysis of some other of Yu's 
works cf. KOUWENHOVEN "The Age of Pluralism," p. 124/125 . His analysis is re
sponded to by Julian Yu in CHIME 6 "Letter to the editor," p. 139-141. 

187 In 1977, 17.000 applications of a standard as high as never before were made to the primary 
and middle school of the Central Conservatory. 300 students were accepted. In music, then, 
the Cultural Revolution has in fact created something to be rightfully called Mao's Harvest. 
Cf. a report in PR 1980.28:26 "Jubilaum des Konservatoriums" and LEK" Taking Chopin to 
China," p. 48. 

188 This statement is not restricted to students entering the conservatories during these years, but 
it was considered a general phenomenon. A comparison with the fifth generation of film 
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eluded Qu Xiaosong (*1952), Zhou Long (*1953), his wife Chen Yi (*1953), 
Zhang Xiaofu (*1954),189 Ye Xiaogang (*1955),190 Chen Qigang (*1955), Li 
Binyang (*1956),191 Guo Wenjing (*1956), Su Cong (*1957),192 Chen Yuanlin 

makers shows this very clearly. BROADED "The Lost and Found Generation," engages in a 
detailed study of the relationship of one generation of "worker-peasant-soldier-" students to 
the next chosen through examinations (esp. p. 79.87). 

189 Zhang Xiaofu entered the Central Conservatory in 1978. He studied under Wu Zuqiang. 
Before entering the Conservatory, he had worked in a Song and Dance Troupe (Gewutuan) 
for eight years (1970-78), playing the erhu. Upon graduation, he taught at his alma mater for 
five years. Since 1988 he has worked at IRCAM in France and is especially interested in in
troducing electronic music and computer music to China. Electronic equipment is still rare in 
the PRC although recording studios and pop groups often have first-class equipment (cf. REA 
"China's Rock and Pop Scene"). For a discussion of the electronic possibilites in China cf. 
FANG" Diansheng yuedui." 

190 Ye had been privately tutored in musical theory and composition by his father, Ye Chunzhi, 
and had written his first compositions in 1974. At the Central Conservatory (1978-83) he 
was a student of Du Mingxin. He is now studying at the University of Rochester. His early 
works such as Xijiangyue (Moon over the West river) for orchestra and Dipingxian (Horizon) 
for soprano, baritone and orchestra (both 1985) feature Western modernist elements whereas 
his later works such as Da Lai Vi (1988) and The Mask of Sakya (1990) are deliberate and 
successful attempts at combining China's tradition and Western modernity. 

191 Li graduated from Central Conservatory with an M.A. in 1985. He then continued for an 
MM us at Louisiana State University. He now lives in Baton Rouge. One of his latest com
positions for Western chamber ensemble, Eguor Notah (1990), uses the name of the city he 
lives in backward: "One direction of the word corresponds to my Eastern background and the 
other corresponds to my Western knowledge," says the composer in a programme note. His 
First Symphony is quiet and melancholy without sounding particularly Chinese to the etic ear. 
His first compositions for Chinese instruments, Southern Features for xun and qin (1986), 
live of the lyrical quality of his music. Cf. for more of his compositions KOUWENHOVEN 
"Age of Pluralism," p. 105 and PR 1987 .52:29 "Traditionelle Musik kommt zu neuer 
Blute." 

192 Su was a student at the Central Conservatory in Beijing. In 1982 he went to the Freie Uni
versitat in Berlin first to take a degree in ethnomusicology, but soon he changed to Dieter 
Acker's master class in composition in Munich (1982-84). His fame and position as profes
sor of composition at the newly founded Filmakademie Stuttgart is based on his compositions 
for the Bertolucci production The Last Emperor, the musical score of which received one of 
the Oscars .. His Erhu-Konzert (1986) uses a quiet conventional tone-language, only at 
dramatic moments does the harmonic framework introduce some dissonance. His Klavier
phantasie (1985), on the other hand, makes use of modernist techniques, the pianist is asked 
to pluck the strings and quietly dissonant sound fields are established throughout the piece. 
Similarly, his orchestral piece Poxiao (Anbruch des Tages, Daybreak) of 1985 is a modernist 
study in tension and relaxation. Su's more conventional compositions such as his Musikfur 
Streichquartett und Orchester (1984) and his Konzertouverture (1983) are good examples 
featuring his particular lyricism. Su's music does not abound with atonality, rather, his idiom 
is neo-romantic, more close to Neue Einfachheit. Recently, Su is working on an opera pro
duction dealing with Marco Polo. 
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(*1957),193 and Tan Dun (*1957). Later classes were made up of Chen Xiaoyong 
(*1955),194 Yang Yong (*1955),195 Wang Fei (*1959),196 and Mo Wuping (1959-
1993). 

Qu Xiaosong was sent to the countryside for a very long time during the Cultural Revolution 
and thus only started to learn how to play the violin at the age of twenty, soon joining an Opera 
Troupe in 1972. Graduating in 1983 from thecCentral Conservatory where he had studied compo
sition under Du Mingxin, he worked as a researcher at the Conservatory. Since 1989 when he re
ceived a scholarship to study at Columbia University, he has been working as a free-lance artist in 
New York. Even his earliest works such as Gu (valley) for piano (1979) and Shan 'ge (1982) for 
cello and piano, forbode the distinctly modernist features of Qu's mature style.197 

193 Chen who went to the United States in 1990, was a student of Wu Zuqiang at the Central 
Conservatory where he taught upon graduation in 1983. His First String quartet (1981) is a 
pentatonic study of Bart6kian sound. Generally, his style moves freely between pentatonic 
romanticism and elements of jazz and pop as exemplified in his Violin Sonatina. This is true 
of his compositions employing electronic sounds as well as his Hao (The great power) which 
juxtaposes pop-sounds and rhythms with sounds of gongs and pentatonic structures. In Nuwa 
butian (The Goddess makes up for-Heaven), composed in 1986, he again quite crudely juxta
poses electronic and concrete sounds (cf. KOUWENHOVEN "Age of Pluralism," p. 104 and 
118). 

194 Chen Xiaoyong studied the violin at the School for Art and Music in Beijing, 1973-76. He 
was a member of the Beijing Symphony orchestra. Between 1980-85 he studied composition 
at the Central Conservatory under Su Xia. Upon graduation, between 1985-1989 he contin
ued his studies with Gyorgy Ligeti at the Hochschule filr Musik und Theater in Hamburg. 
Since 1989 he has been working as a free-lance composer in Hamburg. Most of his works 
combine modernist techniques, a Ligetian layered structure and elements of China's own 
tradition: he wrote a piano quintet (1984), a violin concerto (1985), a string quartet (1986/87) 
in which metric and time structure are indefinite, a string trio (1987/88) which abounds in 
micro layered changes, Three short pieces for Chinese orchestra (1990/91 ), and Thao (named 
after a particular Chinese type of drum taogu cf. PICARD Musique chinoise, p. 104) for dis
klavier and percussion (1992). 

195 Yang taught harmony and counterpoint at the Central Conservatory in Beijing before going to 
Pittsburgh in 1987. His Su {Tracing back) for Chinese instruments partly employs interesting 
sounds and techniques, and partly makes conventional use of the Chinese ensemble. For his 
indebtedness to Western models and some other compositions cf. KOUWENHOVEN "The 
Age of Pluralism," p. 103. 

196 Between 1983-88, Wang studied at the Central Conservatory in Beijing under Du Mingxin. 
Upon graduation he was supposed to go to Moscow to continue his studies but his plans were 
thwarted due to the coup. He then decided to go to Europe to study and has been a student at 
the Stuttgart Musikhochschule since 1992. He had been sent to the countryside very late in 
1976-1979 where he played the viola in the Dongbei Opera Troupe. Between 1979-83 he 
had to work in a factory. His Rhapsody for orchestra (1988) makes use of modernist instru
mental techniques and oscillates between low and high points of tension. His Yiji (Traces) 
for Chinese orchestra (1989) shows a sensitivity for tone colouring and painting and makes 
use of interesting, sometimes African sounding rhythmic structures. He recently ( 1994) won 
a prize in composition at the Musikhochschule Detmold. 

197 Most of his expressive music is mentioned in chapters two and four. Some of his other works 
are a Percussion Concerto (1986), his Adagio for flute and strings (1985), and his Cello Con-
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Zhou Long worked as composer and conductor for the Zhangjiakou Gewutuan (Song and 
Dance Company in Hebei) between 1973-78. He graduated from the Central Conservatory of 
Music in 1983 where he had been studying under Luo Zhongrong and LiYinghai. Between 1983-
85 he worked as composer for the China Broadcasting Symphony Orchestra. Since 1985 he has 
been studying for a doctoral degree at Columbia University. His early pieces such as his sym
phony Guanglinsan (based on the ancient melody of the same name) or his ballet music Dongshi 
xiaopin (Dongshi imitating beautiful Xi shi's frown), both composed in 1983, still incorporate both 
elements of early modernism (especially Strawinsky) and pentatonic romanticism. This changes 
as Zhou's style reaches maturity, mostly through the use of elements from his own tradition. The 
development is already foreshadowed in his Konggu liushui (Valley Stream) of 1983, his first 
composition for Chinese instruments. It takes a more synthetic form in later compositions in 
which Buddhist elements take on an important role. Examples for this style are Wu Ji for piano, 
zheng and percussion (1987, rev. 1991), Heng (1987) for traditional Chinese ensemble, Ding for 
clarinet, zheng, and double bass (1988), and Dhyana (1990) for flute, clarinet, violin, cello and 
piano. While in Ding he aspires to the perfect absorption of thought into the object of meditation, 
in Dhyana inspiration is derived from the so-called " cultivation of thought" in Buddhism. Zhou 
bases his compositional approach on the Buddhist concept of" knowing with a clear mind," a shift 
from existence into nothingness.198 

Since 1970, Chen Yi was concert master and composer for a Beijing Opera Troupe 
(Jingjutuan). She studied at the Central Conservatory in Beijing, 1978-83, under Wu Zuqiang, and 
continued there for an M.A until 1986. Then, she became a doctoral candidate at Columbia Uni
versity, New York, studying with Zhou Wenzhong and Mario Davidovsky. She has recently 
served as resident-composer of The Women's Philharmonic in San Francisco. Her numerous com
positions oscillate between Chinese and Western traditions, becoming more and more imbued with 
the tonalities rather than the techniques of New Music as her style matures. Xuqu (Prelude), her 
first work for Chinese orchestra (1989) brings out various traits and tone colours of the Chinese 
orchestra: melancholy, mystique and explosive passions, Near Distance (1988) for flute, clarinet, 
violin, cello, piano and percussion thrives in loud, ahnost brutal chordal writing. Her As in a 
Dream (1988) for soprano, violin and cello on a text by Li Qingzhao (1084-1141 ?), makes use of 
Beijing Opera devices in the vocal part. Her Woodwind Quintet (1987) is a study in construction, 
based on a twelve-tone-row, whereas Meng (Budding) for string orchestra (1987) speaks a roman
tic idiom. In Liangzu guanyue yu dajiyue (Two sets of wind and percussion instruments) of 1986, 
one melody follows another, invoking the atmosphere of Strawinsky's fair in Petrushka. Her 
Songci sanshou (Three verses from the Song Dynasty) for a-capella chorus (1985) makes use of 
aleatoric elements, inflections, recitation and indeterminate drones from traditional Chinese opera 
and southern Chinese folkmusic, but sometimes recalls pentatonic romanticism. Yudiao (Song 
from Henan) for piano (1985) is a humorist miniature somewhat reminiscent of He Luting's 
Mutong duandi. In her Viola Concerto, the first of its kind in China, called Xianshi (String poem) 
and composed in 1983, the orchestra is still quite homophonic and the overall atmosphere is not as 
contemporary as in some of her later pieces.199 

certo (1984-85). For an introduction to Qu and his music cf. RMYY 1988.11:14-15 "Bu zai 
wei Ouzhou" and "Jiu Mong Dong" in ZGYYXIXB 1987.1:94-97. Some other discussions 
and analyses are" Mong Dong" in RMYY 1986.6:23-24, "Xie zai Qu Xiaosong yinyuehui zhi 
hou" inRMYY1986.6:21-22, andRMYY1988.11:16-18 "Yinyuehuizhaiyao." 

198 For these last points cf. MORTON/COLLINS (ed) Contemporary Composers, p. 993-995, a 
discussion of his Ding is to be found in ZYYYXYXB 1989.3:107-109 "Zhou Long sanchong
zou 'Ding' zuopin fenxi." 

199 For Chen Yi cf. MORTON/COLLINS (ed) Contemporary Composers, p. 175/176. 
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Guo Wenjing had begun to play the violin at thecinstigation of his parents who wanted him off 
the dangerous streets during the Cultural Revolution. He was soon working for the Chongqing 
Wengongtuan. At the Central Conservatory, he studied with Li Yinghai and Su Xia. Upon 
graduation in 1983, he went back to the Wengongtuan. Recently, the Central Conservatory has 
called on him to serve as lecturer. In his Xia (Gorge) for piano (1978) he is still a romantic. His 
string quartet Chuanjiang shushi (Ballad of the Yangtze River) composed 1981-84, shows his tum 
to modernism, although Guo sometimes refers back to an expressionist romanticism. His Chuan
cui xuanzang (Suspended Coffms on the Cliffs of Sichuan) for orchestra (1982) combines modem 
clusters with Chinese percussion and an imitation of erhu sounds in the strings. Guo makes use of 
a Sichuan melody. His Ba (Name of an old kingdom in Sichuan) for piano and cello composed 
1983, uses folklike sonorities and demands extensive pulling of the strings of the cello and glis
sandos. In the second half, it turns a bit more romantic. Chuandiao (Sichuan melody) for violin 
solo (1985) is reminiscent of Prokofieff and makes use of microtonal inflections. His Violin Con
certo (1986) and the Bamboo flute concerto (1992) are more recent and heavy orchestral attempts 
in a contemporary idiom. His recent opera Wolvendorp (1993) based on Lu Xun's Diary of a 
Madman captures the oppressive atmosphere of the libretto so well that the audience feels constant 
shudders running down their spine.200 

Tan Dun had grown up in the countryside in Hunan and had been sent to Huangjin commune 
(in Guangxi) for rural work. There, he started to collect folksongs and became a "village conduc
tor." In 1976, he joined the Hunan Beijing Opera Troupe. Between 1978-1985 he studied at the 
Central Conservatory in Beijing with Li Yinghai and Zhao Xingdao. In 1986 he went to the 
United States, Columbia University, where he received a PhD in 1993, studying under Zhou 
Wenzhong, George Edwards and Mario Davidovsky. From his earliest piano works such as A 
child's diary (1977/78) which still incorporates elements of pentatonic romanticism, he has de
veloped a more and more eclectic style. His Adagio for strings (1985) and his Symphony in two 
movements (1985) are studies in sound effects, incorporating both Western-style orchestral writing 
often reminiscent of Strawinsky and effects from Chinese opera or folksmusic, especially in the 
use of percussion. His second string quartet, Eight Colours (1986-88) is again an exploration of 
sound, . short romantic reminiscences are immediately subdued by harsh scratching noises: Tan 
makes use of all kinds of new techniques but also incorporates passages in which the violins sound 
more like Chinese erhus using typical traditional embellishments. His Silk Road (1988) for so
prano and percussion and In Distance (1987, rev. 1991) for piccolo, harp and bass drum are stud
ies in contrasts as melodic passages are offset by big leaps and shouts in the vocal part or noisy 
(and quiet) percussive passages. His most eclectic works are Death and Fire: Dialogue with Paul 
Klee (1992) for orchestra, his new opera Marco Polo which makes use of both Western Renais
sance music and Chinese folk-melodies, a recent composition for pipa and string quartet entitled 
Ghost Opera and a series of compositions entitled Yi (Changes) for different solo instruments and 
orchestra.201 His most recent projects also include experimental music with clay and paper. 

Mo Wuping entered the Conservatory in Beijing later than this group of composers. He studied 
under Luo Zhongrong (1983-1988). During the Cultural Revolution and in the early eighties he 
was violinist, composer and conductor of the Hunan Opera Troupe. Between 1988-1990 he lee-

200 For Wolvendorp cf. CHIME 8. On Guo cf. Music.from China National Radio 1994.3. 
201 For some biographical information on Tan cf. KOUWENHOVEN "Ritual Fire Dancer," and 

MITTLERNeue Musik aus China, p. 16. Chinese musical journals have reported frequently 
on Tan cf. ZGYYX 1985.1:134-136 "Yishi jiaoqi, liangceng lang," RMYY 1988.8:37-39 
"Meiguoren yanli de Tan Dun yinyue," and YYYK 1990.92:52-56 "Yong yanxing, gexing, 
biaoda minzuxing de zuoqujia." His recent works are discussed in VAN PUTTEN "Tan 
Dun's Marco Polo." 

i 
i I 
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tured at the Central Conservatory. He came to Paris in 1990. In 1993, he died of cancer, having 
returned to China shortly before. His small but impressive oeuvre shows a preference for vocal 
works in which Mo's sensitive and expressionist abilities climax. This is true of his songs based 
on poetry by Su Shi (1036-1101) such as Shui diao ge tou (Song of the Water) for tenor and piano 
(1983) and equally for his Ouverture for voice and orchestra (1988) and Fan I (Everyday I) for 
voice and nine instruments (1991). Frequently, the voice is used instrumentally, it whines, rattles 
and shouts. In his instrumental compositions he employs traditional Chinese techniques such as 
microtonal inflections or insisting single sounds. His last composition Fan II (1992) for twelve 
instrumentalists had continued his hopes formulated in Fan I: Fan stands for the everyday busi
ness: "Every day I look for the spiritual in the everday business hoping that the inner wealth of life 
will eventually show itself. If I find what I am looking for, I am happy, if not, I will continue 
looking." 202 

In the first class entering the Shanghai Conservatory after the Cultural Revolu
tion there were traditionalists using conventional techniques such as Xia Liang 
(*1953)203 and Zhang Qianyi (*1959). Han Yong (*1957),204 Sheng Zhongliang 
(*1957)205 and Xu Shuya (*1961), on the other hand, have turned to more con
temporary sonorities. Other, more recent candidates at the Conservatory in Shang
hai are Quan Jihao (*1955),206 Lu Pei (*1956),207 and Liu Yuan (*1957), as well 

202 The passage is reminiscent of Confucius's words on the sage from the Lunyu 14.42. A sage 
is one who is zhi qi bu ke, er wei zhizhe, someone who "knows that it is impossible yet still 
does it." On Mo cf. further MITTLERNeue Musik aus China, p. 13-14. 

203 Xia now lives in the United States. In some of his compositions in the field of chamber mu
sic, neo-romantic elements are prevalent. This is also true for his compositions for Chinese 
instruments such as Ban zhi diao (Song of the boat) which makes very conventional use of 
such Chinese instruments as zheng and pipa. Pan Guoxing (*?), too, could be named a neo
romanticist. He graduated from the Shanghai Conservatory in 1983 and is now working for 
the Shanghai Theatre and Dance House. His Xiangxi yinxiang (Impressions of Xiangxi) is 
exemplary for his refined romanticist use of the orchestra. 

204 Han is now resident in New York. Between 1978-82 he studied composition at the Shanghai 
Conservatory under Ye Chunzhi and Shi Yongkang. His violin concerto (1982) is an inter
esting study in modernist sonorities (cf. KOUWENHOVEN "Age of Pluralism," p. 82). 

205 Sheng studied with the fast batch of students at the Shanghai Conservatory. During the Cul
tural Revolution he was sent to Tibet where, as a piano player in a provincial band, he started 
arranging music (KOUWENHOVEN "Madly singing," p. 52). He came to New York in 
1982 where he has studied at Columbia University and became a protege of Bernstein soon. 
He writes a cosmopolitan musical style in lyricist sounds (for more material on Shen cf. 
KOUWENHOVEN "The Age of Pluralism," p. 102-104). 

206 Quan studied at the Conservatory in Shanghai in the early eighties under Wang Jianzhong 
and Yang Liqing. He is now teaching at the Shenyang Conservatory. His piano quintet 
Nongxian (Playing with strings) could be called a parody, it makes atonal and ironic use of 
Western salon dance rhythms. In his Violin Concerto (1982), he applies a similar eclecticism. 
His interest in his indigenous roots is evident in Long and Short (1984) recorded on WER 
601238-50 1988 which makes use ofrhythmic models from folkmusic of the Korean ethnic 
minority Quan belongs to. Some of his other compositions are mentioned in KOUWEN
HOVEN "The Age of Pluralism," p. 129. 

207 A student in Guangxi and Shanghai, Lu Pei has since 1991 continued his studies at Louisiana 
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as the female composers Luo Jingjing (*1953),208 Xu Jixing (*1960),209 and Xu 
Yi (*1963).210 

Zhang Qianyi studied in Shanghai with Chen Gang, Sang Tong and Shi Yongkang. His style is 
neo-romanticist generally, although he does employ contemporary techniques occasionally. His 
Music for four cellos conveys a spooky atmosphere made up of glissandos, pizzicatos and long 
sustained silences. His Bie (Parting) for piano, flute, clarinet, viola and percussions describes the 
farewell of Xiang Yu from his favourite concubine before a fatal battle: the interesting use of per
cussion echoing other instruments and the impressive slow parts make this a particularly attractive 
piece. In an earlier work, the String quartet in A, reminiscences of Dvorak quartets are still more 
evident, meddled with some Chinese pentatonic allusions. In Yin (Chant) for flute solo, which 
derives its name from a certain type of poetic writing in ancient China, he links contemporary 
disconnected and overfocussed sounds with a Debussian Syrinx atmosphere. His Lament for xiao 
and soprano (1985) makes extensive use of silence again and presents heterophonic interplay 
between voice and instruments and a peculiar insistence on single notes. 

Liu Yuan first began to study the clarinet at age 13. Before he entered the Shanghai Conserva
tory of Music in 1986 and studied under Zhao Xiaosheng and his mentor Yang Liqing, he played 

State University. His Shange yu-tongguyue (Mountain song and metal drum music) for piano 
is an atonal and somewhat disconnected study in Chinese allusions. His bassoon solo Yao 
(ballad) is a mildly modernist piece which conveys its "Chinese spirit" by title alone. Some 
other compositions such as his Qu huoji (The Making of Fire), an experimental piece of 
music to accompany a cartoon, in which he makes use of coke tins, cups and saucers, are 
discussed in KOUWENHOVEN "Out of the Desert," p. 80, and KOUWENHOVEN "Age of 
Pluralism," p. 105/106. 

208 Luo Jingjing was educated as a piano performer both in Shanghai and Beijing. She now lives 
in Ohio. Her Cicada Slough (1986) for qin and flute employs modernist techniques on the 
qin. There is little interplay between the instruments: in this piece she is moving away from 
imitating Western patterns towards incorporating elements from Chinese music. Earlier 
compositions such as Two Movements for piano, mezzo-soprano and orchestra (1983), Dun
huang quzici san shou (Three pieces on poems from Dunhuang) for piano (1980-81) and her 
Piano Concerto (1980), do show modernist traces, atonal chords or strange glissandos, and 
are technically accomplished, but have not left the romantic idiom. She is mentioned in 
KOUWENHOVEN "The Age of Pluralism," p. 105. 

209 Xu Jixing studied under Chen Gang between 1979-84. Whereas her First Piano Concerto is 
still reminiscent of Bart6kian rhythms, her Guan huashan bihua you gan (Mediation on 
Viewing the Frescoes at Huashan) for gaohu, piano and percussion (1983/84) makes free 
atonal use of Chinese local operatic melodies. This piece is discussed briefly in ZHANG Ak
kulturationsphanomene, p. 97-100. 

210 Xu Yi learned how to play the erhu in order to escape the hard work during the Cultural 
Revolution. In 1981 she got into the Shanghai Conservatory studying composition under 
Chen Mingzhi. Graduating in 1986, she went to Paris where she has studied with Ivo Malec 
and Gerard Grisy. Her compositions include chamber and orchestral works for Western and 
Chinese instruments. They are imbued with the silence and reflectiveness of Daoism. One of 
her most recent compositions, Leroi des arbres (1993), an opera parle for three voices, flute, 
2 clarinets, doublebass, violin and cello, picks up on the more practical side of Daoist lore. It 
tells the story of a young cadre who arrives in the mountains to replace the age-old trees with 
"useful," younger trees and his difficulties with the peasant population in their reverence of 
nature. 
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the clarinet in a Wengongtuan. He graduated in 1990 and has since worked for the Shanghai Song 
and Dance Company (Gewutuan) as a composer-in-residence. He employs modernist techniques 
and elements from his Chinese heritage: in his Sishou pusu de minge (Four simple folksongs) for 
piano (1987), for instance, he uses all kinds of contemporary techniques even glissandos inside the 
piano. His Guiyi (The begining and the end is One) for xiao, two qin, and baritone (1988) makes 
use of a number of modernist techniques such as inflections and down-tuning of the strings and 
also incorporates knocking on the body of the qin. Melodically, it refers to minimalism; the voice 
is not so much singing, as sighing on a few restricted notes. As Liu puts it, "the voice is singing as 
if not singing, speaking as if not speaking, reciting as if not reciting." In his chamber music piece 
Jie qi (Take the chance to stay[?]), Liu makes use of both Chinese and Western instruments am
plified by microphones (1988), Yongzhu (Chanting the bamboo) for synthesizer, dizi and zheng 
(1988), on the other hand, is more conventional, a pop-like version of typical dizi-playing. In his 
Rhapsody for orchestra (1991) there is a repeated insistence on certain rhythmic or melodic 
frames, ahnost in minimalist fashion, which is imbedded in an expressionist orchestral sound. 

The Sichuan Conservatory brought forth a few more composers such as Cui 
Wenyu (*1952)211 and Zhu Shirui (*1954),212 a structuralist, Jia Daqun 
(*1955)213 and, the adventurer among them, He Xuntian (*1954).214 Other Con-

211 Cui graduated in 1981. His compositions bear traces of a romanticist virtuoso style, espe
cially in handling Chinese instruments, as Yun (Rhyme) for dizi, erhu, sheng, and zheng 
(1987) shows. Shanqu (Mountain piece) for piano consists of a series of small motivic 
groups. Two small pieces for two flutes and piano abound in arpeggios and parallel thirds. 
Some remarks on Cui can be found in KOUWENHOVEN "The Age of Pluralism," p. 82. 

212 Zhu studied at the Conservatory in Sichuan between 1979-83 under Gao Weijie. He then 
graduated with an M.A. in musicology from the Central Conservatory in Beijing. Since 1991 
he has been studying in Stuttgart. He has written a great number of pieces for Chinese en
semble: Gu Jeng (Old wind) of 1985 and Sihe (Combinations of Four), composed in 1988, 
abound of exquisite but sometimes static sound connections. Zhu also took part in the first 
concert of computer music organized by Chen Yi, Tan Dun and Zhou Long in 1984 with his 
computer piece Nus hen (Goddess) of 1984 (cf. interview with Tan Dun). 

213 Jia, a student of Gao Weijie studied at the Sichuan Conservatory of Music, 1981-1986. He 
makes use of structuralism and Forte's pitch set theories in his compositions (cf. FORTE The 
Structure of Atonal Music). An early composition from his student days, Longfeng tuteng 
(The Dragon and Phoenix totem), a concerto for pipa and orchestra and his String quartet of 
1988 are based on these theories. In his Wind Sextet (1989) he applies Fibonacci numbers to 
organize the rhythmic structure of the piece, always attempting to reflect the "rationalism of 
modem man." Cf. KOUWENHOVEN, "Age of Pluralism," p. 91, and KOUWENHOVEN 
"Out of the Desert," p. 78. 

214 Having written music for propaganda ensembles in Chongqing during the Cultural Revolu
tion, He entered the Sichuan Conservatory studying under Gao Weijie (1978-82). His 1983 
string quartet Liangge shizhen (Two of the earthly branches), in sound still indebted to 
Bart6k, makes use of his newly-developed Equal value system which prescribes particular 
tunings to particular instruments. On this system cf. RMYY 1989.2:12-15 "Shijianxing, 
renyilu, duiyingfaji qita," on He's compositions cf. further RMYY 1989.2:16-17 "He Xun
tian zuopin zuotanhui fayan zhaiyao," and RMYY 1989.2:17-18 "Wo ting He Xuntian de 
yinyue." This and another article on He Xuntian is also found in JIN Zuoqujia de kungan, p. 
43-46: both emphasize (and criticize) the individualism in He's music. Some of his compo
sitions are discussed below in chapter four. 
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servatories, too, opened their doors again and educated this new generation of 
composers: Peng Zhimin (*1953),215 is to be mentioned, who uses mathematical 
formulas to organize his compositions, Zhang Dalong (*1955),216 whose modern
ist music leaves little audible trace of a Chinese heritage and Tang Jianping 
(*1955)217 who remains a romantic, even if he sometimes alludes to Gershwin. 

Ge Ganru: traditional noises and the prepared piano 

Ge Ganru218 was born into a family of scientists. Therefore, he says, he was not 
interested in music as a child, and played the mouth organ xun or the bamboo flute 
dizi just incidentally and for fun. With the beginning of the Cultural Revolution, 
however, his parents (as those of Guo Wenjing) gave him a violin to keep him 
from boredom since schools were closed. All attempts to find a teacher were at 
first thwarted, since the violin was labelled as a Western product and, what is 
worse, a bourgeois instrument.219 When he finally found a teacher from the 
Shanghai film studio, his lessons were based mostly on etudes and folk-melo
dies.220 In 1971-74 he was setft to Chongming Island, north of Shanghai, to do 

215 Whereas in his piano trio Shanmin yinxiang (Impressions of the mountain folk) Peng keeps to 
a typically romantic arpeggio style, in his Two pieces for piano he uses complicated mathe
matical formulae: Yequ (Night piece) is based on the formula An= a1+(n-l)a. In sound, it 
reveals a preference for very low notes, constantly repeated, and abounds of brutal hitting ot 
the keys. Little polyphony is applied, one linear part leading to the next. The second piece 
Fengbao (Windstorm), defined by F=l/ '.f 5 [(1 +'13/2}° - (1-'13/2)n], is reduced to the constant 
repetition of an ostinato. Peng is also an influential theoretician at the Conservatory in 
Wuhan where he has founded a Society for New Music. For more details cf. 
KOUWENHOVEN "The Age of Pluralism," p. 90. 

216 Zhang's String quartet first appears innocent but soon becomes an interesting Bart6kian 
mood picture, introducing sudden chords, pizzicato rhythms and fugato passages. A similar 
style is also applied in his Woodwind Quintet. Studying and working at the Xi'an Conserva
tory, Zhang founded a Small Group for Contemporary Music, the Xiandai yinyue xiaozu 
(KOUWENHOVEN "Out of the Desert," p. 88). 

217 Tang first studied at the Shenyang Conservatory (1978-82). He taught at the Shilin Arts 
College (Yishu xuexiao) after his graduation and continued his studies for an M.A. at the Cen
tral Conservatory in Beijing with Su Xia (1985-87) where he is now teaching. His first con
tact with modem music had only taken place in the mid-eighties, when he came to Beijing. 
His music, such as his Wuqu (Dance) for Western orchestra and Chinese instruments (1992), 
although technically accomplished, especially in the lyrical passages, still reflects this late 
contact and is not intent on being called avantgardist. 

218 Most information in the following section is taken from an interview with Ge. An article on 
Ge is to be found in MORTON/COLLINS (ed) Contemporary Composers, p. 320-322. Ge in 
one point departs strongly from the established paradigm: his music is written for no particu
lar audience. In fact, he does not care whether anyone will listen to his music or not, he just 
writes it for himself. 

219 There was no Yin Chengzong among the violinists emancipating the violin for the revolution. 
220 Chen Yi described the available material for instrumental lessons in similar ways. 
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farm work. He took his violin and found a teacher, Nian Kaili, the former concert
master of the Shanghai Philharmonic, who had been sent to the countryside even 
before the Cultural Revolution and had apparently been forgotten there once it 
started. To evade the dangers of being labelled a bourgeois, Ge worked doubly 
hard during the day, practicing his violin at night which "usually left me with only 
three or four hours of sleep. I got up at 3 a.m. to practice before we had to do 
work on the fields from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. After work, I would practice again until 
midnight." Ge organized a small instrumental ensemble, in order to provide en
tertainment and escape at least some of the hard labour. When the ensemble had 
established itself, a strange mixture of violin, accordion, dizi, Western flute, saxo
phone, erhu, trumpet and piano, they were allowed to stay away from work for 
half a day to do their rehearsals. They would be sent to all the units on tour, 
playing revolutionary songs or folkmusic. Everyone in the group would try their 
hand at writing arrangements but Ge was the most active. When in 1973 the 
Shanghai Conservatory started to admit politically-engaged students, they 
interviewed and auditioned him. He entered the violin class at the Conservatory in 
1974. 

The composition of a Violin Concerto (1976) was the turning point in his career. 
He had written it encouraged by his violin teacher at the Conservatory. It was re
hearsed and performed twice in the Shanghai Music Hall and Ge was allowed to 
change his major because of it. He continued to study at the Conservatory, now 
(1977) a student of the composition department, with Chen Gang as his teacher. 

Chen had immediately introduced Ge to Kodaly. When he began to write his 
Twelve Preludes (1979), the Trio on a poem by Li Bai for soprano, flute and clari
net (1981) and a Chamber Symphony (1982) in an advanced and dissonant style, 
performers were repelled in fright: "They thought I had this kind of avantgarde 
chemistry." ·His Shi zhi shunjian (Moment of Time) for piano (1982) also belongs 
to this period. This composition not only incorporates a serial by Schonberg but 
also applies aleatoric221 techniques: certain cluster chords or melodic fragments 
are to be repeated ad libitum. Ge uses graphic notation to indicate this. Further
more, this composition alludes to elements from Chinese aesthetics: there is an 
emphasis on silence between hacked chords in his fourth piece and an insistence 
on a single notes in the third piece.222 

Ge had been supported by some teachers and cited as a bad example by others 
due to his" avantgarde chemistry," but in 1980, he was unanimously chosen to go 

221 For these modernist techniques cf. VOGT Neue Musik, esp. p. 114-123. 
222 A more thorough discussion of these and other Chinese elements in Chinese compositions 

follows in chapter four. 
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to Beijing to study with.the British composer Alexander Goehr for two months.223 
He became an even more controversial figure in Beijing than he had been in 
Shanghai, but endured in his interest, managing to get hold of recordings of Cage, 
Crumb and Takemitsu through friends who went abroad. 

A year later, the American conductor David Gilbert, then assistant conductor of 
Boulez at the New York Philharmonic, was invited to the Shanghai Conservatory 
for two semesters (1981). Again, modernizing China pushed a "modern" Ge 
Ganru to the front, however awkward he appeared politically. Ge almost missed 
the departing conductor, however, who had promised to take some of his scores to 
America. He eventually showed them to Zhou W enzhong who invited Ge who 
had been lecturing at his alma mater upon graduation in 1981, to study at Colum
bia University. He graduated from Columbia with a PhD in 1992 and is now 
working as a free-lance composer in New Jersey. 

Many of his compositions are combinations of Chinese traditional and avant-
gardist techniques. One such example is Fu (a 
Chinese form of prose-poetry) for string quar
tet (1983) in which he employs contemporary 
instrumental techniques: extensive inflective 
glissandos and microtones are introduced (p. 
1.5.7) Bart6k pizzicato appears (p. 6). Ge fur
ther employs complicated rhythmic structures 

=-~ =-~,.~ '' -=-• ..._... which also appear frequently in New Music (p. 
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5.22).224 On the other hand, the piece is a 
study in single sounds focussing on very few 

+:_3 :::"~ _ ~.::! :!t.-~- ~~~!-!;~ notes in differing timbres and articulation. 
.. 11 ... n 

There is no melody in this piece, only a <level
;~-~:.;~~---;:~~ opment from one sound to the same sound in a 

------ ;"-1 - ~ different shape. This insistence on the same 
11__~_,_.,.,~. ~,~=-S~'·~·· ~~~~ 1 ~~,,._~, ~~-~·· sound might be developed as the swaying be

:. ' ' ' tween two notes in glissandi (p. 1 ), it might 
Fig. 4 Fu (p. 5): contemporary string appear in harsh staccato notes with gracenotes 

sounds (p. 5), or as a centralized motoric wavelike 
movement (p. 12). The ending from p. 22 
recapitulates all the different forms in which 

the subject" single sound" has appeared and the piece ends in silence. 

223 Two other students who studied with Goehr in 1980 were Chen Yi and Ye Xiaogang. 
224 For the use of these instrumental techniques and rhythmic complexity in New Music, cf. 

VOGT Neue Musik, p. 126-134, and p. 172-175. 
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Fig. 5. Wu (p. 1 ): static but moving cluster 

A similar piece on a 
broader scale is his piano 

concerto Wu (Deter
mined), composed in 

1988. It juxtaposes a 
prepared piano, hacking 

away on a few staccato 
sounds, with a flexible 

orchestra. At first, the 

orchestra creates a static 
but moving cluster (p. 1 ), 
but soon the wind takes 
on more melodic func

tions (p. 6) which even

tually infect the piano to 
more melodic work (p. 

17 and again p. 52). 
Similarly, rhythmicized 
staccato passages in the 

piano are instigated by 

the preceding percussion 

movement in the orches
tra (p. 25.60). 

The dialogue in re

peated notes which the 

piano holds with the or
chestra on p. 33 (and 
later p. 66) and the re

flective piano solo when 
the inner strings of the 

piano are plucked, and the cross beam is hit, are incited by the preceding orchestral 

sections. Here, the orchestra is further and further reduced (p. 38-40) until only 

low strings and harp are playing and the piano answers to this quietness. This type 

of direct contact between soloist and orchestra, concertare in its very literal sense, 

continues: the harp arpeggios are immediately echoed in the piano on p. 46. The 

repetitive accelerating rhythm on p. 53 in the brass returns in the piano (p. 56). 

This technique enables Ge to create a work of greatly unified but highly stratified 

sound. 
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Ge makes use of single instruments or groups of instruments for very particular 

effects. Written for prepared piano, this piece is less of an exploration of noise as 

sound but of sound as sound. As the orchestral make-up grows thicker and 

thicker, Ge makes use of complicated time-structures, a technique we had ob

served in Fu already which produces a hazy mixture of static and yet moving 

sound which is then perceived as single sound for lack of clear division. 

Sonoric qualities are also important in another of his recent compositions, the 

requiem Ji (Sacrifice) of 1989. A piece of scar music, it is dedicated to "all those 

who have suffered throughout China's history." The sound language Ge employs 

is expressionist: the work begins and is punctuated with sighs and shouts of 

mourning accompanied by a brassy orchestra. At times it incorporates elements 

reminiscent of the Western Requiem tradition: Faure, Verdi and the clerical so

norities of Penderecki are alluded to, but the composition soon returns to Chinese 

sounds as the drums lead in a recitativo call to amituofu, the incantation to Amida 

Buddha. The piece makes use of extensive improvisation, and employs all possi

ble timbres of the human voice a&.sung, hissed, sighed, shouted, and whispered. It 

is another example for Ge's sensibility for timbre and sound, an ability he proba

bly trained while writing for the unlikely instrumental ensembles in his days on 

Chongming Island. 

Chen Qigang: Messiaen and the romantic heritage 

Chen Qigang,225 too, is a composer of sonorities, but his idiom is quite different 

from Ge's deliberate, uncompromising modernism: Chen grew up in a very tradi

tional Chinese environment, his father being a calligrapher. He took piano and 

clarinet lessons at an early age. During the Cultural Revolution, 1973-78, he 

worked for the Zhejiang Song and Dance Troupe (Gewutuan). He entered the 

Central Conservatory in 1978 to study composition with Luo Zhongrong. Since 

receiving a French government scholarship in 1984, he has lived in Paris where he 

has studied under Messiaen, Malec and Baillif. Chen was not a precocious musi

cian. During his years in Beijing, whilst others in his class were turning out piece 

after piece, he remained rather silent, taking in all he could: Shostakovitch, Hin

demith and Britten were the most important composers to him then. Since coming 

225 The information in this section is taken from an interview with Chen Qigang. A discussion of 

his works is found in KOUWENHOVEN "The Age of Pluralism," p. 121-123. Chen, like 

Ge and Xu Shuya is not interested in his audience. He further departs from the paradigm in 

his refusal to acknowledge Chinese culture as a determining factor in writing his music. He 

does not consciously base himself on tradition, although tradition certainly is the source for 

some of his compositions such as Luan tan xinbian (New variations on Luantan) of 1987 for 

guitar and Poeme Lyrique for baritone and instrumental ensemble (1991) based on poetry by 

Su Shi. For these compositions cf. MITTLERNeue Musik aus China, p. 15. 
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to Paris, however, he has begun to compose quite prolifically, writing in an idiom 
that could be described as introvert, philosophical and "sonoric." As a neo-ro
manticist he has had a hard time in France where the fear of the "neo-romanticist , 
hat" is greater than once was the fear of being branded an avantgardist in the 
twenties and thirties. 

His compositional direction is already prevalent in Huiyi (Le Souvenir) for flute 
and harp, composed in 1985. The piece is meant to convey the following 
thoughts:226 

Beautiful moments are always short-lived, although vast amounts of energy 
and time have been invested into attaining them. In order to prolong the joy 
of these memorable moments, I indulge in memories. The sweetness of 
memories, however, does not come without a touch of pain and a sense of 
nostalgia-lost, forever lost ... 

J 
~ ..... 

IF* 

Fig. 6 Huiyi (p. 2): melancholy melody 

The composer juxtaposes 
fleeting, erratic passages with 
touches of melodic material. 
The isolated, lonely motifs 
presented in the beginning of 
the piece, a sustained note 
here, a tremolo there, and 
again a staccato here, are 
suddenly interrupted to intro
duce a short but expressive, 
somewhat melancholy 
(through the use of minor 
thirds and the general falling 
character) melodic line in the 
flute (p. 2). It is again lost in 
erratic movements, arpeggios 
in the harp and big leaps in 
the flute part. Another 
melodic attempt is made in 
the flute (p. 5) again to be 
drowned in motoric 
movements and erratic 
chords in the harp. 

In Yi (Idea?) of 1986 for 
clarinet and string quartet, 

226 From a programme note for the 1986 Composers' Conference and Festival in Hong Kong. 
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this type of contrast is cause for the inner dynamics of the piece, too. In its mo
toric sections, it abounds with extremely complicated rhythmic constructions (p. 
4.12, cf. Fig. 7). The meditative slow sections, on the other hand, are often pur
posefully static to stress the contrast even more (p. 10/11 ). This static effect cli
maxes in the sustained note which is held unbearably long: the clarinet player is 
asked to change breath while still playing (p. 23). Chen also takes to other con
temporary instrumental and. notational techniques. He uses microtonal inflections 
(p. 1) and approximative notation (p. 13). Differently from most of Chen's com
positions, in this piece the harsh and percussionist effects are predominant. 

Chen's Voyage d'un Reve for flute, harp, violin, viola, cello and percussion 
(1987) goes back to lyrical impressionism. The piece is dedicated to the memory 
of Debussy who is quoted in the midst of this sometimes minimalist tone study. 
Yuan (Origins) for orchestra (1988) is spherical music of manifold timbral variety 
which starts off in the highest range over a very low organ point and develops 
Chen's interest in timbral variety. 

Lumieres de Guanglin (1989} for in
strumental ensemble again shows an af
finity for Messiaen's sound complexes: 
the piece is based on long sustained 
sounds with inner movement (p. 112 
through the use of inflections; p. 6 frag
mented in the tremolo of the percussion 
and the glissando in the violins; on p. 
9.16.19 ornamented in trills or strong vi
brato, on p. 13/14 somewhat harsher 
through the constant repetition of minor 
second gracenotes and plucked piano
strings; first motorized in repetitive notes 
on p. 53 which are further developed on 
p. 59 to double stops in the strings). 
Chen's command oforchestral timbre and 
modernist techniques (cf. the use of 
playing sul tasto on p. 20, and the hissing 
sound required of the flute, p. 23) is evi
dent in this piece, a study in climaxing 

I I "" 

_ ... lf!>Pi. 

.. 

Fig. 7 Yi (p. 4): complicated rhythmic 
structures 

and relaxing microcosmic movement which finally returns to the silence and calm 
oflong sustained notes from which it emerged (p. 68/69). 
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Xu Shuya: what audience? 

Xu227 comes from a musical family. His father is a composer for traditional in
struments, his mother a singer. Nevertheless, he considers the influence of the 
musical atmosphere in his family less important to his musical development than 
his experiences during the Cultural Revolution, when he was called to take part in 
the Wenyidui (literary and arts troupes). His entire family was sent to the coun
tryside in Dongbei between 1969-74, where he saw first performances of yangge 
and heard suona and sheng music. 

After his return from the country, he again joined a Wenyidui and began to play 
the piano and the cello. Since everybody wanted to play but there was so little 

227 The information in the following section is taken from an interview with Xu Shuya. He also 
departs from the paradigm in his attitude toward the audience. Furthermore, he only casually 
acknowledges the importance of his nationality for his music, and he is not consciously ar
dent in his defense of writing "Chinese Music," although his music might tell a different 
story. 
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music available, Xu started to write music, privileged by the fact that he could find 
ample material on composition and theory among his father's books. In 1978, he 
applied to the Shanghai Conservatory for the study of composition. His teachers 
were Zhu Jian' er and Ding Shande. In December 1982, at a festival celebrating 
the 55 years-jubilee of the Shanghai Conservatory, two of his works were per
formed: his string quartet Miaoge228 (Song of the Miao), composed in 1982, and 
his Violin Concerto (1982). Both pieces were quite out of the ordinary celebratory 
music. The latter composition, for instance, is at times reminiscent of nineteenth
century virtuoso writing but generally a study in atonal sounds. The piece ends 
atmospherically with the fainting sounds of a muyu. 

These compositions caused a rift between the teachers of the Conservatory, one 
group (Chen Gang, Chen Mingzhi, Ge Ganru) praising Xu, especially for his string 
quartet, the other (mainly led by He Luting, then the president of the Conserva
tory) considering it an offense to the ear and testimony that he had not learned 
anything at the Conservatory.229 Xu was secretly told by one of the teachers to 
delay further departures from conventional style until he had graduated and that he 
had better write a more conservative graduating piece. This Xu did: Xiangxi 
yinxiang (Impressions of Xiangxi), however, based on fieldwork he had done in 
Xiangxi, is not a piece he acknowledges or even includes in his list of works. 

In Suo (Search), a cello concerto composed in 1984, Xu is back on the modern
ist track: he uses tight clusters and dissonances, picks up on the emphasis on per
cussion music in contemporary composition and creates scintillating dialogues 
between cello, piano and percussion. He makes the cellist use glissando and pull 
the strings as is done in qin-playing to inflect the pitch.230 All of these effects 
help to alienate the pentatonic melody he employs.231 Xu acknowledged that the 
masses would not understand this music, but did not care. During his years as 
lecturer at the Shanghai Conservatory, his compositions became more and more 
daring and he developed an idiosyncratic style which has matured since he came to 
France to study at the Ecole Normale de Musique de Paris in 1988. Since 1989 he 
studies composition and electro-acoustical music with Ivo Malec and Laurent 
Cuniot at the Conservatoire National Superieur de Musique. 

228 For the use of Chinese techniques in Miaoge, cf. chapter four, part two. 
229 He Luting also raised these types of criticisms against the composers of the younger genera

tion generally in an interview with me. 
230 Xu also employs yuheba, a technique explained in chapter four, part two. 
231 He Luting nearly left the concert performance of this piece in rage but was held back by his 

wife. He came backstage personally to scold the composer for his lack of melody, which was 
seen to be essential to Chinese music. A thorough discussion of different interpretations-or
thodox and heterodox- of Chineseness in music follows in chapter four. 
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Qiuxu (Autumn Sunset) for violin and chamber orchestra (1985), Qiutian de 
dengdai (Waiting for Autumn) for four flutes, string quartet and string orchestra 
(1986), and Qiutian de yunluo (Chute en automne) for ten instruments (1991) are 
modernist studies in sound and non-sound, full of microtonal inflections, glissan
dos, abrupt stoppings and wild repetitions. These pieces rework his memories of 
the countryside when he waited for every beautiful autumn to come and end his 
time away from home. They are studies in anti-melody, made up of small units of 
climax and anti-climax, a feature which would soon become predominant in his 
compositions: his First Symphony: Huxian (curves) composed in 1986, for in
stance, presents long sustained unison sounds, only shortly interrupted by frag
ments of melodies, and abrupt breaks after climactic developments of trills or clus
ters. In Choe for four cellos (1989) this technique is applied, too. The piece em
phasizes sudden and unexpected changes in timbre, dynamics or articulation. Xu 
makes use of the full range of modernist string-techniques: Bart6k pizzicato, col
legno playing, overpressuring. So, although he chooses a uniform body of sound, 
four instruments of essentially the same timbre, he achieves unforeseen if not 
shocking effects. This is also true for his Xuyang shuijing (Cristal au Soleil 
couchant) of 1992 which develops on the unexpected outbreaks of sound already 
observed in some of his earlier compositions. Weeping chords arise from scintil
lating trills, conveying sudden terror, sounds are pulled, pressured, sustained, re
peated only to break off suddenly. Xu's expressionist idiom also makes use of 
harsh dissonances. He is a master of orchestration enhancing the once creepy, 
once exuberant atmosphere of the piece by the apt use of Chinese percussion in
struments on the one and extraordinary instruments such as the bass clarinet on the 
other hand. His compositions make for complex listening, they are decidedly not 
music for the masses.232 

The xinchao generation233 is probably the boldest and the most adventurous of 
all Chinese composers' generations as concerns their departure into modernism. 
Their ability and willingness to do so is deeply indebted to their generational expe
rience. And yet, while the opened door made it possible to hear, know and learn 
about contemporary music in the West, the implementation of the techniques of 
New Music was not all that easy. The emancipation of noise as sound, the eman
cipation of sound as melody, the emancipation of popular and religious traditions 
as worthy resources for one's music, all of these revolutions were carried out and 

232 For Xu cf. KOUWENHOVEN "The Age of Pluralism," p. 120-121. 
233 This naming is to be taken cum grano salis. It will become apparent in chapter four that 

some older composers such as Jin Xiang or Zhu Jian'er and some younger composers such as 
Cao Jian evidently apply the same musical aesthetics and employ similar techniques as the 
composers of this generation. Nevertheless, the bulk of composers writing in xinchao style 
are from the generation born in the fifties. 
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fought for by composers of the xinchao generation. Those who struggled for it, 
not unlike the older generations, had to suffer for it at times, since it is the very 
nature of conservative taste to inhibit change. And this taste is not restricted to 
worried politicians only, but is wide-spread in institutions that are aptly called 
"conservatories." 

Apparently, Zhou Enlai's call for "appropriate artistic criticism" 234 had not 
been fully implemented, conservative political argumentation still dominated the 
field. New Music, then, although in theory accepted tifa, had not really become 
established orthopraxy. This dichotomy of on the one hand opening up new ave
nues, but on the other hand barring the way to those bold enough to take it, results 
in an even greater spread of stylistic possibilities from very conservative to very 
avantgardist in compositions from this generation: their pluralism really is one of 
10.000, not of 100 flowers. 

The xinchao generation, however, so it appears, were the first and are the last 
generation of privileged composers in the PRC. Not only did they study during a 
time of pluralism, they were given a first chance in practicing their orchestration 
and composition skills by trial and error during the Cultural Revolution, an oppor
tunity which even some Western composers might envy them for.235 Further
more, they grew into a time when economic concerns did not ride everything yet, 
so that even during their conservatory years it was possible for them to stage per
formances of their own compositions. This, as has been described, has changed 
drastically in the last few years. 

The next group of composers presently trained at the conservatories, Zhou 
Xianglin (*1963), Yu Qiang (*1964)236 and Ding Ying (*1969)237 in Shanghai, 
Xiang Min (*1967), Hao Weiya (*1971)238 and Cao Jian (*1973)239 in Beijing, 

234 CL 1979.6:92/93 "Laws of Development." 
235 Cf. my interview with R.I.P. Hayman. 
236 Yu Qiang, presently working in Beijing, graduated from the Shanghai Conservatory in 1992. 

He is a conceptual artist, as his project 118, described above, shows. He wants to get rid of 
the ritual of concert halls and concert goers and include audiences in the musical happening. 
Cf. YU " A new generation." 

237 Ding Ying and Zhou Xianglin are students at the Shanghai Conservatory. Ding Ying entered 
the conservatory in 1988 studying with Lu Pei and Yang Liqing. Zhou Xianglin is now an 
M.A. student. He first studied with Mo Wuping before his departure to Paris. Both of them 
regularly write pop music to support themselves. 

238 Hao's mother is a teacher at the Xi'an Conservatory of music. Hao himself has studied at the 
Central Conservatory since 1989, first with Chen Yuanlin, (*1957) now with Wu Zuqiang. 
His style has not quite matured yet, it is a typical Chinese blend of Bart6k and Debussy, at 
times highly percussive in effect, at times rich in lyrical sonority. Hao is working as a piano 
player in one of the Beijing hotels and writes popsongs to earn his living. 

239 Cao Jian started to play the piano and the zheng in early childhood. She entered the Central 
Conservatory in 1988, at first a student of Li Binyang and, since Li's departure for America, 
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are already representative of the post-xinchao-generation. Their music reflects 
very different experiences from those of the xinchao and often returns to some of 
the conservative styles that were evident before. One distinct feature of this gen
eration is an evident lack of interest in, and passion for China's tradition. This sets 
their music apart both from that of the xinchao composers, with their interest in 
the odd and spooky sounds from China's musical tradition and from the older 
generations, with their love for pentatonic romanticism. 

Xiang Min: writing intelligible music 

Xiang Min's240 parents, too, are musicians: his mother teaches piano at the Central 
Conservatory, his father serves as violinist in the film-music-department. There
fore, Xiang went to the middle school and high school of the Central Conserva
tory. In high school (1983-86) he had already taken some composition classes. 
He is now in Du Mingxin's class, studying for an M.A. in composition. It seems 
as if Du's ideas have strongly influenced Xiang. He writes accomplished tonal 
music and evidently does not feel a need to stray too far into the modernist idiom. 
"The audience cannot understand this type of music, the performers are not very 
willing to play it because it is too difficult for them. New Music cannot be under
stood by the Chinese since all those modem techniques are Western techniques, 
they have their philosophical base in the West. Therefore, I have not yet felt that 
there is a need to write modem music. My music is based on conventions." 

Not Chinese conventions, though. He had no memorable experience of the 
countryside during the Cultural Revolution: although he has taken part in the man
datory classes of Chinese music at the Conservatory and although he has done the 
required field trips to collect folk-material, his music (apart from some allusions to 
Chinese orchestral writing)241 is not very clearly imbued with Chinese spirit. He 
explains: "The emphasis on minzuxing, on national spirit, is political, I don't 
really like it." 

His Piano Quintet (1988) is a study in extended romanticism, sometimes remi
niscent of Shostakovich's late string quartets. It starts off in a beautiful cello 
cantilene, answered in the violin. The piano introduces chords of extended chro
maticism and some of the contrapuntal or canonic movement leads to certain dis-

of Guo Wenjing. She is exceptional for her generation: her style is an interesting combina
tion of modernist Western and Chinese elements. Her Fenfeng (Foehn) for piano (1990) and 
her Yege (Evening song) for flute and piano (1990) are accomplished miniatures in this style. 

240 The information contained in the following paragraphs stems from my interview with Xiang 
Min. Xiang only departs from the paradigm in one point: his music does not, so he contends, 
have to be essentially" Chinese." 

241 For the dubious nature of the Chinese orchestra as an authentic heir to traditional musical 
ensembles see the discussion in part two of chapter four. 
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sonances between the voices, but generally, this is a romantic composition. A 
harsher middle section which is recalled again shortly before the end introduces 
more dissonant writing. H breaks off in a cluster chord in the piano and the be
ginning cello cantilene echoed in the violin in harmonics ends the piece. 

Xiang mentions his particular love and admiration for the music of Red De
tachment. This is clearly reflected in some of his orchestral compositions. Com
position for Chamber Orchestra (1990), in its beginning, aptly employing the 
harp, recaptures some of the quiet but tense atmosphere prevalent in the scenes 
when Nan Batian's men are searching for Qinghua. A reconciling string theme is 
then introduced. Here, the unison writing or the tremolo background for wood
wind solo sections (which recur) is distinctly reminiscent of conventional compo
sitions for Chinese orchestra. It mouthes into a short polyrhythmic passage rec
onciled by the reassuring string theme which dwindles out in a smorzando. 

His first Ouverture Haitian (Sea Day) of 1992, with its running waterline in 
wavelike semiquavers is reminiscent of Smetana's Moldavia from Ma vlast (1872-
79) and employs heavy and repetitive orchestral writing, the instruments often 
doubling each other. Again, the dialogues between strings and wind are 
reminiscent of Red Detachment. His Second Ouverture (1992), Jieyue de qingdian 
(Celebration) is based on a harsh staccato ostinato in the strings which is offset by 
trumpet sounds. The movement dies down and is revived again, first only the 
military drum snares, slowly the bassoon, the trumpets, the strings enter. This 
section climaxes and relaxes and especially through the militaristic fashion in 
which string thematic material is presented, then taken over by the brass to the 
accompaniment of running semiquavers, it recalls the musical depiction of 
Qinghua' s victorious battle. 

Now that a great many of the xinchao generation have left China for the imme
diate future, the hopes of composition teachers lie with this generation.242 Their 
musical style reflects little Chinese and much Western influence. If they emulate 
Chinese compositions it is compositions such as Red Detachment modelled very 
closely on Western archetypes. Their concern with audience response is at least 
partly economically-minded, hence they tum to mellow romanticist music, they 
write pop music243 or take to scandalizing and experimental forms of music which 

242 The difficulties this brain drain imposes upon China's musical circles is remarked in an in
terview with Sang Tong (HUANG" Zhengshi xianshi," p. 306) and can be further verified by 
extensive reports on activities by composers abroad (cf. KA "Huigu, chengguo," p. 9-15, and 
RMYY 1988.8:37-39 "Meiguoren yanli de Tan Dun yinyue"). 

243 Many a Chinese composer has found out that "there is money in pop." Most of the middle
aged and young composers still resident in China improve their meagre salaries or stipendi
aries by writing pop songs. For the enormous amounts to be made in the pop business cf. 
REA "China's Pop and Rock Scene," p. 37. For similar reactions in the other arts cf. 
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might draw an interested crowd.244 As Wang Fei put it: "The students now are 
not the same as us, they are all set on making money." 

The economism developing in China has detrimental effects on artistic life. 
New Music and the avantgarde, never a best-seller anyway, simply does not pay 
the bills. As Zhou Xianglin realizes: "The avantgarde is in difficulties also due to 
the economic situation in China." New Music in China is still dependent on 
government policies. As long as it is only the " sprouts of capitalism" that reign in 
China, the avantgarde will probably walk on stilts. As long as Zhou Enlai's call 
for "spiritual and material support for artists," for the "strengthening of artistic 
practice and value" 245 remain slick-sounding phrases alone, serious art will not 
be able to flourish, no matter how much individualism and pluralism are granted. 
Su Cong complained: "I was so disappointed to see that no one is interested in the 
arts any longer. The conservatory professors work in factories, the Academy of 
Arts in Beijing has a taxi company. Once China will be rich perhaps the bureauc
racy will put money back into the arts, but our best years are then missed." 

China's musical" Story of the Hair" is coming full circle, the type of music that 
once was written out of political necessity is today written for economy's sake. 
There are many similarities between the cosmopolitanism of the 30s, and the va
riety of international styles in the mid-80s, between pentatonic romanticism in the 
50s and the softer sounds of the 90s, but there are also many differences, marked 
and explained in PRC generational experiences. The discrepancies in musical 
style at different times are indicators of the political climate in the PRC. Most im
portantly, each generation dealt with New Music in a manner determined by their 
collective experience of Chinese politics. The use of modernist elements in Chi
nese New Music might hence even "beat a hairdresser" in spotting political 
changes. 

WATSON "Renegotiation," p. 69. 
244 Yu Qiang's experimental piece 118 has been mentioned twice above. It is one outstanding 

example for this approach to an audience-directed New Music. 
245 CL 1979.6:91-94 "Laws of Development," and ibid. p. 86-87, "Material and Intellectual 

Production." 
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Part Two 
New Music in Taiwan: the awakening of a sleeping dragon 

Taiwanese composers know that no-one 
likes their music, no-one wants to listen to 
their music, but that in a way is good be
cause it means that they really write them
selves. (Wu Dinglian)246 

There are two mistakes in Chinese history: 
one is called Mao, one Chiang. (Dai 
Hongxuan)247 

Historically, Taiwan has not always been part of China. The Chinese were not a 
seafaring people and only came to settle on Taiwan in the fourteenth century. In 
1622-1661, the Dutch, who had first taken the Penghu islands just off Taiwan's 
coast, took over Taiwan, too. In l683, the Qing Dynasty (re-)conquered Tai
wan.248 In 1895, four days before the take-over by the Japanese, Taiwan again 
declared her independence from the mainland in order to be granted military sup
port by the allies; but all to no avail. For fifty years, the Japanese reigned with an 
iron fist.249 Taiwan became essentially a police state. After the liberation from 
Japanese colonial rule, the Nationalists inherited a country with a well-established 
infrastructure. Positions once filled by Japanese were now taken over by Main
landers, and the separation between Japanese and Chinese during colonial reign 
was simply turned into a separation between Mainlanders and Taiwanese.25° 

The ensuing economic development, the Taiwan Miracle,251 makes for a self
evident distinction from developments in the PRC252 and explains some of its 
similarities with Hong Kong. Politically, however, only the last few years have 

246 Interview with Wu Dinglian. 
24 7 Interview with Dai Hongxuan. 
248 Cf. XU Minzu yinyue Lunshugao I, p. 152. 
249 Between 1896 and 1920 there were some 154 local uprisings against Japanese hegemony. 
250 Paradoxically, the Taiwanese who had just suffered under Japanese rule, were soon suspected 

to be Japanese allies, for they all knew Japanese, often better than Chinese. The rift between 
Mainlanders and Taiwanese became even more pronounced by the brutal handling of the 
ererba (Feb. 28, 1947) event in the aftermath of which many Taiwanese intellectuals were 
killed. For a short description of the situation for the Taiwanese intelligentsia cf. BAUS 
"Literatur und Literaturpolitik," esp. p. 16-26. 

251 This phrase is taken from GOLD's State and Society in the Taiwan Miracle. 
252 Cf. METZGER/MYERS "Introduction," p. XXXII. They explain that the "KMT's consis

tent ability to win some 60 to 70 percent of the votes in all the many elections from 1946-
1990 has been due not only to its organizational advantages, but also to its ability to take 
credit for improving economic conditions which are of surpreme concern to the majority of 
voters." 

I 
_J 
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shown a deliberate departure from Leninist methods of organization.253 In tracing 
the musical possibilities and developments of Taiwan, I first want to show some of 
its political similarities with the PRC. I want to question the contention that: 

[Sunism] contributed to the ROC's successes, and [ ... ] [Maoism] contrib
uted to the failures of the PRC.254 

There is enough evidence to prove that in Taiwan, too, the totalitarian beliefs 
and practices of the GMD, (the Nationalist Party) have strangled genuine political 
and artistic expression.255 During the fifties all attempts to form an opposition 
party by liberal intellectuals were thwarted, and its most important leaders taken 
into custody. During the sixties, political and social opposition by writers and in
tellectuals again met with a great many arrests. 256 Only since the second half of 
the seventies, and in many ways paradoxically assisted by the decision of the UN 
to exclude Taiwan in favour of the PRC, criticism of the GMD lead to a strength
ening of the Dangwai (opposition).257 A movement for democracy developed 
with demands such as rights of participation, liberalization of speech,258 opposi
tion to the monopolization of public opinion by bannings on books and maga
zines,259 the lifting of martial law, and human rights.260 As in the PRC, the late 

253 For a similar view of the situation in Taiwan cf. LIANG" Shehui zhengzhi xingtai," p. 373. 
254 METZGER/MYERS "Introduction," p. XVII. 
255 Cf. HSIA History of Modern Chinese Fiction, p. 516. 
256 One example being the former GMD official and early opposition leader Lei Zhen who was 

jailed from 1960-70 for" advocating the hopelessness of counter-attacking the mainland," cf. 
TIEN "Taiwan in Transition," p. 641. 

257 The opposition politics in the 1970s are discussed in REINHARDT Politische Opposition in 
Taiwan. 

258 These attempts were responded to by a government campaign using a fictional burgher who 
himself complained from his heart against the excesses of students and intellectuals: "Die 
weichen Methoden einer von der Regierung geschickt gesteuerten 'offentlichen Meinung' in 
der nach auBen abgeschirmten 'Kulturwiiste' Taiwans sind immer wieder vom Erfolg gekront 
gewesen." (cf. "Abwiegelung der Intellektuellen," p. 22). 

259 Until 1987 censure postscriptum was a regular act by the government to keep law and order. 
The government closed newspapers or magazines such as Taiwan Political Review in 1976, 
the Dangwai organ China Tide 1976-1979 and Meilidao (Formosa) in 1979. Cf. the remarks 
on Censorship in COHEN Taiwan at the Crossroads, p. 141-167. The government also had 
other venues of control: ownership was restricted to "reliable" persons. Editors and reporters 
were often called in and pressured, too. For a very detailed and well-informed analysis of 
newspapers on Taiwan see JACOBS "Research Note; Taiwan's Press," p. 778-785. Despite 
all efforts, and even in the 1990s, not only most newspapers but also radio and TV are mo
nopolized by the government. Cf. NIER "Die politische Krise in Taiwan," p. 288. Some 
experimental and commercial stations had been allowed since the early sixties, however, as 
related in WEGGEL "Taiwan-ein Portrat ( 4)," p. 466. 

260 COHEN Taiwan at Crossroads, p. 160: "The KMT's continuing ability to 'eliminate dissent' 
when it chooses to do so impoverishes intellectual, social, and political life on the island, 
whatever the rate of GNP growth." 
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seventies and especially the eighties, the era of Jiang Jingguo' s reign, was an era 
of political opening. Since 1981 publications no longer referred to Communist 
China as/ei (bandits).261 The lifting of this rule of discourse was very important. 
It implied that the Communists were now no longer considered arch-enemies. It 
was no longer as easy to convict intellectuals for sympathizing with this non-en
emy.262 The scope for cultural activities was further expanded with the undoing 
of the ban on literature of the thirties, the May Fourth tradition.263 In 1987, mar
tial law was lifted, and in 1989 opposition parties were legalized. 

The general apathy and fear of politics by students,264 partly a result of the Tai
wanese schooling system,265 is slowly dissolving. In 1990, student demonstra
tions modelled on Tiananmen took place, with students going to talk to Li Deng
hui. In 1991 there were more demonstrations by students and professors against 
meddling in academic freedom by state security.266 

1 

Intellectuals and artists in Taiwan, not only in the PRC, were (and to a lesser ex
tent still are) subject to constant government supervision and propaganda. The 
two most important foci here were demonizing the Communists and strenghtening 
the reign of Mainlanders over Taiwanese. New Music and the arts, only if they 
did go along with these points of contention, could have their way. The first im
portant large-scale propaganda drive was the so-called Wenhua fuxing yundong 
(Cultural Renaissance movement), inaugurated on 12.11.1966.267 It was simply a 

261 A similar law on tifa had been passed on the mainland in 1979. 
262 Cf. CHEN "Reform movement," p. 43. Still, in 1985 Song Zelai's Taiwan in ruins (Feixu 

Taiwan), a science fiction novel which depicts Taiwan in the year 2015, looking back at the 
island's last moments struck by a typhoon and an earthquake, was heavily criticized for al
legedly depicting class theory and hence becoming a toll of the enemy. More information on 
this topic and a comparison with the situation in Communist China and Hong Kong in 
MARTIN "The Future of China, Taiwan and Hongkong," esp. p. 180-185, and MARTIN 
"Kultureller Wandel." 

263 Cf. TSAI "Recent Literary Scene in Taiwan," p. 174. Again this can be seen as a similarity 
to developments in the PRC, post-Cultural Revolution years meant a revival of the pluralism 
prevalent in China in the thirties and fourties. 

264 Cf. GOLD Taiwan Miracle, p. 90. 
265 Cf. MARTIN "The Socialization of children in China and Taiwan," and WILSON Learning 

to be Chinese. Qian Nanzhang observed: "We were taught in school not to be interested in 
politics. The indoctrination was just to learn your stuff and not to bother about politics." 

266 SCHWARTZ "The primacy of the Political Order," p. 10, argues that in Taiwan a consider
able degree of de facto intellectual autonomy determines academic life. There is considerable 
scope for de facto freedom in the arts and literature, too. Yet the ultimate authority of the 
political order in these spheres has not been relinquished, and arbitrary interventions are a 
constant possibility. 

267 TOZER" Cultural Renaissance," p. 82. 
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Nationalist mirror-image of the Cultural Revolution, reversing its iconoclasm. 
Both movements were directed by the central government. In both cases, the army 
was in the lead; here and there, students, teachers, and intellectuals were the main 
targets of the movement.268 Art was supposed to serve ideological goals, 
"continuous revolution" on the one and a Chinese "continuous culture" on the 
other side of the Taiwan straits.269 The Taiwanese government would "set stan
dards for rites and music, social etiquette and correct dress, so as to improve the 
Chinese image," 270 just as the Communists did. In the arts, the aim here and there 
was to show that it was possible to fuse tradition with modernization. Among the 
cultural directives for the Wenhua fuxing were 1. the reedition of school books,. 2. 
the reedition of literary and philosophical classics, 3. a campaign for the creation 
of new works of art and literature, 4. the building of theatres, music halls, muse
ums, sportshalls, 5. the recollection of the New Life Movement, 6. the uplifting of 
national heritage for tourism, and 7. the support of Chinese culture among over
seas Chinese.271 While a number of these directives could be efficiently handled 
by government officials, a first textbook being completed by February 1967, for 
instance, the execution of others did not really get off ground: the planning and 
building of cultural venues took its time,272 budgets for overseas cultural invest
ments were distributed only tardily, and the campaign for the creation of new ar
tistic works hardly showed any immediate results. 

The government had set the standards for "rites and music" and a revival of 
Beijing Opera (especially moralistic tales).273 The root-seeking they prescribed 
was concerned primarily with Mainlander Chinese culture, not Chinese culture on 
Taiwan. Yet, Chiang Kaishek insisted that all the arts be "combating Commu
nism." 274 It was the extreme emphasis on this political aspect and the ensuing se
vere censorship275 which caused the dead-end of the Wenhua fuxing and all ensu
ing drives with similar aims: the choreographer, the producer, the composer was 
caught between the scylla of not being able to use mainland material (suspect of 

268 Even the infamous xiaxiang policy of the Communist government was echoed in 1973, when 
the Taiwanese government planned to modernize agriculture which included the sending of 
students to the countryside to learn agricultural practices (cf. HUANG Intellectual Ferment, 
p. 98). 

269 This period is described in WEGGEL "Taiwan-ein Portrat (4)," p. 450-483. 
270 TOZER" Cultural Renaissance," p. 85. 
271 TOZER" Cultural Renaissance," p. 84. 
272 LI "Fair Distribution of Cultural Wealth," p. 99, mentions that by 1978 cultural centres had 

been established in each county and city, each centre having a performance hall, a gallery, 
and a lecture hall. 

273 TOZER" Taiwan's Cultural Renaissance," p. 82-87. 
274 TOZER" Taiwan's Cultural Renaissance," p. 97. 
275 TOZER" Taiwan's Cultural Renaissance," p. 97. 
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Communism) and the charybdis of not being allowed to quote from genuine Tai
wanese tradition (suspect of Taiwan independence). The Taiwanese artist was tom 
between two extremes, similar to the artist in the PRC, not those of change and 
perpetuity, but those of being Chinese yet not Communist and not Taiwanese. 
This ambiguity in government cultural policy was sustained even into the late sev
enties: the Yayin opera ensemble, for example, founded in 1979, who attempted to 
adapt Beijing Opera in a modernist way, were at first accused of copying the 
Communist model-works yangbanxi. 

Essentially, the government policies to support new arts-but new Chinese-style 
arts-resulted in a paradox. Pan Shiji observed: "On the one hand they wanted 
you to go back to your own tradition, on the other hand they did not want anything 
from mainland China to come in. So obviously it was easier to just let the West
ern stuff in, at least it would not have any Communist poison." 276 In literature, 
the fruits of such policies could be observed quite clearly in the first few decades 
of Nationalist rule on Taiwan. Writers were not allowed to build on the heritage 
of the May Fourth tradition, it ,was considered a Communist heritage. Cut off 
from their own literary tradition and their national idols, young Taiwanese writers 
were forced to tum to the West. What they imported were all kinds of different 
literary" -isms," which they considered to be the newest trends.277 Existentialism 
and Freudianism became important directions, Kafka, Joyce, James, Woolf, and 
Hemingway served as models. In C. T. Hsia's evaluation, the Westernized art that 
resulted left little room to show "where the contributors are from." 278 The situa
tion in music was similar: since the 1960s, Taiwan had her own textbooks for the 
study of music in schools, but these and general music education, too, until the late 
seventies, were based on Western criteria alone. 279 

276 For this point, the dichotomy between traditionalism and Western acquisitions, cf. LIANG 
"Shehui zhengzhi xingtai," p. 373. 

277 DUNSING "Taiwanesische Realitat in der Literatur," p. 3 86. Cf. a very similar statement in 
MEI" Intellectuals," p. 73: intellectual isolation and the ban on May Fourth, Communist and 
Japanese writings led to a situation in which "with no significant heritage to rely on the 
younger intellectuals must start from the beginning. Often[ ... ] [they are] unaware that they 
are just repeating the discussions and debates which took place in China of thirty or forty 
years ago." This point is also true for music and is mentioned in LIANG "Shehui zhengzhi 
xingtai," p. 374. 

278 HSIA History of Modern Chinese Fiction, p. 512. As will be shown in part three of chapter 
four, the contention that New Taiwanese music is mostly taken up with the technical aspects 
of modernism is made by many a composer from Hong Kong and the PRC. Nevertheless, 
even those composers often mentioned in these accusations, Zeng Xingkui or Pan Huanglong, 
for instance, pick up on elements of Chinese society (cf. my discussion of Zeng in part two of 
chapter two) or Chinese tradition (cf. the analysis of some of Pan's work in part two of 
chapter four). 

279 Between 1963 and 1967 the writing of textbooks took place. Before, textbooks from before 
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Only the increased politicization of the people in the seventies and eighties 
somewhat diminished the fears to face up to and tackle the dichotomies and ambi
guities of government policy. Han Kuo-huang would condemn the Westernised 
schooling system and ask "Are we a Western musical colony?" 280 The xiangtu 
(native soil) writers would oppose the transplantation of Western literature to Tai
wan and hoped to build up a body of literature that was Taiwanese in both spirit 
and style.281 The trend was all-encompassing: folksingers would stop "blandly 
imitating Western music" and now tried to express their Chinese experience.282 
Musicians and composers would go to collect Taiwanese folksongs for musical 
"raw material." 283 The xiangtu movement, however, in spite and because of be
ing nativist, was an intellectual movement independent of and inimical to the 
government. 284 The writers would not agree with the government contention "We 
are all Chinese." Xiangtu was not only a Chinese nativist movement, it was 
openly pro-Taiwanese.285 The writers and artists perceived themselves as teachers 

the anti-Japanese war had been used (XU" Zhongguo xin yinyueshi," p. 212). The emphasis 
on Western musical teaching has slowly changed in the late seventies and early eighties. 
Nowadays, the music departments of universities such as the Taiwan Normal University and 
the National Academy of Arts both demand that students of Western instruments also take up 
a Chinese instrument. 

280 HAN Zi Xi zu Dong vol. 2, p. 5ff. This emphasis of course also increased the taste for and 
interest in Western music. This might answer the question posed in an article in YYYYX 
1978.61:35 "Womenjixu yisuo yinyueyuan" which demands: "Why is eighty to ninety per
cent of the music on our programmes Western?" 

281 CHEN "Reform Movement," p. 43. 
282 STROUD "Between East/West on the Taiwan scene," p. 53: for them as for many of the 

other artists, "the seminal period was when Japan and later the US severed diplomatic rela
tions with the ROC. In the shock of disillusionment, many young performers began to ques
tion the validity of copying Western musical style." HAN Zi Xi zu Dong vol. 1, p. 206/207, 
considers this popular type of this xiangtu yinyue a complete reinvention, "not at all tradi
tional." 

283 The latter expression is taken from an interview with Xu Changhui, who compared his ac
tivities with those of Bart6k, first carried by the interest of a composer and only eventually 
turning into ethnomusicological pursuits. For first difficulties he and Shi Weiliang amongst 
others encountered with the government during the caifeng (collecting folksongs) wave in the 
late sixties cf. YOU Taiwan xiandai yinyue fazhan, p. 87. The collectors were said to imitate 
the Communist Yishu xiaxiang (Art in the countryside), and therefore, their activities were 
not given any government support. 

284 COHEN Taiwan at Crossroads, p. 160, attests the increasing need for government orientation 
not only against " communist bandits" but also against those fighting for " Taiwan inde
pendence" over the years of Nationalist rule in Taiwan. 

285 The uncompromising and nationalistic attitudes of the political nativists are described in 
WEGGEL "Taiwan--ein Portrat (4)," p. 470. Only a few of the xiangtu writers such as 
Wang Tuo and Chen Yingzhen were outspoken advocates of reunification, as well as native 
Taiwanese proud of their distinct cultural heritage. In music, the tendency is more toward a 
strong preservation of the Taiwanese essence but as part of a Chinese cultural whole. 
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of a true Taiwanese mentality, even propagating Taiwanese as the only true lan
guage, to the detriment of the Mainlander Beijing Dialect,·the official language of 
the ROC.286 Their writings reflect the transformation of Taiwanese society and 
the difficulties encountered by various strata of people because of the intrusion of 
the Mainlander.287 When xiangtu became an openly political movement for Tai
wanese independence and formed an oppositional party, it was soon destroyed.288 
But the ball had been set rolling. Chineseness in a broader sense, be it Han or 
Taiwanese, had finally been established in the arts .. The Cloud Gate Theatre,289 a 
ballet troupe, was founded in 1975 under Lin Huaimin. Their maxim was "Music 
composed by Chinese, choreographed by Chinese, for Chinese to enjoy," 290 and 
did not openly offend the government. A statement such as Liu Jingmin's "We 
cannot escape the fact that we were born and bred in Taiwan, but at the same time 
that our roots go back to ancient China," 291 also shows that she is negotiating with 
ambiguous government statements in her root-seeking with the Unique Theatre, as 
she is trying to recapture the sense of Chinese (modelled on the Taiwanese) ritual 
in her performances. 292 

Furthermore, in recent years, Taiwan folk opera and the Taiwanese language, 
scorned in the past, have become the "new nobility" of culture. On university 
campuses, clubs devoted to the study of Taiwanese history and the Taiwanese 
language have sprung up. And Taiwanese schools have begun to include China's 
and Taiwan's musical tradition in their curriculum: 

Hsi-chih Township in Taipei County, which emphasizes itself as a "cultural 
strongpoint," has included nan-kuan and pei-kuan music, the Cart Drum 

286 MARTIN "Kultureller Wandel," p. 29. The first television series aired in Minnanhua 
(Taiwanese) instead of the lingua franca of Taiwan, Mandarin, was started in the early sev
enties. 

287 An outstanding example of this type of literature is Tian Yage's short story "Zuihou de 
lieren" (The last hunter). His depiction of the threat of Mainlander culture to indigenous cul
ture can also be read on a much broader level as an allegory on the threat of man to nature. 

288 For a discussion of the politicization ofliterature cf. BAUS "Literatur und Literaturpolitik," 
p. 30-42. For the Gaoxiong Incident in 1979 which practically ended the movement cf. 
REINHARDT Politische Opposition, p. 33ff. 

289 The name of the group, Yunmen wuji, is derived from legendary music composed by the 
Yellow Emperor, the Yunmen dajuan (Cloud Gate big chapter) (cf. XU Mimu yinyue Lun
shugao I, p. 9). For a discussion of the importance this troupe had for the development of 
modem music in Taiwan cf. XU '" Zhongguo yinyueshi," p. 225, and YOU Taiwan xiandai 
yinyuefazhan, p. 103-111. 

290 Lin is quoted in XU" Zhongguo yinyueshi," p. 225. 
291 Liu is quoted in LIU" Avant-garde in a Chinese Tradition," p. 39. 
292 Unique Theatre (You Juchang) is devoted to experimental theatre, modelled on the pioneer 

LanLing. The project was initiated in 1989 (LIU "Avant-garde in a Chinese Tradition"). 
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Chen, shadow puppetry, and other popular arts in the primary school cur
riculum.293 

The government had decided to ease up on cultural supervision: agencies with 
official authority over culture, such as the Ministry of Education, the Council for 

Cultural Planning and Development (CCPD), or the Government Information Of
fice all moved from being "cultural policemen" to being " cultural babysitters," 

as one observer put it.294 Under a Taiwanese head of state, the government has 

now turned to an endorsement of both indigenous Taiwanese as well as Main
lander traditions, as the number of scholarly publications and festivals of indige

nous Taiwanese music supported by the government show.295 Taiwaneseness if 
seen to be Chineseness, has become accepted tifa. 

The relaxation of government hysterics is also due to the fact that the radical 
denial of Chineseness in favour of exclusive Taiwaneseness has softened some
what lately, especially since travel to and contact with mainland China has become 

possible. Suddenly, in the late eighties, the xungen re, a "roots fever" began to 

endorse the ancestral mainland.296 Whereas a few years back Taiwanese 
"nostalgia restaurants" would be the "exclusive domains of independence activ

ists," they are now even opened by Mainlanders who take pains not to alienate 

other Mainlanders.297 Even today, there are social and artistic incidents deemed 

improper by the Taiwanese government but for the moment, they resign in an atti
tude of laissez-faire.298 

293 LI "Decade," p. 87. For nanguan, beiguan and chegu (cart drum) cf. XU Taiwan Yinyueshi 
Chugao, p. 179-188, and p. 202-203. Beiguan (Northern Pipes) is a Taiwanese opera form 
originating in the north (bei) of China, and using Mandarin, whereas nanguan (Southern 
Pipes) is the name for an opera form originating in the South of China, sung in Minnanhua 
(Taiwanese). Chegu is the name for a cart procession with dance and song accompanied by 
yueqin (moon guitar), sanxian, gongs and drums. 

294 LI "Decade," p. 89. Similar points were also made by Yu Yuzhao, Director of Department 
Three at the CCPD, during an interview. 

295 For the scope of this endorsement cf. TSAI" A Dialogue," p. 86-99. 
296 Cf. LI "Decade," p. 89. 
297 KARP "Nostalgia for Paradise," p. 49. 
298 LEONARD "Finding a voice," p. 32: "When the Blacklist (Heidan) musicians in Kaohsiung 

[Gaoxiaong] cranked up the synthesizers to ear-splitting volume and sang a Taiwanese ver
sion of a Western popsong, they were not only promoting a cultural synergy, but also making 
a political point." 
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2 

The question of how "to be or not to be Chinese" without offending the govern
ment has hence been a top priority to Taiwanese artists.299 The other question 

which has perhaps most deeply affected them is that of the general interest in "to 
be or not to be rich." Here, we come to some of the more obvious similarities be

tween Taiwan and Hong Kong in particular. According to figures from the China 
Yearbook, the numbers of concerts have steadily increased from the late fifties on
wards. 300 But generally, the arts have had a relatively low profile in Taiwan. 
Only in the early eighties, this started to change somewhat.301 1980 saw the foun

dation of the LanLing (Fragrant tumulus) Experimental Theatre and the New As
pect International Arts Festival, 3o2 1981 the Council for Cultural Planning and 

Development (CCPD) and 1982 the National Academy of Arts.303 Nevertheless, I 

would not be so very optimistic to say that, "cultural affairs, which had always 

had a weak foundation in policy terms and which did not get much attention from 
anyone, were raised up with the tides, mixing with politics, economics, and soci

ety, and producing dramatic changes."304 This rather idealist view by a journalist 

observer is refuted by Yu Yuzhao, one of the leading figures in the CCPD in the 

early 1990s. He explains: 

Before the foundation of the CCPD, the government was primarily interested 
in economic development, the need to increase the living standard. When 
we look back to this time there was an enormous development in economics, 
but we should have spent some time on culture. Now, we have a lop-sided 
relation between the economic and the cultural situation which is not 

299 The political and musical implications of this question will be examined in more detail in 
chapter four. 

300 Figures are taken from the China Yearbook (since 1957, the first year in which there is a 
special section devoted to music): 1957/58: ca. 121 concerts, 1966/67: 121 concerts, 1977: 
344 performances to a general public and 400 performances to farmers, fishermen, salt work
ers and miners, 1979: 350 general, 460 to special audiences; the number of concerts contin
ues to rise according to figures in YYYS 1986.4:32-34 "Taiwansheng jinxiandai yinyue." 

301 For an ardent defense of the need for a music hall and music schools for the "people of music 
and rites" cf. an article in YYYYX 1978.61:35-36 "Women jixu yisuo yinyueyuan." Al
though music departments have been opened in several universities, Taiwan to date still does 
not have a full-scale conservatory. 

302 TheXinxiang (New Aspect) promotion group was founded in 1978 under the direction of Xu 
Boyun. He is still the only and most important cultural impresario in Taiwan. Cf. XU Boyun 
( ed) Xinxiang shinian. 

303 For consistency, I refer to the Guoli yishu xueyuan (*1982) as the National Academy of Arts 
and to the earlier Guoli yishu zhuanke xuexiao (Guoli yizhuan) (* 1957) as the National Insti
tute of the Arts. Unfortunately, Li here uses a different translation but she is referring to the 
Academy discussed in her" The National Institute of the Arts." 

304 LI "Decade," p. 97. 
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healthy. We are in need to remedy, to balance this. The Taiwanese spend a 
lot of money, but not on culture. 

Not only is the Taiwanese value system firmly set on making money rather than 
enjoying the arts,305 what's more (and differently from Hong Kong)306 Taiwan's 
managerial class is not conscious of a need to support and sponsor the arts. They 
assume that it should be the state that does that.307 This lack of willingness to 
sponsor the arts is understandable in part: there is little financial incentive to spon
sor cultural organizations. Tax exemptions for donations are very low. Appar
ently" (f)ew people think that corporate image will get better just by sponsoring a 
[cultural] foundation." 308 

Only slowly, then, is the little dragon waking. The era of "the economy is 
king" is gradually passing: there is perhaps a growing awareness that "culture 
should be king." 309 The completion of the National Concert Hall and the National 
Opera Hall in 1987 was a step in this direction: it is an indication that after three 
decades of economic advances, culture is moving into the limelight.310 But as in 
Hong Kong these buildings were put up without providing the proper planning for 
cultural programmes311 and audiences312 and only in 1992 did the Taiwan govern
ment begin to deliberate the establishment of a ministry of culture. 313 

3 

In Taiwan, music developed under certain preconditions: it had to face the ambi
guities of a restricted and prescribed "nationalism," and it had to deal with a po
tential audience socialized mostly through Western musical education and inter-

305 Cf. LI "Decade," p. 91-93, YYYYX 1978.61:36 "Womenjixu yisuo yinyueyuan:" "It is just 
as important to build on the spirit as on the material base," and LIANG "Shehui zhengzhi 
xingtai," p. 374ff. 

3 06 Cf. my remarks on the "business of culture" in Hong Kong below. 
307 MINDICH "Internationale Harmonik," p. 35. For the insufficient amount of government 

spending on culture cf. LI" CCPD," p. 99. 
308 CHANG" Quickening the Pulse," p. 25/26. 
309 LI "Decade," p. 97. 
310 HU "Ein glanzvolles Heim," p. 26. For the awakening of Taiwan's interest in culture cf. 

CHOW "Fuguang lueying kan Taiwan yuetan." For a more doubtful view of these positive 
developments cf. ZHANG" 1989 nian Taiwan yinyue de pinggu." 

311 HU "Ein glanzvolles Heim," p. 29, explains: "Noch 1988 [bestand] eklatanter Mangel an 
adequaten Theater- und Konzertprogrammen." 

312 I have never seen a full house during my several visits to this concert hall in 1988, 1989 or 
1992. Xu Boyun also remarked on the lack of audience response and interest to whatever 
programme he puts on. 

313 Cultural affairs had before simply been handled by the education departments and, since 
1981, by the CCPD (from an interview with Yu Yuzhao). 
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ested more in economic than in cultural advancement. What is the fate of New 
Music under such circumstances?314 

In an attempt to answer this question I will again make use of the experiences of 
a number of selected composers. Paradigmatic Taiwan composers315 have usually 
had their first contact with Western New Music in Taiwan, intensified during 
studies abroad. The question of audience response is not as dear to them as to 
composers on the mainland or even in Hong Kong. Taiwanese composers also 
disagree on the importance they attribute to being Chinese. Some consider it ex
tremely important, some are not very interested in it at all. This split in attitudes 
goes through all generations. There seems to be no relationship between age and 
the importance one attributes to Chineseness.316 But no matter how they feel, 
Taiwanese composers take their cultural heritage as a source of inspiration for 
their compositions. They have usually had an education in both Western and Chi
nese music. The older composers would have learned about Chinese music infor
mally participating in traditional musical events while the younger generation, 
apart from some informal contaGt with Chinese music, would also have received 
formal training in Chinese music. 

Zeng Xingkui relates: "In the countryside there was a lot of Kejia music, also, my mother was a 
very strict Buddhist, so I always had to go to the temple festivals." Ma Shuilong remembers: "The 
music I heard every day as a child was all traditional: gezaixi, nanguan, beiguan; Suzhou tanci, 
pingju. I always went to watch theatricals in the temples, this music was all over and I literally 
grew up in the language of Chinese music." Wu Dinglian says: "When I was small, most of the 

314 Differently from Hong Kong, Taiwan has quite a few publishers devoted to the publication of 
music (e.g. Yofu for others cf. YYYS 1986.4:33 "Taiwansheng jinxiandai yinyue"). There 
are also a few magazines devoted to music most of them short-lived, however: Yinyue yuekan 
(Music monthly) was started in 1956 and published 13 numbers, it has taken up publication 
in the seventies again, Yinyue zazhi (Music magazine) got out ten numbers starting in 1957, 
Yinyue zhi you (Music lover) ran five numbers from 1958, Yinyue jiaoyu (Musical education) 
has survived since 1968, Yinyue yu yinxiang (Music and audiophile) since 1973, Yinyue 
guantou (Can) since 1982, Yinyue Zhongguo since 1988, cf. LIU in ZGYYX 1991.1:41 
"Taiwan, Xianggang he Aomen dangdai yinyue gailun." 

315 The data for the paradigm are taken from my interviews with sixteen Taiwanese composers. 
They are shown in Appendix One. General biographical information on Taiwanese compos
ers can be found in a short article in RMYY 1988.10:14-15, continued in RMYY 1988.11:4-6 
"Taiwan zuoqujiajieshao." Some of the composers I will discuss in the following pages are 
mentioned in Zhonghua minguo zuoqujia nianjian. A survey of Taiwanese composers can 
also be found in YOU Taiwan xiandai yinyue fazhan and XU Taiwan yinyueshi chugao. The 
article by LIU in ZGYYX 1991.1:36-51 "Taiwan, Xianggang he Aomen dangdai yinyue 
gailun" introduces Taiwanese as well as Hong Kong and Macau composers. A useful intro
duction to Taiwan's music world is also RMYY 1986.5:38-39 "Xianggang Taiwan yuetan 
jinkuang." Articles dealing specifically with one composer are indicated below. 

316 Compare the "traditionalists:" Lu Wenci (*1962), Pan Shiji (*1957), Li Taixiang (*1941), 
Xu Changhui (* 1929) and "non-traditionalists:" Chen Shihui (* 1962), Zhang Huili (* 1956), 
Shen Jintang (*1940), Lu Yan (*1930). 
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music I heard was traditional Chinese. I lived in a village near Tainan, there were no TVs almost 
no radios, the voices and sounds one heard were natural." Shen Jintang even "learned how to sing 
pingju and kunqu." Lu Wenci relates: "When I was small there was very little opportunity to hear 
Chinese music. But I went to the temples with my parents, smelled the incense and listened to the 
theatricals. I like nanguan and beiguan." Chen Shihui explains: "We mostly studied Western 
music, but my father studied Chinese opera and Taiwanese opera and I often went to see it. Also, I 
lived with my grandmother in the countryside until I was ten," and she continues: "At the 
National Academy of Arts we had classes in Chinese music, but I did not like it." 

Ma Shuilong, head of the music department at the Academy explains: "In the Institute of the 
Arts, there was no such class in traditional music, only the history of Chinese music was taught. I 
thought it very strange that no more was taught, it was all so Westernized. Therefore, it was my 
idea at the Academy to have students learn about the traditional arts. The students learn about the 
different forms of traditional music and take at least two years on a Chinese instrument. Every 
composition student is required to study the qin. There are people who are very annoyed with this 
kind of regulation but since I started this, other universities such as the Shifan Daxue (Normal 
University) have followed the practice. There, it is even more necessary, because their students 
are going to teach in primary school. If they already don't talk about Chinese music, it would be 
the worst." Zhang Huili who studied at Dongwu University remembers: "We had to study a Chi
nese instrument at university, so I learned to play the xiao. Furthermore, we had to take a class in 
Chinese music history. Now at the Academy, they care a lot more about this type of music." Lu 
Wenci says, too: "everybody at Dongwu had to study a Chinese instrument and Chinese music 
history; it is good to study Chinese traditional music, but it is difficult, the grammar is totally dif
ferent from Western music, and we did no fieldwork." And Pan Huanglong summarizes: "It is 
good that they teach traditional music at the schools now. Before, in the countryside, there was 
still a lot of traditional music, but now that there is only the TV, the students don't hear any tradi
tional music any more. The poor students don't really know their own tradition. They could just 
as well grow up in the States." 

The following discussion will examine four composers who fit into the Taiwan 
paradigm: Lu Yan (*1930), Li Taixiang (*1941), Wu Dinglian (*1950) and Pan 
Shiji (*1957); Dai Hongxuan (*1942), on the other hand, will be considered for 
his marked departure from the paradigm. 

Lu Yan: academic modernism 

Born in 1930 in Nanjing, Lu Yan317 is a Mainlander who came to Taiwan in 1949 
because his father was in the marine forces. He represents the oldest generation of 
composers initially trained in Nationalist Taiwan.318 Among his contemporaries 

317 Most of the information in this passage is taken from an interview with Lu Yan. For Lu's 
vita cf. the remarks in YYYYX 1986.104:104-109 "Renshi women de zuoqujia." Lu Yan does 
not depart from the established paradigm in any point. He is not interested in writing Chinese 
music. 

318 For some of the earlier developments and representative composers in Taiwan music such as 
Chen Sazhi (*1910), Lu Quansheng (*1916), Guo Zhiyuan (*1921) and Shen Bingguang 
(* 1925) who all write in an idiom reminiscent of pentatonic romanticism, cf. the historical in
troduction in YOU Taiwan xiandai yinyue fazhan, p. 9ff, the writings by XU "Taiwan yin
yueshi" and Taiwan Yinyueshi chugao, CHEN Taiwan Composers, the remarks in ZGYYX 
1991.l :36-37 "Taiwan, Xianggang he Aomen dangdai yinyue gailun" and Music from China 
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are some Taiwan-born figures3I9 who have become important to Taiwan's musical 
circles: Xu Changhui (*1929)320 and Shi Weiliang (1925-1977),321 pioneers in 
Taiwanese ethnomusicology and composers at the side. They all studied at the 
music department of Shifan Daxue (Normal University),322 one of the first institu
tions in Taiwan to offer music as a diploma course. Xiao Erhua (* 1906)323 was 

National Radio 1995.l. I have done a number of new analyses of compositions only men
tioned in passing here in MITTLER "Mirrors & Double Mirrors." 

319 One less well-known but prolific composer who belongs to this generation is Lin Daosheng 
(* 1934). He was educated at the Teachers High School in Hualian and works as a free-lance
writer and composer. Writing mostly vocal and few chamber works in a style close to penta
tonic romanticism, his works are often reflective of his patriotic sentiments and are much-ap
preciated by the government. In 1980 he received a national award for his "Collection of Pa
triotic Songs" (Aiguo gequji) and he took part in the concert celebrating Jiang Jingguo's in
auguration. For one of his piano compositions see chapter four, part two. A Mainlander 
from this generation is Liu Deyi (died 1991), born in Hebei. A student of Genzmer, Hin
demith and Bialas, he applies some of the stylistic and technical features of Hindemith's 
theories in his own music. This ,style again influenced some of his students such as Qian 
Nanzhang. 

320 Xu Changhui is Taiwanese. In his teens he went to Japan to study the violin. In 1949 he en
tered the Music Department of the National Taiwan Normal University studying composition 
under Xiao Erhua and violin under Dai Cuilun. Upon graduation and after fulfilling his 
military service he went to study violin and musicology at the Ecole Cesar Franck and the 
Sorbonne in Paris with Jolivet and Messiaen among his teachers. Since his return to Taiwan 
he has lectured and taught at several of Taiwan's music departments, in the sixties he started 
research into Taiwan's folk tradition. He was the initiator and founder of many of Taiwan's 
composers' groups in the sixties and the Asian Composers' League (ACL) in the early sev
enties (1973). His music, which ranges 'from operas to solo songs and from piano concertos 
to solo sonatas for piano, although first misunderstood and rejected in Taiwan as too avant
gardist, is really oriented at the classics of modernism and will be mentioned in more detail in 
chapter four. For his activities cf. XU" Zhongguo xin yinyueshi," p. 218-224. His life and 
work are described in MORTON/COLLINS (ed) Contemporary Composers, p. 423-425, and 
VAUGHAN Piano Music. 

321 Shi is a Mainlander from Liaoning who came to Taiwan in 1949. Between 1958-65 he stud
ied in Stuttgart and Vienna. His music incorporates pentatonic scales in a Bart6kian atonal 
framework. For his Pipa Ballad for Soprano, pipa, flute and percussion (1967-75) cf. YOU 
Taiwan xiandai yinyuefazhan, p. 137-146 (she gives 1926 as his date of birth) and XU Tai
wan yinyueshi chugao, p. 336-338. Both also describe his fieldwork efforts together with Xu 
Changhui. He was an influential teacher advocating a synthesis of Chinese and W estem tra
dition as one of his students, Wu Dinglian, remembers. 

322 The music department was founded in 1946. The next institution to offer music as a degree 
course was the National Institute of Arts (Guoli Taiwan yishu zhuanke xuexiao) founded in 
1957. For these and other departments of music cf. XU" Zhongguo xin yinyue," p. 213-215. 
I have also profitted from ZHANG "Jindai yinyue jiaoyu," esp. p. 447-450. More sporadic 
information on the infrastructure of Taiwan music is to be found in an article by Chen 
Lingqun in YYYS 1986.4:26-39 "Taiwanshengjinxiandai yinyue guankui." 

323 Other sources, such as XU" Zhongguo xin yinyueshi," p. 230, give 1905 for his date of birth. 
Xiao was a Mainlander who had studied in Japan in the late thirties. He came to Taiwan in 
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their teacher. He was one of those Mainlanders who had come to Taiwan in the 
mid-1940s and who occupied most of the teaching posts there.324 

Lu Yan studied at this university between 1949-1953. Xiao Erhua admitted 
that he did not know a lot about contemporary music and hence emphasized train
ing in counterpoint. In the fifties, there were very few concerts in Taiwan and li
braries had only restricted recorded material. Lu Yan says he did not even know 
of Mahler or Bruckner. A performance of Berlioz' Symphonie fantastique (1830) 
by the Boston Symphony was a shock to him. Only when he spent some twelve 
years325 in the United States, studying first at Missouri State University, then at 
the Mannes School of Music in New York326 (1965-71) and finally at New York 
City University (1972/73), working for a small music publisher at the side (1973-
75), only then was he to be immersed in New Music: Bart6k, Berg, Webern were 
his first encounters. Berio, Penderecki and Stockhausen followed. Among his 
teachers were William Sydeman and Mario Davidovsky and after a year of teach
ing at Dongwu University327 back in Taiwan (1976), George Crumb and George 
Rochberg in Pennsylvania (1977-1979). Since 1979 he has been back to Taiwan, 
teaching composition at Dongwu University. 

Lu Yan was not in Taiwan during the foundation wave of music groups (1961-
72)328 and their controversial concerts presenting New Taiwan Music,329 a period 

1946. Xiao Erhua, like many of his generation, was more a musicologist and educator than a 
full-scale composer. He wrote primarily vocal music. For a short bibliographical sketch cf. 
QIAO Zhongguo xiandai yinyuejia, p. 120-122, and for more detail cf. the first chapters in 
YOU Taiwan xiandai yinyue fazhan. 

324 This practice was used much to the detriment of musicians from Taiwan. At the National 
Normal University, some Taiwan-born composers had taught, but they never attained the 
higher positions, only Mainlanders could become professors even if their qualification was 
the same (from interviews with Xu Changhui and Zeng Xingkui). 

325 Many of the important composers in Taiwan have spent a certain period of time abroad but 
this is an unusually long stay. The most interesting countries for Taiwanese composers seem 
to be Germany and the United States: Lu Wenci, Wu Dinglian, and Li Taixiang all went to 
America, Hou Junqing, Ma Shuilong, Pan Huanglong and Zeng Xingkui studied in Germany. 
Cf. also the biographical dates of some other composers in Zhonghua minguo zuoqujia 
nianjian. 

326 Although he had passed the entrance exam at Juillard he was not accepted due to his ad
vanced age. Mannes has no age restrictions. 

327 The music department at the private Dongwu University opened in 1972 (XU "Zhongguo 
yinyueshi," p. 214). 

328 These groups were often very short-lived. Among the most important are from 1961-1972 
the Zhiyue xiaoji (Composers' Forum), from 1961-62 the Xinyue chuzou (Music Premiere), 
from 1963-1965 the Jiangliang yueji (Jiangliang Group), from 1965-1966 the Wuren yueji 
(Group of Five), and from 1968-1971 the Xiangrikui yuehui (Sunflower Group). Cf. XU 
"Zhongguo yinyueshi," p. 219-220, and YOU Taiwan xiandai yinyue fazhan, p. 36. A thor
ough discussion of the members and activities of these musical circles follows in her study on 
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of "contemporizing." 330 The pivotal figure in all these activities was Xu 
Changhui. Lu also missed the excitement of the folksong collection movement 
that had been started in 1967 and bore first compositional fruits in the late six
ties331 and early seventies. With the foundation of the shortlivedXiandai yuefu332 
under Shi Weiliang in 1973, the use of Chinese material for composition was in
stitutionalized333 and later found reflections in the work of the ballet troupe Cloud 
Gate Theatre.334 Lu Yan only returned to Taiwan, when the audience had already 
slowly begun to get used to the sounds of modem and sinified music.335 

p. 39-72. 
329 Not only the concerts but sometimes even such superficial things as the names of certain 

groups became politically controversial: Wen Longxin reports that the Sunflower Group was 
asked to change its name (anything to do with the sun was suspicious of being pro-Mao) after 
its second concert (cf. YOU Taiwan xiandai yinyue fazhan, p. 67). For the same reason, Li 
Taixiang's pop-song "Yi tiao riguang dadao" (A broad sun-ray-way to the future) was 
criticized. 

330 This expression is taken from H8_ll(XU) Development of new music in Taiwan for the past 25 
years. The information on the history of music in Taiwan presented in the following pages is 
assembled from XU's article "Taiwan yinyueshi," and a similar text in the third chapter of 
XU Taiwan yinyueshi chugao, p. 255-304. I have also used XU's article on Taiwan 
"Zhongguo yinyueshi," and HUANG Yinyue Chaoliu. Furthermore, there is a short essay on 
Taiwanese music by XU in English: "Republic of China." 

331 YOU Taiwan xiandai yinyue fazhan, p. 90, mentions compositions by Shi Weiliang and Chen 
Maoxuan which are directly influenced by this wave. The compositions by Xu Changhui 
which she mentions, however, are products of his studies of Chinese music history in France, 
they predate his collection activities. Perhaps his compositions for Chinese instruments such 
as the Suite for xun, the Three erhu-pieces and the pipa-composition Jinsi (Brocade zither), 
all dating from 1967, are results of his contact with the folk tradition. 

332 Xiandai yuefu translates as "Modem Music Bureau." The name is derived from the yuefu 
which was allegedly founded in the Han Dynasty by eip.peror Han Wudi (112 BC) to collect 
folksongs and look after the tuning of the Yellow Bell. (Cf. LIANG Music of the Billion, p. 
78-79. DIENY Poesie classique, p. 8lffremarks that the institution might predate Han Wudi 
and might even stem from the Qin [221-207 BC]). The officials recreated the folkmusic in a 
"new style" for court purposes. DIENY emphasizes that the music promoted by the yuefu 
was in no way restricted to music of one's own country (ibid. p. 40):"La promotion du Yue
fou, sous le regne de Wou-ti, fut peut-etre le plus grand succes de I' esprit de Tcheng [the new 
sounds of Zheng, i.e. musica nova]. Pour la premiere fois, a notre conaissance, le Fils du Ciel 
osait dormer pour mission a un service officiel de cultiver la musique nouvelle et, qui plus est, 
de l'introduire dans les ceremonies religieuses." (For similar points cf. ibid. p. 47.49.67). 
This universal eclecticism led to the eventual abolishment of the yuefu (7BC): it was sus
pected to bring demise to the government by practicing the sounds of Zheng (ibid. p. 87.93). 

333 Donghai Unversity was the first to introduce the study of ethnomusicology in 1971. 
334 Cf. XU "Zhongguo yinyueshi," p. 224-225. The ballet troupe temporarily ceased activities 

in 1988 because, as the director Lin Huaimin said, "the larger environment has not seen any 
improvement, and I was worn out by it all." Cf. an article in Lianhebao 19.8.1988 "Jidong 
de kule." He took up and reformed the ballet in 1991 (LI "Decade," p. 95). 

3 3 5 A new complaint in view of the regular critiques of modernism in the preceding years is the 
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His own musical style incorporates both modernist and Chinese elements. 
Nevertheless, although his idiom and techniques are often distinctly contemporary, 
his atmospheric and expressive compositions also bear testimony to his preference 
for late romantic music. His 1967 Septet336 uses approximate timing. It is notated 
without bar lines, an ex-
ample for the modem use 
of time-polyphony. His 
Long T'aosha337 (1973) 
a concert piece for me
dimn voice, flute, clari
net, violin, cello and per
cussion to words by Li 
Houzhu was first per
formed in 1977 during a 
series of concerts with 
contemporary Chinese 
music entitled Yazhou 
yinyue de xin huanjing 
(A new environment for 
Asian Music), organized 
by Xu Boyun.338 

I 

Fig. 9 Four Preludes I (p. 1): counterpoint, dissonance and 
pentatonicism 

The piece is quite atmospheric, held almost entirely in piano or pianissimo. Lu 
establishes several linear movements339 sometimes variations on each other (p. 4), 

reaction to the first performance of the Xiandai yuefu in July 1973: both an American and a 
Chinese critic complained that the music was too pentatonic and used old-fashioned styles 
from the twenties or thirties at most. (cf. YOU Taiwan xiandai yinyue fazhan, p. 94). This is 
a sharp contrast to the detrimental critiques Xu Changhui received for his first concert in 
1960 presenting his works (which, too, never really went beyond impressionistic sounds) ac
cusing him of misleading the audience who no longer knew how and when to clap, of writing 
in ear-piercing dissonances, of monotony and of pretending to be modem, but in fact not be
ing modem at all. A few of the most heated articles are reproduced in ibid., p. 30-39. 

336 For the Septet cf. YYYYX 1986.104: 108 "Renshi women de zuoqujia." 
337 I use the composer's romanization which is most probably a typo, however. Normally, the 

first character would be pronounced fang. The name means" Wave-sifted sand." 
338 For Xu Boyun's own music cf. chapter four. For more information on Xu's importance as 

impresario cf. a presentation of him and other personalities who received the "Outstanding 
Youth Prize" in Jinqing zuo ziji, p. 73-84. A few rather sporadic remarks are also to be 
found in CHENG "Hsu Po-Yun," p. 56-61. 

339 For a discussion of Long T'ao Sha cf. YOU Taiwan xiandai yinyuefazhan, p. 165-176. I 
depart very markedly from her discussion of the piece because I cannot verify a lot of what 
she says in the music. The linear movements which she describes as "unrelated" are in fact 
often akin or fragmented versions of one melodic line. Furthermore, she describes the penta-
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and at other times appearing in contrary motion (p. 20). This shows how many of 
Lu's structural ideas are derived from counterpoint as he mentions himself. Tri
ttmes,340 minor thirds, and seconds and their complementary intervals dominate 
this and many of his other compositions, combining distinctive elements of the 
pentatonic scale (minor thirds, major seconds) with "dissonant" intervals preva
lent in atonal music. Microtones also appear (p. 4), the time structure is often 
quite complicated, this complexity is even increased in the percussion part (p. 6). 
Lu also makes very effective use of speech voice (p. 15) in this piece. 

His Four Preludes for Piano of 1979341 are again heavily indebted to contra
puntal writing combined with contemporary techniques. Although the piece is not 
notated as such, it is meant to be improvisatory and free, especially the tempo. He 
indicates in the score: "The rhythm in this piece should be handled freely and 
should convey a carefree, unrestrained feeling." (p. 1) The motivic material is 
basically pentatonic but interspersed again with Lu's "favourite" interval, the aug
mented fourth. 

All of these elements appear 
again in his orchestral composi
tion Song of Ying-ying (1983) 
which derives its motivic material 
from a Chinese folksong, imitates 

· the sounds and ornamentations of 
Chinese dizi-playing juxtaposed 

~~§~~~~~~~~~§~~§~ ··with clustering effects342 or con
trary motion introducing disso
nant intervals (p. 7/8). Lu Yan's 
special interest in timing becomes 
apparent in the frequent dis-

Fig. IO Fantasy for orchestra I (p. 4): use of the twelve- placement of stress which domi
tone-row 

nates the second half of the piece 
when many "incompatible" rhythms are juxtaposed with each other (p. 61.65). 

Both in his song of 1985, Linzhong gaolou (The mansion in midst the forest)343 
for voice and piano, and in his Fantasy for orchestra I (1987) Lu turned to 

tonic motif on p. 15 as a relief within the dissonant context of the piece. This pentatonic 
fragment is presented in parallel seconds, however, hardly a relief from dissonance? 

340 There even is an occurence of Tritone mixture (for this expression cf. chapter four, part two) 
on p. 21. 

341 A short introduction to Lu's Preludes is to be found in XU Taiwan yinyueshi chugao, p. 342-
344. 

342 Cf. VOGT Neue Musik, p. 123-124. 
343 The text is by Dai Hongxuan, a student and friend of Lu Yan. 

.: I 
u 
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SchOnbergian serial techniques. The song is centred on a single chord, the or

chestral piece is based on a twelve-tone row (in parts p. 3/4) and two borrowings 

from Webern, a six-tone row (in part p. 17) from his Symphony op. 21 (1928), and 

the B-a-c-h motif (in retrograde p. 17, transposed on p. 21) used in Webern's 

String quartet op. 28 (1937-38). 
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Fig. 11 Fantasy for orchestra I (p. 17): use of Webern's rows 

The harmony is formed according to three set chords made up of major and 

minor thirds. The rows and chords are used freely as motivic material. Lu does 

not respect the strict rules of non-repetition formulated by SchOnberg; motivic 

parts are split off, chords appear in combination. Lu also makes extensive use of 
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aleatoric techniques (p. 17/18) and microtones (p. 21). Lu employs new 

instrumental techniques to enrich his colourful compositions. In his Orchestral 

Fantasy II-Song of the Sword for orchestra and choir (1988), the wind 

instruments are asked to blow air through the instrument, humming on "S" 

without producing a definite sound (p. 2/3); they also have to use jlatterzunge. 

The strings are asked to change constantly between muted and unmuted, pizzicato 

and arco sounds and have to play sul ponticello. Microtonal inflections and 

aleatoric glissandos are demanded of both instrumentalists and vocalists. 

Similarly, in his Music for Fifteen strings 1989,344 he explores the sound 

possibilites of stringed instruments. The overpressured tones he uses there 

reappear in the erhu-part of his Quintet for traditional Chinese instruments of 

1991 (p. 5). This work is also an example of how in his latest works, counterpoint 

makes way to linear constructions, with punctuations sometimes mouthing into 

heterophony. This is perhaps an outcome of his increased interest and study of 

Chinese opera forms in recent years (p. 14). 

Lu Yan may stand for a relati;vely large group of moderate composers in New 

Taiwan Music who all apply techniques of New Music cautiously, opening up new 

avenues of sound without provoking the audience too much. Even works of this 

kind were enough of a shock to Taiwan audiences in the 1960s; such compositions 

were condemned for their noise and obscurity then, but nowadays, Taiwan's 

concert-goers have grown accustomed to it. Discussions over a younger group of 

composers, however, to be dealt with in the following pages, are heated and poli

ticized even today. 

Li Taixiang: experimental avantgarde 

Among the first generation of students of Lu Yan, Shi Weiliang and Xu Changhui 

is Li Taixiang (*1941).345 His contemporaries form the largest group of com

posers in Taiwan today.346 Among them are Chen Maoxuan (*1936),347 Hou 

344 The piece is discussed in chapter four, part two. 

345 Li does not depart markedly from the paradigm. His Chineseness and "Amei-ness" is impor

tant to him and he does not mention what attitude he has to a potential audience. Notwith

standing, his extreme and uncompromising musical attempts which have never worn off in 

novelty and brutality are evidence, that in this point, too, he fits into the paradigm of the Tai

wanese composer: he is simply unconcerned about the audience. On Li Taixiang cf. RMYY 

1989.9:2-7 "Gaoshan liushui, konggu huixiang," a short bibliographical introduction in 

RMYY 1988.11:4. "Taiwan zuoqujia jieshao H," as well as my sketch in Bertelsmann Kon

zertfuhrer, p. 287/288. More concerned with his popmusic output are the article in YYGT 

1985.33:34-41 "Yu Li Taixiang qixiang, gong xiang 'yinyue shengyan'," and YUAN 

"Making Music for Europeans," p. 54-59. 

346 The number of middle-aged composers both in Taiwan and Hong Kong is much higher com

pared to middle-aged composers on the mainland. This can perhaps be explained by the ef-

j 
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Junqing (*1938),34& Ma Shuilong (*1939),349 Shen Jintang (*1940),350 Xu Song
ren (*1941),351 Xu Songrong (*1941),352 You Changfa (*1942),353 Dai Hongxuan 
(*1942), Lai Dehe (*1943),354 Wen Longxin (*1944),355 Xu Boyun (*1944),356 

and Pan Huanglong (* 1945).357 

fects of the Cultural Revolution on composers then just about to finish their studies and not 
being able to practice their skills in varied ways. 

347 Chen Maoxuan studied music at National Taiwan Normal University, composition with Xu 
Changhui. He spent two years doing research in Vienna (1970-72) and now teaches compo
sition at his alma mater. His compositions include symphonic and chamber music as well as 
some choral works. He writes in a moderately contemporary idiom sometimes reminiscent of 
Hindemith. 

348 Hou was born in Burma, went to a teachers' training college in Taiwan, 1953-57, and then 
applied to the music department at National Taiwan Normal University studying under Xu 
Changhui. In 1963 he went to Germany and studied in Freiburg with Fortner. His music 
such as his Nonett or Trois images incorporates elements of atonal and impressionist nature. 
His Fantaisie for piano will be discussed in chapter four. 

349 Ma was born in Jilong on Taiwan. He studied composition under Xiao Erhua at the National 
Institute of the Arts, graduating in 1964. Between 1972-75 he studied at the Regensburg 
Kirchenmusikalische Musikhochschule. He is now head of the music department at the 
Academy of Performing Arts. His compositions cover a wide range of genres and have 
turned from a more conservative idiom to a distinctly experimental and modernist idiom in 
the mid-eighties when, in 1986, he spent a year as a Fulbright Scholar at the University of 
Pennsylvania. His incorporation of Chinese instrumental sounds in a context of atonal 
sounds in his Dou E yuan (The Lament of Dou E) for eight vocalists, suona and percussion 
(rev. 1987) or in his Wo shi (I am) is particularly attractive. Some select bibliographical in
formation is found in YYYK 1990.95:36-38 "Ma Shuilong de yinyue yuyan shijie." For Ma 
cf. further MORTON/COLLIN (ed) Contemporary Composers, p. 591-592. 

350 Shen is Taiwanese, born in Xinzhu. He studied at the National Taiwan Institute of the Arts 
(1963-68) under Xu Changhui and Xiao Erhua. He served as percussionist in the Taiwan 
Symphony before, in 1979, continuing his studies for a year in Vienna, under Alfred Uhl. He 
is now teaching at the National Academy of Arts in Taiwan, but went to the New York 
Brooklyn Conservatory of Music for a year in 1991. His music is heavily indebted to 
(Chinese) philosophical concepts and presents itself in a tame but modernist style. 

351 Xu studied in Germany for some eight years. He is another of the representatives of an aca
demic modernist style in Taiwan. 

352 Xu was born in Miaoli on Taiwan. He graduated from the department of music at the Taibei 
teachers' high school in 1960. In 1967 he joined Xu Changhui in his collection of folksongs. 
He teaches music at primary school. Xu's compositions, mostly songs and small scale cham
ber music, use a conservative idiom, often employing tonal reminiscences. This style is evi
dent in his Wei Fuling (Requiem for a Father) for string quartet of 1982. 

353 You, a Mainlander from Guangdong, passed part of his education in Vienna. His generally 
academic style is transcended in compositions such as his Yan (Wild goose) for choir, piano 
and percussion, which captures the listener with rustling glissandos and interesting orches
trating effects. He is teaching at the National Academy of Arts. 

354 Lai's style is distinctly modernist. Lai graduated form the Guoli yizhuan (Institute of the 
Arts) in 1969, a student of Xu Changhui, Shi Weiliang and Xiao Erhua. In 1978-80 he stud
ied at the Orff Institute in Salzburg. Since 1981 he has been teaching at his alma mater and 
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Li grew up in Taibei: his father is a member of the Arnei Tribe358 resident on 
the eastern mountainous areas in Taiwan, his mother is a Mainlander from Puli 
(Guangxi Province). During his school years, he often went to see gezaixi,359 
studied with the masters and went on tour with them. His experience of the 
mountainous areas that his father came from, however, never had a great impact 
on him. In some ways in order to remedy this situation, he went to teach among 

since 1982 at the Taiwan Academy of Arts. He makes use of serialist techniques in his Shu
huai yizhang (A Statement of Sensation or From Apathy to Chaos) for woodwind quintet 
(1985), applies minimalist practices in Zuopin I 980 (Opus 1980) for thirteen instruments and, 
in Zhongmiao (All wonders) of 1974, presents a fascinating modernist soundplay for Chinese 
instruments (for the last composition cf. the analysis in YOU Taiwan xiandai yinyue fazhan, 
p.184-192). His Fugue for piano (1979) is analyzed in LIU Xiandai Zhongguo gangqin yan
jiu, p. 215-226. 

355 Wen had studied the violin since an early age. In 1964 he entered the Guoli yizhuan (Institute 
of the Arts) studying composition with Xu Changhui among others. Graduating in 1968 with 
a double major in violin and composition, he entered the Taibei Municipal Orchestra as vio
linist in 1969. Some of the most-intriguing pieces by Wen Longxin such as his Zhen-Qita 
(Exhort-others) for female voice and instruments (1985) or his Xiangchou (Nostalgia) for 
Chinese instruments (1991) combine electronic and conventional instruments. His sensitivity 
for sounds and their possibilities are brought to full fruition in these compositions. In his 
writing he also makes use of the voice as instrument rather than mediator of texts. This is al
ready prevalent in earlier compositions such as Zi sanshoushi de mingxiangqu (Meditation on 
three poems) for instrumentalists and vocalists (1967/87), and his Zuopin 1974 (Opus 1974) 
for 47-55 players. Wen, along with Xu Boyun and Li Taixiang, has been one of the most im
portant avantgardists in Taiwan musical circles. One of his compositions, Xianxiang II 
(Phenomena II), a freely coloristic and atonal piece composed in 1974, is analyzed in YOU 
Taiwan xiandai yinyue fazhan, p. 193-200. Bibliographical information is contained in 
YYYYX 1987.168:104-110 "Renshi women de zuoqujia." His Tounao yundong (Brain 
Movement) of 1982 for piano is analyzed in LIU Xiandai Zhongguo gangqin yanjiu, p. 227-
241. 

3 56 Xu Boyun is one of the most unconventional and interesting composers in Taiwan. He is a 
self-educated man, having taken few and cursory composition lessons with Xu Changhui. 
Often, his music reflects his indebtedness to visits of Chinese opera with his grandfather 
during his childhood. The piano quintet Zhongguo xiqu ming.dang (Meditation on Chinese 
Theatre) of 1973 bears testimony to this experience. Some of his music will be discussed in 
chapter four, part two. 

357 Pan graduated from the National Taiwan University (1967-71) and continued his studies at 
the Musikhochschule and Musikakademie Zurich, studying composition with Hans Ulrich 
Lehmann (1974-76). Between 1976-78 he studied composition with Helmut Lachenmann and 
finally topped up his education at the Hochschule der Kiinste Berlin between 1978-80 under 
lsang Yun. Bibliographical details can be found in YYYYX 1987.169:90-93 "Renshi women 
de zuoqujia." Some examples of his structuralist music are discussed in chapter four. 

358 The Amei are the biggest among the tribes in Taiwan. Very typical for the music of this tribe 
is monotony, and very free counterpoint in polyhonic singing. Cf. XU Taiwan Yinyueshi 
Chugao, p. 34. 

3 5 9 For this local operatic form which originated in the beginning of this century cf. XU Taiwan 
Yinyueshi Chugao, p. 197-202. 
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the Amei in 1964: "There, I first understood what a shandiren (a person from the 
mountains) really is. I indulged in the beauty of their environment and felt ever 
closer to those people." It was this experience and the instigation of Xu 
ChanghuiJ60 which finally led to his turn to composition: Li had been a student 
first of violin performance, then of composition at the National Institute of Arts 
(Guoli yishu zhuanke xuexiao).361 Upon graduation (1954-1962) he served as 
concert master in the Taibei Symphony.362 He was an active participant in the 
wave of "contemporizing" in the late sixties and early seventies. Quite a few of 
his early compositions were performed at concerts of the Composers' Forum and 
even earned critical praise. 363 

His String quartet (1965)364 incorporating polyphonic and polytonal techniques 
was presented at the fifth concert of the Forum in 1965. A critic called it an im
passioned, forceful and captivating "roar of wild beasts." His a-cappella choral 
piece Prelude and Fugue (1965) performed in the same concert was even named 
"a positive step forward." 365 His piano trio Lianxing sanbian (Three times con
nected movement)366 of 1971, and revised 1973, was performed in the last Com
posers' Forum in 1972. Originally, the piece had been written for one of the sev
eral experimental and multimedial performances incorporating music, poetry, 
dance, .and art directed by Xu Boyun and Li Taixiang. The piece was taken up by 
Cloud Gate later in 1971. It is divided into three parts entitled " Successive 
thoughts-Congealing breath-Movement." It is Li's first conscious attempt367 
to incorporate Chinese musical techniques in his music because he felt dissatisfied 
with the general tendency to imitate exclusively techniques of Western New 

360 This story also appears in RMYY 1989.9:3 "Gaoshan, liushui." 
361 It was founded in 1957. Offering courses in theory, piano, strings, winds, vocal and tradi

tional instruments it soon became Taiwan's most important school for the training of practic
ing musicians, cf. XU" Zhongguo yinyueshi," p. 214. 

362 RMYY 1988.11:4 "Taiwan zuoqujiajieshao II" in this point differs with the information in 
RMYY 1989.9:3 "Gaoshan, liushui," which mentions him as the concert master rather of the 
Taibei Youth Symphonic Orchestra which is not registered in reference works. It probably 
was a branch of the City Symphony Orchestra founded in 1969 under the direction of the 
educational department of the Taibei government. Cf. Biaoyan yishu tuanti, p. 31-33. 

363 Among them are his Sonata for Violin solo (1962), performed during the third concert in 
1963, and a string quartet composed ca. 1966, Su (Revive), inspired by Tang poetry, per
formed at the sixth concert in 1967. 

364 The String quartet was part of the programme performed by a string quartet founded by Li 
which travelled through Southeast Asia on a grant by the Goethe Institute in 1972. 

365 This critique from the Taiwanese Lianhebao is reproduced in YOU Taiwan xiandai yinyue 
fazhan, p. 48/49. 

366 For a discussion of his trio cf. YOU Taiwan xiandaiyinyuefazhan, p. 157-165. 
367 In his String quartet he did use some of the characteristics of shandi-music such as its com

plex rhythmic qualities, and its crude nature. 
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Music. The outcome of this application of Chinese instrumental techniques to 
Western instruments is, however, surprisingly similar to the sound-effects in 
works by Western composers of New Music who continuously aim at discovering 
ever more and ever new instrumental techniques. So, although Li does not use any 
techniques derived directly from New Music, his composition does sound like 
New Music. 
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Fig. 12 Lianxing sanbian (p. 7): knocking, fake sounds and idiosyncratic notation 

The piano part substitutes for Chinese percussion instruments. Li had done 
some research on Chinese luogudian, the more than one hundred identified per
cussive patterns368 used for the accompaniment of Beijing Opera. The pianist is 
asked to use only extreme registers, the lower part signifying the big drum, the 
higher wooden clappers. A ninth chord which is strung time and again stands for 
gong and cymbal (p. 1). Throughout the entire piece, the piano (and at times as on 
p. 3 the other instruments, too) is used for its percussive effects exclusively. There 
are many more unconventional instrumental techniques derived from Chinese in
strumental models. The piano and cello players are asked to knock on the body of 
their instruments, a technique which is known from pipa-playing. The pianist has 

368 Cf. WICHMANN Listening to Theatre, p. 239, and LIANG Music of the Billion, p. 259. 

I 

: I 
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to hit the keys with his entire arm up to the elbow, while the string players are 
asked to "press and turn the bow on the back of the body" (p. 7). 369 This latter 
type of "fake" sound appears quite regularly when Chinese plucking instruments 
are being played: when strings are stopped with the fingernail or pulled on top of 
each other, creating a snarring noise. The composer employs free timing, which 
again he explains with the Chinese model. The frequent use of microtonal inflec
tions (huaqiang)370 and sliding notes (p. 4), too, can be derived from Li's experi
ence with Chinese Opera. 

In 1973, Li received a Rockefeller Foundation scholarship to go to the Center 
for Experimental Music at the University of California in San Diego. There were 
weekly performances of new compositions held there which meant that Li was for 
the first time in his life totally immersed in the many different facets of New Mu
sic. Here, he learnt more about electronic music, too. Already in the late sixties, 
he had based his projects with Xu Boyun on his knowledge of New Music from an 
American radio-station broadcast in Taiwan. Everything they explained about 
electronic music371 had sounded fascinating to him. But even he himself felt at 
first estranged by those electronic sounds and so it is no wonder that his audience 
was even more bewildered. They hissed him out when he presented Yu-Chan
Ximending (1975) for electronically manipulated sounds (four machines and two 
:performers)372 upon his return from America. Yu (Rain) uses natural sounds from 
drizzle to heavy rainfall, Chan (Zen) is a very meditative and quiet piece incorpo
rating sounds of silence and frogs, whereas Ximending pictures the hubbub of 
noises and voices of this favourite Taibei shopping district.373 

Dashenji (Great Sacrifice to the Gods) or Wu Feng374 for orchestra, male lead 
and mixed choir (1975) was commissioned by the Cloud Gate Theatre. It is a de
piction of Wu Feng, a shandiren, and his companions, a wild, primitive but good
natured crowd. The piece is extremely restricted in means. At times, the mono
phonic, freely contrapuntal singing, modelled on the responsorial singing of the 
Amei tribe, and the instrumental accompaniment, take on minimalist forms. There 
are no words, only syllables sung (hei hei hai ha hei), sometimes in an echoing 

369 Li uses his own signs for these techniques. For the expansion of individual signs in New 
Music cf. KARKOSCHKA Schriftbild der neuen Musik. 

370 For a description of this technique cf. WICHMANN Listening to Theatre, p. 181. 
371 For a discussion of the influence of electronic music on New Music cf. VOGT Neue Musik, p. 

156-166. 
372 For reference to this work, cf. RMYY 1989.9:3 "Gaoshan, liushui." 
373 Li has since then not had the work performed again. He doubts whether the Taiwan audience 

has changed enough to be able to understand and appreciate the piece even now. 
374 Cf. RMYY 1989.9:4 "Gaoshan, liushui." I am not quite sure whether this is really the same 

piece, but Li was not very clear about this in the interview either. 
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fashion with the instruments which are otherwise producing all kinds of jungle 
sounds to convey a feeling of the immensity of the shandiren environment. 
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Li Taixiang further ex
plored the multi-medial field 
of New Music in his Dadi zhi 
ge (Song of Mother Earth) 
for voice, percussion and tape 
of 1977 in which the concrete 
sounds of clashing stones 
form the basic taped material. 
Similarly, his experimental 
opera of 1978 Huanyuan 
(Redeem the vow) incorpo
rates ballet, Chinese operatic 
singing as well as hisses, 

Fig. 13 Taixuyin (p:"6) cries and sighs, unconven-
tional writing for the pipa 

(strings are constantly twisted or over-pressured), a tape with sounds of clashing 
and rubbing objects, the use of nine slide-projectors, and laser-effects. Despite his 
enormous efforts, however, such music was too advanced for the Taiwanese 
audience and thus not appreciated. Nevertheless, Li continued with his works of 
serious music in this avantgardist vein: Taixuyin (Chant of the Great Void) for 
thirteen performers (1979) is an example of his use of minimalism: the graphic 
score shows the slow and minute changes introduced in some voices infusing 
established ostinato effects (p. 6). 

His Huanjing sanzhang (Environment: three pieces) of 1981 won international 
acclaim at the 1981 Musikfestival in Vloto, but at its Taiwan performance in 1982 
together with Redeem the Vow, it again created an uproar.375 One of the percus
sion players has to speak a very reduced text: "mingzhong zhi anzhong zhi 
mingzhong zhi anzhong" (the dark in the bright in the dark in the bright in the 
dark). The second percussionist also handles a tape-deck with concrete manipu
lated sounds: human voice, heart beats, and the breaking of waves. Another three
some, Li's Piano quintet San shi (Three patterns) of 1983376 uses a prepared pi
ano, electronic media and visual effects. The piece is divided into three sections: 

375 RMYY 1989.9:4 "Gaoshan, liushui." 
376 He has since written a Quartet for piano and strings in 1986, fragments of an Erhu Concerto 

(1987), three solo pieces for marimba (called Liushui [Flowing water], Gucuo [Old grave
stone], Jiujia [Wineshop]) and two more operas (1983) and (1987), cf. RMYY 1989.9:4 
"Gaoshan liushui." 
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qi (breath), duan (break) and liu (flow). Li's deliberate reduction of elements can 
be explained in Chinese terms377 but also reminds one of modernist practices; 
there is no melody, there only long and short notes in all different shapes and 
forms, as dots, as glissandos, as 
trembling waves. Climaxes are 
not forced, they develop natu- #l!l.,~~,.tf'.'-,,~p ;>;.,,~.,,---:s"0 . ~' 
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sustained notes develop, with 
the motion of unconscious 
breathing indicated through 

Fig. 14 San shi (p. 9): unconscious breathing 

differing rhythmic structures in each of the voices (p. 9). In the second section, 
sustained notes with glissandos are broken off by sudden percussive outbursts (p. 
12). The instrumentalists are asked to create a trembling sound. The third section 
flows in constant glissandos or movements in seconds and clearly takes up on 
minimalist elements in the piano part (p. 14) concluding in an exuberant stretta
finale (p. 26). 

This is certainly not conservative music. Even Lin Huaimin and the Cloud Gate 
Theatre sometimes could not understand it: of a 1983 composition on the Shijing 
(Book of Songs), for instance, Lin only chose one, the third part for four percus
sionists and eight pianos. In the first two parts of the piece, Chinese instruments 
are employed very much against conventional uses: in the second part, for in
stance, a zheng is bowed with a violin bow instead of plucked. 378 

But it is not only his experimental avantgardism which puts Li in a precarious 
situation politically and socially: his early departures into the Chinese, or, better 
said, the Amei tradition in the 70s, were all too easily understood as political signs 
in politicized times of anti-Taiwanism. His popsongs, although appreciated by a 
greater audience than his avantgarde compositions, caused him political trouble, 
too, in politicized times of anti-Communism: the government accused him of be
ing homesick for the mainland. The political position with which he is time and 
again attributed and his unwillingness to conform to certain standards have made 

377 Cf. Li's remarks in a programme note Zhongguo dangdai zuoqujia zuopin lianzhan. The use 
of silence in Chinese music will be examined in chapter four, part two. 

378 RMYY 1989.9:4 "Gaoshan, liushui." 
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him an outsider in Taiwanese music cireles. Unlike most Taiwanese compos
ers,379 Li does not teach for a living. From early on, he wrote what his colleagues 
might consider "lower forms" of music-film music, classic adaptations3so and 
pop songs-to earn his daily bread.381 He is not a member of the Taiwan Com
posers' League. And since his return from the U.S., he has not often been invited 
to participate in their concerts. He resigned himself to organizing his own (often 
scandal-ridden) concert series entitled Tradition and Prospect (Chuantong yu 
zhanwang) instead.382 Here, he presented the multifarious facets of his musical 
creation: pop, classical adaptations and avantgarde. Is "culture king" in Taiwan 
in recent years? The fate of Li's endeavours seems to show at least, that culture, in 
however varied a form, does not yet pay the bill: his concert series ran eight times 
starting in 1978 but had to be stopped a few years ago for no other than financial 
reasons. 

Dai Hongxuan: parody, irony and composition 

Dai Hongxuan, a Mainlander from Guangzhou who came to Taiwan at the age of 
ten, graduated from the Department of Music at the National Institute of Arts in 
1964, a student of Xu Changhui and Lu Yan. He is openly acknowledged to be an 
eccentric in Taiwanese musical circles.383 Living the life of a "true artist," com-

379 Compare the lists of occupations in the Zhonghua Minguo zuoqujia nianjian. All other Tai
wanese composers I interviewed were employed at one or the other music department in 
Taibei. PancShiji acknowledged that teaching does get in the way of creative work, but there 
are not enough commissions around to sustain the cost of living in Taiwan. Wu Dinglian 
remarked that, after all, not even proliferate composers such as Eliott Carter or Pierre Boulez 
could rely on their conipositions for a living. 

380 He started to compose in imitation of classical masters during his years at the Guoli Yizhuan 
much to the astonishment of his teachers and fellow students, for these imitations were often 
mistaken for the "real thing." 

381 For his pop creations cf. YYYGT 1985.33:34-41 "Yu Li Taixiang" and the second part of 
RMYY 1989.9:4-7 "Gaoshan, liushui." Li Taixiang's preferences, however, lie with serious 
music, so he tells me. Therefore, the RMYY statement, that Li cannot be called an avantgarde 
composer due to the fact that the greater part of his output uses conventional techniques and 
modalities and is preferred by the audience, does not hold true. The volume of his output in 
this field is explained by economic necessity. This situation is already beginning to occur in 
the PRC, too, as interviews with Liu Yuan, Xi Qiming or even Yang Liqing have shown. 

382 For the concert series cf. YUAN "Music for Europeans." 
383 In my analysis, too, Dai is an eccentric. He departs from the paradigm in almost all catego

ries: he has not had any contact with Chinese music which he would grant the name of formal 
or informal education, he takes nature, not his own tradition as an inspiration, and he listened 
to little New Music. Also, he has never really been abroad to study. For Dai cf. the article in 
YYYYX 1986.155:133-137 "Renshi women de zuoqujia." The difficulties in bringing Dai to 
talk seriously about his music described by the author of this article were confirmed during 
my own interview with Dai. He simply prefers to joke than to answer questions. 
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posing, painting as well as writing poems and short stories,384 he rejects any idea 
of seriousness in life.385 

Allegro J=t32 
TAI HONC.HS!,LV op6,,\"o /. 

Fig. 15 First Well-tempered Piano Album I, Prelude (p. 
3): a study in minimalism 

In music, according to his phi
losophy, humour and happiness 
shall reign. He admires Mozart 
and Bach who wrote "happy" 
music in spite of all they suffered 
and criticizes Beethoven for his 
sense of tragedy. "Some prob
lems just cannot be solved and 
hence it is best to forget them," 
he thinks. This (Daoist) 
irreverent attitude toward human 
life and human works on the one 
hand386 is accompanied by a deep 
admiration for nature and natural 
life on the other. In his Second 
Piano Concerto (ca. 1986), he 

incorporates birds' sounds and sounds of dripping water. And, he tells his 
students not just to listen to a lot of music but to noise, and to the sounds of nature, 
too.387 "If students don't listen to the sounds around them, then they are lost for 
composition. These sounds can really move people, it is not necessary to listen to 
all those cultured sounds!" 

Accordingly, he treats musical instruments not as artistic, artificial but as natural 
objects: "My attitude to music is like a child's attitude when it first sees a piano. 

Nevertheless, much of the information and the quotations related below originate from this 
interview. 

384 For some of his fictional and music critical works cf. YYYYX 1986.155:136 "Renshi women 
de zuoqujia." 

385 Dai does not believe in permanent jobs, his earnings from off-and-on teaching jobs at dif
ferent music departments in Taiwan are supplemented by the writing of pop songs. 

3 86 This attitude becomes evident in Dai' s evaluation of other composers, too: "Beethoven said 
when he died that he had finished what he had wanted to do. How is that possible? Even Je
sus only died saying 'all has been fullfilled' in a cynical voice. There is hypocrisy and arro
gance in Beethoven's statement. Others, such as Bart6k have acknowledged the imperfection 
of life. He once said 'I don't fear the loneliness of death but there are still so many things I 
haven't finished'." 

387 Dai's model for the use of natural sounds and noises in music is Gustav Mahler (1860-1911) 
who was an early advocate of the emancipation of noise for musical purposes (cf. ADORNO 
Mahler, p. 149). This type of musical conception is embraced most glamorously by futurists 
such as Pratella (1880-1955) and Russolo (1885-1947). They found a more enduring appli
cation in the works of Edgar Varese (1883-1965) and Olivier Messiaen (1908-1992). 
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In the child's mind, the piano is simply a piece of wood." Apart from a number of 
song collections, a string quartet, and a fantasy for flute, he has written a number 
of compositions incorporating this "piece of wood," 388 two piano concertos, two 
albums for well-tempered piano, a trio for clarinet, violin and piano and a collec
tion of piano pieces. 

His First Well-tempered ~-~rel!li.Hl. 

Piano Album is one of the Fugue I 

few compositions Dai has 
published. This collection 
of two preludes and fugues 
dates from 1971. It incorpo
rates elements of mecha
nism, 389 minimalism and 
musical parody.390 The first 
prelude and fugue are very 
closely related by use of the 
same motif ( enharmonically 
speaking a rising and a fal
ling minor third separated 
by a rising minor second). 
The prelude introduces this 

i 'f • I I 

Fig. 16 First Well-tempered Piano Album I (p. 11): 
minimalist means in the Fugue 

four-note-motif in both hands in parallel diminished seventh ( c D#). From a sub
dued pp it grows to ff at which point the original motif is recovered. In between, 
however, as is practice in minimal music, the left hand slowly introduces subtle 
changes: a long sustained seventh chord is interspersed, then reduced to a half 
note, repeated in two different octaves as two quarter chords and finally taking 
over the 8th movement in contrary motion (still two minor thirds, but both in fal
ling direction). Falling minor thirds as halfnotes infect the motoric motion in the 
right hand until both hands hammer fff chords. In a kind of mirrored movement, 
the left hand then takes over the motoric lead (this time two minor thirds linked by 
a falling minor second), and the right hand repeats the seventh chord stretta-

388 A list and some cursory remarks on Dai's compositions are to be found in YYYYX 
1986.155:136-137, "Renshi women de zuoqujia." Unfortunately for the researcher, Dai does 
not believe in such mundane practices as setting up reliable lists of works and dates of com
position. For most pieces I have hence no dates available. 

389 Dai remarks in the ~core that the pieces are to be played as mechanically as possible, echoing 
a fascination with machines and mechanics by modem composers such as Arthur Honegger 
in Pacific 231 (1928). 

390 For musical parody and similar aspects of postmodernist music cf. DIBELIUS "Postmodeme 
in der Musik." 
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movement. Further developments and changes are all derivations of these few 
restricted elements. The Fugue also minimalizes the compositional means. The 
subject is made up only of different combinations of minor thirds and minor sec
onds. It is varied only in dynamics and rhythm. 

If the first piece was a study in minimalism, the second is as well, but it 
incorporates a new element: musical parody. In choosing the title for his 
collection of preludes and fugues, Dai alludes to Bach's two volumes of 24 
preludes and fugues of the same name. These are arranged chromatically, once in 
the major, once in the minor key each. Bach's second prelude in c minor is a 
motoric study introducing a line of harmonic development through key notes .in 
the right or left hand. Dai's second prelude, although not exactly inc minor (it is 
difficult to find a proper key for this piece), has taken over this motoric modus and 
the emphasis on key notes, but has completely stripped off its harmonic 
framework. 

The fugue departs from minimalist restriction and introduces both rhythmic and 
melodic variety. The introductory bars are again reminiscent of the rhythmic ges
ture in Bach's c minor fugue, although not as obviously a parody as in the prelude. 
The rhythmic variations could be understood as baroque style embellishments, an
other hint at Dai's conversation with musical traditions. An Allegretto middle sec
tions retries the motoric movement from the prelude but is soon silenced by the re
currence of the fugue-subject. 
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Fig. 17 First Well-tempered Piano Album II, Fugue (p. 

25): baroque-style embellishments 

Not only in musical style, 
but also in his entire attitude 
and reflection toward life and 
art, Dai Hongxuan is inclined 
towards parody, is unrespect
ful of authority and standards. 
He is one of the few compos
ers in Taiwan, who teaches but 
does not seem to take his 
teaching extremely seriously, 
who composes but does not 
take his composing very seri
ously. He is not particularly 
interested in having his com

positions performed or published, he is not very interested in the political or inter
national implications of writing in one style or another. He is not an innovator, for 
he holds that it is most difficult and should therefore be one's highest goal, to 
write in the perfection of a Mozartian or Bachian style. While his attitudes might 
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be eccentric and individualist, they go unnoticed since they hardly ever appear on 
the (public) surface. 

Prelude II 
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Fig. 18 The First Well-tempered Piano Album II, Prelude (p. 19) and BACH's Prelude inc minor 

Wu Dinglian: computers, noise and music, the art of eclecticism 

Wu Dinglian (*1950),391 ten years Li's and Dai's junior, represents a new genera
tion of Taiwanese composers who have returned to Taiwan when an atmosphere of 
support for the modem arts was thriving. The situation had improved due to the 
establishment of a Taiwan branch of the International Society for Contemporary 
Music (ISCM) in 1989. This was finally achieved by the concerted efforts of 
Wen Longxin (*1944) and Pan Huanglong (*1945)392 and Zeng Xingkui 
(*1946)393 who had returned from Germany in the early 1980s.394 

391 Wu again fits the pan1.digm very well. He does not attribute too much importance to being 
Chinese and writing Chinese music. Much of the information in the following section is 
taken from my interview with Wu. Another interesting interview with Wu is found in YYGT 
1985.40:22-25 "Kan Wu Dinglian zishuo zihua." 

392 In 1984, he had founded the Taibei xiandai yinyue zhongxin which later became the basis for 
the Taiwan branch of the ISCM. For Xu Changhui's abortive efforts in this direction and his 
reasons for first founding the Asian Composers' League in 1973, cf. XU" Zhongguo yinyue
shi," p. 220-222. 

393 Zeng is a member of the Kejia. He grew up in the countryside of Pingdong but came to 
Taibei to study at the Normal University (1968-72). Xu Changhui and Hou Junqing were 
some of his teachers. Having taught at middle school for a while, he went to the Staatliche 
Musikhochschule in Freiburg to study composition with Brian Ferneyhough and Klaus Huber 
(1977-81). He has since then been teaching at his alma mater. He went to France once in 
1986-87 to study film and electronic music. His music incorporates different traits of mod
ernism such as minimalism as in his Qixiangyu (Capriccio) for horn and harpsichord of 1983, 
or parodistic effects as in his Shengming de bulu (Steps of life) for Chinese instrumental 
ensemble (1991). Zeng's music is discussed in chapters two and four. An article on his life 
and works is to be found in YYYYX 1986.159:93-96 "Renshi women de zuoqijia," a critique 
of his modernist style in YYYYX 1986.160:95-97 "Qianweide, xiandaide Zeng Xingk11i." His 
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Wu is Taiwanese, born in Tainan, where he first attended the Teacher's Training 
College, graduating in 1971. In his home village, he was confronted with a lot of 
traditional music. He remembers nanguan and beiguan, gezaixi, and Beethoven in 
a sort of collage. At age fifteen he began to play in a Chinese traditional orchestra 
(Guoyuetuan) teaching himself how to play the xiao, erhu and zheng.395 He took 
up the study of music privately with Shi Weilang in 1972, and, between 1979-81, 
studied on a B.A. programme in music at the music department of Dongwu Uni
versity under Ma Shuilong. He only realized how little he knew of New Music 
when he came to America, where he took an M.A. from Northern Illinois Uni
versity396 in 1982 and a PhD from U.C.L.A. in 1987, studying with Elaine Barkin, 
Paul Reale and Roy Travis. Returning to Taiwan, he first taught at his alma ma
ter. But his interest in electronics and multimedia! performance397 led to his ap-

Wuhua (Schmetterlingstraum), mentioned in chapter four, is analyzed in BLUMENTHALER 
"Schmetterlingstraum und Vogelschrei." 

394 Qian Nanzhang (*1948), Wu Yuanfang (*1952) and Qian Shanhua (*?)who studied in Ger
many and Austria respectively also belong to this generation. ,Qian Nanzhang was born on 
the mainland but came to Taiwan when he was only half a year old. He studied at the music 
department of Culture University (Wenhua Daxue) between 1966-70, under Liu Deyi among 
others. Later, between 1973-78 he studied under Killmayer at the Musikhochschule in Mu
nich. He is now teaching at the National Academy of Arts. Qian's style is rather conserva
tive, sometimes neo-classicist as in his Mozhate de qixiang (Beautiful thoughts of Mozart) for 
woodwind quartet (1973). For his Guerxing (Waisenkind) for male speaker, flute and three 
percussionists (1975) which makes use of speech song and graphic notation, cf. YOU Taiwan 
xiandaiyinyuefazhan, p. 177-184. A general article on Qian is YYYYX 1978.59:51-52 "Qian 
Nanzhang xinqu." Wu Yuanfang's style, too, is an example of somewhat academic 
modernism, an important trend in Taiwan's New Music. Qian Shanhua's music, on the other 
hand, although sometimes reminiscent of Benjamin Britten (e.g. his String quartet I of 1985), 
recently appears in more modernist disguise especially in his Feng-Song (Ballads-Odes) 
for chamber ensemble (ca.1988) which employs aleatoric techniques. 

395 As seen above, this musical experience is somewhat similar to that of many younger Chinese 
composers during the Cultural Revolution. Wu also says that his best times of violin practice 
and teaching were during his two years of mandatory military service 1971-73. Compare this 
with some of the views mentioned by Liu Yuan and Ge Ganru. 

396 Wu described himself browsing through Taiwan's bookstores, finding books on classical and 
romantic music and composers, but nothing on modern music. This situation has not signifi
cantly changed by today, from my investigation, but at least the music departments now have 
larger collections of score and phono material. Zeng Xingkui attested, that librarians are gen
erously supplied financially, at least at National Taiwan University, and buy anything sug
gested by the professors. For Wu, contact and practice of Asian music in Han Kuo-huang's 
Asian orchestra (cf. HAN Zi Xi zu Dong vol.I, p. 155-164) at the university were another im
portant experience. 

397 For his interest in and proliferation at multi-medial music cf. the discussion in YYGT 
1985.40:22-25 "Kan Wu Dinglian zishuo zihua." 
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pointment, in 1988, to Jiaotong Daxue,398 where he is now responsible for the 
establishment of Taiwan's first important computer-music-centre. 

Wu's style bears testimony to his conviction that "the great advantage of the 
twentieth century is that we have so many possibilities to compose: whatever you 
feel you can write." In his Sonata for violin and piano in which he is 
"remembering childhood," 399 (1979) he makes use of Chinese sonorities. His 9 
pieces in various twentieth century techniques for piano (1981) employ the broad 
range of Western techniques developed in New Music and yet in the same year he 
writes Qiusi (Muse in Autumn), a sensitive sound painting using impressionist 
pictures from a poem by twelfth-century poet Ma Zhiyuan to name the move
ments. These musical miniatures, studies in discontinuity, reflect the reduction of 
means and the isolated syntax of Chinese poetry. Each single character in its am
biguity incorporates the vastness of a great many phenomena. The first part is 
entitled "dead vines-old tree--evening raven," and presents sustained chords in 
the wind instruments creating a static feeling sometimes offset by distinct per
cussion movements. The second part "tiny bridge-running brook-barren land" 
offers trills over slow-moving minor seconds in the muted brass in disconnected 
tempos. Scraps of melodies are introduced in accelerando, then the woodwind 
reminisces on a four-tone phrase (rising fourth-rising fifth-falling fourth). The 
third part "ancient road-freezing wind-bony horse" features staccatos with fast 
crescendos climaxing into nothing. A hubbub of melodic fragments appears, at 
first congealing and then again disappearing into silence. The last movement 
"setting sun down to the west-heart-broken man at the edge of the sky" presents 
the first recognizable melodic frame, a stately falling four-note-motif (in its origi
nal made up of a major second-major second-minor third) which is offset by 
somewhat unrelated roars in the drums. 

Having in this piece explored Chinese poetic syntax for his music, he returns to 
Western concepts again: his Huaijiu de hanxi (Nostalgic sighs) for instrumentalists 
and three percussion players (1982) is, according to Wu, an attempt to combine all 
kinds of different Western musical thought from different times in one piece 
showing an" appreciation for tradition."400 Wuyue de fanxiang (Echoes in May) 
for flute, clarinet, trombone, cello, percussion and piano (1984) again thrives in 

398 The particular interest in electronic music in this recently founded school was also mentioned 
in my interview with Rulan Chao Pian who knew that Ivan Tcherepnin (the son of Al
exander) had been there as a technical advisor on these grounds. Some computing equipment 
for musical purposes can also be found at the National Academy of Arts and National Taiwan 
University. 

399 This remark is also to be found in YYYYX 1982.165:112 "Renshi women de zuoqujia." 
400 The composer is quoted in YYGT 1985.40:24 "Kan Wu Dinglian zishuo zihua." 
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eclectic practices: Wu had won a Boulez Competition Fellowship in 1984401 and 

the piece is the direct outcome of this experience. He tries to define the differ
ences and similarities between four sets of chords (pitch-sets) by Elaine Barkin.402 

The piece unravels in a constant change of pressure and relaxation, long sustained 
sounds with microtonal inflections, overblown in the wind instruments, overpres

sured and in sul ponticello in the cello, are stopped short by percussive effects, cli

maxing in tremolos and trills but abruptly mouthing into silence. 
Another feature of Wu's sound spectrum is the employment of natural voices in 

his music: Kong (Empty),403 for flute, cello and piano composed in 1985 (a sec

ond version from 1986 also exists) may serve as an example.4°4 Interestingly, in

stead of presenting natural sounds as crude and noisy, Wu here contrasts "noisy" 

and "unclean" musical sounds with concrete and almost "melodic" sounds imitat
ing natural phenomena such as birds' cries and the roaring of waves. The first of 
three parts introduces seconds and ninths in extreme registers. These disconnected 

sounds are offset by the harsh bird's cry, ag#g introduced first in the piano, later in 
other instruments. Again the harsh sustained sounds are t¥en up, employing har

monics and microtonal inflections to create vague and hissing resonances. The 

second part is dominated by concrete sounds, a wavelike movement in the piano is 
taken over in the flute, often in harmonics, and leads to stormy trills, while only 

the cello produces noises col legno battuto. An interlude presents reminiscences 

of noise with chaotic 16ths runs in all instruments, the bird appears, then noises 
again. This part concludes with a soaring movement of waves in all instruments. 
A cold static tritone sound rings in the third part. The piano presents the bird's cry 

over quiet harmonics in the flute, reminiscences of the wavelike movement in the 
piano reappear as well as some of the static, disconnected, "noisy" sounds of the 

beginning. The piece ends in an airy hiss from the flute. 
Wu's compositions make use of the various technical possibilities offered a con

temporary composer. But they also seem to share a distinct characteristic: polar 

contrasts. Some of the titles of his most recent compositions such as Dongzhong 

zhijing,jingzhong zhi dong (The calm in the movement and the movement in the 

calm) for computer (I/II) and his Wuzhijin de pianke (A short moment of infinity), 
I (1990) for piano solo, II (1990) for MIDI piano and acoustic piano, and III 
(1991) for piano and strings, indicate the importance of this element for Wu's 

401 Cf. YYYYX1987.165:110 "Renshi women de zuoqujia." 
402 YYYYX 1987.165:112 "Renshi women de zuoqujia." 
403 Although the title might suggest it, this piece has nothing to do with the Buddhist concept of 

the Void. Apparently, the piece grew out of a walk along the seaside and the experience of 
nature in Taizhong. 

404 For a much more detailed and interesting analysis cf. BLUMENTHALER "Schmetterlings
traum und Vogelschrei," p. 26-28. 
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style.405 It is again apparent in his Ji (Solitary) for Chinese winds, pipa, zheng, 

percussion and erhu (1991) which offsets sustained sounds withpipa-tremolos and 
harsh percussion stops. Exuberant climaxes, sometimes reminiscent · of Guo 
Wenjing's She huo,406 mouth into reflective silences only to swell up again. 

One could argue that Wu Dinglian's oeuvre follows in the footpaths of Lu Yan 

and Dai Hongxuan. They write international New Music and so escape from bat
tles over what is and what is not Chinese tradition for Taiwan's politicians. Wu's 

most recent compositions, however, employ Chinese instruments or subject matter 
more and more frequently, they mark a turn toward tradition which is typical of 

Taiwanese music in recent years. This change in direction is caused partly by the 

dissolution of political ambiguities, and partly caused by a greater educational em
phasis on traditional music. 

Pan Shiji: less is more 

The music by Pan Shiji (* 1957)407 is exemplary for this turn toward tradition. She 

belongs to the youngest generation of composers from Taiwan, a generation of 
women composers4os it appears: Du Wenhui (*1964),409 Lu Wenci (*1962),410 

405 Wu has also written some orchestral works such as his First Symphony and Zai qiufengzhong 

de sange renwu (Three characters in the autumn wind) for small string orchestra, both com
posed in 1983, and a composition for grand orchestra (1987) Yi chen lian hou, ningjing de hu 

(After ripples-serene lake). Another large-scale work is his Bingdong de hanxi (Icy sighs) 
for ten sets of percussion and piano (1988). 

406 This composition will be discussed in part two of chapter four. 
407 Pan departs from the paradigm by having had a very thorough experience of New Music 

during the years of her family's stay in Canada. Otherwise she fits the paradigm, feeling the 
importance of her Chineseness, but somehow not as outspokenly attacking the idea of writing 
for an audience as the paradigmatic composer from Taiwan would do. Most of the in
formation related below is taken from an interview with Pan. 

408 One of the few male composers in this generation is Chen Shuxi (*ca. 1957), whose mature 
compositions present an interesting array of sounds and a reduction of motivic work. Unfor
tunately I have no details on his biography. Another male composer in this generation is 
Xiong Zemin (*1954) whose compositions are an example of the coexistence of modem and 
conventional styles in China's New Music. Tonal and almost romantic passages are alter
nated with slightly atonal passages and colourings reminiscent of Debussy. 

409 Du Wenhui, a graduate of the National Academy of Arts, student of Lu Yan and You 
Changfa, writes in a sensitive modernist style. Her string quartet Tianxianzi (The Fairy) of 
1987 (?)with its beautiful lyrical sound language is an impressive example of this style. 

410 Lu had played the piano from an early age. She entered Dongwu University as a piano major 
but changed and graduated in composition (1981-85). Pan Huanglong was her teacher. 
Having taught music at primary school for a few years, she went to Yale to continue her 
studies (1988-1991). Since her return, she has taught composition at the Academy of Arts. 
Her music is mentioned in chapters two and four. 
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Chen Shihui (*1962),411 Zhao Yushen (*1959),412 Pan Xiaonan (*1959),413 and 
Zhang Huili (*1957)414 are among them. 

Pan had studied the piano from childhood and took some initial composition 
and theory classes with Xu Changhui before her family emigrated to Canada in 
1974. There, she continued composition classes at the University of Manitoba. 
The key experience for her decision to become a composer was a radio broadcast 
she had heard one evening in 1972 while still living in Taiwan. It was a pro
gramme of compositions by Zhou Wenzhong including his And the fallen petals. 
"I knew then, that I wanted to be a composer like him," she remembers. There
fore, even in her early compositions, she attempted to incorporate Chinese sonori
ties. When she wrote a piece for zheng, her Canadian teacher, Robert Turner, not 
familiar with Chinese instruments, was at a loss. Nevertheless, Pan felt that she 
had found her own style and hence decided to apply to Columbia University to 
study with Zhou Wenzhong himself (1980-1988). Her experience with traditional 
Asian music, initiated by contact with Zhou's music and deepened by working at 
the Columbia Center for Ethnomusicology, distinguishes her from the greater 
number of her contemporaries in Taiwan who had no formal ethnomusicological 
training. Only when the Taiwan Academy of Arts415 (Taiwan guoli yishu 

411 Chen Shihui was born in Tabei. She graduated from the National Academy of Arts in 1982 
where she had studied with Ma Shuilong, Lu Yan, Dai Hongxuan and Xu Changhui. She 
continued her studies in the United States at Northern Illinois University in DeKalb. Gradu
ating with an M.A. in 1985, she began her doctoral studies at Boston University under Ber
nard Rands amongst others. Mime, one example of her immensely flexible and lyrical style, 
is discussed in chapter four. Her earliest works such as the First String quartet are indebted 
to Bart6kian sounds. Her more recent compositions such as Water Ink (1989) for piano and 
Crystal blossoms (1992) for flute, clarinet, vibraphone, violin, cello and voice are atmos
pheric studies in sound. 

412 Zhao is a conductor and composer, graduate of the Academy of Arts, who in the early eight
ies studied with Francis Burt in Vienna. Her Shuoxiangying (Stimrnung) for grand orchestra 
is influenced by her studies of Western opera in its expressiveness. It is distinctly modernist 
in idiom. 

413 A student of Lai Dehe, she spent a long time in Austria and Germany in the 1980s, where she 
studied with Milko Kelemen amongst others. She writes in a modernist idiom and makes in
teresting instrumental use of vocal parts. 

414 Zhang Huili, a student of Xu Songren and Ma Shuilong at Dongwu University went to the 
Musikhochschule in Koln upon graduation (1980-87). She is now teaching at the National 
Academy of Arts. Zhang recently developed a touching lyrical style employing the entire ar
ray of modernist techniques and ways of sound production both in her flute solo Qiu zhi 
duanjian (Brief aus dem Herbst) of 1987 and in Altura for soprano, flute, bass clarinet, per
cussion and doublebass (1991). In these mature works the sensitivity for sound qualities al
ready foreshadowed in her Trio 1985 for clarinet, cello and piano have come to fruition. 

415 The Academy was founded in 1980 with the generous support of the Taiwanese government. 
For the history and the functions of the Academy cf. Guoli yishu xueyuan jianshi. 
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xueyuan) was opened in 1982, was an attempt made to remedy this situation by 
introducing mandatory courses of Chinese instruments for all music students.416 
When Pan returned to Taiwan in 1988, she began teaching composition at the 
Academy.417 

It is the reduction of means and the repetitive patterning of much Asian music 
which she discovered during her ethnomusicological work at Columbia and which 
began to determine her compositional style: "Much oriental art and music is based 
on a system of organizing materials into basic categories which then serve as a 
foundation for the work." 418 Hence, in her music, she started to apply her own, 
Asian-styled type of serialism: her Quartet for violin, viola, cello and guitar is 
based on certain pitch-collections from which she chooses her melodic material. 
On the next level above pitch, she establishes a number of linear cells (b. 112) 
comprising l. a specific melodic figure, 2. a distinct rhythmic configuration and 3. 
a fixed timbral quality. Linear cell three, for instance, in melodic form repeats the 
same note, rhythmically, it consists of an 8th note and an 8th note with an added 
16th note, in articulation it is set first in Bart6k pizzicato and then as a tremolo. 
Although she has also defined six different levels of attack (articulation), these and 
dynamics are not attached to linear cells in a binding relationship. They are de
termined after the composition is completed.419 

Therefore, linear cell three appears mp-pp--cresc. poco at its first occurence 
in the viola and mp-p--cresc. mp at its second occurence in the violin. Another 
feature not determined for linear cells is the starting note. Furthermore, linear 
cells can be transformed. 1. Geometric rhythmic replacement means that linear 
cells can appear in different durational values: linear cell five, for instance, appears 
as a quintole in b. 2 but as a sixtole in b. 12. 2. Arithmetic rhythmic replacement 
stands for the addition or subtraction of a rhythmic unit (compare the viola motif 
in b. 3 and b. 10 for an addition). 3. Interval expansion or compression allows for 
intervalic changes along certain rules within the general movement of the linear 
cell. The ninth chord in linear cell two in the cello (b. 1) for instance is com
pressed when it reappears in the viola (b. 4) 4. Harmonic melodic inversion means 

416 Cf. Guoli yishu xueyuanjianshi, p. 40-42. Other music departments such as that at Taiwan 
Normal Universitiy have introduced similar requirements in the course of the eighties. 

417 Pan says she was surprised, in view of her experience of Taiwan in the seventies when there 
were few concerts, hardly any books on theory, or scores of New Music, to find many more 
concerts of New Music which would even draw full houses. I have not been able to verify 
her last statement, the concerts of New Music I visited during my stays in Taiwan in 1988, 
1989 and 1992 were hardly ever filled. 

418 This is taken from her own detailed discussion of her compositional methods, CHEW Quar
tet, p. I. 

419 CHEW Quartet, p. 13-14. 
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an inversion in complementary intervals (a major second becomes a minor seventh 
etc). 5. Cell fusion adds elements of two linear cells together. 6. Timbral change 
is allowed within the range of timbres offered in the original cell (cell three, for in
stance, mentioned above, could be performed entirely in Bart6k pizzicato or in 
tremolo). 7. Pitch inversion inverts all intervals in conventional fashion.420 

Not only can linear cells be transformed, they are also combined to form certain 
cell strata substituting a harmonic framework. Cadential cell strata serve to end 
local events. One such cell stratum recurring several times (e.g. b. 43-44, b. 49-50) 
is made up of three linear cells # 12, # 16, # 17 and has a cadential effect. Other cell 
strata may serve as connecting, transitional figures or may function as arbitrators 
between two cell strata of contrasting character.421 Cell strata can in tum be 
transformed again along the lines described above for linear cells. 422 

Fig. 19 Quartet (b. 1-12): linear cells and their transformation 

In the first movement, Pan attempts to translate the dry, plucked sounds of a 
guitar onto the four instrumentalists involved. Just as the cells form composite 
cell strata, the four players are to form a "composite" instrument. Thus, plucking, 
staccato and tremolo sounds dominate the piece. In the second movement the 

420 CHEW Quartet, p. 21-27. 
421 CHEW Quartet, p. 28-34. 
422 CHEW Quartet, p. 79, remarks that in the second movement transformations on different 

levels are restrained in comparison with the first movement, but more transformations of a 
given source cell stratum are applied. 
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lyrical sounds of a bowed instrument serve as a model.423 Legato bows and sus
tained notes are important timbral elements in this piece. The entire piece is 
striking for its sophisticated and intelligent construction. 
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Fig. 20 Soliloquy (b. 1-6): extreme restriction ofmotivic 
material 

Her Dubai de nigu (The 
soliloquy of Pandora) for 
solo violin, violin, two 
violas, two cellos and 
double bass, composed in 
1990, is an obvious study 
in the restriction of mo
tivic material. The entire 
piece is made up of three 
motivic units: its general 
form can be described as 
[AA'AA' II Solo AA'AA' 
II Solo AA' AA' II Solo 
[A]AA' Solo B AA' AA' 
II Solo AA' AA'II Solo[ A] 
Solo A Solo Coda]. A and 
A' are linked by a basso 
continuo (in its most literal 
sense), a fourth jump and 
chord in the cellos offset 
by a dissonant interval 
(often a tritone) in the 
double bass. Slight 

modifications of the rhythmic arrangements occur, but the motifs in each part are 
generally repeated sometimes in different instruments and on different pitches. A 
(b. 1-2) which recurs twelve times in full, consists of seventh triplets, a tremolo 
seventh chord and rising harmonics run. A' (b. 3-5 with a varying ending 
presenting the sigh once and twice in alternation) which occurs eleven times in 
full, consists of a wavelike run with attached sigh motif (viola), two sets of three 
16th stepping gradually downward, a falling 32nd run, a ninth chord and the sigh 
motif, alternately played once or twice. The solo part elaborates on the sigh motif 
and the fourth jump introduced in the continuo (b. 13-16). 

The entire piece is made up of these elements, the motifs are only sometimes ex
changed between instruments and in their relative rhythmic position within a bar 
(A in b. 17/18: the vicla, not the violin introduces the sixtole in harmonics). Fur-

423 CHEW Quartet, p. 15/16. 
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thermore, it is introduced not after but before the tremolos in the violin (instead of 

viola; the cello line, too, is slightly modified). The only clear break in motivic 

work is a middle section B started off by the solo-violin (b. 70-114). The soloist 

partly keeps to his own motifs, but also introduces some new material such as a 

rising or falling (seventh) glissando (b. 75.89). The accompaniment in the other 

instruments is continuous, each instrument similarly keeping to an assigned track: 

the violin plays leaps in punctuation and 16ths (b. 74), the first viola has 8ths. with 

glissando and sustained notes, the second viola moves up and down in repetitive 

seconds, the first cello adds a touch on one, and off-beats of two and three or 

jumps in 16ths. Wavelike and inflected seconds up and down are for the second 

cello and the double bass alternates short 8ths dots in fifths and the sigh motif. A 

recurs and the movement ends in silence. 

' ' , 
;\10s ""fl l poco rtt-·----·------·· 

If restriction had been 
taken far in this com
position, Paiju sanshou 
(Three Haiku)424 for 

soprano and piano, com
posed in 1991, brings it 
to full effectiveness. 
Restriction here is not 

Tp~ made invisible by com-
l~§§§§§~~§~§~~~~§~~~;-~,.,,~;;::.§-,~1:;:; plicated structures or 
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Fig. 21 Soliloquy (b. 72-81): the one motivic break 

lish translation) is apt. This miniature form 
dimensions, expands in profundity of meaning. 

constant alternations as 
in the Quartet nor are 
variations purposely 
hidden as in Soliloquy. 
The single focus and 
idea in each one of these 
pieces explains their 
concentration and fasci-
nation for the listener.425 
The use of three 
Japanese Haiku (in Eng-

of poetry, too, by limiting its 

424 Haiku is a short Japanese poem in three verses of 5:7:5 syllables. 
425 For a similar way of composition based on a single idea or inspiration and SchOnberg's In

spirationsiisthetik compare his George-Lieder (1907/08). 
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Spring Days 
Season of spring days 
There, a nameless hill 
has veils of soft morning haze 
from the plum-scented air. 
Autumn Evening 
None is travelling 
Here along this way but 
This autumn evening now 
On a withered bough 
A crow alone is perching. 
Autumn Moon 
The autumn moon is bright 
Seawaves whirl up to my gate 
Crested silvery white, oh, the first soft snow 
Enough to bend the leaves 
Of the tranquil low. 

Fig. 22 Spring Days 

227 

In "Spring Days," minor ninths and disconnected staccato leaps at indetermi

nate times dominate the piano part. The hazy atmosphere described in the words 

of the poem is evoked through the uncertainness of melodic direction and con

struction. This haziness is also underlined by a sense of uncertainty evident be

tween the vocal and the piano parts. Often, the piano will accompany an ending 
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phrase offering not the same note but its lower and upper seconds, almost con
stantly questioning the vocalists decision to choose a certain note (b. 

12.13.18.22.25). 
"Autumn Evening" appears as an attempt to connect again what has been tom 

apart in the first piece: the slow tempo and the legato articulation contrast with the 
erratic staccato leaps introduced in the preceding song. The slow tempo and the 
use of sustained notes create a sense of forlornness which is the theme of the 
poem. The crow is only a small consolation to the lonely traveller, and thus there 
is little interplay between piano and vocal part, it seems as if each is indeed travel
ling alone. "Autumn Moon" somehow combines the general movements of the 
first two pieces, the abrupt staccatos and the disconnected solitary legatos are of
fered in alternation. It also combines the seventh and ninths which had dominated 
the intervallic structure of the piano part in the second and first movement re
spectively (b. 1-7). 

Pan Shiji's adaptation of traditional elements-not unlike earlier xiangtu at
tempts by Li Taixiang and others-makes for a particular type of music. Her de
liberate use and alienation of exotic elements indeed explains why it is generally 
recognized as New Music in the Western sense. Unlike earlier xiangtu attempts 
by Li Taixiang and others, however, Pan Shiji's adaptation of traditional elements 
is not considered dangerous by Taiwanese politicians. She has the grace of the 
late-born, and no longer has to fear investigations into her loyalty to the Taiwan 
government, she no longer has to prove her disrespect for the Communist gov
ernment on the mainland in her music. 

Having surveyed a number of composers and compositions from both the PRC 
and Taiwan we can perhaps answer the question posed at the beginning of this 
chapter of whether it is indeed true that Sunism contributed to the success of Tai
wan while Maoism contributed to the failure of the PRC? In terms of New Music, 
Taiwan composers have certainly succeeded in covering a wide-if not the com
plete-spectrum of possibilities: from academic styles to the experimental avant
garde, from attempts at parody to the use of electronic sounds, from noise to si
lence, from East to West, these styles of New Music are all to be found among 
Taiwan's compositions. But this is true for PRC composers, too, as could be seen 
above. Having ventured into the boundaries of New Music they, too, developed 
styles both earthy and traditional and new at the very same time. Both govern
ments have thus "produced" successful New Music, not really by their political 
direction and imput, much rather by default. The "modernization" of PRC and 
ROC music is an own goal for the respective governments. In the PRC, it was the 
anti-intellectual drives to the countryside which eventually produced a highly in
tellectualized eclectic New Music. In the ROC, the modernism in the composi-
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tions of many a Taiwanese composer resulted from political safe-play: Western art 
could not be condemned as Communist, it was not dangerous to use it as a model. 
The continuing attempts of the Taiwanese government to prescribe nationalism, to 
instigate a New Chinese Music have only in the last decade become fruitful, in
deed only since the government has drawn back from direct political involvement 
in the arts and from labelling everything taken from mainland culture 
"Communist." Whereas in the PRC, modernist forms have lost the capitalist la
bel, in the ROC, root-seeking music has lost the Communist label, each has be
come accepted tifa. 

The dangerous tunes of musica nova are hence sounded in both Chinas. They 
are still not held up as an officially sponsored "music for the masses" as the distri
bution of government prizes and commissions shows.426 They are still suspect of 
decadence, implicit sexuality and extreme individualism, criticized for their ugli
ness and "deafening noise." And, as perhaps all over the world, there is only a 
restricted audience interested in or at least appreciative of such New Music. While 
Taiwan composers do not seem to care and continue their bold attempts, trying to 
"teach the audience,"427 composers in the PRC do care and at times turn to more 
"intelligible" idioms. Hong Kong composers, on the other hand, are undecided as 
to how much they want their style appreciated and are thereby dictated to a greater 
or lesser extent by a conservative audience. This aspect of musical production in 
China will be examined next. 

426 The distribution of government prizes to Taiwanese composers indicated in the Zhonghua 
minguo zuoqujia nianjian shows that even in the eighties, government prizes are mostly given 
to composers who write in vocal styles, close to pentatonic romanticism. Only lately, the 
CCPD has also started to inaugurate competitions and commissions for works of New Music. 
The budget for the support of New Music is understandably lower than that for the support of 
the folk tradition. 

427 This attitude was mentioned in interviews with Wu Dinglian and Pan Huanglong. 
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Part Three 
New Music in Hong Kong and Macau: businessmen and the business of cul
ture 

Living in Hong Kong is like farming on 
the slopes of a volcano: the crops are lush, 
and after a while you get used to the peri
odic rumblings from inside. (A long-time 
resident)428 

Both Hong Kong and Macau were or still are colonial settlements of somewhat 
dubious legal status.429 Hong Kong Island was ceded to Britain by China in 1841 
under the Convention of Chuanbi, an agreement that was replaced by the Treaty of 
Nanjing in 1842. The Kowloon Peninsula was ceded in 1860 through the Conven
tion of Peking. The New Territories, including 235 islands and the mainland area 
north of Kowloon was leased from China for 99 years on June 9, 1898.43° By 
contrast, Macau, the earliest of the European settlements in China, was founded in 
1557 when the Macau peninsula, then virtually unpopulated, was let by lease of 
land to Portugal.431 It is to be returned to China in 1999.432 

The PRC made sure that none of these territories, including Taiwan, could be 
considered the "real" China although populated by Chinese: when she entered the 
United Nations in 1971, she so arranged it that they could no longer join United 
Nations as independent states.433 Both Hong Kong and Macau are thus patron
ized, influenced (and soon to be ruled by) the PRC.434 It is the ensuing feeling of 
instability, and of" borrowed time" (which will soon run out when the leases end) 
which causes much of the political (and cultural) apathy people in both Hong 
Kong and Macau share.435 They simply want freedom from political oppression 

428 "A long-time resident" quoted in MINERS Government and Politics of Hong Kong, p. 247. 
429 Cf. for Macau the collection of essays in CREMER ( ed) Macau and DICKS "Macau: Legal 

Fiction and Gunboat Diplomacy," for Hong Kong cf. MINERS Government and Politics of 
Hong Kong. 

430 Cf. EMMONS Hong Kong prepares for 1997, p. 12 
431 Cf. PIRES "Origins and early History of Macau," p. 10 
432 This was decided in a Joint Declaration by the Macau and Beijing governments in 1987. 

Since 1976, Macau had the status of" Chinese territory under Portuguese administration." 
433 Cf. PIRES" Origins and early History of Macau," p. 15. 
434 Cf. SHAW "An ROC view of the Hong Kong issue," p. 105. Not only does China affect 

Hong Kong, Hong Kong also affects China: "In the past century or so, Hong Kong has 
played a catalyzing role in many changes in mainland China and has exercised considerable 
influence on mainland China in the areas of politics, economics, culture and ideology." For 
Macau cf. PIRES" Origins and early History of Macau," p. 12. 

435 Cf. DUNCAN "Development ofMacau's City Landscape," p. 80. The following discussion 
will focus on developments in Hong Kong, since all Macau composers came to Hong Kong 
sooner or later during their education and have either remained there since or emigrated fur
ther to the West. Xiao Youmei (1884-1940), discussed shortly in chapter one, for instance, 
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as long as possible and with as much economic gain as attainable. In Hong Kong 
the few demonstrations that have taken place over the years were only concerned 
with social, not political issues. The street riots in 1966 were caused by a gov
ernment increase in ferry prices which eventually had to be taken back, the next 
riot only took place in 1984, a taxi drivers' strike against an increase of their li
cense fee. 436 The paucity and nature of these events shows the lack of interest in 
politics typical for the longest time of the Hong Kong citizen. Both the colonial 
government and the Chinese themselves with their fear of present and future luan 
which might inhibit their economic progress contributed to the maintenance of 
social and political stability.437 The imminent take-over by the PRC438 has also 
only led to a small-scale increase in politicization.439 Even among students, one 
journalist account evaluates,440 "Hong Kong has become more utilitarian than 
ever, and it is every man for himself."441 1997 does notseem to influence the 
voting behaviour of the Hong Kong Chinese.442 To citizens of both Hong Kong 
and Macau, "political freedom" does not mean freedom to participate in political 
decision-making, which might bring trouble eventually, it first and foremost 
means freedom from political oppression.443 A lack of involvement in politics 
today may ensure an easier time after the Communist take-over. For one group, 
then, political apathy is perhaps a means to remain safe and free even after 1997. 
For others, namely, Hong Kong's economic elite, the lack of interest in democracy 

originally a son of Macau, left for the mainland and later Germany. Lam Doming and Lam 
Bunching are two more examples of composers born in Macau who have gone on to Hong 
Kong. Although Macau did have the first European style University founded in 1592, when 
Madre de Deus School was changed to University College it remained too small to become an 
important entrepot of Eastern and Western learning and culture. Since 1962, they have a pri
vate music school. For a short discussion of music on Macau, cf. LIU in ZGYYX 1991.1:47-
49 "Taiwan, Xianggang he Aomen dangdai yinyue gailun." 

436 Political riots only took place in 1967 as spill-over from Cultural Revolution in Canton and 
again in 1989 as reaction to the massacre at Tiananmen. For a detailed discussion of the tra
ditional and sociological background for this generally passive behaviour cf. LAU Society 
and Politics. 

437 Cf. LAU Society and Politics, p. 159.71. 
438 The worried psyche of the intellectual becomes evident in some of the science fiction litera

ture from Hong Kong dealing with 1997. For a discussion of the literary manifestation of this 
fear see MARTIN "The Future of China, Taiwan and Hong Kong," p. 187-190. Social satire 
has apparently also spread to television, cinema, and other media once devoted purely to es
capism as MOSHER" Cocking last snooks," p. 28, relates. 

439 EMMONS Hong Kong prepares for 1997, p. 98, does mention a slight politicization. 
440 EMMONS Hong Kong prepares for 1997, p. 104, mentions low student involvement. 
441 "Student apathy reflects general malaise-a study in passivity," p. 42. 
442 Cf. LAU Society and Politics, p. 115-118, and CHEEK-MILBY "Introduction," p. 12. 
443 LAU Society and Politics, p. 160. 
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is vital knowing the detrimental effects of the welfare state in other booming 
economies. 444 

Is the artist who creates in this atmosphere of political freedom and laissez
faire, not privileged when compared with other Chinese artists in the PRC and 
Taiwan, artists who constantly arrange themselves around government politics? 
Composers from Hong Kong and Macau stress, indeed, their enjoyment of politi
cal freedom.445 But, are they really totally free? 

1 

Economic values-prosperity, growth, rising standards of living-have al
ways dictated Hong Kong politics [ ... ], in Hong Kong, perhaps more than in 
any other setting, the "economic tail has wagged the political dog." 446 

It might well be because of the attested political apathy that both Hong Kong and 
Macau have managed to build up thriving capitalist economies. And these econo
mies are, in turn, building up and moulding Hong Kong and Macau to their lik
ing.447 It is for this reason that Hong Kong has not and will not turn into a democ
racy. According to one scholarly study, it is" a place where a British administra
tor jumps every time a Chinese [manager] complains." 448 A common proverb 
since the seventies claims that "Hong Kong is run by the Jockey Club, Jardine and 
Matheson, the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank, and the governor-in that or
der." 449 Hong Kong is run by a narrow elite of businessmen who rule by 
"consultation and consensus." 450 

In Hong Kong almost everything is seen in terms of marketing. Even the world 
of art is turned into a" cultural market." The lack of interest by some Hong Kong 
businessmen to invest in Hong Kong culture, can thus be explained by marketing 
concerns: there is no immediate gratification as cultural activities often require 
long spans of lead time before any real achievements can be harvested.451 And 

444 EMMONS Hong Kong prepares for 1997, p. 122. 
445 Cf. YYYYX 1987.163: 106 "Xianggang yinyue chuangzuo gaishu." 
446 CHEEK-MILBY" Introduction," p. 12. 
447 Cf. DUNCAN "Development ofMacau's City Landscape," p. 73. 
448 KLATT "Hong Kong, China and Britain," p. 11. 
449 Cf. DA VIES "Changing nature of representation," p. 36. 
450 EMMONS Hong Kong prepares for 1997, p. 96. In Macau, too, economic pressure groups 

play an important role in government (cf. AFONSO /PEREIRA "Constitution and Legal Sys
tem," p. 193). 

451 "Nowadays, both for economic and political reasons [the approach of 1997] few parents sup
port their children to seriously study music and become musicians, everybody is doing short
term investments, music is a long-term-investment." (Interview with Chan Kambiu). This 
last point can be verified by declining numbers of students at the APA since its foundation in 
1985. Cf. also LAU Society and Politics, p. 71. 
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even if there is direct support by business for culture it mostly stems from eco
nomic deliberations. As one scholar puts it: "The Hong Kong Festival was insti
tuted by the colonial government in the years following the 1967 disturbance as a 
means to celebrate Hong Kong's prosperity and to reassert the colony's credibility 
with foreign investors and resident workers alike."452 Nicholas James, once 
general manager of the autonomous Hong Kong Arts Centre echoes this when he 
remarks: "Back when the Festival (of Asian Arts) began [1976] we were still 
looked at as the cheap place with factories where broken toys come from. Hong 
Kong decided to go up-market and the arts were part of that."453 Evidently, then, 
culture is involved very closely in the (political) business struggle in Hong Kong. 
This is also true for the building of the Academy of Performing Arts (AP A) in the 
early eighties, financially supported by the Hong Kong Jockey Club, which is de
scribed as "an addition shaped of glass and concrete as well as the desire to defy 
Hong Kong's image as an uncultured outpost of commerce."454 Strangely 
enough, businessmen, despite their profession, never seem to apply their knowl
edge of the workings of supply and demand in their cultural calculations. Hong · 
Kong's economy-driven society does not need as many artists as can be trained at 
the AP A, it does not need as many cultural venues as have been built455 especially 
during and in the aftermath of the MacLehose "cultural era," as it has become 
known.456 

452 Cf. BLAKE" Leaders, Factions, and Ethnicity in Saikong," p. 78. 
453 Quoted in SCOTT" Transit-lounge arts," p. 49. 
454 Cf. SCOTT "Transit-lounge arts," p. 49. Even the Arts Strategy Report (p. 51) underlines 

the importance of art for the economic future of Hong Kong: "For Hong Kong to make a 
more serious impact artistically on the world at large would be helpful not only to the artists, 
but of value to the audiences everywhere; and it would also have a beneficial effect on the 
general trading and political climates which are so essential for the territory's future." 

455 Cf. SCOTT "Transit-lounge arts," p. 49. The city hall, opened in 1959, provided the first 
venue for large-scale performances. As for the building-policies, both Law Wingfai and 
Grace Cheung, the manager of ARIC {Hong Kong Arts Resource & Information Centre), 
complained bitterly about their shortsightedness, the policies appeared simply intended to 
ease the politicians' conscience (from my interviews with them). 

456 Many cultural achievements fall in the "reign" of governor MacLehose (1971-1982) when 
more and more buildings and institutions were provided for the arts, with no one to use them. 
The Hong Kong Philharmonic turned professional in 1975, the Hong Kong Chinese Orches
tra was founded in 1977 (which then opened the possibilities of becoming a professional 
musician on Chinese instruments) and started giving generous commissions (a chronological 
table of commissions 1970-1990 is given in CHAN "Xianggang xin yinyue weituo chuang
zuo nianbiao" ), the Music Office and the Hong Kong Arts Centre were both inaugurated in 
the same year, 1977. Some of this information is to be found in TSANG "Xianggang yinyue 
chuangzuo fazhan," LAW "Hong Kong," esp. p. 242-243, and CHOW/CHEUNG Hong 
Kong Composers' Guild, p. IL It is interesting to see that a similar clustering of cultural 
foundations took part in Taiwan in the early eighties as shown in LI "Decade." 

: I 
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There is a need, then, not just to build the music halls and museums, but to cre

ate a cultural atmosphere, to build up a mass base, a culturally interested audi
ence.457 Even the large number of children who learn how to play musical instru

ments are no guarantee for filled concert halls in Hong Kong. Despite the fact that 

free time might well be invested in the practice of the arts, as a part of education 

so venerated by the Chinese, much less time is spent in the (passive) reception of 

art.458 Where many parents would pay for the child's piano lessons, they would 

not take it to see an opera. Perhaps, the necessary leisure is just not a concept 

commonly known to a busy manager in Hong Kong. Although at times financial 
patrons, they are not an audience for the arts. 

A potential audience need then be created by large-scale education. Only a 

handful of schools have a comprehensive music programme.459 In most cases it is 

up to the secondary school prinicipal to decide the fate of the music programme in 

the school. And one third of the schools examined in a recent dissertation on the 

teaching of music in Hong Kong's primary and secondary schools do not even 

offer music beyond third form. It is simply not treated as an integral part of the 

school curriculum.460 One of the conclusions of this investigation runs as follows: 

"The society of Hong Kong tends to recognize music as being beneficial to the 

human soul and mind, however, they do not put the profession of music in a high 

position in the hierarchy of their monetary and technological value system."461 

The education system was dependent on its socio-economic value and music was 

hence treated as a luxury.462 Thus untrained, Hong Kong's art audience remains 

very small.463 In order to address this situation, Hong Kong composers have 

457 Cf. YIP "Looking forward." 
458 Cf. Arts Strategy Report, p. 45: "In Hong Kong a large number of youngsters take dance, 

music and art lessons; schemes should be devised to encourage them to attend arts activities." 
On the increasing number of concerts in the early eighties cf. ZGYYX 1991.1 :46/47 "Taiwan, 
Xianggang he Aomen dangdai yinyue gailun." 

459 Interview with Grace Cheung. The Arts Strategy Report, p. 32, attests that in comparison to 
the other arts, music still fares highest in Hong Kong schools: "The music-curriculum is the 
most developed of the arts [ ... ] teachers have a choice of as many as seven different sets of 
textbooks to use. A local text book for the visual arts, though considered essential, is yet to 
be developed." 

460 It is the categorization of music as a leisure and hence superfluous activity which causes these 
attitudes toward music teaching (cf. CHOW "Xianggang yinyue jiaoyu," p. 460.464/465, 
and WONG Music curriculum, p. 185). LAW "Hong Kong," p. 248, attests that the gov
ernment attitude of laissez-faire towards music teaching has resulted in many unqualified pri
vate music teachers (a corresponding statement is made in WONG Music Curriculum, p. 
180). 

461 WONG Music curriculum, p. 210. 
462 WONG Music curriculum, p. 194/195. 
463 Cf. Arts Strategy Report, p. 42. The older generation often has no tertiary or even secondary 
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formed the Xianggang zuoqujia lianhui (Hong Kong Composers' Guild). They 

argue: 

Limited by political, economical and social factors, and society's attitude to 
cultural development, conditions are still far from ideal. However, Hong 
Kong composers, as a group, have begun to show their awareness and under
standing of the strength of collectivity and the requirement for a broader 
foundation on which attainment of a mature Hong Kong Music must be 
based.464 

They now arrange a yearly concert series and other activities to introduce New 

Music from Hong Kong.465 A successful attempt seems to be the educational 

project "Introducing Contemporary Music in the Classroom" 466 initiated by the 

League in cooperation with the Education Department and the AP A. Secondary 

school students and their teachers are introduced to compositions by select com

posers of contemporary music both from abroad and from Hong Kong. 

In trying to find an audience, then, the artist is dependent on the businessman. 

In an economist society, a composer is not always able to write what he wants, and 

has to respond to the demands (and pressures) of the market.467 Although there 

are enough commissions, 468 Hong Kong composers cannot live off their music. 

Most of them teach or work for the Hong Kong Radio469 and some write pop 

songs. A generally conservative taste might influence this, their art as merchan

dize. The Arts Strategy Report warns: 

education which restricts their interest in the arts. Another factor is their lack of the concept 
of leisure which is necessary for the appreciation of artistic offers. The younger more afflu
ent generation grows up in a different atmosphere and is accordingly more likely to make use 
of artistic offers. 

464 CHOW/CHEUNG Hong Kong Composers' Guild, IVN. 
465 For a listing of their activities and those of some other cultural bodies cf. YYYYX 

1987.163:104/105 "Xianggang yinyue chuangzuo gaishu." For their members cf. 
CHOW/CHEUNG Hong Kong Composers' Guild. The Hong Kong hosting of the 7th Con
ference and Festival of the Asian Composers' League (ACL) in 1981 was already supposed 
to have "enhanced a general awareness of contemporary music and the role of contemporary 
composers in the society" according to their publications. I am skeptical about the outcome 
of these activities. Both in 1991 and 1992, I found many of the concerts of contemporary 
Hong Kong music virtually empty. 

466 Cf. CHOW Jiaoshili de dangdai yinyue. From what I could gather from an evaluating ses
sion of this and another school competition project, which I attended (Hong Kong, 23.10.92), 
it was one of their most successful attempts to instigate interest in New Music in Hong Kong. 

467 This is true not just for Hong Kong, of course. As Lam Bunching's complaint that 
"nowadays the political oppressor is the market," shows. 

468 Due to the limited number of composers in Hong Kong, the low-paying government com
missions always put the same composers into stress (from interviews with Lam Bunching and 
Chan Wingwah). 

469 Tsang Yipfat and Tung Laishing are such examples. 
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Without some intervention to encourage actively the creation of new and 
challenging art, the likelihood is that economic necessity will drive many 
artists to carry on doing what has already shown itself to be in demand. [ ... ] 
For Hong Kong to continue to produce and groom its own professional art
ists, urgent steps must be taken to see to it that society does provide the op
portunities and environment for them to make a living from their art. 

2 

Thus the market might delimit a composer's freedom. But, on the other hand, a 
market also allows him to go beyond limits by guaranteeing cultural contact. 
Historically, both Hong Kong and Macau are potential meeting points of East and 
West. A look at Macau's architecture, for instance, illuminates the nature of this 
(mercenary) fusion: the magnificent buildings on the Rua da Praia Grande are 
Western only from the outside, the inner plans are purely Chinese, a group of in
dividual dwellings formed around a central courtyard in perfect axiality. 

The buildings [ ... ] were fundamentally ad hoc exercises of personal taste 
rather than a correct and technically erudite architectural approach. These 
combined with local archetype and other architectural traditions, such as 
fengshui, amalgamated into a vivid, rich, and often ironic architectural dis
course. [On Taipa Market, for instance,] there is an almost exhilarating 
marriage of pseudo-Tuscan columns with a Chinese roof, decorated with a 
Shiwan terracotta figure. Another Chinese element is the ornamented archi
trave. Needless to say, this design does not correspond to any school of 
architectural thought, but nevertheless, it is just this kind of "infraction" of 
classical European and Chinese design which have made Macau's archi
tecture enchanting and unique.470 

Some of the architecture in Hong Kong, too, combines Eastern and W estem 
conceptions in such ingenious fashion. An apartment-building at Repulse Bay, in 
perfectly modernist architecture, is perforated by an enormous hole, needed for 
fengshui471 reasons. There is a great potential, then, for artists in Hong Kong and 
Macau, to make use of and combine different cultural heritage. As the arguments 
in the Arts Strategy Report seem to suggest, however, Hong Kong has not outlived 
its potential as a melting-pot for the arts: 

Hong Kong's unique history has brought to it many varied but sometimes 
conflicting strands. Its characteristics comprise elements from the West and 
from the East. [ ... ] Today, it is an international city. This is as true in the 
arts as it is in economic life or the daily life of the people. This multiplicity 
and variety of influences have been beneficial, but also confusing. What 

470 MARREIROS "Chinese and Portuguese Architecture," p. 100. 
471 Fengshui (lit. Wind and Water) is the name for the Chinese art of geomancy. 
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constitutes Hong Kong culture and what will be its course of develop
ment?472 

237 

Can Hong Kong and Macau473 be seen in the role of the musical entrepot?474 
Again education appears to be the crux of the matter: the emphasis put exclusively 
on the teaching of Western style music in secondary and tertiary institutions im
pedes contact with and knowledge of China's musical tradition among Hong Kong 
composers. Although apparently "in 1978, the Hong Kong City Government 
budgeted a large amount of money to revise the public curriculum and include 
Chinese music," 475 as Thrasher has found, this endeavour does not seem to have 
been very successful. The 1990 study on Hong Kong's music teaching mentioned 
above begins: "Western music is the chief focus of this study because the music 
curriculum in Hong Kong has been influenced by the British and the Western 
world." The author acknowledges that due to the return to mainland China in 
1997, a trend of incorporating more Chinese music exists but, so she says, it is still 
negligible.476 In fact, Chinese composers from Hong Kong complain that they do 
not learn much about Asian and Chinese music in either school or university.477 

Certainly, there were some difficulties and reasons for this neglect. Chan Wing
wah explains: "I went to an English middle school. They did not teach Chinese 
music. Until the 1970s the Hong Kong Education department had no syllabus re
quirement to teach Chinese music. Furthermore, it was difficult to get material for 
such teaching, whatever came out of the PRC in the 1970s as 'traditional music' 
was dubious at least." Dorning Lam elaborates:" At Hong Kong University, some 

472 Arts Strategy Report, p. 51. ZEPP "Interface," p. 127.131, also mentions that apart from ar
chitecture, there is not much in terms of cultural fusion in the arts. 

473 ZEPP "Interface," p. 128, argues that no fused Macau musical tradition developed "mainly 
due to Chinese being uninterested in European music." Although I doubt the latter point, in 
view of Chinese reactions in other geographic areas, it is obvious that Macau is in many ways 
too small and provincial to provide the venue and possibilities for upcoming musicians. I 
would also hesitate to attribute the lack of cultural fusion in Macau to the relative strength of 
the European and the Chinese culture as is done in some of Cremer' s studies on Macau. 
China has shown a great ability to fuse with other cultures and to sinify them, a tendency only 
reverted slightly in the late nineteenth and twentieth century. 

4 7 4 That Hong Kong must be seen in such a role is stated by LAW in 2 5 years of creative musical 
activities, esp. p. 17. The point will be further elaborated on in chapter four. 

475 THRASHER "The Sociology of Chinese Music," p. 47. 
476 WONG Music curriculum, p. 3. 
4 77 All of the ten composers and three composition students I interviewed shared this opinion. 

Similar remarks were also made in my interview with Harrison Ryker. The lack of training in 
indigenous art forms is also decried in the Arts Strategy Report, p. 37.40, in CHOU 
"Subsidies," p. 18.19, and in CHOW "Xianggang yinyue jiaoyu," p. 459. The result is that 
only one third of the students at the Music Office learn a Chinese instrument, an even lower 
number applies to the AP A for this purpose (from interviews with Samson Cheung and Law 
Wingfai). 
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students do a special project on Chinese music, but it is not a requirement. One 
problem is the fact that there are no teachers or examiners for Chinese music. In 
A-level, students are taught some Chinese music, but very few can examine it." 
The lack of material and of competent teachers leads to apparently rather uninspir
ing teaching. Chan Kambiu relates: "At the Chinese University you have to do a 
course in Chinese Music. But it just consists of lectures, and is not really very 
profound. People are usually not very enthusiastic about this class." True, as 
Lam Bunching remembers: "I only took a single course of Chinese Music at uni
versity, but I was very bored during those two semesters and fell asleep in the 
class, really, I was totally obsessed with Western music then." What is more, with 
Hong Kong being so small, informal contact with Chinese music is also restricted. 
Chan Kambiu relates that he heard an erhu for the first time in his life as back
ground music to a film he was watching on TV, and Chan Wingwah says that the 
only dominant musical influence he remembers from his childhood is Cantonese 
opera. 

3 

I have painted a sad picture of cultural Hong Kong in the previous pages.478 In 
music, despite all its political freedom, Hong Kong is not short of problems: seri
ous music often suffocates in a materialist society.479 But is Hong Kong really so 
culturally and musically dull? Are artists just stopping over there before their trip 
further West? Is it true, as remarked in one journalist source, that "death in form 
of reversion to China in 1997 adds yet another layer of cultural discontinuity on a 
city already culturally stagnant" ?480 Or should we believe the optimistic (for 
programmatic) tenor in the Arts Strategy Report? It argues: 

Vitality is a most striking feature in Hong Kong. It is fast-paced and ener
getic, perhaps more so than anywhere else. The arts, too, are very produc
tive. [ ... ] The territory's forthcoming change of political status also adds ur
gency and excitement to its arts, which are an important means of public 
social expression.481 

478 A general discussion of Hong Kong music is TSANG "Xianggang yinyue chuangzuo fa
zhan," and LIN "Tuibianzhong de Xianggang xin yinyue chuangzuo 1950-1960." Another 
discussion is to be found in YYYJ 1986.4:44-51 "Xianggang Yinyue chuangzuo." A general 
overview of Hong Kong Music in the 1980s is given in YYYYX 1987.163:101-107 
"Xianggang yinyue chuangzuo gaishu," an appraisal of Hong Kong teaching of music is 
YYGT 1985.38:14-16 "Xianggang yuetan de 'Shaolinsi'." Two English surveys are LAW 
"Hong Kong," and SCHNEIDER" A Celebration of Life." 

479 For lack of a music publisher, the Hong Kong Composers' Guild now publishes their own 
pieces with the financial backing of the Hong Kong Jockey Club. 

480 SCOTT" Transit-lounge arts," p. 49. 
481 Arts Strategy Report, p. 52. 
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Again, these points and their significance for the emergence of New Music will 
be illustrated by tracing the biographies of four composers from Macau and Hong 
Kong who will serve as paradigmatic examples. Typically, Colonial composers482 
have only received a Western musical education. They may have had some 
(limited) contact with modem music while in Hong Kong, whilst a more complete 
immersion in New Music took place during their studies abroad.483 Despite their 
Westernized training, they consider it of great importance to be Chinese and hence 
derive much of their musical inspiration and material from tradition.484 The audi
ence does not usually play a dominant role for their composition, but they are cer
tainly more concerned about it than composers in Taiwan. 485 

Again, I have chosen a few composers from different generations who fit into 
this ideal pattern and some who strongly depart from it: Wong Yokyee (*1924), 
Law Wingfai (*1949) and Chan Kambiu (*1962) will stand for the paradigm, Lam 
Bunching (* 1954) will be considered for her departure from it. 486 

482 Another typicality of Hong Kong composers is their particular mobility. Many of them are 
not born in Hong Kong, but have immigrated there from elsewhere (be it Macau for Lam 
Doming or Indonesia via the PRC in the case of Chen Ningchi). The two biggest immigra
tion waves took part in the late fourties, with the Communist liberation and in the seventies 
during the Cultural Revolution (cf. the biographical data in CHOW/CHEUNG Hong Kong 
Composers' Guild). Many of them have moved on, or are moving on (Koo Chatpo is one ex
ample). Therefore, it is difficult to define who is and who is not a Hong Kong composer. 
Unless the composer is born in Hong Kong or Macau, I just take an extended residence (in 
most cases), or one's importance for Hong Kong musical life (in Huang Yautai's case for ex
ample) as a sign of a composer's belonging to Hong Kong and Macau. 

483 This information was taken from the interviews with ten Hong Kong composers. The data of 
Hong Kong's paradigmatic composer are to be found in Appendix One. The restricted 
teaching of New Music in Hong Kong is remarked on in CHOU" Survey," p. 8-10. She ex
plains that almost all venues for the teaching of composition except the University of Hong 
Kong have only recently changed to a preference for teaching techniques of contemporary 
music. She also attests that secondary schools mostly do not teach twentieth century tech
niques at all. 

484 For the manifestation of Chinese heritage in their compositions see the discussion in chapter 
four. This point should be interesting in view of the fact that many composers from the 
mainland and from Taiwan consider Hong Kong composers as very unpatriotic and uncaring 
about their cultural heritage. Questioned upon the importance of being Chinese, 60% of the 
composers from the PRC considered it very important, Hong Kong composers followed with 
54%, and the lowest rate was in fact found in Taiwan, 44%. For the figures see Appendix 
One. A detailed discussion of this phenomenon is found in chapter four, part three. 

485 Although there are composers who depart from this, Wong Yokyee, Victor Chan and Chan 
Wingwah among them, most composers would not be led, as the Arts Strategy Report im
plies, to write conservative compositions in order to be understood or" bought." 

486 A substantial number of new analyses of works by composers only mentioned in passing in 
this chapter are to be found in MITTLER "Mirrors & Double Mirrors." 
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Wong Yokyee: pentatonic twelve-tone music? 

Wong Yokyee (*1924)487 is one of the few of his generation who received an edu
cation in Hong Kong. He was born in Shantou, at the Eastern tip of Guangdong 
Province and settled in Hong Kong in 1936 where, between 1949 and 1954, he 
studied at the China Sacred Music School,488 one of the earliest institutions for the 
study of music in Hong Kong. He was taught by the first generation of Hong 
Kong composers such as Huang Yautai (*1912)489 and Lin Shengshih (*1915-
1991),490 a generation which came from the mainland mostly (where they were 
educated), to settle in Hong Kong.491 This is true for many of the other composers 
from Wong's generation: Chan Puifang (*1921),492 Fu Yamchi (*1930),493 Shi 

487 Wong departs from the paradigm in one point: he is not at all indifferent towards his audi
ence. Furthermore, he says that he had a lot of informal experience of Chinese music during 
his childhood in Guangdong. Most of the information related below stems from an interview 
with Wong. 

488 This institution is also known as the Hong Kong Music Institute and was founded in 1950 by 
Stephen Shao. The dates of foundation of many of the important music departments in Hong 
Kong can be found in ZGYYX 1991.1:42/43 "Taiwan, Xianggang he Aomen dangdai yinyue 
gailun," or CHOW" Xianggang yinyue jiaoyu." 

489 He originally came from mainland China, was born and educated in Guangzhou, moved to 
Hong Kong in 1949, and eventually moved on to Taiwan in 1987. Huang formulated a mo
dal theory to harmonize pentatonic melodies. For a detailed description of Huang's theories 
and work cf. NG The Published Piano Compositions of Huang Yau-Tai and LIU Zhongguo 
gangqin quji. Another analysis of his piano work is found in LIU Xiandai Zhongguo gangqin 
yanjiu, p. 67-102. For a spirited discussion of the use of modes to harmonize Chinese music 
cf. his own article HUANG" Zhongguo yinyue zhijuexing," esp. p. 124-127. 

490 A differing date of birth, 1914, is found in LAW "Hong Kong." He gives a short sketch of 
Lin's life and works on p. 226-227. Lin was born in Canton, a student of Huang Zi at the 
National Conservatory of Music in Shanghai. He settled in Hong Kong after the Anti-Japa
nese War (1945). He taught at the music departments of several of the music schools in 
Hong Kong: the Chinese Sacred Music School (*1950), Lingnan College (*1972/73; WONG 
Music Curriculum, p. llff, gives a later date, 1978), and Tsinghua College (* 1963). Al
though generally his style clings to pentatonic romanticism, he does attempt some departures 
into a more Bart6kian-flavoured folklore in his Thailand Fantasy for piano (1975) and his 
Elegy for cello and piano (1975). For some of his piano compositions cf. LIU Zhongguo 
gangqin quji, and an analysis in .LIU Xiandai Zhongguo gangqin yanjiu, p. 102-118. 

491 For the influence of some of the foreign educators important in the teaching of music in Hong 
Kong such as, amongst others, Kalervo Tuukkanen (1909-1980) from Finland, Dale Graig 
(*1939) and William Watson (*1934) from America, David Gwilt (*1932) from England and 
Anne Boyd (* 1946) from Australia cf. LAW "Hong Kong," p. 225-231 and UN 
"Xianggang xin yinyue chuangzuo." 

492 Chan Puifang (Chen Peixun) still commutes between Beijing and Hong Kong although he 
settled in Hong Kong in 1980. He was born and went to school in Hong Kong, but received 
his tertiary education in music at the Shanghai Conservatory from 1938. He taught at the 
Central Conservatory in Beijing since 1949. Although his education at the Shanghai Con
servatory had enabled him to get a glimpse of modern music (as my remarks in chapter one 
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Kumpor (*1932),494 Chen Chienhua (*1935),495 and Doming Lam (*1935).496 
Upon graduation, Wong taught at his alma mater. In 1960 he went to Hamburg to 
study at the Musikhochschule under E. G. Klussman. He graduated in 1965 but 
stayed on for two years studying counterpoint and twelve-tone-technique. He re
turned to Hong Kong in 1967 and has since lectured and taught compositional 
techniques at many Hong Kong institutions: the China Sacred Music School, 
Tsinghua College, Hong Kong Baptist College497 and the Hong Kong University 
Extra-Mural Department. 498 

Wong's musical output and his idiom are diverse. His early compositions are 
mostly for orchestra, his more recent works include chamber music, choral and vo
cal works. He has especially dedicated himself to writing (Christian-style) church 
music lately, since he feels there is a lack of indigenous Chinese church music. 
His religious works, such as his 24 organ pieces (1992) and his Chinese Mass 

have shown) his own compositional style betrays no trace of this experience. He writes 
technically accomplished music in. pentatonic romanticism, only his earliest pieces, such as 
his Yuequ sishou (Four Cantonese Pieces) for piano (1952-54), sometimes venturing into im
pressionist fields. For Chan cf. IlN '"Yongxue', 'Qingmingji' ji qita" and LAW "Hong 
Kong," p. 228/29. 

493 Fu was born on Hainan Island in China and was trained at the Central Conservatory in Bei
jing under Jiang Dingxian. Upon graduation he taught at the Conservatory, was composer-in
residence at the Chinese Ballet and Opera house and finally, in 1976, emigrated to Hong 
Kong. He writes a very conventional romantic style mostly vocal or for Chinese orchestra. 

494 Shi was born in Guangdong and studied under Ding Shande at the Shanghai Conservatory of 
Music. Upon graduation in 1957 he taught harmony and composition at the Guangzhou Con
servatory of Music. In 1963 he emigrated to Hong Kong where he has been teaching at the 
music department of Tsinghua College. His style is deeply embedded in the late romantic 
virtuoso tradition and nowhere departs from pentatonic romanticism (cf. LAW "Hong 
Kong," p. 240-241). For some of his compositions cf. LIU Zhongguo gangqin quji. 

495 His date of birth is sometimes also given as 1936 (cf. LAW "Hong Kong," p. 234) or 1934 
(cf. LIU Zhongguo gangqin quji). Chen was born in Canton and, after studies in Vienna at 
the Akademie fur Musil< (he graduated in 1961), and Stuttgart Hochschule fur Musil<, came 
to Hong Kong in 1963. Since then he has taught at Tsinghua and Baptist Colleges and at the 
Extra-Mural Department of Hong Kong University. He writes programmatic music in a ro
mantic idiom and serves the stylization of Chinese folkmusic (for this expression see chapter 
four) by continually producing new volumes of his A collection of Best Chinese Folk Songs 
for piano. At least four volumes have been published to date. 

496 Doming .Lam was born in Macau but came to Hong Kong after studies in composition and 
film music in Canada to work for Radio Hong Kong. He was a pivotal figure in the founda
tion of the Asian Composers' League (1973) and the Hong Kong Composers' Guild (1983) 
and has been exemplary for the promotion of New Music (also for Chinese instruments) in 
Hong Kong (cf. LAW "Hong Kong," p. 232). For a collection of piano pieces by him and 
most of the above-mentioned composers cf. LIU Zhongguo gangqin quji. 

497 The music department was inaugurated at this school in 1972/73. 
498 In the late seventies, courses in music were offered here on a voluntary basis before the offi

cial opening of a music department at the University in 1981. 
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(1990) for soloists, choir and piano make use of the musical language of the musi
cal past. The organ pieces could well be baroque hymns, the Mass incorporates 
elements of pentatonic romanticism. 

On the other hand, many of his secular works apply techniques reminiscent of 
Hindemith: Wong makes frequent use of polyphonic and contrapuntal structures 
and, despite making extensive use of dissonances, does not depart from the idea of 
a tonal centre. In his melodic material he employs innovative intervallic combina
tions, and sometimes applies twelve-tone-, eight-tone- or other rows. 

ST. LUKAS CHURCH 

Andante 

In his piano compositions Shen 
Lujia libai tang (St. Lukas Church) 
of 1964 and Wuzhong xing (In the 
Fog), probably composed in 1966, 
he limits his material by quasi
serialist methods: in Shen Lujia 
libai tang, he only uses eight notes 
of the chromatic scale. His eight
tone-row is symmetrical consisting 
of alternating major and minor 
seconds. Some of the melodic 
framework is also symmetrical 
according to his row. The upward 
subject of a canon in augmented 
fourths, for instance, consists of a 
corresponding number from each 
part of the row. The piece consists 
of three parts and a coda, the last 
part is the inversion of the first 
part. Here, the canon tritone 
theme is introduced with falling 
tritones. 

In Wuzhong xing, Wong makes 
use of a twelve-tone-row. Never
theless, he does not apply the row 
in strict order nor does he keep to 

Fig. 23 Eight-tone-row and Shen Lujia libai tang quoting the entire row or its de-
(p. 1) rivatives before starting anew. As 

an analysis of the first bars of his 
piece shows, the row is quoted in full in the first two bars and then presented in 
inversion in the next two bars. B. 516 and b. 7/8 again bring all notes from the row 
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but in somewhat arbitrary order. Starting from b. 9, Wong introduces different 
segments of the row or its derivatives, sometimes, as in b. 9, he only keeps to 
intervals, not their strict directions. Here, intervallic directions from inversion and 
original are combined (in the inversion, 8-9-10 is a M2 down, a m3 up, here he 
introduces a M2 down, a m3 down) and sometimes the intervals cannot be 
explained in consecutive order of the row (therefore, in b. 9 the tritone can only be 
explained if 10 becomes 7 going to 6 as in the inversion). 

Andante 
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Fig. 24 Twelve-tone-row and Wuzhong xing (b. 1-8) 
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This style is also used in his Trio (1970): the twelve-tone row is introduced in 
the piano, then repeated in arbitrary order once in the piano and twice in the violin. 
The piano accompanies with segments of the row. In b. 7 the right hand intro
duces the intervallic succession without direction of the row, in b. 9 a retrograde 
inversion of parts of the row is introduced. In all of these works, twelve-tone
technique is combined with one particularly dominant element: contrapuntal writ
ing. 

Wong's free-style twelve-tone-technique went so far as to become pentatonic 
(similar to Luo Zhongrong's attempts described above). In his orchestral suite 
Taxue xunmei (Looking for Plum Blossom in the Snow) of 1976, for instance, he 
does not want the listener to perceive the twelve-tone-structure and hides it behind 
a pentatonic structure: "New music is too far from the audience. But my music 
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certainly does not sound all that modem. One perceives its pentatonicism but not 
its twelve-tone-technique. I want people to understand my music, so I cheat them 
by using twelve-tone-technique without letting them know." He probably re
members his own shock when he heard a first concert of twelve-tone-music in 
Germany: "I did not like it at all, this was not music." Many of his recent com
positions such as his Sonata for erhu and piano (1987), also use this technique. 

For all his application of techniques of New Music, Wong Yokyee is not a 
modernist at heart. Rather, his compositions only nominally apply the techniques 
of contemporary music while leaving some of its radicalist spirit aside. Wong so 
attempts to openly please the listener while commending himself of secretly 
holding onto the fruits of modernization. 

Law Wingfai: to be or not to be Chinese 

Whereas Wcmg's generation shows an almost uniform concern with Chinese pen
tatonic and Western romantic tonalities, younger generations have been more di
vided in style. There are traditionalists such as Kuan Naichung (*1939),499 Chen 
Ningchi (*1940),500 or Wut Manchung (*1942),50l but there are also composers 
who have consciously turned to the contemporary idiom. Among them are Law 
Pingleung (Daniel) (*1946),502 Ho Waion (*1947),503 Law Wingfai (*1949), 
Chan Kanin (* 1949), 504 and Tsang Yipfat (Richard) (* 1952). 505 

499 Born in China, Kuan graduated from the department of composition at the Central Conser
vatory of music and became conductor and composer-in-residence of the Oriental Song and 
Dance Ensemble (Dongfang gewutuan) in Beijing. In 1979 he emigrated to Hong Kong were 
he has since 1986 been music director of the Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra. His music is 
conventional in style and features much pentatonic romanticism. He has written mostly for 
Chinese orchestra. 

500 Born in Indonesia, Chen came to China in 1953, studied with Du Mingxin and immigrated to 
Hong Kong in 1973 where he now works as a conductor. His compositions negotiate both 
Western and Chinese tradition. Only seldom does he advance to a more modernist idiom 
such as in his Chibi huaigu (Cherishing thoughts of Red Cliff, on a poem by Su Shi) for pi
ano (1983) which combines Mussorgskian sounds with impressionistic mixture writing and in 
his Bingchexing (Ballad of the Army, on a poem by Du Fu) for choir and Chinese orchestra 
(1985) which starts off with an interesting cluster, makes use of glissando and scintillating 
sound effects, but which also incorporates romantic heritage reminiscent of the yangbanxi. 

501 Wut was born in China and graduated from the Central Conservatory in Beijing, where he 
studied under Jiang Dingxian, Chen Peixun (Chan Puifang) and Du Mingxin. He worked as 
resident composer of the Chinese Railway Symphony before he emigrated to Hong Kong in 
1975. His operatic style becomes especially evident in his Li Bai shige sishou (Four Poems 
by Li Bai) for voice and orchestra (1976), in his orchestral Dinuhua huanxiangqu (Fantasy 
Overture) of 1979 and in his Zhanzheng anhun (War Requiem) composed in 1987. 

502 Law was born in Hong Kong, received his B.A. in music from the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong and went on to study for a M.A. at Northwestern University. He has written for 
Chinese and Western instruments and choir in a modernist style sometimes, as in his Ten 
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Law Wingfai was born on Hainan Island and came to Hong Kong in 1956.506 
His interest in Chinese traditional music made him choose Taiwan as an appropri
ate place for the study of music.507 He received a B.A. from Xu Changhui at Tai
wan's Shifan Daxue (Normal University) in 1972 and continued his studies in 
California under John Crawford. Between 1980-84 he served as lecturer of music 
at Lingnan College. In 1985, after the opening of the Academy of Performing 

Piano Pieces (1973), using parody in starting a dialogue with styles of Western musical tradi
tion. 

503 Ho now lives in England. She originally studied Chinese and English Literature at the Chi
nese University of Hong Kong. In 1966, she received a scholarship to study at the Royal 
Academy of Music in London. She then obtained an M.A. in contemporary and electronic 
music from the University of Cardiff and has since been an active composer in Britain, where 
in 1974 she was elected a member of the Composers' Guild. Much of her music makes use 
of Chinese elements. Her Taiji {1976) uses contemporary musical language to depict the 
movements of Chinese shadow-boxing. Impressions of an Opera II for oboe, clarinet, bas
soon and horn (1983) processes the impressions of a Chinese opera, Bawang bieji (The con
queror bade his beloved farewell): .. as in the original the central note (allowing for pitch in
flections) of her composition is D. Furthermore, the ever-present percussion and approximate 
timing from Chinese opera is taken up in this composition. Ho has also composed electronic 
and computer music and music for Chinese instruments. She is involved in multi-medial 
projects, too. In 1987, for instance, she was invited to direct the transformation of Handel's 
Acis and Galatea into a dance opera at the AP A in Hong Kong. On Ho cf. LAW "Hong 
Kong," p. 239-240, YYYYX 1987.163:104 "Xianggang yinyue chuangzuo gaishu," and the 
section "People and Projects" in CHIME 1991.4:103. 

504 Chan Kanin, married to female composer Ho Pingyee, was born in Hong Kong and emigrated 
to Canada in 1964 where he received a B.A. in music from the University of British 
Columbia. He continued with graduate work until 1983 at Indiana State University. He 
writes electronic, vocal and conventional music for chamber and orchestral ensembles. One 
of his pieces, Tai-chi will be discussed in chapter four, part two. 

505 Tsang was born in Hong Kong, received a B.A. in music from the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong and a M.A. from the University of Hull (1978). Between 1978-84 he was part
time lecturer at the Hong Kong Conservatory of Music (the antecedent of the APA). Since 
1981 he has worked for RTHK. From conventional writing and pentatonic romanticism in 
his earliest works such as his Nocturne no.I for violin and piano (1974), he developed a 
highly flexible and modernist style partly through the study of the Chinese musical tradition. 
This development is first hinted at in his Zhong zhi huanxiang {Images of Bells) for harpsi
chord or piano (1979) which is a meditation based on the concept of single sound in Chinese 
music. Similarly, his Lingkai (Spirits's domain), discussed in chapter four, for Chinese in
struments (1980/86) and his Dou Sou (Rousing) for pipa-ensemble are studies in Chinese 
(and modernist) aleatory. Often, what sounds modernist in his pieces is derived from Chinese 
concepts. The use of parallel fourths and fifths in Penglai (Paradise) for orchestra, for ex
ample, imitates the sound quality of the sheng and in Tsang's words is to depict the "mess" 
in zaju (a Chinese theatrical originating in the Yuan dynasty) music. 

506 Most of the information related below is taken from an interview with Law. Again, he only 
slightly departs from the established paradigm and again, it is on the issue of Chinese musical 
education which he, like Wong above, did not receive in Hong Kong. 

507 His own contact with Chinese traditional music was through his father who played the erhu. 
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Arts (AP A), he was appointed head of the composition department. Teaching at 
the AP A, he is keenly aware of its problems. There are too few students at the 
AP A, which is no wonder since graduates do not know what to do after graduation 
in insular Hong Kong: there is only one professional orchestra. Also, the APA 
does not emphasize the synthesis of East and West. "It is necessary to know about 
the tradition, but also one has to live in the present world, in the contemporary 
world. Here, there is hot the natural environment for this type of synthesis. Some 
of the students don't really know anything about Chinese music and instruments," 
Law says. 

In contrast to Wong Y okyee, Law in his music does not stick to theories: "I am 
a natural composer, I talk more about feelings, less about theories." Thus, he is 
less the master of twelve-tone-techniques than of aleatory, and sound-painting. He 
has written a very broad spectrum of compositions for Western and Chinese or
chestra, chamber music for Chinese and Western instruments, music for tape as 
well as music for modem dance, theatre, 508 film and even pop music. 509 

r,, 

Fig. 25a Zuixiang (p. 6/7): frames within frames 

508 Pieces for modem dance are Nuse (Femme fatale) of 1987 and Kuangxiang dadi (Song of the 
good Earth) of 1983. For some examples of theatrical music cf. CHOW/CHEUNG Hong 
Kong Composers' Guild, p. 89. 

509 For his film and pop music cf. IlN "Law Wingfai de 'shijue' yinyue." 
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His early compositions from the 
period of study in Taiwan and in 
America show his concern for a 
modem conception of China's heri
tage. His Can (Silkworm) of 
1971/72510 appeals through its unor
thodox treatment of the solo pipa. 511 
His Sanglindiao (Mulberry Grove 
Dance) for flute and guitar (1975) is 
the modernist interpretation of a 
Chinese image, making use of pipa
techniques on the guitar. The 
plucking sound of the guitar stopped 
with a fingernail which is introduced 
in the first few bars, for instance, 
and the snaring noise produced by 
pulling several strings together, 

Fig. 25b Zuixiang (p. 6-8, cot'd): frames within occuring towards the end, are taken 
frames from the pipa-repertoire. Similarly, 

the incorporation of the body of the 
guitar as percussion instrument, which occurs later in the piece, is an imitation of 
pipa-techniques.512 The piece is a dialogue between a mellow flute introducing 
huge melodic leaps next to microtonal inflections and flatterzunge and a harsh
sounding guitar characterized by the constant repetition of notes or phrases. The 
perfect synchronization of flute crescendos broken off by the abrupt entrance of 
the guitar make for thrilling listening. 

Although still written in a frame of mind which attributes much importance to 
Chinese elements in his music, Law's Zuixiang (Dionysus Fantasia) for three 
flutes, piano and two percussionists (1979) already points into another direction. 
The composition is inspired by the Greek god Dionysos. 513 The three flutes are to 
simulate the Greek aulos. Elements of aleatory are incorporated within a strong 
formal structure. The beginning motifs of the molto tranquillo section, an 
arpeggio in the piano and sustained notes in the flutes (A) return in Rondo-fashion 
three times throughout the piece (p. 1.3.9). A is developed in different fashions, 

510 This is to remind the readerthat if I have found differing dates in different sources, I indicate 
them with a"/". For periods of composition, I use"-." 

511 For a short remark on Can cf. LAW" Hong Kong," p. 235. 
512 For a paradigmatic use of these techniques in Shimian maifu (Laying Ambushes in all direc

tions) cf. my Neue Musik aus China, p. 6. 
513 See the remarks by the composer in the score of the piece. 
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but always (except for the ending) leads up to an improvisational climax (p. 2.4). 
The ending section (p. 10) is a direct quote of p. 3, apart from the improvisatory 
first flute part in the first line, and ends in a recollection of the beginning ar
peggios in the piano (p. 1 first line, second half) which is further meditated on. 

From its very beginning the middle section (B) incorporates indefinite elements 
(such as the microtonal inflections in the flute, the glissandos in the timpani, the 
indeterminate notes in piano and celesta on p. 5). It ends in a climax of aleatoric 
writing on p: 8, when graphic notation is employed. This middle section has a 
symmetrical structure, a frame making use of all instruments (p. 6.8.) includes a 
short section in which percussion instruments are employed exclusivelys14 (the 
piano and celesta in clusters as used on p. 7 also serve as percussion instruments 
rather than melody instruments) which again is the frame for an even shorter sec
tion in which the flutes appear as soloists (p. 6/7). Distinctly contemporary in 
sound, not only for its use of new instrumental techniques (clusters, microtonal in
flections, tapping of the piano strings), this piece is an exquisite example of sound 
play, a hot-cold-treatment of tension and relaxation. 

Fig. 26 Xiangqing (p. 19) 

This sense of indeterminacy between one pole and the other is also evident in 
his Xiangqing (Sun Soundic )515 for flute, clarinet, violin, cello, piano, two 
percussionists and tape, which was composed in 1981. Although he is not a spe-

514 Law here makes use of a Chinese percussion instrument, the muyu. 
515 This piece is again mentioned below in chapter four, part two. 
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cialist nor a particular fan of electronic music, Law makes use of recorded sound 
in addition to the conventional instruments. He uses electronics as a tool to 
synthesize sounds that would otherwise be impossible. 

The notation is partly conventional, partly graphic. Aleatory as well as contem
porary instrumental techniques are used throughout the piece. As in some of Lu
toslawski' s compositions, Law makes use of certain ever-changing sound groups 
for timbral effects. 51 6 This is most noticeably done on p. 12, when all instrumen
talists, after holding a sustained note, turn to percussion instruments in a splash 
and on p. 19, where the timbre is reduced to percussionists and glissando strings. 

After this departure into international and electronic sounds, Law returns to Chi
nese sonorities again with his Taibo zuijiu (Drunken Poet) for dizi, xiao, yangqin, 
zheng, and percussion (1984), his Yizhicao (Cantilena for one finger) for pipa 
(1985) and his Pipa Concerto (1986).517 In some of these pieces, he makes con
ventional use of Chinese instruments. The first movement of the Pipa Concerto, 
for instance, uses the most typical and idiosyncratic techniques of traditional pipa
writing: typical strumming tremoJos are offset by an orchestral part introducing a 
marchlike almost tonal theme. 

1.:-· 

Guanxiangyue xiao xie
zouqu (Musica Concertata) 
of 1987, on the other hand, 
is another example of 
Law's flavour for or-
chestration. The piece 
which exhibits compli
cated rhythmic m1cro-

Fig. 27 Guanxiangyue (p. 1 ): bass clarinet solo t t h t s rue ures, s ows, ye 
again, his affection for international styles of New Music: in this case that of so
norism: almost imperceivably low, the bass clarinet begins with a subject already 
quite complicated in rhythmic structure. The rhythmical structure from this theme 
is taken up in some of the other wind instruments (p. 1-3) and stopped short by 
percussion beats. These two elements, one moving (A) and one halting (B), one 
graceful and almost melancholy, one crude and callous, dominate the piece. The 
movement (A) often passes through the entire orchestra, from the lowest to the 
highest instrument, the orchestra serves almost as a huge instrument itself: one line 
of complicated rhythms descending as on p. 7 or ascending as on p. 50 (both direc
tions on p. 46). From p. 10 onwards, the crude element (B) becomes dominant 
until an atmosphere similar to that of Strawinsky' s Rite of Spring is achieved on p. 

516 Cf. STUCKY Lutoslawski and his music, p. 82, who calls this "blurred toccata style." 
517 The Drunken Poet and the Pipa Concerto are mentioned in chapter four. 
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15.518 A new element (C) is introduced on p. 19: a funny, almost Hindemithian, 

bassoon theme. 

Fig. 28 Guanxiangyue (p. 15): Strawinskian rhythms 

It is offset by a new rhythmic element in the strings: D (p. 21). C and D are 
further developed and lead to climaxes when they are joined first by A (p. 33), 
then B (p. 34), creating complicated rhythmical constructions (p. 39) and blurring 
any sense of timing (p. 48). Again, Law works with instrumental groups as 

518 B is further led into stretta later and turns into a constant repetition of chords (p. 28). 
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carriers of certain timbre (p. 58). The comic conception of the composition also 
comes out in abrupt endings of such "lyrical" passages as D in the horns on p. 42 
which is mocked in trombone glissandos. The "wrong" typical brass fanfares in 
tritones on p. 56 are another example of this ironic stance. Law uses distinctive 
and memorable thematic elements, alienates them or blurs them into oblivion. 

Like some of his music which often swings between two extremes, Law's de
velopment as a composer is likewise dominated by his oscillation between two 
poles: Chinese and Western traditions. The dilemma or the particular charm of the 
Colonial artist, somehow committed to two cultures, is most evident in the move
ment of his musical pendulum. His education in xiangtu Taiwan during the early 
70s made him aware of his own tradition and during his first years in America he 
admits to have dealt with an identity crisis by being affirmative about his Chinese
ness in his music. While growing more confident in his later student years, he 
turned to a more international idiom which was again reversed upon his return to 
Hong Kong in the early 80s. Whereas the immediate response to the native Chi
nese environment seems to have .. been a revived interest in Chinese tradition, as 
time advances and especially since the second part of the eighties, he has grown 
ever-more confident, and the need to speak in a Chinese musical language has be
come less pronounced for him.519 

Lam Bunching: women composing? 

Although not as dramatically as in Taiwan, the 1950s saw the general emergence 
of women composers in Hong Kong and Macau, too. Born in Macau in 1954, 
Lam520 stands in age between two of her female collegues Ho Pingyee (Alice Ho) 
(*1958),521 and Lam Manyee (*1950).522 

519 From an interview with Law. 
520 Most of the information in this section is taken from my interview with Lam Bunching. She 

is "eccentric," and departs from the established paradigm in ahnost every respect. She 
openly disregards audience response, she is not keen on deliberately writing Chinese music, 
and her own tradition is, so she says, not the most important source of inspiration for her 
music. For a short biographical sketch cf. my article on Lam in Bertelsmann Konzertfuhrer, 
p. 287. 

521 Ho studied composition at Indiana Universtiy from 1978 and, after her emigration to Canada, 
with John Beckwith and Brian Ferneyhough. Extramusical thoughts enter much of her 
oeuvre. She writes sensitive and appealing sound pictures such as her Impetus for viola and 
double bass (1984). 

522 Lam Manyee, born and raised in Hong Kong, graduated in sociology and psychology from 
the University of Hong Kong and only began to study composition during a course for a pi
ano diploma at the Conservatory Santa Cecilia in Rome (1973-76) under Franco Evangelisti. 
She then received a diploma in composition from the Hochschule fiir Musik in Freiburg 
studying with Brian Ferneyhough. In Interludes for piano (1977) already, she makes use of a 
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Other composers in their generation are Mak Waichu (Clarence) (*1959),523 
Chan Waikwong (Victor) (*1959),524 Tung Laishing (*1956),525 Chan Wingwah 
(*1954),526 and Koo Chatpo (*1954).527 

prepared piano and exhausts the most advanced piano techniques. Her Journey for chamber 
ensemble (1977/78) employs space acoustics (for the use of this technique in modem music 
cf. Vogt Neue Musik, p. 167/168): the performers have to walk about and change their posi
tions during the course of the performance and the lightning is also changed as the piece de
velops "from darkness to darkness." Again, the piece employs all conceivable instrumental 
techniques, Lam explores the broadest range of timbre, sometimes the rhythmic structure is 
reminiscent of Jazz improvisation. Her Monologo II (1980) for cello, piano and tapes, a 
highly philosophical collage of diverse concrete and other material manifests her imaginative 
strides into the field of electronic music. Apart from her interest in serious music she is a 
successful pop singer and producer. On Lam cf. LAW" Hong Kong," p. 235.237. 

523 Clarence Mak was born in Hong Kong where he received a B.A. from the Chinese University 
of Hong Kong in 1984. Since receiving an M.A. from Pennsylvania State University in 1987, 
where he had been studying electronic music with Burt Fenner, he has taught electronic 

· music at the Academy of Performing Arts in Hong Kong. His compositions include chamber 
and electronic music. He seems to search for ever new combinations of sound for conven
tional instruments, rather academic in his Xun (Unitame) for flute and clarinet (1985) and in 
Qing (Four Temperaments) for solo trombone (1987) but more adventurous in Jimoxing 
(Lonely Motions) of 1986 for temple-blocks and five percussionists, Death be not proud for 
flute, soprano and tape on a poem by John Donne (1986), Yunhuameng (A Dream too short) 
for soprano, guitar and harpsichord, and Butterfly (1989) for two pipas and percussion. 
These latter compositions also present unconventional combinations of instruments. A num
ber of his compositions are mentioned in part two of chapter four. 

524 Chan was born in Hong Kong, graduated form the Chinese University of Hong Kong and 
received a doctorate in Music from the University of York. He is now teaching at the Chi
nese University, his alma mater. His style is distinctly modernist if he cannot deny his years 
of study in England. The influence of Britten's sonorities is evident in his vocal composi
tions such as Hsien [Xian] (The Immortal) for tenor, bass, choir and piano (1987) and his Im
ages for two female voices, flute, piano and two percussionists (1986). 

525 Tung has not written many compositions and is not a very active composer in Hong Kong. 
Nevertheless, as less is sometimes more, the little he has written is interesting and attractive 
music. Born in Hong Kong, he graduated from the music department of the Chinese Univer
sity of Hong Kong in 1982 and continued compositional studies under George Crumb and 
Chinary Ung at the University of Pennsylvania. Especially his Four Pieces for Woodwind 
and Percussion of 1983 are appealing by their use of Chinese percussion instruments and 
rhythms, of silences, microtonal inflections and an extreme reduction in motivic material. On 
Tung cf. LAW" Hong Kong," p. 23 8. 

526 Born in Hong Kong, Chan received a B.A. in music from the Chinese University of Hong 
Kong and continued his studies at the University of Toronto with John Beckwith. He is now 
head of the music department at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. His compositions, 
academic in style, have been and will be examined in detail in chapters two and four. 

527 Koo was born in Baoding near Beijing. He studied with teachers from the Central Conserva
tory and entered the Baoding Wengongtuan during the Cultural Revolution, playing the vio
lin. He wrote some tonal compositions during his years in mainland China since he had not 
heard any New Music there. Only in 1981, when he emigrated to Hong Kong, this changed. 
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Having taken piano lessons as a child, Lam Bunching entered the Chinese Uni
versity of Hong Kong528 as a major in performance in 1970. When in the second 
year she went to the University of Redlands, California, as an exchange student, 
she played in a New Music Ensemble for the first time in her life. She took some 
first composition classes, writing stylistic exercizes and the lost Variations on 
Chinese folksongs (1972/73). Also, she studied musique concrete,529 but soon 
found that she had no patience for this type of "technical music." Back in Hong 
Kong, she no longer composed. Only once, in 1976 for a competition at the Hong 
Kong Conservatory (in which a lot of money was involved) did she choose to 
compose some music to a Yuan Dynasty poem. She won the prize. 

Upon graduation from the Chinese University, she continued her studies of 
piano at UC San Diego. Since she had to take a subsidiary subject, she chose 
composition. Some of her earliest compositions, such as"=," a duo for two flutes 
(1977) and Three Songs from the Yuan Dynasty for soprano and piano (1978) 
originate from this period and already betray her sensitive compositional style.530 

It was now, under her teachers Bernard Rands and Roger Reynolds, that she really 
came to know New Music:53I Schonberg, Berio, Takemitsu, Cage, and 
Stockhausen. After graduating with a PhD in 1981, she served on the faculty of 
Cornish College of Arts in Seattle, Washington (1981-86). 

Although she never received any formal training in Chinese music, as a child, 
she played the yueqin and some other Chinese instruments in a Chinese band and 
watched performances of Cantonese and Beijing opera with her parents. "This 
type of music is at the back of my mind but I don't need to feel Chinese, I am Chi
nese." In contrast to other Hong Kong composers, then, she does not consciously 

There, in 1982, his first experiences of New Music included Strawinsky's Rite of Spring and 
Scriabin's Piano Sonatas. When in 1985 he won a prize in a Hong Kong composition com
petition, he decided to study music formally. He graduated with a B.A. in 1990, and an M.A. 
in 1992 from the University of Hong Kong where he had studied under Anne Boyd and Chan 
Wingwah. For more examples of his music cf. chapters two and four. 

528 The music department at the Chinese University of Hong Kong opened in the sixties (1963 or 
1967 or 1965). Differing dates are given in WONG Music Curriculum, p. llff, TSANG 
"Xianggang yinyue chuangzuo," p. 330, andLAW"Hong Kong," p. 229. 

529 The name for a type of electronically manipulated music making use of natural but alienated 
sounds. The name was formulated by Pierre Schaeffer in 1948/49. Cf. his A la recherche. 

530 Her restrained attitude towards some composers of the serialist, rationalist avantgarde such as 
Stockhausen and Boulez underline her own preference in style. This inclination might also 
be explained by her studies on the "relaxed" West coast of America: "You did not have to 
write serial music like on the East coast, and that is why the East coasters still don't take the 
West coasters seriously. But really, the human mind is limited, it will not perceive all of their 
theories and systems," she explained. 

531 Although she had heard a lot of concerts in Hong Kong, she only once heard a concert of 
New Music with works by Stockhausen and Xenakis and had been fascinated. 
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put on a Chinese garb. In her opinion, "the piano is a d1inese instrument, just like 
the erhu is a Chinese instrument." Lam now works as a freelance composer in 
New York. 
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Fig. 29 Three tiny bits I: "winzige aphoristische Gebilde" 

berg's, they are more linear and less chordic. 

Her Three tiny bits for 
piano (1976/77)532 are 
modelled on Sch6nberg' s 
Six little pieces op. 19 
(1911). Like SchOnberg's 
compositions, they are 
miniature, aphoristic crea
tions, "winzige aphoris
tische Gebilde"533 search
ing for expression in the 
single note, not in the 
wealth of extensions pos
sible through functional 
harmony. The third piece 
is reminiscent of Sch6n
berg' s sixth piece, built 
around sustained chords; 
the deliberate use of 
breaks at the end of Lam's 
second piece comes up in 
Schonberg's second piece, 
too. Her general gestures 
are even more delicate, 
however, than Schon-

Having made use of Schonberg's free atonality in these small pieces, Lam then 
turns her back completely on Sch6nberg to use aleatoric elements in her 1980 
composition Chunshui (Springwaters) for two flutes, two clarinets, bass clarinet, 
horn, trombone, trumpet and piano. It is a slow mood picture, framed by 
combining different voices in sustained dissonant notes moving at different times 
to provide for an everchanging but ever-static effect. This background is only 
punctuated by the piano which, again at seemingly arbitrary times, throws in 

532 If there are differences between the dates given by Lam in her list of works and those dates 
indicated on scores or recordings of her work I have again indicated the entire range of pos
sibilities with a"/." 

533 STUCKENSCHMIDT Neue Musik, p. 38. 
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shifting, splashing movements. Slowly, these movements infiltrate the other parts 
(p. 7) until a motoric dripping is created through constant repetition of singular 
notes or note groups in different rhythms (septoles, vs. ninetoles, vs. quintoles, vs. 
quartoles etc.) on p. 14. 
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Fig. 30 Chunshui (p. 14): static movement 

It is then further ex -
panded melodically through 
a trill into a more arpeggio
structured movement which 
dominates the following 
sections augmented and in 
tremolo (p. 21). A short 
return to the static but 
moving chords in the in
struments except the piano 
(p. 23ff) leads to the alea-
toric section on p. 25: in 
section N (p. 25) and 0 (p. 
26ff) three "mobiles" are 
given. The aleatoric nature 
of this section allows for 
free use of the material but 
with certain restrictions: 
material given in parenthe
ses in those mobiles, for in
stance, is to be replaced by 
silence in mobile two (p. 
26) after the second repeti
tion, and in mobile three (p. 
27) after the whole mobile 
is played once. Each in
strument has to change at its 
own rate. The piece ends, 

back to conventional notation, with a recapitulation of the slow and static moves 
(p. 33). 

This type of impressionist tone-painting is also predominant in her Four Beckett 
Songs for soprano, clarinet, percussion and violin (1980). Lam is sensitive to 
Beckett's words and creates miniature tone poems to match his miniature poems. 
The first piece uses a wavelike chromatic movement in the clarinet and violin and 
very quiet and flowing percussion effects from temple blocks and marimba. The 
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voice moves in sighs, "the last ebb," is a last burst in tritone ornamentation 
followed by two sighing seconds. "The dead" remains on the same note, mo
tionless, dead... "The turning and the steps" is a turning f-aflat-f followed by a 
sighing step toe. And at "towards the lighted town," the movement rises, depict
ing a last hope. 

'J 

Again the last ebb, 
the dead shingle, 
the turning and the steps 
towards the lighted town. 
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In the second piece the longing of the 
text is expressed in the bass clarinet part 
which in its melody begins twice repeating 
the same fifth jump, then taking off from it 
in another augmented fifth. The warm but 
sad timbre of the bass clarinet is an apt 
choice for this piece of yearning. Fur
thermore, the instrumental part supports 
the text in its increased movement at 
"hurrying, fleeing," the urgency of which 
is also apparent in the vocal part with its 
repetitive note pattern. Also, the "long, 
shifting thresholds" are depicted in a con
stantly shifting chromatic line in the bass 
clarinet. The "door opens" hopefully in 
an upward movement in the voice, but 
shuts again in a slow, (hesitating?) falling 
second. 

p-_ ~====== --
Fig. 31 Four Beckett Songs II: chromati

cally "shifting thresholds" 

My way is in the sand flowing 
between the shingle and the dune 
the summer rain rains on my life 
on me my life hurrying fleeing, 
to its beginning to its end. 
My peace is there in receding mist 
when I may cease from treading these long shifting thresholds 
and leave the space of a door 
that opens and shuts. 

In the third piece, the longest of the four, Lam makes extensive use of speech 
voice at appropriate parts of the text, for instance, at " silence where the murmurs 
die." At "the panting the frenzies," an accellerando supports the text, and the 
"sky soars" in a sixth upward (p. 10). The vocal part is also held in recitativo 
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style, constantly repeating the same note, as if to depict the monologue-like 
speaking voice of the poet. The poem runs 

What would I do without this world faceless incurious 
where to be lasts but an instant where every instant 
spills in the void the ignorance of having been 
without this wave where in the end 
body and shadow together are engulfed 
what would I do without this silence where the 

· murmurs die 
the panting the frenzies towards succur towards love 
without this sky that soars 
above its ballast dust 
what would I do what I did yesterday and the day before 
peering out of my deadlight looking for another 
wandering like me eddying far from all the living 
in a convulsive space 
among the voices voiceless 
that throng my hiddenness. 
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Fig. 32 Four Beckett Songs III: "the panting, the frenzies" 

The fourth is the saddest piece both in the text and in the music: 
I would like my love to die 
and the rain to be falling on the graveyard 
and on me walking the streets 
mourning the first and last to love me. 

The voice is framed by singular sounds, isolated and lonely. It introduces "I 
would like my love to die" alone, without any instrumental accompaniment. The 
irregular raindrops are then indicated in irregular rhythms of the violin and clarinet 
(p. 13/14). The voice's "mourning" melisma (p. 14) is later repeated in the violin 
(p. 15). 
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Much less intimate and perhaps not as typical for her style is Lam's violin con
certo Langtaosha (1981). It is one of her few orchest~al compositions and was her 
graduating piece from UC San Diego. The concerto is dominated by the solo vio
lin part which provides all melodic material. The orchestra serves to amplify the 
violin, be it by providing static (p. 5) or moving (p. 19) background sound, or by 
elaborating elements from the violin part (p. 1 ). Sometimes, the orchestra punc
tuates (p. 4.14) or supports the solo part (trumpet on p. 16). In this piece it is the 
highly chromatic language, and the many dissonant sounds, which make it a typi
cal representative of New Music. 

Bittersweet Music I for piccolo (1980/81/82), on the other hand, achieves the 
same by making use of all kinds of new techniques for the flute: inflections are 
required: the flautist is asked to overfocus his sound so that a "reedlike timbre" is 
achieved, he has to bring in upper and lower octaves, cover the lower end of his 
instrument with the small finger to serve as mute and use certain indicated finger
ings. Similar techniques are used in another composition by Lam of 1982 Qiu
sheng (Autumn sound) for flute and soprano. It is based on a text by the poetess 
Li Qingzhao (1084-1141). Again, as in the Beckett Songs, Lam creates lyrical in
troverted sounds. The first piece consists of a series of disconnected single notes, 
sometimes the voice appears in unison with the flute, sometimes the parts echo 
each other like drops, one after the other, but in a less and less predictable order. 
In the second piece, the flute produces strange airy sounds and microtonal inflec
tions. Again, it is the interplay between voice and flute which is particularly inter
esting: they sometimes begin with or end up on the same note. But the unified ef
fect is alienated by embellishments and inflections in the flute part. The third 
piece is reduced to long sustained sounds both in flute and voice. 
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Fig. 33 Chunhou (p. 2): quasi-minimalist elements 

This atmospheric nature is typical for Lam's compositions. A similar "painting 
in sound" 534 is her 1983 composition Chunhou (After Spring) for two pianos. It 
incorporates some elements which have an almost minimalist effect. Beginning 

534 This expression is used by Lam Bunching herself to describe her music. 
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slowly, the composition constantly increases in tempo and movement. What starts 
out as a repetitive ostinato turns out to be highly flexible both in rhythmic 
structure and in chromatic movement (p. 2.21). A fifth interval is the focal point 
of this constant swelling and receding movement. It is often hidden in 
chromaticism but at cadential points always returns. Less obvious for a while on 
p. 3/4 it returns on p. 5, lost again on p. 7/8, it comes back on p. 9. On p. 16, after 
another running passage it returns as a bell-sound. 

When she had tried minimalism, Lam turned to another style of contemporary 
music: musical parody. Her Three Dada songs for soprano, flute, cello and piano, 
written in 1985 to a text by Hugo Ball, are attempts at" serious parody." The first 
song is exuberant, someone striking the beat, then stopped short by the singer, an
other instrumentalist constantly repeating a motif in minimalist fashion, so long 
that it becomes ridiculous as it almost sounds like a scratch on a phono disc. The 
coordination between the instrumentalists and the singer is also deliberately dis
turbed. In the second song, the singer suddenly adapts the air of a coloratura so
prano. And yet this image is immediately satirized: she only cites bits and pieces 
of melodic phrases, holds high notes extensively long and when she finally alludes 
to passages from Mozart's Queen of the Night her part is easily demasked as satire. 
The third piece again features unwilling instrumentalists, talking to each other 
during the performance or simply hacking away on their instruments while the 
soprano tries to sing in recitativo manner. Suddenly, the babbling of the instru
mentalists turns into shouting after which the movement continues-as if nothing 
happened-in the style of a French Overture. The singer enters with a "wrong" 
note, and the parody ends. 

With Another Spring for alto flute, cello and piano (1988), the lyrical pictur
esque atmosphere of her earlier pieces is recaptured but offset in harsh and ex
pressionist passages. Lam incorporates silence and the piece lives from an inter
esting interplay between the parts, featuring many a contemporary technique. 
Each of the instruments introduces short melodic passages which are taken up or 
punctuated by other instruments. These lead to a climax and then break off again. 
Single notes are presented in an interplay of different timbres. A similar atmos
phere also prevails in her latest pieces such as L 'air du temps (1989/90/1991) for 
string quartet and Last Spring (1992). The first, L 'air du temps, is a study in sus
pense. On the one hand, there are never-ending sustained dissonant sounds, 
sometimes embellished; then again, isolated lyrical sounds are introduced which 
create an almost painful tension; on the other hand, there are erratic pizzicato or 
staccato sounds blurring one's sense of timing. Sometimes those staccato and 
pizzicato sections are deliberately played just a bit "off," the timing not quite to
gether. They "resolve" into a martial tremolo section which again ends in erratic 

l 
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staccatos with a strange sense of rhythm. And when sustained chords, sustained 
breaks and sustained chords again have perpetuated the tension, the piece ends, 
suddenly, in silence. Here, as in her Piano quintet Last Spring, Lam makes use of 
advanced string techniques such as Bart6k pizzicato, col legno, clusters on the pi
ano, erratic tremolos and sul ponticello in the strings. Last Spring further intro
duces spherical sounds: harmonics in high range and silent moments. Throughout 
the piece, the juxtaposition of a major and a minor third, the oscillation and inflec
tions between the two creates an (already familiar) sense of blurring. 

Within Lam's oeuvre, an extremely broad range of compositional techniques is 
covered. Each new piece appears to be a new attempt at yet another style. And 
each piece is a new expression of her own individuality. Unlike many of her con
temporaries in Hong Kong, she feels free not only of political and economical 
pressures but of national ones, too. Her open disregard for audience response, her 
indifference toward writing Chinese music or even toward being termed a Chinese 
composer and her restrained if conscious interest in the Chinese folk tradition are 
perhaps the cause for her enormous flexibility and variation in style. And the very 
fact, that she has long been resident in the United States, far from the pressures 
and demands of Colonial Hong Kong, might be at least one reason for this type of 
development. 

Chan Kambiu: the Jockey Club and music 

Chan Kambiu was born in Hong Kong in 1962. Having played the erhu as a child, 
he first received a diploma in violin teaching from the Hong Kong Conservatory of 
Music535 in 1983 and then proceeded on a Hong Kong Jockey Club Scholar
ship536 to the New South Wales State Conservatorium of Music in Australia, 
where he graduated with a B.A. in Music in 1988.537 Expecting to study formal 
classical music, he was surprised by a first lecture on Allen Forte's pitch set the
ory.538 In the final year at the Conservatory in Hong Kong some aspects of con
temporary music had been mentioned, he had heard names like Cage, Messiaen, 
Boulez and Stockhausen. But in fact he knew very little of New Music then. This 
was so, even though he had grown up at a time during the seventies and eighties, 

535 The Hong Kong Conservatory of Music was the forerunner of the APA training students be
tween the mid-seventies and 1985. 

536 The Hong Kong Jockey Club Music Fund was inaugurated in 1979 (cf. WONG Music cur
riculum, p. 19). It will have become apparent by now, that the Hong Kong Jockey Club not 
only "runs" Hong Kong politically but also culturally. 

537 Most of the information in this section is taken from an interview with Chan. He only departs 
from the paradigm in having had a little bit of a Chinese background by playing the erhu in a 
Chinese ensemble during his childhood. 

538 Cf. FORTE The Structure of Atonal Music. 
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when the Hong Kong branch of the ACL organized regular concerts and work
shops of New (Chinese) Music. 

Now in Australia, he had to study electronic music, film music and modem 
music from the very beginning under the direction of Graham Hair and Martin 
Wesley-Smith. No time was "wasted" in the study of classical techniques or con
ventions. Ethnomusicology was mandatory for one year, too, dealing with Japa
nese gagaku, 539 Indian music and music of the Australian aborigines. As for 
electronic music, he had been interested in computers even before coming to Aus
tralia but had soon become frustrated for lack of equipment at the Conservatory in 
Hong Kong. Therefore when given the opportunity in Australia, he put much of 
his energy into the study of electronic music. 
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Fig. 34 Trio (p. 1): sustained sounds and rhythmic 
punctuations 

Since his return from Austra
lia in 1989 he has been a PhD 
candidate at the University of 
Hong Kong540 where he is now 
also teaching electronic music. 
The laboratory for electronic 
music at Hong Kong University 
was established in 1987, other 
labs at Hong Kong music insti
tutions are to be found at the 
Chinese University, the APA 
(under Clarence Mak) and the 
most advanced at Baptist Col
lege.541 

Chan's earliest compositions 
were for erhu (Prelude and Al
legro, 1981) and erhu-ensemble 
(Youxi [Game], 1982). Now, he 
writes for a wide range of 
instruments and in a wide range 
of gemes: orchestral, chamber 
and electronic music, pop songs, 
new age music and film music. 

539 Gagaku is the Japanese term for yayue, music played at court. 
540 The Hong Kong University Music Department was founded in 1981/82. TSANG 

"Xianggang yinyue chuangzuo fazhan" gives the earlier date, LAW" Hong Kong," the later. 
541 The music department at Baptist College exists since 1972/73. Dates are contended again: 

TSANG gives the later date, LAW the earlier date. 
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His Trio for flute, clarinet and cello, composed in 1985, is a study in climaxes 

and relaxations (Fig. 34). In interval structure, the piece is based on all types of 

fourths and fifths. A slow framework of sustained sounds is punctuated by 

complicated outbursts of contrapuntal writing (p. 1). This foreshadows Chan's 

interest in sophisticated rhythmic structures which blur melodic lines creating 

complex sound-effects on a macro-level instead (p. 3). 
This practice, the reduction in interval structure, can also be found in some of 

Chan's later works.542 Meiguigu (Roseville) for Chinese orchestra (1988/89) is 

his recollection of this suburb on the North Shore area of Sydney. The composer 

remembers the peaceful environment and beautiful surroundings and pictures these 

in six orchestral scenes. The piece explores the tone colours of the Chinese 

orchestra by juxtaposing different timbral groups, a technique also observed in 

Law Wingfai's works (p. 17-29). Nevertheless, this is quite conventional writing 

for Chinese orchestra making use of many passages in unison (p. 15) and ending in 

a typically Chinese complementary rhythm (p. 39). Quite a few composers 

writing for the Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra have found that they had to 

moderate their style in order to be played and enjoyed by the musicians. This 

piece might be testimony to the musicians'.influence on the composer. 

His Guanxian donglu (Movement for orchestra), composed in 1986 and revised 

in 1988, bears the first direct reference to Lutoslawski as source of inspiration.543 

The piece exposes textural colouring rather than melodic predominance: different 

combinations of sound divide the orchestra into various sub-groups. Sound blocks 

are also formed through the use of microrhythmic complexity which can no longer 

be consciously divided into its component parts by the listener (p. 21/22). The 

picture becomes ever more complex when several sound blocks are added together 

(p. 13). Chan keeps to his preference for oscillating tension and relaxation (p. 

25/26) and ends the piece in an exuberant exposition of all known material. 
A different style is found in his Wuhou qishoudao (Midnight prayer) for saxo

phone, bass trombone, piano and percussion (1989). It was written for the twelve 

last minutes of 1989. The composer writes: "Its climax arrives at 0:00 midnight, 

1st of January, 1990, when the clock bell rings. The ringing, realized by 12 slow 

chords played by the piano and the crotales [p. 28/29], breaks the ongoing 

transformation process of the four musical ideas set up in the beginning and leads 

the music to a final unification of musical gestures." 544 

542 In Cauldron of the Naked Soul, described below, for instance, Chan employs a" special har
monic principle which employs major thirds extensively," (Chan in the score of his piece). 

543 The composer in the unpublished score of the composition. 
544 The composer in the unpublished score. 
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The four musical ideas are introduced in each of the instruments: the erratic 

percussion rhythm, the saxophone melody centering around a fifth interval, the 

piano chords (p. 1/2) and the bass trombone melody, distinctive through its use of 
the tritone and big leaps. The "transformation process" is really an "infection" of 

each of the voices with elements from other voices. The piano-chords are, as one 
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Fig. 36 Midnight Prayer (p. 1-4): three musical ideas established then infecting each other 
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example, very quickly turned into sixtole 16ths with unexpected breaks, taking 
over some of the erratic movements of the percussion. The saxophone takes over 
the beginning of the bass trombone melody on p. 5, and the bass trombone is in 
tum infected by the glissando ending the saxophone part (compare p. 3 and p. 5). 
In keeping with his emphasis on certain intervals, this piece is yet different from 
some of Chan's other compositions by its clear use of motivic structure. 

He departs again from mo
tivic work in his Three Ideas 
on two parts for fifteen players 
(1991). Here, a dominating 
interval, the tritone is presented 
in oscillating fields of sus
tained notes. In Tuhunding 
(Cauldron of the Naked Soul) 
for orchestra (1991) Chan once 
more achieves similar sound 
effects. His intention is to treat 
each note as a single musical 
unit "so pure that it resembles 
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Fig. 37 Cauldron of the Naked Soul (p. 1): many ways of 
the reality of the human naked playing an e 

soul, the perfect disclosure of 
one's heart, mind, personalities and ideology." 545 Pure musical notes are to be 
synthesized into certain textural effects and to be organized into musical structure. 
On p. 1, for instance, the note e is introduced in all kinds of different rhythms or 
articulations, sul ponticello, in tremolo or with extensive vibrato in some of the 
violins, and in harmonics in the cello. ~llch heterophonic construction creates the 
intended textural effects (p. 1.5). Melody-like musical strucfure emerges by 
letting the singular notes be infected by other notes and react to them. The 
movement between e and f# on p. 2 in the strings is infected by the introduction of 
the aflat and bflat in the horn and hence starts a process of wavering between these 
four notes (p. 2/3). The separation in timbral groups which is already dominant in 
the very beginning, with the exchange between woodwind and strings, is practiced 
throughout the piece to achieve a broad type of melody or musical structure (p. 
10.15.28). Again the timbral groups, which are supposed to be perceived as single 
sound bodies, have complicated and blurred inner structures. 

On a broader scale, the combination of timbral groups is again to be perceived 
as a single sound with a complicated and thus blurry structure on the microlevel. 
The piece is divided at its climax (p. 22-23), the first half being more energetic, 

545 The composer in the unpublished score. 
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the second more meditative. A reminiscence of the orchestral energy introduced 
in the first half appears at p. 37/38, "the mixture of these musical units is visually 
symbolized by a large vessel (cauldron) in which things are boiled" 546 says the 
composer. The piece ends in meditative silence of the string harmonics. 

Unknown Journey (1992) for tape, too, is a study in contrast. Hollow, dull 
sounds, and sudden thuds break into moments of timeless silence. Then again, the 
sound wavers, constantly growing and becoming smaller again. The death of one 
sound brings life to the next; when one is disappearing, the next is already grow
ing. This constant development creates an enormous sense of tension, there is no 
time for the listener to catch a breath. Sometimes one seems to be hearing voices, 
but they are alienated by the use of electronic resonance, then again, a melody 
seems to be hinted at, but disappears again into new appearances. The voices 
come up again, but this time they are interrupted by organ-like staccato chords, 
faster and faster turning into a tremolo, unbearably loud. The voices return, much 
louder this time, and bring the piece to its painfully sad close. It is not only Chan 
Kambiu's education then that has been influenced by the Hong Kong Jockey Club. 
Even his preference and competence in composing for computerized sounds is 
directly dependent on his living in a prosperous and economically-advanced and -
sponsored Hong Kong. And it is in this field, again, that it becomes evident how 
much the artist is dependent on the businessman in Hong Kong. 

Is music in Hong Kong approaching a dead end, however, even despite its po
litical freedom? The vigorous and multifarious activities by Hong Kong com
posers described in the preceding pages should be enough evidence to prove this 
hypothesis wrong. Hong Kong music is full of possibilities in styles and forms, 
composers might keep to pentatonic romanticism, or explore the avenues of Polish 
sonorism, of Sch6nbergian atonality or of electronic sound. 

But perhaps it is true that they somehow operate in a vacuum: the market gen
erates an apathetic and at most conservative audience. In composing New Music, 
few Hong Kong composers may expect or anticipate audience response. Hong 
Kong's composers are free to write in any style they choose. But if they do seek 
contact with the audience, they turn to either pop or the more moderate forms of 
modernism: Wong Yokyee hides his twelve-tone-scales behind pentatonic inter
vals, Chan Wingwah uses a tonal and homophonic structure in his Symphony No. 
4-Te Deum (1992) for soprano, tenor, choir and orchestra, Law Wingfai writes 
pop music and Chan Kambiu turns to New Age Music. Their recurring concern to 
please the "ears of the masses" is a sign of stress. In marketing terms, success is 
to reach as big an audience as possible. Perhaps, Hong Kong composers simply 

546 The composer's introduction to the unpublished score. 
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cannot escape the Hong Kong phiiosophy, the ladder of (economic) success. Why 
else would they, who are free from all political directions telling them to write 
"music for the masses," do exactly that? 

And another question: is Hong Kong living up to its potential as a musical en
trepot? The marriage of Chinese and Western sounds has occured in many dif
ferent shapes and forms: Hong Kong composers take to pentatonic melodies from 
folksong, they use Chinese instruments, they translate Chinese poetry into music. 
They seem to feel the stress of living in a place which is defined by (n)either the 
Chinese (n)or the English culture. And so, although Chinese music education is 
far from ideal in Hong Kong, composers have managed to demonstrate not only 
their concern but also their ability at merging traditions of the East and the West in 

their music. 
So is Hong Kong music a dead end after all? Is the Communist take-over creat-

ing an increased sense of urgency (and excitement) in the arts? Probably not: New 
Music is now accepted tifa all over China, although it still has difficulties to reach 
into the realms of orthopraxy. .Official music is conservative all over China. 
Nevertheless, developments in mainland China have shown that as long as New 
Music is composed in a vacuum, which is what happens in Hong Kong-and be it 
political music such as Chan Kambiu's Midnight Prayer-it is a more and more 
feasible possibility. What's more, Hong Kong composers have been trained 
through market experience to adapt to the moderate "official" and "correct" 
styles when necessary. Therefore, Hong Kong music will not reach a dead ~nd 
even after 1997, the music as merchandize which they often produce on the side, 

can easily be deemed orthophonic. 
It is hence the forces of the market that draw all three parts of China together, 

forces which are slowly taking over the functions of dictating musical style and 
taste, functions which were once attributed to the respective governments. New 
Music in Hong Kong, in Taiwan and in the PRC is appreciated only by a select 
group of people. To the general public and to the politician, New Music is perhaps 
still an area of mysticism, insanity and individualism, New Music is musical 
chaos, not pleasant-sounding enough: "Keiner will sie." 

The traditional Chinese prejudice against New Music had been coupled above 
with the remark on China's traditional concept of imitation. Has this survey of 
New Music in China served to show that her composers have now adapted not 
only the techniques but also the aesthetics of Western contemporary art? Perhaps 
not: it might be obvious who is imitating whom if some of He Luting's piano 
pieces sound like Poulenc's Villageoises (1933), if Xu Changhui's Un jour c~ez 
Mademoiselle Hellene is reminiscent, especially in the tremolo passages, of Smnt
Saens's Violin sonata in Ejlat (1896), if Red Detachment is attired with a touch 
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from the ouverture to Bizet's Carmen (1875). But is it not surprising that Michael 
von Biel's Klavierstuck (1987/88) recalls the sonorities of Ma Sicong and Jiang 
Wenye, that Schnebel's Monodie (1992) captures the atmosphere of single sounds 
in a way reminiscent of Qu Xiaosong, that Stockhausens's Der Jahreslau/(1977) 
sounds somehow Chinese to the emic ear, familiar with China's avantgarde? The 
question of what is original and what is imitation, the question of who is imitating 
whom in New Music is a tricky one and has not been fully dealt with here: it will 
be taken up again in the following chapter. 

Chapter Four 

Recapitulation: New Music from China, Chinese Music? 

If people are willing to listen to your mu
sic and buy your tapes, if you write some
thing completely Western is that not 
tricking them? (Du Mingxin)l 

Chen Qigang explained that in the PRC, national style, or minzuxing, was the most 
significant topic in the political tug-of-war over music: "In China, the only stan
dard is minzuxing." In Taiwan, too, national style is considered the "most impor
tant pro bl em." 2 The number of ¢icles and books devoted to the national element 
in China's music on both sides of the Taiwan straits points to the enormous weight 
with which this topic has been attributed both in the past and in the present by Chi
nese governments and artists alike.3 Talking about tradition4 has not only become 

l Interview with Du Mingxin. 
2 YOU Taiwan 'xiandaiyinyue'fazhan, p. 38. 
3 General discussions of the topic are found in WANG "Yinyue de 'Zhongguo fengge'," with 

historical background to the very beginnings of Chinese music, ZHANG "Minzu jingshen," 
DONG "Yao xiang qiankan," LI" Shitan yinyue de minzuxing," and a most acute analysis 
with a comparison to world trends in TSANG" Minzuxing wenti." To illustrate the continu
ing presence of the question of minzuxing in mainland Chinese and Taiwanese writings 
about Chinese music, a few articles be mentioned: in the PRC, two early examples are YYYJ 
1958.3:15-16 "Dadiao xieqi kaizhan minzuhua," and YYYJ 1959.6:31-46 "Yinyue lilun 
piping gongzuo zhong de liangge wenti" which discusses the two questions of musical criti
cism: one is the question of national style, the other the question of how to serve politics. 
Material from during the Cultural Revolution will be discussed below. Even afterwards, the 
Party musical journal Renmin Yinyue (People's Music) remains an ardent supporter of min
zuxing: RMYY 1980.6:1-6 prints ZHOU Yang's "Jianshe shehui zhuyi de minzu yinyue 
wenhua," an article which perpetuates the marriage of politics and nationalism, explaining 
how to "create a socialist, nationalist musical culture." Even such areas as film music can
not forget about minzuxing as an article in RMYY 1981.11:4-7 "Dianying yinyue santi" 
shows: of the three points it makes, one is devoted to the question of national style. In dis
cussions of particular pieces, this aspect is one of the most important factors of evaluation 
too. Cf. RMYY 1982.4:12-18 "Jicheng, chuangxin yu minzuxing," RMYY 1983.3:14-16 
"'Jiu ge' diyi zuqu de minzuhua tansuo," RMYY 1983.6:8-11 "Xiandaipai minzuhun," 
RMYY 1983.7:25-27 "Jicheng chuantong, dadan chuangzuo," RMYY 1984.5:2-7 "Tansuo 
chuangxin zou minzu ziji de lu." The direct equation of politics and nationalism in music is 
again invoked in LU Ji' s article in RMYY 1984.11:2-7 "Shehui zhuyi de minzu de yinyue zai 
tansuo qianjin." RMYY 1986.6:25 "Fanggu yu minzu jingshen," RMYY 1986.12:38-39 
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a rhetorical convention, it is political talk. This chapter will modulate and vary on 
the main theme, politics, as is common in a recapitulation, in discussing the 
workings and manipulations of tradition in the musical statecraft of China, epito-

"Chuantong yu tansuo," RMYY 1988.1:4-6 "Zai lun Zhongguo fengge," are accompaniment 
to the competition of piano compositions in Chinese style (picking up on Tcherepnin's tradi
tion) in 1987, discussed in RMYY 1988.1:12-13 "Zhongguo fengge gangqin zuopin bisai 
guangan." More articles such as RMYY 1988.5:28-29 "Nianqing de Zhongguo hun," RMYY 
1988.12:9-11 "Yinyue fengge yu chuantong wenhua," RMYY 1989.3:2-4 "Tu, xin, qing," 
RMYY 1991.1:23-25 "Kexuexing, minzuxing, yishuxing he shidaixing" all emphasize the 
aspect of modernization and traditional heritage. Even other, less politically oriented jour
nals, perpetuate the story of China's national music: the Shanghai-based journal of the Con
servatory, Yinyue yishu (Musical Art), for instance, features YYYS 1980.3:55-66 "Shitan yin
yue de minzuxing, shidaixing yu jiejian," and reprints early discussions of minzuxing, writ
ten several decades before such as YYYS 1984.4:14-15, an article by HUANG Zi 
"Zenmeyang cai ke chansheng wo guo minzu yinyue." The difficulties of adaptation and 
their reworking in modernist disguise are discussed in YYYS 1983.4:82-86 "Jicheng er bu 
juni chuantong xingshi-chuangxin er bu tuoli minzufengge," ZGYYX 1986.1 :4-16 "Wo 
guo yinyue chuangzuo 'xinchao' zongguan," ZGYYX 1986.3:28-33 "Xinchao yu laogen." 
Zhongguo yinyuexue (Musicology in China), published by the Research Department of Mu
sic in Beijing, another serious musicological journal, emphasizes the technical aspects of a 
synthesis of China's tradition with Western techniques in articles such as ZGYYX 1986.3:42-
56 "Diaoshi banyin tixi yu hesheng de xiandai minzu fengge," ZGYYX 1987.3:79-85 "Cong 
Zhongguo gangqinqu kan chuantong yinyue yu dangdai yinyue chuangzuo de guanxi," 
ZGYYX 1989.4:24-35 "Minzufengge wenti liuyi," ZGYYX 1990.2:22-74 "Minzu yinjie zai 
xiandai yinyue chuangzuozhong de yanshen." Unfortunately I could only get hold of Tai
wanese journals starting from the seventies, but as to the emphasis of minzuxing, the picture 
will become clear anyway. Articles dealing with the aspect of a national New Music appear 
even earlier in Taiwan than in the PRC: Yinyue yu yinxiang (Music and Audiophile) features 
a series YYYYX 1977.53:36-41 and 1977.54:35-38 called "Cong wenhua de lundian zhan
wang Zhongguo de xiandai yinyue." It compares Western and Chinese music in YYYYX 
1978.64:48-50 "Guoyue yu Xiyue de duibi," and finally even comes to the conclusion, that 
Chinese music is the only panacea for Western New Music in YYYYX 1982.101:48-56 "Yi 
Zhongguo zhengtong wenhuajingshenjiuzhi xiandai yinyue de chenke." Taiwanese articles 
are seldom internalizing, often comparative if not competitive and certainly aware of foreign 
evaluation: YYYYX 1982.103:101-102 "Yinyue yu minzuxing," YYYYX 1983.116:38-41 
"Haiwai you guan Zhongguo yinyue de yi chang zhengbian," YYYYX 1988.184:69-73 
"Zhongguo yinyue de chuantong yu jianglai," YYYK 1988.71 :37-41 "Minzu yinyue xungen 
zhi lu," YYYK 1989.80:42-44 "Zi chuantong chufa, huanxiang weilai de xiandai yinyue," 
YYGT 1986.48:40-46 and 1986.49:6-13 "Zuoqujia Zhou Wenzhong de "xiuli qiankun'," 
and YYGT 1987.57:19-23 "Zhongguo yinyue de xin biaoxian," all show a concern with a 
Chinese, but modem image. 

4 For the purpose of this chapter, tradition is not defined exclusively as Confucian tradition as ' 
has been done in chapter two above. As will be seen, in the workings of tradition in music, 
not just the official Confucian, but China's popular tradition and the Daoist tradition play an 
important role. 
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mized by the Maoist slogan Gu wei Jin yang, yang wei zhong yong:5 "To make the 
past serve the present and foreign culture serve China." It will become evident in 
works and words of Chinese artists and governments that both of these aspects, the 
dichotomy between the old and the new as well as the dichotomy between the 
West and China have been the pivotal points of discussion in Hong Kong, Taiwan 
and the PRC. 

Part One 
Conception and intention: talking about tradition in music 

Music is international 
Orchestras have so long been speaking 
This universal language that the Greek 
And the Barbarian have both mastered 
Its enigmatic grammar which at last 
Says all things well ... (W.H. Auden)6 

Why talk of the national character of music when its international character, its ap
parent ability to cross boundaries, has become a commonplace :frequently raised 
by official speakers at international conferences or music festivals?7 The repeated 
invocation of world music& does not make it any more valid:9 the so-called 
"universal language that the Greek and the Barbarian have both mastered" speaks 

5 This slogan was first issued in 1956 along with the directive" Let a hundred flowers blossom 
and a hundred schools of thought contend." For a discussion of the meaning of this term in 
post-Mao China cf. CL 1979.1:103-105 HO "Make the Past Serve the Present and Foreign 
Culture Serve China." The similarities of this slogan with Zhang Zhidong's Zhong wei ti, Xi 
wei yang (cf. chapter one) are self-evident. For the perpetutation of this formula in Maoist 
disguise cf. PYE Mandarin and Cadre, p. 100. Several critical aspects of this kind of 
"filling new wine in old bottles," in music are remarked in LIN "Xin yinyue de fengge," p. 
115-117. 

6 AUDEN Collected Shorter Poems, "Music is international," p. 226. 
7 Cf. ADORNO Musiksoziologie, p. 185, and my comments in" Two music meetings," p. 40. 
8 A concept of world music is established in much of Stockhausen's writings and in his com-

positions Telemusik (1966) and Hymnen (1966/67). It is critically discussed in DIBELIUS 
Neue MusikJI, p. 81-86.94/95. 

9 OESCH" Weltmusik," p. 117: "Die Idee einer Weltmusik ist eine Utopie, die in Europa und 
in weiten Teilen der tibrigen Welt gleichermaBen Anhanger gefunden hat, ungeachtet der 
Tatsache, daB die Volker dieser Erde-unvorbereitet einander nahergeriickt-sich kaum 
kennen, anders sprechen und denken, und auch nicht aufhoren werden, anders zu sein und 
anders zu horen." Cf. also CASTORIADES' remark on meta-language in his Gesellschaft 
als imagintire Institution, p. 415/416. 
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in a Western idiom.IO The very success of Western music and its spread through
out the world is partly due to the W estem conviction that their music is an interna
tionally valid system, a set of techniques which could be understood by every
one.11 Sometimes consciously, sometimes unconsciously so, Westerners, even 
today, perpetuate this nineteenth-century-creed12 and use the term "music" (or 
"world music") synonymously with "Western music." 13 

It is true that, theoretically, everybody's music can be heard by everybody eve
rywhere nowadays, but it is not heard. The evident and profound effect of the re
cording industry of bringing music to others has resulted in a confrontation with 
and standardization along Western lines as the "natural and inevitable result of in
creased communication." 14 Nevertheless, Taiwan Pop does not sound exactly 
like Pop from the West, and the Iranian or Indian use of the violin's departs mark
edly from the Western tradition. This is world music with national flavour, not an 
indistinguishable grey musical esperanto, 16 but a mixture of different language
colours. Du Mingxin remarked: "Music which does not have national style is 
boring. Every people should keep their tradition and develop on this basis a 
modem art. What is the sense of a Chinese writing what a Westerner can write, 
too? It just adds to the amount of people who write Western music." His view is 
echoed by Zeng Xingkui from the other side of the Taiwan straits who contends: 
"Oriental New Music should not be the same as Western New Music." 
l Music might well be capable of transcending individual cultures but not by con
~tituting some kind of culture-free universal (that is Western-oriented and West
~m-imprinted) "language," an epithet we have unmasked above.17 On the con
trary, only by not being a language,I& but by constituting and reflecting culture
specific realities in a way that escapes the prison of denotative and referential 

10 In my interview with Zhou Wenzhong he said: "World music is a Western perception of 
world music." 

11 Cf. NETTL Western Impact, p. 115. The spread of the grammar of Hollywood movies is a 
very similar phenomenon. 

12 Cf. for instance, SEIDEL "Nation und Musik," p. 5, talking of nineteenth century German, 
Italian and French music: "Gemeinsam ist diesen Stilen die Weltlaufigkeit, der Anspruch 
universal, Weltsprache zu sein." 

13 Cf. the remark by Walter Joachim, a cellist who fled Nazi-Germany and taught in China in 
the 1940s who allegedly said that all his pupils came from families that "did not know of 
music" (quoted in AHARONIAN "Sehr wahrscheinlich," p. 54). Cf. also CHRISTOFF 
"Nationale und Europaische Traditionen," p. 41: "In der friihen Phase der Musikerziehung 
ist der Begriff europaische Musik oder Weltmusik, prasent, festgefiigt und stabil." 

14 GARFIAS "Future of World Music," p. 5. 
15 Cf. HOOD "Musical Significance," p. 191. 
16 OESCH" Weltmusik," p. 117, aptly calls it "musikalischer Eintopf." 
17 My discussion of music as a non-semantic art in chapter two will be recalled. 
18 Cf. ADORNO Musiksoziologie, p. 186. 
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modes of signification, 19 may music in its variability and colour appeal (in differ
ent ways and interpretations )20 to everyone everywhere ("Its enigmatic grammar 
[ ... ]at last says all things well"). Understanding world music may simply be un
covering certain affinities or differences between the familiar and the unknown: 
one may be able to recognize certain similarities between Chinese and Western 
music, for example. The division of the octave into twelve half-notes and well
tempered tuning, for instance, is used both in China and the West,21 and even 
ceremonial features such as those described by Xu Boyun are found in both tradi
tions: "Chinese music is a ritual: first you have to clean yourself and then play 
restrainedly at a very quiet place. Although there are differences, a similar spirit is 
kept in a Western performance: music has to be performed in formal dress, the 
state of mind is the same, the differences are only superficial."22 

1 
Yang-The Foreign 

These similarities notwithstanding, in discussing the spread of Western-style mu
sic to China, references to intemalism, China's inherent lmowledge of certain mu
sical practices known to us as Western techniques, can hardly be fruitful.23 In 
appropriating Western musical form and in using W estem instruments and, most 
importanty, in accepting the concept of the composer, China was evidently re
sponding to the West.24 It was not for the first time, however, that China was 

19 I vary on the ideas and formulations in SHEPHARD Music as Social Text, p. 217. 
20 LIST "On the non-universality of Musical Perspectives," p. 399, remarks on the ambiguity 

of"meaning" in music to different groups within one society. Similar comments could be 
made for listeners from different societies: "To my mind the most universal characteristic of 
music is its non-universality as a means of communication. Whatever it communicates it 
communicates to the members of the in-group only, whoever they may be. [ ... ] Does 
'classical' music communicate to every American? Does rock and roll communicate to every 
parent?" 

21 Zhu Zaiyu, in 1584, discovered the formula for equal temperament, thus predating 
Werckmeister's findings by a century. Cf. LEVIS Chinese Musical Art, p. 67. This resem
blance was remarked in an interview with Shen Jintang who believes in emphasizing the 
similarities rather than the differences of the two musical cultures he works with. 

22 On the ritual character of concert-going remarked here cf. the provocative and interesting 
discussion by SMALL "Performance as Ritual." The Chinese ritual character of qin-playing 
is examined in VAN GULIK Lore of the Chinese Lute, on p. 56ff, and in a translation of the 
thirteenth century rules for playing the qin on p. 74ff. 

23 For an elaborate discussion of this and other positions in the orientalist debate cf. COHEN 
Discovering History in China. 

24 Cf. FAIRBANK/TENG China's Response to the West. The discussion in part two below 
will show how the turns China's New Music has taken have always been modelled on differ-
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faced with a strong influx of foreign music in the late nineteenth and early twenti
eth centuries. Not only during the Han and Tang dynasties but throughout China's 
long history, the Chinese had succeeded in assimilating many musical cultures of 
divergent origins. They had adopted and sini:fied the instruments and musical 
forms of other countries in such a way that nowadays the erhu25 is commonly 
taken for an indigenous Chinese instrument, for example, although it was only 
introduced to China in the thirteenth century. 

Western music, however, was considered superior to the indigenous tradition, 
first for fighting religious and military wars, and later also for education. Few 
would acknowledge that "even if Chinese music has no harmony, no accompani
ment, it is still accomplished." 26 Instead,- such Chinese musical idiosyncracies 
were considered signs of cultural failure and of backwardness. Western music was 
emulated in all kinds of ways, Chinese instruments and playing-techniques were 
reformed to make erhus sound like violins.27 The Chinese traditional chamber en
sembles were regrouped to form orchestras28 conducted no longer by the percus-

ent Western musical traditions. By wholeheartedly embracing Western musical practices the 
Chinese have themselves been the most radical" Orientalists." 

25 The erhu is a small double-stringed instrument. The bow runs between both strings. It oc
curs in different forms ranging from the simple yezihu, the body of which is made of a coco
nut shell to the most exquisite variety with snake skin covering the resonating body. It was 
introduced to China, probably by northwestern nomads, some time during the Yuan dynasty. 
In the following references to China and her musical tradition will be explained as far as 
possible. Further in depth information can be obtained in LIANG Music of the billion, 
JONES Folk Music, PICARD Musique chinoise, and YANG Chinese Musical Instruments. 

26 This self-confident view is expressed by a young and assertive composer from the PRC, Cao 
Jian. Only lately have composers who have experienced musical life abroad begun to ques
tion whether really Western music is so superior (from interviews with Su Cong and Qu 
Xiaosong). 

27 For the reform of Chinese instruments and Liu Tianhua's adaptations oriented at the aesthet
ics of violin playing see LIANG Music of the Billion, esp. p. 148-153, and XU Zhongguo 
Yinyue wang nali qu, p. 3. On the necessity of the "improvement of Chinese instruments" 
even to the present day cf. YING "Minzu yueqi gaige." This topic is elaborated on with fur
ther references in part two of this chapter. 

28 For a historical discussion of this "institution" cf. HAN "The modem Chinese Orchestra." 
This type of ensemble is, however, little appreciated by some of the Chinese composers old 
and young as Li Huanzhi's, president of the Chinese Musicians's Association, remark in PR 
1987.52:30 HONG "Traditionelle Musik" shows. In my interviews Zhou Wenzhong com
plained that the "Chinese Orchestra is worse than the tradition," Xu Changhui simply con
tended that "Chinese orchestral music is not traditional music. The material may be Chinese 
but the whole structure is Westernized." Identical comments were made in interviews with 
much younger composers such as Chen Xiaoyong who said: "I do not really like the Chinese 
orchestra, because the individuality of each instrument is lost. It is not really traditional mu
sic: for one it uses European harmony," or Tan Dun who, in performing practice manner, in
tends to form a group specialized on the use of Chinese traditional instruments in a more 
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sion player but by a conductor in tails.29 Chinese musical history was rewritten 
according to (certain) Western standards.30 Such behaviour is described by Oesch 
in the following way: 

Fur die Exoten mag die Attraktion europaischer Musik in Geschichte und 
Gegenwart in ihrer vermeintlichen Uberlegenheit begrundet sein. Diese 
Uberlegenheit wurde und wird der Musik Europas von Angehorigen anderer 
Erdteile oft allein schon deshalb zuerkannt, weil der Musik der Reichen und 
Machtigen, die sich die Welt untertan gemacht haben, von jeher eine aus
gereifte Entwicklung und eine bedeutende Stilhohe zuerkannt wurde. Aber 
man glaube nicht, diese imperialistische Ausbreitung hatte den Unterlegenen 
wirklich europaische Musikkultur gebracht; was Europa <lurch seine 
Soldaten, seine Seefahrer und Handler exportierte, war nicht die 
Schatzkammer, sondem die Schutthalde seiner Musikkultur.31 

authentic form (not the improved instruments but rather instruments with silk strings etc.) to 
play both traditional and modem music. A similar suggestion has already been made by Pan 
Huanglong to the CCPD in Taiwan. A first result was a competition of chamber works for 
Chinese instruments entitled "Conversation between the poles" Chuantong yu xiandai de 
liang ji duihua. Prize-winning pieces included Pan Huanglong's Sextet, Zeng Xingkui's 
Shengming de bulu, Wu Dinglian' s Ji, and Lu Yan' s Quintet (all composed in 1991 ). 

29 HAMM "Music and Radio," p.11112: "When an ensemble from the Central Conservatory of 
Music performed a program of this music in Durham (England) as part of an Oriental Music 
Festival in August of 1979, foreign scholarly reaction was critical on grounds that it was not 
traditional music as claimed, since it used Western-influenced forms and harmony, tempered 
tuning, virtuosic effects, fixed rhythmic interpretations and ornaments and modem European 
instruments." He also relates the Chinese response to this" incredible criticism" and doubt: 
"When we selected a program like this it was because we recognized that in order to under
stand traditional music, it is not only necessary to understand its classical and folk origins, 
but also to understand its modem evolution." The discussion is related from a Chinese point 
of view by HAN Kuo-huang in YYYYX 1983.116:38-41 "Haiwai you guan Zhongguo yinyue 
de yi chang zhengbian." Cf. also PICARD Musique chinoise, p. 88. 

30 Studies on Chinese musical form written since the beginning of this century are usually at
tempts to fit China's forms into Western patterns. The importance of the geme novel as in
vented for Chinese literary history by Lu Xun is paralleled in music by the importance of bi
nary form in Chinese music. (Cf. even recently LVJUN (ed) Zhongguo minzu qushi, which 
is arranged by categories such as binary form, ternary form, variation, rondo, etc.). 

31 OESCH "Weltmusik," p. 117.118. Remarks like "Schutthalde" might be reason for 
KARTOMI "Musical Culture Contact," p. 227, to argue: "Although the exact reasons for 
the disapproval of musics of mixed Western and non-Western descent were not normally 
explained, the vocabulary used by writers to describe them has generally implied that they 
lacked authenticity or were degenerate and oversentimental having been influenced only by 
the" lowest" forms of Western music." As will be seen below, Western critics do in fact 
emphasize the success or failure of a synthesis of Chinese and Western elements in their 
evaluation of Chinese compositions. 
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Military songs and church hymns, the virtuoso souhds of Tchaikovsky and 
Rachmaninoff32 and later of popular music spread to China much more quickly 
than did intricate and difficult works such as the later string quartets of Beethoven 
or compositions of the Western avantgarde. China's early Westernized music and 
some of the present compositions, too, bear testimony to this type of cargo cult. 
Chen Qigang observed: "Only when I left China, I found out that all those Yellow 
River Cantatas and Butterfly Violin Concertos were not at all Chinese music. I 
heard some Hollywood trash and my eyes were opened. Their music really was 
just a cheap replica of such compositions ... " 

2 
Zhong-The Chinese 

Military superiority was simply equated with cultural superiority.33 In the view of 
many contemporary intellectuals, China was no longer either self-confident or 
strong enough to appropriate and internalize W estem music or to transform it into 
something Chinese, as it had done with foreign music in the past. This interpreta
tion, however, was painful to a proud and formerly self-confident China. Only 
few, such as one of the earliest music-theorists, Qing Zhu (1893-1959)34 were 
content to argue that any music a Chinese person wrote would be Chinese music 

32 A literary manifestation of this trend is found in Wang Meng's short story "The Young 
Newcomer in the Organization Department." For a discussion of the use of Tchaikovsky's 
Capriccio Italien in this story cf. WAGNER Inside a Service Trade, p. 202-203. 

33 The fruitless attempts at upgrading Chinese cultural and ethical values by Kang Youwei and 
his followers, his One World Philosophy a prime example for it, hardly found parallels in the 
musical field. 

34 For Qing's life and work cf. WANG" Qing Zhu shuping," LIU "Xin yinyue dianji shiqi," p. 
77-78, and RMYY 1989.4 "Wei Qing Zhu bian" His words "Zhongguo ruguo hui zuochu 
hen haoting de suo wei xiyue, name, zhe jiu shi guoyue" (If China can produce very beauti
ful-sounding so-called Western-style music, then that is national [i.e. Chinese] music), taken 
from his "Wo yi lai tantan suo wei guoyue wenti" (Talking about questions of national mu
sic) in Yinyuejiaoyu [Music Education] of2.8. 1934, are cited in WANG Zhongguo Jinxian
dai Yinyueshi, p. 99. His point of view seems to be common among painters. Wu 
Guanzhong (* 1919) argues: "Oil-painting [is] an international language, but [ ... ] as soon as 
it is done by [a] Chinese, it becomes Chinese" (cited in COHEN New Chinese Painting, p. 
122). Huang Yongyu (* 1924) believes that the Chineseness of his art is not defined by the 
medium and that exposure to international styles will only enrich him as a Chinese artist 
(ibid., p. 126). Quite a few of the Chinese composers interviewed by me were just as non
chalant when it came to their national identity in music. Cf. interviews with Lam Bunching 
and Law Wingfai from Macau and Hong Kong, with Xu Boyun, Shen Jintang and Wu Ding
lian from Taiwan and with Chen Yi, Hao Weiya, Liu Yuan, Chen Qigang and Su Cong from 
the PRC. For a quantitative evaluation of such responses cf. the discussion below, in part 
three of this chapter. 
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be it in the Western idiom or not.35 The vigour with which the question of Chi
nese identity very soon found its way into the discussion of Westernized music 
and art in general reflects the views of the majority. Along with numerous other 
third-world countries,36 China began to search for an artistic identity which would 
set her apart from the imperialist West. 

This tendency can be found in Hong Kong, Taiwan and the PRC even today. A 
leading contemporary artist37 from Taiwan attests to fears of losing his national 
identity through excessive influence from the West: "East is East and West is 
West and you can never mingle the two and retain your identity."38 Some PRC 
pop musicians complain: "[Theirs] is not our music. We need our own music, 
which arises from our own spirit. [ ... ]We are tired of being colonized,"39 while in 
Hong Kong, Chan Kambiu only "wanted to learn modem technique to write better 
Chinese music." 

National identity is important both to the individual artist, and, as will be seen, 
to the government. Often, it is emphasized by one or the other group when foreign 
presence is felt as a threat.40 Taiwan and Hong Kong have time and again acutely 
felt the encroachment by the West.41 In the late sixties and seventies, for instance, 
Taiwanese writers considered their governments' economic policies a sell-out to 
the West, especially the United States and Japan.42 The sense of urgency in-

35 I mention that this echoes Aaron Copland's maxime "anything an American writes is 
American music" in "Two music meetings," p. 41. 

36 Cf. GEODAKJAU "Heritage of Folklore and Contemporary Music." NETTL Western Im
pact, mentions as the most typical trends in response to the West: first, the preservation and 
revival of native traditions, second, their modernization through selective introduction of 
Western musical elements. His study shows different examples for these workings exploring 
examples from Africa, the Middle and Far East, South East Asia, Australia, Polynesia, Cen
tral and South and North America. Cf. also the view expressed by Pan Shiji: "Developing 
countries usually either spend a lot of time researching their own tradition, or they want to 
catch up with the West and hence take over everything from the West." 

37 JEN "New painting but rooted in the old," p. 34. 
38 A similar statement is reported in STANLEY-BAKER "Tradition and Transition," p. 7.10. 

She describes Taiwanese painter He Huaishuo who "bears the stigmata of an identity crisis 
afflicting many late twentieth century Chinese artists." 

39 Quoted in BRACE "Popular Music," p. 45. The apparent identity crisis in Chinese pop has 
led to the incorporation of folksong melodies as in the so-called beifeng (Northern Wind) 
style. For an elaborate and vivid discussion of this phenomenon cf. JONES Seeking roots. 

40 Cf. SEIDEL "Nation und Musik," p. 10, who explains that it was the self-confidence of 
German composers in the nineteenth century which led to their lack of interest in national 
expression. Turning this argument upside down might explain why, in an identity crisis and 
situation of threat, the Chinese tum to national style. 

41 Cf. WATSON "Renegotiation of Chinese Cultural Identity," p. 70. 
42 BAUS "Literatur und Literaturpolitik," p. 35: "Nach und nach kamen die Japaner, die [ ... ] 

vordem in Uniformen und mit Waffen angegriffen hatten, nach Taiwan zurtick. Sie hatten 
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creased with the change in international recognition and Taiwan's expulsion from 

the UN in favour of the PRC in 1971. Shocked and disillusioned, artists re

sponded by returning to their own roots. Folksingers tried to express their Chinese 

experience rather than just blandly imitating Western music. Many young 

performers began to question the validity of copying Western musical style.43 

Nativist, xiangtu, literature, would concentrate on Taiwan and its local culture.44 

Yu Tiancong, the ideological head of the movement would declare: 

To establish the Chinese essence of his work, [the Taiwanese writer] must 
face up to the suffering of the Chinese people and engage himself_ in war 
against totalitarian dictatorship and terrorist rule. [ ... ] He must walk mto so
ciety eliminate his selfishness and be concerned with other people, moreo
ver he must learn endlessly in the midst of reality-learn to be a Chinese." 45 

A little earlier, the government had answered the gathering clouds of the Com

munist Cultural Revolution with a cultural revival movement, the Wenhua fuxing, 

which eventually instigated musicians such as Shi W eiliang and Xu Changhui to 

discuss the need of a national music and to explore the treasures of folkmusic on 

Taiwan.46 The enormous breadth of Taiwanese Fugu (returning to the past) in the 

late eighties and nineties, epitomized in the proliferation of nostalgia restaurants, 

too can be seen as a reaction to the Westernization up until the 70s.47 

During various campaigns on the mainland, the Cultural Revolution and the 

Spiritual Pollution Campaign of autumn 1983 among them, the government cre

ated a sense of foreign threat: in the latter campaign it was contended that unes

sential and un-Chinese items of culture had been arriving along with the four 

modernization drives. Spiritual pollution was to be feared from all varieties of 

corrupt and decadent ideologies of the bourgeoisie and other exploiting classes and 

the dissemination of sentiments of distrust towards the socialist and communist 

sich umgezogen, trugen nun westliche Anziige und Kofferchen wie James Bond und began

nen eine neue Art der Aggression[ ... ]: Eine wirtschaftliche." 
43 Cf. STROUD "Between East and West." 
44 This literature was a response to that of the "College-literati," the xueyuan pai, of authors 

who had indulged in the study and translation of Western modernist works and applied these 

sometimes complicated theories to their writing. Cf. for a similar view SCHMIDT

GLINTZER Chinesische Literatur, p. 576. 
45 Yu Tiancong, a Mainlander and professor at Taiwan's Zhengzhi University, one of the ~ain 

leaders of the xiangtu movement who used orthodox (sanmin zhuyi) theory to fight agamst 

the Taiwanese government, is cited in TSAI "Recent Literary Scene in Taiwan," p. 175. 

For Yu and his activities cf. BAUS "Literatur und Literaturpolitik," p. 30-33. 

46 In 1967, Shi Weiliang and Xu Changhui started their fieldwork; in 1969 they founded ~ 

(short-lived) Centre for Chinese Folk Music Research. For a detaile~ account ~ee Y?"?. Ta'.
wan 'xiandai yinyue' fazhan, esp. p. 83-85. Some factual informat10n on therr activ1t1es is 

also to be found in SIU" Traditional wellsprings," p. 73. 

47 Cf. KARP "Nostalgia," p. 48/49. 
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cause and to the Communist Party leadership. Socialist spiritual civilization was 

hailed for virtues sounding not only vaguely traditional.48 Perhaps paradoxically, 

in view of these statements, the very presence of modem foreign music after the 

Cultural Revolution-not by intimidation but by identification-led some com

posers back to their own heritage, a point to be discussed in detail below.49 

The emphasis on Chinese identity, as a response to foreign threat is a sign of 

stress and in turn stressful ·to thost;i' who create under its orders: some of the 

younger composers from Taiwan felt the strain of writing in national style, with 

minzuxing. Zhang Huili explains: "They now all want you to search for your 

roots. The pressure is very strong: if a piece does not sound Chinese they think it 

no good. But who knows what Chinese music really is?" 50 Similarly, PRC com

positions students are taught by teachers who think "it is necessary that a Chinese 

composer writes with Chinese flavour. All types of technique can be used, but the 

flavour, the atmosphere should be Chinese." 51 Even in Hong Kong, which has 

been aptly called "a transit-lounge" for it is a place one escapes to in order to 

make a new life and eventually to flee somewhere else, 52 the question of identity 
plays a remarkable role in pressuring composers.53 

48 Those virtues were the so-called "five stresses, four beauties and three loves: decorum, 

manners, hygiene, discipline, and morality; mind, language, behaviour, and environment; 

party, motherland, and socialism" (GOLD" Just in time!" p. 965). 

49 The discovery and identification of traditional elements in New Music is discussed below. 

SCHMIDT-GLINTZER attests in his Chinesische Literatur, p. 573 that in literature, too, a 

similar return to tradition instigated by Western threat, can be observed: "Seit Mitte der 

achtziger Jahre wieder eine verstarkte Hinwendung zur eigenen Tradition, ausgeliist <lurch 

das nach der abrupten Offnung nach auBen hin irritierte Identitatsgefiihl vieler Chinesen, die 

sich die seit der 4. Mai Bewegung immer wieder gestellte Frage vorlegen, wie China modem 

und sowohl dem Westen wie auch Japan ebenbiirtig werden und dabei noch China in seiner 
Unverwechselbarkeit bleiben konne." 

50 Lu Wenci related similar feelings. 

51 From an interview with Chen Mingzhi, who, nevertheless, also holds individuality in very 
high esteem. 

52 This the fate of mainland Chinese composer Koo Chatpo amongst others who came to 

Hongkong in 1981 and will leave it with the Communist take-over in 1997. The term is bor
rowed from SCOTT" Transit-lounge arts." 

53 Chan Kambiu's experience with his composition Midnight prayer, entered for competition at 

the 1990 Conference of the Asian Composers' League in Tokyo and Sendai, is telling. The 

piece was criticized and not awarded a prize since it was not considered to express minzu

xing. This judgement has perhaps increased the feeling of disorientation and ambiguity 

Chan shows when it comes to Chinese identity in music: in an interview, he expressed his 

conviction that one could either write what he considers the "best" music, i.e. Western mu

sic ("To be the best in the world, you must still be Western"), or write "Chinese" music 

("If I am honest to myself, I will be a Chinese composer, but ifl want to challenge myself, I 
have to tum to Western music"). 
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A real or (as in the case of the Cultural Revol~~ion) imaginary threat from out
side is one reason for intuitive or prescribed root-seeking. In China, however, a 
particular type of historical awareness appears to be imprinted in every Chinese 

from early childhood and this is another important reason for the Chinese advoca
tion of minzuxing. Few Western composers would nowadays insist on writing in a 
specific national style, in fact, the American composer Walter Piston once stated 

that a "self-conscious striving for nationalism gets in the way of the establishment 

of a strong school of composition and even of significant individual expres
sion." 54 This dichotomy could only surface in China in the last few decades. 

Only now has individual expression been able to (partly) rid itself of the negative 

implications of si (selfishness), condemned in both the Communist and the tradi
tional canon of virtues.55 Yang Liqing explains: "Nationalists in the Western 

tradition, such as Janacek, stress their individual expression just as much as their 
national expression. I don't want to slight the importance of minzuxing, but you 
have to write yourself. It is difficult to combine self-expression and minzuxing, 

not everyone can do it as well as Tan Dun does," and Zhu Jian'er even demands: 
"We need a national individuality and an individual individuality." Quite a few 
Chinese composers, however, would not even admit the dichotomy: they would 

argue that they need not split their individuality, that in fact their Chineseness is 

the most essential, if not the strongest, part of their individuality anyway.56 Ge 

Ganru puts it: "If I sound Chinese that might well be, I just write being sincere to 
my self and my self is Chinese," and Tan Dun contends: "Talking about indi

viduality is very interesting and important. Everybody's personality has to do 

54 HAMM "Changing Patterns," p. 51. Musicologists, have remarked on contradicting phe
nomena in the interplay between nationalism, identity and individual expression: a national 
style is often determined by the individual styles of internationally known composers. 
French music is supposedly epitomized in the works of Debussy, German music in those by 
Wagner. But what is it that makes Debussy's gamelan French? Cf. de la MOTTE-HABER 
"Nationalstil und nationale Haltung," p. 51, and CHRISTOFF "Nationale und Europliische 
Traditionen," p. 38-40.42. 

55 As Chen Qigang declared: "~ our generation individuality becomes important." 
56 In view of the recurring drives against individualism in Communist China, it is a classical 

own goal by Chinese governments that national music so becomes individual music. 
COHEN New Chinese Painting, p. 43, reports that visual artists such as the painter Yuan 
Yunsheng (*1937) also subscribe to this nationalist-cum-individualist attitude. He is quoted: 
"Do not rely on traditionalism or let it confine you. Tum to tradition if you need it, as a 
natural source, but use it to express individualism." Perhaps Chinese writers do not have the 
same troubles: at least superficially, their language will never be confused to be an interna
tional language, they are Chinese individuals by the very medium in which they put their art. 
The musician and the artist on the other hand, are faced with a different situation. 
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with the culturalhackground: I always felt a Chinese self."57 Whereas perhaps in 
other countries national style in New Music has made way to a general eclecti

cism, 58 the eclecticism of China's New Music has reached a high tide of national
ism and revels in an ever more vigorous Chinese spirit. 59 

What is this Chineseness though?60 Should not vast China's "tradition" be one 

of the most obvious examples of regional variety and difference?61 Are there not 

several "national musics," rather than one? Whatever constitutes the Chineseness 

of China is an imaginaire,62 a construct, as the Russianness of Russia or the Brit

ishness of Britain. It is based on a set of common symbolic representations and 
expeotations that the Chinese have fabricated for themselves: 

The manner in which a nation is created is not the result of a natural process 
of accumulating cultural commonalities. Rather, it is the imposition of a 
historical narrative or a myth of descent/dissent upon both heterogenous and 
related cultural practices: a template by which the cultural cloth will be cut 
and given shape and meaning. 63 

In China, this myth, as Duara calls it, is not created as late as the nineteenth 

century64 as in many other counft!es. The numerous attempts at unification during 
China's long history are already carried by this myth, a myth which is political 

57 This view is not restricted to their generation as my interviews with Zhou Wenzhong, Luo 
Zhongrong, Tang Jianping and Xu Yi have shown. Sang Tong, too, says: "It is natural that a 
Chinese writes his tradition." 

58 Cf. the remarks in CHRISTOFF "Nationale und Europliische Traditionen," p. 44. 
59 PYE Mandarin and Cadre, p. 105, worries that this type of patriotism "seems to gag the 

voices of Chinese intellectuals and leaves them mute because they are so easily over
whelmed with fear that anything they might write will bring discredit to China's interna
tional reputation." In musical terms, however, this patriotism or nationalism (in its indi
vidualist interpretation) has lately not hindered, but rather encouraged composition. 

60 This question has very recently received a lot of scholarly attention. Apart from the articles 
by DUARA, TOWNSEND and WATSON, mentioned in the following footnotes, cf. also 
BEFU (ed) Cultural Nationalism and WANG The Chineseness o/China. 

61 On the difficulty of talking of"national" style in countries with many "regional" traditions 
cf. SEDAK "Nationaler Stil," p. 55. 

62 For the philosophical formation ofthis term cf. CASTORIADES Gesel/schaft als imaginiire 
Institution. 

63 DUARA "De-Constructing the Chinese Nation," p. 19. 
64 Politicized nationalism, a sinological paradigm (for a critical evaluation cf. DUARA "De

Constructing the Chinese Nation") established in WRlGHT's collection China in Revolution 

(cf. her introductory "Rising Tide of Change"), allegedly gained importance in the nine
teenth century as the "moving force" of the Chinese revolution. It is less important for the 
Chinese cultural identity conveyed in Chinese music. Nationalism in music and the arts, 
then, is not political (for this general argument cf. de la MOTTE-HABER "Nationalstil und 
Nationale Haltung," p. 46) in China at first analysis: it includes Chinese in Hong Kong and 
Taiwan and even in Chinatowns abroad. 
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only in second analysis: it is most importantly a cultural myth,65 which in turn 
creates the mythical culture of a state superior to all other states. Jin Xiang con
fesses: "I am proud to be a Chinese composer. Chinese history and culture is not 
Communist culture, has nothing to do with the Communists, and I am glad to be 
part of it." 

Chinese "nationalism," then, is neither an invention of the nineteenth century, 
nor a political-it is a cultural epithet. It is the result of, in Pye's words, "the in
tense self-consciousness of the socialization processes by which young Chinese 
are brought up." 66 Chineseness, then, is tradition as we find it in the dictionary: 
the handing down from generation to generation of customs, practices, habits, us
ages, conventions, lore and ritual. Not an exact lmowledge of China's history and 
philosophy, but the perpetuation of cultural heroes in folklore, and ritual or
thopraxy67 is what makes a Chinese Chinese: to say, as Hao Weiya does, "I am 
Chinese, I like Laozi and Confucius. Naturally Chinese composers always want to 
be Chinese, they have such a long history," is to perpetuate and to practice the 
myth of China's tradition.68 The minzuxing, the Chineseness of music, too, is 
constructed in the imaginaire. And it is a versatile term, means different things to 
different people: each composer, each politician, each musicologist and critic is 
fabricating his own image of the Chinese in Chinese music. Tan Dun put it this 

65 TOWNSEND "Chinese Nationalism" discusses different aspects of the dichotomy between 
"Culturalism" and "Nationalism" and comes to similar conclusions as DUARA in "De
Constructing the Chinese Nation" and WATSON "Renegotiation of Chinese Cultural Iden
tity," p. 71: "The Chinese[ ... ] could not 'imagine' the state as an integral part of their per
sonal identity, but they had no difficulty identifying with the abstraction we call Chinese cul
ture." 

66 PYE Mandarin and Cadre, p. X. 
67 Cf. WATSON "Renegotiation of Chinese Cultural Identity," p. 73: "Orthopraxy is most 

relevant to the construction of 'Chineseness' ," it is "more important than orthodoxy (correct 
belief)." It will be agreed that to a common Chinese, the practical rather than the philosophi
cal side of Confucianism is known (ibid. p. 75). Watson further argues that only in the coun
tryside these oral traditions, the folktales and the ritual were well-preserved. He therefore 
considers their Chineseness to be the strongest (ibid. p. 77, a counter-argument brings 
WALDRON "Representing China," p. 51, who argues that the countryside in China is no 
longer traditional. This is certainly not true in musical terms, as the astonishing knowledge 
of rural musical traditions amongst the xinchao composers shows). Xinchao composers in
corporate this rural Chineseness in their music. While the "cultural gap between rural and 
urban may be growing wider each year, [ ... ] the key symbols that helped hold China to
gether {shared rites, folkloric traditions, a common notion of proper life style)" (ibid. p. 
79/80) are in fact revived and renewed, not reinvented (a different case are the traditionaliz
ing films of the fifth generation) in the works of these Chinese composers. 

68 A similar statement was made by Xu Boyun: "The traditional heroes, Qu Yuan or the warri
ors in Three Kingdoms, are the same in the PRC and Taiwan. This spirit of China's culture 
has been infused in China's art world, no matter whether popular or high art." 

'j 
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way: "There is so much talk about minzuxing, but for everyone minzuxing is dif
ferent." 

What form does the minzuxing envisaged by the composers take? There seem to 
be too many answers to respond to this question. Their imaginaire is almost too 
diffuse to be named. Wu Dinglian reckons: "Obviously, minzuxing is a constant 
element in Taiwanese cultural creation. But what it is, exactly, is difficult for a 
composer to know." Yang Liqing mentioned the difficulties with the Shanghai 
competition of Chinese-style piano works.69 Not only were the composers tom 
since "what the government thinks is very Chinese might not necessarily be what 
we think is very Chinese," but also because there are evidently numerous possi
bilities that might or might not sound, look or be Chinese. Chan Kambiu sum-

! marizes: "Chinese music is much more than just melody, the musical philosophy 
\ is important, the way the instruments are played and combined. One should not 
i just think about harmony and texture, but also about the small characteristics of 
\single sound and the technique of Chinese instruments. Chinese poetry can be in
'.corporated in music, too." 
, A more straight-forward imaginaire of correct Chinese music is constructed by 
Chinese governments. 70 They advocate a clear-cut Chinese style as characterized 
by He Luting as follows: "Melody is important: if there are national characteris
tics, then our music will be liked internationally. Modem music, on the other 
hand, is unintelligible, it has no national characteristics. The beauty of China's 
nature cannot be expressed in this monotonous atonal music." Pentatonic melody 
is considered the most essential part of Chinese musical heritage. It is conceived 
as linear melody alone, perhaps with consonant parallel accompaniment, but cer
tainly not in a dissonant framework. This music, then, is zheng (correct) Chinese 
music. Many composers have complained with Luo Zhongrong: "Pentatonicism 
is not really Chinese, there are other countries who use it, and even Debussy used 
it." 71 The emphasis on using folksongs as basic material, too, finds numerous 
critics. Tang Jianping simply asks: "Why do we have to use folksongs to be con
sidered Chinese?" 72 But all to no avail. 

69 The competition took place in Shanghai in 1987. One of the compositions awarded a prize 
was by Macau composer Lam Bunching. 

70 For the ambiguity of what does and does not constitute Chinese characteristics in music as 
well as in politics, cf. PYE Mandarin and Cadre, p. 4: "There is an awkward silence as to 
exactly what constitutes socialism and, even more embarrassing, what exactly are Chinese 
characteristics." 

71 Similar complaints are voiced by Zeng Xingkui from Taiwan and Clarence Mak from Hong 
Kong, indication to the spread of this type of zheng music throughout China. 

72 A similar statement was made by Sang Tong. 
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Certainly, the politics of minzuxing don't operate in a vacuum. If the Commu
nists and the Nationalists, as well as the Colonial government have time and again 
since 1949 depicted themselves as saviours of traditional art, this image is not just 
a fabrication for internal use (not neibu faxing).73 On the contrary: it simply looks 
good to be able to send tourist groups to performances of local opera and dance 
ensembles. And perhaps, Western critics are not the last to be blamed for this 
utilitarian use of China's tradition. Tcherepnin in the 1930s remarked on the qual
ity of China's music: 

Great musical activity is going on in China. The Chinese composer has un
der his hands one of the richest sources of native music. He has the world's 
most populous country to support him. The more national his product, the 
greater will be its international value.74 

Chineseness, then, appears to be a commodity to satisfy the Western market.75 

It seems as if the attempt to emancipate oneself :from the West and its art by root
seeking backfires, for the West in tum only appreciates sinified Western-style 
music and art. Chen Qigang underlines the importance of Western judgement to 
Chinese composers: "Western critics have a lot of influence on the Chinese: the 
Chinese even take on Western standards to evaluate themselves," and Zhou 
Wenzhong warns his younger colleagues of those music critics who constantly 
look for Chineseness in their works. He says: "I tell my Chinese students that 
because they have a Chinese name, because they give Chinese titles to their pieces, 
people will look at their compositions differently. There are two extremes of re-

73 The Communist efforts are summarized in propaganda material such as CR 1959.8/7:14 
CHEN" Szechuan opera is reborn." The author is referring to Sichuan opera as a dying art 
before Communist" liberation" in 1949. The same is true for the rebirth of traditional art 
works (during and) after the Cultural Revolution, cf. CL 1969.5:78-86 WU" A Great Vic
tory," cf. also MACKERRAS "Taming of the Shrew," especially from p. 7, his Performing 
Arts, p. 53, and YANG" China Recovers Her Past in Folk Songs," p. 10. As for Taiwan, the 
propaganda around the Cultural Renaissance Movement, the lavish spendings on activities of 
the CCPD (Committee for Cultural Planning and Devlopment) and the establishment of the 
Rockefeller Cultural Center in New York are telling signs of this attitude (cf. BURTON 
"Creative diplomacy," p. 56). In Hong Kong the concerted efforts by governor MacLehose, 
those in his following and particularly the Hong Kong Jockey Club have been described 
above as attempts to polish up Hong Kong's "national" image abroad. 

74 TCHEREPNINE "Music in Modem China," p. 399. 
75 It is certainly not the Chinese alone who have to deal with this problem. Similarly, the 

"Brasilianness" of Villa-Lobos seems to sell well: Aharonian calls his type of music 
"Ansichtskarten-Musik" and continues to scold: "Ein Beispiel fiir die Art, wie jemand aus 
der Dritten Welt dort [im Westen] akzeptiert wird: Als exotisches Produkt, [ ... ] was ist zum 
Beispiel der Sinn von Villa-Lobos' 'Bachianas Brasileiras?' Eine Frechheit in bezug auf 
Bach und Brasilien: Aber so etwas verkauft sich gut in Europa und bei der lokalen Oligar
chie Lateinamerikas, die etwas haben mochte, das den europaischen Modellen gleicht" 
(FURST-HEIDTMANN "Militancia cultural," p. 43). 
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action, the one say 'if you can write like that as a Chinese you must be a genius,' 
the others conjecture 'you are from China, your music must be wild!' Neither of 
these attitudes is helpful to a young, impressionable composer."76 Pan Shiji re
lates differing experiences with performances of her music in Canada. Once, a 
critic simply did not mention her piece since, as he admitted, he could not under
stand this "Chinese music." After her graduation recital, on the other hand, when 
a complicated twelve-tone piece for voice had been performed, an old Canadian 
lady had came up to her to tell her: "Congratulations, congratulations, it sounds 
very Chinese." 77 Similar experiences might be reason for Zeng Xingkui's harsh 
statement: "I don't even want to be labelled Chinese abroad. What do they mean, 
these Westerners, knowing nothing of China, if they say something is very Chi
nese? If it is Chinese on the surface, that is not so important, it has to be Chinese 
in spirit. If you judge from a Western point of view what is Chinese you might be 
prejudiced." In the arts, Croizier calls this (prejudiced) type of evaluation the 

[ ... ] silk fan attitude towards modem Chinese art that is so strong among 
many Western critics, collect0rs and even historians. If it does not still look 
"Chinese" (i.e. traditional), it is not any good and worth taking seriously. 
This may be good for the international market in Chinese art, but it is bad for 
modem Chinese art history.78 

Both composers and artists are in some ways, as Joyce states, "confronting the 
difficulties of trying to separate themselves from Chinese tradition [by using the 
Western artistic medium] while, at the same time, needing to exploit the marketing 
potential of their Chineseness." 79 

3 
Yang wei Zhong yang-Making foreign culture serve China 

The discussion above has dealt with the W estem and the Chinese musical ele
ments which form the background for new Chinese composition. It has become 
clear that these elements did not simply coexist but have influenced each other. 
Furthermore, their combination was to help create a new, a glorious type of mod
em, but Chinese, music. China's Communist, Nationalist and Colonial govern
ments were all interested in this synthesis of Chinese and W estem heritage. On 

76 In RMYY 1988.8:39 "Meiguoren yanli de Tan Dun yinyue," the author also asks why so 
many Western critics try to find Chinese identity in the works of Chinese composers. 

77 The experiment in part three of this chapter deals explicitely with the perception of minzu
xing in music by some Chinese and Westerners. 

78 CROIZIER "Art and Society," p. 593. 
79 JOYCE "Home for Asian emigrants," p. 46. She continues on p. 47: "The best to be asked 

is that [the Chinese composers] be left alone to find their own way. If they succeed, they 
should do so by the quality of what they do and not be taken up as a fashion of Chinese art." 

i 

·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~j 
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the one hand, their emphasis on China's tradition was founded on a knowledge of 
Chinese psychology: no government could afford to destroy the culture of such a 
proud people. 80 On the other hand, these governments had to stress Western 
technique and knowledge since, in the Chinese mind, they stood (and stand)81 for 
modernity and progress. The dilemma of finding the right balance between these 
contrasting elements can be traced throughout a century of Chinese history now: it 
is the old question of how to preserve Chinese identity and pride even while im
porting the secrets of wealth and power82 from the West. 83 As Law Wingfai put 
it: "It is necessary to have roots. It is necessary to know about tradition, but also 
one has to live in the present world, in the contemporary world." 84 In the PRC, 
the condemnation of the TV-series River Elegy, its main author, Su Xiaokang, 
wanted for "counter-revolutionary crimes," was a clear message: the Communist 
Party alone was to control the redefiniton of Chinese cultural identity in a modem 
context. 85 But a closer look at the discourse on Yang wei Zhong yong will show 
that perhaps less in Hong Kong, but certainly in Taiwan, politicians assumed their 
hegemonial say over the modem face of tradition. 

80 The extreme iconoclasm and destruction of "feudal" cultural heritage under the commu
nists, even in its most heated phase, the first few years of the Cultural Revolution, never led 
to a complete break with China's culture. PRC governments were always eclectic in what 
was and what was not deemed to be" Chinese" (cf. PYE Mandarin and Cadre, p. 4). This 
resolves the apparent contradiction brought up in PERRIS Music as Propaganda, p. 10 l: "It 
is a paradox that both Russia and China accepted the need for a nationalist framework to 
carry on their revolutions, though Marx's presumption was that communism was an inevita
ble world movement, one which would supersede national boundaries." China's marxism, 
too, was sinified. 

81 The message of the film series Heshang (River Elegy) with its emphasis on the stagnancy of 
yellow (Chinese) culture contrasted by the constant forward movement of blue (Western) 
culture most evidently shows the perpetuation of the creed in the superiority of the West 
even (or particularly?) among Chinese intellectuals. For a German rendering and discussion 
of the film cf. PESCHEL ( ed) Die gelbe Kultur. 

82 Cf. SCHWARTZ In Search of Wealth and Power. 
83 Cf. LEVENSON Confucian China and its modern fate. I agree with LINK "The Limits of 

Cultural Reform," p.130, who argues that the dilemma is still (or even particularly) evident 
in the post-Mao period. Perhaps, it is lately taking a cynical tum: there is now a broken re
lationship to both traditional and the "modem" culture as evident in Zhang Yimou's recent 
film Qiu Ju. Two different conceptions of law and personal rights are contrasted-the tradi
tional and the modem-in the end, both of them are left in question. None of them wins nor 
do they join forces. 

84 He continued: "The Chinese are too proud of themselves and their achievements. There are 
things which we had long before the West, but there are other things we did not have. We 
have to add western knowledge to our own knowledge. We want a modem China, so we 
need to add Western science to be added to our own culture." 

85 WATSON" Renegotiation of Chinese Cultural Identity," p. 80. 
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In the PRC, two important formulations are the basis for the proper, zheng ap
proach to the East-West-synthesis: Mao's Yan'an Talks of 1942 and his Talk to 
Music Workers of 1956. The tenor of both texts is similar, they advocate the 
(selective) use of both foreign and traditional sources. 

We certainly may not reject the ancients and foreigners as models, which 
means, I'm afraid, that we must even use feudal and bourgeois things. But 
they are only models and not substitutes. [ ... ] Indiscriminate plagiarization, 
imitation, or substitution in literature and art of dead people or foreigners is 
an extremely sterile and harmful literary and artistic dogmatism. 86 

This is his rather theoretical contention from Yan'an. In his Talk to Music 
Workers he never fully leaves abstraction either: 

In music you may apply appropriate foreign principles and use foreign in
struments. But still there must be national characteristics. We must have 
our own distinctive style, something that is unique. [ ... ] It is no use if you 
lose confidence in things Chinese once you've studied things foreign. But 
this is not to say that you shouldn't learn from foreign countries. 87 

As is the case with the doctrine of Socialist Realism, the leeway of interpreta
tion for the correct synthesis and selection of Chinese and Western elements in 
music appears to be rather broad. There was a silent understanding, however, as to 
what constituted the "appropriate" elements to be used of either of the two tradi
tions. Before, during and after the Cultural Revolution, traditional and W estem 
elements are hence rigorously examined for their political correctness: in 1959, a 
certain Sichuan opera was deemed zheng since " [Sichuan Opera has always been] 
close to the people, [was] never played in imperial court, and was thus able to re
tain great boldness of expression." 88 For the production of the musical theatre 
piece The East is Red, as reported in 1965, "all forms of art capable of contribut
ing effectively to the aim [of eulogizing the revolution] have been drawn on 
whether from China's national tradition or from foreign sources." 89 The ballet 
The White-haired Girl, as described in 1966, "introduced appropriate postures, 
hand gestures and acrobatic techniques from national dances and Chinese Opera, 
thus making up for the shortcomings of foreign ballet in expressing the life, 
thoughts and feelings of the Chinese people."90 In 1984, a concerto for erhu and 

·:s6' MCDOUGALL Mao Zedong's Talks, p. 69. For a discussion of the synthesis debate in lit
erature cf. Marian Galik "Main Issues in the discussion on 'National Forms'," p. lOI:"old 
forms must be used in such a manner that they accept the new content, and certain compo
nents must be so processed as to give rise to new forms." 

87 CL 1980. l :83.88 MAO" A Talk to Music Workers." 
88 CR 1959.8/7:14 CHEN" Szechuan opera is reborn." 
89 CR 1965.14/1:17 CHEN "The East is Red," (emphasis is mine). 
90 CR 1966.15/8:31 "A Shining Example from the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution," 

(emphasis is mine). Cf. fora similar statement CR 1970.19/10:12 "A Revolution in Ballet." 
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orchestra by Liu Wenjin, is praised for its "strong Chinese characteristics." 91 

Why, though? What are those Chinese characteristics?-We are not told.92 

·While there is a silent understanding as to the meaning of the word, the method of 
evaluation, the reasons for the "effectiveness" or the "appropriateness" of certain 
techniques and elements are left in the dark. What type of nationalism in music 
would serve or not serve politics depended more on the personal taste of certain 
politicians than on any clearcut definition. 

Examples for the Communist choice and selection of traditional and Western 
elements such as those listed above, were-naturally--condemned by Chiang 
Kaishek: 

We shall be able to realize the vital importance of dancing once our educa
tors and artists see how the Chinese Communists try to undermine our aes
thetic appreciation and ethical sense by means of the ugly wicked Yangko93 

dance in order to destroy our national character.94 

Nevertheless, his guidelines for a different approach to a synthesis of Yang and 
Zhong are hardly any clearer than the directives given by Mao: 

China used to be known as a "nation where ceremonial and music flourish." 
It is a great pity, indeed, that people are now so ignorant of the original 
meaning of ceremonial and music that they think of these merely as old stuff 
and therefore of no importance whatever. [ ... ] Works which convey the es
sential spirit of the Chinese nation and culture are only beginning to ap
pear. 95 

Having settled in Taiwan after 1949, the Nationalists continued, like the Com
munists, to propagate their version of Chinese New Tradition: the China Hand
book 1955156 reports the foundation of a Committee for the Improvement of Chi
nese Opera set up in October 1954, the "promotion of the Chinese operatic arts 
and cultivation of the national spirit its two-fold object." 96 Ten years later, in the 
China Yearbook of 1966/67, we can read of the latest effort which is "to revive the 
old tradition and develop a national music by absorbing influences old and new. 

91 PR 1984.16:37 "Belebung der traditionellen Musil<." Liu Wenjin (*1939) is a blind folk 
musician who has worked as an erhu-player for the Shanghai Chinese Orchestra since 1959 
(WANG Xiandaiyinyue shigang, p. 191). 

92 For the arbitrary nature of minzuxing cf. ZHANG Akkulturationsphanomene, p. 60. 
93 An extensive study of Yangge, a festive dance-form, which became one of the first important 

artistic "weapons" in the communist propaganda war, is HOLM Art and Ideology in Revolu
tionary China. 

94 Chiang is translated in PRICE San Min Chu I: The Three Principles of the People with two 
supplementary chapters by Chiang Kai-shek, p. 316/317. 

95 PRICE San Min Chu I: The Three Principles of the People with two supplementary chapters 
by Chiang Kai-shek, p. 290.302. Emphasis is mine. 

96 China Handbook 1955/56, p. 348. Emphasis is mine. On aspects of opera reform in Taiwan 
cf. JOHNSON "Reform of Peking Opera." 
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In 1963-64, the government initiated a program to revive the folksongs of different 
regions in China. Measures also have been taken to encourage composition of 
new music on traditional lines."97 And, another decade and a half later, in 1980, 
the Yearbook again reports: "In literature and the arts, the R.O.C. pays great at
tention to the development of new forms and contents while holding to the spirit of 
Chinese cultural tradition." 98 

Political opponents hence voice similar, if very vague, theories. Although 
meant to contradict each other, these theories have led to similar problems and
perhaps paradoxically-almost identical musical results. Correct music in Taiwan 
emphasizes pentatonic melody within a simple late-romanticist harmonic frame
work, a replica of the "dangerous tunes" sounding from Communist China across 
the straits, and even in colonial Hong Kong such music is played. Correct music 
sounds strangely Western to the outsider, interspersed with Chinese melodies.99 
The orthodox modernization of Chinese music appears to be its Westernization. 
David Holm stated for the arts in the Yan' an period: 

Faced with fundamentally incompatible Chinese and Western artistic con
ventions, the Party's writers and artists produced works of art in which both 
were used side by side. At least in this period, thesis and antithesis did not 
give rise to a stable synthesis, but rather to works of art in which fundamen
tal contradictions were simply embedded. At the level of artistic form, as 
well as in content, this kind of art is truly a reflection of the society and the 
political forces that produced it. loo 

97 China Yearbook 1966167, p. 422. Emphasis is mine. 
98 China Yearbook 1980, p. 279. This is again echoed in 1986 (cf. the Annual Review 1986, p. 

14.19.26.191.192) and in Annual Review 1987, p. 19: "In cultural development; the gov
ernment will continue to strive to maintain and safeguard cultural assets, to promote ethical 
education, and to harmonize our traditional and modem way of life so as to rearm the people 
with the moral code of conduct." 

99 SHEN "Traditional Chinese music culture," p.165/166: "Having neglected to preserve the 
tradition faithfully in accordance with its original state, the remoulded music product repre
sents a hybrid form in which the original Chinese and Western identity is lost." This type of 
"official national tradition" is an almost international phenomenon: it is a stylized tradition, 
reinvented and far apart from the "real thing." SADERATZKI explains in "Komponieren 
zwischen Zivilisation und Kultur," p. 7: "Der sogenannte 'sozialistische Realismus' f6rderte 
mit alien Mitteln eine Abgeschlossenheit der vollig ideologisierten Nationalkulturen. Als 
Resultat ging die professionelle Musil< der Volker uber in eine 'Musil< der Provinzen.' Eine 
solche Musil< war zwar auBerst nationalistisch aber nur in ethnographischem Sinne. [ ... ] 
Denn sie stand mit der Kultur nicht im Dialog, hatte umgeschaltet auf eine Ersatz-Kultur mit 
programmatischer Zweckbestimmung" (emphasis is mine). 

100 HOLM Art and Ideology in Revolutionary China, p. 338/339. Cf. a similar judgement of the 
White-haired girl in MAO" Music under Mao," p. I 05. 
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His "morphology" of Chinese arts in the early years of Communism is pro
phetic enough to be applied even today, but not to the PRC alone.101 It can 
therefore not be said that Communist society was so essential in the creation of 
this type of music. 102 Musical developments in Taiwan and Hong Kong have 
featured similar contradictions, W estem harmony fighting or drowning Chinese 
idiosyncracy. There are at least two reasons for this astonishing correspondance: 
the first is the lack of personal experience and direct contact with traditional folk 
arts to which many a composer trained in the Western tradition had to admit. The 
study of ethnomusicology is only in the last one or two decades getting off the 
ground in Hong Kong, the PRC and Taiwan.103 Contact with folk arts was not a 
regular experience for the conservatory-composer. Hence, in music as in many of 
the other arts, as Judd puts it, "experiments with putting new wine in old bottles 
were revealing mechanistic limitations, [ ... ] the problem of altering artistic form 
remained difficult for those working with genres they imperfectly understood." 104 

Lack of understanding leads to the second reason for the restricted selection of 
zheng or proper elements from China's national heritage: a general unwillingness 
to get in touch with "lowly" art forms was and is wide-spread among intellectu

.. als: "The urban Chinese attitude of despising peasant culture and looking up to 
Western forms as scientific and advanced was proving stubborn." 105 Musicians 

101 My discussion of the compositions in stylization and free transformation of tradition in part 
two of this chapter will show that his characterization certainly holds true for Chinese music 
at least until the seventies and can still be found in some compositions today. 

102 BRAY" Review," p. 352/353, argues the difficulty of believing that there should be a direct 
connection between social forces and the type of music produced since when the " deep 
structure of medieval sacred music is found to be a particular treatment of pentatonics, and 
the blues is also analysed as fundamentally pentatonic, one cannot help wondering what are 
the exact parallels in the societies that produced these [ ... ]types of music." 

103 Cf. ZHANG "Recent Developments of Ethnomusicology in China" and JIN 
"Musikforschung," p. 274-296. The latter also mentions the biased emphasis on the study 
of Chinese folksong since the Communist take-over, an element which reinforces the argu
ment for the preference for this aspect of folk art by the PRC government. For Taiwan cf. 
XU "Zhongguo xin yinyueshi," esp. p. 226. 

104 JUDD "Prelude to the 'Yan' an Talks'," p. 388. Cf. for his "bottle-theory," LIN "Xin Yin
yuede fengge," esp. p. 116. My discussion below will show that in the PRC, a younger 
generation who had been sent to the countryside was eventually to understand those forms. 

105 HOLM Art and Ideology in Revolutionary China, p. 237, makes this observation for the 
1940s. He mentions Lu Ji (who later wrote treatises on the qin, the instrument of the tradi
tional literati, not the simple folk) and Zhou Yang as representatives of this faction (ibid. p. 
35 and 43). One explanation of the unwillingness to acknowledge the traditional quality of 
the music of the xinchao generation by Lu Ji's generation might then be the fact that they 
still keep to their earlier views and perpetuate their general distaste for low popular art which 
is incorporated in xinchao music. JONES Folk Music, p. 38, emphasizes that the derogatory 
attitude towards Chinese tradition is prevalent even today. 
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did not understand the traditional genres let alone being interested in them or ap
preciative of them. As for the PRC, it was in fact Xian Xinghai, hailed as the great 

'·People's composer, who suggested first to acquire "elitist" Western harmony and 
only then to apply it to Chinese melody. His prescription has been adhered to in 

'PRC music until today. Hence, the music that has officially come out of 
Communist China never really struck one as being representative of China's 

!j" authentic" folk tradition.1°6 Holm's argument that populist forces were never 
!, 

jlstrong and dominant in Yan'an107 finds its perpetuation to the present day, when 
1composers are able to say: "I am interested in the traditional arts and admire them 
but they are not high arts and have to be elevated. I am not content with the 
primitiveness of a lot of this music," and "Chinese instruments are not as good as 
Western instruments, they are too limited." It will remain an unanswered question 
whether Mao might have envisaged the more populist music which the xinchao 
generation is composingtos when he advocated such in the following words: 

The trouble with handicraft art is that it's hard to attract our artists. They 
look down on Chinese folk art. There's a problem of interest there. We 
should try to arouse their interest gradually.109 

The Taiwanese government, too, was most evidently faced with this "problem 
of interest" when it began advocating a revival of selected Chinese tradition dur
ing their Cultural Renaissance Movement (Wenhua fuxing yundong). In this-yet 
another-literary and art movement (the very fact that these types of revival ac
tivities and movements have to be instigated and encouraged time and again indi-

106 The similarities with the Soviet Russian approach to their folk heritage is obvious. A third 
reason, then, for choosing only particular elements of the Chinese musical heritage in the 
PRC may be attributed to the model of this other "tradition" that has deeply influenced 
China. PERRIS Music as Propaganda, p. 71, explains the eclecticism Lenin prescribed 
"indigenous education, both institutional and folk contains cultural flaws that are tenacious 
and may be seductive: a deep affection for specific musical works and the social setting in 
which such music is typically performed, may be inimical to the new society." 

107 HOLM Art and Ideology in Revolutionary China, p. 336. 
108 The discussion below will show, that some Chinese composers have recently begun to "walk 

on two legs" in a less selective sense. But, as the "populist forces" are still weak among 
Chinese officials (although strong among the xinchao group) their walking is stilted and may 
not get very far. BROOK's fear in "Revival," p. 121, might become true in the very near 
future: "China failed to walk on both legs. [ ... ] Let us hope it does not simply shift from one 
foot to the other [now in 1978]," as the Westernization of the youngest generation of Chi
nese composers who no longer had the privilege of a revolutionary immersion in traditional 
art, and who have grown up in an economically miraculous but hardly traditional China, be
comes more and more predominant. 

109 CL 1980.1:85 MAO" A Talk to Music Workers." Chen Xiaoyong observed: "Folkmusic is 
underestimated in its value, a lot of people look down on it, that is no use." 
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cates the lack of conviction and enthusiasm they were able to spread)llO the gov
ernment was to set standards for rites and music, and to instigate the revival of 
Beijing Opera.Ill But the Wenhua fuxing remained primarily a political rather 
than an intellectual movement and inspired only short-lived activity in the tradi
tional arts. Despite recurring government propaganda drives before and after the 
Wenhuafzaing few artists even nibbled at the bait.112 

Whether an institution such as the Council for Cultural Planning and Develop
ment (CCPD) which took over the cultural management of Taiwan in 1981, will 
more efficiently propagate the lore of Chinese tradition remains to be seen. In an 
elaborately designed package of CDs and accompanying text-booklets they intro
duce the different forms of folkmusic in Taiwan. Between the lines they admit 
that the government had advocated traditional music all along-to almost no avail. 

Traditional music has served as a fountainhead for composers creating new 
pieces. Many Western composers, after [the] late Romantic period, mined 
their own traditional music, absorbing thematic material and receiving inspi
ration for their compositions. During the last century, China has been heav
ily influenced by foreign cultures. The traditional Chinese music has con
tinually withered away-a truly pitiable state of affairs. [ ... ]The Council for 
Cultural Planning and Development established an Organizing Committee 
for a Chinese Traditional Music Center, to gradually advance the work of 
collecting, arranging, adapting and publishing indigenous musical materials, 
in order to disseminate the finest Chinese traditional music.113 

This approach has made us go full circle back to Mao Zedong. It appears that 
under different governments of China, be they in colonial Hong Kong, in Taiwan, 
or in the PRC, the arts are a product of the following strategy mentioned in his 
Talk to Music Workers: 

110 For many of the earlier and later attempts see the reports from China Yearbook cited above. 
All of this should be interesting to those who have hailed Taiwan for its preservation of Chi
nese cultural heritage and have condemned the Communists for their alleged iconoclasm. 

111 TOZER" Taiwan's Cultural Renaissance," p. 82-87. 
112 The despise for undistilled forms of folk art in the PRC as well as in Taiwan or Hong Kong, 

is accompanied-balanced, almost-by the praise of Western music. The Taiwanese audi
ence, afraid of treachery to their favourite child, Western Romantic music, as well as audi
ences in mainland China, where stylized music in late Romanticist idiom is still preferred to 
compositions of the xinchao, are taking long to accept that the incorporation of folkmusic 
might not sully (and modernize beyond recognition) this pure art-form. Cf. the report on the 
concert performance of a movement from Ma Shuilong's ballet Liao Dianding (named after 
a popular hero during the Japanese Occupation of Taiwan) of 1978, a composition which 
makes extensive use of Chinese percussion, as described in MINDI CH "Internationale Har
monik," p. 37. 

113 KUO Wei-fan in the introduction to the Chinese Traditional Music Series. 
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We must study each side well, the Chinese as well as the foreign. Doing two 
things by halves won't do. We've got to take the two half measures and turn 
them into two wholes.114 

4 
Gu wei Jin yang-Making the past serve the present 

293 

Made of silk strings and the wood of wu
tong, 
the qin pours fourth the sound of anti
quity. 
Bland and insipid? The sound of antiquity 
Appeals not to the modem ear 
Its jade studs lack not lustre though long 
disused, 
On its red strings dust and dirt have gath
ered. 
For a long time it has been abandoned 
but its clear sound lingers in the air ... (Bo 
Juyi)ll5 

To emphasize national flavour is not Chinese government policy alone, however, 
Chinese composers, too, adhere to it.116 A group of composers from Hong Kong 
states: 

As contemporary Chinese composers we believe that Chinese music can 
make a niche in world music only when it achieves an integration of national 
characteristics in a modern spirit. I I 7 

Nevertheless, the forms such intention has taken and the expectations of how to 
fulfil it are not always congruent. It has been observed that in literature, the arts 
and historical writings, Yang wei Zhong yong, gu wei Jin yong is a double-edged 
sword.118 While, in the words of Jonathan Unger, the government continues 

[ ... ] to wield it for their own purposes, [ ... ] it is a blade that can cut both 
ways, at times in a fashion that undermines the Party-sponsored interpreta
tions of history or sabotages the Party's latest political line.119 

In music, this so happened when a group of Chinese composers began to reject 
the government's interpretation of the slogan. In their view, in government at
tempts to update tradition, modernization in music had become synonymous with 
its Westernization, with Yang wei Zhong yong, making foreign culture serve 

114 CL 1980.1:90MAO"ATalktoMusicWorkers." 
115 BO Juyi "The Forsaken Qin." For an interpretation of this poem and its relationship with 

New Chinese Music cf. MITTLER '"Bland and insipid'." 
116 Cf. for example JIANG "Influence of traditional Chinese music," p. 83. 
117 CHOW/TSANG "Music Creation in Hongkong." 
118 Compare the collection of essays in UNGER (ed) Using the Past to serve the Present. 
119 UNGER "Introduction," p. 8. 
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China.120 According to these composers, the officials had advocated not a Chi
nese, but a Western-looking "alternative culture." 121 Qu Xiaosong explains: 
" Chinese composers who wanted to write Chinese music simply chose a nice 
folksong and then put some harmony to it. When they went to collect folksongs, 
they would use the Western chromatic scale to write it down. That is how they 
lost some of the most essential elements of this music, the microtones, the slurs, 
the embellishments and so forth. Western harmony just does not fit this. In Euro
pean music, Bart6k is the first who caught the soul of folkmusic, unlike Grieg and 
Dvorak, for whom folkmusic was simply colouring." The musical intellectual 
debate of the last two decades in which many of these composers came to be in
volved has been a polemic directed against the political restriction and claims of 
official national tradition which favours conservative art forms.122 It craves a 
modem revival or rediscovery of tradition. If Bart6k said that it was folkloristic 
music which helped him rid himself of major-minor tonalities, 123 some Chinese 
composers, too, have discovered the new in the old, and they are proud of it.124 
Yang Liqing declares: "The prescribed use of melody created a very unified min
zuxing, it was dead-boring. What we want and have now, is much more varied, it 
is individual minzuxing." While governments and some conservative composers 

120 For a full-length study on different aspects and concepts of modernization cf. BRACE Mod
ernization and Music. 

121 Zhang Xiaofu points out the difficulties of such unreflected art: "Trying to use nineteenth 
century harmony for Chinese purposes is like a Chinese wearing all Western clothes. A pen
tatonic melody with Tchaikovsky flavour is simply not well digested." 

122 This may explain why in China, differently from Eastern European countries such as Bul
garia, the use of national style hardly ever proved to be a safety-valve for the modernist 
composer. 

123 Cf. the remarks by SEIDEL "Nation und Musik," p. 16-17, and de la MOTTE-HABER 
"Nationalstil und nationale Haltung," p. 52: "Nationale Einstellungen haben sich bei vielen 
Komponisten als Innovationen der Neuen Musik ausgewirkt." Unfortunately, there is not 
enough room to discuss these parallel phenomena within the scope of this dissertation. All I 
can do here is to mention a few of the more recent writings especially on Bart6k, who par
ticularly influenced Chinese composers, as translations of his oeuvre on both sides of the 
Taiwan straits show {e.g. XU Minzu yinyue lunshigao II, p.1-4). Cf. WEIN Die fruhe 
Schaffensentwicklung Bela Bart6ks, DOLINER "The folk idiom in Croatian music," 
LENOIR Folklore et transcendance, RITCHIE The influence of folkmusic in three works by 
Bela Bart6k. 

124 Cf. ZGYYX 1991.4:4-13 "Shenghuo qishilu." Zhu Jian'er here describes his experiences 
doing fieldwork. He remarks on the polytonality and other aspects of lusheng playing at a 
village competition, aspects commonly attributed to New Music. For a similar view cf. 
CHEW Selected music of Chou, p. 10/11, who compares Zhou's concept of single sound 
with Varese's" sound as organic matter" and PR 1987.52:29 HONG" Traditionelle Musik:" 
"Mit Hilfe von modernen Techniken schreiben sie moderne Werke, die jedoch alle chine
sische Eigenschaften aufweisen." 
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have emphasized the aspect of Yang wei Zhong yang, a certain group of artists be
came more and more concerned with the realization of gu wei Jin yang, of making 
the past serving the present. 

What was it that enabled PRC composers in the eighties to discover modernity 
in tradition? Some argue that the social changes, a relaxed political atmosphere, 
the opening to the West, the influx of Western knowledge and New Music were 
reason for this new direction, the "New Wave," xinchao as it was to be called.125 

Few mention another factor that was certainly just as-if not even more-impor
tant: the Cultural Revolution. 

Sinological writings convey the general feeling that the Cultural Revolution was 
an atrocious affair, that nothing good could have come out of those "ten years of 
stagnation," as they are called in post-Maoist jargon. Few rather cynical attempts 
to acknowledge that some might have profited from the Cultural Revolution do 
exist. But those who allegedly did are not exactly amiable characters: "Bullies 
who enjoyed victimizing the defenseless," and an "untold number of opportunists 
who rejoiced at the chances to exploit near anarchy for their own personal bene
fit." And those few "idealists who actually believed in the revolution" are almost 
ridiculed.126 One evident and-at least in the West-acknowledged positive 
result of the Cultural Revolution, a readiness it instilled to challenge authority, is 
hidden in an essay on its "non-negative" (not "positive") effects. 127 

Nonetheless, a well-trained and highly talented group of Chinese musicians is 
featured in From Mao to Mozart, a documentary film on Isaac Stem's visit to 
China in 1979_12s Tan Dun, child of the Cultural Revolution, was the first Chinese 
composer ever in PRC history to win a prize in an international composition 
competition in 1982. It is well-known that musical competence is not groomed in 
months or years but requires decades of specialized training. And yet did not 
those "ten years of stagnation" just end in 1976? Yes, certainly, but for many a 
parent during the Cultural Revolution, a child "torturing" its violin was perhaps 
more attractive than one torturing the "bourgeois" neighbour. 129 And, as in the 
case of Ge Ganru, practising the violin could mean partial exemption from manual 
labour. Therefore, the Cultural Revolution was a time in Chinese history when 

125 This argument is to be found in JIANG" Influence of traditional Chinese music," p. 90. 
126 Cf. PYE Mandarin and Cadre, p. 111/112. The perpetuation of this phenomenon in musi

cological writings about China has been remarked upon above and is evident in LIU 
"Wen'ge shiqi," as well as in ZHANG Akkulturationsphanomene, p. 38. 

127 GOLDMAN" Wenhua dageming de fei xiaoji yingsheng." 
128 The film was one of the early efforts of the U.S.-China Arts Exchange under the direction of 

Zhou Wenzhong. 
129 From interviews with Xu Yi, Guo Wenjing, Ge Ganru. They relate that they were evidently 

given the instruments to keep them off the streets. This point was also made by Li Xi'an. 
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being a musician became attractive. Furthermore, the xiaxiang policy introduced 
many an urbanized musician to the treasures of folkmusic.130 Rulan Chao Pian 
remarks from her own experience that it was during this period more than at any 
other time since the Communist take-over that people got into contact with tradi
tional music: "Only during the period of the Cultural Revolution were school 
children relatively more exposed to the music of Peking Opera." 131 And-at least 
from this point of view-it can be argued that "there is considerable irony in the 
fact that the 'Gang of Four' above all Jiang Qing, should come under attack [ ... ] 
for having caused China's music to lose its national flavour, especially in the tra
ditional local opera forms." 132 

Even if it had been Jiang Qing's "mission" (which I strongly doubt) "to destroy 
old Chinese music completely," 133 she certainly did not succeed, because the chil
dren of her Cultural Revolution were the xinchao generation, a new "nationalist" 
generation of composers. The musician's experience is particular. For him, it 
cannot be said what is generally true, that 

[ ... ] the strands of Chinese Culture have been so severely ruptured by the 
ideological campaigns of recent decades, that the younger generation has 
been cut off from its cultural roots.134 

For him, root-seeking is not a sign of stress as it might be in literature,135 the 
fine arts and film. 136 In music, Chinese tradition had not been destroyed by 
Communism: the Cultural Revolution, often seen as the worst point of disruption 
of traditional heritage in the arts137 has been unexpectedly beneficial to the tradi
tional experience of a number of young composers. As has been seen above, it is 

130 The most vivid descriptions of those cultures and influences were given in interviews with 
Qu Xiaosong, Tan Dun, Chen Yi, He Xuntian, Zhou Long. That there might be a positive 
influence of xiaxiang also in the fine arts is suggested in BARME "China Yesterday's Dissi
dent Artists are Today's Yuppies," p. 40: "One of the unforeseen achievements of the Cul
tural Revolution: it brought millions of educated and semi-educated urban youth into direct 
contact with the unchanging realities of the Chinese countryside." 

131 PIAN"Review," p. 575. 
132 MACKERRAS Performing Arts, p. 166. This is how far I agree with him. He continues, 

writing in 1981: "In political and economic terms, after all, China appeared a good deal 
more nationalistic during the Cultural Revolution days than since the smashing of the 'Gang 
of Four'." In music, as has become clear in chapter three, this only applies for the youngest 
generation of composers born after the Cultural Revolution, not for those who lived through 
it. 

133 KRAUS Pianos and Politics, p. 157. 
134 From LEE's introduction to TAI (tr.) Spring Bamboo, p. XIII. 
135 Cf. LANG-TAN" Macht des Drachen," p. 136. 
136 JONES Seeking Roots, p. 61, mentions the writers Ah Cheng, Han Shaogang and film direc

tors Chen Kaige, Zhang Yimou. Cf. also MACKERRAS' Performing Arts, p. 137. 
137 This view is also perpetuated in LIU "Wenge shiqi," and YANG "The State of Peking Op

era in 1979." 
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an older generation (and the youngest)138 of composers who had been (or are) cut 
off from their own roots since they first entered the conservatory and were trained 
according to Western standards. It is they who had a much shallower relationship 
to their folk tradition than their younger colleagues.139 Yang Liqing puts it: "My 
generation lacks the traditional experience of people like Tan Dun. When I write 
for Chinese instruments it just does not come as naturally as for them;" Wu Zu
qiang observes: "If Qu Xiaosong had not at one point served as a farm labourer, 
he would not write the kind of music he does;" and Chen Yi brashly declares: 
"Those who write xinchao music have a stronger understanding of Chinese cul
ture." Young Chinese composers, then, have not lost, but have found ground 
during the Cultural Revolution. Differently from their contemporaries the poets or 
the script writers, their music is not depiction of the political darkness of Com
munist China, its corruption and inequalities, 140 but rather a glorification of China 
and the Chinese countryside not by urban youth inventing a tradition but by urban 
youth who have lived the tradition.141 

As their music amply shows, a, xinchao composer does not subscribe to the kind 
of iconoclasm advocated in River Elegy. For them, roots are not merely a nostal
gic fabrication; traditionalism is not a "great leap backward" as the Heshang 
people suggest,142 in music, it is recognized to be a leap forward. The techniques 
of modem music have taken some Chinese composers back to their own musical 
tradition, and especially those, who had come into direct contact with it without 
the hindering hand of an earlier Western-style musical education. Xinchao com
posers no longer see a contradiction in the Western techniques since modernity is 

138 Chen Qigang observed: "For me, traditional sources come naturally, I have had this 
'unwanted education' during the Cultural Revolution. For younger students, it is more diffi
cult, they don't share our experience." The oldest generation of Chinese composers, as 
mentioned in chapter one, above, were made of different wood again: many of them, such as 
Tan Xiaolin, had had a dual education in both Chinese and Western musical traditions. Cf. 
on this point also ZHANG Akkulturationsphanomene, p. 21. 

13 9 Few of the older generation have attained the " earthiness" of compositions by the younger 
xinchao composers. Zhu Jian'er and Jin Xiang are two of the notable exceptions. 

140 The occurence of scar music among representatives of the older rather than the younger gen
eration (cf. chapter two, part two) shows that where the rupture with or alienation from tra
dition occured, it led to parallel results in both music and literature. 

141 This is different from the situation described in JONES Seeking Roots, p. 20: "While the 
Xibeifeng may draw its inspiration from specific folk musical traditions, it is essentially a 
hybridized creation of urban musicians." 

142 HOFFMANN "Kulturelle Begeisterung," p. 11. 

J 
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found in tradition.143 Musically, therefore, "the yellow river reaches the ocean" 
not in resignation but with pride.144 

Tan Dun describes his life in musical form: "My musical creation is in ternary 
form, ABA; the first A is Chinese music which I experienced during the Cultural 
Revolution, Bis Western romanticism to Bart6k which I got to know shortly after 
the Cultural Revolution at the Conservatory, and A returns in the form of contem
porary music which I have found to be so similar to my own tradition since com
ing out of China." A closer look at both Western and Chinese musical traditions 
might explain his statement. Many of the great differences between Western con
ventional music and Chinese traditional music such as the professionalization and 
ensuing lack of contact to the audience, the concept of composer and untouchable 
opus, are mollified in New Music.145 Here, composers apply ritualistic concepts 
incorporating the audience into their compositions.146 Aleatoric and improvisa
tional techniques have somewhat diminished the importance of the composer and 
his own original work.147 Apart from these obvious similarities in some of the 
technical aspects of New and Chinese Music, which might or might not have been 
derived from Oriental traditions, many a Western composer has turned to Eastern 
concepts, philosophies and literature, to enhance his music, reason for Xu Yi's re
mark: "A lot of twentieth century composers have searched for material in the 
East. Hence, New Music is not as far away from traditional Chinese music as 
music of the nineteenth century." In a "double-mirror-reflection'' Chinese 
composers were intrigued and influenced by compositions which appeared to be 
very close to their own tradition exactly because they had been, at some point, 
taken from that tradition. The workings of reflection and re-reflection are intricate 
and difficult to trace. Weberns' concept of silence might have nothing to do with 
Oriental traditions, but it may in "double-reflection" lead a Chinese composer 
back to theories on music without sound. It was John Cage's silence, for example, 
instigated by Oriental philosophy, which led Tan Dun back to this, his own 
tradition.148 

143 Cf. WANG"Schicksal," p. 71. 
144 Cf. the discussion of Heshang by ROZOWSKI/SCHNEIDER/EYFERTH "Die gelbe 

Bilderflut,'' p. 118. 
145 For the discovery of Chinese traditional elements in Western New Music cf. also ZHANG 

Akkulturationsphdnomene, p. 80.136.137.190. 
146 Cf. VOGT Neue Musik, p. 167-168, and the description of Maceda's ritual mass composi

tions in FELICIANO Four Asian Composers. 
147 Cf. VOGT Neue Musik, p. 185-190, who talks of"Negierung des Werkes." 
148 The derisory remarks in two Party documents from 1985 Guanyu yuzhou tianti, Yinyue de 

mingyun, p. 3, and an earlier publication from the sixties Guanyu xiandai xifang yinyue, p. 
79, show the political dimension of silence in New (Chinese) Music and give evidence for 
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These similarities and the general trend toward eclecticism in New Music149 
made a synthesis in the Hegelian sense possible: a confrontation between thesis 
(Western music) and antithesis (indigenous music) lead to Aufhebung, the simulta
neous transcendence and annulment of the old forms.150 No longer do the differ
ent styles coexist next to each other, fight, or drown each other, rather they merge 
to form a new and New whole. In Zhou Wenzhong's words this process is de
scribed as follows: 

Let us not speak of influence but confluence. Let the different traditions in
termingle to bring forth a new mainstream that will integrate all musical 
concepts and practices into a vast expanse of musical currents. But let us 
also make sure that each individual culture will preserve its own uniqueness, 
its own poetry. 151 

Taiwan had no Cultural Revolution, and only very few students were sent to the 
countryside during the Wenhuafuxing yundong (Cultural Renaissance Movement). 
Nevertheless, some Taiwanese compositions, too, have achieved the type of syn
thesis described above. This earthy music, which could be called xiangtu music, 
appreciates and incorporates Chliia's tradition rather than criticizing and improv
ing it. Zhang Huili observed: "One difficulty with the synthesis of Chinese and 
Western music is the fact that you need a natural environment to study both: be
fore (until the break with the UN in the early seventies), everything Western was 
supposed to be good. If you told students to go listen to gezaixi (a type of local 
opera), it was just not natural. For Tan Dun and Qu Xiaosong it is natural, not 
fake to use traditional elements. But in Taiwan, it often appeared forced. Since 
the trend of Fugu (Returning to the past) is stronger, now, the atmosphere is better 
for the study of traditional music, with all this architecture, the teahouses etc., all 
sort of reinventing tradition. In this type of atmosphere, people feel more inclined 
to study, they are interested in the Chinese past. But when I was younger this did 
not exist." 

In Hong Kong, root-seeking was at the same time much easier and much more 
difficult than in Taiwan or the PRC. The political demands as to what was 
deemed correct or not of tradition hardly existed, but composers were restricted in 

the restrictive use of tradition in orthodox music. For an elaborate discussion cf. MITTLER 
"Ohrenbetaubende Stille." 

149 As Zhang Xiaofu formulated it" The most important feature of New Music is the fact that 
there is no certain direction, there is pluralism, always. That is why Chinese elements can be 
conceived as modernist." 

150 Cf. the formulation in HOLM Art and Ideology in Revolutionary China, p. 312. 
151 CHOU" Asian and Western Music," p. 66. The importance of merging without missing out 

the idiosyncracies is remarked by Takemitsu, a Japanese composer facing similar problems 
in PALMER "To fuse or not to fuse," and in FELICIANO Four Asian Composers, esp. p. 
69. 

j 
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resources. Hong Kong's size is one reason for the lack of variety in musical 
styles. The predominant local tradition being Cantonese Opera. Little information 
on China's musical tradition was to be found in libraries or schools. Hence, Law 
Wingfai went to Taiwan to get to the well-springs of China's music; Chan Wing
wah and Doming Lam discovered their first books on Chinese music while study
ing in Canada. Still, some Hong Kong composers, too, have taken part in 
"confluence" in music and can easily defy the prejudice against their alleged co
lonialism.152 One important aspect for both Taiwan and Hong Kong is perhaps an 
easier and earlier (although not abundant as has been seen) accessibility of com
positions, recordings and writings of New Music. Hence, first signs of rediscover
ingl53 and redeveloping tradition with a modem face predate PRC developments 
by a decade or so.154 

Old and New, gu andjin, not only harmonize, but in their combination may well 
create something completely novel, neither the Old nor the New of before any 
more. The achievements in this field have led to proud conclusions. Using this 
novelty, the "debilitating disease of New Music [in the West]" might, as a Tai
wanese article of 1982 suggests, well be cured.155 Liu Guosong, a Taiwanese 
painter is convinced of the superior quality of this type of" synthesized" art, too. 
He argues that the Chinese have the advantage of having started to study Western 
artistic techniques much earlier than Westerners started to study the arts of the 
Orient en masse and with any confidence. He therefore concludes that this advan
tage in time will ensure that the Chinese will do better in the new style that even
tually emerges.156 Chen Xiaoyong remarked: "It is sad that Western composers 
don't know how to use Chinese instruments. Perhaps they should study them as a 
way out of the dilemma of New Music." 157 And composers as differently as 

152 For different manifestations of this prejudice and its disintegration in view of analysis see 
part three of this chapter. 

153 Zhang Daqian, a classical painter from Taiwan, shows that musicians are not alone in this 
discovery when he remarks: "Chinese classical painting is abstract in essence, its abstrac
tionism certainly did not begin in the present" (JEN "New painting but rooted in the old," p. 
31). YEUNG" Innovatorin mit Stil," p. 55/56, makes a similar statement for the Yayin-En
semble which attempts the multi-medial interpretation of Beijing-Opera: "Wir mtissen die 
Vorstellung ablegen, daB das Neue und das Traditionelle nicht zusammenpassen." 

154 The importance of a traditional background or extensive fieldwork for the work of Taiwan 
and Hong Kong composers is remarked in interviews with Li Taixiang, Ma Shuilong, Xu 
Boyun (TW) and Law Wingfai, Lam Doming (HK). 

155 YYYYX 1982.101:48-56 "Yi Zhongguo zhengtong wenhuajingshenjiuzhi xiandai yinyue de 
chenke." A less patronizing but still hopeful article is RMYY 1982.9:19-22 "Zou Zhongguo 
ziji de lu." 

156 JEN "New painting but rooted in the old," p. 32. 
157 I have tried to show in chapter one and above that there have in fact been quite a few West

ern composers who have shown a genuine interest in Oriental Culture. In the last two dee-
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Zhang Xiaofu and He Luting made identical and triumphant statements when in
terviewed to the effect that: "New Chinese music will easily be successful, be
cause it has a very deep traditional base." 

The validity of music as an international language has already been questioned 
at the beginning of this chapter. In China, composers have accepted, ignored or 
reinterpreted government orders to search for their own national style. The most 
recent developments of Chinese music show that some composers are now imple
menting their first-hand knowledge of traditional music in their compositions. 
Modernization, then, no longer means Westernizationl58 but rather Sinification. 
Ironically, Chinese composers hereby conform to international trends (the decried 
international musical language?): by recognizing and applying the similarities be
tween some aspects of modem Western and traditional Chinese music, China's 
composers are no longer "faced with the choice of being foreign, and progressive, 
or Chinese, and reactionary." 159 They can now be Chinese and progressive. Or
by making use of the techniques of post-modernist eclecticism-the more Chi
nese, the more progressive they are: in the present age the "sound of antiquity" 
does" appeal to the modem ear." 160 

ades more and more composers explore the world of China's music, too, learn how to play 
her instruments and study her culture. One example is the American composer-cum-sinolo
gist R.I.P. Hayman whose compositions make very exquisite use of Chinese (and other 
Asian) instruments. 

158 Cf. JIANG "Influence of traditional music," p. 95: "Chinese music must seek moderniza
tion but this in no way means Westernization and should be achieved at the expense of the 
elimination of Chinese musical traditions." 

159 The striking similarities in modern and traditional musical techniques, to be analyzed in part 
two of this chapter, make music a very different case from what Michael SULLIVAN argues 
for the arts in his Symbols of eternity, p. 166. 

160 Another own goal, this time on the side of the composers: the workings of post-modernism 
also imply that this tendency to Sinification is again Westernization ... 
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Part Two 
Manifestation: the musical shape of tradition 

China's past will be a part of its future. 
(Lucian Pye)161 

The efforts of both Chinese goverments and composers could be called 
"traditionalist." They are described as attempts to save and to "defend" national 
heritage in music. Similar formulations can be met in a collection of essays enti
tled The Invention of Tradition.162 In the introduction Hobsbawm states: 

[ ... ] the very appearance of movements for the defence or revival of tradi
tions "traditionalist" or otherwise, indicates [ ... ] a break [with tradition]. 
Such movements [ ... ] can never develop or even preserve a living past [ ... ] 
but must become " invented [stylized] tradition" [ ... ] Where the old ways 
are alive, traditions need be neither revived nor invented.163 

By way of musical analysis, the following pages will examine whether the in

corporation of Chinese elements in China's music could be considered a classic 
example of such "invention of tradition" 164 based on the death of a folk tradition. 
We have seen that verbally, both Chinese governments and composers explain 
their interest in national style as a means to serve the continuation or preservation 
of a supposedly living cultural heritage, the essential spirit of which is to be recap
tured. The hegemonial reading of either side stressed the perpetuation of a worthy 

tradition-at most its last-minute rescue from extinction-but certainly not the 

reinvention of an already mummified past, smelling of decay. 
Firstly, it will thus be asked whether New Chinese Music finds its roots in a 

living tradition, or whether it is the reinvention (and reinterpretation) of long-van
ished roots, perhaps even a paradoxical tum against those original roots, destroy
ing what had still been a living tradition. In studying music in four categories of 
adaptation 165 -stylization, free transformation, radicalization and mythological 

161 PYE Mandarin and Cadre, p. X. 
162 HOB SBA WM/RANGER ( ed) The Invention of Tradition. 
163 HOBSBA WM" Introduction: Inventing Traditions," p. 7/8. Emphasis is mine. 
164 HOB SBA WM "Introduction: Inventing Traditions," p. 2, defines the "inventions of tradi

tion" as follows: "The peculiarity of 'invented' traditions is that the continuity with it is 
largely fictitious. In short [inventions of traditions] are responses to novel situations which 
take the form of reference to old situations, or which establish their own past by quasi
obligatory repetition." 

165 The categories I here establish are a modified combination of those used by GEODAKJAU 
in "The Heritage of Folklore" and SCHNEIDER in "Tradition im zeitgenossischen Schaf
fen." Each category could be represented by an abundance of material. In order to get a 
grasp on the flood of compositions, I have opted for concentrating on one particular geme of 
composition in each section. Other gemes will not be completely passed over, but will be 
handled in a less rigid and detailed manner. Each category will introduce one or two pieces 
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conceptualization-it will be tried for its "authentic" or "reinvented" reflection 
of tradition. 

Secondly, musical analysis will serve to check upon the thesis introduced in the 
first part of this chapter that to write, or not to write, national music constitutes a 

political act in China; that the very nature of national music is determined by poli
tics; that the politicized contentions over minzuxing take different forms at differ

ent times and in different hands; and that Chinese music is accordingly not always 

the same as Chinese music, since politics may draw a line between Yang wei 
Zhong yong, making the foreign serve China, and Gu wei Jin yong, making the 
past serve the present. 

1 
Stylization: piano music and orchestral music 

The earliest type of adaptation of tradition practiced by Chinese composers con
sists of the translation of the melody,166 the scales, the rhythm, or certain technical 

effects of traditional instruments into a Western medium. Traditional elements are 
not simply quoted, but somewhat changed and adapted to fit into the frameworks 
of Western harmony and Western instrumental techniques. 

The particular idiosyncracies of 

Modm•• •p;n.... ----.... traditional music have to be glossed 

t:: ;: :1: ;;:1:p,:ri ~:,:'th~ ::v~'::~:'o;~;~r::i~ 
. . . · . · , cal form, they are stylized. Examples 

I for this technique are to be found in all 
, Fig. 1 Jiang Dingxian: harmonizing pentatonic 
: melodies three parts of China: the composer 

might make use of traditional melo-
dies, be they folksongs or ancient melodies from the wenrenl67 tradition, as raw
material: Western harmony, restricted to simple (often primary) chordsl68 and 

in full analysis and show similar phenomena in excerpts from other compositions. Styliza
tion deals mostly with piano and some orchestral music, free transformation will feature solo 
concertos, radicalization examines orchestral and large scale chamber music, and mythologi
cal conceptualization will analyze smaller scale chamber music. 

166 In Japan in the 30s, the simple harmonization of folk-melodies was just as common as in 
China, cf. HEIFETZ "East-West Synthesis." Only in the late 50s and early 60s an interest 
in the detailed structure and original qualities of traditional music is developed; Takemitsu, 
for instance, discovers and applies the rhythmic elasticity of the Japanese Noh in some of his 
compositions. 

167 Chinese music has been separated into two forms, the popular tradition so-called suyue and 
the literati, wenren, or former court tradition called elegant music, yeyue. On the use of 
melodies from both traditions in New Music cf. CHIANG Chinese Piano Transcriptions. 
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very basic rhythmic structures (chords, arpeggio-chords, alberti-bass, oompah
bass) are the characteristic (often homophonic) accompaniment to these melodies. 
Piano variations by Jiang Dingxian or Lin Shengshih's compositions for piano 
adapt this manner of integrating one's tradition into the new music for Western 
instruments. 169 

Modeuto ( J-so) 

Many an etude or study 
H'ilti ft<Elll piece for the young pianist or 

instrumental player also styl
izes traditional elements. 
Doming Lam's Seven Popu
lar Chinese folksongs for the 
young pianist of 1962, and 
Wang Peiyuan's Zhongguo 

Fig. 2 Lin Shengshih: pentatonics in GFlat? minge zhuti xiao fuge (Little 

Fuguettas on Folksong melodies) (1956?) may serve as examples. Many other 
composers such as Ma Shuilong, Xu Changhui and Chen Chienhua have filled 
several volumes with such pieces. Again very simple counterpoint and harmony 
mark their music. 

Fig. 3 Wang Peiyuan: pentatonic Fugato 

Quite different is the treatment of 
traditional melodies in Sang Tong's, 
Ding Shande's and Jiang Wenye's oeu
vre. All of them attempt to deal with 
what they had heard of Bart6k, Hin
demith, Berg and Debussy through their 
teachers in Shanghai in the 30s and 40s: 
Tan Xiaolin and Tcherepnin. In Sang 
Tong's Nei Menggu minge zhuti xiaoqu 
qishou (Seven Pieces on Mongolian folk
melodies) of 1952/53, the first movement 
takes up the irregµlar rhythmic nature of 
folkni{isic with constant. bar. changes. 
The middle section of the seventh piece, 
on the other hand, is clearly reminiscent 

168 For Huang Yautai's attempt to create a more Chinese harmony, based on modal scales and 
mentioned in chapter three, cf. NG Piano Compositions of Huang Yau-Tai, esp. p. 22, and 
his own account" Zhongguo yinyue zhijuexing," esp. p. 123-128. 

169 The dating of some of the pieces mentioned here has been difficult or even impossible. Of
ten, compositions are only povided with a date of publication (if at all) which, due to the 
scarcity of musical publishing in China, says almost nothing of the date of creation. There
fore, some pieces will be left undated. I apologize for the inconsistencies. 
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of the use of discant in the third of Bart6k's Six Rumanian Folkdances (1915), "In 
one spot." 

The adaptation of rhythm according to the complexities of folkmusic is evident 
in the second movement of 

Wang Lisan's Xiao ZOU- Andante parlando "' ~ 

~~~~:~00(Little sonatina) of ~~:!ff ; 
Another method m sty], l . . ~ -~ ;~ ; · 

ized music is to pick up on PP '.llh. PP,..____, 

instrumental techniques of 
Chinese instruments.110 In 
Xu Changhui's piano pieces Fig. 4 Sang Tong: traditional changes in metre 

entitled You yitian zai Yelina jia-Un }our chez mademoiselle Hellene (1960-
62), 171 the ideas for the third fugue and toccata are derived from Chinese instru
ments: 172 the slow fugue, with its gracenotes and slurs is to capture the atmos
phere of qin-playing. 173 The constant repetition of notes in the toccata, on the 
other hand, translates a fingering technique prevalently used on the pipa, 174 the so
called lunzhi (finger-roll),175 a constant tremolo-repetition of the same note with 
all five fingers of the right hand. The sources for these traditional techniques may 
well be recognizable, but when translated onto Western instruments, with 

170 Most of the following pieces predate the Cultural Revolution and hence falsify a eulogy in 
CR 1968.17/10:22 "New Form of Proletarian Art" which hails the use of the tremolo in the 
piano accompanime~t of The Red Lantern. Modelled on the pizzicato so typical of Chinese 
traditional plucking instruments, this "new development of piano technique which the com
poser made after studying traditional music" is at that time no unique or outstanding 
"invention" any more. Tcherepnin's piano compositions make use of the techniques of 
Chinese instruments, too, as is shown in LUO "Chinese Microcosmos" and very briefly in 
CHANG Alexander Tcherepnin, p. 119. 

171 For a detailed analysis of all three preludes and fugues cf. LIU Xiandai Zhongguo gangqin 
yanjiu, p. 133-152. 

172 Many of the idiosyncracies of Chinese instruments which I will refer to in the following sec
tions are well-described in THRASHER" Bianzu performance," p. 10. 

173 The qin, an ancient zither, is perhaps one of the oldest Chinese instruments. It was allegedly 
already played by Confucius. This is one of the reasons why it is usually associated with the 
culture and tradition of the Chinese literati class. The aesthetics of gin-playing are well-de
scribed in several able studies, cf. DAHMER Qin, VAN GULIK Lore of the Chinese Lute, 
LIANG Chinese Ch 'in and for some of the more technical aspects LIEBERMAN Chinese 
Zither Tutor. A lengthy historical study is HSU The Ku-ch'in. 

174 The pipa is a four-stringed lute with 30 frets. It is formed from a single piece of mahagony. 
It came to China between the 4th and 6th centuries, but probably already during the Han (cf. 
DIENY Poesie classique, p. 64, and LI "Zhongguo hezou chuantong" ). 

175 For the pipa-techniques discussed here and mentioned again below cf. MYERS Way of the 
Pipa. 
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Fig. 5. Hou Junqing: a pianist playing the zheng 

particular idiosyncracies-in many ways diametrically opposed to those of 

Chinese instruments-these techniques loose some of their original effectiveness 

and flavour. The piano, if used conventionally, is not able to create those 

attractive inflections in sound so typical of qin-playing, the pianist, no matter how 

much of a virtuoso player, will never quite be able to capture the dainty quality 

and speed of pipa lunzhi. 
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Fig. 6 Xu Changhui: lunzhi on the piano 

Hou Junqing, in some of 

his early works, imitates the 
arpeggios of the zither 
zhengl76 as in the piano piece 

Fantaisie (1960) shown 
above in Fig. 5. A hint of the 
zheng is again given in the 

second movement of Ma 

Shuilong's impressionist

sounding Yugang sumiao 
(Sketch of the Rainy Har
bour) of 1969.177 The har-

176 The zheng is a zither with 16 or more (up to 23) strings. It was developed from a small in

strument made of bamboo originally used by ancient herdsmen. Apparently it was already in 

use during the Qin dynasty (255 BC-206 AD). 

177 This and a few more of Ma's piano pieces are discussed in HO Solo piano music of Ma 

Shuilong. Another early piano composition is discussed in LIU Xiandai Zhongguo gangqin 

yanjiu, p. 181-196. 
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monic framework for the entire piece is based on a chord made up of the denomi

nation of t~~_fow strings of the pipa. In the last movement (Miaokou-At the 

Temple Gate), the middle section features the chordic qualities of ritual suona178 

playing whereas in the introductory and the ending section a temple gong is hinted 

at by the employment of very low, constantly repeated and narrowly changing 

16th notes. 
The striking use of pizzicato es

pecially in the first movement of 

Ma's String quartet (1983) points 

to the predominant nature of 

plucking instruments in China's 

traditional ensembles. The second 

movement of the piece again fea

tures qin-techniques, the pentatonic 

framework, the type of ornamenta

tion and gracenotes are distinct 
elements of stylized tradition.179 

Other features such as the slow 

quasi-cadential introduction charac

IL" 

~~ l! frl~~ 1 rr it: JJ ro•113 ?t--@f_u ____ , 
-----------.---~----·-···----·1 ~) -

Fig. 7 Ma Shuilong: ritual suona-playing on the 
piano 

teristic for many works of traditional music180 are reflected in compositions such 

as Lin Daosheng's Butterfly Dream (Fig. 8).181 This type of cadenza-introduction 

is also an important feature in about half of Chen Mingzhi's Gangqin fudiao 

xiaoqu shiyi shou (Eleven small polyphonic piano pieces). 

Pentatonic romanticism which is to be observed in many of the compositions 

discussed above is a characteristic element in stylization. It is used in numerous 

orchestral works, too, too numerous to be mentioned in total:l82 Liang Shanbo yu 

Zhu Yingtai (Liang Shanbo and Zhu Yingtai), better known under its English title 

Butterfly Violin Concerto (1959), a composition by Chen Gang and He Zhan-

178 The suona is a double-reed instrument, the Chinese equivalent of an oboe, but much harsher 

and louder in sound. It was introduced from Central Asia during the twelfth or thirteenth 

century. 

179 A similar technique is used in Liu Deyi's composition Zhonghua zuqu (Chinese Suite) for 

piano: each of the movements is to characterize Chinese instruments. I qin, II dizi II sheng, 

IV luogu. 
180 Cf. the slow non-metred introduction to Chinese ensemble works such as the erhu solo piece 

Pinghu qiuyue (Autumn Moon over the Calm Lake). This type of introduction is discussed 

in LIANG Music of the Billion, p. 25. 

181 To make it obvious for the piano player what he is expected to imitate, he adds a note on top 

of a chord marked "zheng." 

182 Some of these works are mentioned and described in WANG" Zhongguo jiaoxiang yinyue." 
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hao,183 is the most well-known example. Du Mingxin's and Wu Zuqiang's 
Yumeiren (The Mermaid) (1959) and Chen Peixun's symphonic poems Liushui 
(Flowing Water) and Huanle chunjiang huayueye (A happy night on spring river), 
the latter based on traditional melodies (1977/78), also fall into this category. 
Similar are Li Huanzhi's Chunjie zuqu (Spring Festival Suite) of 1956 and Ma 
Ke's Shanbei zuqu (Shanbei Suite) which both employ Shanbei folksongs.184 In 
these compositions, pentatonic melodies are offset with a (often very restricted and 
simplistic) harmonic framework in accordance with the conventions of romantic 

··music. 
Another such example is Luo 

Zhongrong's First Symphony 
written for the first ten-year
anniversary of liberation in 1959. 
It is a piece of programme music 
inspired by a poem by Mao 
describing the difficulties and 
final victory of revolutionary 
struggle. 

In order to combine the 
revolutionary fervour with the 
language of the people, it 
incorporates both Chinese 
folksongs and revolutionary 

Hwu Dye Meng 

Fig. 8 Lin Daosheng: cadenza-introduction 

songs.185 The first theme in the first movement is derived from a Mongolian vo
cal genre called Zou Xikou (When he goes to Xikou), 186 the original rhythm-two 

183 For a short discussion of this piece see WANG "Zhongguo jiaoxiang yinyue," p. 296, and 
YYYYX 1980.87:107-110 "Liangzhu xiaotiqin xiezouqu." A translation of the story is Love 
under the Willows. The piece fell into political disfavour during the Cultural Revolution, de
spite its musical adherence to prescribed national form (cf. CL 1969.5:79-80 WU" A Great 
Victory in 'Making Foreign Things Serve China'"). 

184 Cf. a little more detail to these compositions in LIU "Neizhan shiqi," p. 42. Another exam
ple for pentatonic romanticism is Doming Lam's violin sonata Oriental Pearl (rev. 1963) 
which uses pentatonic material from Beijing and Cantonese Opera and in the second move
ment employs pipa techniques in a romantic idiom. It will be discussed in part three of this 
chapter. 

185 Cf. the analysis of this symphony in RMYY 1959.11:84-88 "Tan Luo Zhongrong de diyi 
jiaoxiangyue." A short analysis is to be found in WANG "Jiaoxiang yinyue chuangzuo," p. 
294-295. He mentions that the symphony took its title Huanxisha (the melody to which the 
poem could be sung) from a poem by Mao: 
Long was the night and slow the crimson dawn to spread in this land; 
For hundreds of years have demons and monsters swept in a swirling dance, 
And the five hundred million people were disunited. 
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quarter notc;s in the first, an 8th and dotted quarter in the second bar-is intensified 
to a 16th note and a punctuated quarter note, both accented, meant to convey a 
feeling of strength and determination (Lento vigoroso ). 

I. Red i• lhc cast, ri- $1:1 1he um. Chi- nahas 

brought forth a Mao Tt.e- tung. 

Fig. 9 Dongfang hong and Luo Zhongrong's First Sym
phony IV 

The third and last movement 
each bring the quotation of a 
revolutionary folksong: in the 
third movement the trumpets 
introduce fragments from San 
da jilu, ba xiang zhuyi (The 
Three Main Rules of Discipline 
and the Eight Points of Atten
tion), in the last movement 
Dongfang hong (The East is 
Red)l87 is introduced in solemn 
tempo in the brass above a rest
less triplet tremolo-movement in 
the strings. 

Here as generally in composi
tions of this category, the folk
song and the (pentatonic) revo
lutionary song are quoted in 
their most reduced and s-tylized 
manner, only the framing notes 
of the original folksongs are 
kept, not their typical ornamen
tations, rhythmic variations and 
slurs. The accompaniment, 
Western harmony and a primi
tive vertical .. strn~ture, fyrther 
diiriiitlshes the original effect of 
folksongs which were usually 
performed by several instrn-

But now that the cock has crowed and all under heaven is bright, 
Here comes music played from a thousand places, 
And from Khotan strains that inspire the poet as never before. 
(MAO Nineteen Poems, p. 26.) 

186 For a discussion of this genre cf. JONES Folk Music, p. 213f. 
187 For the importance of especially these two songs see WANG "Jiaoxiang yinyue chuang

zuo," p. 299. He also remarks on the earlier use of revolutionary songs in symphonic works 
(cf. ibid. esp. p. 304). 
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ments heterophonically playing the same melodic line in a horizontally oriented 
musiCal structure. Stylized Chinese composition hence applies the principle of 
1Yang wei Zhong yang, it makes use of Western instruments and compositional 
'principles to convey Chinese melodies and instrumental characteristics. 

A more detailed analysis of Doming Lam's piano composition Moonlight over 
Spring River (Chunjiang huayueye) of 1964 (rev. 1971), a typical example for the 
characteristics of stylized adaptation, will end this section. The composition uses 
as its basic material a composition for ensemble and pipa solo from the 18th cen
tury.188 The "original" composition is manipulated and reworked on the piano 
making use of Ch!ne~e ll!usi<:;~aLf~m:uand a number of Chinese instrumental quali
ties.189 Of the ten original sections the composers chose six. He treats them in the 
form of variations.190 

Part 1, "The Chiming Bells of River Tower" (b. 1-41), starts off with a stretta
section typical in traditional Chinese music. Especially in pieces for pipa, a chord 
is first struck, then slowly repeated, again and again, the breaks between chords 
becoming shorter and shorter. This technique is directly translated onto the piano 
here, an accelerando is even marked, and the chords finally end in a tremolo which 
is to substitute for the original pipa lunzhi (b. 1-10). This conventional harsh be
ginning is contrasted with a short melodic fragment marked cantabile (in the Chi
nese ensemble this is played by the dizi191 and xiao192 ), a sweet presentiment 
which is inserted only to lead to another, more extended, stretta (b. 12-21). The 
mellow melody is finally spelled out (b. 22) with a reminiscence of a bell sound 
from the original in the high discant notes in b. 28 and b. 29. In the following, the 
constant use of arpeggio and glissando indicates different types of zithers used in 
the original. 

In Part 2, "Moon over East Mountain (b. 42-62), the pipa is probably the in
strument at the back of Lam's mind. The triplets seem to suggest the so-called 

188 The score is reproduced in Appendix Two. A short analysis is to be found in LIU Xiandai 
Zhongguo gangqin yarijiu, p. 153-180. 

189 I have put the term "original" in quotation marks as Chinese tradition musical repertoire is 
transmitted mostly orally, while the written partitions-if they exist at all-only note down 
the bone-structure of a composition. The " original" of a composition might thus have many 
different faces. This characteristic of Chinese music is exemplified in DENG "Creative 
variation" who deals with different versions and interpretations of Chunjiang huayueye. 

190 See the composer's introduction in the score. 
191 The dizi is a Chinese transverse bamboo-flute which is already referred to in the 6th century 

BC (Chunqiu and Zhanguo times). According to the Song Shu, it was introduced to China by 
barbarian tribes. 

192 The xiao or dongxiao is an end-blown flute with five frontal finger-holes, one at the back. 
Such flute forms are already found in China during the Han Dynasty (206 BC-220 AD). 
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goulun of the pipa.193 One string is plucked outward followed by a roll inward, 
the outward pluck marking the melody. The trills, on the other hand, are derived 

· from dizi-passages in the original. The preference for embellishments, trills and 
gracenotes which is evident throughout Lam's composition is peculiar especially 
of wind-playing in much traditional music. 

In Part 3, "Flowery Shadows" (b. 63-111), the pipa connotation is emphasized 
even more: a tremolo section follows, with accents first on single notes, then on 
double stops (fen in pipa jargon, implying that thumb and index finger are pluck
ing at the same time, the one inward, the other outward). This unsteady section 
which only uses segments of the melody and puts them in a virtuoso frame is con
trasted by the tranquillo theme returning in b. 106. 

Part 4, "The distant chirps of dawn" (b. 112-131 ), again invokes pipa tech
niques, perhaps the tantiao. This constitutes of a constant change between inward 
and outward plucking between thumb and index finger: a whole chord is struck af
ter which the top notes are repeated several times before one continues to the next 
chord. The piano imitates this technique in the arpeggio-chords and 32nd figures 
b. 112-113. The following passage, on the other hand, is reminiscent of zheng 
music with its many extended arpeggios. In b. 128 the wooden part of the piano is 
to be tapped with the fingernail framed by a melodic phrase with gracenotes. This 
passage (b. 128-) is an extensive dialogue between xiao and woodblock in the 
original and Lam probably tries to imitate it. 

In Part 5 "The Returning Waves (Fantasia)" (b. 132-147) an entire pentatonic 
row makes up each one of the chords. Only those five notes present in each of the 
chords are used for the melodic framework. Here, Lam departs markedly from the 
original, as these types of thick chords are unusual in Chinese music, especially in 
such close succession. The pipa would not be able to play such a passage either. 
In the end, however (b. 143), the repetitive d hints again at a typical percussion 
interlude in free tempo. 

In Part 6 "The Homeward Boat" (b. 148-201), Lam, having explored the tech
niques of pipa, dizi, xiao and zheng in previous sections, now introduces qin-play
ing, especially in the staccato notes which are reminders of the stopped notes and 
purposeful "noises" produced by a qin-player. The piece ends in a gesture which 
again is typical of Chinese traditional music: the ending phrase is repeated several 
times, eventually an octave, then two or even three octaves above, a soaring tech
nique which one could perhaps call Chinese apotheosis. 

As a whole, the piece remains quite close to the original as concerns structure 
and motivic material. Not unlike some of the other compositions employing pen-

193 In usual goulun, however, the melodic note plucked with the thumb is lower than the rolling 
notes. 
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tatonic romanticism, mentioned above, it is dominated by the melody in variations 
with little genuine vertical construction. Here, all voices are joining in together to 
form an embellished but nevertheless linear melodic line. Secondary voices 
simply double up, with the same notes, possibly starting at a different time quasi 
heterophonically (b. 11.46.54), in a different articulation (b. 29.46.124) or 
doubling up in intervals, often fifths (b. 32). Nevertheless, the well-tempered pi
ano cannot capture the tone colour and special tuning idiosyncracies of Chinese 
instruments. The melodic frame of the original may well be kept but not its spe
cial flavours. 

This type of stylization or Yang wei Zhong yong has been found to be the earli
est general form of assimilation in many countries faced with the challenge of 
Western music. Nevertheless, even in the 1980s and 90s composers are still em
ploying this idiom. Examples for recent stylizing compositions are the Piano con
certo by Tan Dun (1983) which uses a qin-melody Youlan (Elegant orchid), Zhu 
Jian'er's Orchestral Suite Hudiequan (Butterfly spring) of 1983, Wong Yokyee's 
Erhu Sonata (1987) and Hao Weiya's Piano variations on a Shanxi folksong 
(1991/92). 

What made and makes China's composers choose pentatonic romanticism as the 
basis of their attempts to incorporate tradition? The perpetuation of this style is 
partly due to the fact that, as has been shown above, it is this type of adaptation 
that is deemed the most correct type of national music by Chinese governments. 
Yet, are Chinese governments and composers aware that some of the violin-sona
tas by Janacek or the musical idiom of Vaughan Williams, 194 and Tchaikovsky's 
Capriccio Italien are in fact closer to their own products than the indigenous 
tradition they had wanted to transmit? Is it only their contempt for the cruder 
qualities of traditional music that made them choose only heavily reduced and 
stylized elements from it? A break with China's own tradition had certainly taken 
place since composers had turned to and were almost exclusively immersed in 
Western musical culture. But their use of a familiar "reference," the perpetuation 
of melodies and instrumental techniques from both the folk and the literati musical 
tradition translated onto the instruments and into the musical structure of foreign 
origin, a phenomenon which might look like the "quasi-obligatory repetition," 
typical of a "reinvented tradition," 195 which might have resulted from this break 
with tradition, was in fact not the creative act of reinvention but was the result of 

194 Vaughan Williams' s ideas on the preservation of traditional music were translated into Chi
nese as GUO "Yinxiang yinyue chuangzuo," p. 402, remarks. Unfortunately no date is 
given. 

195 Cf. the definition by HOBSBAWM cited above from his "Introduction: Inventing Tradi
tions," p. 2. 
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their emulating a music that was in turn reinventing its own tradition. In the West, 
it had indeed been the slow death of folkmusic which had lead to the osmosis of 
folkmusic into the serious musical repertoire during the nineteenth century. The 
attempt at the conservation of traditional music by way of "Verschriftlichung von 
Volksmusik, Stilisierung, Eingang in die. Konzerttradition" and "Verkonzertung 
von Volksmusik vor Publikum," 196 was the creation by default of an entirely new, 
an" invented tradition." Adorno explained this phenomenon as follows: 

Bei Brahms finden sich Themen groBter Schonheit, wie das zweite aus dem 
Eingangsallegro der D-Dur Symphonie, die klingen, wie das reflektierte 
BewuBtsein Volkslieder sich vorstellt, die so nie existierten.197 

In China, the composition of New National Music followed this pattern: orally 
transmitted folkmusic was fixed on paper, was stylized and entered into a newly 
established concert tradition. Since the W estem model was reflecting a dead or at 
least dying folk tradition, Chinese composers, by taking over much of the musical 
language and techniques of this Western approach of "inventing tradition," were 
bound to depart from their own tradition despite even the fact that it was still alive. 
The musical examples discussed above have illustrated that only a few of the idio
syncracies of China's musical heritage can be preserved in these compositions. 
This national music is not an "invented tradition" as response to a dying folk 
tradition but rather an "invented tradition" which, infatuated with its Western 
ideal, even invents the death of its own folk tradition. And, in so turning toward 
the techniques of Western romanticism, the Chinese composer was not only in
corporating the concept of Yang wei Zhong yong but, in an ironical twist, was also 
incorporating the concept of gu wei Jin yong, was using the past to serve the pres
ent. He was using the music of the Western past, a music that was already history 
when he started imitating it, to create his new, modern,jin Chinese music. 

2 

Free transformation, negotiated tradition: solo concertos 

As has been remarked frequently by sinologists in the following of Levenson, the 
destruction of Confucianism was instigated by the very same people who most 
wanted to preserve it. 198 Similarly, the" quasi-obligatory repetition" of traditional 
practices, characteristic of invented traditions, the emphasis on a selected, 

196 STOCKMANN "Volksmusik in Europa," p. 118. 
197 ADORNO Musiksoziologie, p. 200. This question of the loss of the original in a stylized 

conception of folksong is the subject matter of an interesting study by HARKER Fakesong. 
198 Compare the remarks on the ritual reinstitution of Confucian exams at Jiaotong Daxue in 

YEH Alienated Academy, p. 99-10 l. 
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"sanitized" 199 national culture and its preservation by Chinese governments insti
gated the demolition of certain traditional practices, depriving them of some of 
their vitality. The death of indigenous folkmusic was hence manufactured by at
tempts at "revival" always under the banner of modernization: Yang wei Zhong 
yang meant that scored versions of a formerly oral tradition were now being taken 
not as bone-structures of a composition to be performed and completed by indi
vidual variation, but as an opus in the Western sense, a set composition which 
must be faithfully rendered.200 Yang wei Zhong yang also meant that Chinese 
instruments were reformed and folk musicians professionalized.201 In China as in 
the West not only the stylization but the reform and "improvement" (as it is called 
not only by the Chinese) of tradition may in some ways be a more or less fruitful 
misconception, certainly a new interpretation of it, disregarding some of its most 
prevalent characteristics. In this negotiating process, too, tradition is not actually 
preserved, in the full sense of the word, but purposely deranged to be newly in
vented.202 

The establishment of the Chinese orchestra203 in the 1950s and the preceding 
"improvement" 204 of Chinese instruments along Western lines beginning in the 
1930s is one such negotiation. On the one hand, the guidelines established for the 

199 This expression is used in JONES Folk Music, p. 63. 
200 For further remarks on the eradication of" idiomatic improvisation" by use of written scores 

cf. LIANG" Shehui zhengzhi xingtai," p. 380ff. He further elaborates on the effects of cho
ral harmonization, the addition of bass instruments, the improvement of Chinese instruments, 
the addition of Western instruments and the adoption of Western form. 

201 Compare the proud description by WANG in his Xiandai yinyue shigang, p. 191, describing 
the case of blind erhu-player, Liu Wenjin, who had been taken graciously off the streets to 
play in Beijing's Chinese orchestra. The production of art in line with the traditional heri
tage, by professionals who were far remote from this heritage due to their Western education 
has a traditional precursor. The Yuefu, as described in DIENY Poesie classique, p. 162/163, 
acted similarly: "Le lyrisme des yue-fou etait un art de cour. Bien qu'il tirat sa seve du 
folklore, ce sont des artistes de metier, musiciens autant que poetes, qui l'ont cultive." 

202 Cf. STOCKMANN "Volksmusik in Europa," p. 119 and especially WILL Die Zerst6rung 
des Tiao. 

203 There are obvious similarities to the formation of large folk ensembles and balalaika orches
tras in Russia and Eastern Europe incorporating Party-directed "modernized nationalism" 
(cf. HAMM "Music and Radio," p. 11 and HAN "Minzu yueqi," p. 387/88) which can only 
be mentioned, not discussed here. 

204 For the improvement of Chinese instruments see HAN "Minzu yueqi de gailiang 1946-76," 
and LIU "Neizhan shiqi," p. 49-50. The "improvement" of instruments is an on-going 
story, repeated in YING "Minzu yueqi gaige," and WANG "Minzu yueqi de gailiang." A 
controversial discussion on these improvements and the institution of the Chinese orchestra 
is found in YYYYX 1983.116:38-41 HAN "Haiwai you guan Zhongguo yinyue de yi chang 
zhengbian." A detrimental view on such "improvement" is to be found in PICARD Mu
sique chinoise, p. 87. 
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reform of instruments called for the "preservation of the idiosyncracies of certain 
instruments," on the other hand, it was intent on "implementing equal tempera
ment," a: major step, amongst others, to eradicate those very idiosyncracies.2os 
Furthermore, the sound-volume and range of the instruments had to be in
creased206 in order to adapt to performances in big concert halls rather than for a 
group of bystanders at home or in the park. The entire social background of mu
sic-making in China was henceforth changed and thus unmade.207 

Differently from works wbi~h practice "stylization" in which traditional con
cepts and techniques;~slat~C.Linto Western harmony or Western instrumental 

\b;~~~--~--____,, 

techniques, compositions in "free transformation" make use of traditional con-
cepts and instrumeiitswhich -hai~~b~~;-markeaij~m~d, developed, 
changed, reformed to fit into a new Westernized aesthetics. "Free transforma
tion" is thus another example of Yang wei Zhong yong. In compositions which 
would fall into this category, tradition is adapted and negotiated under the banner 
of modernization. This type of music makes use of improved instruments or adds 
Western instruments to Chinese ensembles in order to make up for the 
"deficiencies" of Chinese instruments. Paradoxically, again, what is called 
modernization in the "free transformation" of tradition most often stands for a 
combination of the Western old with the Chinese old: Western nineteenth century 
conventions and harmony are coupled with Chinese pentatonicism, Chinese in
struments are played with elaborate vibrato in nineteenth century Western virtu
oso-techniques. 

Many such works have been written for the Chinese orchestra. One recent ex
ample is Chan Wingwah's Feiyunbian-Drifting Clouds (1990). It shows the 
meeting of the virtuoso tradition inherent in Chinese music with the virtuoso tradi
tion of late nineteenth-century Western music. Traditional solo-instruments such 
as erhu, pipa and dizi feature their characteristic tricks: trills, tremolos, jumps. 
The chromaticism in the solo cadenzas, on the other hand, indebted to Western 
models, is only possible due to the use of reformed, well-tempered instruments. 
The homophonic structure can only be realized due to the addition of newly-

205 RMYY 1954.12:63 "Tan yueqi gailiang wenti." 
206 Cf. HAMM "Music and Radio," p. 10: "Many Chinese instruments traditionally used for 

intimate solo or small ensemble performances are not suitable for inclusion in a big orches
tral arrangement. Accordingly, China's instrument makers were encouraged to devise 
'improved' versions of traditional instruments." 

207 For this background cf. WEI "Fei biaoyan changhe de yanzou xiguan." LI Jiau, in his 
"Zhongguo hezou chuantong," questions the necessity and success of" symphonizing" the 
Chinese instrumental ensemble by pointing out the idiosyncracies of Chinese ensemble 
playing. Critical voices against this development are also found in the discussion of his pa
per, esp. p. 160. 

: ! 
: : ~ 
IJ 
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constructed bass instruments, bigger-sized erhus called dagehu and diyinggehu 
(cello and double bass-sized erhus). In harmonic structure, the piece seldom 
leaves pentatonic romanticism. 20s 

Even more evidently a translation of late romantic but pentatonic salon tradition 
coupled with strong Rachmaninoff-like sounds are the works for Chinese orchestra 
by Chen Ningchi. His Gudu fengqing (Romance of the old capital) of 1984, 
Mengsuo (Dream Lock) of 1985, and Simianren (Four faces of man) for erhu and 
chamber ensemble (1987) combine the sounds of the reformed Chinese instru
ments with Western late romanticism. The adaptation of some Beijing Operas into 
symphonic style, which in mainland China during the Cultural Revolution culmi
nated in the canonization of the model-works, the yangbanxi discussed above, also 
took to negotiating tradition: here the Chinese opera ensemble was enriched with 
W estem instruments. 209 Similar attempts at modernization of Chinese opera, the 
products of which, in the view of one scholar at least, are only with difficulty de
fined as either "folklore or 'fakelore'," have been staged in Taiwan.210 

The combination of Western and Chinese instruments,211 often in form of con
certos for a Chinese solo-instrument with Western orchestral accompaniment, is 
indeed characteristic for this negotiating approach to New Chinese Music. Wu 
Zuqiang was the first composer to write a pipa-concerto in 1973. Later, the pipa
concerto became a fashion: Chan Wingwah uses two solo-pipas in his Second 
Symphony (1981),212 there are pipa-concertos by Yang Liqing (1986),213 Law 
Wingfai (1986),214 Jia Daqun,215 Doming Lam (1987), and Zhou Long (1992). 

208 Only in the final part of this piece, the conventional atmosphere is broken by interesting 
sound effects especially due to the use of percussion and suonas. At one climactic point, 
when the orchestral writing is more and more intensely accumulated, the closeness to Do
ming Lam's Insect World (1979) becomes evident. Still, the conventional over-all atmos
phere of the piece is the reason for inclusion in this section. 

209 For a description of the yangbanxi and especially their orchestration see LIU " W enge 
shiqi," p.121-159andFEI"Buxingjing." 

210 Cf. BOSKEN Taiwan-Oper Gezaixi. 
211 For early use of a mixed orchestra cf. HOLM's discussion in Art and Ideology in the Yenan 

Period, p. 251, and several remarks in PISCHNER Musik in China cited in chapter one. 
212 This piece juxtaposes fairly conventional writing for the pipa with a highly dissonant orches

tral part. 
213 For this concerto named Wujianghen (Grievances at the Wu River) cf. chapter three, part 

one. 
214 Although Law Wingfai himself has mentioned that his Pipa Concerto (1986) should not be 

taken as representative of the Chinese tradition and was not written because he wanted his 
piece to sound Chinese, it appears to be negotiating tradition: he obviously had an affinity 
for the tone colour of the instrument (himself being a guitar player and using typical guitar 
arpeggios on the pipa). The piece (and especially the second and third movements) does not 
depart extensively from one's expectations ofpipa-writing. 
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The prominent place of the pipa in this category of adaptation is perhaps due to its 
great distinction from W estem instruments. Plucking instruments, a very particu
lar part of the Chinese ensemble, hardly exist in the Western orchestral tradition. 

., Wu Zuqiang's (with Wang Yanqiao and Liu De-
hai) concerto Caoyuan xiao jiemei (Little Sisters 
of the Grasslands) for pipa and Western orchestra 
(in the percussion the muyu216 and Chinese horse
bells are added) was written during the Cultural 
Revolution (1972/73) but only performed in De
cember 1976 under Seiji Ozawa. Wu Zuqiang 

! ~ ~ ~~ remembers: "Many Chinese were not impressed 
; i>F• with it and asked why I chose this instrument 
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Fig. 10 Wu Zuqiang Little Sisters 
of the Grasslands 

which is so wooden in sound. Many Westerners, 
on the other hand, like the pipa, and consider it a 
very modem instrument." The piece tells the 
story of two Mongolian girls who saved their 
communes' herds during a snowstorm. Its the
matic material is pentatonic, it uses the title song 
of a movie Little Sisters of the Grasslands217 and 
some adaptations of Mongolian folksongs. The 
piec€ features simple harmonies, conventional 
writing for the pipa and little polyphony in the or
chestral part. It attempts to combine sonata form 
with typical Chinese musical structure, the simple 
stringing together of small musical parts.21s 

Ma Shuilong's concerto for bamboo flute and 
orchestra (1981) is another example for the use of 
a Chinese solo-instrument with Western orchestral 
accompaniment in conventional idiom. 219 The 
first movement combines very clearly marked 

215 I have not been able to trace the exact date for this piece most probably composed during the 
early 1980s. It is entitled Longfeng tuteng (The Dragon and Phoenix Totem). 

216 The muyu (wooden fish) is a small percussion instrument originally used by Buddhist monks 
to keep the timing for their incantations of the holy texts. Later it was introduced into opera 
accompaniment. 

217 The film is by Wu Yingju as mentioned in the postscript to the score. 
218 For such loose form in Chinese music cf. PICARD Musique chinoise, p. 23 and the 

description of form in Xu's piano-concerto discussed below. 
219 A short discussion of the concerto is found in XU Taiwan yinyueshi chugao, p. 345-347. It 

is paradigmatic for the break in Ma's style; it lingers between stylization and opening up of 
new avenues. 
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simple pentatonic melodies with unisono-playing, percussion interludes, typical 
bird-motives and other atmospheric effects. The piece begins with a conventional 
orchestral introduction in tranquillity into which, strikingly, the solo-instrument 
enters. It ends in a Chinese apotheosis. 

Two diametrically opposed pieces which exemplify some of the features of ne
gotiated tradition will be fully analyzed below. One of the earliest pieces that at
tempted a combination of Chinese instruments with the Western orchestra, Shi 
Yongkang's symphonic poem Huanghe de gushi (The story of the Yellow 
Crane),220 composed in 1955, uses Western sonata-form and a Western orchestra 
with the addition of the Chinese dizi as solo instrument. Xu Changhui's Concerto 
for Piano and Chinese orchestra (1981), on the other hand, is the only attempt 
known to me which uses a Western instrument accompanied by Chinese orchestra 
(cf. the scores in Appendix Two). 

In its overall form this latter piece seems to rely on the Chinese daqu,221 the 
tempo increasing steadily (with a little setback in Part VI) from Adagio passing 
Moderato, Allegro and finally Vivace-Presto. Melodic material is presented in 
each part alternating between the orchestra and the piano. The piece seems to be 
built according to the Chinese principle of Variations and Theme rather than 
Theme and Variations.222 There is no first introduction of the theme in its original 
form in Chinese music, rather, the theme is hinted at again and again and only in 
the end crystallizes out in its "original" form, it is not the beginning, the kernel, 
but the summary result of all musical thoughts developed throughout the piece. 223 
In this composition, even though the pentatonic structure of the theme dominates 
the entire piece, which is evident by the preferred use of the minor third, if in 
chromatic disguise at times, even though its wavelike appearance is reflected in all 
kinds of different motives appearing throughout the composition, even though it is 
evidently the motor of all melodic happening, the very theme itself only emerges 
towards the end of the piece in the ninth and last section (p. 32, b. 315-356). Even 
then, it is stated only to be varied again and finally appears in apotheosis at the 
very end (p. 46, b. 457ff). 

220 It is mentioned in WANG" Jiaoxiang yinyue chuangzuo," p. 291. 
221 The Tang daqu was a grand-scale musical form incorporating music, song and dance. Ac

cording to LIANG Music of the Billion, p. 100-101, it was organized in three movements 
which gradually increase in tempo: (I Shanxu: Slow Free, II Zhongxu Slow Metered, III Po 
Fast Faster Very Fast, Slowdown, Fast Metered). 

222 Xu Changhui's recent violin sonata (1990) is even called Variation and Theme (from an in
terview with Xu Changhui). 

223 This type of variational inversion is discussed for Tan Dun's Nanxiangzi in ZHANG Akkul
turationsphanomene, p. 153ff. 
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The introduction, Part I Adagio-Largo uses the stretta technique explained 
above: in a free accelerated rhythm the piece begins in the Chinese orchestra, 
eventually, the piano joins with 16th chords into the hubbub (b. 6). Then, a penta
tonic melody, the theme in a highly chromaticized version (b. 19) is established by 
the orchestra. The piano's first solo (b. 21) picks up elements of it but somehow 
distorts the melody, jumping between bass and discant in unexpected harmonies, 
finally ending in an ostinato of 16th notes in contrary motion which is contrasted 
by pentatonic motives in the orchestra again, often in unison or in a very simple 
question and answer structure. 

Part II, Adagio (b. 46), continues the 16th rhythm in the right hand of the piano 
part, the counterpoint in the left, in syncopated short-long-short-long-rhythm, is 
pentatonic in melodic structure; the orchestral counterpoint, too, picks up on pen
tatonic motives first in the bottom (b. 59), then in the top parts and climaxes with 
heavy chordal accompaniment in the lower parts (b. 66). The piano is featuring 
16th triplets with the pentatonic melody in the topnotes. Slowly, the tension re
leases again in a transition to Paj)II, (b. 77) Andante. 

Here, a playful, graceful and embellished version of the pentatonic melody is 
presented by the orchestra, the counterpoint (b. 80) continues with thematic ma
terial but is very plain in appearance, almost choral-like. This version of the 
theme becomes dominant in the contrapuntal section which follows and into which 
the piano enters with a 16th ostinato similar to the previous one in Part I by the use 
of contrary motion. A transitory section follows (b. 98) with the piano part free, 
cadential and reminiscent of the playful beginning of Part III while the orchestra is 
featuring some more stretta-techniques. 

This leads into Part IV Moderato-Lento-Moderato (b. 107). A marchlike ver
sion of the thematic material is presented by the piano, featuring chords reminis
cent of those produced in sheng-playing.224 These are interspersed with tremolo 
notes supposedly imitating the sound of Chinese plucking instruments. The or
chestra only sparsely punctuates the flow with syncopated and percussive interjec
tions. 

In Part V, Allegretto (b. 163), the orchestra is again much more involved, start
ing off with a question-answer-structure of 16th runs with the piano. Questions 
and answers are getting closer and closer to each other, reaching a climax with the 
entrance of the suona (b. 173) citing thematic material to offset the continuous 
16th movement of the piano. Part VI, Moderato (b. 196) reverses the situation, the 

224 The sheng (differently from the bamboo lusheng of the Miao and other minorites) is a free
reed mouth organ. A circle of bamboo-pipes was originally inserted into a gourd base. 
Later, copper and wood were used. It is a very old instrument already mentioned in the Shi
jing (Book of Songs) and one of the few wind instruments that can play chords. 
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orchestra now takes over the constant rhythmic movement, the piano repeats the 
rhythmic structure short-long, short-long of Part I (b. 21) and II (b. 48). In the or
chestra, a quasi-mirror-image of thematic material from Part II (b. 9) is introduced 
(b. 209) in stretta, while the piano returns to the chordic elements introduced in 
Part IV. 

Part VII, Andante-Allegretto (b. 223) begins with extremely dissonant material 
(runs in parallel seconds) in the sixtole 16th notes introduced by the orchestra. 
The piano enters with a short motif in the choral fashion (b. 228) also used earlier 
(b. 19.84 etc.). The constant and steady increase and decrease in absolute tempo 
from three quarter note--dotted quarter note-sixtole 8th-8th note-quarter 
note-three quarter note etc. (b. 232-234) deliberately defies rhythmic definition 
and is only resolved with the final change to the faster tempo (Allegro, b. 241 ). 
The short-long-structure becomes prominent again in the chromatic piano part 
while the orchestra accompanies fairly consonantly, often in unison. 

Part VIII, Allegro is determined by tremolos in the piano which had been intro
duced earlier (b. 120ff). But this time the top notes of the tremolos form thematic 
melodic material which is doubled in the orchestra (b. 275). An apex is reached 
when the thematic material appears in octave doubling (b. 302). The build-up 
takes place not only in dynamics but also in tempo until Vivace is finally reached 
in Part IX Vivace-Presto (b. 315). The orchestra here becomes dominant and for 
the first time cites the theme in full form (b. 317). What follows is a contrapuntal 
section utilizing thematic material (from b. 337), a dialogue between orchestra and 
piano, the piano having returned to a constant 16th movement with short intersec
tions echoing material from Part IV (b. 348-356 and b. 385ff). Later on these two 
motivic elements are presented in different versions alternating between orchestra 
and piano. The melody repeated in the right hand of the piano on top of 16th runs 
is doubled in the orchestra (b. 375); first an octave below, then in the same octave. 
The melody then appears in augmented form (b. 397-418). Yet another contra
puntal section leads up to the Presto-Coda in which at first very small elements of 
the theme are split off and repeated over and over again in almost minimalist 
fashion (b. 438). Finally, the theme is climactically and for a last time recited in 
full (b. 457). 

Even though the concerto is written for a Western solo-instrument and even 
though it does adhere to certain Western concepts such as the dialogue between 
the soloist and the orchestra in a concerto, even though it makes use of the Chinese 
orchestra, which was indeed developed as a replica of the Western late romantic 
symphonic orchestra, this piece also retains certain Chinese elements both in form 
and in content: the dominance of pentatonicism, only at times chromatically de
formed and alienated, the use of a theme evolving out of variations rather than 
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variations evolving from a theme, or technical details such as the use of het
erophony and of a quasi-unison with inner dynamics22s are all derived from the 
Chinese musical tradition. Chinese musical instruments and techniques are here 
not very evidently put in the service of a Western musical aesthetic, rather, a 
Western solo-instrument is incorporated into a Chinese musical and formal frame. 
One could almost say that in this piece not the Chinese but the Western musical 
aesthetic is being negotiated. 

Shi Yongkang's tone-poem,226 on the other hand, transforms Chinese tradition 
almost in retrograde: despite the use of the dizi as solo instrument and its domi
nance in some of the sections of the piece, despite the fact that a Chinese story 
forms the background to the piece, Western conventions are strictly adhered to. 
The composition is based on the story of old Ma who played the dizi to everyone's 
delight when they came back from work. One day he had to leave the village. 
Everyone was reluctant to let him and his music go, so he painted a yellow crane 
who would dance for their amusement. 221 

As is the conventional practice in symphonic poems, free sonata form is used. 
A slow introduction (b. 1-35) marks the beginning of the piece. It is characterized 
by the interval of a fourth and foreshadows the motifs which are to dominate the 
first part of the piece: gracenotes and the 16th runs in the oboe, later echoed in the 
clarinet, are foreshadowing the first theme of the exposition, A, introduced by the 
dizi (b. 36-57) and expanded on in an orchestral tutti A' (b. 58-100). A transition 
(b. 101-113) leads up to the second theme B, Allegro assai con fuoco in 6/8. As is 
the rule for themes in a sonata-form, it contrasts with the lyrical and soft character 
of the dizi-theme A. Shi here creates an entirely different atmosphere, somewhat 
mischievous, similar to that in Petrushka, not only by the use of the tambourine. 
Another transition (b. 130-133), featuring gracenotes from A, connects us with B' 
in which a 16th motif is developed from B. The somewhat marchlike atmosphere 
of B is heightened by a stronger use of staccato, but the cello soon brings back the 
legato motif B (b. 158) in order to offset it with staccato B' in the following pages. 

A quasi development in which motives from the two themes are split off and re
worked in juxtaposition is ushered in by the transition (b. 170-175). B' appears in 
inverted mirror form (first b. 176) and is counterpointed by B (first b. 177), the 
trills and gracenotes appearing a little later (from b. 195 and b. 201) are elements 

225 For a detailed explanation of these terms see the next section radicalization. 
226 For a discussion of this composition cf. LIU "Neizhan shiqi," p. 42, and GUO "Shi Yong

kang-Jiaoxiangshi Huanghe de gushi." He mentions that the work was Shi's first compo
sition and had positive international repercussions but does not give any detail on Shi's vita 
and other works, as all the other sources I have used also remain silent. 

227 Cf. GUO "Shi Y ongkang-Jiaoxiangshi Huanghe de gushi," and the story given in the score 
of the piece. 
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from A. The 16th movement from B' leads to a climax (b. 205-247) and is then 
taken back again until only the gracenote is left over. At this point Shi almost 
leaves the rigid conventions of sonata form by introducing another new idea (b. 
257), Lento con espressivo, in its melodic material somewhat akin to A (e.g. the 
use of the fourth interval). This third theme, A*, is only shortly thrown in, another 
transition (b. 282), introducing elements from B (triplets and 16th notes), brings us 
to the recapitulation (b. 300). 

This is not a literal but rather a developing recapitulation despite the fact that 
the dizi-solo is repeated with very slight modifications (such as the repetition of 
the gracenote in the very beginning, the use of quarter instead of 8th notes in the 
orchestral part [b. 31 Off] and the addition of the harp). The following orchestral 
section (from b. 320) is different from A', much more reduced in instrumentation, 
picking up on elements from A, the gracenotes and trills. By contrast, the reca
pitulation of B (b. 375-) is quite literal although the original was less expansive, 
less thickly orchestrated, and is here varied, added to, embellished (especially in b. 
381ff), and modulated (b. 388ff). The recapitulation ofB' (b. 419) is immediately 
counterpointed with B, but this time in a staccato version. With the recapitulation 
at its end, one would expect to find a cadenza in an instrumental concerto. Shi 
follows this convention, too, and thereby openly establishes the dizi as solo-instru
ment (the composition is not called explicitly a concerto for dizi and orchestra). A 
lot of thematic material from A is used along with elements from the slow intro
duction. The piece ends with a coda (b. 436) in which B is quoted in variation 
using the gracenote and echoed by the dizi. The ending is a typical Chinese 

apotheosis, trills, runs and chords soaring higher and higher. 
Certainly there are elements that are taken from the Chinese musical tradition in 

this composition. The dizi-techniques are reflected in the orchestral voices (as in 
the introduction in the oboe gracenotes), later the gracenotes are taken over by 
many other voices in the orchestra (b. 88); glissandos (b. 320ff), another common 
feature of Chinese traditional music are used throughout the orchestra, and the 
very use of the harp and celesta is a stylized version of yangqin-228 and zheng
playing. Furthermore, the tremolos in the strings in the introduction suggest the 
restless background-sound often provided in traditional ensembles with their ar
rays of plucking instruments. Finally, not intricate counterpoint, but unisono
writing dominates the linear rather than vertical construction of the piece. And 
yet, not only in form but also in some technical aspects such as the interplay of 
strings and wind instruments, this piece reflects Western conventions. Shi adapts 
the techniques and intricacies of Chinese virtuoso-playing to the aesthetics and 

228 The yangqin, a dulcimer, has a relatively short history in China, it was introduced from the 
Middle East around the fifteenth century. 
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structures of the Western solo-concerto. In this attempt at negotiating tradition, he 
integrates the Chinese instrument into a particular Western conceptual framework. 

This process, typical for the "free transformation" of tradition, accords with 
prescribed attempts at using the foreign to serve China, at Yang wei Zhong yong. 
Paradoxically, it is again also an example at gu wei Jin yong in the sense that 
Western old music (that of the nineteenth century) is used to make new, to mod
ernize the Chinese. The adherence to this particular Western music which is far 
removed from China's own tradition explains the difficulties in adaptation and 
synthesis between the two. It is reason for the erosions and subversions of either 
tradition taking place in this process. There is perhaps nothing as far removed 
from the oral dilettante tradition of Chinese music as the concept of the genial 
composer229 and the professional virtuoso230 of the nineteenth century, there is 
perhaps nothing as far removed from the linear music written for small ensembles 
as the many-partite vertically-constructed music for large orchestras prevalent in 
late romantic music. Such music in "national style" is, according to fieldwork by 
Stephen Jones "accepted passively or ignored by villagers: they rarely seek to 
emulate it, for it occupies a different aesthetic world, and its vocabulary is largely 
alien to them." 231 Unlike other compositions such as those of the xinchao gen
eration discussed below, this music evidences the differences, not the similarities 
between Western and Chinese music. 

3 
Radicalization: orchestral music and chamber music 

We are a group of Chinese composers 
who reflect their folkmusic like arche
ologists. (He Xuntian)232 

The "development" and "improvement" of Chinese music through reform of its 
instruments and reform of musical gemes such as opera distanced the composers 
from tradition. The emulation of nineteenth century techniques was a turn against 
China's tradition which could indeed lead to its destruction and death. Still, Chi
nese folk heritage lives on and has been tapped by a number of composers writing 
in a style much different from what has been shown above. Their music, again, is 

229 LANG" 'Swan Song'," discusses the difficulties created for Chinese" folk musicians" tom 
between traditional and Western concepts of composing as exemplified in a feature-film on 
the life of a "composer" of traditional Chinese music. For similar effects cf. also PICARD 
Musique chinoise, p. 28/29.75.88-90. 

230 For the importance of the amateur-ideal in Chinese music cf. PICARD Musique chinoise, 
esp.p.17/18. 

231 JONES Folk Music, p. 11. 
232 Letter by He Xuntian. 
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patterned on Western practices and conventions, but those of contemporary music. 
Whereas Western romanticism was built on an affirmative and idealizing attitude 
towards Western musical convention, the crux of New Music is not to affirm but 
rather to negate this same convention. It is "entweder gfulzlich verworfen oder bis 
zur Unkenntlichkeit umgeschmolzen oder ganzlich umfunk:tioniert. [Dies] filhrt 
auch zur Synthese mit anderen Traditionen." 233 If Western musicians have turned 
to Oriental sources for inspiration, they then reflect this, an anti-traditionalist, 
attitude.234 Paradoxically, however, the emulation of this Western type of music 
in China is everything but anti-traditionalist: for the Chinese, the reflection of 
those reflections of their culture in New Music is based on strong traditionalist 
feelings. Having experienced their roots in living tradition, they re-discovered 
them in New Music from the West. And in tum, by using the Western medium of 
New Music, they were able to find a most authentic traditional voice.235 "Is all 
this avantgarde or an almost atavistic throw-back?" a Western critic asked on 
hearing Tan Dun's Nine Songs and continues: "A bit of each, says Tan, since 
modem music is now coming full circle and breaking out of its narrowly Western 
confines to [ ... ] discover [ ... ] ethnic roots. And with music as with trees, the 
deeper it is rooted, the higher it can grow." 236 Their approach to tradition is 
radical compared to the eclecticist and reductionist attitude practiced by 
composers stylizing or negotiating tradition: they now use all elements of their 
tradition, indiscriminately, almost ruthlessly, the "ugly sides" as well as those 
" sweet and mellow melodies" favoured by the composers described above. The 
traditional heritage is used as if it were a kind of museum stacked with raw-mate
rial. Characteristic for this type of adaptation, then, is the (re-)discovery of tech
niques prevalent in traditional music in compositions of the Western avantgarde 
and their application in new compositions.237 Similarities have been found in a. 
the importance of the single sound, timbre or tone, the emphasis on the inner life 

233 SCHNEIDER" Tradition im zeitgenossischen Schaffen," p. 60.61. 
234 Cf. a discussion of such developments in Western New Music in VOGT Neue Musik, p. 

102/103. 
235 This is not to say, that New Chinese Music is an attempt at performance practice of tradi

tional Chinese music. Rather, it takes up some of its most characteristic elements and rede
velops, revives them. Cf. for a similar view ZHANG Akkulturationsphiinomene, p. 95. 

236 KA YE" Flutes and 'Fricatives'," p. 35. For a similar view on Tan Dun, linking him in with 
world trends cf. JOYCE "Home for Asian emigrants is where the art is," p. 46-47. LIU 
"Drang zur Erneuerung," p. 7, remarks on the old in what for Western ears might be so new 
about Chinese music. 

237 Similar perpetuations of tradition in the arts and architecture are described in LEDDEROSE 
"Gedenkhalle," esp. p. 336: "Auch hier zeigt sich wieder [ ... ], daB Chinesen mit Vorliebe 
offensichtlich gerade dasjenige aus dem Westen tibernommen haben, wofiir es in ihrer ei
genen Tradition legitimierende Prototypen gibt." 
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of a sqund: slides, micro-tonal inflections, bendings, the concept of noise as inher
ent part of the sound, b. the use of silence, c. the very flexible concept of time, and 
quasi-improvisation, d. the concept of Chinese polyphony: heterophony and quasi
unisono, e. the use of a Chinese kind of speech voice: mountain songs, Beijing
Opera and Buddhist singing, f. some aspects of Chinese instruments and their 
instrumental techniques, and g. some features of Chinese melody. 

By making use of these similarities between the Western new and the Chinese 
old, Chinese composers can be said to use the concept of gu wei Jin yang, to make 
the past serve the present. This gu wei Jin yang now turns the principle of Yang 
wei Zhong yang, of making the foreign serve China, on its head: no longer are 
Western principles used by Chinese trying to innovate China's tradition, but Chi
nese principles are used by the West trying to innovate Western tradition. The 
Chinese are now able to use their own old music to create modem, New Music, 
according to gu wei Jin yang. And, although practising this gu wei Jin yang, by 
using their own tradition the Chinese are, paradoxically, emulating the West again 
(as they had done before, when they were practicing stylization), since the West 
has recently turned toward the East. They are thus caught again in employing a 
new yet very different type of Yang wei Zhong yang. 

a. single sound 

The ancient Chinese musician believed that each single tone or aggregate of 
tones is a musical entity in itself and a living spark of expression as long as 
it lasts.238 The production and control of a single tone may create enough 
musical dimensions, such as m()difications in pitch, timbre, and loudness, to 
evoke poetry or sonic beauty all by itself.239 

These are the words of Zhou Wenzhong who was one of the first Chinese com
posers not only to remark on these peculiarities of Chinese music but also to apply 
them in his composition.240 The primary emphasis on single sounds has tradition-

238 CHOU" Towards a Re-merger," p. 311. 
239 CHOU" Asian Aesthetics and World Music," p. 13. The use of single sound is to be found 

in many a Western composition of New Music. Cf. the Quattro pezzi per orchestra 
(ciascuno su una nota) by Scelsi (1959), each of the pieces adhering to the single note but 
changing it in all imaginable musical parametres. 

240 He compares this concept with Varese's "organized sound," (cf. CHOU "Towards a New 
Mainstream," p. 47). CHOU's theory of single sound is known in the PRC and Hong Kong 
due to his well-documented visits. YYYS 1985.1 :84-86 printed a translation of his theory: 
MAO "Zhou Wenzhong dui dangeyin de lunshu." . YUN "New Music and Traditional 
Modes," p. 15, mentions many of the general characteristics of single sound in Asian music. 
In his Musique Concertante (1976) he applies these conceptions. For a general description 
of the importance of(single) sound in Chinese music cf. PICARD Musique chinoise, esp. p. 
9. 
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ally been associated with or even derived from qin-playing.241 Qin-techniques are 
intricate examples not of virtuoso melodic playing, but of the possibilities to vary 
on single sounds. The reason for this restriction or its explanation: the very name 
of the lute, qin is taken to meanjin (restrained). In a second century collection of 
miscellaneous writings, the Fengsu tongyi (Penetrating Popular Ways), there is a 
passage explaining: "With this instrument licentiousness and falsehood are re
strained, and the human heart is rectified."242 

Fig. 11 Chan Wingwah Continuity 

Subtle inflections in the production and control of its tones guararitee the ex
pressive nature of qin-playing: particular fingering techniques produce minute 
changes such as the use of gracenotes or glissandos before or after the tone, the so
called hua (glide), consciously moulded vibrato and microtonal inflections around 
the tone such as the "wandering vibrato" (literally Shuisui hualuo "following the 
water vibrato" )243 produced by a song (loose) touch, or dynamic changes, cres
cendo arid decrescendo through application of qing (light) or zhong (heavy) touch 
and changes in timbre by different forms of attack such as the xu (empty), the you 
(profound), the dan (simple) touch.244 Qin-notation indicates the articulation and 
timbre of either a single tone or a series of tones, specifies the occurrence of vari-

241 Cf. ZHOU "Timbre, Playing Technique and Structure," DAHMER Qin, p. 50: 
"Musikalisches Ereignis eines Abschnitts muB nicht eine Folge verschiedener Tone sein, 
sondem im Mittelpunkt des Abschnitts steht ein einzelner Ton, zu dem alle Umspielungen 
immer wieder zuriickkehren. Dieser Einzelton wird standig wiederholt, auf anderen Saiten, 
mit anderen Anschlagen. Er ist Ausgangspunkt und Zielpunkt zugleich." For a discussion 
of the phenomenon in the Japanese context cf. GUTZWILLER/BENNETT "The world of a 
single sound." 

242 The passage is mentioned and translated in VAN GULIK Lore of the Chinese Lute, p. 41. 
243 This expression stems from a sixteenth century collection entitled Taiyin daquanji (Great 

collection of the most exquisite music) which gives lyrical explanations of how to properly 
interpret certain gin-techniques. A few woodcuts from this work are reprinted in DAHMER 
Qin, p. 36-43. 

244 For an elaborate discussion cf. VAN GULIK Lore of the Chinese Lute, p. 105ff, and 
LIEBERMAN Zither Tutor, p. 46ff. 
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able microtones between fixed scale tones and controls the rhythmic and dynamic 
organization within each tonal aggregate.245 

In the second movement of Chan Wingwah's Continuity for violin, cello and pi
ano (1989) the same note, an f#, sometimes amplified or ornamented, is introduced 
in all instruments in different and ever-changing articulation (Fig. 11 ). At times, it 
is shortly interspersed with other, sometimes dissonant notes to introduce the f# in 
all its colours and attitudes. 

The other two movements, too, are (at times and less obvious) attempts at deal
ing with sound aggregates, the first movement culminating in an all-encompassing 
trill, the last movement dominated by double stops and glissandos. A similar 
urgency in the insistence on single sounds is to be found in Chen Xiaoyong's 
Streichtrio (1987/88) or Clarence Mak's Two pieces in one form for solo violin 
(1987). 

A great many of Zhou Wenzhong's compositions pick up on this Chinese con
cept of tone as tonal aggregate. Both in the piano composition The Willows are 
New (1957),246 based on thematic and technical material from a qin-composition 
(Yangguan sandie [Parting at Yanguan] on a poem by Wang Wei [689-754]) and 
in Cursive (1963) for (prepared) piano and flute, an attempt is made to treat the 
individual sound as "living matter" through inflections in its production and con
trol. About his work, Yu Ko (Fishermen's song) of 1965, a composition for alto 
flute, Englishhom, bass clarinet, two trombones, two percussionists, piano and 
violin, again based on an ancient melody, he writes: 

I have magnified as closely to the original as possible, these inflections in 
pitch, articulation, timbre, dynamics, and rhythm to a more perceptible level, 
by expanding the articulations and timbres possible on each instrument used 
and by controlling the microtonal modifications in pitch according to the na
ture of each instrument.247 

The result is a. solemn slow piece which offers an impressive range of sound 
colouring. In its sensitivity for new types of sonorities (not only through the use 
of the plucked strings of the piano and the muted trombones) it strikes one as dis
tinctly modernist. 

Pan Huanglong's composition Penglai for orchestra (1978), named after a Chi
nese paradise, is another attempt to amplify the concept of single sound onto a 
grander, here the orchestral scale. The piece includes the dramatic dynamics de-

245 CHOU" Towards a Re-merger," p. 312. 
246 For this composition cf. also LIU Xiandai Zhongguo gangqin yanjiu, p. 119-132, who re

marks on the use of gracenotes to create an unclear sound and use of the ninths to show the 
impurity of Chinese traditional instrumental tuning. An excellent and sensitive analysis of 
this piece is found in CHEW Selected music of Chou, p. 89-112. 

247 CHOU" Towards a Re-merger," p. 313. 
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scribed by Zhou Wenzhong as particularly Chinese: clustered sounds often de
velop from a single note by slowly adding chromatic seconds, each soundblock is 
reduced again and extended almost into the next. Within each soundblock, many 
micro-level movements talce part: quintoles, triplets and 16th notes, tremolos, 
trills, harmonics, glissandos, muted sounds, plucked piano strings,jlatterzunge, sul 
ponticello and playing behind the bridge. All of these make the listener perceive 
the sound aggregates as everchanging wholes. Strong dynamic contrasts are pre
sented, similar notes in different registers, but there is no apparent motivic de
velopment, no melodic line to be followed, the entire piece is "sound for sound's 
sake." 

Similar non-static clusters (i.e. there are movements on the micro-level such as 
glissandos, tremolo, change in different instruments) are prevalent in Ge Ganru's 
concerto for prepared piano Wu (Determined) of 1988. For Ge Ganru, however, 
not the qin, but rather the primitively constructed instruments from the folk tradi
tion such as the erhu in its various forms, banhu or yezihu,248 and to some extent 
the plucking instruments such as sanxian249 and pipa were the model for his con
cept of complex sound when he earlier wrote Yi Feng (Customs) for amplified 
cello solo in 1983. He explains: 

I had very serious thoughts about how to write music. Before I had looked 
down on Chinese folkrnusic, because I played the violin. Gradually I 
changed my attitude; after all, Chinese music is my blood. In Western mu
sic pitch has to be as perfect as possible since without perfect pitch there 
will be no harmony. In Chinese music there is no such concept of pitch or 
harmony. Chinese music is not microtonal either. The Western microtone is 
still based on an exact definition of pitch. When the erhu is playing, one 
cannot be sure what the frequency is. The erhu is much smaller than the 
violin, and there is a lot of noise in the sound, not a mellow sound, which 
makes the whole body vibrate. The same applies to a comparison of the 
pipa and guitar. A lot of noise is generated due to the thickness of its 
body.250 

To incorporate all of these idiosyncracies into his music, he first lowered the 
strings of the cello by one octave. The laxness of the strings would lead to an in-

248 Banhu andyezihu are erhus (two stringed fiddles) made of cheap plankwood and a coconut
shell respectively. 

249 The sanxian is a three-stringed plucking instrument with a very long neck and small resonat
ing body. It is first mentioned in the thirteenth century. 

250 When he describes the "noisy" nature of some of the Chinese traditional instruments such as 
the erhu, he considers the sound of the bow scraping the resin as part of the entity of sound 
just as one considers the sound of the fingernails on the strings of the pipa as part of its en
tity. Cf. KA YE "Flutes and 'Fricatives'," p. 34: "Asian musicians are hardly self-effacing 
about the mechanics of producing their sound. The listener is meant to hear the glide of the 
finger on the string, the channelling of the air stream through the mouthpiece." 
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crease in noise-production which would make it sound more like a Chinese instru
ment. Also the concept of non-exact pitches was easier to realize this way. Ge 
Ganru says "I wanted to create some noises I was familiar with in Chinese mu
sic." The peculiar effects of the loose strings, a lot of playing behind the bridge 
and beating of the body of the cello, make this piece an exquisite example of the 
very holistic attitude to instrumental sound production in China.251 
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Fig. 12 Ge Ganru Yi Feng (p. 1/2.9/10) 

The non-definition of pitch in Chinese music remarked by Ge is even today seen 
by the reformers of instruments as a negative factor. They complain that: 

251 For a similar holistic approach in a piece of traditional music the depiction of the clashing 
swords in the pipa-solo Shimian maifu (Laying Ambushes in all directions) be mentioned. 
For a short description cf. MITTLERNeue Musik aus China, p. 7. 
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[ ... ]some traditional instruments do not have accurate tuning because of pro
duction shortcomings and lack of knowledge about the positioning of holes 
and frets. Scientific research has helped reposition these correctly.252 

Radicalizing musicians, however, have seen the indefinite nature of pitch in 
Chinese music as a positive factor, for it enhances possible tone-colours. Lam 
Bunching put it: "A piano completely in tune is no good." 253 And Xu Shuya re
ports: 

I first heard the microtonal inflections in folkmusic, then, I thought of how 
to convey that in my music. I then asked some teachers such as Chen Gang 
and, reading in the Zhongyang yinyue xueyuan xuebao, I found out that there 
are such things as microtones. I had no intention of necessarily using mod
ern "Western" microtones or what have you. I just took elements from the 
Chinese folk tradition. 

He first used microtonal inflections in his string quartet Miaoge (Song of the 
Miao People) of 1982 and in his cello concerto (1984) entitled Suo (Search). An 
elaboration of the concept is to be found in his Taiyi II (The Great One )254 for 
flute and tape (1991). The tape he created is a piece of musique concrete, it uses 
the sounds of the Chinese recorder xiao. He explains in a program note: 

L'essentiel de cette piece consiste a melanger les avantages et les caracteris
tiques principaux de ces deux systemes: par exemple, la souplesse et la ver
satilite de xiao en ce qui concerne le micro-intervalle mouvant et le quatre 
de ton de flute; la disposition libre d'un son harmonique par la bouche et le 
souffle,255 par rapport a la regularite stricte de la disposition du meme son 
de la flute. 

252 CR 1991.40/12:61 "Renovating Traditional Instruments." This article shows that the Chi
nese still do not manage to just accept and especially to value the idiosyncracies of their in
struments. Cf. the following passage in the same tenor: "Es ist dem 'Gesang-und Tanzen
semble der Pioniere' gelungen, sieben Sinfonien mit traditionellen Musikinstrumenten zu 
spielen, nachdem sie die aufkommenden Schwierigkeiten wie die unbestirnmbare Tonfarbe, 
das fehlende Volumen der Saiteninstrumente und die unvereinbare Idiosynkrasie der Zupfin
strumente tiberwunden hatten." (PR 1987.53:30 HONG "Traditionelle Musik kommt zu 
neuer Blute"). The tuning (irn-)possibilities of Chinese instruments are also lamented as 
backwards in ITANG's article YYYJ 1980.4:40-50 "Wo guo yinyue wenhua de luohou 
yuanyin." 

253 LIANG, too, in his" Shehui zhengzhi xingtai," p. 384, regards this "tuning impossibility" 
as an important and positive idiosyncracy of Chinese instruments. 

254 The title is Daoist, and, as Xu says, taken from Laozi. The Great One is the origin of all 
things: the beginning of chapter 42 of Daodejing reads: "The Tao begot one. One begot 
two. Two begot three. And three begot the ten thousand things" (GIA/ENGLISH Lao Tsu). 

255 By stressing breath in this piece, Xu also shows his awareness of some philosophical con
cepts which he draws from: breath (qi), which already appears in the Yijing (Book of 
changes), is the material force from which all things are created. Xu interpreted the Laozi 
passage above "From one breath come two breaths, from two three and from three breaths 
the myriad things." 
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He remarks that there are some polar differences between flute and xiao which 
are in some ways complementary: the flute can play completely in tune and very 
fast, the xiao cannot, there is movement, however, in each note. Hence the tape 
and the flute are two spaces juxtaposed and sometimes synthesized. 

He Xuntian developed a compositional system which even elaborates on the 
idiosyncracy of Chinese instruments. He rebels against the restriction of the hu
man ear to only hear well-tempered sounds in music. Hence in his Tianlai 
(Sounds of Nature)256 (1986) for seven performers (each playing more than one 
instrument) he designed new instruments, each assigned a different tuning sys
tem. 257 In his music, one should be allowed to hear any note within the frequency 
man can hear.258 
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Fig. 13 He Xuntian Tianlai: not just well-tempered sounds 

The analytical notes on these compositions have perhaps sufficiently shown that 
there are substantial and important similarities between Western New Music and 
Chinese traditional music. The employment of the (Chinese) concept of single 
sound in Chinese New Music, the acceptance and incorporation of noises and mi
crotonal inflections typical for this sound, all call for a radical departure from the 
"tradition" (or rather the conventions) of pentatonic romanticism (an invented 

256 Again, the title is Daoist. To them, the man-made and man-manipulated music advocated in 
music doctrine is detestable. Natural sounds, Tianlai, on the other hand, are the highest of 
all musics. Cf. YUAN Liuchao meixue, p. 106. 

257 Strange but absolute tunings are applied in another piece, Guo Wenjing's She Hua, men
tioned below. 

258 He invented an entire compositional system based on those varied tunings. Cf. various arti
cles on He Xuntian in RMYY 1989.2:12-18, and the introduction to the manuscript score of 
Tianlai. 
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tradition) but are at the same time closest to China's own and living musical tradi
tion. 

b. silence 

While the emphasis on natural sounds would be a distinctly Daoist concept, the 
music of silence, which is again epitomized in the playing of the qin,259 especially 
in techniques such as xu (the empty touch) is found in both Daoist and Confucian
ist sources.260 It is praised by both philosophies as the most accomplished of all 
sounds, by the Daoists since it is the most natural sound, by the Confucianists, be
cause it is the climax of restraint in sound. 

In the Yueji there is a passage claiming that when zithers performed, "much of 
the melody was only hinted at and not made audible."261 Inaudible music was the 
music of restraint and moderation, hence the noblest music; the finest qin, was a 
qin without strings.262 In Daoist writings, too, many a passage hints at the supe
rior quality of the inaudible in music.263 Only in non-sound, the beauty of music 
is captured. 264 

Don't pay too much attention to the sounds-for if you do, you may miss the 
music.265 

This is neither a Daoist, nor a Confucian phrase. It is the voice of a Westerner, 
of Charles Ives's father, George Ives. Silence has become an important element in 
Western New Music most famously since John Cage's 4'33 (1952). Although 
differing in detail from the concept of silence in Webern's and Boulez's music, 
who had used sound as counterpoint to silence in ways that are calculated, the 
Chinese manifestation of their concept of silence at least creates similar "sound
effects." The philosophical background on which they base their silence has been 
similarly interpreted by Cage and Tak:emitsu. It is based on the belief that "sound 

259 For instance VAN GULIK Lore of the Chinese Lute, p. 45. These aspects are examined in a 
well-known text on Qin philosophy, Xi Kang's Qinfu (Poetical Essy on the Lute) which is 
analyzed and commented on in VAN GULIK Hsi K'ang. 

260 One could also mention the Buddhist silence of meditation. It is probably important in the 
work ofQu Xiaosong. See my discussion of his compositions below. 

261 KAUFMANN Musical References, p. 33. 
262 This dictum can be traced back to the poet Tao Yuanming (365-427). 
263 In Zhuangzi, the Tiandi chapter has a passage on seeing clarity only in darkness and hearing 

sound only in silence and only in silence or non-sound (xisheng), complete harmony is 
achieved. Several chapters in Laozi's Daodejing also hint at this phenomenon. Chapter 41 
declares that the greatest notes are hard to hear (i.e. inaudible), in chapter 12 contends that 
the five notes (audible music) only deafen the ear. For a monograph study on these concepts 
cf. JIANG Grosse Musik ist tonlos. 

264 Cf. YUAN Liuchao meixue, p. 106. 
265 IVES Memos, p. 132. 
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and silence are equal, thus to make the void of silence live is to make live the in
finity of sounds." 266 Silence, then, becomes just another expression of highly 
distilled sound. 

Zhou Wenzhong first applied this concept in Yun (Rhyme?) of 1968/69 for pi
ano, trumpet, bassoon, flute and percussion. Open space and silence in this piece, 
like open spaces untouched by the brush in Chinese painting267 are where the 
ideas are. The composition begins with singular bursts in the percussion, followed 
by long and expressive silences. Every one of the next sections is determined by a 
specific characteristic: be it single sounds, trills and inflections, extensive vibrato, 
or single notes in repetition. But the dominant feature in all sections is the recur
ring moment of silence which is determined in the end by a last violent percussion 
burst. · 

In one of his more recent compositions, Guying (Echoes from the gorge) of 
1989 for four percussionists, he took up this thread. The piece is to be compre
hended in one sweeping motion: rests do not represent silence, but rather sounds 
that cannot be perceived by the ~ar but heard by the mind. Time and again the 
sound of the four percussion instruments almost dies out, becomes sparse, and 
those are probably the most intense parts in this composition. 
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266 FELICIANO Four Asian Composers, p. 71. 
267 For a beautiful description of the power of emptiness and silence in Chinese arts cf. LEYS 

The Burning Forest, p. 13-41. 
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Another composer for whom silence has become almost. a leitmotif in composi

tion is Qu Xiaosong. His first composition featuring this element is Huan (Ring), 

for strings and piano (1985) which he adapted for orchestra in 1990 with the dedi

cation "I wish we can get eternal peace." Silence is conveyed through a very 

strict reduction of means, there is almost always some unison playing in different 

parts of the orchestra. The piece starts off and ends on the same single note. In 

between, a clustering structure is built up and then taken apart again. Even when 

the sound climaxes, the breaks, the non-sounds are important, (b. 126.150). 
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Fig. 15 Qu Xiaosong Yi (p. 4): constructed silence 
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In Yafo268 of 1990 for 

flute, clarinet, percussion, 
piano, violin (triangle) and 
cello (triangle), a very 
similar mirror structure is 
applied again. A sound 

awakens from nothing
ness, is transformed and 
reflected upon and finally 
returns to its original form 
(the retrograde of the be
ginning [I, b. 2 7 -1] starts 
in IV b. 28, it only differs 

in the occasional variation 
on a instead of b). Not
withstanding, in this piece, 
silence is even more domi
nant than before. The 
composition depends and 
abounds of empty space. 
As Qu put it: "I treasure 
every breath and sound 

that is simple, clear and quiet." In Yi (Spilling) of 1990, for flute, clarinet, violin, 

viola, doublebass, piano and percussion, the breaks are interspersed with almost 

desperate cries which foreshadow very real cries in Mi (Mist)269 to be mentioned 

below (1990, rev. 1992), a composition for soprano, baritone and chamber 

268 The title is perhaps chosen only for its phonetic value. 

269 The Buddhist atmosphere of the piece, mentioned in my Neue Musik aus China, p. 16-17, is 

supported by the title. Mi is a Buddhist term for being deluded (from my interview with 
Qu). 
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ensemble.270 Again, a retrograde construction is used at the beginning and end. 

The rhythmic structure, on the other hand, the breaks, are now significant almost 

in Boulez's sense: they are constructed according to Fibonacci-numbers. 

Qu Xiaosong's compositions continue to incorporate the element of silence: in 

Ji (Stillness) for zheng, yangqin and percussion (1991), he picks up on Zhou 

Wenzhong's reference to Chinese painting but also sounds rather Buddhist when 

he explains: "Lately I have become jaded with intricacy and devoted wholeheart

edly to simplicity. Just as traditional Chinese artists left areas of their paintings 

white, I have left empty space for performers, listeners, and myself." 

Both in Xi (Earliest sunlight) and in Lam Mot (not the meaning of these Viet

namese words, "create one," is important to the composer, but their sound) for six 

and three percussionists respectively, both composed in 1991, silence is an ever

present element. It makes up an important part of the intensity of Qu's works.271 

Xu Yi in Dao (The Way) 
composed in 1991 /92 for 
Western ensemble, only hints 

1.>i--- - - J- ---·I- ---- -1-~ =---1----i.."'") I·· ~I at sound using a lot of harmon-

J..1 

5? 
r,,,,,,(,.,•l 
Je+±±s2j 

ics for colouring, perhaps an 
invocation of xu sounds of the 

qin. Tan Dun, too, takes up 

the thread in his Circle with 
Four Trios, Conductor and 

Fig. 16 Tan Dun Circle Audience for piano, percus-

sion, double bass, mandolin, guitar, harp, violin, viola, cello, flute, oboe and bass 

clarinet (1992): some bars of complete silence in this piece are marked crescendo 

and decrescendo. 

The composer explains (and this is also mentioned by Xu Yi)272 the idea of dy

namic differences even within silence according to Daoist philosophy. He incor

porates a text from Laozi' s Daodejing: 

Look, it cannot be seen-it is beyond form. Listen, it cannot be heard-it is 
beyond sound. Grasp, it cannot be held-it is intangible.273 

270 The 1990 version is for soprano, baritone, flute, clarinet and cello. 

271 The atmosphere captured in some of these pieces is very close to that in Scelsi's Ahion (Four 

Episodes in the Day of a Brahma) for six percussionists, timpani and orchestra, evidently 

also influenced by perceptions of Buddhism. 

272 For further remarks by Chinese composers on the concept of silence cf. also WU Dinglian's 

(Daoist-sounding) ideas on you (have, be) and wu (not have, not be) in YYGT 1985.40:25 

"Kan Wu Dinglina zishuo zihua." 
273 FENG/ENGLISH (tr) Lao tsu, chapter 14. 
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The use of the concept of silence in China's New Music is often associated with 
the philosophy of Dao ism. This link has made this music unacceptable to Chinese 
governments. Daoism is an anti-hegemohial philosophy, and therefore using the 
Daoist concept of sound as non-sound may well heed an implied message, a 
Heymian "no," feared by many a politician.274 

c. concept of time 

The emphasis on single sounds and on silence, rather than on melody naturally 
leads towards a sense of timelessness.275 In fact, Chinese musical notation, espe
cially that for the qin, which traditionally used short-hand characters indicating 
pitch and articulation, but no rhythm, almost prescribes it; da pu (striking the 
score) not only required the musician to embellish but first and foremost to rhyth
mically interpret the score.276 Chinese music is, so it could be said, in a certain, 
rhythmic sense, improvisatory in nature.277 

Ge Ganru's remark that contrary to Western music (where a regular beat is the 
rule), "in Chinese music there is no pulse, it does not matter how long or short a 
note is, it just goes by feeling," can thus be understood. According to one special
ist on Chinese music, Thrasher, it is up to the musician to feel his rhythmic way 
through the composition: 

Rhythmic freedom is the "breath" of Chinese musical movement-phrases 
may expand in a free and natural manner without reference to strict meter, 
repeating rhythmic cycles or arbitrary boundaries. This flexibility contrib
utes to the subtlety of the traditional style.278 

In Xu Boyun's Shengsi (Life and Death) composed in 1974 for six groups of 
instruments, a similar concept is applied: the enormous variety of instruments 
(several Chinese instruments such as xiao, zheng, erhu, yangqin, sheng and xun 

274 For the concept of silence as potentially dangerous and subversive propaganda compare my 
description in chapter two and my article "Ohrenbetiiubende Stille." 

275 For an elaborate discussion of the Asian concept of time cf. MACEDA "A Concept of 
Time." 

276 Cf. DAHMER Qin, p. 32/33 and LEE Reading between Lines. The first rhythmic interpreta
tions were committed to writing in the early twentieth century. 

277 For this type of "improvisation" cf. THRASHER "Bianzou-techniques," p. 16. CHOU 
"Asian Concepts and Twentieth-Century Western Composers," p. 226, remarks that the 
Asian type of improvisation is almost never totally free, the " improvisatory aspect is in an 
'elastic' as opposed to a 'plastic' realization of the composed work." Cf. also ZHANG Ak
kulturationsphanomene, p. 110. 

278 THRASHER Foundations of Chinese Music, p. 121. Rhythmic flexibility has been an im
portant feature in Western New Music. One evident example is the work of Boris Blacher 
(who, incidentally, was born in China). Cf. his compositions such as "Sieben Studien uber 
variable Metren" for piano (1950). 
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are required along with a human voice and electronics) creates a sense of 
multi dimension, of oscillation and time delay which is very apt in view of the title 
of the piece. The graphic notation, only a tentative score, does not convey a sense 
of exact timing. 
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Fig. 17 Xu Boyun Shengsi: no exact timing 

Law Wingfai's intriguing composition Xiangqing (Sun Soundic) of 1983, for 
flute, clarinet, violin, piano, two percussionists and tape, with its emphasis on pure 
sound effects and sensitive intrumentation conveys this feeling of everchanging in
determinacy: listening, the audience is captured by the eerie jungle sounds, read
ing, the musician again only gets relative information from a graphic score. 

Fig. 18 Zhou Wenzhong Cursive 

The score of Zhuangyan de x1x1 
(Majestatische Spielerei) for 5-13 percus
sionists (1985) by Pan Huanglong is dotted 
with ritardandos and accelerandos, often in 
quick succession. Although in this case the 
direct model for the rhythmic structure (or 
non-structure) in the first movement is the 
Indonesian gamelan and the Phillipino 
kulintang,279 on a broader scale, Pan applies 
a Southeast-Asian conception of time. 
In Zhou Wenzhong's Cursive (1963) for 
flute and piano, this concept is taken into a 

279 For a detailed description of these rhythmic formulae cf. MACEDA" Concept of time." 
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further dimension: each instrument has changing individual but coordinated tem
pos: "The two parts, having arrived at the same beat, move on at different tempi 
with accelerando and rallentando as indicated meeting eventually on the first beat 
of the next passage."280 

It was-amongst others-the government effort at modernization which 
instigated the introduction of the Western concept of the composer to China. But 
the use of experimental and improvisatory techniques as exemplified in the 
compositions above, techniques which are prevalent both in New Music and in 
Chinese traditional music, unmakes this concept at least to an extent. The Chinese 
artist's way of modernization, being national at the same time, thus subverts the 
modernization efforts of Chinese governments, one reason for the lack of 
popularity of this music amongst Chinese Party politicians. 

d. Chinese polyphony 

If the type of rhythmical freedom described above occurs not just in one but in 
several linear voices at the same time, the effect is a very special type of vertical 
structure which Tcherepnin described as follows: 

In an orchestra each musician has to play the same melody according to the 
capacities and register of his instrument. This results in a "false doubling," 
which, together with the variety of the often syncopated rhythms played by 
the percussion instruments, creates a sort of native polyphony, peculiar to 
Chinese music.281 

This "native polyphony," or Chinese polyphony as one might call it, has two 
peculiarities: first, it is not contrapuntal, rather a many-voiced quasi-unison. A 
number of distinctive melodic and rhythmic patterns of the same melody are car
ried out by various instruments, the melodic line may be embellished and orna
mented or rhythmicized in differing ways by different performers.282 Musicolo
gists have termed this type of quasi-unison heterophony. Apart from being many
voiced in rhythm, this "native polyphony" can secondly be a many-voicedness in 
pitch as "false doubling." In playing the melody concurrently, the instruments 

280 CHOU" Towards a Re-merger," p. 314. 
281 TCHEREPNINE "Music in Modem China," p. 394. 
282 For a general discussion cf. PICARD Musique chinoise, p. 83/84. Different types of het

erophony 1. idiomatic variation in idiosyncratic techniques of certain instruments, 2. interac
tive variation as interplay between different instruments and 3. interpretive variation by 
change in rhythm, melodic contour or mode, are established and sharply described in 
THRASHER "Bianzou techniques." For a similar discussion cf. STOCK "Constructive 
Techniques." 
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keep to their various idiosyncratic registers and timbres. Quasi-unison can hence 
also be a type of"mixture-playing."283 

Fig. 19 Zhou Wenzhong The Willows are New: false doubling 

Zhou Wenzhong describes this "mixture" for his pieces: 
Chordal combinations are generally the result of vertical amplification of the 
linear movement. Either the vertical formation is made up of the same tones 
as the linear motive it supports, with or without their minor ninths or 
seconds, or the vertical formation is made up of perfect fourths or fifths with 
or without their ninths and seconds.284 

The technique is well-exemplified in his piano piece The Willows are New, es
pecially in the bass part. 

Chen Xiaoyong's Die (Piling up) for orchestra (1988-92) features the other type 
of Chinese polyphony: essentially the same melodic phrase is embellished and 
rhythmicized in differing ways. The composition therefore has an apparent thick 
clustered structure, although in reality it consists only of a very widely spread out 
linear pentatonic melody. 

Fig. 20 Chen Xiaoyong Die 

283 In the chapter on Debussy, DE LA MOTTE uses this expression to describe Debussy's chor
dal writing based on his hearings of Indonesian gamelan (cf. DE LA MOTTE Harmonieleh
re, p. 255-259). 

284 Cited in CHAN A Study on Chou Wen-chung, p. 71. 
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Whereas Chen's entire piece is based on this idea, Ge Ganru's piano concerto 
Wu and his string quartet Fu (Poem) of 1983 and Zeng Xingkui's flute concerto 
Tianwen I (Asking Heaven)285 of 1991 only show scattered moments of 
heterophony. In Chan Wingwah's Concertina (1983) for piano, voices and 
chamber ensemble, the octave doubling appears heterophonically in different 
rhythms. Lu Wenci, too, in her minute string quartet Bu suanzi286 (1987) makes 
use of heterophony. Especially in the beginning, the melodic "line" developed 
out of single sounds is a piecework made up of all four instrumental parts which 
ornament und embellish on each other. 

Both forms of Chinese polyphony are to be found in Lu Yan' s Music for fifteen 
strings (1989). Untypically in this piece, he hardly ever introduces contrapuntal 
playing in the parts. Counterpoint makes way to heterophony: the voices run 
parallel in mixture-writing during much of the piece or they heterophonically em
bellish each others' melodic line, support it in slightly different rhythmical struc
ture. 

Again, one could say that the government effort at modernization, in this case 
the prescribed introduction of Western harmony in Chinese New Music, is re
versed by these composers. The linear qualities developed from the destruction of 
the conventional harmonic system prevalent in New Music reappear in the radical
izing compositions by Chinese composers as the (traditional) linear qualities of 
heterophonic writing. Again, modernization and national style are interpreted 
from two very different angles, and again the government reading goes contrary to 
that of the composer. 

e. Chinese speech voice 

Chinese opera singing sounds very different from the operatic tradition in the 
West.287 Although the singing-technique in Chinese opera is just as "unnatural" 
and" artificial" as that in the West, although the voice of every Beijing opera per
former, too, has to be developed through lengthy, rigorous training, during which a 
complex body of vocal techniques is acquired, the artificial voice it employs is 
very different from that to be heard in Western opera. The ideal basic timbre for 
singing in Chinese opera is a controlled nasal tone.288 There is a preference for 
the high range, and therefore, the voices in Chinese opera might sound forced to 

285 The text of Tianwen is often attributed to Qu Yuan. Allegedly these were his questions to 
Heaven upon seeing murals of gods in a temple during his banishment. 

286 This is the name of a poem by Su Shi (1036-1101 ). 
287 For a very interesting and detailed discussion of the vocal practices in Beijing Opera cf. 

WICHMANN Listening to Theatre, esp. p. 177-213. 
288 WICHMANN Listening to Theatre, p. 201. 
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the Western ear. Some characters use the so-called small voice (xiaosangzi ), they 
sing in falsetto.289 

The same basic techniques of vocal production are used for all types of vocal 
performance, be it verse recitation, prose dialogue, or vocalizations such as crying, 
laughing or coughing or proper singing.290 Hence, there is no abrupt break be
tween a character's speaking and singing. High-class characters use the so-called 
heightened speech or yunbai. It is slower than colloquial speech and has very 
strong musical qualities. Frequently, it has the flavour of declamation with great 
extremes in pitch.291 These operatic traditions and the stylized form of declama
tory "speak-singing" is akin to what in Western musicological jargon has been 
termed speech voice-Sprechgesang. Within their own tradition, Chinese com
posers have made much use of this feature of New Music. 

Guo Wenjing's choral symphony Shu dao nan (The dangers of the Sichuan 
Road) composed in 1987, a setting of a poem by Li Bai (701-762),292 for example, 
not only uses Sichuan opera gongs, but also, as the composer writes, "the melody 
of the symphony is composed in harmony with the intonation of the Sichuan dia
lect and adopts some elements of Sichuan opera. The singing tries to follow the 
way of singing used in the Chinese traditional opera." This becomes especially 
obvious in the solo section. The sliding into the notes typical of Chinese operatic 
singing is indicated through glissando-signs and arrows. Also, the constant twist
ing and turning nature of Beijing Opera melody which is caused by its closeness to 
speech tones293 is captured in the vocal lines of the soloists (and taken over in the 
instrumental lines, cf. the solo cello and the bassoon lines, too). Nevertheless, the 
use of a huge choir and the brassy orchestral interludes somehow blur these rem
nants from Chinese tradition. 

289 WICHMANN Listening to Theatre, p. 213. 
290 WICHMANN Listening to Theatre, p. 177. 
291 WICHMANN Listening to Theatre, p. 204 explains that the speech tones used are different 

from common Mandarin. They follow the speech tones of the Song (960-1279) and Yuan 
(1271-1368) dynasty dialect ofZhongzhou, a district in Henan province. These Zhongzhou 
speech-tones are called Zhongzhou yun (lit. Zhongzhou rhyme) and it is from this terminol
ogy that heightened speech takes its name (yunbai). 

292 The very long poem describes the difficulties and dangers of the Sichuan mountains, unin
hibited, lonely and full of the perils of nature, a place which caused even "strong men" to 
"perish." The phrase "it is harder to walk the Sichuan road than to climb the blue sky" is 
repeated several times. For a reprint and full translation of the poem cf. HERDAN (tr) 300 
T'ang Poems, p. 188-193. 

293 For a detailed description cf. WICHMANN Listening to Theatre, p. 55-57. 

J 
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Xu Boyun's composition Hanshi (Cold Food),294 on the other hand (1974), for 
voice and chamber ensemble, brings out Chinese operatic elements much more 
clearly and perceptibly. The quiet piece starts with an introduction of piano and 
percussion with stretta, into which the singer enters in the typical high register of 
xiao sangzi (p. 1 ). A bit later the voice starts a kind of speech voice (p. 2 bottom) 
featuring extreme leaps of almost two octaves (p. 3 e# to e"). The voice is flexi
ble on each pitch, not fixed (cf. the arrows on p. 4). As is practice in Beijing Op
era, each syllable (i.e. one Chinese word) is split again into its vowel and conso
nant parts which allows a greater range of melismata on long notes for each 
word.295 ·This separation of syllables into parts on long notes is indicated and di
rected by the composer by the use of a Taiwanese shorthand-transcription system 
to be seen on top of the Chinese characters (p. 1.2). The instrumental part forms 
an oscillating background to which the voice adds an emotive speech voice. 

In Chen Xiaoyong's Yun (Rhyme) for soprano, flute, oboe, clarinet, 2 violins, 
viola, cello, doublebass, harp, zheng (in special tuning) and percussion, the musi
cal characteristics of Beijing Opera are more indirectly applied. He also makes 
use of the characteristic splitting up of syllables. He explains: 

Ich habe einen alten chinesischen Text genommen und aus musikalischen 
Grunden verandert und rekombiniert. Der Text ist in meinem Stiick weder 
wortlich wiederzuerkennen noch in seiner Bedeutung wichtig. Die Ausspra
che dieses neuen Textes ist wiederum verandert gemaB jener der Peking
Oper [ ... ]. Zurn Beispiel wird so as Ban ein "Buan", [ ... ] im langsamen 
Tempo [ ... ] "Bu --- o --- a --- n" [ ... ]. Diese neu entstandenen Laute und 
deren feine Veranderungen spielen musikalisch eine groBe Rolle. 

The piece is written in a changing metre, according to the text he created. Its 
microtonal and microrhythmic structure is imitated in the rhythmic and melodic 
arrangement of the instrumental part of the music: in part 2, the dialogue between 
harp and zheng (p. 3) sounds like an augmented version of some of the vocal line 
presented before in part 1. Also, gracenotes, glissandos and big leaps dominate 
the score. It ends in a typical Beijing opera percussion stretta. 

Another attempt at incorporating Beijing Opera elements is Ma Shuilong's Wo 
shi ... (I am ... ) for soprano, flute and percussion (1985). Vocal figures such as the 
slides and gracenotes are from the very beginning introduced in the flute part. A 

294 The piece is based on a conflict between the sage and scholar Jie Zhitui and the King of Jin 
during the Spring and Autumn Period (722-481 BC). The story is recaptured in a contempo
rary poem by Luo Y anzhuan. 

295 Xu Changhui remarked on the differences between local types of opera: in Yuan (1280-
1368) zaju one word is separated into four syllables, in Taiwanese nanguan it is divided 
even more. In southern kunqu every word has three divisions, in pingju only two. He ap
plied this concept in his Nu Guanzi (1963) for strings, percussion, harp and celesta: he uses 
the twelve-tone-scale but divides it into four tonal centres. 
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snare drum plays in stretta to fill up the rests between voice or flute entrances thus 
increasing the sense of urgency (p. 1.2.5 bottom). At first, the singer speaks in 
yunbai manner (p. 2-6). Later she starts to sing, not in the nasal Beijing Opera 
Style, but in Western style. Elements of Beijing Opera are kept, however: the 
voice enters after an interlude which suddenly breaks off with a harsh staccato 
note (p. 7) reminiscent of percussion interludes in Beijing Opera. During melodic 
breaks, the percussionists throw in fast runs (p. 7) which are punctuating296 the 
voice. 1 The side leaps and the sliding into notes by use of gracenotes (p. 7 /8) are 
also maintained.297 
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Fig. 21 Chen Shihui Mime: punctuation 

Chen Shihui, in Mime (1988) for soprano, harp, and percussion, also makes 
clear use of Beijing Opera techniques, the interspersing of the voice part and harp 
is typical of many an operatic passage. Especially in excited passages, effective 
punctuation makes for the tyical sense of urgency. Similarly, Chen Qigang com
bines Chinese operatic elements from kunqu, Beijing opera and pingtan298 with 
poetry by Su Shi, and a modem ensemble to form his very personal "trinity" 299 in 
his Poeme lyrique II (1991) for baritone and ensemble of eleven instruments. 

A different way of singing is called forth at the end of He Xuntian' s Tianlai 
(Sounds of Nature) and-perhaps less strikingly so-in his Huanting (Phonism) of 
1990 for flute, oboe, clarinet, mandolin, guitar, harp, violin, viola, cello and 
percussion. The monotonous singing of senseless syllables by the instrumentalists 
(b. 155ff) evokes memories of Buddhist monks chanting their holy sutras. 

296 For the functions of percussion instruments in Beijing Opera cf. WICHMANN Listening to 
theatre, p. 252-262. 

297 A more thorough discussion of this piece and its relation to the poem is found in MITTLER 
"Mirrors & Double Mirrors," p. 22. 

298 For the operatic forms mentioned here cf. the first chapter in YUNG Cantonese Opera. 
299 Cf. his remarks in the program ofNIEUW Ensemble Nieuwe Muziek Uit China, p. 9-12. 
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Buddhist and Lamaist singing300 is 
the model for Qu Xiaosong's Cantata Da 

~@l@§:~.~-S:=~~~~~~~~W@=~. ~~~. Pi Guan (Cleaving the Coffin), com
posed in 1987, and Ye Xiaogang's Can-

" 1• 1· • 1• tata Da Lai Vi (1988).301 Qu's work 
~,,~,,.§~~~~~~~§~~iffe,,~ emphasizes the allusion by the particular 

r• 

· 1· 'f't. 

choice of percussion instruments com-
" 

" " 1' 

• ,. ,. r· r• mon in the accompaniment of Chinese 
§{§~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, religious music.302 Xu Boyun's Life 

:::-:::; 
Fig. 22 He Xuntian Huanting 

and Death, too, mentioned above has a 
final passage which is modeled on a 
Buddhist monks' choral reciting. Typi
cal bells and percussion accompaniment 
are added to a background of vocalized 
"Ah" in the female voices. The typical 
elements of Chinese religious chanting, 

the lack of thematic development, the lack of clear rhythmical structure, through 
sustained long notes often in extreme ranges, very low or very high, are aptly used 
in all of these compositions. 

Yet another type of speech voice is to be found in Qu Xiaosong's Mong Dong 
(1984) for bass and chamber ensemble.303 The inspiration for the piece was 
drawn from cliff drawings of the Wa minority in Yunnan Province. The composer 
explains: 

Like all primitive art, the cliff drawings [ ... ] belong to nature, not to civili
zation. The crude, unstudied, simple, childlike lines of the cliff drawings are 
permeated with the tranquillity of primitive man's oneness with nature. [ ... ] 
The feeling of closeness with nature, [ ... ] is perhaps the most precious thing 
that modem civilized man has lost.304 

3 00 The influence of Tibet and its religious culture on the xinchao generation has been enormous 
as Tian Zhuangzhuang's Daomazei and the opera The Death of Oedipus (1994) by Qu 
Xiaosong show. 

301 Unfortunately I only have this romanized title and can hence not guess its meaning. 
302 Nevertheless, Qu also attests the influence of the use of yunbai in a chuanju operatic per

formance " The White Snake" which he had seen shortly before writing the composition. 
On the qualities and musical features of religious music cf. LEE Musik in Daoistischen 
Zeremonien and MABBETT "Buddhism and Music." 

303 Some Chinese instruments such as sanxian, pipa and xun (a Chinese ocarina) are employed. 
An analysis of the piece is to be found in ZYYYXYXB 1987. I :94-97 "Mong Dong," RMYY 
1986.6:23-24 "Mong Dong zuoqu jifa tan," and in ZHANG Akkulturationsphiinomene, p. 
160-165. 

304 From the composer's program note at the Hong Kong Festival of Chinese Music 1986. 
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Qu Xiaosong had experienced this closeness to nature during his years in the 
countryside. The piece seems to be a memorial to the inhabitants. For the singing, 
his point ofreference is perhaps the earthy shan 'ge (mountain songs) sung origi
nally for communication between one mountain and another. There is no text, just 
syllables are sung. The very beginning creates an exuberant primitive atmosphere, 
which climaxes when the instrumentalists join the vocalist in chattering and shouts 
(p. 10-11 ). One almost feels drawn into some village festival. 

Fig. 23 Qu Xiaosong Mong Dong 

Li Taixiang's Da shenji (Great ritual for the Gods) of 1976/77 for voices and in
vented instruments and his Taixu yin (Song of the great void) for voices and in
strumental ensemble (1979), both polytonal and polyrhythmic in structure, also ex
emplify the kind of vocalise used among the mountain folk, in this case the Amei 
of Taiwan. At times, the domination of rhythm in the vocal parts is reminiscent of 
so-called working-cries, haozi. 305 

Tan Dun's use of voice in "Echo in the Distance" of his ritual opera Jiu Ge 
(Nine Songs) of 1989306 and Mo Wuping's use of the voice in his Fan I composed 
in 1991 for voice, flute, oboe, clarinet, mandolin, guitar, harp, piano, percussion 
and string quartet also employ elements of Chinese folksong rather than the ritual 
or operatic tradition. The piece begins with a shout and again and again melismas 
as in Mong Dong are sounded. The title of the piece indicates its source. Fan 
stands for the trivial, the common, which we meet with everyday, the routine.307 

Radicalizing composers approach the vocal heritage very differently from com
posers who take to the stylizing or reforming manner. Their use of the folk and 

305 These haozi are discussed in HUANG "Haozi-Working Cries." 
306 This work is taken up in more detail below. Other parts of the piece are clearly related to 

Chinese opera. The composer explains in a program note: "I took the tones and sounds of 
Chinese dialects, and the declamatory style of local opera, to compose a kind of vocalizing 
in between chanting, yelling, speaking and singing." 

307 For a quotation of Mo's thoughts on this piece cf. the program ofNIEUW Ensemble, Nieuwe 
Muziek Uit China, p. 13-14. The piece is also discussed in MITTLER Neue Musik aus 
China, p. 13. 
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the operatic tradition is based on the oral experience rather than the notated struc
ture (the latter another of the achievements of official "modernization" in Chinese 
music). Conventional folksong notation used as material by stylizing composers 
would only put down the bone-structure of such a song. The inflections, the mi
crotonality, the employment of different levels between speaking, singing and 
shouting, the minimalist quality of some of the Buddhist tunes, all of these ele
ments are only captured in notation with great difficulty. This becomes very obvi
ous when one compares the notation of the vocal part in Mong Dong with that in 
Tan Dun's On Taoism, to be discussed below. How to capture those very minute 
and constant changes in pitch, those ornamenting jumps so peculiar to Chinese 
vocal music? While Qu Xiaosong attempts to notate every single twist and tum, 
Tan Dun decided to graphically indicate these in his score. Their oral approach to 
Chinese vocal music as material for new composition makes for a radical, inclu
sive integration of tradition in New Chinese Music, while at the same time open
ing up a great number of techniques and musical qualities which are indeed very 
similar to those found in W estem avantgarde music. 

f Chinese instruments 

The last section has attempted to explain some of the modernist aspects of China's 
vocal heritage, its minimalism, its microtonality, its closeness to Sprechgesang. 
Some of the techniques of her instrumental tradition, too, can be said to have a 
distinctly modernist flavour in the Western sense of the word. While we have dis
cussed the use of Chinese instruments and their techniques in a reforming and ne
gotiating context above, this section will deal with those compositions which have 
tapped Chinese instruments and instrumental techniques as a resource for radical 
departures from this established practice.308 It is not the use of Chinese instru
ments and their techniques which sets the radicalizing composers apart from those 
practicing stylization or free transformation.309 What is different is the way in 

308 Other" colonized" (by Western music) countries such as Australia, the Philippines and Latin 
America, have produced composers with similar ideas of tapping their national instrumental 
heritage as RYKER (ed) Music in the Orient, FELICIANO Four Asian Composers and 
PARAS.KEV AID IS "Auf der Suche," esp. p. 26, show. 

309 Cf. the false statements by JIANG in "Influence of traditional Chinese music," p. 90. As 
Zhu Shirui reminds me, one ought to be careful in overemphasizing the importance and the 
innovations of the youngest composers in the way Jiang does in his article, for instance. Not 
everything they do is done for the first time, it is only done in a different way. For earlier 
uses of Chinese instruments cf. for instance CR 1970.19/10:16 "A revolution in Ballet," 
which reports that in order to create the "fresh, lively Chinese style and spirit which the 
common people of China love," the musicians did not let themselves be restricted by the 
make-up of the Western orchestra but used the percussion and other traditional musical in
struments of Beijing Opera. Cf. PISCHNER Musik in China, p. 129, who reports of a suona-
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which the instruments are being employed. The following compositions no longer 
negotiate tradition, they do not emulate nineteenth century techniques. Rather, 
they make use of avantgarde techniques on Chinese instruments or recover 
avantgardist sounds in traditional instrumental practices. 

Nanxiangzi (Southern Village) M . .:::Blllfr-rii.fru 
IL SpU!la Dom11ln 

Of 1984, for zheng and Xiao by ;!;'~z*:!;j' Mot.,lala lo• Gu-chen• 

Tan Dun310 employsjlatterzunge p ,..., · 1 ~~ on the xiao, makes use oftwelve-
tone technique and applies sev- I& ·fl 
eral particular tunings. In his 

: .. % s§rrftu1 ctl_.~ ~Is~~; ~ij 
Shuang Que (Two Verses) ~--~ 
(1982) for erhu and yangqin, a I ..... 1 

.__ ___ _J 

"If 11111 [ lf j± I 11 IfL I 
9!fl.lt > ,... 

theme by the blind erhu-player A 
Bing is alienated: at first by 
contrasting it with extremely dis
sonant pizzicatos in the yangqin; ·.· 

Fig. 24 Tsang Yipfat Ling-kai II: aleatoric techniques on 
then by tearing it into disparate Chinese instruments 
pieces and finally by reducing it 
to its rhythmic qualities with the yangqin lessened to serving solely as a guitar-like 
chord-plucking background. Xu Boyun in his Pipa suibi (Pipascrabble) composed 
in 1975 "realized that we had forgotten over the years that you cannot only pluck 
the pipa but also strike it like a guitar to produce whole chords. I used that to pro
duce a new pipa sound." Tsang Yipfat' s Ling-kai II (Spirit's Domain) of 1986 for 
Chinese ensemble makes use of aleatory techniques. In the middle section of the 
piece the players are asked to achieve a "spiritual interaction" which is meant to 
lead them to feel nothing but the sounds they produce. In these pieces the turn
over of Yang wei Zhong yang becomes obvious. No longer are Western instru
ments used in a Chinese way, but Chinese instruments are used in contemporary 
Western manner. 

Ma Shuilong's Pan (Expectation) for Chinese ensemble (1976) is a powerful, 
evocative synthesis of Chinese sonorities with modem musical techniques. Only 

concerto written in 1952: "Ich muB sagen, daB dieses Musiksti.ick eines der interessantesten 
war, das ich aufunserer Reise horte, und daB es die reichen Moglichkeiten der Zusammen
stellung von europaischen und chinesischen Instrumenten uberzeugend dartut." For a dis
cussion on the modernist use of Chinese instruments cf. ZHOU "Zhongguo xiandai minzu
qiyue." 

310 The zheng is tuned in a particular way so it can play both in pentatonic and in well-tempered 
contexts. For the exact tuning cf. ZHANG Akkulturationsphdnomene, p. 145/146. For the 
very controversial discussion of Tan Dun's music for Chinese instruments cf. "Yishi jiaoqi 
qianceng lang" in ZGYYX 1985.1:134-136. 
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rarely do the instruments join to play a melody. There are moments when the dizi
part seems to suggest conventional bird sound motives, but these short allusions 
are soon drowned in percussive dynamism. Similarly, other attempts at playing in 
harmony are stopped short by chromatic tremolo passages in the plucking instru
ments which defy every attempt at silencing them. Lai Dehe's Zhongmiao (Many 
wonders), too, (1975) composed for the Cloud Gate Theatre, makes interesting 
contemporary use of Chinese instruments, xiao, qin, pipa and zheng. 311 

Doming Lam's com
positions for Chinese or
chestra, also reveal new 
views on Chinese tradi
tion: in Qiujue (Autumn 
Execution) based on the 
story of Dou E312 (1978) 
the use of the erhu (p. 16) 

Fig. 25 Lam Doming Qiujue: musical cries to depict a weeping 
populus who feels with the wronged girl, is probably a most haunting memory for 
any listener. Insect World, on the other hand (1979), gives a realistic and bruitist 
picture of the humming of insects. The often dissonant modernist idiom of this 
piece is enhanced by the use of jlatterzunge in sheng and dizi. 

While idyllic sound-pictures are common in Chinese traditional music-one re
members the many compositions depicting, quite realistically, birds' and other 
natural sounds-these paintings in sound presented by Doming Lam have a har
rowing, daunting effect. Emphasis is put on the noisy, the brutal not the melodic 
and peaceful in nature. It is here that the composition comes close to the sublima
tion of noise in bruitist music. Lam Bunching' s composition Impetus (1987) revo
lutionizes the Chinese orchestra in a similar way. No longer is pentatonicism or 
melody of importance, the orchestra is used to function as a sound-producing 
body, bursts of energy are contrasted with moments of complete silence. The 
piece is a study in sound complexes, in Chinese sound qualities and combinations. 

These examples for the application of contemporary techniques to Chinese in
struments already indicate the difference in approach taken by these composers 
from those stylizing or negotiating tradition. In the following, a number of exam
ples for the combination of Western and Chinese instruments yet again in radical 

311 For a discussion and analysis cf. YOU Taiwan xiandai yinyue, p. 184-192. 
312 The story of Dou E is related in chapter two. Quite a few other composers have used the 

theme of Dou E in their works, for instance, Tan Dun in his composition Snow in June (in a 
version for Chinese orchestra 1990, in a version for solo cello and four percussionists, 1991), 
and Ma Shuilong in Dou E Yuan (The Lament of Dou E) for voices, suona and percussion 
(1987). 
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manner are to be examined. Zhou Long's Wu Ji (Limitless) of 1991, for piano, 
zheng and percussion,313 is a prime example for the modernist use of combina
tions of Chinese and Western instruments.314 The frightening atmosphere created 
in the beginning by harsh piano chords and percussion effects, an extremely re
duced vocabulary, a domination of rhythmic ideas rather than melodic develop
ments, often pieced together by all three instruments in fast succession, inflections 
and glissando effects on the zheng, and a highly atonal idiom make up the special 
effects of this piece. 

In Immateriality for tape and sanxian (1991) by Koo Chatpo, the repetitive 
sounds of the sanxian blend in well with the artificial and electronic sounds pro
duced on tape. Chen Xiaoyong's Duet for zheng and violin (1989), on the other 
hand, is a study in musical chiaroscuro: Chen says "there is nothing that connects 
these two instruments." Hence, contrast becomes the motto in this piece: long 
static notes in the violin are countered by harsh pizzicatos in the zheng part 
(beginning). Senza vibrato in the violin is contrasted by constant inflections in the 
zheng (line 3). Ever-sinking triplets in the zheng are answered with an insistence 
on the same double-stopped chord in the violin (p. 2 second line). The dominance 
of dissonant seconds as important intervals and the highly inflective nature make 
this piece a fitting example of avantgarde sound. 

Chinese instruments as solo-instruments accompanied by a Western orchestra 
have been used by negotiating composers as shown above. There are quite a few 
attempts by more radical minds in this medium as well: Zhu Jian'er's Concerto for 
suona and orchestra (1989) and Koo Chatpo's Caoshu (The Jujube Tree) for or
chestra and zheng (1990) are such examples. In Koo's piece, sudden bursts of 
sound (the brass being very prevalent) break out of almost complete silence. A 
certain brutality in the orchestral writing-which makes use of aleatoric and mini
malist315 techniques-is contrasted by the distinct lyricism in the zheng part. He 
Xuntian's Meng size (Four Dreams), a concerto for prepared erhu and orchestra of 
1987, overstates the indefinite pitch typical of instruments such as the erhu in a 
very extensive type of vibrato. Another New feature in this piece is the 
"preparation" of the erhu which is provided with pieces of twisted iron attached to 
the bridge. 

Ye Xiaogang's Concerto for shakuhachi (Japanese flute) and Chinese orchestra 
The Mask of Sakya (1990) is yet another impressive example for affinities between 

313 For a discussion of a former version of this piece Wu Ji for piano and synthesized sounds 
(1987) see LEI Chinese composers, p. 65-101 

314 The youngest composer I know of who has made use of combinations of Chinese and West
ern instruments is Cao Jian from the Central Conservatory in Beijing, a student of Guo 
Wenjing, who lately (1992) wrote Shang (Dying young) for xun, xiao, zheng and piano. 

315 The composer does not quite agree with this attribute. 
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Western modernity and Chinese tradition. The shakuhachi-part is distinctly Asian 
with its gracenotes, trills and inflections; at the same time it is modern in its use of 
fl.atterzunge and big leaps rather than melodic lines. Through frequent indication 
to cancel the regular metre, in its exuberant percussion movement, and in the 
abundance of sustained dissonant chords the piece is again very modem and very 
Chinese at the same time. 

Similarly, Tan Dun's Orchestral Theatre (1990) for solo xun, further xuns and 
orchestra, combines the ritualist and earthy quality of some of China's folkmusic 
and the bruitist understanding of much avantgarde music. It starts off with loud 
breathing into the solo xun answered by other xuns, softening and again climaxing 
into a hubbub of xuns sounding almost like an entire beehive. Always, breath is 
more audible than real sound. In this piece, Tan firmly establishes noise as ac
ceptable sound. He also uses a multi-medial approach to the orchestra: the musi
cians not only have to play but also to sing and to shout, a practice on the one hand 
characteristic of modem music but, on the other hand, reminiscent of the concept 
of non-professional all-round performer in Chinese traditional music who would 
be able to play (all the) different instruments in the ensemble at different times. 

It is hence apparent that the radicalization in the use of Chinese instruments 
works on two levels: on the level of Yang wei Zhong yang, Western modernist in
strumental techniques, such as flatterzunge or the preparation of the instrument are 
translated onto Chinese instruments. On another level, certain affinities between 
the Western New and the Chinese old in compositional techniques such as the use 
of minimalism and aleatory may lead to the possibility of gu wei Jin yong. 

g. modernist use of Chinese melody 

The last discussion has shown the similarities (and the differences) in approach 
between those Chinese composers stylizing or negotiating tradition, and those 
radicalizing tradition. This is also the case for the use of Chinese melody which so 
dominated attempts at stylization. Again, radical efforts have been made to incor
porate Chinese melody in a modernist context. The composers were not content 
with the way melody had been made to fit Western functional harmony.316 New 
Music in the West had broken with functional harmony and perhaps it was a more 
fitting medium to use: it might be easier to juxtapose an atonal or linear structure 
with pentatonic and horizontally constructed Chinese folkmusic. 

One of the first radical compositions which attempted this type of juxtaposition 
is Sang Tong's Zai na yaoyuan de difang (In the land, far far away). Composed in 

316 Interviews with Wu Dinglian and Chen Qigang. Cf. also the controversial discussion at a 
conference in Hong Kong over the Chineseness or not of such pieces, reprinted in LIU 
"Huigu yu fansi," p. 37-60, and evaluated in MITTLER" Two music meetings." 
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1947, it is China's first strictly atonal piece. The melody, a folksong from Qing
hai, appears in all kinds of different rhythmic combinations and as in Xu 
Changhui's piano concerto analyzed above, it is :finally led to a rich apotheosis in 
octave doubling (p. 17). 

Zhou Long's composition Su 
(Tracing back) for flute and qin 
(1985) or flute and harp (1990) 
incorporates the qin-melody 
Youlan (Elegant Orchid).317 
Zhou, although "tracing back," is 
in fact dissecting tradition.318 
Unlike Sang Tong, he does not 
create a harmonic framework 
within which to cite and repeat 
the melody. Rather, the melody 
dominates the entire piece not as 
a whole but in continuous al
ienation and fragmentation (a full 
score is to be found in Appendix 
Two).319 The harp starts with an 
ornamented augmented fourth 
jump from the beginning of the 
original tune, echoed immedi
ately in the flute part (b. 2). This 
augmented fourth is a prominent 
interval in the piece, apart from a 
few other melody intervals to be 

~ I 

Ip 

Fig. 26 The Qinghai folksong and Sang Tong'sZai na 
yaoyuan de difang 

mentioned below. The triplets in the harp intone the beginning of the melody but 
are broken off and are echoed again, although in a very different mode, in the 
quintole-movement of the flute (b. 4) which in turn finds another echo in the harp 
(b. 5). The movement breaks off. 

The septole movement of the flute (b. 8/9) seems to hint at the melody, too, in 
its not-quite-perfect avoidance of the melody's significant intervals: minor third 
and major second (sometimes, in alienation, the other third or second is used). 

317 On Youlan cf. PIAN Sonq Dynasty Musical Sources, p. VII, LIANG Music of the Billion, p. 
91-92. It is the oldest extant notated piece of music attributed to a certain Qiu Ming who 
lived in the sixth century. 

318 For this piece cf. KOUWENHOVEN "Madly singing," p. 70-72. 
319 Quite a few Chinese composers remark on their attempts to use but hide and alienate Chinese 

melody (from interviews with Hou Junqing, Xu Shuya and Zhang Xiaofu). 
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The melody consists of these intervals first in falling and then inverted in 
ascending order. Again, the harp intones the starting gracenote (b. 9), and the flute 
first answers with a septole diminutive version of the melody echoed in 
augmentation in the followingflatterzunge section (b. 11). In an agitato section, 
the wild staccatos and tremolos in the flute are set against the first full intonation 
of a solemn accompaniment-like movement in the harp (b. 13). The characteristic 
intervals are intoned over and over, sometimes inverted (I) or in retrograde (R). In 
b. 25ffthey appear in the flute part with a sort of"hick-up-effect" in the harp (esp. 

b. 27). 
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Fig. 27 Excerpts from You/an used in Zhou Long's Su 

Finally, the melody (M) is 
cited in the flute (b. 33), but 
even now, the harp alienates the 
melody through the use of 
chromatic notes and glissando 
effects. Further on, we have 
another crystallization of inter
valic combinations which lead 
to a harsh climax (b. 49) sud
denly breaking off in b. 51. Of
ten, even the enormous leaps in 
the septoles of the flute part can 
again be explained in the charac
teristic intervals. Another thun-
dering section precedes the calm 
leading to the end which makes 
more explicit and obvious use of 
the melody in different chro

matic forms (b. 68.71.77.78). The dominance of motivic material in this piece is 
obvious since even the last bar, although split into flute and harp-part is made up 
of the characteristic intervals: f# = gflat, eflat, d, c, a minor third and a major sec
ond. 

In Su the melody was used as raw material for transformation and reinterpreta
tion of intervallic relationships. In Zhou' s string quartet Qin Qu (1982) based on 
another qin-tune, Yangguan sandie, which is also the basis for Zhou Wenzhong's 
The Willows are new, the melody serves as a foil to all developments.320 The mel
ody is introduced in the viola in the very beginning. It is the kernel of variations 
rather than "kernelized" and taken apart, as Youlan had been in Su. A background 
of silent stroked and pizzicato notes offsets the melody. It is then presented in 

320 The quartet is discussed in ZHANG Akkulturationsphiinomene, p. l 16ff. 
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ever new sound fields and rhythmic fields. Its original mellow tone is sometimes 
totally lost, especially when modernist string-techniques and noise-effects are 
applied: in harsh pizzicato chords or heavy bowings, the strings are strained so 
much that they slide out of tune and the body of the instruments is tapped during 
pizzicatos. A section of ostinato double stops and dancelike rhythm departs mark
edly from the gravity of the original theme. Only in the very end does Zhou return 
to the quiet and lyrical atmosphere of qin-playing. 
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Fig. 28 Excerpt from Yangguan sandie in bone
structure, and its ornamented version in Chan 

Wingwah's Trio (b. 94ff) 

Chan Wingwah's Trio (1982) 
for violin, harpsichord (or 
zheng) and cello also incorpo
rates this qin-melody. A some
what diffuse atmosphere is cre-
ated through constant tremolos 
and intricate rhythmical rela
tionships between the instru-
ments in the introductory and 
final parts of this piece. The in
troduction of the melody in the 
harpsichord forms a sharp and 
sudden contrast (b. 94-121). 
The transparency of this section 
almost serves as a relief from 
the preceding and ensuing per
petuate movement. The tension 
is only released once more in the 
atmospheric recollection of the 
melody marked "like an echo." 

Essentially similar in con
struction and sound effect is his 
Blossom (1983) for 6 players. 
This time, not tremolos but trills 
determine the " static move
ment" of the frame for an an
cient melody. Again a qin-piece 
is alluded to, perhaps a little less 
clearly than in Trio. Chan 
writes: 

Blossom was much inspired by the ancient Chinese tune "Three Variations 
on the Plum blossom" meihua sannong, the original tune for dizi and later 
transcribed for qin. Literary sources ascribe the music to master Ruan Yi of 
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the Jin dynasty (265-420). The tune represents the idea that a fine gen
tleman is like a plum blossom, pure and white, it stands still despite snow 
and wind. The present piece reconceptualises the ancient tune and its ideol
ogy in a contemporary language. Some passages of the traditional tune, 
including the well-known ritomello originally played on the harmonics of 
the qin are quoted here. This section appears at the second half of Blossom 
and features an imitation of the sonority of traditional Chinese instruments, 
the harpsichord in particular suggests the sound of the qin. The music, how
ever, does not confine itself to a programmatic nature, it simply evokes but 
does not directly describe.321 

Chan incorporates the melody into his piece, trying to fit it into a modem con
text or perhaps rather trying to fit the modem context to it. He also attempts to 
translate the special flavour of Chinese instruments onto Western instruments. 
The harpsichord cites the melody single-handedly (b. 96) gradually joined by other 
instruments. The thicker the texture gets, the more dissonant it becomes. Al
though the harpsichord repeats the melody constantly, although it is at times het
erophonically supported by one or the other of the instruments, it is eventually 
drowned in trills and tremolos only to emerge again in variation in b. 127 when the 
tutti has been reduced and the harpsichord is but for a short moment a soloist. The 
piece ends as it began, in impulsive and exuberant trills. 

Tan Dun's Dao Ji (On Taoism) of 1985, formerly known under the abstract 
name Composition for three tone-colours and orchestra for voice, bass clarinet, 
contrabassoon and orchestra322 combines many of the aspects of a radical percep
tion of tradition described above. The concept of single sound can be found in the 
microtonal inflections both in the voice and in the instruments. An Asian sense of 
time is conveyed through the constant change of metre or passages which have no 
metre at all, especially in the vocal part. Non-sound and silence create the tension 
in the ad libitum voice part. Silence becomes especially important in the begin
ning and towards the end of this atmospheric piece. The contrasts between very 
thick orchestral writing and parts of very reduced and sparce instrumentation also 
create a feeling of void. Often, the voice emerges like an apparition from com
plete silence. Chinese polyphony is to be found in the obvious mixture-writing 
expecially in fourths (b. 26.46) and there are many places where a type of hetero
phonic writing is to be found in the orchestral part (e.g. b. 8). Chinese melody and 
speech voice are used in the vocal part which employs both kunqu323 yunbai 

321 Chan Wingwah in the unpublished score of his piece. 
322 The score has been published by Schirmer and is readily available. It is therefore not repro

duced here. 
323 Kunqu is a southern elegant form of Chinese opera incepted in the mid-sixteenth century, 

using the dizi rather than the jinghu (operatic high pitch erhu) as melodic lead instrument (cf. 
YUNG Cantonese Opera, p. 4-5). 
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techniques and southern mountain songs. And Tan Dun not only uses a few Chi
nese instruments in the percussion (tomtom, bass drum, gongs and bells), but 
Western instruments are used as Chinese instruments, many of the techniques of 
the qin such as harmonics or glissando are applied to Western instruments. Fur
thermore, the vocal part-which indeed creates a similar sound-effect-is notated 
in approximate graphic notation, in a manner quite different from Qu Xiaosong's 
Mong Dong shown above. On the one hand, this reduces the power of the com
poser over his composition, a feature frequently observed in New Music. On the 
other hand, this feature is close to traditional Chinese practice in which the com
poser of a piece is more often than not anonymous, while the performance and 
variation on the bone-structure of a composition by a musician plays the part of 
composition.324 If a performer of this piece approximates the sound effect here 
notated or listens to a performance by Tan Dun himself in order to interpret the 
score, the role of the musician as composer and the composer as musician and the 
role of oral transmission of music typical for traditional Chinese music is recap
tured. 

Tan Dun himself compared this rondo-like piece to the structure of Meihua san
nong. 325 The composition is structured by the vocal part used as a kind of ri
tornello. The first and the last ritornello (b. 1-2, b. 124-133) are identical in the 
vocal part and provide a frame to the piece. The other three ritornellos differ 
slightly :from each other. Also, the ritornellos are not a strong contrast with the 
other parts which develop and reinterpret ideas from the ritornello. Like the vo
calist, the instrumentalists appear to be singing to themselves: the vocal bursts 
from the first ritornello (p. 1) are echoed in big leaps in the instrumental parts (e.g. 
the augmented fourth leap of the bassoon part b. 3) and in orchestral glissandos (b. 
8 also later b. 26/27 etc.). The constant microtonal inflections and vibrations in 
the vocal part are either echoed directly in the instrumental parts (bassoon b. 
3.11112, flute and horn b. 13, horn b. 20 etc.), or they are echoed indirectly and 
augmented, first in tremolo movements (campanella b. 2-8), trills (strings b. 9-11), 
then even further into the constant wavering note-changes in the violas (b. 14ff) 
and in the flute parts (b. 18-21). 

The second and third ritornello are very short and quiet versions with four, not 
six vocal bursts. The last burst in the second ritomello is fragmented, stopped 
short and restarted. In the case of the third ritornello, the voice even ends in stac
cato syllables. This fragmentation is echoed in the orchestral part, where dry 
"staccato-percussion" (woodblock and drums rather than bells etc.) becomes more 

324 For an elaboration on this point cf. PICARD Musique chinoise, p. 28/29 and, taking the pipa 
composition Chunjicmg huayueye as an example DENG "Creative Variation." 

325 Personal communication by the composer during a telephone call, 2.5.1993. 
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dominant (b. 24.31.34.36) than before. There are indications to play short, ac
cented and staccato in other instrumental parts, too (cello and double bass use of 
Bart6k pizzicato, b. 24, wind instruments, b. 27). The overall structure of the vo
cal part, three sustained bursts, then a fragmented burst, can be found in aug
mented form in the direction of the other two solo-instruments (b. 30-46) and the 
orchestral part (from b. 46). After the third ritomello, the fragmentation of the 
vocal part becomes an even more dominant element in both solo-parts (b. 65-68 
and b. 74-76) and the orchestral use of staccato (b. 54ff). This tendency toward 
fragmentation and abruptness is increased in and after the fourth ritomello which 
includes the piece's dynamic climax (b. 94.95).326 Here, the vocal part for the first 
time joins the other musicians and in an exuberant atmosphere breaks out in short 
cries which will later find their repercussion in the solo-parts (b. 97ff) whose ex
clamations are immediately and brutally stopped short by sfff in cello and double 
bass. While the contrabassoon concludes its broken line, the other parts of the or
chestra are slowly leading back to the framing ritomello. Again, tremolos 
( campanella b. 106) and microtonal inflections appear, in stretta this time (horn b. 
107ff, oboe b. 11 lff.115ff and b. 118ff, trombone b. 112ff etc.). The piece ends as 
it had started in a mysterious and quiet dialogue between percussion instruments 
and voice. 

The compositions mentioned above have been based on Chinese musical heri
tage conceived through the double mirror of Western avantgarde music. They 
make use of the most important characteristics of China's musical tradition such as 
the restraint in sound with microtonal reflection for variation, the incorporation of 
noise into sound, its rhythmic qualities, and linear structure, as well as certain 
idiosyncracies of Chinese vocal and instrumental techniques. Unlike conservative 
composers who are stylizing or transforming tradition, in an attempt to improve on 
it according to the aesthetics of late romanticism, these composers discover and 
employ tradition more or less "as it is" as their most important source for 
composition. They radically accept and further develop elements of this living 
tradition. Their rejection of calls for orthodox improvement and modernization of 
tradition is the reason why they are being accused by governments and conserva
tive composers alike of destroying traditional heritage. And yet this very heritage 
appears to be their source as well as their aim. The radical interpretation of 

326 As for climaxes in the piece, they seem to get closer and closer to the ritomello, finally in
truding into it. In the first part (starting with ritomello l: p. 1-2) the climax is reached after 
the solo by voice and bassoon (p. 4), the second climax (ritomello 2: p. 7) is reached long af
ter the ending of the voice (p. 8), a third climax (ritomello 3: p. 13) is reached immediately 
after the ending of the vocal part, rung in by the Chinese bass drum (p. 13/14), the last dy
namic climax (ritomello 4: p. 19-21) is included in the vocal part (p. 20). This creates an 
ever-greater sense of urgency which leads to the grand climax. 
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China's musical legacy undertaken by these composers is based on their apprecia
tion and an ensuing deep understanding of a living musical tradition. Unlike con
servative composers, they have usually not received a Western musical education 
before getting into contact with China's own musical tradition. Unlike conserva
tive composers, they were usually not enculturated with Western musical stan
dards (of a late romantic age) to blind them to or make them look down on the 
special characteristics of their own folk tradition. Many of them have either lived 
through this tradition, as during the Cultural Revolution, or during their childhood 
years in the countryside (where most of the Taiwanese composers mentioned 
above have grown up) and have thus begun to appreciate the very idiosyncracies 
of China's tradition as art. Therefore, in their compositions, tradition is cited not 
in want of improvement and standardization but as it is, in its very own sonorous 
subtleties. It is no surprise, then, that their music has often been understood or 
recognized as their own by those minority people they took their materials 
from. 327 This supports their view that they in fact, like and unlike an 
"archeologist," do not invent, fictionalize or romanticize but rather perpetuate and 
redevelop a living tradition. 

4 
Mythological conceptualization: solo and chamber music 

All previous compositions have incorporated some of the peculiarities of musical 
practice in China. They were attempts at a reintegration and redefinition of the 
Chinese musical heritage in a modem context. Another approach to writing New 
Chinese Music has been to apply or translate more abstract elements of Chinese 
tradition into one's composition. Chinese calligraphy and painting, Chinese litera
ture and poetry, Chinese philosophy, religion and ritual and Chinese form are in
corporated into the music. Again, it may have been the contact with New Music 
from the West which instigated one or the other composer to turn to his own tradi
tion: the fascination with the mystical aspects of China's tradition, especially of 
Chan-(Zen)-Buddhism, of Daoism, and the writings of the Yijing (Book of 
Changes), can be observed in the Western avantgarde as well as in China. It is 
difficult to say whether the general fever (re) for these aspects of tradition in 
China, a phenomenon not restricted to music alone but evident in many of the 
other arts, certainly in literature and painting, was a somewhat belated (perhaps 
unconscious) response to a Western fashion. Chinese composers often reject the 
W estem attempts to incorporate "their" heritage in composition as a type of chi-

327 Zhu's ZGYYX 1991.4:4-13 "Shenghuo qishilu" gives several examples for this 
phenomenon. For further reflection on this issue see my experiment with audience response 
in part three of this chapter. 

j 
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noiserie.328 Nevertheless, the survey below will show to what extent their at
tempts at traditional eclecticism differ from or are similar to attempts by Western 
composers. 

a. Chinese calligraphy and painting 

Zhou Wenzhong's composition Cursive has been mentioned already for its use of 
specified but indefinite pitch and timing. Zhou Wenzhong attests that the inspira
tion for such a composition was the cursive type of Chinese calligraphy, which, on 
the one hand, is extremely regulated (the stroke order of writing Chinese charac
ters is very rigid) and yet, on the other hand, aspires to be as free and natural as 
possible. 

The cursive script represents the ultimate in the art of Chinese calligraphy as 
its power of expression depends solely upon the spontaneous but controlled 
flow of ink which through the brush-strokes projects not only fluid lines in 
interaction but also density, texture and poise.329 

An earlier composition by Zhou, Soliloquy of a Bhiksuni330 (1958) for trumpet, 
brass and percussion ensemble, is also based on principles of Chinese calligraphy. 

The thematic motives of this soliloquy are woven over the range of the 
muted trumpet and embroidered in the brass and percussion ensemble with 
sonorities that are the magnified reflexes of the brushstroke-like movements 
of the theme.331 

The solo trumpet line uses very reduced motivic vocabulary, reminiscent, on the 
one hand, of the reduced means in writing Chinese characters, strokes and dots,332 

and, on the other hand, of the scholarly restrained emotion which is important in 
Chinese calligraphy, too. 

Zhou' s orientation, then, is typical of the scholarly tradition in which he seems 
to perceive himself. More technical are Lu Wenci, Chen Yi and Chen Xiaoyong 
in their application of Chinese characters to their composition: Lu Wenci's Hao 
(Howl) for erhu, bassoon and zheng (1992) is designed as a trio because the char
acter hao is made up of three singular parts: mouth (kou), self (zi) and not (fei). 

328 Derogatory remarks were made especially on Cage's adaptations of the Yijing. 
329 CHOU "Towards a Re-merger," p. 314. 
330 A bhiksuni is a Buddhist nun. The piece is based on a scene from a sixteenth-century drama 

which describes a buddhist nun in her worship. 
331 The composer's introduction to the score. 
332 The splitting up of melodic parts among different voices in many of Zhou's works, but par

ticularly in Yun, can perhaps also be explained by this broken nature of Chinese writing 
which eventually makes a whole, an understandable Chinese character, or, in the case of 
Zhou's music, a melody. 
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Dian (The points) of 1991 for pipa solo by Chen Yi333 translates the movement of 
strokes in calligraphy into the structure of her piece. 334 A similar approach is that 
of Chen Xiaoyong. In his orchestral work Die he reflects musically the form and 
the meaning of the Chinese character die (meaning "to fold" and also "to pile 
up") which is an accumulation of several characters on top of each other. Pan 
Huanglong has taken this line even further and formulated a theory paralleling the 
structure of Chinese characters to musical structure.335 He categorizes Chinese 
characters according to the elements they are made from and then finds parallel 
musical phenomena: a character consisting of two meaningful parts, for instance, 
is related to the playing of two instruments, characters with several parts linked to 
each other are related to textured musical structure, many different elements in a 
character relate to a hubbub of mixed sounds. 
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Fig. 29 Zhou Wenzhong Soliloquy of a Bhiksuni 

Not only the art of Chinese 
calligraphy, the art of Chinese 
painting both in its literati and in 
its folk tradition has also influ
enced Chinese composers: Qu 
Xiaosong, for instance, attests 
that both Mong Dong (1984) 
and his Cello Concerto (1984/ 
85) were inspired by an exhi
bition of Yunnan mural paint 
ings he visited. Both com
positions are accordingly an ex
ploration in primitiveness and 
the concept of ziran (nature). In 
the Cello Concerto, the instru

ments at times seem remote, almost removed from each other, long sustained 
sounds are somehow very naturally and inevitably stringed together with no sense 
of tension. At other points, the orchestra breaks out in harsh and seemingly ran
dom dissonant chords depicting the crude nature of these primitive paintings. 

A very different art is at the heart of Zhou Wenzhong's All in the spring wimJ336 
for orchestra (1952/53). Through sound, he wants to convey the emotional 
qualites of Chinese landscape painting: 

333 For an explanation of this piece by the first performer of the piece, cf. WU "The Points: 
Story of a Pipa Solo." 

334 WU" The Points: Story of a Pipa Solo," p. 4. 
335 For some more of his theories see his" Yinxiang yijing yinyue chuangzuo de linian." 
336 The poem that is at the heart of this composition, too, is by the last Emperor of the southern 

Tang Dynasty. It is quoted in the score of All in the Spring Wind 
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The characteristic successions of transparent intervals used in Chinese music 
are freely embroidered with opulent dissonances serving as the palette from 
which the composer paints in orchestral sonority, timbre, texture and dy
namics. The changing mood and the emotional content of the work are thus 
projected by means of a tonal brushwork extending over the entire orchestral 
spectrum.337 

As in a Chinese landscape painting, the listener is softly lead up and down with 
the orchestra, from motif to ever-new motif, they don't repeat, the only constant 
factor being the playing of the harp, and he walks through and out of the piece. 

b. Chinese poetry and literature 

Not only Chinese painting, but Chinese poetry, literature and folklore are inspira
tion for numerous composers, too. Just a few examples will be cited. Lu Wenci's 
string quartet Bu Suanzi mentioned above attempts to translate the rhyme-structure 
of the poem by Su Shi (1036-1101 ), an important poet and statesman of the Song 
Dynasty, into music. Law Wingfai's composition Taibai zuijiu (Drunken Poet) for 
dizi, yangqin, zheng, sheng and two percussionists (1984) is a depiction of Li 
Bai338 writing his poetry in drunken stupour. The dissonant composition works 
with modernist techriiques such as jlatterzunge applied to Chinese instruments, but 
also makes use of the typically Chinese holistic concept of sound-production: not 
only the strings but the entire instrument, including its body is used. The piece 
conveys a vivid picture of Li Bai who sways in his drunkenness, marked by glis
sandos and slight tonal inflections or dissonant additions of seconds and ninths. 

Many of Zhou Wenzhong's compositions, too, are based on poetic images: 
Landscapes (1949) for orchestra was inspired by three poems which mark each 
one of the sections as titles. And the Fallen Petals for orchestra (1956), too, ana
lyzed above, attempts to capture the mood of two famous Tang poems. His Riding 
the wind of 1964 for wind symphony orchestra is based on a Liezi339 quotation "I 
am borne hither and thither like a dry leaf tom from a tree. I know not whether the 

[ ... ] 
Last night, amid broken dreams, 
I was again in the Imperial City, 
As in the days of old. 
[ ... ] 
The flowers, the moon, 
All in the spring wind. 

337 The composer in the score of his composition. 
338 Zeng Xingkui's serialist piano piece of 1978/79 Yuexia duzhou (Drinking alone under the 

moon) also makes use of Li Bai's poetry. 
339 Liezi is a philosopher who lived in the fifth century BC. The book bearing his name, how

ever, is most certainly a much later collection of Daoist writings. 
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wind is riding on me or I the wind." The use of a wind orchestra is already apt. 
The quotation is further translated into music in the interplay of long wind sounds 
and very short crisp percussion sounds. These contrasting effects are timed more 
and more closely to each other: in the end, the winds are taking over the strong 
rhythmic part whereas the percussion has calmed down. The instruments are 
changing roles like the "I" and the "wind" in the quotation. 

We have seen above, that certain themes of Chinese literature, certain cultural 
heroes often find favour with Chinese artists and composers alike. One such ex
ample was the story of Dou E which found repercussions in works by Doming 
Lam, Ma Shuilong and Tan Dun. Poetry by Qu Yuan (343-277) and especially his 
Tianwen has also become a topos in Chinese composition: Zeng Xingkui's Tian
wen has been mentioned, but there are other works of the same title such as Zhang 
Xiaofu's Tianwen for tape, percussion and voice of 1992. Another work by Qu 
Yuan, the Li Sao, is the title of Tan Dun's first symphony (1979-80) for Western 
orchestra with added dizi. In 1981, Zhu Guanqing had worked on Qu Yuan's Jiu 
ge (Nine songs) to compose a symphonic suite.340 Tan Dun's Ritual Opera Nine 
Songs (1989) also uses Qu Yuan's poetry.341 Tan Dun explains in a program note: 

The text is a multi-language construction of abstract sound and form, mak
ing an independent but integral contribution to the musical scoring. It builds 
on the ritual form of the original poetry, without dramatic development 
linking the sections; rather, it is the process of development within each sec
tion which is important. Through these means, "Nine Songs" may also ex
press the ancient relationship of nature, spirit and humanity which is the es
sence of Qu Yuan's poetry. I hope it may bring the openness, the longing, 
the strong and dark sense of fate, the search for all kinds of beautiful things, 
to contemporary people in a tortured world.342 

The piece conveys the earthiness and lives off Tan Dun's childhood experiences 
in a small Hunan village. A critic writes: "The 31-page tabloid-sized score of the 
work has to make use of the expanded staves and specially devised numic notation 
to represent such exotic sounds as 'Guttural fricatives,' falsetto screeds and 
susurrus 'gossip.' The music is not just scored, but also choreographed-the 
movements of the musicians being an integral part of the performance, just as they 
were in the earliest recorded Chinese rituals." 343 

340 Cf. RMYY 1983.3:14-16 "' Jiu ge' diyi zuqu de minzuhua tansuo" 
341 Nine Songs are allegedly songs sung at religious feasts perhaps collected and adapted by Qu 

Yuan. Some scholars reason that these songs were religious dance and songs from Hunan 
which would explain Tan Dun's affinity for them. He, too, comes from Hunan. 

342 From a program note by Tan Dun on the CD recording of Nine Songs CRI New York, CD 
603, 1990. 

343 KA YE "Flutes and 'Fricatives'," p. 35. 
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Folklore, not high-brow literature is at the heart of Zhu Jian'er's tone poem Naxi 
yiqi (A strange relation from Naxi) for orchestra (1983). A mythical story from 
Naxi forms the programmatic background to this interesting exercise in sound: a 
god had forbidden that the people of Naxi speak. Therefore, they came to use 
bamboo sticks to communicate and those sticks are heard in the very beginning 
and time and again during the piece against a background of impressionistic 
sounds of string tremolo. 

c. Chinese philosophy, religion and ritual 

The philosophical heritage of China has penetrated many compositions by Chinese 
composers. Zhou Wenzhong, Zhao Xiaosheng344 and Xu Yi have all used the Yi
jing (Book of Changes) to organize their compositions. 

Fig. 30 Taiji-scale and Taiji-selection 

Zhao Xiaosheng's Taijf345 sys
tem, formulated in 1987, is 
based on a very complicated 
symmetrical scale. The notes of 
this Taiji scale form two six
tone rows with characteristic 
pentatonic intervals which are 
exact mirror images of each 

other. From these rows, tone-groups are selected according to the hexagrams of 
the Yijing. The system is hence a variation of twelve-tone technique because in 
the composition, the notes are used according to the chosen Taiji scale in a 
determined order, but combined with a selection system based on the hexagrams 
which restricts the number of notes to be used at a certain time. 

One of Zhao's earliest compositions applying the system is Yin Yang San Que 
(Three poems on Yin and Yang) for any 16 performers. In the first poem, one 
group of performers eventually proceeds from c to c#, whereas the other proceeds 
from c# to c, the circular movement symbolizing the constant exchange and flow 
of Yin and Yang within the Taiji. The second poem forms a Yin Yang symbol con
necting between the selections from the Taiji scale, whereas the last poem even in 
visible form returns to the circular ideal of the beginning. 

344 For a short explanation of his composition method cf. YYYS 1987.3:60-74 "Taiji yuelun." A 
detailed description is found in his book Taiji zuoqu xitong, a revised form of his series of 
articles in YYYS 1988.4:16-25, YYYS 1989.1:12-20, YYYS 1989.2:35-46, YYYS 1989.3:32-38. 
Cf. also KOUWENHOVEN "Age of Pluralism," p. 86-89. 

345 Tue Taiji is the" Great Ultimate" in the Yijing, the source of all being. For first reference on 
the Yijing cf. CHAN Source Book, p. 262-270. 
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Differently from Zhao Xiaosheng, Zhou W enzhong 
constructs six modes according to the six trigrams 
based on three segments of the octave. Broken lines 
of the trigrams stand for a broken third, consisting of 
a major and a minor second, unbroken lines for the 
minor third. An important factor of each mode is 

Fig. 32 Zhou Wenzhong's Yi- that it is polarized within itself: "The modes are 
Jing Scale 

based upon three disjunct segments of the octave 

[ ... ] These segments are reciprocally mutable according to whether the movement 

is ascending or descending," 346 explains the composer. This composition method 

which he also used in Yun, Cursive, Echoes from 

the Gorge347 and Windswept Peeks (1989/90) is 
for the first time and most exquisitely presented in 
Pien (Changes) for piano, wind instruments and 
percussion (1966).348 The mutability implied in 
Zhou's system becomes most evident in the con
stant change of direction in melodic lines and dy
namics: "As soon as a pien-mode is well estab
lished, it immediately retreats and goes through a 
period of turpidity, where different pien-modes are 
mixed. From here, a new pien-mode will 
emerge." 349 The six modes are also applied as six 

modes each in the duration, intensity, articulation, 
timbre, and contour: his compositions could hence 
almost be called serialist. 350 

Others, such as Pan Huanglong have relied on 

N! 33 N!?. 34 

10 

wuxing351 (five elements) theories to compose.352 Fig. 33 Taijiselection according to 
Zhao Xiaosheng 

The wuxing system explains the permutations of 

346 The composer in the score to Pien. 

347 For the latter and the following work see a short note in YYYYX 1989.192:135-136 "Zhou 

Wenzhong fabiao 'Yuzhong Beijing,' 'Guying'." 
348 A brilliant and thorough analysis of this piece is CHEW Selected music of Chou, p. 155-201. 

Cf. also LAI "Toward a Theory of Pitch Organization." 
349 CHEW Selected music of Chou, p. 175. 
350 For an interesting elaboration on the rhythmic modes cf. CHEW Selected music of Chou, p. 

179-186. 
351 The wuxing doctrine is associated with the concepts of yin and yang and has permeated 

much of China's philosophical thought. For a short introduction cf. CHAN Source Book, p. 
244-250. 

352 There is a composition with the name of Wuxing shengke (Five elements generating and de

stroying) among Zeng Xingkui's compositions as well as his Woodwind Quintet of 1982. 
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the five primary elements as they successively produce and destroy each other.353 
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Fig. 34 Zhou Wenzhong Pien: constant changes 

His first piece in this series entitled Wuxing shengke (Five elements generating 

and destroying) is for eight players (1979/80), flute, two clarinets, guitar, piano, 

violin, cello and percussion. The second composition is for large orchestra (a 

chamber orchestra version also exists) and was composed in 1981/82. The last 

353 Earth generates metal, metal generates water, water generates wood, wood generates fire, 

fire generates earth, earth destroys water, water destroys fire, fire destroys metal, metal de
stroys wood, wood destroys earth. 
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piece to date, using this method, is for an ensemble of sixteen instrumentalists and 
five assistants, composed in 1986. The most important feature in all of these 
pieces is a constant sense of change: movement is sometimes generating new 
movement, sometimes being. destroyed by new movement. Change may occur as 
a change in sound, colour, in texture, in structure, dynamics or metre.354 

A Daoist story in which Zhuangzi dreams of a butterfly and, thinking in his 
dream, he can no longer decide whether he is Zhuangzi or the butterfly,355 has be
come a recurring motif in Chinese musical composition. Pan Huanglong has pur
posefully translated his Hudiemeng (lit. Butterfly Dream) for flute, clarinet, per
cussion and two cellos (1979) into Transformation to emphasize the philosophical 
background to the piece. Zeng Xingkui, with his composition Wuhua (Change of 
things), which he translates into German as Schmetterlingstraum, meets him in 
. retrograde. 
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Zeng's piece for flute, oboe, two clarinets, bassoon, 
trumpet, horn, trombone, harp, violin, viola and cello 
(1981) introduces the historical changes in music his
tory. In seven processes the chordic material for his 
composition passes through the styles of monody, or
ganum, baroque, classicism and romanticism, im
pressionism, atonality and the Viennese school. 356 

Not just philosophical, but religious concepts, too, 
Fig. 35 Zeng Xingkui: time- have sometimes entered Chinese composition, be it in 

chords Qu Xiaosong's interpretations of Oedipus as a Zen-
master in his opera Oedipus (1993) and the Death of Oedipus (1994 ), 357 or of Cai 
Wenji as capable of Buddhist true suffering in Mist358 (1992) or be it in the recur
rence of Buddhist titles such as Lunhui (Reincarnation) by composers such as 
Zeng Xingkui359 in a piece for organ solo of 1980 or by Pan Huanglong in his 
composition of 1977 /79 for five string soloists and orchestra. Shen Jintang also 
uses Buddhist thoughts in his Yinian (Concept of Life) of 1976 for 2 violins, cello, 

354 For the use of Chinese cosmological mathematics as a system for musical composition which 
is not mentioned here cf. ZHENG "Letter from China," p. 485-486. The historical basis for 
these theories is related in LAI/MOK Jade Flute, p. 40. 

355 The passage is from the chapter "Leveling all things" (Qiwulun). For an interesting refer
ence to the political situation in Taiwan, the ambivalence of their historical identity and a 
good analysis of the piece cf. BLUMENTHALER "Schmetterlingstraum und Vogelschrei," 
p. 24. 

356 For a discussion of Zeng's piece see ZENG" Wuhua de zhexue jichu yu chuangzuo jiqiao," 
and the competent analysis by BLUMENTHALER "Schmetterlingstraum und Vogelschrei." 

357 Cf. a recent discussion by SAUNDERS '"The Death of Oedipus'." 
358 For an interpretation ofQu's "Buddhist" style cf. my Neue Musik aus China, p. 16-17. 
359 He is inspired by Buddhist singing in the cantusjirmus of the piece. 
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pianoforte, and two percussionists. Shen says: "When one starts meditation, there 
are so many stray (za) thoughts, so in the beginning of the piece, there are all these 
za sounds." The composer's inspiration and plight to further describe Chan 
meditation in this piece might become understandable in the extreme reduction of 
musical means and the dominance of the percussion part, percussion being an 
important element in Buddhist temple-life. 

A very different conception of religion, its ritual rather than its spiritual aspect is 
what Guo Wenjing describes in his She Huo (1991) for flute, clarinet, two mando
lins in special tuning, three percussionists, piano, double bass, and violin, viola 
and cello in special tuning. Two of the percussionists play cymbals from Sichuan 
and Beijing Opera and the muyu is also added as an important representative of 
temple instruments. She Huo is the name of a thanksgiving ritual for the temple
gods, and the piece aptly captures the happy, sometimes crude atmosphere of such 
a temple feast with its accompanying performances of local opera to entertain the 
gods. There are percussion stretta, the strings are deliberately tuned out of tune 
and often instructed to play close to the bridge, al tallone or in harsh double stops 
to produce raw and unrefined sounds.360 

Other attempts at capturing the atmosphere of Chinese ritual are Qian 
Nanzhang's Longwu (Drachentanz)361 for orchestra (1985) and Lam Doming's 
Gongfu (1987), a dialogue for pipa and Chinese orchestra. Both compositions at
tempt to translate the movements of these activities into music. Chan Kanin's Tai
chi (Shadow-boxing) for flute, oboe, horn, harp, piano, violin, viola, cello, bass 
and percussion (1985) is similarly constructed: musical material and its timing is 
to reflect a condensed version of the Taiji set in a sequence of 108 movements. 
Taiji movements associated with the hand such as "Crosshands" and "Guard 
Body Fist" are symbolized by a recurring motif of repeated notes. The gesture 
called" Grasp Bird's Tail" is translated into a musical crescendo and decrescendo. 
Longer movements such as "Carry Tigre to Mountain" are assigned a theme. 362 
He even adds a Taiji performer to the performance. Throughout the piece, barlines 
are gradually removed, symbolizing the freedom gained under the influence of 
shadow-boxing. 363 

360 For some more detail on She Hua cf. MITTLER Neue Musik aus China, p. 14-15. A de
scription of the type of music played at such festivals is JONES "Funeral Music." 

361 Tang Jianping is presently working on a Dragon Dance, too. 
362 These remarks are taken from the explanations given by the composer in the manuscript of 

this composition. 
363 For a general discussion of traditional form-albeit according to Western standards-cf. 

LI/JUN {ed) Zhongguo minzu qushi. 
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Fig. 36 Chan Kanin Tai-chi 

d Chinese form 

Ritual forms as described above are often paralleled or accompanied in specific 

musical forms. Quite a few composers, fed up with Western sonata form, have 

turned to their indigenous traditions to organize their compositions. The structure 

of Tan Dun's On Taoism, for instance, is related to that used in Meihua sannong. 

Xu Changhui's Concerto for Piano and Chinese orchestra is structured according 

to the Chinese Daqu. Another example is Zhou Long's Da Qu for percussion and 

orchestra (1991). It is closely based on the Chinese form, starting off quietly with 

a slow introduction, increasingly speeding up, with a little set-back towards the 

end and finally, in the po part, revelling wildly. 

While these three compositions are based on the wenren tradition of yayue, an 

early composition by Zhou's wife Chen Yi Duo Ye for piano (1984) shall be 

representative of the folk tradition. 364 The piece, which also exists in a version. for 

chamber orchestra (1985) and full orchestra (1987), is named after an ancient 

traditional form of song and dance of the Dong nationality which is typically 

performed as a gesture to welcome guests or to celebrate a good harvest.365 

364 

365 

For a detailed discussion of this piece cf. LEI Chinese Composers, p. 36-64, RMYY 

1986.7:22-23 "'Duo Ye' yu Chen Yi," and, more briefly, ZHANG Akkulturations

phanomene, p. 1 OOff. 
From a remark on the manuscript of the chamber orchestra version of 1985. The Dong are a 

minority in Guangxi. 
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The lead singer begins the ritual with an improvised short tune and makes up 
the words (using the dialect of the guests as a gesture of welcome and cour
tesy) as he or she sings along. The chorus [ ... ] surrounds the lead singer in a 
circle with a bonfire in the middle. This usually takes place in the open 
fields or inside the bell tower during the colder days of winter. The chorus 
dances in regular slow steps while singing in harmony.366 
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Chen Yi uses the basic tune of the 
original chorus (she visited Guangxi in 

1980 and was welcomed by a Duo Ye) as 

lead (in the oboe, violin and viola) and 

invents new material as a response from 

the chorus (clarinet, bassoon cello, dou

ble bass and percussion). The vertical 

accents help to produce a sense of coor

dination between singing and dancing 

and they also suggest physical gestures 

such as the pounding of feet. 
Fig. 37a Net-values in Duo Ye36T 

The rhythmic structure of each unit 

lead-response is calculated according to a Chinese rhythmical structure: while one 

part is rhythmically prolonged, the other is accordingly shortened, but the net value 

always stays the same. In the well-known yuheba36S (The sum is always eight) 

this net value is eight (measures). In the case of Duo Ye, the net value is eleven 

(quarter notes). Another feature Chen Yi369 uses which is taken from Chinese 

traditional form, is the transitional section which is reminiscent of a Beijing 

transition, the so-called guomen (cf. Fig. 37b below). 

Unlike much of what has been covered as the radicalization of tradition, 

compositions using the methods of mythological conceptualization are not as 

easily recognized as Chinese music by the listener. These compositions find their 

roots in Chinese tradition, some of it a tradition of the past (as in the case of the 

Yijing) some of it a living tradition (as in the case of some of the minority rituals) 

and yet the mythologizing composer is applying unmusical concepts to music 

when he is incorporating semantic elements such as philosophical or literary 

366 LEI Chinese Composers, p. 39. 
367 The graph, Fig. 37a, is taken from LEI Chinese Composers, p. 45. 

368 The use of yuheba in Luo Zhongrong's Second String quartet (1985) and Qu Xiaosong's 

Mong Dong has been described by Frank KOUWENHOVEN in "The Age of Pluralism," p. 

83-85.93. For Luo's composition cf. also ZHENG "Letter from China" p. 482-484, and 

YYYS 1988.4:55-58 "Luo Zhongrong 'di'er xiangyue sichongzou' shixi." 

369 Other Chinese structures, such as the laobaban, are used in Chen Yi's Octet (1992) and her 

Piano Concerto (1992). Luogudian (Drum and gong rhythms) are used by Li Taixiang in his 

Piano Trio as has been described in chapter three, part two. 
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thoughts into the a-semantic structure of music, when he is (ab-)using painting or 
Chinese writing as model for composition, when he is employing the Yijing as a 
handbook on serialism, or when he is translating Taiji movements into sound. In 
either case, the original is considerably changed and altered to fit the musical con
text. The application of gu wei Jin yang is here based on a transformation process, 
not on the citation and the direct continuation of a Chinese tradition. In 
compositions featuring mythological conceptualization, certain elements of 
China's tradition are newly contextualized and hence re-invented in a new 
environment. They establish a completely new reading of "their own past" not 
"by quasi-obligatory repetition,"370 but by creative manipulation. 

The resulting type of Chinese 
New Music is only partly ac
cepted as a valid representative 
of national music by respective 
Chinese governments. One of 
the reasons for this phenomenon 
may well be the fact that com
posers tend to make explicit use 
of certain elements of Chinese 
tradition which have time and 
again been deemed unorthodox: 
Daoist philosophy was seldom 
the mainstream of the Chinese 
governmental line, Yijing or 
wuxing theories have time and 
again been called superstitious 
along with Chinese religions or 
rituals. It was an explicit gov
ernment policy to eradicate such 
"unhealthy" elements in the 
modernization process of Chi
nese tradition. Again it becomes 
obvious that Chinese music is 

~ J11 (Jl !£D~ not the same as Chinese music 
Fig. 37b Chen Yi Duo Ye and Beijing Opera guomen depending on who is defining it. 

The fix-mark for minzuxing lies within Chinese politics. 
An interpretation of Lam Bunchlng's Lu (Journey to the sacrifice) for percus

sion solo (1983), in which different abstract Chinese concepts are applied to mu-

370 HOB SBA WM" Introduction: Inventing Traditions," p. 2 
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sic, shall serve as a final example. The composition, as so many of Lam's com
positions, can be described as a "landscape-painting in sound." As is common in 
Chinese landscape painting, which uses a different sense of perspective from 
Western painting, we have to follow the painter through the picture to grasp the 
story she might tell. Lam Bunching's composition leads us slowly from prepara
tion for a journey to holy grounds through to the departure and finally to the sacri
fice itself. 

N 

Fig. 38 Instrumental set-up 

Probably there is no direct 
literary source that provided 
the inspiration for her piece 
but the numerous descrip
tions of sacrifices in Chinese 
historical and fictional writ
ing are probably at the back 
of the mind of the composer. 
In form, the composition is 
related to the bayin (eight 
sounds) concept. The ancient 
bayin classification system 
arranges the instruments by 
the material they are made of, 
and hence by the timbre they 
produce. The eight catego-

ries are metal, stone, earth, skin, silk, wood, gourd and bamboo. Each timbre is 
traditionally related to many other manifestations in the cosmos.371 

I II III IV v VI 

preparation emerge travel offer // collect sacrifice 

wood skin---metal all metal skin metal 

Fig. 39 Timbral structure in Lam Bunching's Lu 

In Lam's composition each station of the journey is ascribed a certain timbre. 
Lam uses wood, skin, and metal, interestingly, almost exactly the instrumental 
groups envisaged in traditional ceremonial and sacrifical music which employed 

371 The system was formulated around the eighth century BC. It is first mentioned in the Shu
jing (Classic of Documents). For the correlation of bayin and bagua cf. KAUFMANN Mu
sical References, p. 22. Further correlations are cited in ibid, p. 76 and LIANG Music of the 
Billion, p. 64. Chan Wingwah also began to use the bayin system after he had for the first 
time listened to yayue during his studies in Toronto. In Concertina (1983) for piano, female 
voices and chamber ensemble and in his Third Symphony (1985) he applies it. 
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mostly bells, sounding stones and drums.372 The timbres form intricate 

symmetrical relations with each other. Emerge and Collect are hence related to 

each other by the use of skin instruments: both are activities in the public; Emerge, 

Offer and Sacrifice are linked through the use of metal and this makes sense since 

all are directly related to the presentation of the sacrifice. It is also interesting that 

the set-up Lam Bllilching designed for the instrumental groups (certainly more for 

practical reasons) almost fits the directions which are by traditional cosmology 

attributed to the bayin (cf. Fig. 38). 

I Preparation starts off very quietly and unhurriedly. The preparatory 

arrangements appear still slightly unorganized as erratic sounds succeed each 

other. The atmosphere becomes increasingly busy, however, with tremolos and 

jumping, 16th or 32nd chains more and more predominant (starting in the second 

line) as organizational activity increases. The stretta in rhythm is accompanied 

also by an increase in dynamics, creating the sense of urgency characteristic of 

last-minute preparations. 
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Fig. 40 Preparation 

II In Emerge the introvert atmosphere of the first movement becomes more pub

lic as the preparations become more visible and no longer take place behind closed 

doors. Some motivic material, the restless up-and-down movement of the 16ths 

chains, is taken over from the wood block and temple block and magnified in the 

tremolo movements of the other instruments (second line). The sound range and 

number of instruments i.s also increased, as more people take part in the activities. 

372 Cf. KAUFMANN Musical References, p. 79. 
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Apparently, some are already starting to move, indicated by the use of regular 
beats in the hihat, but they are stopped short (third and fourth line) until everybody 
leaves. The departure is marked by the regular beat in the bass drum which leads 
over to the next section. · 

III Travel begins with a quotation from the very beginning of Preparation to the 
accompaniment of a regular beat marking the footsteps of the travellers (fourth and 
fifth line; one bar is left out). Again, the restless motif dominates the movement. 
The music falls into a marchlike motion in the repeated section in the fifth line. 
Another climax is reached towards the end, tension and disorder in the structural 
arrangement increases as the group reaches their holy destination. 

An entirely different, solemn atmosphere is rung in with IV Offer. A sharp 
contrast to the hubbub before, it is reminiscent of the Confucian attitude 
emphasizing the need for gravity and restraint in ritual music.373 Single sounds 
are bowed on the vibraphone, beseeching the gods to accept the sacrifice. 
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Fig. 42 Offer 

Since the gods seem to have granted, the next movement V Collect describes the 
gathering of the necessary goods. The predominant use of tremolo suggests the 
trembling and nervous activity and state of mind of reverent guests in anticipation 
of the holy act. The steps of a ceremonial procession in the slow dignified 

373 For ceremonial and ritual music cf. KAUFMANN Musical References, p. 71-91. 
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march374 of a Confucian ritual are marked in the second timpani part (line three 
and four, marked "ceremonially'' in the score). 
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By convention, the music was stopped when the emperor entered the temple 
(between line three and four). Then the leader of the orchestra would beat his 
instrument three times (fourth line beginning) whereupon the first verse of a hymn 
was intoned, then the "emperor kneels twice and knocks his forehead three times 

374 This procession to the temple was accompanied by the so-called daoyin (guiding march) 
according to KAUFMANN Musical References, p. 81. 
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on the ground."375 This kneeling is depicted in the first timpani part which in a 
glissando makes the sinking down of the head visible twice. The second timpani 
part hints at the thrice knocking of the forehead to the ground, the tremolo 
underlines the wonderous tension during this holy act (fourth line). 

Then the VI Sacrifice is rung in with the bells (fifth line, beginning).376 This 
tallies with a description of sacrifices given in Granet who reports that at the be
ginning of each sacrifice, the attention of the gods is attracted by cutting the ear of 
the animal with a knife with bells attached to it. 377 The last movement is 
reminiscent of the general atmosphere in Offer, in its silence and solemnity. In the 
second line it freely quotes from the beginning two lines in Offer. The use of the 
crotales, however, which somehow invoke natural sounds, brings in another tran
scending element, which marks the sacrifice as a sacrifice to and accepted by na
ture. 

Lam Bunching's composition is a powerful example of New Chinese Music 
deeply-if not necessarily consciously-committed to Chinese cultural heritage. 
Her use of tradition as that of many of the other composers mentioned in the above 
pages is a sign of the ease and naturalness with which these composers can employ 
a culture in which they have been steeped, a living, or relived culture which is 
there to be explored and developed and which-perhaps most importantly-is no 
longer despised and turned down by them. Their very ease in dealing with their 
own tradition is partly due to the fact that they have been (made) willing to live 
with it and learn from it, but partly also due to the fact that they have found conso
lation in recognizing elements from it in the New Music from the West. In the 
words of one European musicologist, "creative development of national musical 
traditions cannot be carried out exclusively from the sources of one's own national 
tradition. This would be an attitude all too anachronistic, a sectarian position in a 
world full of global, political, economical, informational, and cultural 
entanglements."378 The early application of the slogan Yang wei Zhong yong, gu 
wei Jin yong by composers stylizing or negotiating Chinese tradition in music was 
only apparently based on such awareness, as Chinese tradition was developed ex
clusively according to an (already outdated) Western aesthetic. The new approach 
Chinese composers have taken towards tradition served to reconceptualize the 

375 VAN AALST Chinese Music, p. 28. He gives a full description of the sacrifice at the Con
fucius temple, p. 25-35. 

376 VAN AALST Chinese Music, p. 33, remarks that each hymn accompanying the sacrifice is 
started with a bell sound. 

377 Cf. GRANET Chinesische Zivilisation, p. 130. 
378 Cf. SCHNEIDER" Tradition im zeitgenossischen Schaffen," p. 63. 
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meaning of the slogan: if they are being eclectic379 in the postmodern sense of the 
word, they are so exactly because they can thus be traditional or, in other words, if 
they are writing Chinese music, they are at the same time writing music of an in
ternational avantgarde. 

Part Three 
Reception: hearing tradition in music 

It has been said about Bart6k that he advanced from the pure harmonization of 
folksong quotations to writing in "an atmosphere identical to the one found in the 
peasant music." 380 Some of the more radical compositions mentioned above and 
the interpretations given them by their composers suggest that these Chinese com
posers are also attempting to express the "spirit," the "soul" of Chinese music, a 
term also used in many a critical article on their music.381 Many of these com
posers would have agreed with Zhang Xiaofu who said: "Important is not the way 
one quotes from Chinese tradition but rather the capturing of the Chinese spirit." 
"Chinese spirit" becomes the catch-word for the use of tradition in radicalizing 
pieces from China. To write music with "Chinese spirit" is to embrace fully the 
concept of musical tradition and to include all kinds of elements from it apart from 
melody. This new interpretation of national style, of minzuxing, has not been ap
preciated by the ideologues: PRC debates over music of the xinchao generation 
have shown382 that interpretation of minzuxing is a highly politicized issue, a 
question of "to be or not to be Chinese," and it is conceived as such by both sides: 
each side has (rightly, one must say) accused the other of total Westernization and 
(wrongly, one must admit) a neglect of China's cultural heritage. At a conference 
at the Central Conservatory in Beijing in 1987, different views were discussed: 
while Du Mingxin stood for the orthodox, hegemonial line and suggested that the 
younger generation had neglected the most essential part of Chinese traditional 

3 79 The recovered self-confidence in their own heritage due to its merge with the trends in the 
West has instigated people like Lam Bunching but also Tan Dun and Qu Xiaosong to tum 
into downright eclectics in every sense, no longer restricted to their own heritage, making 
use of medieval European, of Greek or Dadaist elements in their Chinese music as much as 
they like. 

380 ITO" Concerning the study of folksong arrangements," p. 49. 
381 A few examples shall be mentioned: YYYYX 1982.101:48-56 "Yi Zhongguo zhengtong wen

huajingshen jiuzhi xiandai yinyue de chenke," RMYY 1986.6:25 "Fanggu yu minzujing
shen," RMYY 1983 .6:8-11 "Xiandaipai minzuhun," and RMYY 1988.5 :28-29 "Nianqing de 
Zhongguo hun." Emphasis is mine. 

382 For a brief survey of the political background to this question cf. WONSCHE Der musik
kritische Diskurs. 

----------------------------------------"""'""--~~~-~,~~~~~~~,-~~~~--~~~,----
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music, melody383 and that "Chinese melody should be the object of further explo
ration," supporters of the xinchao such as Wang Zhenya and Ju Qihong empha
sized the "true Chinese spirit" conveyed in some of the works of the xinchao 
composers which recaptured "the values of rhythm, timbre, and texture 
(heterophony) in traditional Chinese music."384 In Hong Kong, too, a two-faced 
hegemony over the True understanding of Chinese music has lead to the formation 
of two factions: those composers who adhere to the stylized and freely trans
formed forms of Chinese New Music, the Yang wei Zhong-ists, as we may call 
them, and others, the gu wei jin-ists, who have recognized the similarities between 
Old and New and apply them in their music. The crucial and unrecognized ques
tion in this entire conflict, be it in Hong Kong in the PRC or on Taiwan, is perhaps 
not Chineseness, after all. Clarence Mak acutely put it: "In the conflict between 
older and younger composers in Hong Kong, some of the older ones say that they 
are more Chinese than we are. But that is not the difference, the difference is be
tween our use of modem and their use of conventional techniques, not really be
tween the degree of Chineseness." 385 

All compositions examined above have used certain elements of Chinese tradi
tion and incorporated them into different systems of Western art music, some into 
that of late romanticism and some into that of contemporary music. Is Chinese
ness thus no dividing line between them? Why does either group insist on their 
being more or less Chinese? Analysis shows that composers from different groups 
are Chinese in different ways (and for different reasons) but not who is more or 
less Chinese. Therefore, a small-scale experiment was designed in an attempt to 
trace Chineseness in a typology of reception. The experiment may serve to con
firm how, whether and by whom certain forms of national style or minzuxing are 
heard. It is an attempt to examine the cultural acceptance of different types of 

383 For further arguments on the importance of melody in Chinese tradition cf. WANG Yuhe in 
RMYY 1988.11:16-18, in commenting on a concert by Qu Xiaosong "Qu Xiaoxong 
jiaoxiang zuopin yinyuehui zuotanhuijiyao," also the article in CR 1966.15/8:32 "A shining 
example from the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution," and RMYY 1984.7:9 "Ting Tan 
Dun xianyue sichongzou." He Luting's remarks in my interview (mentioned above) were 
also paradigmatic for this point of view. 

384 Cf. ZYYY.ITXB 1987.2:3-20 "Wo guo xiandai yinyue chuangzuo zhi lujiujing zenme zou?" 
Further examples for unaccepted traditional music and its feudal and formalist elements are 
to be found in WANG Jinxiandai Yinyueshi, p. 40-46, and MICHEL Peking-Oper. 

· 385 Cf. the remark in ZHENG "Letter from China," p. 477: "Such twelve-tone music [one that 
employs recognizable pentatonicism] is easily understood." The difference lies also, as the 
discussion in part two of this chapter has shown, in the choice of traditional elements and 
their type of transmission be it oral or notated. 
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traditionalist music, and it will question whether and how these reach a potential 
audience.386 

Five Chinese intellectuals, not in the field of music, and five Westerners, some 
musicians, some sinologists, took part in the experiment, to present the emic and 
the etic view of tradition in Chinese music. The experiment was to challenge or 
prove four established preconceptions on this topic. Compositions from all four 
categories of assimilation were used to examine whether the government conten
tion or that of the gu wei jin-ists holds true that only in their preferred categories, 
stylized or freely transformed, or radically and mythologically adapted, recogniz
able minzuxing exists in music.387 A group of Chinese not particularly interested 
in either Western or Chinese music was chosen in order that the results might 
show which kind of music is appreciated by a potential audience. These results 
may challenge or support the (often dangerous) observation that music in the 
Westernized idiom (and especially in modernist disguise) is appreciated only by an 
elitist group of Western-trained students and educators.388 By comparing the re
actions of a group of Westerners -and a group of Chinese, the assumed differences 
of perception between Westerners and Chinese will be analyzed.389 Lastly, this 
experiment may serve to challenge the conception by PRC and Taiwan composers 
that Hong Kong music sounds less traditional than their own music. For despite 
such insinuations against the apparent lack of cultural consciousness in Hong 
Kong, data from the interviews have shown no significant difference in the em-

386 The experiment would have needed to be on a much larger scale and with a much more rig
idly defined set of listeners in order to draw valid conclusions from it. The group of Chinese 
I used, for example, were mostly natural scientists, with no great interest in music or Chinese 
history, whereas the group of Westerners were either musicians or sinologists, specialists in 
at least one of the fields that stood to debate. I am very much aware of the drawbacks of the 
experiment, but since some of the findings agree so very well with the statements made 
throughout the course of this study, I will still try to use it very carefully. The conclusions I 
have drawn from the experiment are of course partly dependent on the restricted number of 
participants and the choice of participants (cf. the numerical results in Appendix One 3C/D). 
I do not intend to give a representative picture of how New Chinese Music is received in 
China and in the West. I have only indicated certain tendencies which agreed with the fmd
ings I have made during my interviews, in reading Chinese musicological writings and in 
analyzing compositions of New Chinese Music. The questions for the experiment are to be 
found Appendix One. 

387 The order and categories of assimilation of these pieces is given in Appendix One. 
388 THRASHER "The Sociology of Chinese Music," p. 41, and LIU "Ouzhou yinyue," p. 2, 

make this observation. 
389 CHANG" Quickening the Pulse," p. 26, reports of a Taiwanese percussion group trying to 

perpetuate China's tradition who had observed: "Our foreign audiences think we are very 
Chinese, [ ... ]but Chinese audiences think the opposite." 
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phasis put on tradition in the composers' intention.390 Some two thirds of the 
space of each interview was occupied by talk about tradition and its importance in 
the composers' creation. The numerous musical examples above have shown, too, 
how this verbal attitude is manifested in their music. Whether it is perhaps at least 
inaudible as those accusations suggest, will here be examined. 

Hypothesis One: only synthesis in the form of stylization or transformation has 
(audible) minzuxing 

The participants of the experiment were not told that Chinese compositions were 
played exclusively. They were asked to place the pieces geographically. Never
theless, most compositions were immediately recognized to be Chinese. Amongst 
the Chinese, half of the pieces stylizing, all free transforming, two thirds of the 
radicalizing and half of the mythological perception were unanimously recognized 
as Chinese. Apparently, to the Chinese, the first two categories are easily 
recognized, but the fact that radicalizing pieces, too, were readily recognized is a 
sign that minzuxing is certainly not restricted to being understood if it occurs in 
either of the first two versions (by majority, radicalization and stylization were 
both fully recognized). 

The Westerners, on the other hand, were not unanimous on any of the pieces in 
the first two categories, only in the radicalizing category, they unanimously rec
ognized about half of the compositions as Chinese. By majority, again, they were 
more acute in identifying radicalizing and mythological compositions as Chinese 
and all free transformations but only half of the pieces featuring stylization, which 
to them could also be the compositions of an orientalizing Westerner.391 These 
findings might underline the arguments waged by composers and musicologists 
alike against the hybrid forms of composition in stylizing or free transforming 
manner, which, although trying to be Chinese are really Westernized but one 
ought to be aware that in the experiment these are indeed arguments from an etic 
point of view. 

390 In the discussion of paradigmatic composers I already considered the importance openly 
attributed to "being Chinese" among· composers. It was highest in the PRC, followed by 
Hong Kong and lastly by Taiwan. A quantitative analysis of the sheer space attributed to 
talking about tradition, be it in the positive or in the negative, gives similar figures for all 
three parts of China which furthermore do.not depart significantly from the standard value 
derived in the x2-test and can hence be interpreted as showing an equal interest in tradition 
among Chinese composers. (The following are the exact figures [Number of pages on which 
tradition is mentioned/number of total pages xlOO] Taiwan: 44/65xl00=67.69, Mainland 
98/137x100=71.53, Hongkong 24/39xl00=61.54. The x2-Test attests a non-significant de
viation from the standard value in each category of 66.92 (166/24 lxl 00). 

391 The figures are given in Appendix One. 
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Hypothesis Two: music other than that prescribed by the government is elitist 

Each participant had to answer first whether he liked the music played or not. 
Among the Chinese, the compositions categorized as stylization and free transfor
mation fared much better than did those of radicalizing and mythologizing at
tempts. This again shows that generally, the Chinese government is right in pro
moting the kind of music they do. It also suggests that it is not the general art 
form "Westernized music" that has a limited audience but rather a certain type of 
Westernized music, modernist music. This indicates again that the crucial ques
tion in "writing music for the masses" is not one of Chineseness after all, but one 
of the type of Westernizaton. 

Interestingly, the Western view is almost a mirror of the Chinese evaluation: in 
the majority of examples if the Chinese evaluation is very positive, the Western 
view is very negative and vice versa, what one group finds pleasant, the other 
finds obnoxious: all of the stylizing and freely transforming compositions are 
evaluated negatively, radicalizing and mythologizing compositions, on the other 
hand are generally spread on the neutral to positive scale.392 

Hypothesis Three: Westerners and Chinese have different views of what Chinese 
music is 

Although we have already seen that Westerners and Chinese do consider different 
styles as more or less Chinese, a closer look at the compositions will show, that in 
many cases both Westerners and Chinese recognized similar phenomena, but 
parted ways in their interpretation of them. This might prove that although the 
degree attributed to Chineseness might not be the same, Westerners and Chinese 
have similar ways of recognizing but not of interpreting Chinese-flavoured music. 

1. Stylization 

From this category, an extract of the first movement of Doming Lam's violin so
nata Oriental Pearl (1963) was played. It is a typical example for pentatonic ro
manticism: a lyrical pentatonic theme is introduced in the first few bars of the ex
tract, then echoed in the piano. Virtuoso passages develop over a harmonic 
framework adhering closely to late romantic conventions. The romantic atmos
phere was remarked on by both Chinese and Western listeners. While the West
erners were unanimous in their derogatory references to light music of the late 
nineteenth century salon tradition, only one of the Chinese remarked that this was 
a "bad imitation" reminiscent also of the stylistic features in the Butterfly Violin 

392 For the figures cf. Appendix One. Luo Zhongrong remarked on pieces featuring pentatonic 
romanticism: "The melody is Chinese and the harmony is totally Russian. A lot of Western
ers therefore don't like these pieces." 
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Concerto, the others were content tp accept the piece at face value as a pleasant 
and fanciful piece. 

The fifth piece from Sang Tang's collection Mongolian Folk Dances (1952153) 
for piano, a Children's Dance, is another example of the simple use of pentatonic 
melody. It is very short, in tripartite structure, featuring a running staccato con
figuration. Again, the Western reception was a sarcastic reflection of the direct 
Chinese response to the merry melody: the piece was described as "happy and de
lighted" by the Chinese and as "cheap Chinese socialist merry-making" by the 
Westerners. 

2. Free transformation 

A passage from Chan Wingwah's Drifting Clouds (1990) for Chinese orchestra 
was used as an example for free transformation. In the extract, the pipa is featured 
prominently with idiosyncratic techniques, striking chords and playing fast tremo
los. Some of the Chinese and some of the Western listeners remarked on the con
ventional use of the pipa, but while the first group seemed to enjoy those familiar 
sounds, they were condemned by the other. An extract from the second movement 
of Law Wingfai's Pipa Concerto (1986) which now features more of the lyrical 
sounds of pipa playing, evoked very similar responses. 

3. Radicalization 

The beginning of Ge Ganru's Yi Feng (1982/83), in which the cello is used as a 
percussion instrument, and further uses Chinese instrumental qualities by translat
ing noises, microtonal inflections, harsh pizzicatos and stretta effects onto this 
Western instrument, succeeded in evoking the assoCiation with Chinese stringed 
instruments both in Western and in Chinese listeners. 

While the religious ritualist atmosphere of Zhou Wenzhong's Echoes from the 
Gorge (1989) with its striking use of Chinese percussion instruments, gongs and 
wooden blocks (although none of them remarked directly on the use of silence in 
this piece, it might have evoked the association with the slow movement of ritual) 
was less evident to the Western than to the Chinese listeners, both groups agreed 
on it in Ye Xiaogang's Da Lai Vi (1988). The Chinese gong was immediately 
recognized as well as the monotony of sutra-chanting. 

An extract from the middle section of Zhu Jian'er's Suona Concerto (1989) be
gins with an expressionist chord of the suona and continues with a solo to chordic 
orchestral accompaniment. The instrument was recognized as Chinese due to the 
suona by most listeners, but the interpretation of the piece then took different 
turns: while the Chinese stressed the connection with Chinese folkmusic in the 
suona part, the Westerners took up on the orchestral accompaniment and remarked 
on its closeness to Shostakovitch. 
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A similar phenomenon could be observed in the perception of an extract from 
the beginning of Zhou Long's Su (1984): again, the Chinese dwelled on the use of 
the qin (some of them heard it as a zheng) and the melody, whereas the Western 
listeners were inclined to remark on the irregular rhythmic or interesting instru
mental structure. 

Tan Dun's On Taoism (1985) was played from the very beginning, the voice 
emerging out of nothingness, until an orchestral burst after the first vocal return. 
Heterophonic passages were included, mixture writing, but none of this was of in
terest to the listeners. The particular use of the voice was remarked by many, the 
eerie, terrifying atmosphere of the piece by the Chinese. 

4. Mythological Conceptualization 

Few of the compositions in this section found general response, a sign of the de
gree of abstraction to which this category aspires. Some, but few, agreed on the 
religious, "temple atmosphere" in "Preparation" from Lam Bunching's Lu 
(1983). Eclecticism, and incongruity were observed by some for Ma Shuilong's 
Concerto Peacock Flies Southeast (1977). The extract begins with clusters, and 
modernist use of percussion incorporating Chinese gongs. The Chinese solo in
strument and the harp, imitating zheng motifs, create an atmosphere endowed with 
Chinese elements. This colourful section which lacks proper melody, but indulges 
in a play of embellishments and short motifs, is broken off to introduce a 
pentatonic melody in the strings to oompah-oompah accompaniment. 

There was no agreement on either the strange and extreme sounds of Xu 
Boyun's Han Shi (1974)393 or on Chen Xiaoyong's Die for orchestra (1988-92), 
although the beginning passages were played with the predominant and extraordi
nary use of the Western flute suggesting, perhaps not audibly enough, the dizi. 
The conceptualization and reception of the mythological elements in these pieces, 
their historical, literary, formal background remain unknown and unheard. Their 
Chineseness is attributed-if at all-to elements other than the mythological 
background from which they stem. 

Hypothesis Four: music from Hong Kong has no or the least minzuxing 

Comments as that by Clarence Mak "I don't pay much attention to Chinese tradi
tion. Since I am born in Hong Kong I know something about China, and some
thing about the West. We don't distinguish here what is Chinese and what is 
Western" have been interpreted such that there is an indifference toward the Chi
nese heritage among composers from Hong Kong. On the other hand, Chinese 
from Taiwan and the PRC have turned a blind eye to other views, such as Doming 

393 This piece was included in this section for its historical background related above. 
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Lam's contention: "I wanted to be more Chinese than the mainland composers and 
new on top of it." Many composers from the PRC and from Taiwan have re
marked on their similarities in their pursuit of tradition and have cited Hong Kong 
as a negative example, rootless and (often willingly) Westernized: as Wu Zuqiang 
put it: "What should the Hong Kong style music be that they advocate? Is it a co
lonial style? Their music is much less Chinese than in Taiwan or in the mainland. 
Their culture is dependent on their colonial background." Chen Xiaoyong feels 
"pessimistic about Chinese tradition in Hong Kong. Due to the strong English in
fluence on the educational system a lot of Hong Kong composers don't really feel 
Chinese any1more. Finding their own language, then, is even more difficult," and 
Zhou Wenzhong scolds: "Hong Kong is the worst. Hong Kong composers have 
said publicly that they did not want to represent their tradition. They are too much 
influenced by colonial attitude. An artist has to have roots." This detrimental atti
tude is acknowledged by Hong Kong composers such as Doming Lam: "The con
ference in 1988394 did not include composers from Hong Kong because our music 
is considered to have no relation to tradition." Similarly, Chan Kambiu reckons: 
"We Hong Kong composers are still struggling to find our way of expression, it is 
difficult to say whether we will have a place in the history of Chinese music. If 
you come from Hong Kong, foreigners [and other Chinese alike] think you are not 
Chinese, not an authentic Chinese composer." 

Similarities between Taiwan and the PRC are acknowledged, as the opinions by 
some composers show. Zhao Xiaosheng, for instance, says: "Taiwan is closer to 
the mainland than Hong Kong, they even talk more about Chinese culture than we 
do. Hong Kong, on the other hand is more Westernized, they don't think about 
their cultural background but emphasize technique." And Chen Yi contends: 
"There is so much we have in common with Taiwan composers, in style and lan
guage and aim." And yet, a gradation is often made between Taiwan and the 
PRC. 

The richest tradition is allegedly still alive on the Mainland.395 Many would 
agree with Chen Qigang who grades Chineseness strongest in the PRC, then fol
lowed by Taiwan and at last by Hong Kong: "In the PRC the influence of tradition 
is strongest. In Taiwan, there is a search for tradition not only because they left 

·the mainland and are looking for roots, but because they had so much W estem 
teaching and always send their children abroad to study, there is less influence. In 

394 The conference, mentioned above, was organized as a first re-union of composers from Tai
wan and the PRC by Zhou Wenzhong and the U.S.-China Arts Exchange. 

395 This is interesting in view of many statements made for other cultural relics and arts. It sup
ports my view that in the PRC less Chinese culture has actually been destroyed than is often 
acknowledged especially when favourable comparisons with Taiwan take place. 
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Hong Kong, composers don't lmow whether they are English or Chinese, their 
problems are the biggest." Xu Changhui, himself from Taiwan, acknowledges: 
"Taiwanese music perhaps does not sound as Chinese as that from the PRC: there 
is more traditional music still to be heard there. In Taibei, you won't find nan
guan easily even if you try. Although xiaxiang was forced, at least it gave PRC 
composers an opportunity to do fieldwork." And Zhou Wenzhong, too, argues: 
"In the PRC, the environment already can inspire people, it is so manifold. In 
spite of the political system, there are so many minorities and the cultural diversity 
is amazing. Everywhere there is a distinctive music. This is different in both 
Hong Kong and Taiwan." 

In contrast with composers from the PRC, Taiwan composers are praised for 
their command of Western technique rather than their Chineseness. So Zhu 
Jian'er: "Taiwan composers have very good technique and think of tradition like 
us. But Taiwan is so small, there is little opportunity to have contact with the folk 
tradition," and Zhang Xiaofu: "Music in Taiwan has no individuality. All they 
think about is to Westernize .. The use of tradition is best-accomplished in the 
mainland." 

Of the compositions recognized unanimously as Chinese by Chinese most were 
in fact from Hong Kong, then followed by the PRC and lastly by Taiwan. The 
identical distribution is found in the evaluation of the majority votes of the West
ern participants.396 As has been discussed above, one factor affecting the recogni
zability is their attribution to a certain category of transformation. This is proba
bly one reason why Hong Kong faired so well and Taiwan so badly here: most of 
the compositions from Hong Kong are from the free transformation or stylization 
categories, whereas all compositions from Taiwan were from the mythologizing 
category, generally less easily recognized at least by the Chinese listeners. This 
polarity in mind one should not overemphasize the findings of this point in the ex
periment, but it is probably still fair to say, also in view of other evidence pre
sented above, that the condemnation of Hong Kong is perhaps not as justified as 
might appear at first sight: most probably Chen Yi, herself Cantonese, is right in 
saying "Hong Kong people are different, they don't think of themselves as Chi
nese. But in fact they are the real Chinese."397 

396 This has been derived from the figures in Appendix One. 
397 The findings of a 1985 resident-survey of this alleged "transit lounge [that] offers little sense 

of place or the room to nurture a cultural identity and creative vision" (SCOTT "Transit
lounge-arts," p. 49), only further illustrate my point and the spread of the prejudice. Asked 
on their primary identity, "59.5 per cent of the respondents identified themselves as Hong 
Kongese, while 36.2 per cent as Chinese. Common to both groups was ethnocentrism, i.e., 
pride in being a Chinese and belief in the Chinese culture as the best" (KUAN/LAU "The 
Civic Self," p. 104). 
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Apparently, minzuxing is one of the major elements in the tug-of-war between 
governments and composers all over China. Two important dichotomies, between 
the old and the new and between China and the West, have played a major strate
gic role in this battle. The discussion of national style in New Chinese Music has 
shown that these dichotomies appear in different shapes and forms. Yang wei 
Zhong yong, making the foreign serve China, has first been used for· the type of 
prescribed government nationalism which emphasizes the emulation of the West
ern (romanticist) model for the modernization of Chinese music, compositions 
falling into the categories of stylization and free transformation were exemplary 
for this method. Gu wei Jin yong, on the other hand, making the old serve the new, 
has been used to describe those musical products of China which have begun to 
employ their own traditional heritage in order to produce modem, contemporary 

~sounds. These composers say of themselves that they "reflect their folkmusic like 
archeologists." They have clearly understood that "the sound of antiquity" may, 
for a long time, have "been abandoned, but its clear sound lingers in the air." 
Compositions of the radical and the mythologizing nature are a doubled mirror 
reflection of the Western discovery of Eastern elements to create New Music. 
This reflection, however, includes the first twist in labellings: in employing their 
own tradition, the Chinese composers are yet again emulating the West, they are 
yet again applying the concept of Yang wei Zhong yong.398 And the former 
method of Yang wei Zhong yong could be described as a different type of gu wei 
Jin yong, too, for what these composers are doing in emulating romanticist tech
niques and harmonic patterns is-this time not employing the Chinese old to reach 
the Western new-but rather the opposite: using the Western old to create the 
Chinese new. 

It is politics which draws the lines between these two different types of gu wei 
Jin yong and Yang wei Zhong yong. It is politics which is disturbed by the con
tinuous reference to Daoist and (Zen) Buddhist elements of Chinese tradition or 
references to remonstrators and remonstrations in Chinese history (Qu Yuan, Dou 
E) in the radicalizing and mythologizing approaches.399 Therefore, politicians 
prefer the compositions in the stylizing or freely transforming tradition. This or
thodox New Music in China is based on the early idolizing of a particular type of 
Western music in the beginning of this century which was even then just barely 
still contemporary. This acceptance led to the negation of certain elements in 

398 The very use of Eastern elements in Western music means that this time Westernization is 
Sinification. 

399 The choice of these particular emblems of Chinese traditional heritage is not at all restricted 
to music but will be found in all of China's post-Maoist arts as films such as Tian 
Zhuangzhuang's Daomazei (Horse thief), literature by Ah Cheng or Gao Xingjian and works 
in the fine arts cf. CROIZIER "Ou Yuan and the Artists." 

J 
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China's traditional music and heritage. New Music in the West, on the other hand, 
based on the negation of conventional Western music began idolizing the other 
"other" i.e. the Eastern tradition. The knowledge of this Western approach 
combined with the xiaxiang experiences of many a composer during the Cultural 
Revolution, the wenhua fuxing and the xiangtu movement and an increasing pres
sure from Western critics created a renewed, very different and (still) unorthodox 
interest in and use of the indigenous roots of China's folk tradition. 400 What was 
once despised is now admired by some, deference turned into reverence. 

. This change leads to different ways of processing tradition: the radical approach 
perpetuates a living tradition, it is in many ways quite close to the original, it can 
still be recognized by its informants as "their music," even if composers are de
veloping and transforming it. The mythological approach, on the other hand deals 
with elements of China's tradition which have not necessarily been intended to be 
so (musically) used. Therefore, their employment is not the reinterpretation of 
tradition, its application in such a different context is in fact something completely 
new, a type of Chinese music that never before existed, an independent invention 
of tradition. Stylization and free transformation, on the other hand, set out to be 
dealing with the musical tradition of China, and yet in the process of negotiation 
the most typical and crucial elements of tradition are cleaned away, eradicated, cut 
off, killed. These compositions in some ways reinvent what never was Chinese 
tradition. 401 

400 Another factor which leads me to think that the xinchao generation has a more direct rela
tionship to the authentic, rather than the tainted traditional music is the fact, that during the 
Cultural Revolution, when their most important contact with this tradition took place, no 
conference and thus also no work on " improving Chinese instruments" took place as HAN 
"Minzu yueqi," p. 388 relates. 

401 Very similar views on these types of transforming tradition have been voiced in JONES Folk 
Music. For an exposition of these similarities cf. my review of Jones's book in China Re
view. 

-------------------------------------------~~~-~~-~.,,,....,,,..,.--T-~.~-



Chapter Five 

Coda: China's music, the emic and the etic view 

For the West, the problem of China is first 
the problem of how we know China. No 
observer approaches her safely, as he 
thinks he is describing her, he may actu
ally be revealing his own secret fanta
sies-and in this sense, whoever talks 
about China, talks about himself. (Simon 
Leys)1 

At the end of the piece, a small coda usually returns to the main themes, re-exam
ining them in a more or less involved fashion. Returning to politics and music, 
new and old, the major themes of this study, the conclusions to be drawn appear 
paradoxical: Hong Kong, Taiwan and the PRC, despite their different govern
ments, all produce the same kind of music.2 This music features old traditions in 
new disguise and uncovers the old disguise to be a new tradition. Is this is so, per
haps, because politics, however often it attempts and indeed dictates music, is fre-

1 LEYS The Burning Forest, p. 56. 
2 The similarities between Chinese musics have been remarked by LIU in ZGYYX 1991.1:36 

"Taiwan, Xianggang he Aomen dangdai yinyue gailun" and HUANG "Liang'an wenhua 
tongyuan." And yet there is no awareness for these similarities: there is no apparent sense of 
"ancestor-worship" between the different Chinese music circles: many composers from 
China have remarked on their lack of know ledge of music from other parts of China, be they 
from Hong Kong, from the PRC or from Taiwan. Thus, Chinese composers do not con
sciously share a common tradition of New Chinese Music. The discovery of many unex
pected similarities in each others' music at a meeting of composers from the mainland and 
Taiwan organized by Zhou Wenzhong, in 1988, came as a real shock (cf. the articles reflect
ing on the conference in Taiwan "Zhongguo yinyue de chuantong yu weilai" in YYYYX 
1988.184:69-73 and "Haixia liang'an zuoqujiamen de xiangfa" in YYYYX 1988.184:74-80, 
for a PRC view cf. ZHAO "Habda liang'an zuoqujia de shouci shenghui"). The lack of 
communication between the parts, due to politics and to certain prejudices (in the case of the 
derogatory remarks made on Hong Kong music, for instance) might explain this ignorance, 
which is further characterized by the common "worship" of Western composers. Xu 
Changhui in his" The Asian Composers' League and I," p 11, once put it: "An Asian com
poser can be completely ignorant of the conditions of the composers in his neighboring 
countries, but he would not miss a single event of say: France's Boulez, Germany's Stock
hausen, Cage of the United States ... Ifwe think about it, how unaturally (sic) this phenome
non is." 
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quently turned on its head by this very music?3 Is this so, perhaps, because poli
tics, however often it attempts to and indeed dictates tradition, is frequently turned 
on its head by this very tradition? 

1 

New Chinese Music comes in myriad shapes and forms: it is not at all "content to 
copy from the masters of the past," 4 although compositions featuring stylizing 
pentatonic romanticism can be found from the fifties until the present in Hong 
Kong, in the PRC and in the ROC.5 Contemporary techniques, too, without any 
direct reference to Chinese heritage have been used by composers in Taiwan since 
the sixties, in Hong Kong since the seventies and in the PRC since the eighties. 6 

A "rediscovery" of modem elements in Chinese tradition took place first in Tai
wan and Hong Kong since the seventies and in the PRC since the eighties. 7 

Some of these styles may have been timely reactions to social or politieal 
changes: pentatonic romanticism is ever-present as the music most generally ac
cepted by Chinese audiences, even today, it is orthophonic, or zheng music; mod
ernist techniques were used in the Taiwan of the sixties for their political inoffen
siveness, and avoided in the PRC at the same time for their political offensiveness; 
the discovery of modernity in tradition was possible in the PRC due to the experi
ences of composers sent to the countryside during the Cultural Revolution and 
suddenly overwhelmed with the opening of Pandora's box of New Music after the 
fall of the Gang of Four; in Taiwan, a similar trend can be explained as an out
come of the (anti-government) but pro-traditional xiangtu movement coupled with 
a general openness to Western music, and in Hong Kong, the foundation of the 
Asian Composers' League and the Hong Kong Chinese orchestra and a general 
awareness of Western critical appraisal encouraged and suggested the examination 
of tradition as compensation for life in a colonial situation. 

The language in which Chinese politicians talk about the most disparate types of 
music as orthodox or dangerous tunes is a most predictable and at the same time a 

3 The discussion of the politics of music above has shown that similar musical expressions 
meant different-and yet similar-things to different governments. It is certainly true as 
CHLOPECKIE contends (" Gesichter der Postmodeme," p. 32): "Ob man es will oder nicht: 
Wenn im Mittelpunkt ein Parteihaus steht, existieren andere BewuJ3tseinskategorien als bei 
einem Supermarkt. Selbst wenn uns die Veriinderungen in der Musik hier und dort ahnlich 
erscheinen, heillt das noch lange nicht, daB sie das gleiche bedeuten, denn das Parteihaus ist 
bei weitem kein Supermarkt, obwohl beide im gleichen MaB die Stelle der Kathedrale ein
genommen haben." 

4 MACKERRAS The Performing Arts, p. 70. 
5 Lin Daosheng, Shi Kum Por and Du Mingxin may serve as examples. 
6 Cf. the works of Wen Longxin, Lam Manyee and Peng Zhimin. 
7 Cf. the works of Li Taixiang, Lam Doming and Qu Xiaosong. 
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most unforseeable language of power. Speechless music, although often politi
cized, is never a calculable tool in politics. Musical style is no guarantee for po
litical acceptance or condemnation, a certain musical idiom is only very seldom the 
anticipated outcome of a certain political manipulation. It is indeed not the pre
dictability of a regime's policies but the unpredictability of musical meaning 
which is responsible for the unified face of pluralism in New Chinese Music. And 
this face of pluralism and eclecticism suggests that China's New Music has en
tered, in a Great Leap Forward, directly into the age of postmodemism. 8 

In the West, Dibelius explains, the collapse of serialism in the sixties rung in 
postmodernism: the locks had been opened, curiosity and an urge for discoveries 
merged and departed from each other to the most abstruse positions, joined with 
whatever was found to form strange agglomerations of Present and Past, West and 
East, simplicity and mythology.9 George Crumb talks similarly of an "extension 
in the vertical and horizontal senses," vertically, through time, "all music and lit
erature is now at our fingertips through both life performance and excellent record
ings," and horizontally, through space, "the total musical culture of the planet 
Earth is 'coming together,' so to speak." 10 New Chinese Music is postmodernist 
in this very sense, for it has practiced-more or less extensively, according to the 
political climate-exactly this exploration and agglomeration of positions near and 
far, old and new. This happened ever since the concept of the composer had en
tered Chinese ground. 

The confrontation with a single body!! _Western music-triggered off a single 
response from composers in Hong Kong, Taiwan and the PRC. Musical syncre
tism and acculturation in China cannot be fully understood independently of the 
Western legacy.12 The question of Chinese music "can be understood only 
against the background of its contact with the West." 13 Politics, on the other 
hand, have only delayed certain developments or (unwillingly) served as a catalyst. 
Scott's hypothesis that "China has nothing distinguished to show in the way of 

8 Cf. my "Chinese Music in the 1980s" for postmodernist tendencies in PRC music. A simi
lar view of the non-specificity in style of New Chinese Music is given in ZHANG Akkultura
tionsphanomene, p. 7. 

9 DIBELIUS "Postmoderne in der Musik," p. 7. 
10 CRUMB "Techniques of Composing," p. 115/116. 
11 This "single" is, of course, to be understood as a holistic term incorporating all the different 

trends and facets of New Music as the following" single" also incorporates all the different 
manifestations of Chinese New Music explored and explained above. 

12 A very similar situation can be found in the development (and flourishing) of music during 
the Tang Dynasty, when musical influences from outside China were dominant. This com
parison is made by quite a few Chinese musicologists but needs further exploration (cf. 
CHOW Fanfu's article in YYYYX 1986.155:131ff"Yanjiu zhongguo yinyueshi de kunnan"). 

13 FAIRBANK/TENG China's Response to the West, p. 2. 

j 
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new creative music is due to [ ... ] the hindering hand of the Party," 14 hence no 
longer holds true: the generally uniform view of New Chinese Music in three parts 
of China has less to do with Eastern politics than with Western music. 15 No mat
ter what the government, Chinese composers all reacted to a Western challenge. 

2 

Since Western music triggered off this singular response in Chinese composers, 
their tradition, their Chineseness might give the clue to an understanding of the 
development of New Chinese Music. The use of tradition in music may be politi
cally motivated, it may show an opposition to a colonial government, but it has 
lately also become a sign of individuality. 16 Chineseness, too, appears in myriad 
shapes, 17 it may be derived from Chinese philosophy and literature as well as from 
the Chinese musical tradition. What is more, it is not necessarily a conscious ef
fort on the part of the composer. Although most composers show a positive and 
proud attitude towards their cultural heritage; some would not acknowledge a con
scious effort in trying to be Chinese: their music might still tell a different story. 
China's musical tradition and folklore has become less visible in China's cities 
over the last decades, but music departments and conservatories attempt to remedy 
this situation. Chinese life may have become more and more Westernized over the 
last decades, but the intellectual trends even in the PRC now return to the erudite 
study of the traditions. New Chinese Music is much too strong in minzuxing18 to 

14 SCOTT Literature and the Arts, p. 151. 
15 Similar experiences, if different in detail, have been reported for other countries under the 

impact of Western music. This supports my argument. For an example cf. 
OEHLSCHLAGEL "Uber die Schwierigkeit, Musik anderer Kontinente zu verstehen," p. 3, 
and PRUDENCIO "Auf der Suche nach lateinamerikanischer Identitlit," p. 25. He writes 
that Bolivian composers do not want to "pentatonischen Nationalism us betreiben; diese Hal
tung ist-soweit wir sehen-genauso touristisch wie das Komponieren in strenger Zwolfton
technik." 

16 Whereas in the Western avantgarde individualism and nationalism were always taken as an
tonyms, "individualism, yes-nationalism, no," (cf. SAD ERA TZKI "Komponieren 
zwischen Zivilisation und Kultur," p. 7) in China nationalism now stands for individualism 
as many of the interviews with Chinese composers have shown. 

17 For a discussion of the several layers and shapes of a Chinese style music cf. WANG 
"Yinyue de 'Zhongguo fengge'," p. 104-107. 

18 In the fine arts, critics have remarked: "I don't hold out any real hope for them. They have 
left this land far behind, and I fear that the emotional world that inspired their work is now 
lost to them. No longer do the stars light up the dark night." (BARME "China Yesterday's 
Dissident artists are today's Yuppies," p. 40. The unnamed critic in his last phrase puns on 
the recently dissolved avantgarde circle of artists called "The Stars"). The strength in Chi
neseness of the newest Chinese music and the works of composers now resident abroad leads 
me to think that composers will not suffer from uprooting by living and working abroad. 
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be described as "neo-exoticist." 19 And yet again, by drawing further and further 
away from its Western roots, by beginning to become a New but Chinese tradition, 
it in turn draws ever closer to other "Western" roots, those of postmodernism. 20 

3 
Fi.ihren groJ3e Kunstwerke von bedeuten
dem Wahrheitsgehalt den Millbrauch des 
Ideologiebegriffs ad absurdum, so sympa
thisiert dafiir stets das asthetisch Schlechte 
mit der Ideologie. (Theodor W. Adorno )21 

Man verfallt [ ... ] allzu leicht einer der 
beiden Tauschungen: Entweder ein Stiick 
wegen seiner bewiesenen Distanz zur ge
wohnten konformistischen Machart tiber
zubewerten oder es umgekehrt zu einseitig 
mit westlichen Ohren zu hOren und am 
technischen Standard westlicher Musik zu 
messen. (Ulrich Dibelius )22 

From a Western, etic point of view, some of China's musical styles might appear 
to be anachronistic imitations of Western models.23 From the etic point of view, 
Chinese composers don't necessarily take to white elephants for imitation, rather, a 

19 This epithet is used by CHOU in "Towards a New Mainstream," p. 49. To him, an Asian 
composer is imbued with the desire "to create a new music that is neither Western nor tradi
tional, but embodying the best of both cultures" {ibid, p. 49/50). Again, many of these de
velopments have been paralled in other countries faced with the W estem impact. The Latin 
American composer Aharonian echoes Zhou's concerns when he is quoted in saying: "Wir 
haben eine doppelte Aufgabe: Im Hinblick auf unsere koloniale Situation mlissen wir die 
Modelle der Metropolen kennenlemen und beherrschen, damit wir nicht der geistigen Stinde 
der Naivitat anheimfallen und mit der erforderlichen Kraft Gegenmodelle entwickeln kon
nen. Erst wenn wir "a jour" sind, konnen wir neue Konzepte ausarbeiten, durch die wir un
sere Umgebung sensibel wahmehmen und in dem, was wir tun, reflektieren." (FURST
HEIDTMANN "Militancia cultural," p. 41). 

20 The increasing global recognition of Chinese composers might justify a daring statement: as 
China was able to take in other cultures before in her history, it might now be doing so 
again, by simply assimilating the Westerners into their music: in this case one would have to 
say that the Chinese composers are not being more and more Westernized but that the West
erners are indeed being more and more sinified: "What has been described as culturalism is 
a statement of Chinese values as superior but, significantly, not exclusive. Through a proc
ess of education and imitation, barbarians could also become part of a community sharing 
common values and distinguishing themselves from yet other barbarians who did not share 
these values." (DUARA "De-Constructing the Chinese Nation," p. 6). 

21 ADORNO Musiksoziologie, p. 254. 
22 DIBELIUS Moderne Musik I, p. 299. 
23 The enormous range of time-guesses given for Chinese pieces in my experiment is indicative 

of this difficulty. A short list of these datings is given in Appendix One. 
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certain apparently uncritical cargo cult is practiced with Western "musical gar
bage."24 Historians of Western-influenced May Fourth Literature25 and Western
style Chinese art have often come to similar conclusions. As Michael Sullivan 
puts it: 

(T)he art historian's perpetual dilemma [is] that the work that is historically 
significant [ ... ] may be of little or no aesthetic value; while works of high 
value[ ... ] may lack any historical significance.26 

The emic view of Chinese literature, art and music may differ markedly from 
that of the outsider: Xian Xinghai' s Yellow River Cantata moved millions of Chi
nese due to its fervour and patriotism during the anti-Japanese war, Chen Chien
hua's Collection of Best Chinese Folksongs is known to many a piano student in 
Hong Kong, and the row in Luo Zhongrong's Picking Lotus was not only the first 
acknowledged twelve-tone composition in China27 but in turn became the basis for 
Chen Mingzhi's Eight Little Pieces. To evaluate these works apart from their his
torical and social impact in purely Western aesthetic terms would be to decontex
tualize them.28 Similarly, some,_ of the most recent compositions written by Chi
nese composers outside China in the last few years and hardly known--or if--of
ten condemned within China have been hailed as great achievements by Western 
critics. To judge these works now, from an etic point of view when their emic so
cial and historical importance can hardly be estimated, appears difficult. 

The comparison between the music of Taiwan, Hong Kong and the PRC brings 
up questions of evaluation yet again: for literature, for instance, it has been stated 
that the "quality of the literary accomplishment of Taiwan [ ... ] surpasses that of 
the mainland,"29 and that 

[ ... ] the PRC has wasted one generation after another of its brightest talents 
and has politicized the entire intelligentsia to the degree that most of the lit
erature written after 1949 can more properly be analyzed in terms of the po-

24 Cf. JONES Like a knife, p. 17, who talks of the syncretism in musical style "often featuring 
old and traditional melodies revamped for Western symphonic orchestration." (emphasis is 
mine). 

25 For parallels in the literary field cf. FOKKEMA's essay "Lu Xun: the impact of Russian lit
erature," NG Russian Hero and HSIA "Yen Fu and Liang Ch'i-ch'ao," esp. p. 244f. 

26 Cited in CROIZIER "Art and Society in Modem China," p. 591. 
27 Xi Qiming and Yang Liqing told me that Chen Gang had written a twelve-tone composition 

much earlier as film music to a movie called Qiumi (Fan). Unfortunately, I could not verify 
this information. 

28 A similar view for literature is expressed by HOLM "Folk Art as Propaganda," p. 3: 
"Rather than evaluate the Chinese literary production solely in terms of our own values and 
in light of our own ideas about literary excellence, we should also measure it against the 
yardstick of the rather different values professed by the Chinese." 

29 LEE The New Realism, p. 4. 
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litical struggles of the times than in terms of a scholarly or literary dis
course. 30 

I hope to have shown that while in music, CCP-GMD or Colonial politics may 
not have had the same detrimental effects as in literature, partly because music is 
semantically ambiguous, CCP-GMD or Colonial politics may at the very same 
time have had ever more detrimental effects in music, partly because music is se
mantically ambiguous. While I have attempted (and perhaps failed, as we all do, 
according to Leys) not to judge neither China's orthodox nor her dangerous tunes, 
I intended to show that, as a whole, China does not at all suffer from a "lack of 
seasoned composers" 31 even much apart from her renmin yinyuejia. This study is 
meant to be a presentation of the diversity and wealth of Chinese New Music, nei
ther condemnation nor praise, because and in spite of the fact that "whoever thinks 
he is objective must already be half drunk." 32 

30 WAGNER "The PRC Intelligentsia," p. 153. 
31 SCOTT Literature and the Arts, p. 151. For a more optimistic view of the future develop

ment of Chinese music cf. KUTTNER Archeology, p. 238. 
32 From a collection of aphorisms by Lu Xun reprinted in: LEYS The Burning Forest, p. 204. 

Appendix One: Statistical Material 

1. Interviews 

A. 
Interview Questions for the formal part of each interview 

a. General 
Name, date of birth, family background 

b. Musical career 
Teachers? What do they teach, do they form interest groups? 
Which music can be heard in China? What kinds of books, scores, recordings are available, pri
vately or in institutions, are there any restrictions as to what one can obtain and knows about? 
What is offered in the form of classical concerts? Is avantgarde music played, music by Chinese 
composers? Are there other (private) possibilities to listen to music? 

c. Influences 
How important is Western music (capitalist and communist)? Does its reception depend on study 
abroad?, 
How important is the indigenous national tradition? (Which type of tradition?) 
In which compositions are either of these influences visible? 
Does the need for money influence one's musical production? 

d. Politics 
How important is it for the creativity of the composer? 
Are there conflicts in his/her career? How do these conflicts manifest themselves? Who plays with 
whom, when and why? 
What does a score have to look like in order to be published? Which are prefered musical styles 
for politicians? (avantgarde allowed? preferences for vocal, instrumental, program or absolute mu
sic?) 
Which composers are (not) talked about and why? Is there any opposition to this? 
Who is responsible for cultural politics? Experts? 
What is the importance of musicology and music criticism? 
What are important dates in the development of China's music? Are they dependent on (or run 
parallel to) other national developments (Russia, Eastern Europe, Europe, Japan, U.S.A)? 

e.Tradition 
"Zhongxue wei ti, xixue wei yong," what do composers think of it? 
How important is traditional training in the schooling system? Is it dependent on the schooling one 
goes through whether one is able to synthesize tradition? 
How do composers explain sudden outbursts in the use of traditional elements at certain times in 
China's musical history? 
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What does one know of the music of the other Chinas (Hong Kong, Taiwan and the PRC)? Does 
the composer feel that he belongs to the same Chinese tradition as all of the others? 

f. Music and emigration 
Does the exile or emigration situation change one's attitude to creation? Does one become more 
consciously Chinese or is one Westernized? 
Are the Chinas still interested in one's music once one is abroad? 

B. 
Interviewees 

PRC 

Composers: 
Cao Jian (* 1973) Beijing 10.10.92 
Chen Mingzhi (* 1925) Shanghai 17 .10.92 
Chen Qigang (* 1955) Paris 22.2.93 
Chen Xiaoyong (* 1955) Hamburg 12.12.92 
Chen Yi (*1953) New York 12.9.92 
Du Mingxin (*1928) Beijing 5.10.92 
Ge Ganru (*1954) New Jersey 6.9.92 
Guo Wenjing (*1956) Beijing 5.10.92 
Hao Weiya (* 1971) Beijing 2.10.92 
He Luting (*1903) Shanghai 19.10.92 
He Xuntian (* 1954) letter of 28.10.92 
Jin Xiang (*1935) New York 12.9.92 
Liu Yuan (*1957) Shanghai 19.10.92 
Luo Zhongrong (*1924) Beijing 7.10.92 
Qu Xiaosong (*1952) New York 11.9.92 
Sang Tong (*1923) Shanghai 14.10.92 
Su Cong (*1957) Stuttgart 16.1.93 
Tan Dun (*1957) New York 13.9.92 
Tang Jianping (*1955) Beijing 8.10.92 
Wang Fei (*1959) Stuttgart 16.1.93 
Wu Zuqiang (* 1927) Beijing 3 .10.92 
Xi Qiming (*1941) Shanghai 19.10.92 
Xiang Min(* 1967) Beijing 10.10.92 
Xu Shuya (* 1961) Paris 20.2.93 
Xu Yi (*1963) Paris 19.2.93 
Yang Liqing (* 1942) Shanghai 13.10.92 
Zhang Xiaofu (* 1954) Paris 20.2.93 
Zhao Xiaosheng (* 1945) Shanghai 18.10.92 
Zhou Long (*1953) New York 4.9.92 
Zhou Wenzhong (*1923) New York 10.9.92 
Zhou Xianglin/Ding Ying(* 1963/1969) Shanghai 17.10.92 
Zhu Jian'er (*1922) Shanghai 19.10.92 
Zhu Shirui (* 1954) telephone call 8.1.93 
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Scholars and Officials: 
Rulan Chao Pian, professor of musicology at Harvard University, Cambridge 7.9.92 
R.I.P. Hayman, American composer, sinologist and author of a text book on China's musical poli
tics (in press), New York 5.9.92 
Li Xi' an, professor of music theory and former head of the Chinese Conservatory in Beijing, Bei
jing 6.10.92 
Su Xia, professor of composition at the Central Conservatory, Beijing 10.10.92 

TW 

Composers: 
Chen Shihui (*1962) Cambridge (MA) 6.9.92 
Dai Hongxuan (* 1942) Taibei 30.9.92 
Hou Junqing (* 1938) Taibei 25.9.92 
Li Taixiang (* 1941) Taibei 24.9.92 
Lu Wenci (* 1962) Taibei 18.9.92 
Lu Yan(* 1930) Taibei 26.9.92 
Ma Shuilong (*1939) Taibei 18.9.92 
Pan Huanglong (*1945) Taibei 28.9.92c 
Pan Shiji (* 1957) Taibei 23.9.92 
Qian Nanzhang (* 1948) Taibei 23.9.92 
Shen Jintang (* 1940) Taibei 29.9.92 
Wu Dinglian (* 1950) Taibei 30.9.92 
Xu Boyun (* 1944) Taibei 22.9.92 
Xu Changhui (* 1929) Taibei 28.9.92 
Zhang Huili (*1956) Taibei 21.9.92 
Zeng Xingkui (*1946) Taibei 18./25. 9. 92 

Scholars and officials: 
Yu Yuzhao, head of Department Three of the CCPD, Taibei 21.9.92 

HK/MC 

Composers: 
Chan Kambiu (*1962) Hong Kong 23.10.92 
Chan Victor(* 1959) Hong Kong 29.10.92 
Chan Wingwah (*1954) Hong Kong 23./29.10.92 
Chan Puifang (* 1921) Hong Kong 29.10.92 
Koo Chatpo (*1954) Hong Kong 30.10.92 
Lam Bunching(* 1954) Poestenkill 9.9.92 
Lam Doming (*1935) Hong Kong 30.10.92 
Law Wingfai (*1949) Hong Kong 29.10.92 
Mak Clarence (*1959) Hong Kong 26.10.92 
Students of Law Wingfai: (1967/69/70) Hong Kong 29.10.92 
Wong Yokyee (*1924) Hong Kong 27.10.92 

Scholars and Officials: 
Cheung Grace Y.F., manager of the ARIC, Hong Kong 26.10.92 

~I 
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Cheung Samson, manager of the Music Office, Hong Kong 30.10.92 
Ryker Harrison, professor of music at the CUHK, Hong Kong 27 .. 10.92 
Ye Chunzhi, music critic and composer, Hong Kong 25.10.92 
Chow Fanfu, music critic, Hong Kong 29.10.92 

2. The paradigmatic composer 

A. Responses in the PRC 

PRC ++ + +- - -- no 
answer 

being Chinese 13 7 4 4 1 4 
(very important-not important) 
education 30 2 0 11 12 11 
( + ;; Western, - = Chinese) 
sources 2 I 2 13 14 34 
(+=Nature,+ - =Politics, - =Tradition) 

audience 13 2 5 0 3 10 
(very important-not important) 
contact with Western music in China 3 16 6 0 5 3 
(a lot-a little) 
contact with W estem music abroad 17 0 0 0 0 16 
(a lot-a little) 

B. Responses in Taiwan 

TW ++ + +- - -- no 
answer 

being Chinese 5 2 2 4 3 0 
(very important-not important) 
education 15 0 1 7 5 4 
( + = Western, - = Chinese) 
sources 3 l l 4 9 14 
(+=Nature,+ - =Politics, - =Tradition) 
audience 1 0 l 4 3 7 
(very important-not important) 
contact with Western music in China 2 5 0 3 1 5 
(a lot-a little) 
contact with Western music abroad 11 1 0 0 0 4 
(a lot-a little) 
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C. Responses in Hong Kong and Macau 

HK/MC ++ + +- - -- no sum 
answer 

being Chinese 3 3 2 0 3 0 11 
(very important-not so important) 
education 10 l 0 2 2 7 22 
( + = Western, - = Chinese) 
sources 0 0 1 7 2 1 11 
(+=Nature,+ - =-Politics, - =Tradition) 
audience 3 0 4 0 2 2 11 
(very important-not important 

sum contact with Western music in China 2 5 0 0 4 0 11 
(a lot-a little) 

33 contact with Western music abroad 8 0 0 0 0 3 11 
(a lot-a little) 

66 

66 

33 

33 

33 

sum 

16 

32 

32 

16 

16 

16 
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Statistical Material 

E. Result: The Paradigmatic Composer for each part of China: 

being Chinese 
education 
sources 
audience 
Western music in China 
abroad 

3. Experiment 
A. Questions 

Do you like this music? 

PRC TW 
very important important or not (50/50) 
both Western and Chinese both Western and Chinese 
tradition tradition 
very important not important 
yes, some yes, some 
yes, some yes, some 

Have you heard anything similar before? Where? What? 
What time period seems appropriate for the creation of this kind of music? 
What style does this music fit into? 
Which composer could have written such music? 
What geographical area comes to mind? 
What kinds of associations do you have while listening to this music? 

B. Order of the pieces 

401 

HK/MC 
very important 
only Western 
tradition 
neutral 
yes, some 
yes, some 

The pieces selected from all four categories of nationalist expression [l =stylized, 2=transformed, 
3=radicalized, 4=mythological; indicated in brackets] and from all parts of China (indicated in pa
rentheses), were played in the following order: 

1. [4] Chen Xiaoyong (ML) Die for orchestra (1988-92) 
2. [ 4] Ma Shuilong (TW) Peacock Flies Southeast (1977) 
3. [3] Ge Ganru (ML) Yi Feng (1982/83) 
4. [I] Doming Lam (HK/MC) Oriental Pearl Violin Sonata (1963) 
5. [3] Zhou Wenzhong (ML) Echoes from the Gorge (1989) 
6. [3] Ye Xiaogang (ML) Da Lai Vi (1988) 
7. [l] Sang Tong (ML) Mongolian Folk Dance (1952/53) 
8. [4] Xu Boyun (TW) Han Shi (1974) 
9. [3] Zhu Jian'er (ML) Suona Concerto (1989) 
10. [3] Tan Dun (ML) On Taoism (1985) 
11. [3] Zhou Long (ML) Su (1984) 
12. [4] Lam Bunching (HK/MC) Lu (1983) 
13. [2]Chan Wingwah (HK) Drifting Clouds (1990) 
14. [2] Law Wingfai (HK) Pipa Concerto (1986) 
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C. Is this music Chinese? (Throughout the tables only given answers are counted, hence the vary

ing sums) 

CHINESE AUDIENCE (5 participants) 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

PRC TW ML HK ML ML ML TW ML ML ML HK HK HK 
2/4 4/4 3/4 3/4 3/3 3/3 515 315 515 3/4 515 515 515 4/4 

musical category 1 ( occured twice) 2 ( occured twice) 3 ( occured six times) 4 ( occured four times) 

unanimous 3/6 

majority 112 2/2 2/6 3/4 

sum 1/2 2/2 516 3/4 

WESTERN AUDIENCE (5 participants) 

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

ML TW ML HK ML ML ML TW ML ML ML HK HK HK 

315 4/5 3/5 215 1/3 4/4 3/5 2/5 3/5 4/4 515 3/4 4/5 3/4 

musical category 1 2 3 4 

unanimous 1/2 2/2 4/6 2/4 

majority 1/2 2/6 

sum 2/2 2/2 616 2/4 

D. Likes and dislikes 

CHINESE AUDIENCE 

The first row gives the order and the category of assimilation 

1:4 2:4 3:3 4:1 5:3 6:3 7:1 8:4 9:3 10:3 11:3 12:4 13:2 14:2 

++ I 
+ 1 2 1 3 2 4 I 2 l I 2 2 4 

+- 2 1 2 l 2 1 l 2 

- 3 2 1 1 1 l 3 l 4 2 2 1 1 

--
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WESTERN AUDIENCE 

1:4 2:4 3:3 4:1 5:3 6:3 7:1 8:4 9:3 10:3 11:3 12:4 13:2 14:2 

++ I I 
+ 4 2 2 1 l 2 l I 2 4 2 1 
+- 1 2 l 1 l 2 3 I 3 I 2 1 
- 1 1 3 3 3 1 2 l I 2 2 
-- I 1 1 I I 

E. Range of datings given by Western listeners 

1. Chen Xiaoyong (ML) Die for orchestra (1988-92):1920s, 1950s, 1960s 

2. Ma Shuilong (TW) Peacock Flies Southeast (1977): 1920s, 1930s, 1960s, 1980s 
3. Ge Ganru (ML) Yi Feng (1982/83):1960s, 1980s, 1990s 

4. Doming Lam (HK/MC) Oriental Pearl Violin Sonata (1963): 1920s, 1960s, before 1989 

5. Zhou Wenzhong (ML) Echoes from the Gorge (1989): 1950s, 1980s, 1990s 
6. Ye Xiaogang (ML) Da Lai Vi (1988): 1980s, before 1989 
7. Sang Tong (ML) Mongolian Folk Dance (1952/53): 1920s, 1950s, 1960s, 1970s 
8. Xu Boyun (TW) Han Shi (1974): 1980s, 1990s 
9. Zhu Jian'er (ML) Suona Concerto (1989): 1940s, 1950s, 1980s 
10. Tan Dun (ML) On Taoism (1985): 1950s, 1980s 
11. Zhou Long (ML) Su (1984): 1970s, 1980s 
12. Lam Bunching (HK/MC) Lu (1983):1950s, 1960s, 1980s 
13. Chan Wingwah (HK) Drifting Clouds (1990): 1950s, 1970s, 1980s, 1990s 

14. Law Wingfai (HK) Pipa Concerto (1986): 1950s, 1960s, 1970s, 1980s 

d1 
; ~ 

-----------------------------------------~~~~~~-
~---. -~~----------------LI 
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Glossary 

This glossary includes all names of Chinese composers, instruments and musical 
forms and some of the most important musical institutions mentioned in the text. 
Common sinological terms and figures have only been included if they are of 
particular importance within the scope of this study. In the glossary, full 
characters are used throughout, not only to make up for the use of pinyin 
throughout the book;· but also because even mainland Chinese composers tend to 
write their names in full characters. 

B 
bangzi fflFf 
banhut&t!J3 
beiguan ;:f ttg 
bu zheng /FIE 

c 
caifeng ;;R!fil\i 
Cao Guangping lJ ]f[;zp:. 
Cao Jian lJ~U 
Chan Kambiu ~-*~.mtJ 
Chan Kanin ~-*;a:ff 
Chan Puifang ~-*j;ff)J)J 
Chan Waik:wong (Victor) ~{;t:Y[; 
Chan Wingwah ~-*71<'$ 
Chang Hwei-Lee (cf. Zhang Huili) 
Chao Yu-Shen (cf. Zhao Yushen) 
chegu.$~ 
Chen Chienhua ~-*ijt'$ 
Chen Danpin ~-*ft~ 
Chen Gang ~-*~ 
Chen Mao-hsuan (cf. Chen Mao-

xuan) 
Chen Maoxuan ~-*BtW 
Chen Mingzhi ~-*~~ 
Chen Ningchi ~-*~g~ 

Chen Peixun (cf. Chan Puifang) 

Chen Qigang ~-*:!twllill 
Chen Sazhi ~-*1ii.§m 
Chen Shihui ~-*±~ 
Chen Shih-Hui (cf. Chen Shihui) 
Chen Shu-Si (cf. Chen Shuxi) 

Chen Shuxi ~-*WW~ 
Chen Su-ti (cf. Chen Sazhi) 

Chen Tianhe ~-*EBl~ 
Chen Wendy Fang (cf. Chen 

Danpin) 
Chen Xiaoyong ~-*~~ 
Chen Yuanlin ~-*:mi* 
Chen Yi ~-*'f'Et 
Cheng Hsing-kUi (cf. Zeng Xingkui) 
Chew Shyh-Ji (cf. Pan Shiji) 
Chiang Wen-yeh (cf. Jiang Wenye) 
Chien Nan-Chang (cf. Qian Nan-

zhang) 
Chien Shan-Hua (cf. Qian Shanhua) 
Chou Wen-chung (cf. Zhou Wen-

zhong) 
Chu Wang-hua (cf. Chu Wanghua) 
Chu Wanghua 1mfii~'$ 
chuanju J r f !JU 

' 

! 
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Chuantong yu zhanwang 

f$ME:W~~ 
chuida~n 
Cui Wenyu ~)'.(± 

D 
dagehu ::f($i!,EJ 
daputJ~ 
dan 1ik 
daoyin ~51 
daqu *EIB 
Dai Hongxuan ~~!lif 
dazhonghua *5J<1t 
Ding Shande T-'@~ 
Ding YingT~ 
diyingehu fl£if 1iti!!E 
aizi m-T 
Dongfang gewutuan W:tfilfX~lll 
Du Mingxin H~~{,, 
Du Wenhui H:X~ 

E 
erhu =i!,EJ 

F 
Feng Ziqia $r'['fr 
fugu fic!J 
Fu Yamchi 1'4ff:Z 

G 
G W ... -S-££* ao eIJie rRJ,t;;trm, 

Ge Ganru ~ittzD 
gewu~~ 
gewutuan ~~Ill 
gezaixi ~f-Thtt 
gong 0: 
goulun 10fnl! 
Gu wei jin yong, Yang wei Zhong 

yong c!lffe&4-ffl ' #ffe&tpffl 

Glossary 

guan '!§' 
Guo Zhiyuan J~z3iB 
Guoli yishu xueyuan ~J:L~1iltr~ll1G 
Guoli yishu zhuanke xuexiao (Guoli 

yizhuan) ~J:L~Vfg!li,f4~i'R 
guomen~F5 

Guomindang ~~-
Guo Wenjing $~)'.(~ 

H 
Han Yong •7-k 
Hao Weiya ~*i:§ 
He Luting (often He Luding) 

~*ffen 
He Xuntian frITWll83 
He Zhanhao fr[ i:!:i ~ 
Ho Pingyee fr[{;jc~ 
Ho Waion fr[~~ 
Hong Changqing ~mm 
Hou Chun-Ching (cf. Hou Junqing) 
Hou Chun-ching (cf. Hou Junqing) 
Hou Junqing {~{~~ 
Hsu Po-Yun (cf. Xu Boyun) 
Hsu Po-yun (cf. Xu Boyun) 
Hsu Sun-Jung (cf. Xu Songrong) 
Hsu Sung-Jen (cf. Xu Sangren) 
Hsu Tsang-houei (cf. Xu Changhui) 
Hsui Sung-jung (cf. Xu Songrong) 
Huang Anlun w~flfff 
Huang Y autai w:bz:;f.j 
Huang Zi wEr 
huqin ti§~ 
Hwang Yau-tai (cf. Huang Yautai) 

J 
Jia Daqun Jf~M 
Jiang Dingxian 1IJE:fw 
Jiang Wenye 1I:X lli 
JinXiang ~~ 

jinghu J?:"ti)j 
jingju J?:"jU 
Jingjutuan J?:"jUfll 

K 
ketingxing 1[~1[j: 

Koo Chatpo )@--E::;jf 
Kuan N aichung ~~Ji!;', 
Kuo Chih-yuan (cf. Guo Zhiyuan) 
kunqu ~Ettl 

L 
Lai Dehe )f!~~;fD 
Lai Deh-Ho (cf. Lai Dehe) 
Lam Bunching ffrf1p@ 
Lam Doming #~~ff 
Lam Manyee *f~J'['Et 
Law Ping-leung (Daniel) *l:.triffil 
Law Wingfai *17.kllil! 
Li Baochen *f§tt 
Li Binyang *mm 
Li Huanzhi *~Z 
Li Jiefu *iWx 
u Jinhui *mll!I! 
Li Ling*~ 
Li Shutong *£fRfnJ 
Li Taixiang *~ffi¥ 
Li Tai-shiung (cf. Li Taixiang) 
Li Yinghai *~~ 
Li Zhongyong *tf:l~ 
Lin Daosheng #~± 
Lin Daw-Sheng (Lin Daosheng) 
Lin Shengshih #W~ 
Lin Tao-sheng (cf. Lin Daosheng) 
Liu Deyi (Pietro) IU1~~ 
Liu Xue' an IU§:f!i 
Liu Yuan IU1.i 
Lu Ji§,~ 
Lu Pei ~~j;f1 

Glossary 

Lu Quansheng g ~± 
Lu Wenci g )'.(~ 
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Lu Wen-Tze, Grace (cf. Lu Wenci) 

Lu Xun Yishu xueyuan (Luyi) 

~IB~Vltr~ll1G 
Lu Yan.IS~ 
Lu Yen (cf. Lu Yan) 
luan ;L 
Luo Jingjing *IJ?:"* 
Luo Zhongrong *I®~ 
luogu ii~ 

M 
Ma Ke ,~PJ 
Ma Shuilong ,~Jj(§~ 
Ma Shui-lung (cf. Ma Shuilong) 
Ma Sicong ,~ ,ljS!,~,~ 
Mak Waichu (Clarence) ~{~£1 
minzuxing ~~'[j: 
Mo Wuping ~_nzis: 

muyu *ffe, 

N 
Nan Batian 1¥11.[7( 
nanguan 1¥1~ 
Nie Er :nflf 

p 

Pan Huanglong ~~§~ 
Pan Huang-lung (cf. Pan Huang

long) 
Pan Hwang-Long (cf. Pan Huang-

long) 
Pan Shiji ~t!t~l5! 
Pan Xiaonan ~~1¥f 
Peng Zhimin 1ft~~J 
pingju ~ZJljU 

pingtan WP5' 
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Q 
Qian Nanzhang ~r¥f:¥ 

Qian Shanhua ~~
qin (guqin) ~ ( -i='=I~) 

qing !Ii~ 
Qing Zhuw± 

Qu Wei ll*i 
Qu Xiaosong f11]\;f'l 
quyi H±J~ 
Quan Jihao ;fft~ni\f 

R 
remnin yinyuejia ARY~% 

s 
san tuchu :::::: ~ti} 

Sang Tong *fµ1J 
sanxian -=::iJX; 
Sha Mei 19>t~ 
Shanghai yinyue zhuanke xuexiao 

(Shanghai yinzhuan) 

_t~y~:$f4~tx C .L~~YW) 
Shen Bingguang 1.'.tm:Jrc 
Shen Chin-Tang (cf. Shen Jintang) 
Shen Ching-tan (cf. Shen Jintang) 

Shen Jintang 1.'.t~~'.¥ 
Shen Xingong 1.'.t{,,I 
sheng 1(E 
Sheng Zhongliang ~tp'.713 
Shi Guangnan nfil:Jrc r¥f 
Shi Wanchun llfilf.it:f!f 
Shi Weiliang 9::1['1% 
Shi Y ongkang llfilll?k.13l 
Shifan Daxue @ffiili'B7c~ 
shifan luogu +:Jijll'f.Z 
Shifan xuexiao @ffiili'B~t)( 
Shi Kurnpor llfil~1Bz: 

Glossary 

Shiung Che-Min (cf. Xiong Zemin) 
Shu Sung Rung (cf. Xu Songrong) 
Shu Tsang-Houei (cf. Xu Changhui) 
shuochang §~O~ 
si fl 
sizhu **-11 
song fl 
Su Cong if(~J!t 
Su Xia if(][ 
suyue {it~ 
suona ojiopg 

T 
Tai Hang-hsuen (cf. Dai Hongxuan) 

taiji :t:t:i 
tanci 5lfl§rlj 
Tan Dun IDJJ§ 
tantiao 5l'i!f:J~ 
Tan Xiaolin IDJ1J\l\f 
Tang Jianping m9!ZfS. 
Tian Feng EB$ 
tifa f;l'Ht 
tongyao li:~ 
Tsang Yipfat W~~ 
Tseng Shing K wei (cf. Zeng 

Xingkui) 
Tu Wen-Huei (cf. Du Wenhui) 

Tung Laishing li:~~ 
Tzeng Shing K wei (cf. Zeng 

Xingkui) 
Tzeng Shing K wey (cf. Zeng 

Xingkui) 

w 
Wang Fei £?F 
Wang Jianzhong £9-ttf:l 
Wang Lisan £:ll-=:: 
Wang Xilin £~1\f 
Wang Yanqiao £~t~ 

wangguo zhi yin t:m;L.y 
wei renmin fuwu ~ARHIU~ 
wengongtuan :XI~ 
wenhua fuxing 3t 1tiiJ!1. 
Wen Longxin 1H~i:{6 
Wen Loong-hsien (Wen Longxin) 
Wen Loong-hsing (cf. Wen 

Longxin) 
wenren :XA. 
wenyidui :X~~~ 
Wong Yokyee wW~ 
Wu Dinglian ~ T~ 
Wu Qinghua ~m• 
Wu ren yueji TIA~~ 
Wu Ting-lien (cf. Wu Dinglian) 
wu xing TI.ff 
Wu Yuanfang ~~~if; 
Wu Yuan-Fang (cf. Wu Yuanfang) 
Wu Zuqiang ~~r§.5!R 
Wut Manchung Fttl3t9=1 

x 
Xi Qiming ~~B)j 

Xia Liang JI.Bl 
xiaxiang -fl~~ 
Xian Xinghai 1)t_~j~ 
Xiandai yuefu :fJi {~~JM 
Xianggang zuoqujia lianhui 

~mfi=H±J%~~~fr 
Xiang Min rr=D R 
Xiang rikui yuehui [tu B ~~fr 
xiangtu ~~~± 
xiao Jff1f 
Xiao Erhua JfflfffiHt 
xiao sangzi 1j\O~-=f 

Xiao Y oumei Jfflf.Rf~ 
xinchao *JT~~B 
xin sheng *Mi 
Xin Xiang 5Fff~ 

Glossary 

Xinyue chuzou *JT~:fJJ~ 
Xiong Zemin f/~~R 
XU Ji'. 

Xu Boyun §'f t:W ft 
Xu Changhui ~tm!i 
Xu Jixing :f;f;ff-B£ 
Xu Shuya ~t\%f 5:2 
Xu Sangren :f#:~~H= 
Xu Songrong 1#:t'l5R 
Xu Yi :f;f;~ 
xuetangge ~¥'.llfX 
xun tji 
xungenre :WTN~ 

y 

yayue ff~ 
Yazhou yinyue de xin huanjing 

:sE: zJ+!y~S"J*JTf!t~ 
yanlu \3~~ 
yangbanxi flf&liX 
Yang Liqing t~J:Lw 
Yang Yong m~ 
yangge ~llfX 
yangqmm~ 

Ye Chunzhi ~*~Z 
Ye Xiaogang ~;}~ 
yezihu f.llJ)-=fi1J)j 
Yijing ~*~ 
Yishu xueyuan @ffg~lliG 
yin f=g 
Yin Chengzong g_§!:ffeffi 
Yinyues~ 
Ying Shangneng B!Ttd'§g 
you~ 
You Changfa ~1H-§l§tt 
Yu Chang-Fa (cf. You Changfa) 
Yu Jingjun (Julian) -=f EtJJ-
Yu Qiang ~5!R 
yuheba fi.ii,-;5 J\ 
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1 '='E.k!L. iUk-yu uge a1:1w~ilfl( 
Yumnen wuji ~FIJ~~ 

z 
za~ 
zaju ~~U 
Zeng Xingkui tf~)M; 
Zeng Zhimin Wit~ 
Zhang Dalong 7.&::kff~ 
Zhang Huili 7.&J!frJ 
Zhang Qianyi 7.&T-
Zhang Xiaofu IJ.&1J\7c 
Zhao Feng moo, 
Zhao Xiaosheng ml!j± 
Zhao Yushen m1f~~~ 
Zhao Yuamen mJCff 

Glossary 

zheng (instrument) ~ 
zheng (correct) iE 
Zhiyue xiaoji tU~1j\~ 
zhong (moderate) tp 
zhong (heavy) :Ir 
Zhongxue wei ti, Xixue wei yong 

tp~:\%11 , ~~1%ffl 
Zhongyang gewutuan tp9:!:llfX~[ll 
Zhou Long mlff~ 
Zhou Wenzhong Jj!fj)(tp 
Zhou Xianglin Jj!fj~;ffi# 
Zhu Guangqing *ll'!t 
Zhu Jian' er *~i:ti= 
Zhu Shirui *titflM 
Zhuanke xuexiao Wf-3-f.~;fX 

Index 

A 
aleatory 174, 205 
A vshalomov Aaron 18, 28 

B 
Bach Johann Sebastian 71, 80, 165, 

204,214,216,217 
Baimaonu (cf. The White-haired 

Girl) 
banhu (cf. erhu) 
Bartok Bela 76, 121, 149, 152, 154, 

156, 163, 164, 173, 175, 182, 199, 
200,223,260,295,305,377 

Beijing Opera (cf. Chinese Opera) 
Berlioz Hector 7, 23 
Boulez Pierre 18, 260, 332, 388 
Britten Benjamin 18, 177 
bruitism (cf. noise) 
Buddhism 168, 177, 335, 357, 366, 

382,386 
Butterfly Violin Concerto 11, 64, 

131, 161,27~30~381/382 

c 
Cage John 18, 19, 253, 260, 298, 

332,388 
Cai Yuanpei 25 
calligraphy (cf. painting) 
Cao Guangping 162 
Cao Jian 49, 60, 182, 183/184, 274, 

349 
Chan Kambiu 43, 57, 232, 238, 239, 

260-266,267,277,279,283,384 

Chan Kanin 244, 245, 367 /368 
Chan Puifang 22, 163, 240/241, 244, 

308 
Chan Waikwong (Victor) 239, 252 
Chan Wingwah 109/110, 114, 116, 

235,238,239,252,266,300,315, 
316,326,327,340,353/354,382 

Chen Chienhua 241, 304, 393 
Chen Danpin 9 
Chen Gang 11, 64, 161, 163, 171, 

181,307 
Chen Maoxuan 80, 205/206 
Chen Mingzhi 77, 80, 142, 151, 

157/158, 160, 181,279,307,393 
Chen Ningchi 244, 316 
Chen Qigang 18, 127, 137, 166, 177-

180, 269, 276, 350, 384 
Chen Sazhi 22, 198 
Chen Shihui 14, 43, 51, 197, 198, 

221, 343 
Chen Shuxi 221 
Chen Tianhe 29, 31 
Chen Xiaoyong 54, 60, 77, 137, 167, 

274,291,300,327,339,340,342, 
349,358,359,384,388 

Chen Yuanlin 166, 183 
Chen Yi 10, 13, 37, 147, 166, 168, 

172, 173,276,297,358,359,368-
370,384, 385 

Chiang Kaishek 32, 44, 45, 46, 48, 
50, 73, 79, 131, 132,288 

Chinese apotheosis 15 5, 311, 318, 
322 
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Chinese opera 147, 157, 159, 161, 
194, 197, 198, 207, 209/210, 218, 
245,340,342,343,354 

Chineseness 18, 147, 181, 184, 192, 
194, 195, 196, 197,208,221,229, 
237, 245, 269-387, 391/392 

Chu Wanghua 161/162 
chuida23 
Confucian 36, 38-41, 42, 43, 44/45, 

46, 137/138, 170,270 
Council for Cultural Planning and 

Development (CCPD) 11, 58, 73, 
196 

Crumb George 144, 200, 252 
Cui Wenyu 172 
Cultural Renaissance Movement 189-

191, 278, 291, 292, 299, 387 
Cultural Revolution 28, 52, 77, 80, 

81,82,98,99, 100, 130, 135, 137, 
139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 
152, 153, 160/161, 164, 165, 169, 
173, 177, 180, 183, 184, 190,218, 
279,286,287,295,308,387,389 

D 
dagehu 316 
daqu 318, 368 
Dai Hongxuan 187, 198, 203, 206, 

213-217, 222 
Daoism 36, 61, 107, 137, 152, 214, 

270,330,332,335,357,360,386 
Davidovsky Mario 168, 169, 200 
dazhonghua 48/49 
Debussy Claude 18, 23, 29, 42, 76, 

77, 127, 130, 136, 144, 152, 153, 
154, 163, 171,225,280 

diabolus in musica 88, 90, 94, 95, 96, 
127,203,265 

Index 

Ding Shande 74, 149, 150, 153, 181, 
241 

Ding Ying 183 
diyinggehu 316 
dizi 172, 173, 174, 203, 307, 310, 

311,315,321,322,360 
Dongfang hong (cf. The East is Red) 
Dou E Yuan (cf. Dou E's Lament) 
Dou E's Lament 43, 116/117, 206, 

348,361,386 
Du Mingxin 20, 31, 49, 50, 63, 65, 

74,82, 151, 158-160, 166, 184, 
244,269,272,308,377,389 

Du Wenhui 221 

E 
The East is Red 81, 116, 142, 159, 

287,309 
electronic music 166, 172, 180, 211, 

218/219, 220, 248/249, 349 
erhu 23, 95, 145, 150, 162, 166, 169, 

171, 172, 174,218,221,244,245, 
260,261,274,287,307,314, 315, 
328,341,348,349,358 

experimental music 210/211, 212 

F 
"And the Fallen Petals ... " 222, 360 
folksong 30, 121, 325, 345 
Frankel Wolfgang 28, 152, 153 
Fu Yamchi 240, 241 

G 
Gao Weijie 162, 172 
GeGanru54, 76, 165, 173-177, 181, 

218,280,295,328,336,340,382 
Gesualdo Carlo 37 
Goehr Alexander 141, 144, 175 

Gu wei jin yong, Yang wei Zhong 
yong 271, 285-301, 310, 312, 313, 
314,323,325,347,350,370,376, 
378,386 

Guo Zhiyuan 198 
guomen 101, 102, 103, 104, 369/370 
Guo Wenjing 49, 67, 77, 137, 148, 

H 

166, 169, 173, 184,295,341,349, 
367 

Haigang (cf. At the Harbour) 
Han Yong 170 
HaoWeiya49, 73, 148, 183,312 
At the Harbour 83 
Hart Sir Robert 23 
Haydn Joseph 67, 71 
He Luting 28, 29, 30, 42, 43, 44, 139, 

141, 149, 150, 158, 181,267,283, 
301,378 

He Xuntian 37, 67, 145, 172, 323, 
331,343,349 

He Zhanhao 11, 54, 307/308 
Henze Hans-Werner 3 7 
heterophony (cf. also polyphony, 

Chinese) 
Hindemith Paul 129, 130, 149, 153, 

154, 177, 199,242,250 
Ho Pingyee 245, 251 
Ho Waion 244, 245 
Hong Kong Jockey Club 232, 260, 

266,284 
Hongdengji (cf. The Red Lantern) 
Hongse niangzi jun (cf. The Red 

Detachment of Women) 
Hou Junqing 49, 50, 51, 200, 

205/206, 217, 306, 351 
Huang Anlun 161 
Huang Yautai 10, 13, 240 
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Huang Zi 28, 31, 41, 141, 149, 240 
Huang he dahechang (cf. Yell ow 

River Cantata and Concerto) 
huangse yinyue (cf. Yell ow Music) 

I 
imitation 11, 15, 19, 126/127, 

267/268 
impressionism 219, 306 
Internationale 65, 87, 93, 94, 96, 

100, 102, 118, 133 

J 
Jia Daqun 172, 316 
Jiang Dingxian 29, 31, 149, 161, 241, 

244,303,304 
Jiang Qing 13, 50, 52, 63, 82, 83, 84, 

85,95,96, 100, 139, 140, 142, 
296 

Jiang Wenye 10, 13, 26, 27, 29, 30, 
31, 149,268 

Jin Xiang 37, 161, 163, 182 
June Fourth 57, 114, 116-118 

K 
Koo Chatpo 69, 73, 81, 111/112, 

113,239,252,279,349 
Kuan Naichung 244 
kunqu (cf. Chinese opera) 

L 
Lai Dehe 206/207, 222, 348 
laissez-faire 232, 234 
Lam Bunching 9, 37, 73, 79, 106, 

110, 162,231,235,238,239,251-
260,276,283, 330, 348, 370-377, 
383 

Lam Doming 20, 54, 73, 75, 106-
109, 110,231,237,241,300,304, 
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308,316,348,361,367,381,384, 
389 

Lam Manyee 251/252, 389 
Law Pingleung 244 
Law Wingfai 57, 69, 233, 237, 239, 

244-251,262,266,276,286,300, 
316,337,360,382 

Li Baochen 31 
Li Binyang 166, 183 
LiH:uanzhi48, 149,274,308 
LiJiefu 56, 81 
Li Jinhui 57, 131 
Li Ling 31, 136 
Li Sao 43, 120 
Li Shutong 24 
Li Taixiang 51, 54, 73, 197, 198, 

200,205-213,217,300,345,369, 
389 

Li Xi'an 25, 138, 147, 295 
Li Yinghai 151, 163, 168, 169 
Li Zhongyong 161 
Liang Shanbo yu Zhu Yingtai (cf. 

Butterfly Violin Concerto) 
Ligeti Gyorgy 20, 127, 144, 167 
Lin Daosheng 199, 307, 308, 389 
Lin Shengshih 240, 304 
literature (cf. poetry) 
Liu Shikun 52, 63, 139 
Liu Xue'an 29 
Liu Yuan 63, 77, 116, 119, 170, 

171/172, 218, 276 
Lu Ji 29, 56, 67, 72, 136, 290 
Lu Pei 1701171 
Lu Quansheng 198 
Lu Wenci 37, 50, 111, 113, 197, 200, 

221,279,340,358,360 
Lu Xun 15, 164, 169 
Lu Xun Yishu xueyuan (Luyi) 30, 

149 

Index 

Lu Yan 37, 197, 198-205, 213, 222, 
275,340 

luan 132, 231 
Lutoslawski Witold 20, 127, 262 
Luo Jingjing 171 
Luo Zhongrong 20, 52, 142, 147, 

151, 153-156, 157, 158, 160, 168, 
177,283,308,309,381,393 

luogu 152, 156, 209, 307 

M 
Ma Ke 64, 71, 149 
Ma Shuilong 10, 13, 197, 198, 200, 

206,218,222,300,304,307,317, 
342,347,361,383 

Ma Sicong 31/32, 149, 150, 268 
MacLehose Cultural Era 11, 233, 284 
Mak Waichu (Clarence) 37, 69, 252, 

283,327,378,383 
Mao Yuanxin 81 
Mao Zedong 30, 46, 48, 52, 55, 64, 

71, 72, 80, 81, 99, 101, 111, 112, 
138, 144, 164,287,289,292,295 

market 185/186, 187, 196, 230, 232-
238, 266/267 

May Fourth Movement 25, 26, 44, 
189,393 

Messiaen Olivier 18, 162, 177, 199, 
214,260 

minimalism 211, 215, 216, 217, 
258/259, 325 

minzuxing (cf. Chineseness) 
mixture (cf. polyphony, Chinese) 
Mo Wuping 167, 169/170, 183, 345 
model-works 13, 52, 65, 80, 81, 83, 

87, 101, 104, 142, 143, 145, 154, 
164, 191, 244, 316 

Mozart Wolfgang Amadeus 29, 37, 
67,214,218,259,295 

musique concrete 136, 253 
muyu 101, 164, 181, 248, 317, 367 
mythological conceptualization 302, 

303, 357-377, 380, 386/387 

N 
Nie Er 12, 27, 30, 138 
noise 176, 182, 214, 220, 328/329 
Nono Luigi 37 

0 
ortholalia 139, 140 
orthophony 267, 389 
orthopraxy 183, 267, 282 

p 

painting 358-360 
Palestrina Giovanni Pierluigi 71 
Pan Guoxing 170 
Pan H:uanglong 45, 106, 198, 200, 

206/207,217,229,275,327,337, 
364,366 

Pan Shiji 51, 191, 197, 198, 213, 
221-228, 277, 285 

Pan Xiaonan 222 
paradigmatic composer 146, 14 7, 

148, 197, 198,213,216,221 
parody 215, 216, 217, 259 
passus duriusculus 94, 96, 103 
Peng Zhimin 173, 389 

<pentatonic romanticism 33, 65, 78, 
116, 149, 154, 161, 164, 184, 198, 
199,240,242,244,245,266,307, 
308, 311/312,331,381,389 

'People's Composer 12, 15, 394 
philosophy 362-368 
pipa 86, 95, 127, 150, 162, 164, 

209/210, 211, 221, 245, 247, 252, 
305,306,307,310,311,315, 
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316/317, 329, 344, 348, 359, 367, 
382 

poetry 360-368 
polyphony (Chinese) 265, 325, 338-

340 
four prominences 95, 96 
three prominences 85, 88, 91, 96, 99 

Q 
Qian Nanzhang 14, 37, 57, 126, 218, 

367 
Qian Shanhua 218 
qin (guqin) 26, 38, 61, 181, 198, 273, 

293,305,306,307,311,312, 
326/327,332,336,348,351, 352, 
353,383 

Qing Zhu276 
Qu Wei 149 
QuXiaosong 54, 67, 118, 119, 125, 

137, 147, 163, 167/168, 274, 294, 
297,299,334,335,344,345,346, 
355,359,366,369,377,378,389 

Qu Yuan 42, 43, 121, 145, 149, 166, 
340,344,361,386 

Quan Jihao 170 

R 
radicalization 302, 303, 323-357, 

380, 386-387 
Ravel Maurice 29, 130, 144 
The Red Detachment of Women 64, 

82-96, 104, 105, 127, 133, 151, 
159, 185 

The Red Lantern 65, 83, 142, 305 
Renmin yinyuejia (cf. People's 

Composer) 
revolutionary realism 84 
revolutionary romanticism 65, 84, 99 
Ricci Matteo 21 
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s 
san tuchu (cf. three prominences) 
Sang Tong 31, 32, 76, 80, 151, 152, 

171,283,304,305,350,351,382 
sanxian 87, 94, 194, 344, 349 
scar literature 97 /98 
scar music 97 /98, 177 
Scelsi Giacento 20 
Scherchen-Hsiao Tona 10, 162 
Schloss Julius28, 153 
SchOnberg Arnold 76, 133, 136, 152, 

153, 174,204,253,254 
schoolsong 23, 31 
Schubert Franz 37, 68, 144 
serialism 174 
Shajiabang (cf. The village) 
Shen Bingguang 198 
Shen Jintang 37, 197, 198, 206, 273, 

276,366,367 
Shen Xingong 24 
sheng 86, 159, 172, 180, 218, 245, 

307,319,360 
Sheng Zhongliang 98, 170 
Shi Kumpor 240/241, 3 89 
Shi Weiliang 199, 201, 205, 206, 

218,278 
Shi Yongkang 151, 170, 171, 318, 

321-323 
shifan luogu (cf. luogo) 
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